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It is not enough for children and young people simply to hold human rights. In order to embed a human rights culture and ensure that our young people understand how to access those rights – and to uphold, defend and promote them – they need an education fit for that purpose.

Compass was first published in 2002. Since then it has supported scores of professionals and civil society actors in bringing human rights education into the lives of countless young people in Europe and throughout the world. Translated into 31 languages, it has played an essential role in shaping rights-based approaches to youth policy and youth work. This creates a human rights awareness that empowers learners, stays with them through life, and can be passed on to future generations. It is not just about learning, but about enhancing democratic citizenship in the longer-term.

It is vitally important that young people get the chance to see life through this lens. In a fast-changing world, there is a great deal of apprehension and fear, stoked both by long-term trends and by current events. These challenges can seem overwhelming. Seeing them from a human rights perspective can provide reassurance and confidence that our societies can apply ethical principles to highly complex problems: that people can and should be supported and protected even in the most testing of times.

That knowledge is an important gift.

I trust that Compass will continue to guide human rights education practitioners in their important work.
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Welcome to Compass and this reprint with revisions!

Compass was first published in 2002 within the framework of the Human Rights Education Youth Programme of the Directorate of Youth and Sport of the Council of Europe. The programme was created because human rights education (HRE) – meaning educational programmes and activities that focus on promoting equality in human dignity – was, and remains, of incalculable value in shaping a dimension of democratic citizenship for all young people and in promoting a culture of universal human rights. Compass has become a reference manual for many people involved in value-based youth work and non-formal education. It is currently available in more than 30 languages, ranging from Arabic and Japanese to Icelandic and Basque. In some countries it has become part of the resources for rights education in schools and in some others it is not possible to use it in schools. The adventures of Compass across Europe often mirror the contrasted reality of human rights education: promoted here and combated there, praised by some and despised by others.

The success of Compass has been followed by that of its younger sibling, Compa-sito – the manual for human rights education with children. Both publications support the implementation of the Council of Europe Charter on Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education.

Compass and its publication in various language versions has been the medium through which human rights education has been brought onto the agenda of youth work and into the curricula of many schools. National networks for human rights education have been created in several countries where they reinforce the work done by human rights organisations and educational professionals in making the right to human rights education a reality for more children and young people across Europe.

The forum on human rights education with young people, Living, Learning, Acting for Human Rights, held in Budapest in 2009, stressed the importance of human rights education today:

- Human rights cannot be defended and promoted by legal instruments alone. Human rights education – learning about, learning through and learning for human rights – is essential to make sure that they are understood, upheld and promoted by everyone.
- The work undertaken by and for young people through Compass – a manual for human rights education with young people, clearly shows that the Council of Europe can rely on the generosity, passion and competence of young people to make human rights education a reality for many other young people. […] The experiences from youth work and non-formal learning have been successfully placed at the service of human rights education projects for all, including the complementarity of formal and non-formal learning.
- Human rights education cannot be the responsibility of NGOs and youth organisations alone. Neither can it be carried out solely by volunteers. States have a major responsibility to implement human rights education. It needs to be embraced, supported and sustained by them in ways that foresee a role for the formal and non-formal education sectors.
For many occasional practitioners of human rights education, Compass has become a synonym for human rights education. However, human rights education is much more than Compass. Compass indicates routes and suggests ways of experiencing human rights education, but it leaves the choice of route and the method to the facilitator and ultimately to the learners.

Compass is not a human right; human rights education is.

**Ensuring Compass is relevant for the second decade of the 21st century**

In the first ten years of its life, Compass was confronted with a rapid development of issues and challenges to human rights and human rights education. Among these were the acceleration of the globalisation processes, an increase in terrorism and the response of a global war on terrorism, the global financial crisis, the effects of human-induced climate change, the various flower revolutions in Georgia, Ukraine and several Arab countries, the expansion of the Internet, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the tsunami and nuclear disaster in Fukushima, and more. Compass was now desperately pointing from one crisis to another, and was also outdated in some areas. As a result, a revised and updated version - the 2012 edition - was published.

Our primary concern was to make Compass 2012 relevant for the second decade of the 21st century. We took into account the evaluations of users – online and off-line – and also the “acceleration of history”; not all that had been important in 2002 was still equally important ten years later and many other issues were gaining prominence. The resulting 2012 edition of Compass was a development out of what had gone before, a mixture of the old and the new. Readers and human rights practitioners found information and activities that embraced current concerns and that discussion of controversial issues was still foreseen, learner-centredness was still there and taking action still expected.

**What's different in this reprint?**

In this 2015 reprint you will find chapters 1-4 exactly as they are in the 2012 edition. What is different is that the extensive background information of Chapter 5 is missing. This is not to imply that the background information is unimportant; it is indeed very important! The detailed information about the nineteen themes is available online at www.coe.int/compass where it can more easily be kept updated. In this 2015 reprint you will find a shorter Chapter 5 containing summaries of the themes and an invitation to help keep the background material up to date and relevant through providing feedback.

Our intention is that this 2015 reprint will fulfil practitioners’ needs for a hands-on manual for human rights education that is sufficient and practical. Having the background information on the Council of Europe website ensures that the information can be kept up to date. Furthermore, by not printing the 160 pages of background information we have produced a manual that is lighter in weight, cheaper and helps protect the environment by saving on paper.
The core values and approaches underlying Compass remain fully valid. Compass should be:

- **Sufficient**: Users will find everything they need to introduce and explore human rights education with young people.
- **Ready to use**: The proposed activities do not require additional resources or lengthy preparation.
- **Up-to-date with young people**: The activities and human rights issues are easy to connect to the concerns and points of view of adolescents and young adults.
- **Practical and experiential**: All the activities include suggestions for putting what has been learned into action, thus involving the participants in more than simply cognitive processes.
- **Suitable for formal and non-formal education**: Although the activities have been developed for non-formal educational settings almost all can be run in school classrooms with some adaptation, for instance in relation to duration.
- **Adaptable**: All the activities can be adapted to the context, group and society in which they are “played”. Suggestions for variations help the facilitator to create their own adaptations.
- **A starting point**: Interested facilitators and educators will find plenty of suggestions and resources for going deeper into specific issues or learning more about human rights.
- **Generic and holistic**: Compass can be used for any human rights issue and any level of learner knowledge. It is based on an inclusive and holistic approach to learning that integrates values, attitudes, skills and knowledge.

**Get started!**

Compass is written for everybody with an interest in human rights who wishes to engage in HRE. First-time users of Compass should know that we have made no assumptions about prior knowledge about human rights and human rights education nor about the themes we have chosen to work with. Neither have we made any assumptions about people’s prior experience of teaching or leading activities. Extensive support is given on how to run the activities and on how to adapt and develop them according to the needs of the learners and the practical circumstances. There is a special section on tips for teachers. For some, ‘taking action’ may at first sight be problematical which is why we deal extensively with the concept and explain its role in the educational process in chapter 3.

Compass is a resource of information, tools and tips for HRE. Consequently it can be used in many different ways and there is no particular starting point. However, we suggest you begin by looking at the table of contents on the previous pages, dip into the manual and familiarise yourself with its general structure and content. Many people are initially most interested in the activities. This is fine, but we do recommend that you at least read chapter 1.3, ‘Using Compass for Human Rights Education’ before running any of the activities.

We hope you enjoy using this 2015 edition of Compass. Let us know if we have succeeded in giving you the information and tools you need, and help us to improve through posting your feedback at www.coe.int/compass.

**Endnotes**
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1. Introducing human rights education

“Every individual and every organ of society ... shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms.”

Preamble to The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948

“Teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms” is the foundation of human rights education (HRE). However, before looking at what human rights education is and how it is practised, it is necessary to clarify what “these rights and freedoms” are that HRE is concerned with. We begin, therefore, with a short introduction to human rights.

1.1 What are human rights?

Throughout history every society has developed systems to ensure social cohesion by codifying the rights and responsibilities of its citizens. It was finally in 1948 that the international community came together to agree on a code of rights that would be binding on all states; this was the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Since 1948 other human rights documents have been agreed, including for instance the European Convention on Human Rights in 1950 and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in 1990.

Human rights reflect basic human needs; they establish the basic standards without which people cannot live in dignity. Human rights are about equality, dignity, respect, freedom and justice. Examples of rights include freedom from discrimination, the right to life, freedom of speech, the right to marriage and family and the right to education. (There is a summary and the full text of the UDHR in the appendices).

Human rights are held by all persons equally, universally and for ever. Human rights are universal, that is, they are the same for all human beings in every country. They are inalienable, indivisible and interdependent, that is, they cannot be taken away – ever; all rights are equally important and they are complementary, for instance the right to participate in government and in free elections depends on freedom of speech.

How can people use and defend human rights if they have never learned about them? The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) acknowledges this in its preamble, and in Article 26 it gives everyone the right to education that should “strengthen respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms”. The aim of human rights education is to create a world with a culture of human rights. This is a culture where everyone’s rights are respected and rights themselves are respected; a culture where people understand their rights and responsibilities, recognise human rights violations and take action to protect the rights of others. It is a culture where human rights are as much a part of the lives of individuals as language, customs, the arts and ties to place are.
1.2 Defining human rights education

Since 1948 a huge quantity and variety of work has been – and is being – done in the interests of human rights education. That there are many ways of doing HRE is as it should be because individuals view the world differently, educators work in different situations and different organisations and public bodies have differing concerns; thus, while the principles are the same, the practice may vary. In order to get a picture of the variety of teaching and activities that are being delivered, it is instructive to look at the roles and interests of the various “individuals and organs of society” in order to see how these inform the focus and scope of their interest in HRE.

In 1993 the World Conference on Human Rights declared human rights education as “essential for the promotion and achievement of stable and harmonious relations among communities and for fostering mutual understanding, tolerance and peace”. In 1994 the General Assembly of the United Nations declared the UN Decade of Human Rights Education (1995-2004) and urged all UN member states to promote “training, dissemination and information aimed at the building of a universal culture of human rights”. As a result, governments have been putting more efforts into promoting HRE, mainly through state education programmes. Because governments have concern for international relations, maintaining law and order and the general functioning of society, they tend to see HRE as a means to promote peace, democracy and social order.

The purpose of the Council of Europe is to create a common democratic and legal area throughout the whole of the European continent, ensuring respect for its fundamental values: human rights, democracy and the rule of law. This focus on values is reflected in all its definitions of HRE. For example, with reference to its commitment to securing the active participation of young people in decisions and actions at local and regional level, the Human Rights Education Youth Programme of the Council of Europe defines HRE as

“...educational programmes and activities that focus on promoting equality in human dignity, in conjunction with other programmes such as those promoting intercultural learning, participation and empowerment of minorities.”

The Council of Europe Charter on Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education (2010) defines HRE as education, training, awareness raising, information, practices and activities which aim, by equipping learners with knowledge, skills and understanding and developing their attitudes and behaviour, to empower learners to contribute to the building and defence of a universal culture of human rights in society, with a view to the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms.

There are other definitions of human rights education, such as the one of Amnesty International:

HRE is a process whereby people learn about their rights and the rights of others, within a framework of participatory and interactive learning.

The Asia-Pacific Regional Resource Centre for Human Rights Education makes particular reference to the relation between human rights and the lives of the people involved in HRE:
HRE is a participative process which contains deliberately designed sets of learning activities using human rights knowledge, values, and skills as content aimed at the general public to enable them to understand their experiences and take control of their lives.

The United Nations World Programme for Human Rights Education defines HRE as: Education, training and information aimed at building a universal culture of human rights. A comprehensive education in human rights not only provides knowledge about human rights and the mechanisms that protect them, but also imparts the skills needed to promote, defend and apply human rights in daily life. Human rights education fosters the attitudes and behaviours needed to uphold human rights for all members of society.

The People’s Movement for Human Rights Learning prefers human rights learning to human rights education and places a special focus on human rights as way of life. The emphasis on learning, instead of education, is also meant to draw on the individual process of discovery of human rights and apply them to the person’s everyday life.

Other organs of society include NGOs and grassroots organisations which generally work to support vulnerable groups, to protect the environment, monitor governments, businesses and institutions and promote social change. Each NGO brings its own perspective to HRE. Thus, for example, Amnesty International believes that “human rights education is fundamental for addressing the underlying causes of human rights violations, preventing human rights abuses, combating discrimination, promoting equality, and enhancing people’s participation in democratic decision-making processes”.

At the Forum on Human Rights Education with and by Young People, Living, Learning, Acting For Human Rights, held in Budapest in October 2009, the situation of young people in Europe was presented today as one of “precariousness and instability, which seriously hampers equality of opportunities for many young people to play a meaningful part in society […] human rights, especially social rights and freedom from discrimination, sound like empty words, if not false promises. Persisting situations of discrimination and social exclusion are not acceptable and cannot be tolerated”. Thus, the forum participants, concerned with equality of opportunity and discrimination, agreed that, “Human rights education must systematically mainstream gender awareness and gender equality perspectives. Additionally, it must include an intercultural learning dimension; […] We expect the Council of Europe to […] mainstream minority issues throughout its human rights education programmes, including gender, ethnicity, religion or belief, ability and sexual-orientation issues”.

Governments and NGOs tend to view HRE in terms of outcomes in the form of desired rights and freedoms, whereas educational academics, in comparison, tend to focus on values, principles and moral choices. Betty Reardon in Educating for Human Dignity, 1995 states that, “The human rights education framework is intended as social education based on principles and standards […] to cultivate the capacities to make moral choices, take principled positions on issues – in other words, to develop moral and intellectual integrity”. 
Trainers, facilitators, teachers and other HRE practitioners who work directly with young people tend to think in terms of competences and methodology.

We hope we have made it clear that different organisations, educational providers and actors in human rights education use different definitions according to their philosophy, purpose, target groups or membership. There is, nonetheless, an obvious consensus that human rights education involves three dimensions:

- Learning about human rights, knowledge about human rights, what they are, and how they are safeguarded or protected;
- Learning through human rights, recognising that the context and the way human rights learning is organised and imparted has to be consistent with human rights values (e.g. participation, freedom of thought and expression, etc.) and that in human rights education the process of learning is as important as the content of the learning;
- Learning for human rights, by developing skills, attitudes and values for the learners to apply human rights values in their lives and to take action, alone or with others, for promoting and defending human rights.

It follows that when we come to think about how to deliver HRE, about how to help people acquire the necessary knowledge, skills and attitudes so they can play their parts within a culture of human rights, we see that we cannot “teach” HRE, but that it has to be learned through experience. Thus HRE is also education through being exposed to human rights in practice. This means that the how and the where HRE is taking place must reflect human rights values (learning in human rights); the context and the activities have to be such that dignity and equality are an inherent part of practice.

In Compass, we have taken special care to make sure that no matter how interesting and playful the methods and activities may be, a reference to human rights is essential for learning about human rights to be credible. There are also various suggestions for taking action.

1.3 Human rights education is a fundamental human right

Human rights are important because no individual can survive alone and injustices diminish the quality of life at a personal, local and global level. What we do in Europe has an effect on what happens elsewhere in the world. For example, the clothes we wear may be made by means of child labour in Asia, while the legacies of European colonial history contribute to the political and religious turmoil in Iraq, Somalia and Afghanistan, which send desperate asylum seekers knocking on our doors. Similarly, millions of people in Africa and Asia are being displaced due to the consequences of climate change caused largely by the activities of the industrialised nations. However, it is not just because human rights violations in other parts of the world rebound on us; the duty to care for others is a fundamental morality found across all cultures and
religions. Human rights violations happen everywhere, not only in other countries but also at home, which is why HRE is important. Only with full awareness, understanding and respect for human rights can we hope to develop a culture where they are respected rather than violated. The right to human rights education is therefore increasingly recognised as a human right in itself.

HRE is not only a moral right, but also a legal right under international law. Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that everyone has a right to education and that “Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace”. Furthermore, Article 28 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child states that, “School discipline shall be administered in a manner consistent with the child’s dignity. Education should be directed to the development of the child’s personality, talents and abilities, the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, responsible life in a free society, understanding, tolerance and equality, the development of respect for the natural environment”.

HRE is also a legitimate political demand. The message of the Forum Living, learning, Acting for Human Rights recognises that the “values that guide the action of the Council of Europe are universal values for all of us and are centred on the inalienable dignity of every human being”. The message goes further in recalling that human rights are more than just inspiration: they are also moral and political commands that apply to the relations between states and people, as much as within states and amongst people.

1.4 Human rights education in the United Nations

The United Nations has an irreplaceable role to play with regard to human rights education in the world. The World Conference on Human Rights, held in Vienna in 1993, reaffirmed the essential role of human rights education, training and public information in the promotion of human rights. In 1994, the United Nations Decade for Human Rights Education was proclaimed by the General Assembly, spanning the period 1 January 1995 to 31 December 2004.

As a result of the evaluation of the decade, a World Programme for Human Rights Education was established in 2004. The first phase of the programme focused on human rights education in the primary and secondary school systems. All states were expected and encouraged to develop initiatives within the framework of the World Programme and its Plan of Action. The Human Rights Council decided to focus the second phase (2010-2014) on human rights education for higher education and on human rights training programmes for teachers and educators, civil servants, law enforcement officials and military personnel at all levels. Accordingly, in September 2010 it adopted the Plan of Action for the second phase, prepared by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. It also encouraged member
states to continue the implementation of human rights education in primary and secondary school systems. The open-ended World Programme remains a common collective framework for action as well as a platform for co-operation between Governments and all other stakeholders.

In December 2011 the General Assembly adopted the UN Declaration on Human Rights Education and Training. The declaration is considered ground-breaking because it is the first instrument devoted specifically to HRE and, therefore, is a very valuable tool for advocacy and raising awareness of the importance of HRE. The declaration recognises that “Everyone has the right to know, seek and receive information about all human rights and fundamental freedoms and should have access to human rights education and training” and that “Human rights education and training is essential for the promotion of universal respect for and observance of all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, in accordance with the principles of the universality, indivisibility and interdependence of human rights.” The declaration also contains a broad definition of human rights education and training which encompasses education about, through and for human rights.

The Declaration places on states the main responsibility “to promote and ensure human rights education and training” (Article 7).

Within the UN system, human rights education is co-ordinated by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, based in Geneva, under the authority of the Human Rights Council.

1.5 Human rights education in Europe

The Council of Europe

For the Member States of the Council of Europe, human rights are meant to be more than just assertions: human rights are part of their legal framework, and should therefore be an integral part of young people’s education. The European nations made a strong contribution to the twentieth century’s most important proclamation of human rights, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 10 December 1948. The European Convention on Human Rights, which has legal force for all member states of the Council of Europe, drew its principles and inspiration from the UN document, and was adopted two years later. The emergence of human rights as we know them today owes much to the massive human rights violations during World War II in Europe and beyond.

Back in 1985 the Committee of Ministers issued Recommendation R (85) 7 to the Member States of the Council of Europe about teaching and learning about human rights in schools. The recommendation emphasised that all young people should learn about human rights as part of their preparation for life in a pluralistic democracy.

The recommendation was reinforced by the Second Summit of the Council of Europe (1997), when the Heads of State and Government of the member States decided to “launch an initiative for education for democratic citizenship with a view to promoting citizens’ awareness of their rights and responsibilities in a democratic
society”. The project on Education for Democratic Citizenship that ensued has played a major role in promoting and supporting the inclusion of education for democratic citizenship and human rights education in school systems.

The setting up of the Human Rights Education Youth Programme, and the publication and translations of Compass and, later on, of Compassito, contributed further to the recognition of education to human rights, in particular through non-formal education and youth work.

In 2010, the Council of Europe Charter on Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education was adopted by the Committee of Ministers within the framework of Recommendation CM/Rec (2010) 7. The charter calls on member states to include education for democratic citizenship and human rights education in the curricula for formal education at pre-primary, primary and secondary school level, as well as in general vocational education and training. The charter also calls on the member states to “foster the role of non-governmental organisations and youth organisations in education for democratic citizenship and human rights education, especially in non-formal education. They should recognise them and their activities as a valued part of the educational system, provide them where possible with the support they need and make full use of the expertise they can contribute to all forms of education”.

“Providing every person within their territory with the opportunity of education for democratic citizenship and human rights education” should be the aim of state policies and legislation dealing with HRE according to the charter. The charter sets out objectives and principles for human rights education and recommends action in the fields of monitoring, evaluation and research. The charter is accompanied by an explanatory memorandum which provides details and examples on the content and practical use of the charter.

The role of human rights education in relation to the protection and promotion of human rights in the Council of Europe was further reinforced with the creation, in 1999, of the post of Commissioner for Human Rights. The Commissioner is entrusted with “promoting education in and awareness of human rights” alongside assisting member states in the implementation of human rights standards, identifying possible shortcomings in the law and practice and providing advice regarding the protection of human rights across Europe.

Fulfilling his mandate, the Commissioner gives particular attention to human rights education and considers that human rights can only be achieved if people are informed about their rights and know how to use them. Human rights education is therefore central to the effective implementation of European standards. In a number of reports, he called upon national authorities to reinforce human rights education. School children and youth, but also teachers and government officials must be educated to promote the values of tolerance and respect for others. In a viewpoint entitled “Human rights education is a priority – more concrete action is needed”, he stated that, “more emphasis has been placed on preparing the pupils for the labour market rather than developing life skills which would incorporate human rights values”. There should be both “human rights through education” and “human rights in education”.

Member states should aim to provide “every person within their territory with the opportunity of education for democratic citizenship and human rights education”. Council of Europe Charter on Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education
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The promotion of the right to human rights education in the Council of Europe is thus cross-sectorial and multi-disciplinary.

The Council of Europe liaises and co-ordinates its work on HRE with other international organisations, including UNESCO, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, the OSCE (Organisation for Co-operation and Security in Europe) and the Fundamental Rights Agency of the European Union. It has also acted as regional co-ordinator for the UN World Programme on Human Rights Education.

The European Wergeland Centre

The European Wergeland Centre, located in Oslo, Norway, is a Resource Centre working on Education for Intercultural Understanding, Human Rights and Democratic Citizenship. The Centre was established in 2008 as a co-operative project between Norway and the Council of Europe. The main target groups are education professionals, researchers, decision makers and other multipliers.

The activities of the Wergeland Centre include:
- training for teacher trainers, teachers and other educators
- research and development activities
- conferences and networking services, including an online expert database
- an electronic platform for disseminating information, educational materials and good practices.

The European Union

In 2007 the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) was established as an advisory body to help ensure that fundamental rights of people living in the EU are protected. The FRA, based in Vienna, Austria, is an independent body of the European Union (EU), established to provide assistance and expertise to the European Union and its Member States when they are implementing Community law, on fundamental rights matters. The FRA also has a mission to raise public awareness about fundamental rights, which include human rights as defined by the European Convention on Human Rights and those of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.

The youth programmes of the European Union have, over the years, dedicated particular attention to equality, active citizenship and human rights education. Many youth projects carried out within the framework of the Youth and Erasmus programmes are based on non-formal learning and provide important opportunities for young people to discover human rights values and human rights education.
1.6 Youth policy and human rights education

The Council of Europe has a longstanding record of associating young people with the process of European construction, and of considering youth policy as an integral part of its work. The first activities for youth leaders were held in 1967, and in 1972 the European Youth Centre and the European Youth Foundation were set up. The relationship between the Council of Europe and youth has developed consistently since then, with young people and youth organisations being important actors and partners at key defining moments for the organisation and for Europe. Whether in the democratisation processes of the former communist countries, in peace building and conflict transformation in conflict areas or in the fight against racism, antisemitism, xenophobia and intolerance, young people and their organisations have always counted on the Council of Europe and reciprocally the Council has been able to rely on them. Soft and deep security on the European continent cannot be envisaged without the contribution of human rights education and democratic participation.

The stated aim of the youth policy of the Council of Europe is to “provide young people, i.e. girls and boys, young women and young men with equal opportunities and experience which enable them to develop the knowledge, skills and competences to play a full part in all aspects of society”6.

The role of young people, youth organisations and youth policy in promoting the right to human rights education is also clearly spelt out in the priorities for the youth policy of the Council of Europe, one of which is Human Rights and Democracy, implemented with a special emphasis on:

- ensuring young people’s full enjoyment of human rights and human dignity, and encouraging their commitment in this regard
- promoting young people’s active participation in democratic processes and structures
- promoting equal opportunities for the participation of all young people in all aspects of their everyday lives
- effectively implementing gender equality and preventing all forms of gender-based violence
- promoting awareness education and action among young people on environment and sustainable development
- facilitating access for all young people to information and counselling services.

Two other thematic priorities – Living Together in Diverse Societies, and Social Inclusion of Young People – are also closely related to human rights education action.

The youth policy of the Council of Europe also foresees close co-operation between child and youth policies, as the two groups, children and young people, overlap to a large extent.

In 2000, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary for the European Convention on Human Rights, the Directorate of Youth and Sport launched its Human Rights Educa-
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The programme has ensured the mainstreaming of HRE in the Council’s work with young people and in youth policy and youth work. Young people and youth organisations have taken a central role in the programme as educators and advocates for human rights and have made significant contributions to the Council of Europe’s work.

A further dimension to the programme was the publication of Compass in 2002 and its subsequent translation in more than 30 languages. A programme of European and national training courses for trainers and multipliers has contributed to the emergence of formal and informal networks of educators and advocates for HRE which is producing visible results, although these differ profoundly from one country to another. The success of the Human Rights Education Youth Programme has also been built on:

- The support for key regional and national training activities for trainers of teachers and youth workers in the member states, organised in co-operation with national organisations and institutions
- The development of formal and informal networks of organisations and educators for human rights education through non-formal learning approaches at European and national levels
- The mainstreaming of human rights education approaches and methods in the overall programme of activities of the youth sector of the Council of Europe
- The development of innovative training and learning approaches and quality standards for human rights education and non-formal learning, such as the introduction of e-learning by the Advanced Compass Training in Human Rights Education
- Providing the educational approaches and resources for the All Different – All Equal European youth campaign for Diversity, Human Rights and Participation
- The dissemination of the Living Library as a methodology for intercultural learning, combating stereotypes and prejudices
- The provision of the political and educational framework for intercultural dialogue activities.

The programme has also mobilised thousands of young people across Europe through the support of pilot projects on human rights education by the European Youth Foundation.

In 2009, on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the Council of Europe, a youth forum on human rights education – Living, Learning, Acting for Human Rights – brought together more than 250 participants at the European youth centres in Budapest and Strasbourg.

The participants in the forum issued a message to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. The participants stressed the principles and needs for HRE in Europe through:

- securing adequate levels of multiplication and relaying through projects and partners at national and local levels, and through developing optimal communication between the European, the national and the local levels of action;
• seeking alliances between formal and non-formal education actors and with human rights institutions for the setting up of national human rights education programmes;
• developing the capacity of non-governmental partners while seeking greater involvement of governmental youth partners;
• supporting trans-national co-operation and networks for human rights education;
• deepening awareness about specific human rights issues affecting young people (e.g. violence, and exclusion);
• including a gender awareness perspective and an intercultural dimension as inherent to the concept of equality in human dignity;
• closely linking human rights education activities with the realities of young people, youth work, youth policy and non-formal learning;
• considering the necessary overlapping and the complementary nature of human rights education with children and with youth;
• recognising and promoting human rights education as a human right, and raising awareness about this;
• taking into account the protection of the freedom and security of human rights activists and educators;
• mainstreaming minority issues, including gender, ethnicity, religion or belief, ability and sexual-orientation issues;
• supporting the active participation and ownership of young people and children in educational processes;
• raising awareness of the responsibility of states and public authorities in promoting and supporting human rights education in the formal and non-formal education fields.

1.7 HRE with young people

It seems obvious that young people should be concerned with human rights education, but the reality is that most young people in Europe have little access to human rights education. Compass was developed to change this.

Human rights education with young people benefits not only society, but also the young people themselves. In contemporary societies young people are increasingly confronted by processes of social exclusion, of religious, ethnic and national differences, and by the disadvantages – and advantages – of globalisation. Human rights education addresses these issues and can help people to make sense of the different beliefs, attitudes and values, and the apparent contradictions of the modern multicultural societies that they live in.

The special Eurobarometer report of March 2008, “Attitudes of European citizens towards the environment”, states that Europeans attach an overwhelming importance to protecting the environment and that 96% say that it is either very or fairly important to them. Young people in particular are very willing to commit their energy and enthusiasm to issues that concern them. One example are the 100,000 who demonstrated for action to be taken to combat climate change in Copenhagen in December 2009. As human rights educators, we need to harness that energy. That they will
take up ideas and act on them is evident from the many programmes that already exist for young people – from the small scale activities carried out on a relatively ad hoc basis in individual youth clubs or schools to the major international programmes conducted by the Council of Europe and the European Union.

One example of the contribution made by human rights educated young people in Europe is in the preparation of country reports for the Minorities Rights Group. These reports, used by governments, NGOs, journalists and academics, offer analysis of minority issues, include the voices of those communities and give practical guidance and recommendations on ways to move forward. In this way human rights education can be seen as complementary to the work of the European Court of Human Rights in sending clear messages that violations will not be tolerated. However, HRE offers more: it is also a positive way to prevent violations in the first place and thus to secure better functioning and more effective prevention and sanction mechanisms. People who have acquired values of respect and equality, attitudes of empathy and responsibility and who have developed skills to work co-operatively and think critically will be less ready to violate the human rights of others in the first place. Young people also act as educators and facilitators of human rights education processes and therefore are an important support and resource for developing plans for HRE at national and local level.

1.8 Towards a culture of human rights

“All roads lead to Rome” is a common idiom meaning that there are many ways of getting to your goal. Just as all roads lead to Rome, so there are many different ways to delivering HRE. Thus, human rights education is perhaps best described in terms of what it sets out to achieve: the establishment of a culture where human rights are understood, defended and respected, or to paraphrase the participants of the 2009 Forum on Human Rights Education with Young People, “a culture where human rights are learned, lived and ‘acted’ for”.

A human rights culture is not merely a culture where everyone knows their rights, because knowledge does not necessarily equal respect, and without respect we shall always have violations. So how can we describe a human rights culture and what qualities would its adherents have? The authors of this manual worked on these questions and have formulated some (but not exclusive) answers. A human rights culture is one where people:

• Have knowledge about and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms
• Have a sense of individual self-respect and respect for others; they value human dignity
• Demonstrate attitudes and behaviours that show respect for the rights of others
• Practise genuine gender equality in all spheres
• Show respect, understanding and appreciation of cultural diversity, particularly towards different national, ethnic, religious, linguistic and other minorities and communities
• Are empowered and active citizens
• Promote democracy, social justice, communal harmony, solidarity and friendship between people and nations

You can cut all the flowers but you cannot keep spring from coming.

Pablo Neruda
• Are active in furthering the activities of international institutions aimed at the creation of a culture of peace, based upon universal values of human rights, international understanding, tolerance and non-violence.

These ideals will be manifested differently in different societies because of differing social, economic, historical and political experiences and realities. It follows that there will also be different approaches to HRE. There may be different views about the best or most appropriate way to move towards a culture of human rights, but that is as it should be. Individuals, groups of individuals, communities and cultures have different starting points and concerns. A culture of human rights ought to take into account and respect those differences.
2. Approaches to human rights education in *Compass*

**Using *Compass* to deliver HRE across cultures and languages**

Experience from the first edition of *Compass* has shown that it is possible to write one manual for the whole of Europe. Differences in cultures and languages are not hurdles but resources that enrich our work. Everyone can relate to human rights because each of us has a sense of dignity and can feel the humiliation that results from the denial of our rights. Furthermore, because human rights are universal and relate to internationally approved documents, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, it follows that the aims and principles of HRE are also applicable to every society even if the practice of HRE always needs to be contextualised.

Europe is a world of diversity in itself. More than 200 languages are spoken across the continent. Every major religion is to be found within Europe's borders. The continent is associated with the birth of democracy and, at the same time, with some of the worst examples of fascism and totalitarianism that the world has ever seen. Europe's past is marked by the Holocaust, by colonialism and by slavery, and today it harbours enough nuclear weapons to wipe out all life on earth. Yet, it hosts the annual ceremony for the Nobel Peace Prize and it has established a permanent court of human rights, which is acclaimed throughout the world.

Today, the states that make up Europe include many that did not exist when the Council of Europe was created in 1949, and others whose borders have barely changed over hundreds of years. Some continue to change even today, as conflicts threaten unstable borders. Thus, there are people in Europe who face violence and conflict on a daily basis, while many others live in relative peace, security and prosperity.

There are millionaires in every European country and millions of people living below the poverty line. There is diversity within each country, and diversity between them. Become a teacher in one part of Europe and you may receive more in a day than colleagues in other parts receive in a month. Become a teacher in another region and you may not receive a salary at all, for months on end. And what about their pupils? The number of years of compulsory schooling varies from nine in Cyprus and Switzerland to 13 in Belgium and the Netherlands. When pupils leave school the chances of getting a job vary. The chances for young people to access their social rights and be autonomous are also very different. Youth unemployment, according to Eurostat figures, could vary from 7.6% in the Netherlands to 44.5% in Spain or 43.8 % in Latvia.7

The social, cultural and political setting for HRE varies between communities and countries; thus the detail of approach, content and methods must vary, although the principles and aims do not.
2.1 HRE in different educational settings

Experience with the first edition has shown that Compass is used widely not only in youth clubs, youth organisations and NGOs but also in schools, businesses and even by government training departments. In other words, Compass is being used with people of all ages and in many different educational settings.

It was our original intention that Compass would be used primarily by youth workers in non-formal educational settings, for example after-school clubs, sports groups, church youth groups, university clubs, human rights groups and youth exchange organisations. In these settings the focus is on the personal and social development of young people, and for that reason the activities take a holistic approach, that is they work with cultivating knowledge, skills and attitudes within a social context.

However, Compass is also used in formal settings such as schools, colleges and universities where the focus is often more on the acquisition of knowledge rather than on the development of skills and attitudes. Many teachers find opportunities to use Compass activities within the history, geography, language and civics syllabi and the possibilities will increase as the shift towards competence-based curricula is consolidated. Personnel training, for instance training of teachers, managers, government officials and judicial staff, lies somewhere between the formal and the non-formal, but here too trainers use Compass both for training about human rights in general and to address issues of equal opportunities and racism within the institution.

Compass has been accredited as an official learning resource in the school system of some countries. Aware of the importance of introducing human rights education to younger children, the Council of Europe’s youth sector also developed Compasito, a manual for human rights education with children. Compasito is particularly suitable for children from 7 to 13 years of age and, as the name suggests, is based on the approaches and methodologies of Compass.

People practise and learn human rights education in many different ways and although each of the activities in Compass proposes methods and dynamics that are interesting in themselves it is important to keep in mind that the ultimate purpose of the activities is what participants can learn and what they can do with what they learn. Some of the suggestions for how to “follow-up” what was learned include running the activity with family or friends or writing to the media. These are two of the ways through which Compass can also be of use in informal education.

Approaches to formal education, especially the methods used and the role that the teacher plays, differ from country to country. Similarly, the availability of non-formal education in the form of youth clubs and organisations, their philosophies and the way they are run differ between countries. Nonetheless, there are certain structural differences between formal and non-formal sectors that can be generalised.

**Informal education**

Informal education refers to a lifelong learning process, whereby each individual acquires attitudes, values, skills and knowledge from the educational influences and re-
sources in his or her own environment and from daily experience. People learn from family and neighbours, in the market place, at the library, at art exhibitions, at work and through playing, reading and sports activities. The mass media are a very important medium for informal education, for instance through plays and film, music and songs, televised debates and documentaries. Learning in this way is often unplanned and unstructured.

**Formal education**

Formal education refers to the structured education system that runs from primary (and in some countries from nursery) school to university, and includes specialised programmes for vocational, technical and professional training. Formal education often comprises an assessment of the learners’ acquired learning or competences and is based on a programme or curriculum which can be more or less closed to adaptation to individual needs and preferences. Formal education usually leads to recognition and certification.

**Non-formal education**

Non-formal education refers to planned, structured programmes and processes of personal and social education for young people designed to improve a range of skills and competences, outside the formal educational curriculum. Non-formal education is what happens in places such as youth organisations, sports clubs and drama and community groups where young people meet, for example, to undertake projects together, play games, discuss, go camping, or make music and drama. Non-formal education achievements are usually difficult to certify, even if their social recognition is increasing. Non-formal education should also be:

- voluntary
- accessible to everyone (ideally)
- an organised process with educational objectives
- participatory
- learner-centred
- about learning life skills and preparing for active citizenship
- based on involving both individual and group learning with a collective approach
- holistic and process-oriented
- based on experience and action
- organised on the basis of the needs of the participants.

Formal, non-formal and informal education are complementary and mutually reinforcing elements of a lifelong learning process. We wish again to stress here that the individual activities of Compass can usefully be applied in very different contexts, in formal or less formal settings, and on a regular or irregular basis. However, it is important to stress that because the where and the how of what takes place is very important, the authors of Compass tend to have a bias towards non-formal education as being potentially more favourable to HRE (and also because Compass was originally designed for youth work purposes). In relation to schools and colleges HRE cannot be viewed as something that takes place isolated in the classroom; it must extend into the whole school and community. The democratic governance of educational institutions is, for example, a dimension that is widely recognised as playing a major role in the process of human rights learning (and its credibility)\(^9\).
In this manual you will find information about human rights and about a wide variety of human rights issues, as well as over 60 activities for delivering HRE with young people. These activities do not stand alone; there is an extensive section about the methodology of HRE and how to use the activities in different situations and how to adapt or develop them. There is also information and guidance about helping young people to get involved in issues that concern them and to “take action” (Chapter 3).

2.2 The pedagogical basis of HRE in **Compass**

Knowing about human rights is not enough; people must also develop skills and attitudes to act together to defend human rights, and they must use their heads, hearts and hands to bring about the personal and social changes necessary for the creation of a global culture of human rights.

**Holistic learning**

Human rights issues concern the whole of a person (body, mind and soul) and all dimensions of life from cradle to grave. The whole person lives in the whole world where everything is interrelated; human rights education necessarily involves a holistic learning approach. Holistic learning promotes the development of the whole person, their intellectual, emotional, social, physical, artistic, creative and spiritual potentials. Holistic learning also implies that learning takes place in a social context that encompasses all everyday experiences; it is therefore interdisciplinary and cuts across the traditional subjects in school curricula.

A holistic approach also means that we seek to address and involve the cognitive, practical and attitudinal dimensions of learning, that is, not only what people learn, but also how to apply their learning in their attitudes or behaviour and how to apply it in action for human rights, alone or with others.

Related to holistic learning, is also differentiated learning. The learning activities in **Compass** are designed to address a range of learning styles and different intelligences and teach to both cognitive and affective domains.

**Open-ended learning**

Open-ended learning is structured so that multiple / complex answers to problems are not only possible, but expected. Participants are not steered towards one “right” answer which makes sense, because life is not black and white and ambiguity is a fact of the world we live in. Open-ended learning encourages self-confidence to express opinions and critical thinking. This is essential in human rights education because human rights issues are bound to result in different opinions and understandings; it is therefore important for the learners to learn together but still be free to disagree or come to opposite conclusions or points of view.
Values clarification
Participants are given opportunities to identify, clarify and express their own beliefs and values and to confront them with others in a safe framework based on the dignity of every human being, freedom of thought and expression, and the respect for others’ opinions.

Participation
Participation in HRE means that young people take part in making decisions about what and how they are going to learn about human rights. Through participation young people develop various competences including those of decision making, listening, empathy with and respect for others, and taking responsibility for their own decisions and actions.

Thus HRE must let young people decide when, how and what topics they wish to work on. It means that the leader or teacher’s role is one of a facilitator, guide, friend or mentor, not one of an instructor who imparts knowledge or decides and controls what is to be learned and how.

The activities in this manual demand active involvement; one should be active and engaged; one cannot sit back and be a passive observer. In this respect the methodology owes much to the work of Augusto Boal and other pioneers in social education, awareness-raising and conscientisation. If the learners/participants are not taking full part in the activity it may be better to postpone it or to stop it and ask them about their reasons for non-participation. This, too, is part of human rights education.

Participation requires a supportive environment which encourages learners/participants to take responsibility for the activities and processes they are involved in. It is important to be transparent and honest with participants – also about the limits of participation. It is preferable to announce limits to participation than to manipulate the situation or simulate participation.

Co-operative learning
Learning to respect others and to work together is one aim of HRE. In co-operative learning people learn through working together to seek outcomes that are beneficial both to themselves and to all members of the group. Co-operative learning promotes higher achievement and greater productivity, more caring, supportive, and committed relationships and greater social competence and self-esteem. This is in contrast to what happens when learning is structured in a competitive way. Competitive learning often tends to promote self-interest, disrespect for others and arrogance in the winners, while the losers often become demotivated and lose self-respect.

Experiential learning (learning through experience)
Learning through experience or discovery learning is the corner stone of HRE because core human rights skills and values such as communication, critical thinking, advocacy, tolerance and respect cannot be taught; they have to be learned through experience and practised.
Knowing about human rights is important, but not enough in itself. It is necessary that young people have a far deeper understanding about how human rights evolve out of people’s needs and why they have to be protected. For instance, young people with no direct experience of racial discrimination may think that the issue is of no concern to them. From a human rights perspective this position is not acceptable; people everywhere have a responsibility to protect the human rights of others.

In Compass we provide experiences through activities such as role plays and case studies to pose questions and present problems for the participants to wrestle with. However, experience in itself is not enough. To gain from an experience, it is important to reflect on what happened, draw conclusions and practise what you have learned: without reinforcement, the learning will be lost.

David Kolb’s cycle of experiential learning

In 1984 David Kolb published *Experiential learning: experience as the source of learning and development*. His theory suggests that there are four phases in the learning process.

All the activities in Compass are built on this model. There is some experience (a planned event / stimulus / activity such as a role play) followed by a debriefing (phase 2) and evaluation (phase 3). Each activity description includes suggestions for questions to guide the debriefing and discussion to help people reflect on what happened, how they felt about the experience and how the experience compares with what they already know and relates to the wider world. Finally people move on to phase 4, that of applying, of putting their learning into practice. In Compass we make suggestions for follow-up activities including how young people can put what they have learned into actions that benefit their community. It is important to understand that the four stages are essential parts of the whole learning process; people will not understand without reflection, and what is the use of learning if they do not put it to use? Just doing a Compass activity (phase 1) without the other phases is like committing a violation of human rights education!

Some people may be alarmed by these aspirations of social change and feel that promoting activism is going too far. They should not be. As human rights educators we aim to inspire young people to be concerned about human rights and to give them the tools to act when and where they feel that this is necessary.

At this point it is maybe necessary to clarify how we use the term “activity” in Compass. We use it both in the sense of the stimulus, method or event that takes place in phase 1 of the learning cycle and in the sense of the “whole activity”, that is, to encompass all four stages of the learning cycle. In practice the context in which the term is used should make it clear whether we are talking about a method or the method together with debriefing and evaluation, taking action and follow-up stage.
Learner-centredness

HRE has a very clear purpose: enabling learning about, for and through human rights. Although knowledge about human rights and competences for human rights are fully part of HRE, the learner, or the participant, is at its centre. What matters is not so much what the facilitator or teacher delivers or conveys, nor the contents (“Today we’re going to learn about the death penalty”). It is the learner / participant who is at the centre because what they learn or make out of what is being taught or experienced is what really matters because in this way it is more relevant for the participant (or not relevant at all, which is also important to notice) and it is more likely to be given a practical meaning. Learner-centredness has many other assertions and consequences, including the openness from the side of the facilitator to adjust the content and level of the work to the participants' realities, something which in the Compass production process we labelled “start from where people are”.

2.3 HRE, process and outcome

The key educational approaches used in Compass, co-operative learning, participation and learning through experience, are brought together in the activities and ensuing discussions and follow-up activities to create a process that:

- starts from what people already know, their opinions and experiences, and from this base enables them to search for, and discover together, new ideas and experiences (learning about human rights)
• encourages young people to participate and to contribute to discussions and to learn from each other as much as possible (learning through human rights)
• supports people in translating their learning into simple but effective actions that demonstrate their rejection of injustice, inequality and violations of human rights (learning for human rights).

To be effective educators, HRE practitioners need to keep their eye on the goal: human rights literate young people, even if young people decide to remain inactive. In practice there is no distinction between HRE as a process and an outcome; through the activities they become a unified whole in which process and contents, method and results are interdependent, as in “there is no way to peace, peace is the way”, attributed to Mahatma Gandhi.

Just as when we tried to list the features of a human rights culture, so we – the authors of the manual – also tried to list the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a human rights literate person. These competences then served as a basis for developing our objectives for the activities.

In general terms we describe the outcome of HRE in terms of knowledge and understanding, skills and attitudes:
• Awareness and understanding of human rights issues, in order that people recognise violations of human rights: learning what human rights are, how they may be safeguarded in the country, what bodies are responsible for protecting them; which international instruments apply, what rights the participants / young people can claim (learning about human rights);
• Skills and abilities to fight for and defend your own and others’ human rights such as awareness-raising, advocacy and campaigning, feeling able to contact the relevant authorities or the press (learning for human rights), and so on;
• Attitudes of respect for human rights, so that people do not willingly violate the rights of others and that participants live according to human rights values; the so-called “horizontal dimension” of human rights that applies to the relations between people, and not only to the relations between people and state institutions (the so-called “vertical dimension”). These attitudes can reflect themselves in the family environment, among peers, at school or in their youth organisation or youth club (learning through and learning in human rights).

**Competence-based objectives**

General goal statements are useful, but to be effective human rights educators we need to be much more precise about our objectives and state clearly which competences we want the young people we work with to develop. We need to ask ourselves: What type of knowledge is necessary for young people to gain a deeper understanding of human rights issues? Which skills and attitudes will be required for them to help in the defence of human rights? The answers help us to describe our aims more precisely. The following attributes are those that have been identified during the process of producing Compass and in the practice of HRE with young people across Europe. They form the basis for the activities in the manual.
Knowledge and understanding

- Key concepts such as: freedom, justice, equality, human dignity, non-discrimination, democracy, universality, rights, responsibilities, interdependence and solidarity;
- The idea that human rights provide a framework for negotiating and agreeing modes of behaviour in the family, at school, in the community, and in the wider world;
- The role of human rights and their past and future dimension in one’s own life, in the life of communities, and in the lives of other people around the world;
- The distinction and co-relations between civil / political and social / economic rights;
- Local, national, international bodies, non-governmental organisations, individuals working to support and protect human rights;
- Different ways of viewing and experiencing human rights in different societies, different groups within the same society, and the various sources of legitimacy – including religious, moral and legal sources;
- Main social changes, historical events and reasons leading to the recognition of human rights;
- The rights recognised in major international instruments that exist to implement the protection of human rights, such as the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the United Nations Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC), and the European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR);
- The human rights safeguarded in their national or state constitutions and laws and the bodies responsible for their monitoring at the national level.

Skills

- Active listening and communication: being able to listen to different points of view, to advocate one’s own rights and those of other people;
- Critical thinking: finding relevant information, appraising evidence critically, being aware of preconceptions and biases, recognising forms of manipulation, and making decisions on the basis of reasoned judgement;
- The ability to work co-operatively and to address conflict positively;
- The ability to participate in and organise social groups;
- The ability to recognise human rights violations;
- Acting to promote and safeguard human rights both locally and globally.

Attitudes and values

- A sense of responsibility for one’s own actions, a commitment to personal development and social change;
- Curiosity, an open mind and an appreciation of diversity;
- Empathy and solidarity with others and a commitment to support those whose human rights are under threat;
- A sense of human dignity, of self-worth and of others’ worth, irrespective of social, cultural, linguistic or religious differences;
- A sense of justice, the desire to work towards the ideals of universal human rights, equality and respect for diversity.
2.4 HRE and other educational fields

Human rights affect every aspect of our lives locally and globally. If we look at the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) we can see that almost every problem in the world today – poverty, pollution, climate change, economic inequality, AIDS, poor access to education, racism and wars – involves violations of human rights.

It can be hard to say which of these injustices is more or less important than another. The perspective changes according to the place where you are and the status you have as a person. Indeed, they are interrelated to such an extent that addressing any one of them involves addressing one or more of the others. Human rights are indivisible, interdependent and interrelated and it is not possible to pick and choose which human rights to accept and respect.

These problems are not exclusively of interest to human rights educators; they are equally relevant to all those who are engaged in promoting a just and peaceful world where respect and equality are the norm. Whether people call their work, for example, development education, peace education, education for sustainability or citizenship education, we are all working with interdependent and interrelated issues and Compass has something to offer. Human rights is indeed varied and is present in more ways than we often think! Often, especially in youth work activities, we call on young people’s sense of responsibility and dignity without necessarily calling it human rights education.

Citizenship education / Education for democratic citizenship

According to the Council of Europe Charter on Education for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education, “Education for democratic citizenship and human rights education are closely interrelated and mutually supportive. They differ in focus and scope rather than in goals and practices. Education for democratic citizenship focuses primarily on democratic rights and responsibilities and active participation, in relation to the civic, political, social, economic, legal and cultural spheres of society, while human rights education is concerned with the broader spectrum of human rights and fundamental freedoms in every aspect of people’s lives”.

The curriculum for citizenship education includes topics about politics and government, the legal system, the media, multiculturalism and equal opportunities. Compass offers a wealth of relevant activities under the themes of “Democracy” and “Citizenship and Participation”, “Media”, “General Human Rights”, “Discrimination and Intolerance” and “Gender”.

These Compass themes are also useful to those governmental and non-governmental organisations delivering citizenship education to immigrants and refugees who need preparation to become legally and socially accepted citizens of a country.
**Personal and social education**

Many countries have some form of education that considers the role of the individual in society and helps to prepare young people for the personal challenges that they will meet. This may overlap with citizenship issues but may also include aspects of the individual’s life related to leisure – including sport, clubs and associations, music, art, or other forms of culture. Such education may also be concerned with personal relationships. Human rights enter into these questions in two central ways: firstly, because personal development and personal relations possess moral and social aspects that need to be guided by human rights values; secondly, because the right to take part in cultural and social life is recognised in the UDHR as well as in other international treaties. Even if the young people with whom you work are able to claim this right, there are young people around the globe who are not.

Compass contains several activities under the themes of “Participation” and “Culture and Sport” that are relevant to teachers of personal and social education.

**Values education / Moral education**

Values education is also a common part of the school curriculum in many countries, but it often gives rise to two fundamental concerns in people’s minds: which values such education should aim to teach, and how to make sure that these values are not imposed on people, or are perceived as the values of the majority? Taking a human rights perspective is a valid, justifiable and fruitful means of addressing these problems because human rights are based on values that are common to every major religion and culture and are recognised by – but not necessarily practised in – almost every country in the world. The values underlying human rights are thus universal in nature, even if the way they are expressed may vary greatly from one society to another. Human rights are also the result of negotiations and consensus among governments from all over the world. Thus no-one should be criticised for teaching human rights values!

**Global education**

Global education practitioners recognise the importance of taking a holistic approach to the subject because they appreciate the interdependency of the social, economic, environmental, and political aspects of our world and affirm that as citizens of the world we have responsibilities towards our global community.

The Maastricht Global Education Declaration (2002) states that global education is education that opens people’s eyes and minds to the realities of the globalised world and awakens them to bringing about a world of greater justice, equality and human rights for all. It encompasses development education, human rights education, education for sustainability, education for peace and conflict prevention and intercultural education.

Taking human rights as the starting point for their work on the social, economic, environmental and political aspects of our world enables global education practitioners to enrich their teaching.
By encouraging learners and educators to work co-operatively on global issues through innovative pedagogy, global education activities allow for the understanding of the complex realities and processes of today’s world: they seek to develop values, attitudes, knowledge and skills that enable people to face, understand and tackle the challenges of a growing interconnected world, cultivating a spirit of “global responsibility of the citizens of the world”.

In Compass there are numerous activities under the theme of “Globalisation” because many human rights issues have nowadays a very important global dimension. For instance, in the activity “Can I come in” on page 115, participants have a simulated experience of being an asylum seeker.

**Intercultural education**

Intercultural education aims to develop understanding between cultures through exploring similarities and differences between cultures and peoples. Lack of intercultural understanding often leads to racial discrimination, intolerance, denigration and violence locally and globally. Sad illustrations of the problems that can arise from people’s inability to respect and live with those of other cultures are the experiences of racism, discrimination and violence that can be found in all societies.

The reasons for conflicts are never simple but unequal sharing of resources and unequal political and social rights are usually among the root causes from which intolerance and discrimination stem. Thus, a rights perspective is a logical approach for intercultural education practitioners to take, and they will find plenty in Compass and other Council of Europe publications to support their work.

The youth sector of the Council of Europe, especially through the European Youth Centres and the European Youth Foundation, has devoted much effort to the field of intercultural education. The All Different – All Equal campaign against racism, xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance was set up in 1995 to address the growth of racist hostility and intolerance towards minority groups. The Education Pack All Different - All Equal produced for the campaign and which is the forerunner of Compass, has many useful activities which complement those in Compass on the theme on “Discrimination and Intolerance”.

**Anti-racist education**

Anti-racist education aims to undo the legacy of centuries of racial attitudes and ideology and takes as its starting point the assertion that we live in a multicultural and democratic society, in which all citizens have a right to equality and justice. In other words, it takes a rights-based approach and has close links with intercultural education.

Good starting points for practitioners of anti-racist education are the chapter and activities under the Compass theme of “Discrimination and Intolerance”. If you are interested in using a peer education approach, then you will find more ideas in another Council of Europe publication, DOmino.
In the Council of Europe human rights and education and action against anti-
racism are brought together under the umbrella of the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI). ECRI’s task is to combat racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance in greater Europe from the perspective of the protection of human rights. Its work is founded in the European Convention on Human Rights, its additional protocols and related case-law.

**Development education**

The UDHR and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights contain a number of Articles that are central to people’s understanding of the right to development. For instance, the promotion of social progress and better standards of life, the right to non-discrimination, the right to participate in public affairs, the right to an adequate standard of living and the right to self determination. It also contains people’s entitlement to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in the Declaration can be fully realised.

An actual right to development was proclaimed by the UN in 1986 in the “Declaration on the Right to Development”, and adopted by the United Nations General Assembly resolution 41/128. The right to development, reaffirmed by the 1993 Vienna Declaration, is a group right held by peoples in common and, as such, is distinct from those rights that are held by individuals.

Development education practitioners already recognise human rights as an important element of their work. However, they do not necessarily work from a rights perspective. The traditional approach to development education is to explore the links between people living in the “developed” countries of the North with those of the “developing” South, and to understand the economic, social, political and environmental forces which shape people’s lives. We suggest that starting from a human rights perspective will offer additional stimulus to the work. A further advantage is that the activities we offer in Compass develop the skills, attitudes and values which enable people to work together to take action to bring about change, an important aim of development education.

The Compass themes of “Work”, “Poverty”, “Health”, “Globalisation” and “Environment” make the most obvious connections with development education.

**Education for sustainable development / Environmental education**

If we want to take a human rights perspective to environmental issues, one starting point could be Article 25 of the UDHR, namely the right to an adequate standard of living including adequate food, clothing and housing. Since the life of mankind is dependent on a healthy and sustainable environment, consideration for the human rights of people throughout the globe, and of future generations, brings environmental issues to the forefront. Today, some people even speak of the need for official recognition of a separate environmental human right.
The environment provides us with goods and services that maintain our lives and lifestyles. However, it has long been clear that we live on a finite planet and that mankind’s actions are having grave consequences for the health of the environment and well-being of humanity. From this perspective, questions concerning further economic development need to be balanced against their cost to mankind and the natural world as a whole. Environmental education aims to bring these questions to public attention, and to encourage greater care and respect for the natural resources of the world.

Often related to environmental education, education for sustainable development also emphasises the need to take a holistic view on environmental and development issues. The term “sustainable development” has come into common usage since the Rio Earth summit in 1992; it means development that seeks to meet the needs of the present without compromising those of future generations. In other words, sustainability is about looking after the world and leaving it fit for future generations to live in. Thus, human rights values of justice and equality are at the core of the idea of sustainability.

Education for sustainable development, according to UNESCO, aims to help people to develop the attitudes, skills and knowledge to make informed decisions for the benefit of themselves and others, now and in the future, and to act upon those decisions.

The United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014), for which UNESCO is the lead agency, seeks to integrate the principles, values, and practices of sustainable development into all aspects of education and learning, in order to address the social, economic, cultural and environmental problems we face in the 21st century.

There are very close links between education for sustainable development, development education, global education and HRE, especially with respect to developing the attitudes, skills and knowledge to make informed decisions for the benefit of ourselves and our planet, and to act upon those decisions. Apart from the themes mentioned above in relation to global and development education, Compass has a separate theme on the environment in which sustainability issues are explored from a human rights perspective.

**Peace education**

The conceptual core of peace education as practised in many schools and university programmes is violence, and its control, reduction, and elimination. Peace education finds a place in the curriculum of conflict resolution studies, multicultural education, development education, world order studies, and environmental education. Most often the approach is to respond to a particular set of problems that are perceived to be the causes of social injustice, conflict and war.

On the other hand, peace education that starts from a human rights perspective with its conceptual core of human dignity and universality can lead more easily to a deeper concept of peace, peace not only as in the sense of cessation of violence but in the sense of the restoration of relationships and the creation of social, economic and political systems most likely to produce long-term peaceful environments.
Peace education recognises many different forms of violence. For instance, physical or behavioural violence, including war; structural violence, that is, the poverty and deprivation that results from unjust and inequitable social and economic structures; political violence of oppressive systems that enslave, intimidate, and abuse dissenters as well as the poor, powerless and marginalised; cultural violence, the devaluing and destruction of particular human identities and ways of life; and the violence of racism, sexism, ethnocentrism, colonial ideology, and other forms of moral exclusion that rationalise aggression, domination, inequity, and oppression.

Analysing all these forms of violence as violations of particular human rights standards provides a constructive way forward. The HRE methodology of critical thinking and experiential learning brings not only the element of concrete experience but also normative and descriptive dimensions. In Compass, the themes “Peace and Violence” and “War and Terrorism” provide plenty of material for practitioners.

2.5 FAQs about incorporating HRE in the work with young people

 Regardless of whether you are a youth worker, a school teacher or a member of an NGO working with young people and regardless of whether or not you are already engaged in one of the forms of “education” just mentioned, human rights are relevant to your work. However, you may feel a little hesitant about doing HRE for any number of reasons. Here we present some frequently asked questions about human rights education and try to answer some of the worries people have about HRE and incorporating it into their work.

1. Don’t young people need to learn about responsibility, rather than rights?

   Answer: Both rights and responsibility are at the core of human rights and this manual places emphasis on both rights and responsibilities. Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They … should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood”. Article 30 states, “… [no] State, group or person [has] any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of the rights and freedoms set forth herein”. The Compass activities are designed to show that no right can be used to abuse other people’s rights and that everyone has a responsibility to respect the rights of others.

2. Won’t parents, school head teachers and community leaders oppose the teaching of human rights as political indoctrination which will incite rebellious behaviour?

   Answer: Human rights education empowers children, young people and adults to participate fully in society and its development. It is important to distinguish between the development of participation competences and party politics. Human rights education through discussion and participation encourages young people to develop critical and enquiring minds and to make informed decisions and behave accordingly. In this respect, human rights education is also related to civic and political education and it also allows young people to make the connections between human rights, social issues, education and policies. As a result, it may happen that young people do engage in – or disengage from – local or national political parties as a result of their
right to political participation and freedom of thought, association and expression. But that should remain their own choice.

It is also important to bear in mind that, in addition to the skills directly related to human rights learning, HRE as exemplified in Compass supports the development of social and communication skills, such as co-operation, group work, active listening and speaking.

Isn’t it the government’s responsibility to ensure that people have the opportunity to learn about human rights?

**Answer:** Member countries of the United Nations have an obligation to promote human rights education in all forms of learning. Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “(1) Everyone has the right to education […] and (2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms”. The right to education and human rights education is also laid down in Article 28 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Despite this, many governments have done very little towards the promotion of human rights education and the incorporation of human rights in the curricula. Individual educators and non-governmental organisations can do a lot to encourage the development of human rights education through their own or collaborative efforts in schools and other educational programmes and also by lobbying and putting pressure on their governments to fulfil their obligations in this regard.

What if there are no human rights violations in my country?

**Answer:** There is virtually no country in the world where all human rights of all people are always respected, although it is correct to say that in some countries human rights are more frequently and openly violated than in others. However, human rights education is not only about violations. It is first of all about understanding human rights as a universal asset common to all human beings and about realising the need to protect them. In addition to this, no country can claim that there are no violations of rights. For example, virtually all the Council of Europe member states have been condemned for human rights violations by the European Court of Human Rights. One easy way to address reality is to look at the immediate social environment or community. Who is excluded? Who lives in poverty? Which children do not enjoy their rights? Another way is to look at how your government and companies operating from your country violate human rights in other countries, for instance, through arms sales to undemocratic regimes, trade agreements that exploit the actual producers, protectionist regulations and claims to property rights, patents on medicaments to stop the production of cheaper, generic drugs.
3. Using *Compass* for Human Rights Education

There are many different ways of teaching and learning about human rights. How you approach the topic will depend on whether you are working in the formal or non-formal sector, the political, social and economic conditions of your country, the ages of the young people, and also their interests and motivation to learn about human rights. It will also certainly depend on your own experience with human rights issues and human rights education.

You may be a youth worker, a trainer, school teacher or adult education tutor, a member of a church discussion group or a young activist. Whoever you are and wherever you are working, we trust there will be something for you in this manual. We make no assumptions about teaching or training skills or about prior knowledge of human rights.

*Compass* should be seen as a flexible resource. Promoting human rights is an ongoing and creative process, of which you – as a user of this book – are an integral part. We hope you will take the ideas that we have presented and use and develop them to meet your own needs and those of the young people you work with. We hope you will also review what you have learned and give us feedback on your experiences. There is a feedback form at [www.coe.int/compass](http://www.coe.int/compass).

3.1 What’s in *Compass*

We strongly suggest you begin by looking briefly through the whole manual to gain an overall impression of the contents. There is no special starting point; we intend that you should pick and choose the parts that are relevant for you.

**Chapter 1:** This is an introduction to human rights and HRE and how to use the manual.

**Chapter 2:** The chapter contains the activities. Here you will find 58 activities at different levels for exploring human rights as they relate to the selected themes and different rights. These activities are the tools for your work with young people.

**Chapter 3:** “Taking action” explains what we mean by “taking action”, and contains ideas and tips for ways to promote human rights in the community and the wider world.

**Chapter 4:** This chapter provides background information about human rights and their historical development together with international standards and documents.

**Chapter 5:** Here you will find a summary of the background information to the global Compass themes which are online at [www.coe.int/compass](http://www.coe.int/compass). There are also tips on researching and evaluating information in general.

**Appendices:** Summaries of the main declarations, conventions and human rights texts, and a glossary of frequently used terms.
There should be enough material to enable you to begin work on HRE with young people. *Compass* has been written for everyone who wishes to engage in HRE whether they already have training or teaching skills or not. You do not have to be an “expert” in human rights to start; having an interest in human rights and human rights education are sufficient qualifications.

**The human rights themes**

We cannot hope to address all human rights issues in this book. What we have done is to take the issues considered most relevant to young people’s lives and to gather them together under 20 themes. Background notes about each theme are presented in Chapter 5 online at [www.coe.int/compass](http://www.coe.int/compass) and there are cross references between the activities and the themes in the summary of activities on page 72.

The 20 global themes (in alphabetical order) are:

1. Children
2. Citizenship and Participation
3. Culture and Sport
4. Democracy
5. Disability and Disablism
6. Discrimination and Intolerance
7. Education
8. Environment
9. Gender
10. General Human Rights
11. Globalisation
12. Health
13. Media
14. Migration
15. Peace and Violence
16. Poverty
17. Religion and Belief
18. Remembrance
19. War and Terrorism
20. Work

**3.2 Facilitation**

In *Compass* we use the word “facilitators” for the people who prepare, present and co-ordinate the activities. A facilitator is someone who “makes something happen”, who “helps”, and who encourages others to learn and develop their own potential. By facilitating you create a safe environment in which people learn through experimentation, exploration, giving and taking. It is not a question of one person, a leader, who is an “expert”, giving knowledge to others. Everyone should grow through the sharing of experience, participants and facilitators alike.
Opportunities to be a facilitator for young people and to work in an atmosphere of equality and co-operation differ across Europe. In the formal education sector we find differences in the aims and philosophy of education, techniques of classroom management and curricula. It is not usual for pupils and students to decide what they want to learn, nor is it common for teachers to be able to take the role of facilitator. In the non-formal sector there are equally large variations, not only in the aims and philosophies of different organisations but also in the activities and opportunities they offer, and styles of leadership vary from authoritarian to democratic. These differences are evident both between countries and also within countries.

We all live and work within the educational and social norms of our own societies which makes it easy to overlook or forget the inevitability of our own ethnocentrism. As a result we take the way we do things for granted and as normal. You may find it helpful to reflect on your own style and practice and relationship with the young people you are working with in order to develop your facilitation skills.

It is hard being in a leadership position and “letting go” of some of the control, but as an HRE facilitator you have to be prepared to hand over the responsibility for their learning to the learners and to let them analyse the situation or problem in hand, to think for themselves and to come to their own conclusions. This does not imply that all responsibility is handed over to the young people. Facilitators have the tricky task of creating safe spaces in which the young people can learn in an environment which is appropriate for their level of maturity and ability to participate.

The “technical” side of facilitation in the school or classroom environment is not necessarily very different from non-formal learning contexts and the instructions for the Compass activities are fully relevant in both.

**Problem solving as a basis for HRE**

Human rights issues are often controversial because different people have different value systems and therefore see rights and responsibilities in different ways. These differences, which manifest themselves as differences of opinion, are the basis of our educational work.

Two important aims of HRE are firstly, to equip young people with the skills of appreciating – but not necessarily agreeing with – different points of view about an issue, and secondly, to help them develop skills of finding mutually agreeable solutions to problems.

This manual and its activities are based on the presumption that differences of opinion can be used constructively in the learning process. As in many non-formal educational activities, the purpose is not so much that everyone comes to an agreement but rather that the participants develop skills to think critically, listen to each other, express their opinions and respect differences of opinion.

Facilitating activities and dealing constructively with conflict may seem daunting, but they need not be. Each activity has “Tips for facilitators” and “Further information” to support you in your work.
3.3 General tips for users

You should use Compass so that it meets your needs and the needs of the young people you work with. It does not matter which pages you turn to first. You can use Compass as a source of information on human rights – the main conventions, how they first came to be formulated in 1948 and how they have developed since. You can also use Compass as a compendium of information about human rights in relation to poverty, gender issues and other topics. However, it is the activities that interest most people because they are the tools for delivering HRE.

How to choose an activity

Before you do anything else, you need to be very clear in your own mind about what it is you want to achieve; you need to set your aims. Then you can go on to choose an activity that is relevant to the topic you wish to address and which uses a method that you and the young people will feel comfortable with. It should be at the right level for you and your group and fit into the time you have available.

Read the activity through carefully at least twice and try to imagine how the group may react and some of the things they will say. It is very likely that you will want to change the activity in some way, not least adjust some of the questions under the “Debriefing and evaluation” to enable the learning you want to happen to emerge. Make sure you have all the materials you will need. Check that there will be enough space, especially if the participants will be breaking up for small-group work.

Each activity is presented in a standard format. Icons and headings are used to make it easy to get an overview of the whole.

Key to symbols and headings used to present the activities

Themes

The themes are those that we have chosen to present in Compass, for example general human rights, poverty and health.

Human rights are interrelated and indivisible and different issues overlap, which means that each activity inevitably relates to several themes. We indicate three themes that the activity most obviously relates to.

Complexity

By complexity we wish to indicate both how intricate the method is and the critical thinking, analytical and communication skills participants need to enjoy the activity.

Most of the activities that require basic skills also have a simple method, take little preparation and often do not take much time. On the other hand, those activities that require good communication and thinking skills are often divided into a succession of components, need more preparation and take longer.
Activities at level 1 are short and simple. Nonetheless, these activities are of value in the way that they make people interact and communicate with each other. Energisers and icebreakers and activities for reviewing fall into this category.

Activities at level 2 do not require prior knowledge of human rights issues or well-developed personal or group work skills. Many of the activities at this level are designed to help people develop communication and group work skills, while at the same time stimulating an interest in human rights.

Activities at level 3 are more complex and designed to develop deeper understanding and insights into an issue. They demand higher levels of competence in discussion or group work skills.

Activities at level 4 are longer, require good group work and discussion skills, concentration and co-operation from the participants and also take longer preparation. They are also more embracing in that they provide a wider and deeper understanding of the issues.

Group size
We indicate the number of people needed to run the activity successfully. If part of the activity involves work in small groups, then the size of the small groups is indicated in brackets.

Time
We give a general indication of the time, estimated in minutes, needed to run the whole activity, including the debriefing and discussion, with the stated number of participants. The estimated time does not include discussion or action related to the follow-up stage.

You will need to make your own estimate of how much time you will need. If you are working with many small groups then you will have to allow more time for each to feedback in plenary. If the group is large, then you will need to allow time for everyone to have an opportunity to contribute to the debriefing and evaluation.

Overview
We give an indication of the subject matter and the basic method used in the activity. For instance, whether the activity is about people seeking asylum, or about bias in the media and whether it involves discussion in small groups or a role play.

Related rights
The ability to relate experiences and events to specific human rights is a key aim of human rights education. However, since human rights are interrelated and indivisible, issues overlap and each activity inevitably relates to several rights. Thus, with reference to the summary of the UDHR, we indicate three rights which are exemplified in the activity and which should be discussed in the debriefing and evaluation.

Objectives
The objectives relate to the competence-based learning objectives of HRE in terms of knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that are described on page 37.
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Materials
This is a list of the equipment needed to run the activity.

Preparation
This is a check list for the facilitator of what he or she needs to do before running the activity.

We take it for granted that facilitators will inform themselves of the issues and read the background information in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass if necessary. Thus, this is not repeated under every activity.

Instructions
This is a list of instructions for how to run the activity.

Debriefing and Evaluation
Here we suggest questions to help the facilitator conduct the debriefing and evaluation. They are intended to be a guide and we anticipate that you will develop at least some of your own questions to ensure that you draw out the learning points according to your aims.

Tips for facilitators
These are guidance notes and explanations about the method and things to be aware of. For instance, if you are working on stereotypes about minorities, is there someone from that minority in your group?

Variations
Here we present some ideas for how you might adapt the activity for use in different situations and how to develop it. However, these are only suggestions and you, the facilitator, must feel free to modify the activity in whatever way you wish so that it best meets the needs of the group.

Suggestions for follow-up
Running an activity is not enough; it needs a follow-up stage so that the learning is reinforced and not forgotten. In addition we need to remember that an important aim of HRE is to enable young people to take action on issues that concern them.

    Thus, we present some ideas for what to do next, for example, suggestions for topics to research in the local library or on the Internet that can then be reported back to the whole group. We also give ideas for other activities that you might like to try next.

Ideas for action
Taking action is an important aim of HRE; we wish to give young people the skills to take action on issues that concern them. We emphasise this, which is why we have a separate chapter about taking action, Chapter 3, and why we include ideas for action with each activity.
Key dates
The UN and many other organisations use the idea of a day of celebration or remembrance day to draw the public’s attention to different aspects of human rights. We have gathered over ninety such “key dates” and suggest that you use them as pegs on which to hang your own actions. For example, a group of young asylum seekers in Denmark teamed up with the local branch of Danish Red Cross Youth who have a café, and held a public event on Refugee Day, 20 June.

Further information
Here we give extra background information strictly relevant to the activity. You are in every case also advised to refer to Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass where you will find the background information relevant to the particular themes addressed in the activity.

Handouts
These are the role cards, fact sheets and discussion cards that you will need to copy. You should feel free to alter them to meet the needs of your group.

3.4 General tips on running activities
Activities rarely go exactly the way you expect them to. That is both the reward and the challenge of working with Compass activities. You have to be responsive to what is happening and to think on your feet. The main things to remember are: set clear goals and be prepared.

Co-facilitating
If at all possible, always facilitate together with someone else. Teachers will recognise this as “team teaching”. There are practical advantages in that there will then be two people to share the responsibility of helping with small-group work or dealing with individual needs. When two people run a session, it is easier to alter the pace and rhythm to maintain interest. Two facilitators can support each other if things do not go as planned and it is also more rewarding to review together with someone else rather than to do it alone.

Co-facilitating requires both facilitators to prepare the activity together and for each to be sure of their role. It is better still to develop activities in a team, preferably involving the young people.

Preparing carefully
Make sure that you have read through all the information about the activity, preferably twice! Run through it in your head; try to visualise how it will go. Try to imagine how the group will react and what they will say. They will inevitably ask questions to which you don’t know the answers. However, this is as it should be; you are also there to learn together with the young people. Nonetheless, you should make sure that you are reasonably well informed by reading the background information.

Make sure that you have all the materials you need to hand, and some extra in case more people turn up than expected, someone breaks a pencil or the marker pens start running out.
Managing time

Plan carefully and not try to cram too much into the time available. If the activity is taking longer than you anticipated, you will have to try to shorten it so that you still have plenty of time for the discussion (see notes on the learning cycle, page 34). It is often a good idea to involve the participants and to consult them on whether to stop immediately, in five minutes or how else to resolve the problem.

On the other hand, if you have lots of time in hand, do not try to drag the discussion out, have a break or do a quick energiser activity for fun.

Creating a safe environment

The young people you are working with must feel free to explore and discover, and to interact and share with each other. Be genuine, friendly, encouraging and humorous. Do not use jargon or language that participants do not understand. People feel safe when they know what is going on, so how you introduce an activity is important. You can’t just start out of the blue; you need to put the activity into a setting. One way to do this is to use an icebreaker.

Setting ground rules

It is important that everyone in the group understands the ground rules for participatory, experiential activities. For example, everyone should take their share of the responsibility for the session; everyone should have a chance to be listened to, to speak and to participate. No one should feel under pressure to say anything they do not feel comfortable with. These ground rules should be discussed and agreed on when you first start working with a class or group and you may like to review them from time to time, especially when new people join the group.

Giving clear instructions

Always make sure everyone has understood the instructions and knows what they have to do. It helps to start by explaining in general terms what the activity is about and what it involves, for instance that the activity is a role play. Let people know how long they have to complete a given task and give them a five minute warning when the time is nearly up so that they can round off.

Facilitating discussions

Discussion is central to the HRE process. Pay special attention to ensure everyone in the group can participate if they wish to. Use words, expressions and language common to the group and explain words with which they are unfamiliar; there is a glossary on page 486. Invite participants to offer their opinions. Ensure that there is a balance of global and local aspects so that people see the issue as directly relevant to their own lives.

Sometimes discussions “get stuck”. You will have to identify the cause. It could, for example, be because the topic has been exhausted or that it is too emotional. You will have to decide whether to prompt with a question, change tack or move on. You should never feel that you have to provide the answers to participants’ questions or problems; the group itself must find its own answers through listening to each other and sharing. They may, of course, ask your opinion or advice, but the group must make their own decisions.
Debriefing and evaluation

No Compass activity is ever complete without the debriefing and evaluation; this part of the activity provides the keys for learning and helps the participants put what they have learned into a wider context. Give the participants plenty of time to complete the activity and if necessary come out of role before discussing what happened and what they learned. Spend time at the end of each activity talking over what people learnt and how it relates to their lives, their community and the wider world. Without reflection, people do not learn much from their experiences.

We suggest that you try to go through the debriefing and evaluation process in sequence by asking the participants questions that relate to:

- what happened during the activity and how they felt
- what they learned about themselves
- what they learned about the issues addressed in the activity and the related human rights
- how they can move forward and use what they have learned.

Reviewing

Periodic appraisal or examination of what you are doing and learning is important because it helps you to get an overall picture of how things are going and enables you to improve your practice. When you review depends on the circumstances: it may be at the end of the day at a seminar or at the end of a series of two or three lessons or meetings.

Whenever you review, you should find time to relax and wind down and reflect on:

- How the activity (activities) went from your point of view: preparation, timing, and so on
- What the participants learnt and if they met the learning objectives
- What the outcomes are: what the group will do now as a result of the activities you have been doing
- What you yourself learnt about the issues and about facilitating

Periodic reviewing with the group is also important and should be fun, so avoid turning your review into another discussion, especially if you have already spent a considerable amount of time on debriefing and evaluation. You will find several techniques, including ones that use body language, drawings and sculpting in Chapter 2 under the heading “Activities for reviewing” on page 358.

Pacing

Most of the activities can be completed within 90 minutes so it should not be too hard to keep up the momentum. Nonetheless, taking short breaks, for instance between the activity itself and the debriefing and evaluation, or between the debriefing and evaluation and the follow-up stage can be helpful to keep people engaged. If energy is really flagging you can use an energiser. Remember also that it is important to let people wind down and relax after doing an activity.

Giving feedback

Feedback is a comment on something someone has said or done. Giving and receiving feedback is a skill and you will need to help the group members learn how to do
it. Too often, feedback is received as destructive criticism even though this was not the intention of the speaker. The key words with regard to feedback are “respect”, “concrete” and “arguments”.

When giving feedback, it is important to respect the other person, to focus on what they said or did and to give reasons for your point of view. You can say, “I disagree strongly with what you have just said because...” Giving negative feedback comes readily to many people, which can be painful. It is your role as facilitator to find ways of ensuring that people give feedback in a supportive way. For example by:

• ensuring that people start giving the feedback with a positive statement,
• respecting the other person and not making any derogatory remarks,
• focusing on the behaviour, not on the person,
• giving a reason for what they are saying and by
• taking responsibility for what they say by using “I - messages”

Receiving feedback is hard, especially when there is disagreement. Your role is to help young people learn from their experiences and to help them feel supported and not put down. Encourage people to listen carefully to the feedback without immediately defending themselves or their position. It is especially important that people understand exactly what the person giving the feedback means and that they take time to evaluate what has been said before accepting or rejecting it.

Resistance from the participants

Being involved in participatory activities is very demanding and while you will be using a variety of techniques, for instance, discussion, drawing, role-play or music, it is inevitable that not all activities will suit all participants all of the time. If a participant is confident and able to explain why they do not like a particular activity then you will be able to accommodate his or her needs through dialogue and negotiation.

By “resistance”, we mean behaviour that is purposefully disruptive. All facilitators experience resistance from participants at one time or another. Resistance can take several forms. An insecure young person may disturb by scraping his or her chair, humming or talking with their neighbour. More subtle ways of disrupting the session are by asking irrelevant questions or making a joke out of everything. Another “game” resisters play is “undermine the facilitator”. Here they may say, “You don’t understand, it’s a long time since you were young”, or “anything but more discussions, why can’t we just do activities?” A third type of “game” is to try to avoid the learning, for example when people play, “yes but...”.

Obviously, it is best if you can avoid resistance. For example, be aware of each person in the group and any sensitive emotions which might be triggered by a particular activity or by a particular part in a role-play or simulation. Make sure everyone feels safe and knows that they are at no time under any pressure to say or reveal anything about themselves that they do not feel comfortable with. Allow participants time to warm up before any activity and to wind down afterwards. Finally, remember to allow enough time for debriefing and discussion so that everyone feels that their opinion and participation is valued.
You will have to decide for yourself on the best way to handle a difficult situation but bear in mind that usually the best way to solve the problem is to bring it out into the open and to get the group as a whole to find a solution. Do not get into long discussions or arguments with a single group member. This can cause resentment and frustration among the other participants and cause them to lose interest.

**Managing conflict**

Conflict can be helpful and creative if managed properly; in fact it is an unavoidable and necessary ingredient of HRE! Disagreement and emotion are unavoidable when addressing human rights issues because people see the world differently and their beliefs, assumptions and prejudices will be called into question. Conflict as a part of human rights education gives people opportunities to develop skills and attitudes such as critical thinking and co-operation, empathy and a sense of justice.

Conflicts are difficult to anticipate and may be hard to resolve especially if they arise because participants feel insecure dealing with questions related to emotions and values, if they have insufficient competences for group work or if they have totally different approaches to the issue or different values. Try to stay calm and cool and do not become involved in conflicts between individuals in the group.

The Compass activities are intended to provide learning experiences in a safe environment. Choose them carefully and adapt them as necessary. Use them to draw out the participants’ different opinions about issues; let them know that disagreement is perfectly normal and that the universality of human rights does not mean that everyone views them in the same way.

Some tips:

- Take enough time for the debriefing and discussion. If necessary make more time.
- Help to clarify people's positions, opinions and interests.
- Ease tensions in the group. For example, ask everyone to sit down or to talk for three minutes in small subgroups or say something to put the situation into perspective.
- Encourage everybody to listen actively to each other.
- Stress what unites people rather than what separates them.
- Search for consensus. Get people to look at their common interests rather than trying to compromise and move from their stated positions.
- Look for solutions which may resolve the problem without “recreating” the conflict.
- Offer to talk to those involved privately at another time.

If more serious and deeper conflicts arise, it may be better to postpone seeking a solution and look for another more appropriate opportunity to tackle the problem. In the meantime, you could consider how to address the conflict from another angle. Furthermore, by postponing an attempt to resolve the conflict you leave time for those involved to reflect on the situation and to come up with new approaches or solutions.

Conflicts that arise in the group and ways of resolving them can be used to develop understanding and insights into the causes and difficulties of conflicts in the wider world. The reverse is also true; discussion of international conflicts can give insights into conflicts much closer to hand.
3.5 Tailoring the Compass activities to your needs

The activities in Compass have been tried and tested in a range of formal and non-formal education settings and feedback from users tells us that, as Abraham Lincoln is claimed to have said, “you can please some of the people all of the time and all of the people some of the time but you can’t please all of the people all of the time”, which is perfectly reasonable! Compass is intended to be a guide to help you with your work; it is not a recipe book or a canon written in tablets of stone.

The authors of Compass were faced with two main challenges. The first is to make the activities general enough so that the issues elaborated are relevant to a wide audience but at the same time detailed enough that they reach to the heart of the concerns that some specific groups may have about an issue. The second challenge is the converse: to present activities that go deeply enough into issues that are important for some groups but which are either not relevant or too sensitive to be raised in others.

For these reasons, the activities will almost certainly have to be adapted or developed to meet the needs of the young people you are working with. On page 61 there is a section about the “basic methods” we have used in Compass. Understanding how the different techniques work will help you tailor the activities.

Adapting activities

The activities are the tools we work with: you will have to be sure that the one you have chosen deals both with the issues you wish to address and that the method will suit your group.

It is the responsibility of the facilitator to fine-tune, make adjustments and adapt the activity so that it meets the needs of the young people he or she is working with.

Practicalities

When considering the suitability of the method think about the practicalities:

**Complexity:** If the level is too high, consider ways to make the activity simpler. For instance, narrow down the issues, rewrite statement cards or develop other questions for the debriefing and discussion. If you think that there is a risk that people may be bored or feel that their intelligence is insulted by an activity with a low level of complexity, then treat it as a short and fun introduction to a topic.

**Group size:** If you have a large group you may need to have extra facilitators and to allow extra time. If you allow extra time, be careful that the activity itself or the debriefing and evaluation does not drag on. Consider dividing the group into two for the debriefing and evaluation and then let them briefly report back in plenary. If you are doing a role play, then let two people together play or share each role.

If you have a small number of participants and the activity involves small group work, reduce the number of small groups rather than reduce the numbers of people in each small group. In this way you maintain the diversity of input within each group.
Time: You may need to consider running the activity over two sessions. Alternatively, try to arrange to run the activity when you can take more time, for instance, in a school arrange for a double session on the timetable. If you work in a youth club, do the activity at a residential weekend.

Overview: Here you will find a short description of the basic technique on which the activity is based, including general tips on using the method.

Materials: Improvise! If you don’t have any flip chart paper, then buy a roll of wallpaper lining paper and cut it into lengths. If the room you have is small or filled with furniture so that there is little space to move around in, or to break into small groups, then try to find another that is large enough, or if the weather is good, why not go outside?

Preparation: Think creatively! If you want to copy something and do not have access to a photocopier but you do have a computer and a printer, then take a digital photograph and print copies off through the computer.

Instructions: Some activities are in two parts. It may be that just the first part will enable you to meet your aims.

Variations: The variations will need either more or less time than the original activity. Allow for this.

Debriefing and evaluation: If the suggested questions do not meet your needs, then prepare others. Use the background notes for inspiration. However, be sure always to keep the relation to the human rights issues explicit.

Suggestions for follow-up activities: If the recommended suggestions are not suitable, irrelevant or they present practical problems, then find others. Use the summary of activities on page 72 to find an activity to follow on with.

Ideas for action: If the recommended suggestions are not suitable, irrelevant or they present practical problems, then find others. Refer to Chapter 3 on “Taking action”.

Developing activities
Developing an activity is more radical than adapting it. You may like the content, for instance, the statement cards or role cards that are presented with an activity, but you may find another method that is more appropriate. For example, you could use some of the statement cards from the activity “Just a minute” on page 204 and use the method elaborated in the activity “Where do you stand” on page 337.

Alternatively, you might want to work on issues about asylum and refugees and like the ideas in the activity “Can I come in?” but feel, for one reason or another, that a role play as described is not appropriate. In this case you could still divide the group into the groups as described and distribute the role cards, but then use the “Fish bowl” technique described on page 64 and allow two refugees and two immigration officers at a time to argue their cases. Another option, especially for teachers working
with a large class, could be to hold a panel debate (see page 64) or let everyone be informed about the issues by reading the role cards and then hold a full debate on, for example, “This class believes that all refugees should be welcome in our country”.

**General advice**

Encourage the young people to be aware of what is going on in the world around them, locally and globally, and take the issues that interest them as the starting point for your work – your work together. Always try to involve the young people in deciding how and what they want to learn. How involved they are in practice will depend on whether you are working in an informal or formal educational setting, the ages of the young people, the time you have available and the resources. However, whenever possible involve the participants in deciding what sort of activities they would like to do.

Tackle controversial or provocative issues with forethought and care. If an issue is taboo within your society and is likely to provoke resistance from people in authority, consider addressing the issue from another direction rather than straight on, or set it in a different framework. For instance, get people to reflect on rights related to freedom of expression by using an historical example. Questions about religion, rights of LGBT people and the rights to marriage and family are dealt with in this way in the activity “Believers” (page 105) or “Soon to be outdated” (page 280).

Facing the reality that we live in a world where certain issues are controversial or divisive is an important part of HRE. However, when addressing rights related to controversial or provocative issues you need to ensure that participants feel secure and that they do not feel embarrassed or forced to reveal more than they wish to about themselves or their beliefs. Methods such as the statement exercise or case studies are good methods that create a certain distance between the person and the topic. Another approach can be to encourage participants to research into different points of view. They could, for instance, invite someone with a minority perspective to talk to the group.

If the people in your group are divided about an issue, for example if a minority thinks that a certain issue is not important or relevant to their lives, then ask them directly to explain and justify their opinions. You will need to capture their imaginations so that they are open to the idea of exploring the issue. Showing a film, making a visit (to a refugee centre, to a centre for homeless people or to an ethnic shop or café) or inviting a speaker are all good ways to excite curiosity.

When the young people are considering taking action you will need to be ready to advise them about the consequences of what they propose to do. They should be fully aware of the possible or probable personal, social and political outcomes of their proposed action. Encouraging young people to think for themselves and to take responsibility is an important aim of HRE; thus, you should describe any difficulties you foresee, give reasons for your opinions, and advise. If you need to persuade them that some forms of action are inadvisable you should suggest alternatives (refer to Chapter 3 on “Taking Action” for ideas on different forms of taking action).
3.6 Special notes for teachers

Feedback from teachers tells us that Compass is used in schools all over Europe in language lessons, geography, history and citizenship lessons and in political studies. For example, in language lessons the quotes in the activity “All equal – all different” (page 97) can be used as texts to develop vocabulary and comprehension and “Just a minute” (page 204) can be used to develop speaking skills. Statistics, for instance, about child labour, the gender gap and access to education (which can be found in the different sections of background information in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass) can be used in maths lessons to replace textbook examples and in this way contribute to a raised awareness of, and interest in, human rights issues. “Web of life” can be used in biology lessons as an introduction to lessons about food webs or biodiversity; “A tale of two cities” in social studies; “Believers” in religious education; “Ashique’s story” and “Beware we are watching” add another perspective on trade in geography lessons and examples of the “Fighters for rights” add interest to lessons on world affairs. The possibilities are endless.

It must be recognised that there are some fundamental challenges to meeting the aims of HRE in a classroom setting. For example, a typical lesson period may be too short to complete all but the shortest activities or the pupils may not be in a position to influence decisions about what they learn. In addition, the options for applying what they have learned may be more limited, but these difficulties are not insurmountable. For instance, teachers are finding ways to overcome problems such as timetabling pressures by extending an activity over two periods or by using the opportunities during “theme weeks”, when the normal timetable is suspended.

In some countries HRE requires a change in classroom practice in order to move away from “chalk and talk” (the teacher giving the pupils information that has to be learned by heart) and moving towards encouraging critical thinking and more independent learning. In countries where teachers do not normally have the role of a coach, advisor or facilitator, changes need to be introduced gradually so that both teachers and pupils feel confident working in a democratic atmosphere where questioning and freedom of expression thrive. An understanding of the methods and techniques used in Compass will help teachers make changes; these are described below on page 61 and include tips on how to organise discussions in large classes. Another way to develop facilitation skills is through working together with someone experienced in this way of working. For instance, invite a trainer from a local human rights organisation to run a session or to team teach together with you.

Ideally, teachers of all subjects need to be equipped systematically with relevant competences within the framework of the initial and in-service training. The publication How all teachers can support citizenship and human rights education: a framework for the development of competences can provide further guidance on how this could be done.13

A number of practical challenges have been identified in a recent, small research project into using experiential activities from Compass and the Education Pack All Different – All Equal in language lessons in Danish high schools.
The research revealed that the activities themselves were very much enjoyed and the teachers noted how involved the students were. However, some difficulties were encountered in the debriefing and evaluation stages. The students found it hard to break out of their normal way of being in the classroom and addressed their comments to the teacher rather than to each other, which meant there was not so much dialogue, free exchange of ideas or peer-to-peer learning. The students expected a comment or correction from the teacher and for the teacher to invite them to speak in turn. The result was that the students tended to spend their time thinking of what they wanted to say rather than listening to what was being said and responding to each other. Furthermore, it proved hard to change the usual classroom dynamic so that the dominating student dominated and the funny one played the fool.

The conclusions were that using activities in the classroom can be valuable as they engage students in the topic, but there are likely to be limitations to the extent that all the aims of HRE, especially those of developing co-operation and skills to take responsibility and take action, can be reached. Nonetheless, schools can make significant contributions to developing certain of the competences that are listed on page 36 as outcomes of HRE, for instance active listening and communication skills, critical thinking and curiosity. Similarly, at first sight taking action might appear to be problematical in a school setting. However, taking action can mean many different things and in the classroom it might mean an improvement in general behaviour, more consideration for peers, pupils deciding for themselves to find out more about human rights heroes, or taking a more questioning approach to history. There are more ideas about how to take action in Chapter 3.

If it is difficult for teachers to use many of the activities they should bear in mind that HRE is also about developing knowledge and understanding, for instance, knowledge about what human rights are, the historical development of rights, the legal instruments, and the relevance of human rights for the development of civil society and world peace, all of which can find their place in the formal education system. The background information about human rights and the global themes (Chapters 4, 5 and the appendices) makes valuable teaching and learning material in its own right.

Teachers working with children aged from 7 to 13 may also want to take a closer look at Compassito, the manual for human rights education with children, whose activities may fit the structure of school classes better.

Finally, a comment about “junk HRE”, by which we mean teaching that purports to be HRE, but which, because of the way it is delivered, does not qualify to be recognised as human rights education. There are many ways of delivering human rights education, but, as elaborated at the beginning of this chapter, the process is important. Thus, for any teaching related to human rights to be recognised as HRE it must be delivered in a way that respects the learners and enables them to respect and value human rights. HRE cannot be imposed or dictated. Furthermore, HRE cannot be viewed as something that takes place isolated in the classroom; it must extend into the whole school and wider community.
3.7 Basic methods that underpin the Compass activities

An understanding of the basic methods or techniques that underpin the activities in Compass is essential in order to use the activities successfully.

We call the methods we use “activities” because the participants are mentally active and usually physically active as well. However, they are more than just activities – something to do to fill the time: they have clear educational goals and we use them with a purpose. Sometimes activities are called “games”. This implies that the activities are also fun, which they are! Unfortunately, some people associate the word “game” with what little children play and they forget the serious underlying educational value of games.

An understanding of the basic methodology will help you both when you need to adapt individual activities to meet the needs of the young people you work with and when you develop your own activities. Furthermore, when writing the instructions for how to run activities, we have assumed that people know and understand terms such as “group work”, “brainstorm” and “role play”. They are clarified here.

**Group work**

Group work is the foundation of many of the exercises; it happens when people work together, combine their different skills and talents and build on each other’s strengths to complete a task. It:

- Encourages responsibility. When people feel they own what they are doing, they are usually committed to the outcome and take care to ensure a good result.
- Develops communication skills. People need to listen, to understand what others say, to be responsive to their ideas and to be able to put their own thoughts forward.
- Develops co-operation. People soon learn that when they are working towards a common goal they do better if they co-operate than if they compete with each other.
- Involves decision-making skills. People quickly learn that the best way to make decisions is to look at all the information available and to try to find a solution that satisfies everybody. Someone who feels left out of the decision-making process may disrupt the group’s work and not honour decisions which are made by the rest of the group.

It is important to note that successful group work must be task-orientated; there needs to be a clear question that needs answering or a problem clearly stated that requires solutions. It is not productive to tell people simply to “discuss the issue”. Whatever the topic, it is essential that the work is clearly defined and that participants are focused on working towards a goal that requires them to feedback to the whole group. This is not to imply that the product is the only thing that matters! The point is that by working together within a clearly defined framework the participants are better able to learn through the process.
The majority of the activities in Compass use small-group work in the “experience” phase (the activity) and whole-group work in the “reflecting” and “generalising” phases of the learning cycle (the debriefing and evaluation). Small-group work encourages everyone to participate and helps develop co-operative teamwork. The size of a small group will depend on practical things such as how many people there are in total and how much space you have. A small group may be 2 or 3 people, but small groups work best with six to eight. Small-group work can last for 15 minutes, an hour or a day, depending on the task in hand.

**Brainstorming**

Brainstorming is a way to introduce a new subject, encourage creativity and to generate a lot of ideas quickly. It can be used for solving a specific problem or answering a question.

**How to brainstorm:**

1. Decide on the issue that you want to brainstorm and formulate it into a simple question or statement.
2. Write the question on a large piece of paper or a board placed where everyone can see it.
3. Ask people to contribute their ideas. You write down the ideas under the question or statement. Use single words or short phrases.
4. Stop the brainstorming when ideas are running out and then
5. Go through the suggestions, asking for comments.
6. Then sum up and, taking the new knowledge, move on to an activity or discussion.

**The rules of brainstorming:**

1. Write down EVERY new suggestion. Often the most creative or “crazy” suggestions are the most useful and interesting!
2. No-one may make any comments or judge what is written down until the end.
3. Discourage repetition. If someone suggests an idea that is already on the board, thank them and gently point out where you wrote it.
4. Encourage everyone to contribute.
5. Only give your own ideas if it is absolutely necessary to encourage the group.
6. If a suggestion is unclear, ask for clarification.

**Wall writing**

This is a form of brainstorming. The facilitator writes up the statement or question to be brainstormed, preferably on a wide, blank wall. However, instead of the facilitator then writing the suggestions down, participants write their ideas on small pieces of paper (for example, “Post-its”) and stick them up themselves. The advantages of this method are that people can sit and think quietly for themselves before they are influenced by the other people’s ideas, and the pieces of paper can be repositioned to aid grouping related ideas together during discussion.

**The association game**

This is another form of brainstorming that can be used as an icebreaker or as an introduction to a discussion or activity. Participants sit in a circle and the facilitator starts off by saying a key word (a word they have chosen that is at the heart of the topic...
they wish to introduce). Go round the circle, each person in turn first repeating the key word and then the first word that comes into their head associated with the key word. A variation is for each person to respond to the word the last person said.

**Discussion activities**

Discussions are an integral part of HRE because through discussion people learn to analyse information, think critically, develop communication skills, share opinions and learn from experience, which is why “debriefing and evaluation” is a core part of every activity.

There are many different ways of holding a discussion and some ways, especially those that involve a degree of co-operation and participation, can justifiably be considered as activities in their own right. For example, discussions in small groups where people have to solve a problem can be considered as “activities”, for example, “Just a minute” on page 204 and “Let’s talk about sex” (page 216). It should not need to be said that after the “discussion activity”, people still go on to debrief and evaluate what they have learned!

**Discussions in large groups**

**Buzz groups**

This is a useful method if no ideas are forthcoming in a whole-group discussion. Ask people to discuss the topic in pairs or small groups for some minutes and then to share their ideas with the rest of the group. You will soon find the atmosphere “buzzing” with conversations and people “buzzing” with ideas!

**The statement exercise**

This technique enables participants to express an opinion without necessarily having to justify it. It is a gentle way to encourage people to be self confident to share their opinions.

Prepare some statements (4–6 should be sufficient) about a topic or topics you want to explore with the group. Make two signs, “I agree” and “I disagree”, and place them on the floor about 6–8 metres apart. If you wish to, you can place a rope or tape on the floor between the two signs to symbolise the continuum between the two extremes of opinion.

Read out one of your prepared statements and ask participants to position themselves between the two extremes according to their opinion; those who are undecided stand at the centre point. Invite participants, if they wish, to explain why they are standing where they are. Encourage people to change their position along the line if they change their opinion as a result of the arguments they hear.

A variation is called “Points of view”. Make four signs to stick on the four walls of the room: “I agree”, I disagree”, “I don’t know” and “I want to say something“. As before, people place themselves according to their response and they can change position at any time.
Fish bowl
This method is a helpful way of getting participants to address their comments to each other rather than to the facilitator or teacher. Invite a few – ideally between four to six – participants to sit together in a small circle in the middle of the room to discuss a topic while everyone else sits around the outside and listens to “the fish in the bowl”. When one of the observers wishes to contribute to the discussion, they come forward and position themselves behind one of the “fish”. This “fish” then has to swap out and join the listeners.

There are several benefits to using this method, the main one being that the participants have control over the discussion in as much as a person may come forward to speak when they themselves decide to, but also other members of the group can shut someone up who is making long speeches or repeating themselves by forcing them to swap out.

Debates
Traditional house debates are useful, especially in a classroom where there are fewer possibilities for using other discussion methods. If the whole class is to discuss, for instance, “This house believes that human rights are a Western invention and not universal”, then let one of the pupils, rather than the teacher, be the chairperson.

Another form of debate is a panel debate where a panel of “experts” is invited by the audience to answer questions. This is a good way of providing information, encouraging enquiry, enabling people to explore differing points of view and demonstrating that human rights are complex. For instance, give the role cards from the activity “Makah whaling” (page 223) to eight volunteers (two people to represent each of the four disputing organisations). These eight people use the cards to prepare their positions and then sit on the panel to answer questions and argue their points of view to the rest of the class. At the end the class can take a vote on whether or not whaling should be banned.

Discussions in small groups
Discussion activities are often best carried out in small groups because then everyone has a better chance of contributing. Not only do people feel more confident expressing themselves in smaller groups but each person gets a greater share of the available time in which to talk.

Discussion activities rely on some stimulus material, usually presented on cards. Examples of stimulus material include items on the TV news, posters, statement cards, case studies and pictures. When preparing stimulus materials it is important to think about your target group and avoid including information that may cause offence or be too personal. You also need to bear in mind the level of reading skills of younger groups, and the language skills if you are working in a multicultural group; in these cases keep the language simple. The information on the cards should be kept as short as possible, preferably 2–8 lines and half an A4 sheet as the absolute maximum.
AAA BBB CCC

This is a very useful technique when you want people to develop their knowledge and understanding without you “teaching”. People work in small groups to develop their expertise about an aspect of a topic. The groups then re-group and share their knowledge.

Prepare a statement or question card for each group about an issue you wish to work on. Each group is to work on a different aspect of the same issue.

Get the participants to form three small groups; one group is group A, the second is group B and the third group C. Give each group an agreed length of time in which to discuss the question or problem. Then re-group them so that each of the new groups contains one member from each of the original groups; in other words the new groups are constituted as ABC, ABC and ABC. Give the ABC groups the task of solving a problem or coming to a consensus that requires input from each member.

Statements in a hat

This technique is a sensitive way to introduce a topic, to get people talking or to generate ideas. Make some statement or question cards and put them in a hat. Either pass the hat round or place it in the middle of the circle. Ask people in turn to take out one card and to comment.

Instead of the facilitator making the cards, he/she can ask the participants to make their own statement or question cards. In this way questions can be put to the group anonymously, which is useful if discussing issues that may be sensitive.

Ranking

This is a useful form of discussion activity when you want to stimulate a focused discussion in small groups. You need one set of statement cards for each small group; nine to twelve statements are adequate. You select simple statements related to the topic you wish people to discuss and write one statement on each card.

The groups discuss the statements and try to come to agreement about the order of importance. This can either be done as a ladder or as a diamond. In ladder ranking the most important statement is placed at the top, the next most important underneath it, and so on, down to the least important statement at the bottom.

For diamond ranking you need nine statement cards. People negotiate on which is the most important statement, then on which are the two second-most important, then the 3 statements of moderate importance and so on as shown in the diagram. Because issues are rarely clear cut, diamond ranking is often a more appropriate method than simple ranking. It is less contrived and therefore more acceptable to participants. It also gives better opportunities for consensus building. A variation of the ranking method is to write eight statements and to leave one card blank for the participants themselves to write one.

Case studies

Case studies are short “stories” about people and events that illustrate a problem. Like statement cards, they are useful tools for presenting information in a non-didactic way. They are also valuable because they create a distance between the participants
and the problem, which makes discussion of the topic less threatening. For instance, if there are bullies in the group and you want to tackle the problem, you can present a story about bullying that contains parallels to the real situation. Participants read the case story, analyse the problem and try to make suggestions for resolving the problem.

**Drama**

Exploring ideas and issues through drama can provide people with an outlet for emotions, thoughts, dreams and creativity that they might not otherwise be able to express. Drama involves the whole person, their heads, hearts and hands and thus involves not only the intellect, but also the senses and emotions, making it a powerful tool. Furthermore, it is a most efficient technique because it appeals to people of all learning styles, that is, to auditory, visual and kinaesthetic, or tactile, learners.

Debriefing is especially important after activities based on some form of drama, including role plays and simulations. Players may need time to come out of role before they go on to discuss their feelings and why they chose to take the actions that they did.

**Role-playing**

A role play is a short drama acted out by the participants. Although participants draw on their own life experiences to role play a situation, role plays are mostly improvised. Role plays can improve understanding of a situation and encourage empathy towards the people who are portrayed. They enable people to experience challenging situations but in a safe atmosphere.

Role plays need to be used sensitively. Firstly, it is essential that people have time at the end to come out of role. Secondly, everyone needs to respect the feelings of individuals and the social structure of the group. For example, a role play about disabled people should take into account the fact that some participants may suffer from disabilities themselves (maybe not visible) or may have relatives or close friends who are disabled. They should not feel hurt, be forced to be exposed or marginalised. If that happens, take it seriously and apologise and explain.

Also, be very aware of stereotyping. Role plays draw out what participants think about other people through their “ability” to play or imitate them. This is also what makes these activities great fun! It is useful in the debriefing to ask, “Do you think that the people you played are really like that?” It is always educational to make people aware of the need to constantly review information critically; ask participants where they got the information on which they based the development of the character.

**Simulations**

Simulations can be thought of as extended, structured role plays (they do not involve the same degree of improvisation) that take the participants into unfamiliar situations and roles. For example, the court room in the activity “Access to medicaments” (page 87) is defined and mapped out, and participants are given detailed information about the roles they are to play. Simulations demand a high level of emotional involvement and intellectual ability, especially for those players who have to argue from a point of view with which they personally disagree.
Forum Theatre

Forum theatre is an interactive form of theatre that encourages audience interaction and explores different options for how to deal with a problem or issue. Forum Theatre (also known as Boal’s Theatre, “Theatre of the Oppressed” or “Theatre for Development”) was created in the early 1970s by Augusto Boal, who wanted to empower his audiences.

Forum theatre is a form of role play. The audience watches a short play in which a central character encounters an oppression or obstacle which he or she is unable to overcome; the subject-matter is presented in a way that it relates to the lives of the audience. When the play has been performed it is repeated and members of the audience can take to the stage and suggest alternative options for how the protagonist could have acted. The actors explore the results of these choices with the audience, creating a kind of theatrical debate in which experiences and ideas are rehearsed and shared, generating both solidarity and a sense of empowerment.

Forum theatre is a very useful tool for delivering HRE, for example, when exploring ways of solving problems or resolving conflicts. It allows people to take the stage and explore different possibilities. In this way, the event can be used to rehearse for an imminent event, or to uncover and analyse alternatives in any situation, past, present or future.

Audiovisual methods

Using pictures: photographs, cartoons, drawing, collage

“A picture says a thousand words”. Visual images are powerful tools both for providing information and for stimulating interest. Remember also that drawing is an important means of self-expression and communication, not only for those whose preferred thinking style is visual but also for those who are not strong in expressing themselves verbally. Ideas for activities using pictures and drawings are presented together in chapter 2 under the collective heading of “Playing with pictures” (page 255).

Tips for building up a picture collection

Pictures are such a versatile tool that it is a good idea for facilitators to build up their own stock. Images can be collected from, for instance, newspapers, magazines, posters, travel brochures, postcards and greetings cards.

Trim the pictures, mount them on card and cover them with transparent, sticky-backed plastic (sold for covering books) to make them durable and easy and pleasant to handle. The collection will look more like a set if the cards are all made to one size. A4 is ideal, but A5 is a good, practical compromise.

It can be a good idea to write a reference number on the back of each picture and to record the source, original title or other useful information elsewhere. Thus, people will have only the image to respond to and will not be distracted by other clues.

When choosing pictures, try to get a selection of images from north, south, east and west, as well as from different natural and social environments. When choosing...
pictures of people look for variety and be aware of gender, race, ability and disability, age, nationality and culture. Also bear in mind the impact that individual pictures have because of their size and colour. This effect can distort people’s perception of a picture, so try to harmonise your collection so you have a reasonably homogeneous set.

Bear in mind to check if there is any copyright on the pictures and photos that you wish to use.

Using films, videos and radio plays
Films, videos and radio plays are powerful tools for HRE and popular with young people. A discussion after watching a film should make a good starting point for further work. Things to talk about are people’s initial reaction to the film, how true to “real life” it was, whether the characters were portrayed realistically, or whether they were trying to promote one particular political or moral point of view, and not to forget which human rights are involved!

Bear in mind to check if there is any copyright or any restriction on public screenings of the videos that you wish to use. A screening to a class or youth group may constitute a public showing.

Taking photographs, making films and videos
The technology of camcorders, digital cameras and mobile phones now makes making films and taking pictures much more accessible for everyone. Young people’s pictures and films vividly show their points of view and attitudes and make excellent display material.

Video letters
Video letters are a proven way to break down barriers and prejudices. They enable people who would not otherwise meet face-to-face to “talk” and to share insights into how they live and what is important to them. One example is a British TV project where a Roma woman and a resident near a proposed Roma camp site refused to talk to each other. However, a mediator succeeded in persuading them to send a series of video letters to each other. Each began by showing their homes and introducing their families. Gradually, in subsequent letters, as they revealed more of their lives, the prejudices diminished and were replaced by understanding and empathy. Each found that they had much more in common than they ever imagined and finally they agreed to meet in person.

The media: newspapers, magazines, radio, television, Internet
The media is an infallible source of good discussion material. It is always interesting to discuss the way news or information is presented and to analyse bias and stereotypes. Further discussions can include issues such as ownership of the media, political distortion, censorship and freedom of expression. The activity “Front page” on page 184 looks specifically at these issues and you will find more ideas in the background information about the media at www.coe.int/compass. Once again, be sure to check for copyright on any materials you want to use.
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Human Rights Education and Compass: an introduction
Chapter 2

Practical Activities and Methods for Human Rights Education
## Summary of Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Citizenship and Participation</th>
<th>Culture and Sport</th>
<th>Democracy</th>
<th>Disability and Discrimination</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>General Human Rights</th>
<th>Globalisation</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Media</th>
<th>Migration</th>
<th>Peace and Violence</th>
<th>Poverty</th>
<th>Religion and Belief</th>
<th>Remembrance</th>
<th>War and Terrorism</th>
<th>Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Themes</td>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>Related rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 things</td>
<td>• Migration • War and Terrorism • Environment</td>
<td>This activity uses discussion and diamond ranking to help people understand what it is like to suddenly flee one's home.</td>
<td>The right to seek asylum in other countries from persecution. Freedom of religion or belief. Freedom of opinion and information.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Mosque in Sleepyville</td>
<td>• Religion and Belief • Discrimination and Intolerance • Citizenship and Participation</td>
<td>This activity explores a dispute over the building of a new mosque in a traditionally Christian area through the simulation of a town council meeting.</td>
<td>Freedom from discrimination. Freedom of religion and belief. Freedom of opinion and information.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to medicaments</td>
<td>• Health • Globalisation • Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
<td>This activity is a simulation based on the 2001 &quot;AIDS drug&quot; trial in South Africa. It addresses issues of HIV/AIDS, access to medicines and conflicting claims to rights.</td>
<td>The rights to life and dignity. The right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from scientific production. The right to health.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act it out</td>
<td>• General Human Rights • Children • Citizenship and Participation</td>
<td>Through this drama activity participants present their perceptions of the concept of human rights.</td>
<td>All human rights.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All equal – all different</td>
<td>• Discrimination and Intolerance • Globalisation • Media</td>
<td>This is a short quiz, provocative enough to be interesting in itself, but also the basis for an effective group discussion about perceptions and stereotypes.</td>
<td>Equality in dignity. The right to rights and freedoms without distinction of any kind. The right to a nationality.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashique's story</td>
<td>• Children • Work • Globalisation</td>
<td>This is a discussion activity. The starting point is a case study of a child labourer. Participants go on to explore aspects of child labour, the causes and how to end it.</td>
<td>Protection from economic exploitation. The right to education. The right to rest and leisure.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believers</td>
<td>• Religion and Belief • Culture and Sport • Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
<td>Participants compare and contrast their different beliefs.</td>
<td>Freedom of belief and religion. Freedom of opinion and information. Freedom from discrimination.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beware, we are watching</td>
<td>• Globalisation • Environment • Citizenship and Participation</td>
<td>In this activity participants learn about the social, economic and environmental costs of a cotton T-shirt. They then go on to plan and implement action to address the entailed human rights violations.</td>
<td>The right to desirable work and to join trade unions. The right to an adequate living standard. The right to a safe and healthy environment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can I come in?</td>
<td>• Migration • Discrimination and Intolerance • Peace and Violence</td>
<td>This is a role play activity about a group of refugees trying to escape to another country. It addresses the plight of refugees and the social and economic arguments for giving and denying asylum.</td>
<td>The right to seek asylum in other countries. The right of non-refoulement. Freedom from discrimination.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chahal v. UK</td>
<td>• War and Terrorism • Peace and Violence • Democracy</td>
<td>A simulation (a mini-trial) that looks at a real case that came before the European Court of Human Rights.</td>
<td>Freedom from torture. The right to seek asylum. The right to a fair public hearing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change your glasses</td>
<td>• Poverty • Disability and Disabilism • Migration</td>
<td>This is a very simple outdoor exercise that can be used as an informal educational activity. Participants go out and explore the locality through someone else's eyes.</td>
<td>All.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's rights</td>
<td>• Children • General Human Rights • Education</td>
<td>This activity uses diamond ranking to promote awareness and discussion about the Convention on the Rights of the Child.</td>
<td>The rights of the child (all). The right to express freely views on all matters affecting him/her. The right to protection from economic exploitation. The right to rest and leisure and to enjoy one's own culture.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial and distortion</td>
<td>• Democracy • Discrimination and Intolerance • Remembrance</td>
<td>This activity engages participants in a reflection upon the way in which certain historical events are not fully recognised, are instrumentalised or their importance is minimised.</td>
<td>The right to freedom from discrimination. The right to freedom of opinion and information. The right to education.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different Wages</td>
<td>• Work • Gender • Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
<td>This is a simulation that confronts people with the realities of the labour market. It addresses issues of different wages for the same job, discrimination in the workplace and policies of low pay for young workers.</td>
<td>The right to desirable work and to join trade unions. The right to fair wages and equal pay for equal work. The right not to be discriminated against on the grounds of age and sex.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Themes</td>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>Related rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we have alternatives?</td>
<td>• Peace and Violence</td>
<td>This is a role play activity that addresses issues of interpersonal</td>
<td>The right to dignity. The right to be protected from all forms of physical or mental violence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Children</td>
<td>violent and bullying.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic affairs</td>
<td>• Gender</td>
<td>Participants discuss case studies to analyse the causes of, and ways to</td>
<td>The right to life, liberty and personal security. Freedom from torture and degrading treatment. The right to equality before the law.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Peace and Violence</td>
<td>prevent different types of domestic violence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosta!</td>
<td>• Remembrance</td>
<td>In this activity participants look at the historical persecution of Roma</td>
<td>The right to non-discrimination. The right to life. Cultural rights.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• War and Terrorism</td>
<td>through the lens of human rights and plan an action project to raise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
<td>awareness about Roma victims of the Holocaust.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Draw-the-word&quot; game</td>
<td>• General Human Rights</td>
<td>This is a team game in which people have to draw creatively to depict a</td>
<td>Freedom of opinion and expression. Freedom of thought. Equality in dignity and rights.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>word relating to human rights.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education for All?</td>
<td>• Education</td>
<td>In this activity participants have to locate and match pairs of cards as</td>
<td>The right to education. The right to full physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development. The right to equality.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Children</td>
<td>they think out about the inequalities of educational provision worldwide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Citizenship and Participation</td>
<td>and how to achieve &quot;Education for All&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electioneering</td>
<td>• Democracy</td>
<td>This is a discussion-based activity that addresses rights and responsibili-</td>
<td>The right to participate in government and in free elections. Freedom of opinion and expression. Freedom of thought.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Citizenship and Participation</td>
<td>ties connected with democracy and democratic discussion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• General Human Rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters for rights</td>
<td>• General Human Rights</td>
<td>This activity uses information cards to stimulate interest in human rights</td>
<td>Freedom of opinion and expression. The right to equality before the law and the right to a fair trial. Freedom from torture and degrading treatment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Media</td>
<td>heroes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Citizenship and Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingers and thumbs</td>
<td>• Environment</td>
<td>This is a simulation of a competition to find the greenest youth group.</td>
<td>The right to equality before the law. The right to life and survival. The right to an international order in which rights and freedoms can be fully realised.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Peace and Violence</td>
<td>Will they be honest or will they cheat?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Migration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flower power</td>
<td>• General Human Rights</td>
<td>This is a creative activity that leads into a discussion about human rights</td>
<td>All.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Religion and Belief</td>
<td>in general: what they are, why they exist and how we should protect them.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front page</td>
<td>• Media</td>
<td>This is a simulation of a group of journalists working to prepare the</td>
<td>The right to freedom of thought, opinion and expression. Freedom from interference with privacy, family, home and correspondence. The right to participate in the cultural life of the community.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Globalisation</td>
<td>front page of their paper ready to go to press.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroines and heroes</td>
<td>• Gender</td>
<td>This activity involves individual, small and whole group work, brainstorm-</td>
<td>The right to equality. Freedom from discrimination. Freedom of opinion and expression.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
<td>ing and discussion about heroines and heroes as symbols of socialisation and culture and how gender stereotypes take their roots in our history, culture and everyday life.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Citizenship and Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do we need?</td>
<td>• War and Terrorism</td>
<td>This activity involves discussion and decision making. Working in small</td>
<td>The right to life, liberty and personal security. The right to development. The right to an adequate living standard. The rights to health and education.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Health</td>
<td>groups, participants decide how they would reallocate the global military budget to fund the eight Millennium Development Goals.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want to work!</td>
<td>• Disability and Disablism</td>
<td>This activity uses role play to explore issues about the right to employment for people with disabilities.</td>
<td>The right to work. The right not to be discriminated against. The right to an adequate living standard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Themes</td>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>Related rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just a minute</td>
<td>• Culture and Sport • Globalisation • General Human Rights</td>
<td>In this activity, people have to be quick and inventive to talk for one minute on the relationship between sports and human rights.</td>
<td>All.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language barrier</td>
<td>• Migration • War and Terrorism • Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
<td>This is a simulation of the difficulties that refugees face when applying for asylum. Issues raised include the frustrations and emotional factors refugees have to face, overcoming the language barrier and discrimination during the application procedure.</td>
<td>The right to seek and enjoy asylum. The right not to be discriminated against on the basis of ethnicity or country of origin. The right to be considered innocent until proven guilty.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let every voice be heard</td>
<td>• Education • Citizenship and Participation • Children</td>
<td>This is a discussion exercise in small groups and plenary, working on what education is and how it meets, or does not meet, people's needs, and about participation in decision-making processes.</td>
<td>The right to education, including the right to human rights education. Freedom of opinion and expression. The right to take part in the government of one's country.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let's talk about sex!</td>
<td>• Gender • Discrimination and Intolerance • Health</td>
<td>This activity uses the “fish-bowl” technique to explore attitudes to sexuality, including homophobia.</td>
<td>The right to equality. Freedom from discrimination. Freedom of expression and association.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local heritage sites</td>
<td>• General Human Rights • Discrimination and Intolerance • Religion and Belief</td>
<td>In this activity participants explore their environment and link heritage sites with human rights.</td>
<td>The right to education. The right to freedom of belief and religion. The right to participate in the cultural life of communities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makah whaling</td>
<td>• Culture and Sport • Environment • Globalisation</td>
<td>This activity involves small group work, role play, discussion and consensus building about the issues of sustainable use of marine resources and the rights of indigenous peoples to freely determine their economic, social and cultural development.</td>
<td>The right to take part in the cultural life of the community. The right to food and access to natural resources. The right to life, liberty and personal security.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making links</td>
<td>• Citizenship and Participation • Democracy • General Human Rights</td>
<td>This activity involves negotiation about the rights and responsibilities of citizens, the government, NGOs and the media in a democracy.</td>
<td>The right to participate in government and in free elections. Freedom of information and expression. Everyone has duties to the community.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory tags</td>
<td>• Remembrance • War and Terrorism • Culture and Sport</td>
<td>Participants collectively create a “tag cloud” to represent their thoughts and feelings evoked by public war memorials.</td>
<td>The right to life, liberty and security of person. The right to take part in cultural life. Freedom of thought and conscience.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My life is not a show!</td>
<td>• Media • Peace and Violence • Education</td>
<td>This activity aims to develop people's awareness about abuses of information communication technology (ICT) in general, and cyberbullying in particular.</td>
<td>The right to freedom of thought, opinion and expression. Freedom from interference with privacy, family, home and correspondence. Freedom from inhuman or degrading treatment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the ladder</td>
<td>• Citizenship and Participation • Democracy • Culture and Sport</td>
<td>This activity involves role play and discussion. Participants reflect on the meaning of youth participation and discuss ways of increasing their own participation in the local community.</td>
<td>The right to participate in government and free elections. The right to participate in cultural life. Freedom of opinion and information.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our futures</td>
<td>• Children • Environment • Health</td>
<td>In this activity participants draw, contemplate and discuss their hopes and concerns for the future of their generation. Issues addressed include environmental matters affecting future generations, local development and people's needs.</td>
<td>The right to an opinion and access to information. The right to be heard on all matters concerning the best interests of the child. The right to a decent standard of living.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path to Equality-land</td>
<td>• Gender • Discrimination and Intolerance • Education</td>
<td>This activity involves small group work, imagination, and drawing to explore issues of gender equality and discrimination against women.</td>
<td>Freedom from discrimination on grounds of sex and gender. The right to marriage and family. The right to equality before the law.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compass – Manual for human rights education with young people - Council of Europe
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Related rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Playing with pictures</td>
<td>• General Human Rights</td>
<td>In this activity people identify images that illustrate Articles in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.</td>
<td>All.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Station</td>
<td>• Peace and Violence • Citizenship and Participation • General Human Rights</td>
<td>Participants brainstorm acts of violence that are common in their daily lives and then look for creative ways of dealing with them and finding solutions to the problems.</td>
<td>The right to life, liberty and personal security. Freedom from discrimination. Freedom from interference with privacy, family, home and correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding to racism</td>
<td>• Discrimination and Intolerance • Culture and Sport • Peace and Violence</td>
<td>In this activity participants role play a critical incident to explore issues about racism and prejudice, notably against Roma, and how to deal with racism in a school or other educational organisation.</td>
<td>Equality in dignity and rights. Freedom from discrimination. Freedom of thought, conscience and religion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights Bingo!</td>
<td>• General Human Rights</td>
<td>This is a simple quiz and variation of the game “Bingo!” in which people share their knowledge and experiences of human rights.</td>
<td>Any human rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scramble for Wealth and Power</td>
<td>• Poverty • Globalisation • Health</td>
<td>This activity simulates the fight for wealth and power, inequality and the injustice of poverty.</td>
<td>Equality in dignity and rights. The right to an adequate standard of living. The right to health, food and shelter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See the ability!</td>
<td>• Disability and Disablism • Discrimination and Intolerance • Children</td>
<td>A practical activity to encourage empathy with people with disabilities. The issues addressed include the obstacles disabled people face in integrating into society, and perceptions of the rights of the disabled as basic human rights.</td>
<td>The right not to be discriminated against. Equality in dignity and rights. The right to social security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soon to be outdated</td>
<td>• Religion and Belief • Globalisation • Education</td>
<td>In this activity people discuss how beliefs develop, how they are reinforced and how and why they change over time.</td>
<td>Freedom of thought, conscience and religion. Freedom of opinion and expression. The right to participate freely in the cultural life of the community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports for all</td>
<td>• Disability and Disablism • Culture and Sport • Health</td>
<td>This is a high-energy activity. Participants use their imagination and creativity to design new games.</td>
<td>The right to enjoyment of physical and mental health. Equality in dignity and rights. The right to rest and leisure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take a step forward</td>
<td>• Discrimination and Intolerance • Poverty • General Human Rights</td>
<td>We are all equal, but some are more equal than others. Participants take on roles and move forward depending on their chances and opportunities in life.</td>
<td>The right to equality in dignity and rights. The right to education. The right to a standard of living adequate for good health and well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tale of two cities</td>
<td>• Citizenship and Participation • Environment • Work</td>
<td>This is a board game in which players vote for the kind of city they wish to live in and the amenities they wish to enjoy. The issues addressed include social solidarity, the implications of paying taxes and the value of local democracy.</td>
<td>The right to social security. The right to own property. The right to an adequate standard of living.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism</td>
<td>• War and Terrorism • Peace and Violence • Globalisation</td>
<td>Using case studies, participants discuss what makes something a terrorist act, and formulate a definition of terrorism.</td>
<td>The right to life, liberty and security of person. Freedom from torture and degrading treatment. The right to peace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing Stones</td>
<td>• War and Terrorism • Peace and Violence • Children</td>
<td>This activity uses role play to look at the reasons why people engage in violent acts.</td>
<td>The right to life, liberty and personal security. The right to recognition as a person before the law. The right to equal protection of the law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timelines</td>
<td>• General Human Rights • Remembrance • Religion and Belief</td>
<td>Participants make a collective timeline of events that mark developments of the concept of rights from 2000 BC to the present, and speculate into the future.</td>
<td>The right to education, including human rights education. The right to life, liberty and personal security. Freedom of religion and belief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Themes</td>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>Related rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To vote, or not to vote?</td>
<td>• Democracy • Citizenship and Participation • General Human Rights</td>
<td>This activity involves a survey of people in the community to explore issues about voting in elections and civic participation.</td>
<td>The right to take part in the government and free elections. Freedom of opinion and expression. The right to peaceful assembly and association.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Union meeting</td>
<td>• Work • Democracy • Citizenship and Participation</td>
<td>This is a simulation of a meeting between an employer and employees together with their trade union representatives to negotiate wages and work conditions.</td>
<td>The right to work. The right to just conditions of work. The right to form and join trade unions. The right to strike.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence in my life</td>
<td>• Peace and Violence • War and Terrorism • Health</td>
<td>This is an activity in which people explore their experiences of interpersonal violence.</td>
<td>The right to life, liberty and personal security. Freedom of thought, conscience and religion. Freedom from torture and degrading treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web of life</td>
<td>• Environment • Globalisation • Health</td>
<td>In this activity, participants brainstorm links in a global food web. They explore the interdependency of living and non-living things and the impact of all human activity on the environment.</td>
<td>The right to life, liberty and personal security. Freedom of belief and religion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When tomorrow comes</td>
<td>• Peace and Violence • Globalisation • Media</td>
<td>This activity uses information sheets and discussion to explore issues about the protection of society from criminals, the human rights of criminals and the death penalty.</td>
<td>The right to life. Freedom from discrimination. The right to equality in dignity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where do you stand?</td>
<td>• General Human Rights • Citizenship and Participation • Poverty</td>
<td>In this discussion activity people literally stand up for their opinions about civil, political, social and economic rights.</td>
<td>All.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who are I?</td>
<td>• Gender • Discrimination and Intolerance • Religion and Belief</td>
<td>This activity involves buzz groups, brainstorming, drawing and group discussion to explore issues of identity.</td>
<td>Equality in dignity and rights. Freedom from discrimination. The right to life, liberty and personal security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work and babies</td>
<td>• Work • Gender • Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
<td>This is a role play activity dealing with issues of reproductive rights and discrimination against women in the workplace.</td>
<td>The right to desirable work and to join trade unions. The right to marriage and family. Freedom from discrimination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights Calendar</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>A list of days on which people worldwide commemorate human rights; fighters for rights are honoured, abuses of human rights are remembered and hopes and joy are celebrated. The key dates have been gathered from official UN International Days, World Days recognised by NGOs and anniversaries of historical events.</td>
<td>All.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starters</td>
<td>• Support for any, with any other Compass activity</td>
<td>The starters described here not only help create a positive group atmosphere but also function to introduce human rights ideas in a fun way.</td>
<td>All.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities for reviewing</td>
<td>• Support for any, with any other Compass activity</td>
<td>Reviewing is an essential part of the experiential learning cycle, which is the basis of the approach used in this manual on human rights education. The following activities are easy and fun ways to help people learn from their experiences. They may be used after running a single Compass activity, but they should not replace a detailed debriefing and evaluation.</td>
<td>All. The right to human rights education. The right to education. The right to participation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 things

To live is to choose. But to choose well, you must know who you are and what you stand for, where you want to go and why you want to get there.

Kofi Annan

Themes
- Migration
- War and Terrorism
- Environment

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any (small groups: 5-6)

Time
30 minutes

Overview
This activity uses discussion and diamond ranking to help people understand what it is like to suddenly flee one's home.

Related rights
- Right to seek asylum in other countries from persecution
- Freedom of religion or belief
- Freedom of opinion and information

Objectives
- To develop understanding about what it is like to have to flee your home
- To practise decision making and consensus building skills
- To foster empathy and solidarity with refugees

Materials
- Post-its or small squares of paper (approx 8cm x 8cm), 3 per participant
- Pens or pencils, one per participant

Instructions
1. Introduce the topic of migration by brainstorming the reasons why people move to live elsewhere.
2. Explain that in the activity they are going to imagine that they are being forced to flee their homes. Refer to the brainstorm and point out the “push factors” that cause people to flee, for instance war, natural disasters, persecution or terrorism. Then ask the group to guess how many displaced people there are in the world.
3. Now ask them to get into small groups, and hand out the small pieces of paper and pencils.
4. Ask everyone to imagine that they have to flee their home suddenly for a particular reason and that they can only take three things with them. Which three things would they take? They should write one thing on each piece of paper.
5. Next, ask each person in turn to present their choices and to explain the reasons for their decisions.
6. Now tell the participants to work together to discuss the various choices and reasons, to try to come to a consensus, and to prioritise the items using diamond ranking (see page 65).
7. Finally let them go round and see the results of each group’s work.
Debriefing and evaluation

Begin by reviewing how each group ranked the items and then go on to discuss what participants learnt, and what the implications are for human rights.

- Were there any surprising items people wanted to take with them?
- Was it easy to rank the items? What sorts of differences of opinion were there within the groups?
- How similar or how different were the different group’s rankings?
- How practical were people? Did they think mainly about their physical survival or did they also think about their emotional or spiritual needs?
- How difficult would it be if you really had to flee?
- What would people miss most if they had to flee?
- Do they know anyone who has fled their home?
- Is the activity realistic? Can people always choose what to take with them?
- What about children and young people? Are their specific needs likely to be taken into account when their parents are packing?
- What can we do to draw attention to the needs of refugees in our community (or across the world)?
- Which human rights specifically protect refugees?

Tips for the facilitator

When introducing the activity, try to get participants to think about migration in general. Examples of why people move are for study and work, because it is their way of life, because of flooding, earthquake or drought, war and persecution. At the end of the brainstorming, summarise the different reasons people give for moving into two lists, according to whether they are “push” (war or persecution in the home country) or “pull” (better opportunities for work and study in another country) factors.

At step 4 you will need to set the scenario so that participants are working within the same framework. Choose a situation that will be most appropriate or interesting for the group. “War” can be challenging if no-one has had direct experience of it, but a scenario involving a terrorist attack could be more realistic. Try to create a scenario that can be imagined as a possibility. If you choose “flooding” as a cause, then if your town is in a valley, it makes sense to say that the river level is rising and flash floods threaten to sweep away bridges and water will flood the whole surrounding area. On the other hand, if you live in a hilly or mountainous area, then danger may be of heavy rains that cause a landslide of mud engulfing the town. You may need to clarify that people should imagine that they are fleeing their own homes, that they will not be able to return and that they have to move a long way away for a long time, possibly for ever.

The items people choose, and how practical they are, will depend on the maturity of the participants. What people take will also depend on many factors, for instance the weather, the time of year and the reason they are fleeing. For example, if there is flooding and they cannot swim they may take something to use as a raft. It is important to stress that there are no right and wrong answers when it comes to personal choice and preference, although there may be some choices that are wiser and more practical than others.

When asked, asylum seekers in Denmark who had fled from war and persecution all said that they took money as a first priority. A passport or ID was important, “but you can always buy false documents if you need them,” they said. The same goes for warm clothes and food; with money you can always get things. For a few, a Bible was a priority to sustain their spiritual needs.

It is suggested that you use diamond ranking and post-its, firstly because making absolute choices is difficult and unnatural and secondly because the method is concrete and the papers (and thoughts) can easily be reorganised as the discussion proceeds.

According to the UNHCR, by the end of 2010 there were:
- 10.55 million refugees
- 14.7 million internally displaced persons and 3.5 million stateless people.

Note:
There are definitions and explanations about the differences between “refugees”, “IDPs”, “asylum seekers”, and “migrant workers” in the background information about Migration in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass
Variations
This method can be used to explore people's attitudes to aspects of all the themes. For instance,

- **Children**: What are the 3 most important features of a happy childhood?
- **Citizenship and Participation**: What are the 3 most important qualities a person needs to live in a multicultural society?
- **Culture and Sport**: What 3 aspects of your culture are most important to you?
- **Democracy**: What are the 3 most important things a country needs in order to be able to have a well functioning democracy?
- **Disability and Disablism**: Getting about is a problem for many people with disabilities. What would be the 3 most effective improvements that could be made in our city, for instance, a blind person?
- **Discrimination and Intolerance**: You are going on a long train journey and will have to share your carriage with people from different countries. Choose the 3 nationalities you would most like to share with. (You can extend the activity by adding, which 3 would you least like to share with?)
- **Education**: To promote communication and understanding between peoples, which 3 languages should be taught as world languages to children worldwide?
- **Environment**: Which 3 endangered species should the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) target in their next campaign?
- **Gender**: Name 3 main reasons why gender-based discrimination still exists.
- **Globalisation**: Which 3 of the Millennium Development Goals are the most important for you?
- **Health**: Tobacco, cocaine, alcohol, hash, ephedrine, Viagra? Which 3 drugs do young people in your country most need more information about?
- **Media**: Which 3 innovations in the media in the past 10 years have contributed most to the promotion of human rights?
- **Migration**: If you had to flee your country, which 3 countries would you most like to live in?
- **Peace and Violence**: What are the 3 biggest threats to global peace?
- **Poverty**: Which 3 steps / actions would be the most successful to eliminate poverty?
- **Religion and Belief**: What are the 3 most effective things that can be done to combat the spread of fundamentalism?
- **Remembrance**: Think of a monument in your town that commemorates a historical event or think of a historical event that is not commemorated. Suggest 3 ways that the event could be publicly recognised so that it can be documented and learned about without distortion or misuse.
- **War and Terrorism**: There is now an international agreement about banning landmines; which 3 weapons should be banned next?
- **Work**: Which 3 violations of the right to decent work concern you most?

Suggestions for follow up
If the group would like to explore what it is like leaving home and seeking asylum, they could do the activity “Can I come in?” on page 115 or “Language barrier” on page 208.

Thinking about past events evokes all sorts of memories; if the group would like to think about how memories are evoked by public war memorials, then they could use the activity “Memory tags” on page 235.

Ideas for action
Ask family, friends or colleagues which 3 things they would take with them and provoke a discussion about human rights and refugees.

Find an organisation locally that is working with asylum seekers and refugees and find out how you can assist with their work.
A Mosque in Sleepyville

If you don’t stand for something you will fall for anything

Malcolm X

Themes
- Religion and Belief
- Discrimination and Intolerance
- Citizenship and Participation

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
15 - 30

Time
2 – 2 ½ hours

Overview
This activity explores a dispute over the building of a new mosque in a traditionally Christian area through the simulation of a town council meeting.

Related rights
- Freedom from discrimination
- Freedom of religion and belief
- Freedom of opinion and information

Objectives
- To experience real conflicts that can arise in meeting the needs of diverse communities
- To explore the right to freedom of religion and belief
- To develop skills of debate and analysis

Materials
- Sheets of paper for name-tags
- Flip-chart paper
- A watch or clock
- Small bell for the Mayor

Preparation
- Photocopy the role-cards on page 85, the description of the problem and the rules of debate (optional).
- Prepare name-tags for the different parties / groups that will be represented at the meeting.
- List the different roles on a flip chart so that everyone can see them.
- Make sure you have a space for the “Council Meeting” and separate spaces for the different groups, so that they can discuss their position beforehand or meet with others.

Instructions
1. Read out the description of the problem in the handout on page 85. Explain that all participants are citizens of Sleepyville and all are troubled by the problem of whether a new mosque should be built on a piece of derelict council land.
2. Show participants the list of different roles and ask everyone to select one for themselves. Hand out the role-cards and the description of the problem and indicate where people and groups can meet up beforehand, and where the “Council Meeting” will take place later on.
3. Explain the rules of debate that will be used during the meeting. You can find these on page 85.
4. Explain that there will be 30 minutes before the actual meeting so that people can meet other citizens, prepare what they want to say and decide how they want to vote! Tell them that the Town Council meeting will last 40 minutes, and that there may be very little time for actual speeches because of the number of people attending. For that reason, they should try to prepare just one or two points that they want to make.
5. Use the preparation phase to set up the space for the “Council Meeting”. Ideally people should sit in a semi-circle or horseshoe shape, with the Mayor at the front, in a slightly elevated position. Parties or groups should be able to sit together, and you should place their name-tags on the tables in front.

6. After 30 minutes, call the citizens for the meeting (or ask the Mayor to do so). He/she should remind people of the basic rules of debate and give a short speech to introduce the meeting.

7. At the end of the meeting, after 40 minutes, the Mayor should call for a vote. When the votes have been counted and the result declared, you should announce the end of the activity, and invite people to bring their chairs into a circle for the debriefing.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start the feedback round by greeting everybody by their real names or using another technique allowing participants to give up the roles they had assumed during the simulation. This is important to do before starting the debriefing.

Ask the participants what they feel about the process they have just been through:

• Were you surprised by the result of the vote, and did it reflect the position of the person you were playing?
• How much influence do you think you (in your role) had on the result?
• Did interaction with other people or groups make you alter your approach or your attitude towards the problem?
• How easy was it to identify with your role? Why or why not?
• Do you think that this situation could arise in real life? Can you think of any similar cases?
• How would you react if this case arose in your town / place of residence? Did the activity alter your attitude at all?
• What do you understand by the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion? Do you know of any cases in history (or today) when this right has been denied?
• Why do you think that religious freedom is a fundamental human right?
• To what extent do you think this right is observed in your community?

Tips for facilitators

If possible, you should run this activity together with a co-facilitator in order to be able to answer questions and co-ordinate each step of the activity at the same time.

The activity could benefit from having more time available, particularly during the actual meeting, in order that people have the chance to respond to comments made by others. You may also allocate the roles beforehand or allocate roles randomly in order to save time during the session.

During the preparation phase, it may be useful to check that people are using the time to meet others or to plan what they are going to say during the meeting.

When assigning the roles, note that the role of the mayor is a very demanding one, and that the person playing it will need to feel confident about facilitating the meeting and – if necessary – cutting people short in order to allow everyone to speak. You will need to go through the task with the participant playing the mayor before the actual simulation.

It is highly desirable that after that, you try to leave facilitation entirely to the person playing the Mayor, both in order that he/she feels your trust and in order that other participants respect his/her decisions rather than looking to you. Of course, if difficulties arise, you may find it necessary to intervene in the course of the simulation. You should, however, try to do this without undermining the authority of the participant playing the Mayor.

If the simulation gets out of control – for example, because people stray off the topic or new pieces of information are invented – or if the Council gets caught in a deadlock and cannot come...
to an agreement, point out that this can reflect a result in real life, and does not indicate that the activity has failed. You can use this in the debriefing at the end to discuss the difficulty of reaching agreement on issues such as these.

During the debriefing, it is very important to try to avoid repeating the simulation. People need to try to detach themselves from the role they played in the activity in order to be able to reflect properly on what they have been through. You should help them to look back on the simulation with their normal “hats” on rather than in their assumed roles.

In order to prepare for the debriefing and evaluation you may want to read the background information on Religion and Belief.

Variations
Depending on the context you are working in, it may be more appropriate to build the activity around “A Church in Sleepyville”, or “A Temple in Sleepyville” and to situate it, for example, in a predominantly Muslim area. Or you may prefer some other combination.

You can add news reporters to the activity in order to get a view on the process which is slightly detached; this, however, can add to the time, if you are to discuss the reports with the group (see below for suggestions).

Suggestions for follow-up
Discuss aspects of the freedom to religion and belief and tensions that have occurred in your country. Critical incidents (case stories) in the news can provide good starters, especially for discussion in small groups. You may also want to follow up this discussion with a deeper exploration of participants’ perceptions of religion and its influence on young people’s lives through the activity “Believers” on page 105.

If you have news reporters taking part, you could use their analysis of the process in a separate session. In particular, it would be useful to look at any differences between the reports in order to raise questions about the role and impact of the media. The activity “Front Page” on page 184 explores how opinions are formed or changed, especially by the media.

You can focus on developing skills of debate, analysis or persuasion by taking some controversial or polarising statements that came up during the debriefing and running the activity “Electioneering” on page 167 using these statements as a basis.

Ideas for action
Encourage participants to look at their own surroundings and explore the extent to which different religious communities have their rights respected. Try to arrange meetings with representatives of some of these communities and get them to speak about whether they feel their rights are being respected.

Depending on the context where you and the participants live or work and the current issues being debated within the Council, it may be interesting to visit a Council meeting in order to become involved in local political discussions that affect the human rights of everyone in the community.

Further information
The Right to Religion in International Human Rights Law: You may want to copy the information below for people in the Muslim Association of Sleepyville and in the group Young Sleepies for Human Rights!

A Mosque in Sleepyville
European Convention on Human Rights, Article 9:
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance.
2. Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 18:
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance...

Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 30:
In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities or persons of indigenous origin exist, a child belonging to such a minority or who is indigenous shall not be denied the right, in community with other members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practise his or her own religion, or to use his or her own language.

Although this simulation activity is of a fictitious event, there are many similar disputes concerning the building of places of worship for religious minorities across Europe and beyond. In November 2009, a national referendum endorsed a constitutional amendment to ban the future construction of minarets in Switzerland. The result of this referendum could violate the right for Muslims to manifest their religion in public, through worship, teaching, practice and observance, which is an integral part of the right to the freedom of thought, conscience and religion. Additionally, there is a growing trend across a number of European and other states which have recently adopted laws or are considering legislative proposals banning the wearing of Islamic veils (whether the burqa, niqab or hijab) in public, which also forms a basis for discrimination on the grounds of religion. Article 19 – Global Campaign for Free Expression is a human rights organisation which has published a legal comment on the bans on the full face veil and human rights (www.article19.org). You may also wish to do research on issues other religious minorities are facing presently in Europe.

List of participants in the meeting
Try to keep the numbers balanced by having the same number of representatives for each political party, and the same number in each of the citizen’s groups. You can have as many “ordinary citizens” as you like.
- The Mayor of Sleepyville
- Town Council Members: 3 parties should be represented. You can have 1 or 2 people in each party
- “Young Sleepies for Human Rights!”: 2 to 4 representatives
- “Past and Present Association”: 2 to 4 representatives
- “Muslim Association of Sleepyville”: 2 to 4 representatives
- Ordinary Citizens: as many as you need
- Optional: 1 or 2 journalists who will report on the meeting
### A Mosque in Sleepyville

#### You live in the picturesque town of Sleepyville, a town of about 80,000 people. In the last 60 years the population has changed radically, partly because young people mostly try to move to larger cities as job opportunities there are better, but also because the region has seen the arrival of a large number of immigrant families, many from Muslim countries. Some of these families have been here for 3 generations, but they are still treated with suspicion as “newcomers” by many people in the town. They now make up almost 15% of the total population.

The issue that is now dividing the town is the desire of Muslims in Sleepyville to have a Mosque built on a piece of derelict land belonging to the council. This land has been undeveloped and has been a source of complaints to the council for years: it is near the main shopping street and is an area where vandalism and drug-taking have been a regular problem.

So when a rich businessman offered to take the problem off the Council’s hands, the Mayor thought his lucky day had come! The Council readily agreed to give up the land and to fund 20% of the construction costs for a new mosque on the site. The remaining 10% of the building costs, which the businessman could not cover, were to be found from among the Muslim community. Building was meant to start this week… but the Council has been flooded with complaints from angry residents who object to the project. They have called a special meeting, to which all are invited, to resolve this issue. The meeting will take place in 30 minutes.

#### Rules of Debate

You may wish to alter these rules according to the size of your group and the time you have available.

- The meeting will be chaired by the Mayor, and his/her decision on all matters is final.
- If you wish to speak, you should raise your hand and obtain permission from the Mayor.
- Comments should be brief, and should not exceed 2 minutes.
- The meeting will close after 40 minutes, with a vote on whether or not the Mosque should be built.
- Anyone attending the meeting is entitled to speak in the debate and to vote at the end.

#### Handouts

**A Mosque in Sleepyville (for all participants)**

You live in the picturesque town of Sleepyville, a town of about 80,000 people. In the last 60 years the population has changed radically, partly because young people mostly try to move to larger cities as job opportunities there are better, but also because the region has seen the arrival of a large number of immigrant families, many from Muslim countries. Some of these families have been here for 3 generations, but they are still treated with suspicion as “newcomers” by many people in the town. They now make up almost 15% of the total population.

The issue that is now dividing the town is the desire of Muslims in Sleepyville to have a Mosque built on a piece of derelict land belonging to the council. This land has been undeveloped and has been a source of complaints to the council for years: it is near the main shopping street and is an area where vandalism and drug-taking have been a regular problem.

So when a rich businessman offered to take the problem off the Council’s hands, the Mayor thought his lucky day had come! The Council readily agreed to give up the land and to fund 20% of the construction costs for a new mosque on the site. The remaining 10% of the building costs, which the businessman could not cover, were to be found from among the Muslim community. Building was meant to start this week… but the Council has been flooded with complaints from angry residents who object to the project. They have called a special meeting, to which all are invited, to resolve this issue. The meeting will take place in 30 minutes.

#### Role Card: The Mayor of Sleepyville

You are the Chair of the assembly and it will be your role, once the meeting starts, to welcome the participants and remind them of the rules of debate. During the meeting, you should try to give everyone the opportunity to speak - and should not allow anyone to speak for too long! You are very worried about the bad publicity that this case has been attracting and you plan to try, before the meeting, to speak to some of the groups to try to persuade them to soften their position.

#### Role Card: Town Council member: Traditionalist Party (1 or 2 people)

You represent the Traditionalist Party on the Town Council, and you are strongly opposed to the Mosque. You do not think it is right that council land and council resources should be spent on a place of worship that does not respect the traditions of this country and this town. You feel that immigrant families are privileged to be allowed to live here and that they should not try to impose different lifestyles on a country where they are guests. You are also worried that the Mosque could become a meeting area for recruiting terrorists.
A Mosque in Sleepyville

Role card: Town Council member: Populist Party (1 or 2 people)
You represent the Populist Party on the Town Council. You supported the original decision to have the Mosque built on the land, partly because you realise that the Muslim community has been very good for the economy of the town and you do not want to alienate them. But you have been very worried by complaints from residents and do not want to create an unnecessary conflict in the community. You are also concerned about your seat in the next council elections, so you will probably support whichever option appears to be least controversial.

Role card: Town Council member: Diversity Party (1 or 2 people)
You represent the Diversity Party on the Town Council. You believe that the relatively large proportion of people from different parts of the world has added to the culture and interest of Sleepyville and you have felt it unfair that the town has deprived many of these people of the opportunity to practise their religion for so long. You can also see that the derelict land is causing social problems in the town and that the Council does not at the moment have the money to develop it themselves.

Role card: Members of the “Past and Present” Association of Sleepyville (2-4 people)
You are one of the main groups opposed to this mosque. Your members are from traditional (non-Muslim) communities in Sleepyville, and you think it is very important to keep the ancient character of the town, where most of you have lived all your lives. The site that is proposed for the Mosque is very central and it would be visible from most places in the town centre. In particular, the Mosque could block out the view of the main church from the town square. You feel that the character of your hometown is being completely changed by a community that arrived here only recently. You do not see why people who arrived in this country from somewhere else should not live by the same rules as you have here.

Role card: Members of the Youth Action Group “Young Sleepies for Human Rights!” (2-4 people)
Your group was set up to address some of the worst problems for young people today in Sleepyville. You see the building of the Mosque as a solution both to the Muslim community’s need for a place of worship, and as a solution to the numerous social problems which have been a result of the land being left derelict for so long. You support the building of this Mosque but you are concerned that other social problems may be neglected by the Council if they have to contribute to the building. In particular, the youth budget over the past 5 years has been cut to a level where it cannot begin to meet the needs in the town.

Role card: Members of the “Muslim Association of Sleepyville” (2-4 people)
You have been asking the Council for years to provide a place of worship for the Muslim community, but it has always been refused on financial grounds. You feel that it is unfair that the Muslim community is being asked to find 10% of the building costs, when economic conditions are so harsh for most people, and when the Christian community has 11 different places of worship and these are used by far fewer people than the mosque would be. You feel that the contribution that your community has made to the town is not appreciated, that people in your community are unfairly discriminated against in various aspects of their life, and that in refusing to allow this Mosque, the council is denying members of your community their fundamental right to religious worship.

Role card: Citizens of Sleepyville
You are worried about the conflict that seems to have taken over the town of Sleepyville and you want to go to the meeting of the Town Council in order to vote. At the moment you do not know what you will vote for: you need to speak to as many different groups as you can and then you plan to make up your mind.
Access to medicaments

A united global effort by concerned citizens can make a difference.
Zackie Achmat, Treatment Action Campaign.

Themes
- Health
- Globalisation
- Discrimination and Intolerance

Complexity
Level 4

Group size
16 - 40

Time
190 minutes

Overview
This activity is a simulation based on the 2001 “AIDS drug” trial in South Africa. It addresses issues of:
- HIV/AIDS and access to medicines
- How to resolve conflicting claims to rights.

Related rights
- The rights to life and dignity
- The right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from scientific production
- The right to health

Objectives
- To raise awareness about the right to health, particularly access to affordable medicine and the treatment and prevention of HIV/AIDS
- To develop skills of communication, co-operation and consensus building
- To foster solidarity and ideals of justice

Materials
- Flipchart paper and pens
- Trial role cards
- Instructions for small group work, one per participant
- Small cards (10 cms by 6 cms). One red and one green card per participant
- Space for plenary and small group work

Preparation
For part 1:
- Make copies of the trial role cards; you need one role card per person
For part 2:
- Make copies of the instructions for small group work, one per participant
- Make one red and one green card per participant.

Instructions
This activity is in two parts. Part 1 is a simulation of the trial and part 2 is a consensus-building phase.

Part 1. The trial (total time 65 minutes)
1. Set the scene. HIV/AIDS is a very serious epidemic throughout the world. It is a big issue in South Africa where millions of poor people are suffering and dying unnecessarily because they cannot afford the expensive drugs they need. Their only alternative is to use cheaper
copies of the drugs. The leading pharmaceutical companies are against this. They wish to protect their property rights and so they have joined forces to prevent any State from copying their products and selling them at cheaper prices. They have started legal action against the South African Government, which is distributing and selling cheaper copies of anti-HIV/AIDS drugs.

2. Explain that participants will be involved in simulating the first part – or the preliminary hearing – of a trial that took place in South Africa in 2001. The questions are: Is the right to property a valid argument to jeopardise the right to life and dignity of a group of people? Are the rights to life and health a valid argument for overriding the right to property?

3. Divide the participants into four equal groups to represent Pharma Inc., the South African Government, members of the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) and Judges.

4. Distribute the trial role cards to the appropriate groups.

5. Give the groups 25 minutes to read their role cards and prepare their cases and/or questions for the trial. Each group must also select a spokesperson to represent the group and one or two resource persons to back the spokesperson up and help answer questions during the trial.

6. Once each group is ready, invite people to come back into plenary. They should remain in their four groups.

7. Now Pharma Inc., the S.A. Government and TAC each have 5 minutes to present their positions and raise any questions. The judges should introduce each of the groups and in turn give them the opportunity to speak.

8. The judges themselves now have 10 minutes to address any questions raised by the groups, to answer any procedural questions posed to them and to summarise the different arguments and positions.

Part 2. Consensus-building phase (total time 100 minutes)

1. Ask participants to divide themselves into small groups, each of four people. In each group there should be one former member of Pharma Inc., one former member of the S.A. Government, one former TAC group member and one former judge.

2. Hand out the copies of the instructions for small groups, and one red and one green card to each participant. Check that everyone understands what they have to do and that they know the purpose of the coloured cards and how to use them.

3. Give the groups 30 minutes to try to reach a consensus on how to resolve the conflicting claims.

4. Call everyone back into plenary and ask them to report back on the results of their discussions. Give each group 5 minutes to present their report. Note the main solutions and issues on a flip chart.

5. When all groups have reported their positions/solutions, move on to a discussion about the decision-making process. You could ask:
   • How easy was it to reach a consensus?
   • What are the strengths and weaknesses of this approach?
   • Was there a tension between trying to agree a solution and trying to include all members of the group in the decision?
   • Which were the most burning issues?

6. You may like to end this phase of the activity by reading out the following extract from the court’s ruling on 19 April, 2001.

“...The purpose (...) to promote cheaper access to drugs (...) is a commendable purpose, and, in the context of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, a constitutional obligation of the highest order linked to the duty of the State to respect, protect, promote and fulfil a number of fundamental rights including the rights to human dignity and life (held to be the source of all other rights) (...) There is no merit to the (...) challenges to the Act made by the applicants (i.e. pharmaceutical companies)"
Debriefing and evaluation

The evaluation will already have started during the discussions in part 2. Now continue by encouraging the participants to reflect on the overall process and then go on to identify the key human rights issues behind the trial. Key questions may include:

- Had participants heard about this case before?
- What were their first thoughts about the case at the beginning of the activity?
- How did participants’ understanding of the issues change as the activity proceeded?
- How do people compare the two forms of decision-making process, the adversarial and the consensus? Which produces the most satisfactory results? How do you define a successful result?
- What were the key human rights issues behind the trial?
- It often happens that claims to different human rights have to be weighed against each other. How would you prioritise different claims? What criteria would you use?
- What are the implications of the outcome of the trial for HIV positive people where you live? For instance, are generic medicines available?
- What is being done to inform the public about HIV/AIDS where you live? What more could and should be done?

Tips for facilitators

You need a long time for this activity because the issues are complex and participants need to think deeply about them. You should note that the two parts do not need to be run on the same day; they can be done in two different sessions.

You will need to explain that the purpose of using the red and green cards is to help people be more aware of what helps and what hinders decision-making. Ideally, at the end of the discussions and negotiations in part 2, all participants will show green cards and be able to agree a shared solution.

In part 2, some groups may reach a consensus, others may not. In the discussion, you should use the opportunity to explore the strengths and weaknesses of a consensus approach to decision-making. Ask those groups that did reach a consensus to report not only their final position but also the main arguments behind it. Ask those groups that did not reach a consensus to outline what brought them closer, and what contributed to the divisions between them. Note: you will find more information on consensus building in the background information on Peace and Violence in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass.

It is important to check the current situation of people in the local community who live with HIV/AIDS, and to adapt / link the activity to issues that concern them. Note: The name of the coalition of pharmaceutical companies, Pharma Inc. is made up for the purposes of this activity.

Variations

You may like to create a team of journalists to cover the trial. You will need extra materials: cameras, a computer and printer. You should give them a defined and limited amount of time to present their report at the end of the trial. The length of time will depend on the format they choose, for instance a newspaper, a radio or TV broadcast or a blog. If you opt for this variation, you will need to make a role card for the journalists. You will also need to allow an extra 15 minutes for the activity and an extra ten minutes for the evaluation of the journalists’ work.

Suggestions for follow up

Discuss aspects of the right to life and to human dignity in your country in relation to health issues. Critical incidents (case stories) in the news can provide good starters, especially for discussion in small groups.
Inform yourselves about health and human rights issues globally. Visit web sites of, or obtain publications from, key NGOs (MSF, TAC, Christian Aid, Oxfam, Save the Children) and international institutions (WHO). Find out about actions that are being taken to promote health issues and list them on a flipchart.

The TAC ran a very successful campaign and is still very active in South Africa and beyond (see www.tac.org.za). Unfortunately not all campaigns are as successful as TAC’s in achieving their goals. There may be many reasons for this, but one may be poor organisation and ineffective publicity. The group can explore these issues and develop their skills for effective campaigning through either the activity “Beware, we are watching”, on page 110 or “Dosta” on page 154.

Ideas for action
Try to find out who is promoting actions on health issues in your locality and how you can contribute.

Further information
This activity is based on a case which came before the South African high court in 2001. The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association of South Africa prosecuted the president of the Republic of South Africa, Nelson Mandela, and others including the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) for disregarding their patents on HIV medicines and for importing cheaper, generic drugs to treat the millions of citizens suffering from AIDS.

The judges had to balance the different interests and rights of the two sides. On the one hand the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association claimed the right to property, equality or free choice of trade, occupation and profession while, on the other hand, the government and TAC claimed that it was the duty of the state to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the fundamental rights of human dignity and lives of its citizens.

In a historic judgment the court concluded that the right to property was of a lower order than the right to human dignity and life and should therefore be limited. Subsequently the drug manufacturers dropped their case. This was widely hailed as “a real triumph of David over Goliath, not only for us here in South Africa, but for people in many other developing countries who are struggling for access to healthcare” (NGO joint press release, 19 April 2001). “This is a rare and very meaningful victory of the poor over powerful multinational companies! But our challenge now is to work together with drug producers and government to get medicines to those who need them” (Kevin Watkins of Oxfam). There is a summary of the issues at Time.com, published on 5 March 2001. To find it put “AIDS Drugs Case Puts Our Ideas About Medicine on Trial” into your search engine.

Aids and globalisation trends
In rich countries, people living with HIV/AIDS can live better and longer because of antiretroviral drugs, which are better affordable or easier to access. In Southern countries, people affected by HIV suffer more and die earlier because they have no access to HIV treatments. On average the annual per-capita expense of their health care is around $10, whereas the triple therapy, available to people in Northern countries, costs between $10,000 to $15,000 a year.

Poverty, lack of education and social inequality speed up the spread of the epidemic, but the challenge is above all political, involving governments, international bodies and pharmaceutical companies. In order to be effective, the fight against AIDS needs to challenge key international mechanisms and institutions. Foremost of these are the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World trade organisation (WTO), TRIPS (Trade Related aspects on Intellectual Property rights), GATS (General Agreement on Trade and Services) and the Dispute Settlement Body, which actually functions as the tribunal of the WTO.
Handouts

Trial role cards

Trial role card: Pharma Inc.
You are a group of senior Pharma Inc. executives. Your company is one of the world’s leading producers of pharmaceuticals. You have bought the rights for the commercialisation of key HIV- and AIDS-related medicines. You need to maintain your profit margin and to please your shareholders. Thus you wish to protect the company’s right to set the selling price of your products, keeping in mind the research costs, production costs, and the wages of your work-force. To allow another company to simply copy and sell your products at a lower price would jeopardise your profit and the sustainability of your company. You have therefore joined forces with other leading pharmaceutical companies to prevent any State from allowing the copying and selling of your products at cheaper prices, and to sue them if necessary. You have started legal action against the South African Government.

You should prepare your arguments to defend your position. You will have five minutes to present them during the trial.

Trial role card: South African Government
You are senior officials in the South African Government. Your government is trying to respond to the request of the pharmaceutical companies who have started legal action against you. Pharma Inc. is trying to prevent any State from allowing the copying and selling of their products at cheaper prices, that is, below the retail price of their own products. In principle you agree with Pharma Inc.’s position.

However, popular movements, led by the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), claim that it is a constitutional obligation by the State to provide cheap access to drugs, particularly in the context of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. You have responded to popular political pressure and have started to allow the import of cheaper (copied) drugs from countries such as Indonesia.

You should prepare your arguments to defend your position. You will have five minutes to present them during the trial.

Trial role card: Treatment Action Campaign (TAC)
You are a group of activists representing the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), South Africa. The Campaign claims that the State has the responsibility to provide cheap access to drugs, particularly in the context of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. The government has responded and has started importing cheaper drugs.

You also claim that it is the responsibility of the State to make financial provisions for patients and organisations struggling with HIV/AIDS diseases.

However, the South African Government has been brought to trial by pharmaceutical companies to prevent any copying and selling of their products at cheaper prices. Therefore, you have decided to join forces with the government to defend the role of the State in providing cheap access to drugs.

You should prepare your arguments to defend your position. You will have five minutes to present them during the trial.
Trial role card: Judges

You are the group of judges who are presiding over the attempt by leading pharmaceutical companies to prosecute the South African Government and to prevent it from allowing the copying and selling of their products at cheaper prices. Activists representing the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) are defending the government position.

Your role is to invite the three parties in turn to present their respective positions. At the end of the presentations you should not make a judgement or come to conclusions. Your job is to help to clarify issues and to summarise the arguments in support of the conflicting claims.

The core of the problem is how to resolve conflicting claims to human rights. The defence (the government and TAC) claim the rights to life and dignity, and the prosecution (Pharma Inc.) claim the right to property. The official court records put it like this:

"The rights to life and dignity are the most important of all human rights, and the source of all other personal rights. By committing ourselves to a society founded on the recognition of human rights, we are required to value these two rights above all others. And this must be demonstrated by the State in everything that it does, including the way it punishes criminals."

Versus

"The right to property is protected by section 25 of the South African Constitution which states the following: “Property 25 (1) No one may be deprived of property except in terms of law of general application, and no law may permit arbitrary deprivation of property”.

You should prepare questions to the three parties. You will have ten minutes to ask your questions and listen to the answers.

Trial role cards: Journalists (Optional – see “Variations” above)

You are a group of journalists and you are in charge of covering the trial.

Your task is to report on the trial and present all points of views. You have access to the separate meetings organised by the different parties: judges, TAC, South African Government and Pharma Inc. When you attend the meetings you may only observe; you may not disturb, interrupt or contribute to the work of the groups. You may, however, carry out individual interviews if it does not disturb the process of the meetings. You can also take pictures and you will have access to a computer, printer and the Internet to produce your work.

You will present the results of your work at the end of the trial. You can choose the format, for instance a blog, a tweet, a newspaper article or a radio or TV broadcast. You will have 10 minutes to present your report.
Instructions to the small groups for part 2

You are a group of four people, each one a representatives of one of the four parties:

- Pharma Inc.
- The South African Government
- Activists representing the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC)
- The judges in the case.

Instructions

1. In turn, each person should identify themselves and the party they represent, that is, the role they are playing.
2. Next, each person should indicate their feelings about the situation at the end of the trial. If they think that it will be easy to find a solution, they should show a green card, and if they think it will be difficult they should show a red card.
   (The purpose of using the cards is to help everyone be more aware of how the consensus-building process is going.)
3. Now your task is to try to come to a satisfactory decision, based on consensus among the four members. You should take the discussion in rounds. The judge chairs the discussion and presents his/her position last.
   - Round one: state your position
   - Round two: present your ideas for a solution
   - Round three: negotiate on the proposed solution
4. Listen carefully to each other. At the end of each contribution you should show your colour card to indicate how you now feel about the prospects for reaching a satisfactory solution.
5. At the end of the consensus process, choose one person to report the results back in plenary.
**Act it out**

*Show me what you mean by “human rights”!*  

**Themes**  
- General Human Rights  
- Children  
- Citizenship and Participation  

**Complexity**  
Level 2  

**Group size**  
9+ (small groups 4-5)  

**Time**  
90 minutes  

**Overview**  
Through this drama activity participants present their perceptions of the general concept of human rights.  

**Related rights**  
- All human rights  

**Objectives**  
- To explore the general idea or concept of human rights  
- To develop intercultural and communication skills  
- To develop co-operation and creativity  

**Materials**  
- Props: dressing-up clothes, toys, household items, etc.  
- Paper and coloured markers, crayons  
- Glue, string and card  

**Instructions**  
1. Explain that the purpose of the exercise is to come up with a dramatic representation of the general idea or concept of human rights that is understandable to people of different cultures, and who may speak different languages.  
2. Explain that they will not be allowed to use words at all: this must be a mimed presentation. However, groups may make use of some of the materials or props, if they wish.  
3. Ask people to get into small groups of between 4 and 6 people, and give each group a large sheet of paper and a set of crayons / markers.  
4. Give the groups 10 minutes first to brainstorm all their ideas about human rights and then to identify two or three key ideas that they would like to bring out most strongly in the mime.  
5. Now give the groups 30 minutes to design and rehearse their mime. Explain that this must be a group effort and everyone should have a role in the production.  
6. After 30 minutes are up, gather the groups together so that everyone can watch each other’s performances.  
7. Give a few minutes after each performance for feedback and discussion.  
8. Ask the spectators to offer their interpretations of what they have just seen, and to try to identify the key ideas that the performance attempted to portray.  
9. Then give the group itself a chance to explain briefly any points that did not emerge during the feedback. Repeat this for each of the performances.  

**Debriefing and evaluation**  
Start by reviewing the activity itself and then go on to what they have learnt about human rights.  

- How did people feel about this activity? Was it more or less difficult than they had first imagined? What were the most difficult aspects, or the most difficult things to represent?  
- Did people learn anything new about human rights? Were they surprised that they actually knew more than they thought they did?
• Were there similarities and differences in the different presentations?
• Were there any fundamental disagreements over the idea of human rights within the group? How were these resolved?
• Based on the presentations, what do participants think are the most important and shared characteristics of human rights?

**Tips for facilitators**

Unless people are entirely ignorant about the concept of human rights, it is more interesting to carry out this activity with a minimum of initial guidance from a facilitator. The main purpose is to draw out the impressions and knowledge about human rights that young people have already picked up in the course of their lives. It is worth emphasising this point to the group before they begin work, so that they do not feel constrained by not “knowing” exactly what human rights are.

Make it clear to participants that their task is to portray “human rights in general”, rather than to illustrate one or more specific human rights. They may decide to take one specific right to bring out general points, but they should remember that they are attempting to show what is common to the different human rights. At the end of the session spectators should be able to (or begin to!) answer the question, “what are human rights?”

Do not let those who feel they are weak at acting fail to play an active part! Explain that there are plenty of roles for all, and that this must be something that the whole group feels happy about presenting. A few unusual props may bring the performances to life and help spark creative ideas – anything from saucepans, toy cars, hats, pillows, stones, a dustbin lid…

If you absolutely have to give the groups some hints in order to get them started, or at the end of the discussion, then you could get them thinking about the following:

• Human rights are the rights a person has simply because he or she is a human being; everyone has equal rights.
• Human rights are held by all persons equally, universally, and forever.
• Human rights are indivisible and interdependent: you cannot be denied a right because it is “less important” or “non-essential”.
• Human rights are the basic standards without which people cannot live in dignity.

**Variations**

If participants find it difficult to mime, you can ask them to make collective “statues” instead. If the facilitator then takes photographs, you can make a collection of “collective images” and use them on another occasion as a starter for discussion or in an exhibition.

Alternatively, you can do this activity as a drawing exercise: get the groups to make a poster – again without using words – to express the main ideas about human rights. Then make an exhibition of the different posters.

If you want the groups to focus on certain concepts, you can cut out stages 3 and 4 of the instructions and give the small groups key words, for instance, equality, peace, poverty and solidarity. By giving different words to each small group you cover more concepts; by giving the same word to each small group you get an interesting diversity of expression.

The activity could also be carried out less as an introductory one, and more in order to organise and clarify thoughts once people have already worked through some of the other activities in the manual, or carried out their own research.
**Suggestions for follow-up**

Look at plays or other literature with a human rights theme, and organise a dramatic performance for members of your local community.

To continue working on human rights in general, you could do the activity “Flower power” on page 180. Alternatively, if the group would like to move on and look at some specific human rights, why not look at the Convention of the Rights of the Child through the activity “Children’s Rights”, page 130.

Another way to follow up the activity could be for participants to write short letters about what the concept of human rights means to them. See the activity “Dear friend” in the All Different – All Equal Education Pack. The aim of the letter writing would be to help participants to clarify their ideas, to provoke a reply and to develop a dialogue. Thus the letters could be sent to people within the group, or they could be used in an inter-school or inter-youth group exercise.

In DOmino, section 4, there are “Stories told by young people”, which could be used as a basis for discussion about the relevance of human rights to every day life.

**Ideas for action**

You could develop your mimes or make a whole group production and perform it to other people outside the group. If you did the poster-making or the “collective images” variation, make an exhibition of your posters or photographs. Both ideas could be used to celebrate Human Rights Day.

You could also video the performances of the mimes and post them on video sharing Internet sites.
All equal – all different

All human beings are universally equal and specifically different. Universal equality and specific differences must be respected.¹

Complexity Level 2
Time 40 minutes
Group size 6 – 60 (small groups 3-4)
Themes • Discrimination and Intolerance
       • Globalisation
       • Media
Overview This is a short quiz, provocative enough to be interesting in itself but also the basis for an effective group discussion.
Related rights • Equality in dignity
       • The right to rights and freedoms without distinction of any kind.
       • The right to a nationality
Objectives • To expand understanding about the universality of human rights
       • To develop skills to read information critically and independently
       • To foster awareness of ethnocentrism and prejudice in themselves and others, and to develop intercultural learning skills
Materials • Handout
        • Pens or pencils, one per person
        • A large sheet of paper (A3) or flipchart and marker pen
Preparation Copy the handout, one per participant. Alternatively, write it on a blackboard or use a projector

Instructions
1. Tell the participants that the following activity is a sort of quiz, but that the purpose is not to see who has got it right and who has got it wrong: it is just a starting point.
2. Hand out or display the two quotations. Allow five minutes for the participants to read them.
3. Then ask them individually to decide:
   a) The source of the first text; which book or document is it an extract from?
   b) Which country/region of the world the author of the second text comes from?
4. When everyone is ready, ask participants to get into small groups of about three people. Give them 20 minutes to discuss and analyse their individual choices. They should think about the following questions and if possible come up with a collective answer:
   • Why did they choose one answer in preference to others?
   • What do the texts say about the authors?
   • Why did the authors write these texts?
   • What comments do they have about the texts?

¹Declaration of Rights and Duties of Human Beings as Proposed by Young People (1989)
5. When the groups have finished, go round collecting the answers to question a) from each group. Invite the groups to state the reasons that led them to their choices. Then repeat the round collecting answers to question b). Record the answers on the flip chart.

6. Reveal the author, Said Al-Andalusi (from Spain), and proceed to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start with a brief review of the activity and then, if you feel the group is ready for it, go on to introduce the notions of prejudice and ethnocentrism. Address the following questions (either in plenary or you can have smaller groups if needed):

- Were participants surprised by the solution?
- How did people make their original individual choices? Were they based on guesswork? Intuition? Or real knowledge?
- Did people change their minds about their choices during the discussions in small groups? What made them change their minds? Peer pressure? Good arguments?
- How did people defend their choices in the small group discussions? Did they stick to their choices tentatively or strongly?
- Why did the author describe people from the North the way he did?
- What clues does the second text give us about the author, about his looks and about his culture?
- To what extent is the author’s view the result of his own ethnocentric viewpoint and prejudice? Or is it fair to say that at that time the cultures in northern Europe were less “civilised” than his culture?
- Can participants think of examples when they heard of or read about other people being addressed in similar ways? How would it feel to be considered as some kind of inferior people?
- When people are not valued for what they are, what consequences often occur? Can they think of examples from history? And from the present?
- What should we do to counter the effects of prejudice? Are there people or groups in the participants’ areas or countries that are also the subject of prejudice? Which ones?
- Education is one way to combat prejudice. What else should be done?

Tips for facilitators

The extracts were taken from a book by a famous scholar from Andalusia (in what is now Spain) who was born in 1029 AD / 420 AH. Said Al-Andalusi was a scholar well known for his wisdom and knowledge. For him, civilisation and science were very close to knowing the Holy Koran. He was not only learned in religion, but he also excelled in Arabic literature, medicine, mathematics, astronomy and other sciences.

It should be remembered that at this time, the Mediterranean basin, and especially the Arab Kingdoms around it, constituted – for the author – the centre of “civilisation”. Knowledge was not nearly as advanced in “the North”, as Said calls northern Europe, as it was in the Arab world, Persia, China and India.

Be aware that, depending on the group, you may need to give participants insights into how to read texts more critically. You may have to point out that the second text actually reveals a lot about the author, his appearance and his culture, for example, that he must have had curly hair and dark skin. Critical reading involves not only understanding the content of the text, but also thinking about the context, who the author is and why s/he writes what s/he does. Realising this is an important step to understanding how to read all messages (history, news, poems, song texts, etc) and to be aware of the values that they transmit.
One way of introducing the issue of ethnocentrism is to point out to participants that Said, with his dark skin and curly hair, provides a very good definition of a “contrario” – someone whom most people in Europe would not consider “normal”. It is also important that, through the discussion, you help participants understand that cultural differences do not make people “better” or “worse” than others. You should point out that it is hard not to judge others without prejudice because we take our own cultural perspective as being “the norm”. To appreciate this – our own ethnocentrism – is an essential step towards recognising it in others, and to being able to communicate successfully with people of other cultures.

Leave extra time at the end of the activity so you have the flexibility to discuss further the issues and ideas which were raised. For example, you may wish to go into an analysis of, or discussion about, history teaching and how much (or how little) we in Europe actually learn about other cultures.

Suggestions for follow-up
If you wish to go further with ideas about the universality of human rights, you could use the “Act it out” activity on page 94, which involves creativity and drama.

Ideas for action
Look in papers and on the Internet for different versions of a current or historical event that took place in your country / community, and compare reports from different sides / interest groups. The website of Voeurop is a good place to find news presented in different newspapers in different countries, available in various languages. voxeurop.eu

Another source is Indymedia, a collective of independent media organizations and hundreds of journalists offering grassroots, non-corporate coverage. It is available in different languages. http://www.indymedia.org

Handouts
All equal – all different quiz

a) What is the source of the following text? What book or document is it an extract from?
“All people on earth from the East to the West, from the North and from the South, constitute a single group; (they) differ in three distinct traits: behaviour, physical appearance and language.”

Choose one of the following answers:
   a) The UNESCO declaration on racism, 1958
e) Said Al-Andalusi, 1029 AD / 420 AH
   b) Herodotus, Histories, c.a. 430 BCE
f) Marco Polo in The Travels, 1300, CE
   c) The Vedas, India, c.a. 3.000 BCE
g) None of the above
   d) Report of the “All Different - All Equal” youth campaign,
d) The “Book of the Categories of Nations – Science in the Medieval World”, by Said al-Andalusi,
d) None of the above
   c) Said Al-Andalusi, 1029 AD / 420 AH
   d) Report of the “All Different - All Equal” youth campaign,
   e) None of the above

b) Which country/region of the world does the author of the following text comes from?
“Those who live in the extreme North (of Europe...) have suffered from being too far from the sun. Their air is cold and their skies are cloudy. As a result, their temperament is cool and their behaviour is rude. Consequently, their bodies have become enormous, their colour turned white, and their hair drooped down. They have lost keenness of understanding and sharpness of perception. They have been overcome by ignorance and laziness, and infested by fatigue and stupidity.”

Choose one of the following answers:
a) China       b) Europe       c) India       d) Africa       e) Persia       f) None of the above
Ashique’s story

Child labour creates necessary income for families and communities. Take it away and it is the children who will suffer most. Don’t you agree?

Themes
- Children
- Work
- Globalisation

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
5+

Time
90 minutes

Overview
This is a discussion activity. The starting point is a case study of a child labourer. Participants go on to explore aspects of child labour, the causes and how to end it.

Related rights
- Protection from economic exploitation
- The right to education
- The right to rest and leisure

Objectives
- To extend knowledge about child labour, especially in relation to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
- To develop critical thinking and skills to analyse complex problems
- To cultivate values of justice and responsibility for finding solutions to human rights violations

Materials
- Copies of the facts of Ashique’s life; one copy per participant
- Pens or markers, one per small group
- Flipchart paper or large sheets of paper (A3)

Preparation
- Copy the design for the “ideas for solutions” sheet onto large, A3-size sheets of paper: one per small group, plus one for the plenary
- Inform yourself about child labour, the definition of child labour and how widespread it is.
- Inform yourself about the Sustainable Development Goals

Instructions

1. Ask participants what they know about child labour.
2. Explain that the activity is based on a case study of Ashique, a child worker in a brick factory in Pakistan. The task is to try to find possible ways of changing Ashique’s situation.
3. To warm up, do a round of “composed story-telling”. Make up an imaginary and imaginative story about a day in Ashique’s life. Go round the circle asking each person in turn to add a sentence.
4. Divide the participants into small groups with a maximum of 5 people per group. Give everyone a copy of Ashique’s case study. Allow 10 minutes for reading and sharing comments.
5. Give each group a copy of the “ideas for solutions” sheet. Explain that their task is to brainstorm solutions to the problems faced by Ashique and other child labourers like him. They must write down in the appropriate columns the possible steps that can be taken to solve the problem “by tomorrow”, “by next month” and “by 2030”. They have 30 minutes to complete this task and to nominate a spokesperson to report back.
6. In plenary, take it in rounds to get feedback on each column in turn. Summarise the ideas on the flip chart. Allow discussion on the ideas, but be aware of time constraints!
7. When the table is complete, move on to a fuller discussion and debriefing.
Debriefing and evaluation

The depth of the discussion will depend on the participants’ general knowledge but try to cover questions both about their views on child labour as well as on the possible solutions.

- How much did people already know about the existence of child labour before doing this activity? How did they know? Where did they get the information from?
- Is there child labour in their country/town? What work do children do and why do they work?
- Should children be allowed to work if they want to?
- “Child labour creates necessary income for families and communities. Take it away and it is the children who will suffer most." How do you answer this?
- In what ways do we, as consumers, benefit from child labour?
- How difficult was it to think of possible steps to solve child labour? Which of the three columns – “by tomorrow”, “by next month” and “by 2030” – was the most difficult to fill in? Why?
- There have been many national and international declarations and conferences about the issue of child labour. Why is it still such a large-scale problem in the world?
- How does the UDHR and the Convention on the Rights of the Child protect the exploitation of children?
- Who should be responsible for solving the problem? (Take a different colour pen and write the suggestion on the chart.)
- What can ordinary people like us do to contribute to achieving the SDGs, especially those of eradicating extreme poverty and hunger and achieving universal primary education? How and when?

Tips for facilitators

If participants know very little about child labour, you may want to start the activity by giving them a few facts about child labour and its consequences. A fun way to do this might be to take the statistics from the chart or the fact box in “Further information” below and turn them into a short quiz.

You may need to point out that 2030 is the target date for reaching the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). If necessary explain that the SDGs follow on from where the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) left off in 2015. The 17 SDGs reflect the reality that human development issues are complex and cross cutting.

The three that relate to Ashique’s situation are:

- Goal 1. – End poverty in all its forms everywhere.
- Goal 4. – Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.
- Goal 8. – Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all.

For more information about the SDGs see the activity “How much do we need?” on page 192 and www.undp.org

It may be difficult for groups to find ideas for the first two columns (tomorrow and next month) which might create a feeling of powerlessness and frustration. You could motivate them by reading out the following statement:

“The task is big, but not as to prove either unwieldy or burdensome. The financial implication would be such as to prove a damper, because the money after all would be used to build up better India. (...) What has caused the problem of child labour here is really not a dearth of resources, but lack of real zeal. Let this not continue, Let us all put our head and efforts together and assist the child for its good and greater good of the country.”

Supreme Court of India in M.C. MEHTA versus State of Tamil Nadu & Ors, 1996
Usually participants realise that, in order to find effective and lasting solutions to a problem, it is first necessary to identify the causes. Having analysed the causes, solutions often become more apparent. However, you may have to point this out to some groups, especially if they are getting bogged down with identifying solutions. You could provoke ideas for solutions by suggesting one or more of the following:

- Reduce poverty so there is less need for children to work
- Increase adults’ wages so there is less need for children to work
- Develop education so that it is more attractive and relevant to children's needs
- Develop international standards for the employment of children
- Ban products made with child labour
- Develop global minimum labour standards as a requirement for membership of the World Trade Organisation (WTO)

Use any current news reports about child labour – either local or global – to make the activity topical and engaging.

**Variations**

If you want to develop participants’ knowledge on the concept of child labour prior to the activity, you can use a quiz, for instance, one from the www.unicef.org or www.thinkquest.org web pages.

Instead of warming up with a “composed story-telling” (stage 3 of the instructions), divide the participants into small groups with a maximum of 5 people per group. Give each group five pieces of A3 paper and ask them to draw five events in a typical day in Ashique’s life and to present them as in a comic strip. When the groups have finished, ask to them to present their stories.

Facilitators who are good at drawing cartoons may like to draw Ashique’s story as a comic strip with each scene of his life in a different square. Make sure you keep it simple, including just the basic information. Make photocopies of the story (one copy per group) and cut out the squares. Give one set of pictures to each group and ask them make up a story about Ashique by adding short texts or speech bubbles. When the groups have finished, ask to them to present their stories.

**Suggestions for follow up**

Inspire the members of the group to become active campaigners for rights by telling them the story of how a 12-year-old Canadian boy together with his friends founded the “Kids can free the Children” organisation after reading a newspaper article about the murder of 12-year-old Pakistani factory worker who had spoken out against child labour. [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_the_Children](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_the_Children)

Find out how child workers in Peru have organised themselves into the National Movement of Peruvian Young Workers’ Organisations (in Spanish): [http://mnnatsop-natsperu.blogspot.com/](http://mnnatsop-natsperu.blogspot.com/)

You may like to go on to take a look at issues of inequality of opportunity for young people in your own society through the activity “Take a step forward”.

If you want to learn more about the SDGs and see what it would cost to improve Ashique’s life compared with how much is spent on the military worldwide, look at the activity “How much do we need?” on page 192.

Bring it closer to home. Get the group to think about where the dividing line lies between employers exploiting children such as Ashique, and employers paying ridiculously low wages to young people who work evenings or on Saturdays to earn pocket money or to keep...
themselves at school or college? What about parents using their children to undertake duties in the home or family business? What were participants’ own experiences? If participants want to follow up on these ideas, then look at the activity “My childhood” in the All Different – All Equal Education Pack.

Ideas for action

You can participate in some campaigns, for example: http://www.cleanclothes.org and can start to choose the clothes and other objects you buy regarding the countries provenience.

According to the ILO’s estimates in 2013, the global number of children in child labour has declined by one third since 2000, from 246 million to 168 million children. More than half of them, 85 million, are in hazardous work (down from 171 million in 2000).

Further Information

Child labour refers to the employment of children in regular and sustained labour. This practice is considered exploitative by many international organisations and is illegal in many countries. Child labour is different from the casual or part-time work that many children and young people take on to earn pocket money or to supplement student grants. However, this is not to say that people earning pocket money are not exploited sometimes.

In Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass, in the background information sections on Children and on Work, there is more information about child labour, about products made with child labour, international law about child labour, and the consequences of child labour for the child.

The following chart shows the number of children aged 5-17 engaged in child labour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region(a)</th>
<th>Children in employment ('000)</th>
<th>Child labour ('000)</th>
<th>Hazardous work ('000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>129,358</td>
<td>77,723</td>
<td>33,860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>17,843</td>
<td>12,505</td>
<td>9,638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Saharan Africa</td>
<td>83,570</td>
<td>59,031</td>
<td>28,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>13,307</td>
<td>9,244</td>
<td>5,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World total 2012</td>
<td>264,427</td>
<td>167,956</td>
<td>85,344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference. Tables 1 and 2 from Marking progress against child labour Global estimates and trends 2000-2012 ILO

Note: (a) The regional totals sum to less than the world totals because the latter include countries that are outside of the four main regions reported here.
Handouts

Handout 1: Facts about Ashique’s life

**Personal Data**
- Name: Ashique Hashmir
- Age: 11 years old
- Nationality: Pakistani
- Family: Parents, 2 grandparents, 1 sister and 3 brothers
- Family Income: about 70 €/month

**“Professional” Data**
- Profession: worker in a brick factory
- Working Hours: between 12 to 16 hours a day (1/2 hour break) – 6 days a week
- Working Production: about 600 bricks a day
- Wage: 1.3 Euro for 1000 bricks (but 50% goes for repayment of loan made by his family)
- Working since he was 5 years old

**Other Information**
- His family has been bonded for 2 years because they took a loan of about (P)Rs.6000 (110 Euro). Now, with the loan interest, the amount owed is about 280 Euro.
- Ashique was sent to school for 3 months by his father but the factory owner removed him and put him back to work.
- His father was punished because of what he had done.
- The family income is very low and consequently insufficient to send the children to school and to provide adequate food and health care.

Source: http://www.freethechildren.org

Handout 2: Ideas for solutions

What can be done about Ashique’s situation - and that of other child labourers?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>By tomorrow?</th>
<th>By next month?</th>
<th>By 2030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Believers

*Human rights is a universal standard. It is a component of every religion and every civilization.*

Shirin Ebadi

**Complexity**  
Level 3

**Themes**  
• Religion and Belief  
• Culture and Sport  
• Discrimination and Intolerance

**Group size**  
Any (small groups: 4-5)

**Time**  
180 minutes

**Overview**  
Participants compare and contrast their different beliefs

**Related rights**  
• Freedom of belief and religion  
• Freedom of opinion and information  
• Freedom from discrimination

**Issues addressed**  
• Religious diversity  
• Perceptions of religion and its influence on young people's lives  
• Knowledge about different religions and their precepts in relation to spiritual and secular matters

**Objectives**  
• To learn about different belief systems and religions  
• To develop critical thinking  
• To cultivate acceptance of diversity of beliefs and religions

**Materials**  
• Copies of the statement cards (one set per small group)  
• Comfortable places for the small groups to sit and discuss  
• A facilitator for each small group

**Preparation**  
• Cut out the cards  
• Read the background information about Religion and Belief in Chapter 5.

**Instructions**

1. Explain that in this activity they will be discussing their beliefs; some people may be deeply religious, others less so and some may have no religion. The aim is to come to a deeper understanding of Article 18 of the UDHR through sharing personal views and thinking critically about the different ways in which we give meaning to life.

2. Make it very clear to participants that they need to be aware of what they say and how they express themselves. The protection of religious beliefs, as well as religious symbols from insult and denigration, falls within the scope of freedom of religion. However, protection must be balanced against freedom of thought and expression and does not mean blanket immunity from criticism of beliefs. Thus honest, open enquiry is acceptable whereas speech motivated by prejudice and discrimination is not.

3. Divide participants into small groups of between 4-6 people and ask them to reflect individually for 3 or 4 minutes on their personal beliefs. For example, if they have a religion, how closely do they observe the creeds and rituals?

4. Then, by way of an icebreaker, ask participants to talk about the first time they took part in a religious ceremony.

5. Now place the cards face down in the middle of the group. Tell the participants that they have one hour and should keep their discussions short so that they can get through as
many cards as possible. That way they will get a broad perspective on the issues; they can follow up topics that are of particular interest later.

6. Explain that in each round a participant takes a card, reads it out aloud and then comments on the statement. Then the others have the opportunity to contribute with an example from their own religion or experience.

7. Then go on to another round, with another player taking a card.

8. When all the cards have been discussed or the time is up, move on to debrief (in the same groups).

Debriefing and evaluation

- Did participants feel any of the statements were difficult to deal with? Why?
- Were there any facts, beliefs or attitudes towards your own life stance that surprised you?
- What did people have in common despite their different life stances?
- What fundamental differences were there between people's life stances? Are they irreconcilable?
- Why is it important to know about other people's life stances? How ignorant are you? Should you know more about them?
- Bearing in mind that freedom of religion and belief is a human right, how easy is it to respect people when you fundamentally disagree with their life stance?
- To what extent do ignorance and prejudice about different life stances play a role in peoples' perceptions of each other?
- Does everyone have freedom of belief and religion in your country? Why, why not?
- What form do violations of freedom of belief and religion take in your country?
- To what extent should freedom of thought, conscience and religion allow for distinctive practices within the community of believers that may diverge from wider society? Examples of this could include positions on women in religious leadership positions, traditional ceremonies involving children, laws surrounding baptism, divorce or burial, prohibitions on the depiction of the founder, and so on.
- What should you bear in mind when planning an event for the whole group, for instance a picnic, a sporting event or a weekend residential, so that everyone can be included, regardless of their religion or belief?
- Sometimes when arranging an event, it can be hard to accommodate everyone's needs according to their religion or beliefs. How do you try to find solutions? If you have to make compromises, how do you prioritise different people's needs?
- What was the most interesting thing you learnt from this activity?

Tips for the facilitator

This activity deals with a sensitive topic so it is important that everyone feels comfortable. Run the activity in an easy-going manner; relaxing surroundings help. Be sure everyone knows that they are not under pressure to say or explain more than they want to, or feel they can.

Respect participants’ contributions and limitations; not everyone is able to explain why this or that is practised in their religion, especially if they were raised and educated within a certain religion from an early age. In this respect, religion is very much like culture: you tend to assume your values and cultural patterns as “natural”.

Beware of peer pressure. Don't let participants get into a defensive position about their religion or beliefs, for instance by someone saying, “how can you be of that religion and accept …?”)

Avoid getting bogged down in too many details. Keep an eye on the pile of cards and make sure that you’ll have enough time for most of them. Let the discussion flow naturally and intervene only when you feel that the question has been exhausted or that there is a risk of going too far or when “dominance” attitudes surface.
Be prepared to contribute with extra information, especially about religions not represented in the group or by playing the “devil’s advocate”.

If you can, run the activity with a co-facilitator for each group, for leading the discussion and debriefing in the small groups; if you have no co-facilitator check if you can prepare some volunteers among the participants to help you with this. This may be important, depending on the group, in order to respect everyone’s input and experience and to make sure that the debriefing is constructive. If you cannot rely on co-facilitators, then make sure to run the evaluation in a plenary with all the participants together.

Faith, by definition, cannot be explained by rational arguments and you should limit attempts to challenge religious beliefs by rational arguments. You may need to stress that it is important to respect that everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this does not mean that you have to respect what others believe, but you do have to respect their right to believe what they want to. Remember that to develop critical thinking is an important aim of HRE and that comparing different life stances will help people be aware that their choice of thought does not invalidate others’ choices. Through this discussion activity participants will hopefully come to understand that their choice is not absolute, but relative. It will also make them aware of the strengths and weaknesses in every school or tradition. Religious fanaticism and bigotry commonly stem from a strict selectivity of thought and a rejection of pluralism. No religion is monolithic, and therefore no single narrative in a religion is authoritative and representative of, let alone superior to, all other narrations or interpretations of other religious traditions.

Variations
If you run the activity with several small groups, it is a good idea to round it off with everybody together. Thus, before participants break up and come into plenary, ask the groups to consider the following question and be prepared to report back:
- Give examples of ignorance and prejudice about religious and non-religious traditions in your country.
- What can we do to reduce the ignorance and prejudice?

Suggestions for follow-up
If you did this activity with a mono-religious group there is plenty of scope for further discussion. Go to http://www.religioustolerance.org and copy their list of religions and non-theistic religions and ethical systems. Ask the group how many they have heard of and what they know about them.

You may like to explore the history of the development of different beliefs by making a timeline. Look under the “variations” section in the activity “Timelines” on page 310.

Paulo Freire said, “To educate is to believe in change”. If the group would like to discuss what education is and how it meets, or does not meet, people’s needs, then the group may be interested in the activity “Let every voice be heard” on page 212.

Ideas for action
Depending on the context where you and the participants live or work, it may be interesting to visit a religious or community centre of a different religion and to take up contact with their youth groups in order to discuss possible common actions. These could include:
- An event on Human Rights Day (10 December)
- Mutual invitations on the occasion of important religious festivals / celebrations
- Joint action in favour of the poor and needy
Further information

Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states, “Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.”

For the purpose of this activity, in order to include the greatest number of belief systems, we use the definition of religion from www.religioustolerance.org: “Religion is any specific system of belief about deity, often involving rituals, a code of ethics, and a philosophy of life.” The term “religion” refers to both the personal practices relating to communal faith and to group rituals, and communication stemming from shared conviction. Alternatives to religion include atheism, scepticism, free-thought and humanism.

In this activity we focus on “freedom of thought, conscience and religion”, that is, the right to follow a religion or not, according to personal choice. We have thus used the term “life stance” as a shared label encompassing both religions and alternatives to religion, without discrimination in favour of either. By “life stance” we mean a framework of ideas that helps us understand the world and find meaning and value in life. Many life stances are clearly religious, for example, Christianity, Hinduism and Islam. Some life stances are non-religious, such as the dialectical materialism of Karl Marx and his followers, Ayn Rand's objectivism, and humanism. Other life stances, such as Buddhism and Confucianism, have traditionally been classed as religions, but many followers do not agree with this categorisation and argue that because their beliefs do not include a deity, Buddhism and Confucianism are philosophies. The concept of “life stance” encompasses them all.

Basic, easy-to-use information about the main faiths practised throughout the world can be found on the Internet sites of the United Religions Initiative (www.uri.org) and the Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance (www.religioustolerance.org).

This activity is developed from the activity “Believers” in Mosaic, the T-kit on Euro-Mediterranean youth work, published within the framework of the partnership between the European Commission and the Council of Europe in the field of youth.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Believers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We have a special ceremony to initiate children into our life stance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have specific ceremonies and norms for burials and funerals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men and women have distinct functions and roles in our life stance, for example in leading ceremonies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have specific times in the calendar for fasting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimes and discrimination have been, or are being, committed in the name of my life stance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are taught to help the needy and poor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have a specific view on homosexuality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We wear symbols or special clothing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our life stance has specific moral norms and commands regarding marriage and sexuality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have a specific view on abortion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our life stance is based on sacred books or writings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We believe in the value of life as the most important thing to preserve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our life stance teaches tolerance of other religions and faiths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our life stance has been profoundly shaped by prophets, who are recognised as carriers of divine messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We believe in life after death and in a final judgment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have important festivals that are observed as holidays in our countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We pay tribute to the dead at least once a year and visit cemeteries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have our own calendar, often different from the civil one. Our New Year is not on the 1st January.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We organise schools and classes where children are taught about our life stance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We believe that life is not only about material things, but has an essential spiritual dimension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have our own stories about how the world was created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have certain views about who we should or should not marry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our life stance teaches not only about spiritual matters but also about how society should function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have been discriminated/persecuted because of our life stance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are expected to pray several times a day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have a day in the week when we should not work, but should attend a special ceremony to celebrate our beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We believe that we have a special relationship with a creator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have discriminated/persecuted others because of their life stance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We believe that the meaning and purpose of life is an ongoing creative quest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love is an essential teaching in our life stance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our life stance provides an ethical framework, and moral values are clearly laid down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality, the sense of wonderment at being part of something greater than ourselves, is found through the rituals of our life stance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Beware, we are watching

No one made a greater error than he who did nothing because he could only do a little.

Edmund Burke

Complexity Level 3

Themes
• Globalisation
• Environment
• Citizenship and Participation

Overview
In this activity participants learn about the social, economic and environmental costs of a cotton T-shirt. They then go on to plan and implement action to address the entailed human rights violations.

Related rights
• The right to desirable work and to join trade unions
• The right to adequate living standard
• The right to a safe and healthy environment

Group size
Any (small groups 5-8)

Time

Objectives
• To learn about the globalised nature of the garment industry and understand the true cost of the clothes we buy
• To develop skills to analyse information, plan and implement action
• To encourage creativity, imagination and a commitment to activism

Materials
• Flip chart and marker pens
• Handout

Preparation
• Make copies of the information sheet, one per participant
• Be aware of your role in supporting people’s participation!

Instructions
Part 1: Looking at the issues
1. Explain that the group are going to take a closer look at the clothes they buy, and the social, economic and environmental impacts of their choices.
2. Ask people to look at the labels in their T-shirts or sweaters to see where they are made and what they are made of. What did they cost? Make a chart on the flip chart, listing all the countries and prices.
3. Ask if money is the only consideration; then hand out the information sheets “Tracking the true cost of cotton” and “The true cost of one cotton T-shirt” and give participants 5 minutes to read them.
4. Then go on to brainstorm the issues that the information raises, for instance, labour rights including child labour, the use of resources (water and fuel), damage to the environment by pesticides and other toxins, and the consequences of globalisation.
5. Ask the group how, in the light of this knowledge, they feel about buying T-shirts. What can they do to take action against the violations? Brainstorm their ideas for taking action, for instance, to take more care of their clothes so that they don’t wear out so quickly, to buy only fair-trade T-shirts in the future or to launch a campaign in their locality to raise awareness about the issues among their peers. Discuss which ideas they think they might most like to take forward. Let them research for more information and to think about the feasibility of their ideas.
Part 2: Decisions about taking action

6. Let participants review the research, refine their ideas and agree on what sorts of actions to take.
7. Ask them to get into small groups according to the type of action they would like to take and to draft a short, outline proposal which should include:
   - Clear aims and objectives
   - A description of the proposed activity (boycott, concerts, television or radio programmes, street theatre, leafleting, etc.), including reasons for their choice
   - A timetable for preparing the activity and implementing it
   - The places where the activity will take place (schools, public buildings, etc.)
   - Estimated costs and resources needed.
8. Ask each group to submit their proposals and ask everyone to comment and to make suggestions for improvements.

Part 3: Implementation

- Either choose one action for the whole group to participate in, or let participants work in small groups according to what action they want to take.
- At the end of the action or campaign, review how it went and what the group achieved.

Debriefing and evaluation

After part 1:
- Is money the most important cost? If not, why not?
- How important are the social, economic and environmental costs? Is one more important than another? Which human rights are being violated?
- How much would you be prepared to pay for a T-shirt?
- What makes a good campaign?
- Do you think that institutions working in the field of the protection of workers’ rights, such as NGOs, international organisations, United Nations agencies, and organisations leading anti-globalisation campaigns, are making a difference? Why? Why not?

After part 2:
- How easy was it to agree on an action plan? Is everyone happy about the way the decisions were made in the small groups? Why? Why not?
- Why did people choose to take the action they did?
- Does everyone feel involved? Why? Why not?
- Which human rights violations are the different groups targeting?

After part 3:
- How did the action or campaign go? Did it go to plan? Why? Why not?
- What do you need to remember for another time?
- Did everyone feel involved and their abilities used? If not, why and what could be done better next time?
- What else have you learnt from doing the activity and from taking action?

Tips for facilitators

Be well prepared. Read the section in Chapter 3 on taking action for a comprehensive overview of ways to take action and how to organise it. Also read about Hart’s ladder of participation in the background information on Citizenship and Participation at www.coe.int/compass.

You will find information about transnational companies in the background information on Globalisation at www.coe.int/compass. Before you start this activity, check if the “Clean Clothes Campaign” or a similar organisation has branches in your country.
Inform yourself about the actions that the Clean Clothes Campaign is running and consider using their ready-made tools. It is easier to take action, for instance to put the CCC's campaign video about sportswear on the group's website or blog, than to make material to raise public awareness yourself. However, one of the objectives of this activity is to stimulate participation and creativity. Thus, you should emphasise that they have complete freedom to “invent” any kind of new campaign strategies.

If you want to put the cost in terms of carbon footprint, then Ecometrica has made an assessment of the carbon footprint of clothes, taking a pack of 3 pairs of underpants as its example. Pants and T-shirts are likely to have a similar emissions’ profile – although arguably pants should be washed slightly more frequently, but are probably ironed less often! The result is 57 kilogrammes of CO2 from cradle to grave. Go to www.ecometrica.co.uk and search for “apparel fact sheet”.

Variations
You can develop part 1 of the exercise to encourage people to think more deeply about the true costs; thus:
1. Start by asking participants the prices of their T-shirts and to agree on an average price.
2. Next, ask them to look at their labels to see where the T-shirts come from.
3. Then ask people in small groups to brainstorm a list of all the steps in the production process from growing the cotton to retailing the item in a shop.
4. In plenary, compare the lists and make one common list that summarises the different elements under the general headings of transport, labour costs, energy use, and so on.
5. Next, again in their small groups, ask participants to put a price on each item, for example on growing the cotton, the total labour costs, transport, and so on.
6. In plenary again, discuss the groups estimates.
7. Finally handout the information sheet and ask for comments.

Suggestions for follow-up
Contact the branch of the Clean Clothes Campaign in your country and develop the work the group has started.

You could investigate fair trade issues about sports shoes; the following link gives statistics for the true costs of sports shoes: http://www.vetementspropres.be

The group may like to explore the issues and dilemmas relating to corporate social responsibility. For example, many good causes and events receive sponsorship from companies that are responsible for human rights violations. These companies may also be polluting the environment in the process of manufacturing goods. The group may like to discuss some of the issues raised in the following statement by Jeremy Gilley, film maker and founder of Peace One Day: “from Peace One Day’s point of view, we could not exist or function without corporate sponsorship. My position is very clear. I feel strongly that in order to influence the supply chain we have to be “in the room”. It’s very difficult, perhaps impossible to find a company whose entire supply chain from top to bottom complies 100% with international human rights/trade law, although of course this is a position which is desirable”.

Information relating specifically to this example can be found at www.peaceoneday.org and http://www.clearingthehurdles.org.

If the group wants to explore the right to desirable work and to join trade unions, they could do the activity “Ashique’s story”, on page 100, which looks at the issue of child labour or “Trade Union meeting” on page 320. If the issue of sportswear came up and people want to look at other aspects of human rights relating to sport, you could go on to do the activity “Just a minute”, on page 204.
Ideas for action

Continue the work you have started by getting together with other local interest groups and mark World Fair Trade Day. You will find plenty of inspiration from http://www.wftday.org/.

You can also use the knowledge and experience gained from the work you have just done to campaign about another issue that concerns the group. There are numerous opportunities throughout the year to join with others to raise awareness about other human rights issues, for instance women’s rights on International Women’s Day, March 8; refugees on June 20 and human rights on December 10. By collaborating with others, you demonstrate your solidarity with all who struggle for human rights, you will make new friends, and you will have fun and learn.

Further information

There are many organisations working for fair production and fair trade. Use your search engine to find the organisations that are working in your locality. The following organisations have partners in many European countries:

- www.cleanclothes.org has a lot of information and runs campaigns that you can participate in.
- Clothes for a Change Campaign includes an article: “Did child labour make your shirt?” http://www.organicconsumers.org
- People Tree is the pioneer of fair trade fashion internationally: http://www.peopletree-foundation.org/
- The Environmental Justice Foundation’s report “Children behind our cotton” details the shocking conditions endured by more than an estimated one million children – some as young as five – who work 12-hour days in extremes of hot and cold weather, many suffering physical, verbal and sometimes sexual abuse: http://www.ejfoundation.org
- The Fair Wear Foundation’s mission is to improve labour conditions in the garment industry: http://fairwear.org
- Fair Trade Resource Network is an information hub designed to increase the fair trade and to “create a market that values the people who make the food we eat and the goods we use”: www.ftrn.org
- The Play Fair campaign is a coalition of labour rights groups that seek to push sportswear brands that produce products for the Olympic Games to abolish sweatshop conditions in their supply chains and to respect labour rights: www.clearingthehurdles.org

Beware, we are watching...
Handouts

Tracking the true cost of cotton
Cotton T-shirts are the product of a number of different global industries, with production in almost every country in the world. Here is an example:

A typical cotton farm in Burkina Faso is a freehold, worked on by a family who cultivate the six or eight hectares of land. One kilo of Burkina Faso-produced raw cotton is worth €0.23. For many of the cotton producers the cash they get from selling the cotton is the only money they receive in the whole year.

From the farm, the cotton is transported to the ginning factory to make lint, a process which takes the cost per kilo to €0.56. Workers are paid €73.40 every two weeks.

The cotton is now transported for export to the Togo port of Lome, where it is sold to merchants at €0.88 per kilo. Over half of it is sold to China: it is loaded onto cargo ships for ports such as Shanghai, where it is sold to local spinning factories for €0.97 per kilo. Most of the workers on the line come from poorer areas, often in China’s vast rural hinterland. They live in dormitories in the factory and work very long hours for low pay.

The garments themselves - made for many of the West’s most famous brands, often in the same massive factory as where the yarn is spun - are now taken to a port and loaded for export. The average price of a T-shirt imported into the US is €1.10, but a downtown department store in Manhattan will sell two for €14.70.

Cotton that started in Africa costing €0.56 a kilo is now worth €18.40 a kilo.

This information is from the Internet: BBC news channel programme, “Tracking the true cost of cotton”, 2 May 2007.

The true cost of one cotton T-shirt
• Water use: 2,157 litres (45% is used for irrigation)
• Energy use: 8 kilowatt hours (28,800,000 Joules) of electricity for spinning and sewing machines
• 41.6 – 110 litres of fuel for transport by land and sea
• Transport distances: 8,851 – 15,128+ km
• Gas emissions: NOx, CO, CO₂, (greenhouse gases) SO₂, N₂O, volatile compounds
• Toxins: 1-3g pesticides, diesel exhaust, heavy metals (dyes)
• Cost on import: €0.44 – 0.77
• Child labour: in 17 countries, the average wage is €0.37 per day
• Miscellaneous: 53-91 g of fertilizer

Source: Earth Intelligence Network,
http://true-cost.re-configure.org/
http://forum.re-configure.org
Can I come in?

“Refugee, go home!” – He would if he could.

Complexity Level 3
Group size 6 - 20
Time 60 minutes
Themes
• Migration
• Discrimination and Intolerance
• Peace and Violence

Overview
This is a role-play about a group of refugees trying to escape to another country. It addresses:
• The plight of refugees
• The social and economic arguments for giving and denying asylum

Related rights
• The right to seek asylum in other countries
• The right of non-refoulement (the right not to be returned to their country where they can risk persecution or death)
• Freedom from discrimination

Objectives
• To develop knowledge and understanding about refugees and their rights
• To practise skills to present arguments and make judgements
• To promote solidarity with people who are suddenly forced to flee their homes.

Materials
• Role cards
• Flipchart or board to write on
• Chalk and or furniture to create the border crossing post
• Pens and paper for the observers to make notes

Preparation
• Copy the role cards. Each border guard, refugee and observer will need their own card.
• Set the scene for the role-play. For example, draw a line on the floor to represent a border or arrange furniture to make a physical frontier with a gap for the check point. Use a table to serve as a counter in the border control office.
• Inform yourself about refugees and the current refugee situation worldwide.

Instructions
1. Explain that this is a role-play about a group of refugees fleeing their homeland who wish to enter another country in search of safety.
2. Start with a brainstorm to find out what people know about refugees. Write the points on a large sheet of paper or flipchart to refer to in the discussion later.
3. Show people the set-up and explain the scenario. Tell them that they are on the border between X and Y. A large number of refugees have arrived. They want to cross into Y. They are hungry, tired and cold and have travelled a long way from their home countries, P; Q and R. Some have a little money and only a few have identification documents or passports. The border officials from country Y have different points of view about the situation. The refugees are desperate, and use several arguments to try to persuade the border officials to let them in.
4. Divide the participants into three groups: one group to represent the refugees, the second group to represent the border officials in country Y, and the third group to be observers.
5. Tell the “refugees” and the “border officials” to work out a role for each person and what their arguments will be. Advise the observers about giving feedback. Distribute the role cards and give people fifteen minutes to prepare.

6. Start the role-play. Use your own judgement about when to stop, but about ten minutes should be long enough.

7. Give the observers five minutes to prepare their feedback; then start the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and Evaluation

Start by asking the observers to give general feedback on the role-play. Then get comments from the players about how it felt to be a refugee or a border official, and then move on to a general discussion about the issues and what participants learnt.

- How fair was the treatment of the refugees?
- Refugees have a right to protection under Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and under the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. Were the refugees given their right to protection? Why/why not?
- Should a country have the right to turn refugees away? When? For what reasons?
- Would you turn someone away if you were a border official? What if you knew they faced death in their own country?
- Today, refugees are fleeing towards Europe, were there times when refugees were trying to flee Europe?
- Would you say that we have learned something from the past when it comes to treatment of refugees?
- How are refugees met at the borders of your country? Are any of their human rights being violated? Which? What can and should be done to stop people becoming refugees in the first place?

Tips for the facilitator

The situation with regards to refugees differs widely throughout Europe and you should consider how to set the scenario and adapt the activity to meet your objectives in running this activity. It will help if you invent a short back story about the fictitious countries, X and Y where the scene is set; Z, the country beyond Y and P, Q and R the source countries of the refugees.

Inform yourself about the definitions of a refugee, an asylum seeker (see the background chapter on migration). Also make a note of the main source countries of refugees and the numbers of refugees in the neighbouring countries. Also check how many refugees there are in your country and in other European countries All this information is on the unhcr.org website.

Use the brainstorm to ascertain how much people already know about why there are refugees, what causes people to flee their homeland, where they come from and the countries that they go to. This will help you decide how to guide the debriefing and evaluation, and what additional information you may need to provide at that stage.

Think about what to do if someone in the group is a refugee. If they are willing, you could build on their experience and use them as a resource person.

The three groups do not have to be equal. You may, for instance, choose to have only three or four observers and let the rest of the group be active role-players. In real life there are likely to be many more refugees than border guards and you may wish to reflect this in the role play. A good tip is to give the observers the role of “journalists” who have to file a report as part of the debriefing.

Consider what you want to achieve with this activity and think about how to set the scene. Are your refugees a mass of tired, hungry, desperate people? If so you could, run the activity outdoors in a wood or else by a river or lake if your refugees are to arrive in a crowded, leaky
boat. If you are indoors and want to set the scene on a dark, cold night turn off the lights and open the windows. Alternatively, are the refugees arriving in smaller numbers at a formal border crossing? In this case set up an “office” where the officials can (briefly) check the refugees passports and ask where they come from.

Review the role cards and adapt them as necessary.

Be aware that the role play can get very chaotic. In this case, stop the action (as in Forum Theatre) and ask the journalists to interview the refugees and the border guards. This will enable everyone to calm down and listen more carefully.

Variations

After the debriefing, run the role play a second time, but let the participants swap roles. The observers should now have the additional task of noting any differences between the first and the second role-plays, especially those that resulted in a higher protection of the refugees’ rights.

You may also like to make a fourth group who play citizens who want to help, but can only do a little because they are constrained by both the police and bureaucracy.

Make a follow-on role-play involving an official team sent by UNHCR or Red Cross to help the refugees in from country X.

Suggestions for follow-up

Find out more about refugees in your country, especially about the realities of their daily lives. Participants could contact a local refugee association and interview workers, volunteers and refugees.

Look at www.newtimes.dk where you can read stories written (in English) by asylum seekers and refugees in Denmark. Pick an article and discuss your response.

The British Red Cross has information and activities about refugees that is produced in their Positive Images project: www.redcross.org.uk.

The group could test their refugee knowledge about at www.proprofs.com

A school class may like to carry on with the topic by researching information about the role of the UNHCR (http://www.unhcr.ch) and then writing an “official report” including the following points:

• Those arguments which persuaded the border officials to let the refugees in
• Any inappropriate behaviour by the border officials
• Recommendations for what country Y should do to protect the rights of the refugees.

Discuss the situation in Europe today. How are the politicians responding? What are the different countries’ attitudes towards refugees, and why are they different? For instance, you could compare the policies of countries that respect their commitment to refugees with those that close their borders to them. Ask the group to divide into groups, each group to represent a different country, and to develop a European plan for dealing with the crisis.

You can also ask, what the attitudes of ordinary people in your and in other European countries are and what are they doing? This obviously begs other questions about how do we know and can we generalise? Analysing media reports for bias might be a fruitful exercise.

Discuss whether or not the Geneva Convention meets the needs of the present and if it needs updating. For instance, in many counties to get refugee status asylum seekers have to prove that they are being persecuted individually; it is not enough to be a member of a group that is being persecuted or to come from a war zone. Similarly, climate refugees are not covered by the Convention.

You may like to do the activity, “3 things” to help people understand what it is like to suddenly have to flee home with no time to gather together things to take with you. If you want to try an activity that follows the events after refugees have crossed over the border and are applying for asylum, you can run the activity “Language barrier”, on page 208. You could also make a collage or posters to illustrate the difficulties refugees face; see “Playing with pictures” on page 255.
Ideas for action

Make contact with a local or national organisation that works for refugees living in your country and see what you can do to support them. For example, many are lonely and find it hard to integrate; they may appreciate some new friends or assistance with learning the language.

Children who come alone without a family member to seek asylum are especially vulnerable. The group could find out what happens to these unaccompanied minors in their country and how they could support them. Ideas include being a friend, helping with learning the language and education, playing football and going on outings together.

Invite an NGO working with refugees or even a refugee to your school or club to learn more about how refugees get to your country, the asylum process and about their life now.

The website of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) provides a lot of information, flyers and videos for organising a workshop about refugees in your organisation or school: http://www.unhcr.org.

Further Information

Refugees are people who have to move if they are to save their lives or preserve their freedom. They have no protection from their own state – indeed it is often their own government that is threatening to persecute them. If other countries do not let them in, and do not help them once they are in, then they may be condemning them to death – or to an intolerable life in the shadows, without sustenance and without rights.

Other useful sites include:

Handouts

Refugees’ role card

Refugees’ arguments and options

You are to role-play a mixed group of refugees, so in your preparations each person should decide their identity: their age, gender, family relationships, profession, wealth, religion and any possessions they have with them. Also decide which country you come from, P, Q or R, and whether you are fleeing from war, because of persecution and lack of human rights or another reason. You should prepare your arguments and tactics; it is up to you to decide whether to put your argument as a group or whether each member takes a turn to put forward an argument.

You can use these arguments and any others you can think of:

- It is our legal right to seek asylum.
- Our children are hungry; you have a moral responsibility to help us.
- I will be killed if we go back.
- I have no money. My only possessions are two items of jewelry of great sentimental value.
- I haven’t anywhere else to go.
- I was a doctor / nurse / engineer in my hometown.
- I only want shelter until it is safe to return.
- Other refugees have been allowed into your country. Why not us?
- Where are we? The smugglers agreed to deliver us to country Z.
- I will try to bribe the officials to let me enter.
- My mother and brother are already in Y I am on my way to Z, I don’t want to stop in Y

Other things to consider:

- Do any of you have travel documents? Are they genuine or are they false?
- Will you split up if the border officials ask you to?
- What will you do if they try to send you back?
- What are your options? For instance, is there a refugee camp you could go to? Is there any way you can get a travel document? Could you find and pay a people smuggler? Is there another route you can take into Y?
Observers’ role card

Your job is to observe the role-play. At the end you will be asked to give feedback. Choose a member to be your representative.

As you watch you should, amongst other things, be aware of:

- The different roles played by both the refugees and border officials.
- The moral and legal arguments they use and how they present them.
- Look out for any infringements of human rights.

You have to decide how you are going to take note of everything. For example, you may consider dividing into two subgroups so that one group observes the border officials and the other the refugees.

Border officials’ role card

Border officials’ arguments and options

You should prepare your arguments and tactics; it is up to you to decide whether to put your argument as a group or whether each member takes a turn to put forward an argument.

You can use these arguments and any others you can think of:

- They are desperate: we can’t send them back.
- If we send them back we will be morally responsible if they are arrested, tortured or killed.
- We have legal obligations to accept refugees.
- They have no money, and will need state support. Our country cannot afford that.
- Do they have any travel documents or means of identification? Are these genuine or false?
- Do they look like genuine refugees? Maybe some are just here to look for a better standard of living?
- Our country is a military and business partner of some of the source countries. We can’t be seen to be protecting them.
- Maybe they have skills that we need?
- There are enough refugees in our country. We need to take care of our own people. They should go to the richer countries.
- We could demand that they pay us a bribe to let them in.
- If we let them in, others will also demand entry.
- They don’t speak our language, they have a different religion and they eat different food; they won’t integrate.
- There may be terrorists or war criminals hiding among them
- We are only allowed to take in those who say they are fleeing from the war in P.
- Do they want to claim asylum in Y?
- Do they have any money or valuables to pay for their stay while their asylum application is considered?

Before the role-play, think about the following options:

- Will you let all of the refugees across the border?
- Will you let some of them across the border? Who and for what reasons?
- Will you split them up by age, profession, wealth...
- Will you do something else instead? What?

Notes


For their latest version of the activity see “On the Borders Of Europe Workshop”

www.amnesty.org

The quote, “Refugee go home! He would if he could” was a slogan used in an UNHCR campaign.
Chahal v. UK

If he's returned, he'll be tortured!

Themes
- War and Terrorism
- Peace and Violence
- Democracy

Complexity Level 4
Group size Any
Time 120 minutes
Overview A simulation, a mini-trial that looks at a real case that came before the European Court of Human Rights

Related rights
- Freedom from torture
- The right to seek asylum
- Right to a fair public hearing

Objectives
- To develop knowledge about the role of the European Court of Human Rights and about derogations from articles of human rights law
- To develop skills to think critically and make logical arguments
- To cultivate a sense of justice and feeling for human dignity

Materials
- Copies of the role cards
- Pens and paper for note-taking
- Information card for the facilitator

Preparation
- Photocopy and cut out the cards on page 123. Everyone will need their own card and you should have equal numbers (or as close as possible) of judges, representatives of the UK Government and representatives of Mr Chahal.
- Number the cards in each group 1, 2, 3, 4 and so on.
- You will need sufficient space so that each of the “courts” (3 people) is able to sit apart from the others.

Instructions
1. Tell the group that the session will be devoted to a case which came before the European Court for Human Rights. Ask participants what they know about the Court and the European Convention of Human Rights.
2. Read out the information on the case card and make sure that everyone understands that the question is, “Would deporting Mr. Chahal be a violation of Article 3?”
3. Divide participants into 3 equal groups.
   - Group A represents Mr Chahal
   - Group B represents the UK Government
   - Group C represents the judges in the European Court of Human Rights
4. Hand each group copies of the relevant role card and explain that participants have 30 minutes to discuss and clarify their own positions. Groups A and B should use this time to prepare their arguments and Group C, the judges, should prepare questions for both sides.
5. After 30 minutes tell the participants to re-group: number 1s in a group, number 2s in another and so on, so that each new group comprises one representative for Mr Chahal, one representative of the UK government and one judge.
6. Explain that each of these new small groups represents a mini-court. The courts have a further 20 minutes to listen to the arguments of both sides and for the judges to ask questions.

7. After this time, each judge should come to an individual judgement on whether Article 3 would be violated if Mr Chahal were to be deported. Bring the whole group back together and ask the judges to pronounce their decisions, giving their reasons.

8. Offer the representatives of the other two groups the opportunity to respond to the judgements made, and then tell them how the European Court in fact ruled in this case (see the information card below under “Handouts”).

9. Ask for participants’ reactions to the decision and then proceed to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation

- What were the most difficult aspects of the case?
- Did you find it hard to play your role?
- Do you think the “judge” in your small group made the right decision? What were the most important factors in the final decision?
- Why do you think that the European Convention on Human Rights allows for no limitation of the right to torture, even in cases of emergency?
- What do you think the consequences would be if torture was sometimes permitted?
- How does all of this relate to the “wars on terrorism”? Are you aware of actions or cases that are similar?
- Why do we need the European Court of human rights?
- Do you know of any cases from your country that have come before the court?
- Who can take a case to the European Court of Human Rights?

Tips for facilitators

At point 4, where people are meeting with others sharing their role, you will need to warn them that they will be split up for the actual court cases. Encourage people to use part of the time for discussing details of the case with others, and part of it to prepare their opening statements. The judges should clarify the details of the case and think about the type of additional information they will need from both sides in order to make a judgement.

   Explain to both sides in the trial that even if they do not agree with the position they are supposed to be representing, they need to make sure that the best possible defence is presented to the judges.

   It will be best if you can either allow the different “courts” to meet in different rooms (point 6), or at least for them to be far enough from each other so as not to be overheard or to overhear the others.

   Ask the judges to manage the time during the “trials”. They may want to plan beforehand how much time they allow for questions, and how they divide the time between each side. Emphasise that they need to give each side approximately the same amount of time, but that they will need to be sure that there is time available for clarification of points which the sides dispute.

   If participants are not already aware of it, you could provide some information at the end on the report by Dick Marty, “Secret detentions and illegal transfers of detainees involving Council of Europe member states: second report” about secret detentions and on the conditions at Guantanamo Bay (see the background information at www.coe.int/compass on War and Terrorism).
Suggestions for follow-up

The activity “Terrorism” on page 303 looks at different ways of defining terrorism, using examples of possible terrorist acts. You could also look at another human right which cannot be limited – the right to life – in the activity “When Tomorrow Comes” on page 332. This uses a piece of text written by a young person on Death Row.

Further Information

The European Court of Human Rights is an international judicial body established under the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) of 1950 to monitor respect of human rights by member states of the Council of Europe. www.echr.coe.int

The Court found that there would be a violation of Article 3 if the British Government went ahead with the planned deportation of Mr Chahal. Their reasoning was as follows:

“Article 3 enshrines one of the most fundamental values of democratic society ... The Court is well aware of the immense difficulties faced by States in modern times in protecting their communities from terrorist violence. However, even in these circumstances, the Convention prohibits in absolute terms torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, irrespective of the victim’s conduct. Unlike most of the substantive clauses of the Convention and of Protocols Nos. 1 and 4, Article 3 makes no provision for exceptions and no derogation from it is permissible under Article 15 even in the event of a public emergency threatening the life of the nation ...”

...The prohibition provided by Article 3 against ill-treatment is equally absolute in expulsion cases. Thus, whenever substantial grounds have been shown for believing that an individual would face a real risk of being subjected to treatment contrary to Article 3 if removed to another State, the responsibility of the Contracting State to safeguard him or her against such treatment is engaged in the event of expulsion. In these circumstances, the activities of the individual in question, however undesirable or dangerous, cannot be a material consideration:“

Derogation. This is the name given to the act of withdrawing from a legal provision, or in the case of the European Convention of Human Rights, of suspending a member state’s legal obligations to particular articles. Article 15 of the ECHR allows a member state to do this “in time of war or other public emergency”, but the State has to inform the Secretary General of the Council of Europe beforehand, and the derogation has to be “strictly required by the exigencies of the situation”. Article 15 also specifies that there can be no derogation from articles 3, 4.1 and 7, and that derogation from article 2 only applies to “deaths resulting from lawful acts of war”.

For a number of years, the UK derogated from parts of Article 5, and this was renewed in November 2001, after the terrorist attacks in the USA in September 2001, on the grounds that the UK faced a terrorist threat. The UK was the only one of the member states of the Council of Europe to use its right to derogate in the wake of the 2001 terrorist attacks in the USA. The derogation was withdrawn in 2005, following a decision of the House of Lords which found it to be discriminatory, and therefore incompatible with the Convention.

There is a summary of the European Convention on Human Rights on page 465.

Ideas for Action

Find out about which cases have come up in the European Court of Human Rights concerning your country, and whether there have been judgments claiming a violation. You can find the database by going to www.echr.coe.int and then searching “HUDOC database”.

Chahal v. UK
Handouts

**Case card for use at step 2 of the instructions**

**The Case**

Karamjit Singh Chahal is an Indian citizen, but currently lives in the UK. He is a Sikh, and he supports the campaign for an independent Sikh state in the Punjab area of India.

The British Government is trying to deport Mr Chahal back to India because it claims that his support for Sikh independence and his past activities mean that he is a threat to national security in the UK, particularly given the current concerns over terrorist activity.

Mr Chahal is fighting the deportation in the European Court of Human Rights, because he claims that he is certain to be tortured if he returns to India. He argues that this would be a violation of Article 3, and therefore that the Government is not entitled to deport him.

**Role Card for Karamjit Singh Chahal**

You are an Indian citizen, but currently live in the UK. You are a Sikh, and you support the campaign for an independent Sikh state in the Punjab area of India.

The British Government is trying to deport you back to India because it claims that your support for Sikh independence and your past activities mean that you are a threat to national security in the UK, particularly given the current concerns over terrorist activity.

You are certain that if you return to India, you will be tortured, as many of your friends and family have been – and as you were yourself the last time you were in India. This was only six years ago, and you were arrested and detained by the Punjab police for 21 days. During this time you were kept handcuffed in terrible conditions, beaten till you were unconscious, electrocuted on various parts of your body and subjected to a mock execution. Later on you were released without charge.

You claim:
1. You are not a threat to national security in the UK, because you support a peaceful resolution to the conflict in India.
2. You will certainly be tortured again if you go back to India, because things there have not changed substantially, and you are now even better known as a separatist.
3. If the UK Government lets that happen, it will be denying you your right to be free from torture. That would violate Article 3 of the ECHR.

**Articles from the European Convention on Human Rights:**

**Article 3: Prohibition of torture**

No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

**Article 15: Derogation in time of emergency**

1. In time of war or other public emergency, a government may limit some of the rights in this convention, but only when absolutely necessary.
2. The rights in Articles 3, 4(i) and 7 can never be limited. The right to life cannot be limited except in the case of deaths resulting from lawful acts of war.
Role Card for the UK Government

The Case

Karamjit Singh Chahal is an Indian citizen, but currently lives in the UK. He is a Sikh, and he supports the campaign for an independent Sikh state in the Punjab area of India.

You act on behalf of the UK Government, which is trying to deport Mr Chahal back to India, because it claims that his support for Sikh independence and his past activities mean that he is a threat to national security in the UK, particularly given the current concerns over terrorist activity.

Mr Chahal is fighting the deportation in the European Court, because he claims that he is certain to be tortured if he returns to India. He argues that this would be a violation of Article 3, and therefore that the Government is not entitled to deport him.

You claim:

Mr Chahal is not at serious risk of being tortured because the situation in India has changed since he was there last, and you have a guarantee from the government there that he will be safe.

He is a threat to national security here in the UK because of his activities with the Sikh independence movement.

His right not to be tortured should therefore be limited and should not take precedence over the possible threats to national security.

Articles from the European Convention on Human Rights:

Article 3: Prohibition of torture
No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Article 15: Derogation in time of emergency
In time of war or other public emergency, a government may limit some of the rights in this convention, but only when absolutely necessary.

The rights in Articles 3, 4(i) and 7 can never be limited. The right to life cannot be limited except in the case of deaths resulting from lawful acts of war.
Role Card for the Judges

The Case
Karamjit Singh Chahal is an Indian citizen, but currently lives in the UK. He is a Sikh, and he supports the campaign for an independent Sikh state in the Punjab area of India.

The UK Government is trying to deport Mr Chahal back to India, because it claims that his support for Sikh independence and his past activities mean that he is a threat to national security in the UK, particularly given the current concerns over terrorist activity.

Mr Chahal is fighting the deportation in the European Court, because he claims that he is certain to be tortured if he returns to India. He argues that this would be a violation of Article 3, and therefore that the Government is not entitled to deport him.

The likelihood of torture: Information from different sources
In a 1995 report, the UN Special Rapporteur on torture commented on the practice of torture in police custody: "... few incidents, in what is credibly alleged to be a widespread, if not endemic, phenomenon are prosecuted and even fewer lead to conviction of the perpetrators."

A recent Amnesty International report lists a pattern of human rights violations committed by officers of the Punjab police acting in undercover operations outside their home State. Amnesty claims that prominent Sikh separatists still face a serious risk of "disappearance", detention without charge or trial, torture and extrajudicial execution, often at the hands of the Punjab police.

Articles from the European Convention:
Article 3: Prohibition of torture
No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Information card for use by the facilitator at point 8 of the instructions
Facts: The applicant is a Sikh who illegally entered the United Kingdom but his stay in the UK was later regularised under a general amnesty for illegal entrants. He had been politically active in the Sikh community in the UK and played an important role in the foundation and organisation of the International Sikh Youth Federation. He was arrested but not convicted for conspiracy to kill the then Indian Prime Minister, and was later convicted for assault and affray, but the conviction was set aside. A deportation order was issued because of his political activities and the criminal investigations taken against him, and he was detained until the ruling of the ECHR.
Complaint: The applicant claimed that his deportation to India would result in a real risk of torture, inhuman or degrading treatment which would violate article 3 of the European Convention. He also claimed a violation of his right to freedom of liberty guaranteed by article 5.
Holding: The ECHR found a violation of article 3 and article 5(4) and 13, but no violation of article 5(1).
Reasoning: Article 3 contained a guarantee which is absolute in expulsion cases, so the UK could not rely on its national security interest to justify the deportation of the applicant. The applicant would face a real risk of ill treatment if deported to India. No violation of article 5(1) was found since the decision was important and could not be taken hastily. The assertion of a national security interest should not free national authorities from effective control by national courts so the proceedings in the English courts did not meet the requirements of Article 5(4).
http://www.hrc.org/safrica/citizenship/Chahal.html
Change your glasses

*I know I’m not seeing things as they are, I’m seeing things as I am.*

Laurel Lee

---

Themes

- Poverty
- Disability and Disablism
- Migration

Complexity

Level 2

Group size

Any

Time

90 minutes

Overview

This is a very simple outdoor exercise in which participants go out and explore the locality through someone else’s eyes.

Related rights

All

Objectives

- To raise awareness of the inequalities in society
- To develop skills of observation and imagination
- To foster solidarity and motivation to work for justice

Materials

- Glasses. Old glasses from a second hand shop or flee market, or just the frames.
- Large sheets of paper, and pens
- Old magazines, post cards, material, scraps for collage, glue
- Tape for hanging the pictures up
- A digital camera or mobile phone that can take pictures; ideally one per person or one or several for the whole group
- Computer and printer

Instructions

1. With the group, brainstorm those people who are disadvantaged or living at the margin of society, for example a person with disabilities or a homeless person.
2. Ask each participant to choose one such person whom they are curious about and explain that they are going to go out and explore the locality through that person’s eyes.
3. Emphasise that the point is not to act out the role, but to go out and imagine what it would be like to be the other person. What would it be like to be in that person’s shoes? For instance, would they be able to enjoy all the amenities? Where would they buy bread (if they can afford it)? Where would they live?
4. Hand out the glasses if you have some! Tell participants that as they go around the locality they should take pictures either with digital cameras or on their mobile phones as documentation. Agree a time for everyone to return.
5. On their return, ask each participant to transfer their pictures onto the computer, then to choose two, three or four to print out, mount on a large piece of paper and tape onto the wall. The pictures should be untitled.
6. When all the pictures are displayed, ask everyone to try to guess which groups are being represented; then invite each participant in turn to present their pictures and to explain why they are particularly interested in the particular group they chose to “see”.

---

Laurel Lee who said, “I know I’m not seeing things as they are, I’m seeing things as I am” was diagnosed with cancer when she was twenty nine years old. Contrary to doctors’ predictions, she lived for a further twenty years bringing up her three children, travelling and writing. In her case, refusing to see things as they are, was an inspiration. In other circumstances, it is folly.
Debriefing and evaluation

Begin by looking at the exhibition and then go on to ask participants in turn what they experienced and what they saw.

- What happened? Did you enjoy the activity? Why? Why not?
- What was the most surprising thing you discovered?
- Why did you choose the example you did?
- What preconceived ideas or stereotypes did you have about the person you chose? What influence did these have on how you did the activity and what you “chose to see”?
- Did the exercise enable you to empathise in any way with the person at the margin? Why? Why not?
- What have you learnt about yourself?

Now go on to discuss some of the broader issues:

- “I know I’m not seeing things as they are, I’m seeing things as I am.” What effect do our stereotypes and beliefs have on the way we see the world around us?
- Where do we get our information about disadvantaged and marginalised groups from?
- How risky is it to make assumptions about someone based on a generalisation about the groups as a whole?
- How risky is it to make generalisations about a group of people based on one or two examples?
- Which human rights specifically protect the different examples of disadvantaged people or those living at the margin which the participants identified?
- How are the rights of these people most frequently violated?
- How easy is it for them to claim their rights?
- Who should be responsible for making sure that their rights are not violated – or that they can exercise them?

Tips for the facilitator

You can run this activity as an introductory exercise or as the main activity. In a training meeting it can be done to give people a break and fresh air, or as something extra to be done in the participants’ free time.

The instructions suggest people work individually, but the activity can be done in small groups. Practical considerations such as the size of the group and availability of cameras will most probably determine how you organise the activity. Bear in mind that it takes time for people to introduce their pictures, so depending on the size of the group, restrict the number of pictures each person chooses to display.

Examples of people who are disadvantaged by society might include a single mother with small children, a pensioner, an immigrant, a person in a wheelchair or someone with HIV/AIDS. Examples of people at the margin of society might include a homeless person, an illegal immigrant, an illiterate person, a mentally ill person or a member of the Roma community. These are examples of groups of people who do not have the opportunities that are available to the majority. All disadvantaged and marginalised people are poor and suffer from prejudice and stereotyping and are often discriminated against in some way, for instance in access to decent housing and jobs because of the situation they find themselves in.

It is very important that the participants understand that they can not escape from the fact that they are looking through their own eyes and imagining what it is like to be someone living at the margin of society. They should be aware that by bringing their existing stereotypes and feelings of empathy to the activity they risk reinforcing beliefs that may be distorted or wrong.
They should also know that stereotypes are (useful) generalisations about a group of people but that they should be used with caution as there will be wide variation within the group and the generalisation will not apply to every individual. For more information about stereotypes see the background information section on Discrimination and Intolerance at www.coe.int/compass.

Variations

The instructions suggest people work individually, but the activity can be done in small groups or with the whole group according to the number of cameras available to take pictures.

Instead of making individual posters, all the pictures can then be put together to make an exhibition or slide show entitled “Lives at the margin”.

Instead of making the pictures, ask participants on their return to make up an imaginary story about the person, or perform a mime.

If you want participants to put themselves in someone else’s shoes, then give the participants new shoes as well as new glasses! Different languages may have different expressions to suggest that people try to imagine themselves as and empathise with someone else.

The activity as described asks participants to imagine how someone who is disadvantaged or marginalised lives, and then to go out and try to see the world through their eyes. An alternative is to go out and observe and then to use imagination to build a picture of them. Explain that normally in our everyday lives we are very busy and don’t generally take a lot of notice of other people. Now they are going to look very carefully! Tell participants to go out into the town and within 5 minutes they must choose someone to follow. Emphasise that they should behave discreetly and not embarrass their target. It can be anyone they think looks “interesting”, preferably someone whose life is very different from their own. Tell the participants that they must make a mental note of their very first impression and the reason they chose that particular person. Now they should follow their target and observe them carefully and try to imagine who they are and build up a picture of their life, for instance:

- What might their name be?
- How old are they?
- What are they doing?
- Where are they going?
- Where do they live?
- Do they have a partner or family, or are they single?
- Are they employed? What is their job? Or are they unemployed?
- What might make them happy?
- Do they have hobbies? What might they be?
- What do they like to eat and drink?

Agree that after, for example, 30 minutes everyone returns to share their experiences. They can talk about, or illustrate their target’s life in words and pictures.

You may like to use the roles listed in the activity “Take a step forward” on page 289. It makes both a good introduction to the activity or an appropriate follow-up.

Suggestions for follow up

In “Take a step forward” on page 289 you can feel the way inequality of opportunity affects people’s lives.

In the activity “Tale of two cities” on page 294 you can explore the way the choices we make about financing social welfare affect community life.
To get out of their situation at the margins of society, people need a job with a decent wage. This can be difficult if you are, for instance, disabled or an immigrant. You can explore some of the issues in the activity “I want to work” on page 198.

I ideas for action
Do the activity with family, friends or colleagues and start a discussion about human rights.

You can also check your assumptions about marginalised people by arranging to meet some of them, for example through a Living Library project or, if you are interested in homeless people or refugees, by visiting a shelter or an asylum centre. Alternatively you could contact a youth worker or social worker working with marginalised people and ask them to tell you about the realities of the people they work with.

Further information
In the context of this activity we use the term “disadvantaged” to mean individuals, or a group of people, who are not able to support themselves, are not self sufficient and have to rely on financial support. Thus they are poor. Examples might include a single mother, an immigrant or a person with disabilities. People are often “disadvantaged” because mainstream society acts in ways that “disadvantages” them. These people and groups see themselves as disadvantaged to the extent that they are denied access to healthcare, education, information and employment, compared with those in the mainstream of society. Disadvantaged people may also feel a lack of autonomy, incentive, responsibility and self-respect. Barriers to self sufficiency can include the unavailability of resources, for example, lack of employment, capital or accessibility of public transportation for physically disabled people. Inaccessibility is another barrier: cost, poor design, distance, lack of publicity and society's regard for a group. A resource may also be inaccessible because it is disliked or distasteful to a certain group or may run counter to its own values. Those people who are “disadvantaged” may or may not also be living at “the margin of society”.

When we use the term “the margins of society” we refer to a conceptual rather than a physical location. Essentially people living at the margin of society are excluded from participating in society. Examples of people living at the margin may include prisoners, the homeless, the incurably mentally ill or certain groups, for instance the Roma. For example, a homeless person may not be able to register to vote because they cannot provide a mailing address. This may mean that they lose out on voting on key issues that might affect them; they remain outside of society because they don’t have a say in how they are governed or in the services provided for them. Another example could be someone who is illiterate who becomes an outcast because they are unable to fill out support claim forms or job applications.

The Living Library is an idea that started in Denmark in the year 2000 and is now promoted by the Council of Europe through its book, Don’t judge a book by its cover! A Living Library works exactly like a normal library – readers come and borrow a “book” for a limited period of time. After reading it they return the Book to the library and – if they want – they can borrow another Book. There is only one difference: the Books in the Living Library are human beings, and the Books and readers enter into a personal dialogue. The Books in the Living Library are people representing groups frequently confronted with prejudices and stereotypes, and who are often victims of discrimination or social exclusion.

For further reading about the framework for describing disadvantage and issues for social action you can consult: What is a “Disadvantaged Group?” by Steven E. Mayer, Ph.D www.effectivecommunities.com/articles

Note
This activity was developed from one created and tested by the participants of the training course Human Rights Education and Informality: How you act in informal times and moments in a Human Rights Education perspective? - Association Intercultura, Dinan, France, May 2009. The variation was developed out of an experience with Blast Theory / Rider Spoke. http://www.blast-theory.co.uk
Children’s rights

In a disparate world, children are a unifying force capable of bringing us all together in support of a common ethic.

Graça Machel-Mandela

Complexity  Level 2
Group size  Any (small groups: 3-4)
Time  60 minutes
Themes  • Children
        • General Human Rights
        • Education

Overview  This activity uses diamond ranking to promote discussion about the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), including:
        • Fundamental human rights and the special rights of the child under the CRC
        • Duties and responsibilities under the Convention
        • How to claim the rights

Related rights  • The rights of the child (all)
               • The right to express freely views on all matters affecting him/her
               • The right to protection from economic exploitation
               • The right to rest and leisure and to enjoy his / her own culture

Objectives  • To provide knowledge about the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)
            • To develop skills to review information critically and relate it to everyday experience
            • To stimulate feelings of responsibility, solidarity, justice and equality

Materials  • Statement cards - one set per small group
        • A large sheet of paper to make a wall chart and marker pens
        • Enough space for small groups to work independently

Preparation  • Refer to the abridged version of the CRC on page 471.
              List the Articles on the large sheet of paper to make a wall chart.
              • Review the statement cards provided below and refer to the CRC. Decide which Articles will promote the most interesting discussion with your particular group. Consider which issues are most relevant to the group members and which will be the most controversial. If appropriate, choose other Rights and make your own cards.
              • Prepare one set of cards for each small group. Put each set in an envelope so that they don’t get mixed up!

Instructions
1. Start with a brief review of the CRC. Ask what people know about it. Point out the wall chart and go over the main Articles.
2. Ask participants to get into small groups of three to four people. Hand out the envelopes with the statement cards.
3. Explain the diamond ranking procedure. Each small group is to discuss the nine statements and consider how relevant each one is to their own lives. They should then arrange them in a diamond pattern in order of importance to them. They should lay the most important statement on the table. Underneath it, they should lay, side by side, the two next most important statements. Underneath these, they should lay out the next three statements of moderate importance. The fourth row should have two cards and the fifth row one card, the statement that they thought was the least important. In this way the cards will lie in the shape of a diamond.

4. Give the groups 25 minutes to discuss and decide the order of ranking.

5. When all the small groups have finished, let people walk around the room to see how each group ranked the statements. Then call everyone into plenary for a debriefing.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start by inviting each group in turn to present the results of their discussions. Then go on to review how participants enjoyed the activity and what they learned.

- How do the different groups’ diamonds compare? What are the similarities and differences?
- Why do different people have different priorities?
- People can say that a particular right is more important than another in my community, but it is not correct to say that one right is more important than another per se. Why?
- As a result of listening to others, do any of the groups wish to reconsider their own decisions about the ranking of the cards? Which arguments were the most persuasive?
- In general, which rights are not respected in your community, and why?
- Are there any rights which are not in the Convention that you think should be included?
- Why do children need their own Convention?
- If children should have their own Convention, is there not a case for a Convention for young people aged 18 to 30? If so, what special rights should such a convention for young people contain?
- It is one thing for children to have rights under the CRC, but, in reality, how realistic is it for them to claim them?
- How can children claim their rights?
- If participation in the democratic process is one way for people to claim their rights, what can the participants do now to begin to “claim their rights” at home and in their school or club? Which rights are particularly relevant to the young people in the group?
- Is the “mosquito” device designed to dispel young people from public places used anywhere in your town? Which rights of young people does it violate?
- To whom, in your society, can children turn, if they know of serious violations of their rights?

Tips for facilitators

There is more information about diamond ranking in the section, “How to use the manual” on page 45 of chapter 1. Point out to the groups that there are no right and wrong ways in which to order the cards. They should recognise that different people have different experiences and therefore different priorities and these should be respected. Nonetheless, they should try, in each of their small groups, to come to a consensus about the order. After all, in real life, issues have to be prioritised and decisions made in the best interests of all!

In the instructions to the participants and in the evaluation, make sure that the participants understand that prioritisation should be according to the relevance of the rights to the participants’ lives. It does not make sense to talk about prioritising the importance of rights as such. Human rights are indivisible and, therefore it is not correct to state that the right to education is more important than freedom of speech. But it is correct to state that in my community the right to education is more important because we have no school although we do have a free press.
Variations
Instead of providing nine Articles to be ranked, you can provide eight and leave one card blank for the groups to identify the ninth themselves.

Put the statement cards in a hat and ask people in turn to take one out and to talk about it for one minute. Refer to the activity, “Just a minute” on page 204 for information on this method.

Ask the small groups to write a short story or to present a short role-play of an incident relating to selected Articles. Alternatively, the stories/role-plays could be based on events from the media: something heard or seen in a film or theatre, or read in a book or magazine. The role-plays can be developed so that participants start with the incident and go on to improvise solutions or ways to prevent the incident in particular, or the violation in general, from happening again.

Suggestions for follow-up
Invite someone who is familiar with the CRC, such as a judge, a solicitor, a state attorney, the head of a child help-line, a child psychologist or someone from the ombudsman’s office, to talk to the group. Before the talk, conduct a brainstorm of abuses of children’s human rights, for example, child abuse, sexual exploitation, neglect and bullying. Find out from the speaker who in the local community has a duty of care and responsibility, for example, parents, police, help-lines, social workers, etc. Also, get advice on how to take action if they witness a violation, especially if it is something as serious as a neighbour maltreating their children. Such issues need to be tackled with care, concern and caution.

Take an issue that is of concern to the group and ask them to discuss it and to explore more precisely how they think their rights are being infringed. They should also address how the infringed right should be balanced against other people’s rights. They could take a further step and contribute to the debate on debatepedia. Suggested topics include: using sanctions to end child labour, do off-spring have the right to know their biological parents?, condoms in schools, student cell phones in schools, should the voting age be reduced?, lowering of the drinking age. See these and other issues debated at http://debatepedia.idebate.org/en/index.php?Category:Youth

Find out more about the Council of Europe’s work with young people; put “Building a Europe for and with Children” into your search engine.

Take a good look various issues relating to youth participation through the activity, “On the ladder” on page 244.

Children and young people often feel discriminated against. If the group would like to explore issues about discrimination, they may like to do the activity, “All equal - all different” on page 97.

Ideas for Action
If you are working in a school, get the pupils to review the school’s management policies and curriculum to see how well it meets its duties and responsibilities in relation to the CRC. For example, does it provide education that is directed to the development of the child’s personality, talents and abilities, or is there too much emphasis on cramming for exams? Do pupils have the right to express views freely on all matters affecting them? Are the pupils’ views given due weight? In other words, is there a school council and how effective is it? Is school discipline administered in a manner consistent with the child’s dignity? How does the school deal with racist incidents and bullying? Discuss where there is room for improvement
and what measures could and should be taken to address the issues. Look at the section on “Taking action” and plan a project. Be careful not to rush into things or do things in ways that will (unnecessarily) upset the teachers, especially if they might resent you wresting power from them!

If you are working in a youth club or organisation, get the members to review the management policies and the opportunities for participation.

Contribute to the debates on http://debatepedia.idebate.org (category: youth)

Further information

For the full text of the Convention, relevant UNICEF documents, published annually, on the state of the world’s children, and other books and publications relating to children’s rights, see the references in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass, the section on Children.

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has called for a ban on acoustic “youth dispersal” (mosquito) devices. At its meeting in June 2010 the Assembly called for a ban on all acoustic devices which discriminate against young people, such as the Mosquito “youth dispersal” device which emits a powerful sound signal audible to almost everybody under 20, but few over 25, in order to prevent young people from loitering. In a recommendation that was unanimously adopted the Assembly, which brings together parliamentarians from all the member states of the Council of Europe, said the “highly offensive” device discriminates against young people, treating them as if they are “unwanted birds or pests”. It could also breach human rights, such as the rights to private life or freedom of assembly and may constitute degrading treatment because it inflicts “acoustic pain”.

“Children’s rights

“"If 16-year-olds are old enough to drink the water polluted by the industries that you regulate, if 16-year-olds are old enough to breathe the air ruined by garbage burners that government built, if 16-year-olds are old enough to walk on the streets made unsafe by terrible drugs and crime policies, if 16-year-olds are old enough to live in poverty in the richest country in the world, if 16-year-olds are old enough to get sick in a country with the worst public health care programs in the world, and if 16-year-olds are old enough to attend school districts that you underfund, than 16-year-olds are old enough to play a part in making them better”

Rebecca Tilsen, 14, testifying to the Minnesota House sub-committee in 1991 regarding lowering the voting age.
Handouts

Statement cards

Copy the following Articles and cut them out to make the statement cards.

The child has the right to express freely views on all matters affecting him/her, and the child's views should be given due weight. The child has the right to freedom of expression.

The right of the child to freedom of thought, conscience and religion shall be respected. The child has the right to freedom of association and peaceful assembly.

No child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his/her privacy, family, home or correspondence. The child should be protected from unlawful attacks on his/her honour and reputation.

Parents have the prime responsibility for the upbringing and development of the child.

The child has the right to education. The State shall make primary education compulsory and available and free to all. School discipline shall be administered in a manner consistent with the child's dignity. Education should be directed towards the development of the child's personality, talents and abilities, towards the development of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, towards the development of a responsible life in a free society in the spirit of peace, friendship, understanding, tolerance and equality, and towards the development of respect for the natural environment.

The child has the right to rest and leisure, to play and participate freely in cultural life and the arts.

The child shall be protected from economic exploitation and from performing work that is hazardous to his/her life and development. The child shall be protected from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse, the use of children in prostitution or other unlawful sexual practices, in pornographic performances and materials.

The State shall take all feasible measures to protect and care for children affected by armed conflict.

Every child accused of having committed an offence or crime should be guaranteed to be presumed innocent until proven guilty, to have legal assistance in the presenting of his/her case, not to be compelled to give testimony or to confess guilt, to have his/her privacy fully respected, and to be dealt with in a manner appropriate to his/her age, circumstances and well-being. Neither capital punishment nor life imprisonment without possibility of release shall be imposed for offences committed by children below the age of 18.
Denial and Distortion

To forget would not only be dangerous but offensive; to forget the dead would be akin to killing them a second time.

Elie Wiesel

Complexity Level 3
Group size 12 - 35
Time 90 minutes
Themes
• Democracy
• Discrimination and Intolerance
• Remembrance

Overview
This activity engages participants in a reflection upon the way in which certain historical events are not fully recognised, are instrumentalised or their importance is minimised.

Related rights
• The right to freedom from discrimination
• The right to freedom of opinion and information
• The right to education

Objectives
• To raise awareness about intentional or ignorant manifestations of denial and distortion of certain historical events
• To encourage reflection upon the consequences of denial and distortion of historical events
• To inspire to take action to combat denial and distortion of certain historical events.

Materials
• Flipchart paper, pens and markers (equal to the number of participants)
• Four tables and enough space to move around

Preparation
• Glue together two flipchart sheets for each table (eight flipchart sheets in total)

Instructions
1. Explain that in this activity the participants will have a critical look at historical memory and, more specifically, at the way in which denying or distorting certain parts of our historical past impacts our societies and ourselves.

   If this topic is not very familiar for the participants, the trainer can offer some examples such as Holocaust denial – for example, questioning the reality of concentration/extermination camps (despite vast evidence); Holocaust distortion – for example, attempts to minimize the role played by collaborators in different countries; distortion of the history of slavery – for example, depicting that slaves were treated like family (which was never the case) and trying to cover up the dehumanizing treatment of the people who were trafficked against their will and exploited; downplaying the dangers to which asylum seekers and refugees faced in their countries (or will face if deported back).

2. Ask participants to form groups of 4-5 people and discuss the following questions:
   • Is there a part of your country’s history that the government or certain political/ideological groups are actively trying to hide or deny or downplay?
   • Are there “national heroes” who are celebrated, while ignoring the fact that they were perpetrators of certain groups?
   • Are there extremist groups who are trying to cast past atrocities such as slavery, the Holocaust or other genocides as historical events which had “also positive” sides?
• Is there a part of your personal history or your family’s history that is denied, distorted or
dismissed by other people or by the larger society? If so, how does that make you feel?

3. Invite the participants to a silent discussion on four tables, with the overarching topic:
What are the consequences of denial and distortion of historical events? Put one big
sheet of paper (you can glue together two flip chart sheets) on each of the three table
and write, in the middle, one question on each of them:
• How are victims and survivors of a particular historical event affected by denial and distortion?
• How are the people who did not live through that historical event affected by denial
and distortion?
• How are the descendants of the victims and survivors affected by denial and distortion?
• How is the progress of society affected by denial and distortion?

4. Make sure that there is enough distance between the tables for participants to move
around. Put 6-7 markers/pencils on each table and invite the participants to walk around
and write their reflections for each of the four questions. They can “discuss” by engaging
with the texts written by the other participants: they can comment, make links, but they
should not erase or write over what is written. If they disagree with a certain remark,
they can comment next to it. The same if they agree with it. The participants are not al-
lowed to talk during this activity. They can start with any table they want and continue
with the rest. They should visit each table several times and read what was written in
the meantime by the other participants. Each participant can write as many times as
they want on each table. Allow 20-30 minutes for this part, depending on the size and
engagement of the group.

Debriefing and evaluation
• Was it difficult to identify instances of denial and distortion of historical events?
• Were you surprised by the examples offered by the other participants?
• Have you experienced denial or distortion of something you lived through? How did you
feel/how would you feel if you had?
• How did you feel “discussing” in silence?
• Have you ever thought about the impact of denial and distortion of historical events
upon our democratic societies? What can be their long-term impact?
• What are the highlights of the silent discussion for you?
• What do you think can be done to counter denial and distortion of historical events?

Tips for facilitators
During the silent discussion part, you might need to make sure that the participants do not
all start at the same table and that it is clear for them that they are not allowed to speak.
Observe them and, if you notice that most of them stop writing/reading at some point move
to debriefing. You might want to put some background music during this part. If you do so,
keep it on low volume and choose tracks that are only instrumental, as it might be difficult for
some people to focus otherwise.

The participants might have experienced denial and distortion or at least dismissal of
something they went through, especially if they are refugees or belong to various groups
that have a long history of being discriminated. When the participants are invited to share
personal experiences in the debriefing discussion, the trainer should be ready to offer the
emotional support and the time needed for the participants to share their stories if they are
willing to do it.
Variations
Rather than leaving participants to address different historical events, you might want to focus on a single event, but if your participants come from different countries, make sure to choose an event to which everyone can relate.

You can replace the silent discussion part with group discussion based on the same questions, followed by reporting in the plenary.

Suggestions for follow up
The participants can further engage in the activity “Where do you stand”, which invites them to stand up for their opinions.

Ideas for action
Initiate a campaign to report denial and distortion on social media.

Further information
Hiding historical truth, distorting it, trivializing suffering, casting past atrocities as “positive” events are all forms of dehumanisation and re-victimisation. Unfortunately, these phenomena can be often encountered, at different levels in our societies. When it comes to the Holocaust, there is an impressive amount of evidence and documentation, but this seems to not be enough, as manifestations of Holocaust distortion is still present, even in the mainstream discourses. Holocaust distortion is a form of antisemitism and it is linked with nationalist worldviews and attempts to whitewash the past, in order to maintain the narrative of a glorious and positive history of one’s nation.

Holocaust denial refers to situations in which people try to advance the idea that the Holocaust never happened. But given the sheer amount of evidence of the Holocaust, it becomes very difficult for Holocaust deniers to make their case. That is why they engage in Holocaust distortion. They admit that the Holocaust happened, but they make excuses for it or minimise its impact. For example, by:
- saying that it is not relevant to a nation’s history because it was perpetrated by “the Germans” (thus completely ignoring the role played by collaborators) or the other way around, they shift the sole blame onto other nations, while ignoring German responsibility;
- blaming the Jews for causing their own genocide or accuse them of using the Holocaust for some manner of gain (financial gain or related to the establishment of the state of Israel);
- gross minimisation of the number of victims or the use of the term to refer to present-day phenomena which are not related in any meaningful way to the Holocaust;
- glorifying Holocaust perpetrators or making efforts to rehabilitate their reputation;
- casting the Holocaust as a positive historical event.

Sometimes Holocaust distortion happens because people are ignorant; other times, it is done intentionally, by individuals or by state institutions. Regardless of the motive, Holocaust distortion is deeply insulting to the victims and survivors of the Holocaust and, at the same time, it threatens our democratic values. That is why we need to take measures to identify it and counteract it, especially considering the fertile ground for its spreading provided by social media and the decrease in press freedom around the world.

The European Court of Human Rights has held that Holocaust denial is not protected by the European Convention on Human Rights.
## Different wages

*Equal pay for equal work!*

| Themes                      | • Work  
|                            | • Gender  
|                            | • Discrimination and Intolerance  
| Complexity                  | Level 2  
| Group size                  | 6+  
| Time                        | 60 minutes  
| Overview                    | This is a simulation that confronts people with the realities of the labour market. It addresses issues of  
|                            | • Different wages for the same job  
|                            | • Discrimination in the workplace  
|                            | • Policies of low pay for young workers  
| Related rights              | • The right to desirable work and to join trade unions  
|                            | • The right to fair wages and equal pay for equal work  
|                            | • The right not to be discriminated against on the grounds of age and sex  
| Objectives                  | • To confront participants with the realities of discrimination in the workplace  
|                            | • To develop skills to respond to injustice and defend rights  
|                            | • To promote solidarity, equality and justice  
| Materials                   | • 1 copy of the “Workers’ wage rates”  
|                            | • Labels, one for each participant / worker  
|                            | • Money tokens. You can use the Compass money on page 362.  
| Preparation                 | • Prepare the labels. These should state only the sex and age of the workers. Use the list of workers’ wage rates for reference.  
|                            | • Think of a concrete task that participants can do. Collect together any equipment or materials that they will need in order to do the work.  

### Instructions

1. Explain to the participants that they are workers and have to do some work for their employer (you!). They should not worry; everyone will be paid. You don’t agree with slavery!
2. Hand out the labels at random, one to each participant.
3. Explain the task and make sure everyone knows what they have to do.
4. Let people get on with the work!
5. When the tasks are all completed, ask people to queue up to be paid. Pay each person according to their age and sex as laid out in the list of workers’ wage rates. You should count the money out aloud so everyone can hear and all are aware of how much each of the others is getting.
6. If participants start to question or complain, give brief “reasons”, but avoid being drawn into discussion.
7. You will have to use your own judgement about how far to go, but stop when you believe it is beginning to get too heated! Give everyone time to calm down and to get out of role, and then sit in a circle for the debriefing.
Debriefing and evaluation

Take the discussion in stages. Start with a review of the simulation itself:

• How did it feel to receive more (or less) than other workers even though everyone did exactly the same task?
• Why did some people receive more (or less) than others? What were the criteria?
• How did it feel to get more than others? How did it feel to get less than others?
• Does this sort of discrimination happen in places of work in your country or community?

Next, talk about remuneration on the basis of sex:

• Can different pay for the same job, when done by a man and a woman, be justified? Why? Why not? When?
• What if a man does the job better than a woman? Is that reason enough for paying the woman less?
• If a man is more qualified than the woman, does it follow that he should be paid more?
• Do you think that there are jobs that should be done exclusively by men? Why? Why not? If yes, which jobs?
• Do you think that there are jobs that should be done exclusively by women? Why? Why not? If yes, which jobs?
• Do you think that the practice of affirmative action (or positive discrimination) can be justified in order to change social attitudes?

Finally, go on to talk about remuneration on the basis of age:

• Is there a policy for different wages on the basis of age in your country? If not, do you think there should be?
• What is the rationale for applying this kind of policy, especially in the case of young people?
• Which human rights have been violated or are at stake in the activity?
• How can people claim these rights?

Tips for facilitators

If you need to add or to delete some workers from the list, make sure that you still have a balance of sexes and people of different ages. If the group is large or if you want to get into a deeper discussion about the two different types of discrimination, it is a good idea to sub-divide the group into two groups. Then one group can take the task of discussing discrimination on the grounds of sex and the other discrimination on the grounds of age.

What sorts of tasks are suitable for this activity? It should be exactly the same task for every worker. Also try to choose something that can be done by several people at the same time, so it does not become tedious for people to wait and watch. Think about the following:

• If you want to go outdoors, can it be done during the season of the year?
• Do you have the space?
• Can it be done equally easily and well by people of different ages and by both men and women?
• Is it safe?
• Will people feel embarrassed or refuse on ethical grounds?
• How long will it take?
• Does it require many skills?
• How can it be repeated several times over?
Examples of tasks:
- Clean the blackboard/whiteboard and neatly write a given phrase on it.
- Take books off a shelf and put them in a box. Carry the box to the other side of the room and unpack the books onto a second bookshelf.
- Make an origami (aeroplane or simple hat).
- Clean the working room or a defined area of the garden.
- Collect litter or rubbish from a defined area in the neighbourhood.
- Wash the windows of the school/building where you meet or wash the teachers’/trainers’ cars!
- Collect three different types of leaves and mount them on a piece of paper.
- Look up the definition of a word and write it on a piece of paper. (If you choose different words, each relating to human rights, then at the end you may have a short glossary of terms!)

When you are paying out and have to give explanations for the different salaries, you will have to think up “reasons”. They can be grounded in what actually happened or they can be ridiculous. For example:
- Someone who stumbled gets less
- Someone who smiled and looked happy gets more
- It’s Friday!

Variations
Instead of the facilitator paying out the money, two participants can be the cashiers.

Depending on the task you have chosen, you can set a time limit for completion, such as in a factory. If the task is very simple, or you have fewer than six players, you could have three or four rounds, each round representing one day’s work. After each round, the workers go to the bank, sign a document and get their salary for the day. Expect that some participants will quickly realise how unfair the wages are and will complain. In this case you could sack them and tell the remaining workers that they will have to work harder. Be prepared that at this point the workers may call a strike. Beware that the participants don’t get carried away and be sure that you keep your sights on the original learning objectives.

If you do not feel it appropriate to do this activity as a simulation you could adapt the information to use as a basis for discussion. Make a “fact sheet” for each worker with information about the work they do, their age, sex and remuneration. You could also include other details such as educational background and professional experience. Alternatively, you could develop a few in-depth case studies for different workers. However, you should be aware that discussion alone will not stimulate the strong emotional response that you get through experiencing the simulation.

Suggestions for follow-up
If the group enjoys role playing and would like to explore the role of trade unions in defending workers’ rights for fair pay and conditions, you may like to do the activity “Trade union meeting” on page 320. The role play activity “Work and babies” on page 343 looks at equality issues in the workplace and women’s rights.

Ideas for action
Inform yourselves about the workers’ rights and the law in your country. If you work for pocket money (in the evenings, at the weekend or during the holidays), make sure you know about your rights as a worker; for example, do you get a higher rate of pay at night and at the weekend? Are you insured? Is the equipment you use in good order and are the health and safety regulations being followed? Find out about the consequences of working “black”, that is, when neither you nor your employer declare the work to the tax authorities.
Further Information

Because women earn less, on average, than men, they must work longer for the same amount of pay. To illustrate this, European Equal Pay Day is observed on a Tuesday because Tuesday represents how far into the week women must work to earn what men earned the previous week.

The issues about inequality of workers' remuneration are different in different countries and also different depending on whether the issue is age or sex discrimination. Discrimination on a gender basis is nothing more than evidence of discrimination against women. Historically, women have been disadvantaged in the social, political and economic spheres. Examples of discrimination against women in the workplace include discrimination during the selection and interviewing of job applicants, discrimination in relation to promotion prospects and the fact that, on average, they get lower wages than men. It is a violation of the right to fair remuneration when women receive less than men do for doing the same job.

As workers, young people should also receive fair remuneration. However, here the situation is complex and differs from country to country. In general, the unemployment rate for young people is higher than for adults.

Although the principle of equal work for equal pay is generally upheld, youth remuneration is often held to be a special case and many countries have policies that allow young workers to be paid less than an adult for the same job. These policies are justified on two grounds. On the one hand, there is the aim to discourage young people from entering the labour market and to encourage them to stay at school to gain a good education. On the other hand, it should still be attractive for employers to hire inexperienced and low-skilled young workers, especially the ever-increasing numbers of school drop-outs, who otherwise would be “loose on the streets”, getting into trouble and being a burden on the state. The application of this kind of policy and its success in decreasing youth unemployment varies from country to country.

The European Committee of Social Rights (the implementation body of the European Social Charter) does not view low pay for young people as incompatible with the guarantee of a fair wage so long as the difference is reasonable and the gap closes quickly. For example, a wage 30% lower than the adult starting wage is seen as acceptable for fifteen to sixteen-year-olds. However, for sixteen to eighteen-year-olds, the difference may not exceed 20%.

Youth wages are not always low. In fact there are a lot of well educated young people who earn a lot of money - too much in the eyes of some people! For example, young people flourish in the sectors based on new technologies and receive far higher remuneration than older workers who are close to retirement age.

Right to Fair Remuneration

**International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article 7**
The States party to the present Covenant recognise the right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work, which ensure, in particular:

(a) Remuneration which provides all workers, as a minimum, with:

(i) Fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value, without distinction of any kind, in particular women being guaranteed conditions of work not inferior to those enjoyed by men, with equal pay for equal work.

**European Social Charter**

Article 7 (5) The right of children and young persons to protection of fair remuneration for young workers and apprentices.

Article 8 (3) The right of employed women to protection for non-discrimination between men and women workers in respect of remuneration.
**Handouts**

Workers’ wage rates according to sex and age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Pay in Ems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>35 years</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22 years</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>32 years</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19 years</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26 years</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24 years</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>37 years</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23 years</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Do we have alternatives?

I really wish I could have talked to someone about it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group size</td>
<td>9 – 24 (3 sub-groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themes</td>
<td>Peace and Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>This is a role-play activity that addresses issues of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bullying</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Related rights | Freedom from degrading treatment |
|                | The right to dignity           |
|                | The right to be protected from all forms of physical or mental violence |

| Objectives     | To develop knowledge and understanding about the causes and consequences of bullying |
|                | To develop skills to confront the problem |
|                | To create empathy with the victims of bullying |

| Materials      | Copies of the scenes to be role-played (one scene per group) |
|                | One copy of the sheet of “real stories” |
|                | Space to perform the role plays |

Instructions

1. Introduce the activity. Explain that they are going to work in small groups to make short role-plays on the theme of bullying.
2. Carry out a brief brainstorming session on “What is bullying?” to ensure that everyone agrees about what bullying is, knows the different forms it can take, and that it can happen in any school, college, club, organisation or workplace.
3. Divide the participants into three sub-groups and assign one of the scenes to each group.
   Give them 15 minutes to rehearse and prepare their role-plays.
4. Once they are ready, ask each group, in turn, to present their scene.
5. Leave any comments until all groups have presented their scenes and then come together into plenary for discussion.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start by reviewing the role-plays.

- Where did the groups get the material to develop their scenes? Was it from stories or films about bullying, or was it based on experience?
- Were the scenes realistic?
- In scene 1, which things that people said were constructive and helped the situation and which things hindered the situation?
- In relation to scene 2, how easy is it to talk frankly with a friend who is also a bully. In general, what techniques would tend to have a positive effect and what tactics would tend to have a negative effect?
• In relation to scene 3, how easy is it to talk frankly with a friend who is being bullied? What is the best way to find solutions that are acceptable to the victim?

Now ask for three participants to volunteer to read out the three “real stories”. Ask for general comments about the cases and then go on to talk about the causes of bullying, how it can be tackled and about the rights involved.
• How do you think it feels to be bullied?
• Is the person being bullied responsible for it?
• Why do bullies bully? For example, are they trying to prove something by abusing other people?
• Is bullying a form of violence?
• Is bullying about power?
• Is bullying inevitable?
• If you are friends with someone who is being bullied, should you inform an authority figure, even though your friend told you about their problem in confidence?
• What are the most common prejudices against people who are being bullied?
• Who is responsible for controlling a problem of bullying?
• What would you have done if you were the person being bullied?
• What should be done with bullies? How can they learn to stop bullying? Should they be punished?
• Which human rights were at stake in the different case stories?

Tips for facilitators
Bullying may be direct or indirect. Direct bullying means behaviour such as name-calling, teasing, pushing or pulling someone about, hitting or attacking, taking bags and other possessions and throwing them around, forcing someone to hand over money or possessions, and attacking or threatening someone because of their religion, colour, disability or habit. Indirect bullying is behaviour such as spreading rumours with the intention that the victim will become socially isolated. Such behaviours are mostly initiated by one or more people against a specific victim or victims. In both direct and indirect bullying, the basic component is physical or psychological intimidation which occurs systematically over time and creates an on-going pattern of harassment and abuse.

If you are working with an outreach group or in a club, college or workplace you may want to adapt the scenes to suit your particular situation. Be aware of the young people in your group and any personal experiences of bullying. Form the groups and share out the scenes accordingly.

Variations
Instead of role playing, the three groups can analyse each scene and explain how they will solve the problem.

You could choose to concentrate on one of the scenes and give each group the same scenario to work on. Thus each group will present their own version of the story with their different possible solutions and alternatives. The advantage is that you should get greater insights into the issues and more solutions to the problem.

If you are short of time or do not have space for role play, you can use the real stories as cases for discussion in small groups. Ask people to reflect on the situations and to propose possible concrete solutions and alternatives, and to consider what they would do if they were the person being bullied?
Suggestions for follow-up

Find out if there are any programmes locally that train peer educators (young volunteers) in conflict mediation. Ask a speaker to come to talk to the group and consider the possibility of setting up a system of peer mediators in your school, college or club.

If you are interested in examples of good practice of peer education then look at “The peacemaker project in Offenbach, Germany, an example for peer mediation in schools”, section 5.1 in Domino.

If you want to look at cyberbullying, then take a look at the activity “My life is not a show” on page 240. Alternatively, the group may like to develop an anti-bullying policy for their school or organisation. The method described in the activity “Responding to racism” on page 262 of how to develop an anti-racist policy is also appropriate for developing an anti-bullying policy.

In “Stories told by young people” section 4 of Domino, you can read Gabor’s story about how he was bullied at school because he was Jewish. You could use it to start a discussion about antisemitism or to ask the question, “What would you do in this situation?”

Ideas for action

Find a group or association that works to address bullying in your country, and offer your support.

If you have a particularly creative group, suggest they script their own scenes and then perform them for others.

Members of the group could also lead or organise a debate in their own schools or communities on the topic of bullying.

Together with other friends, create a support group in your own school or community to help young people who are being bullied.

Further information

Bullies sometimes don’t understand how bad they make the person feel. Maybe they think they are just teasing someone or playing silly jokes on them and it is just “a good laugh”! It may have started out that way, but over a couple of days or weeks it starts to upset the person they are making fun out of. Sometimes bullies think that picking on people makes them look cool. They could be jealous of someone or what they look like. Maybe they are used to getting a lot of attention and if someone takes their lime light then they don’t like it, so they hurt the person. Often bullies lack social skills and don’t know how to be a good friend. Bullies may have problems at home; when people witness violence or people being nasty to each other at home, they copy what they see. They feel bad about things and want to hurt other people to make them feel bad too. Corporal punishment may also lead to bullying because it teaches children that violence is an acceptable and appropriate strategy for resolving conflict or getting people to do what they want. You can read about the Council of Europe’s campaign to stop spanking here: www.coe.int “Abolishing corporal punishment of children, questions and answers”.

Bullies need help; they need to understand the reasons why they are bullying and to learn how to change their behaviour, especially how to manage their feelings in ways that don’t hurt other people, and how to be assertive in order to get what they want. Getting involved in practical activities where they can find new interests that will take them away from bullying and where they can show their talents will help them to develop self esteem and to be able to think of themselves as someone who is a good person who doesn’t hurt others.

For more information, see: www.bullying.co.uk , www.bullying.org, www.bullyonline.org or put “bullying” into your search engine.

Sources
www.bullying.co.uk
www.bullying.org
www.bullyonline.org
www.b bullybusters.org.uk
www.kidshealth.org
www.teenhelp.org
www.breaktheabusecycle.com
Do we have alternatives?

Handouts
Scenes for the role-plays

Scene 1
A student turns to people in authority and tries to explain that one of his/her classmates is being bullied. The head teacher is authoritarian and traditional. She thinks standards are slipping and has poor opinions about the general behaviour of young people these days. The class teacher does not want to assume responsibility for the situation. Other teachers underestimate the problem and do not recognise the bullies' behaviour for what it is. The representative of the local authority care service is concerned, but has too heavy a workload to be able to intervene now.

Scene 2
A group of students try to talk to a friend who is bullying a younger student.

Scene 3
Various students are gathered together talking about a friend who is being bullied by a group of older students. They would like to help their friend and analyse all the possible solutions to help him/her.

Real stories

Story 1
“I am 12 and I hate going to school because nobody likes me. There is a group of kids who call me names every time they can. They say that I am ugly and fat and that my parents should be ashamed of me. My best friend was her best friend until she has even made friends with some of the kids in this group. I hate her. I feel so lonely and I am scared that what they say about my parents is true.”

Rosanna

Story 2
“I started classes in a new college this year and from the first day I felt that some of the girls looked at me in a funny way. Then I realised that they were jealous because I was popular with the boys. Now I find little notes on my locker door threatening me. I also receive abusive phone calls at home. They have even stolen my books several times. Last week, I went to the toilet and three girls followed, they shouted at me, threatened me with a knife and told me that I should go study somewhere else and called me a whore. I cannot stand this any more. I am scared and angry. I tried to talk to the principal but she did not really listen to my problem. I don’t know what to do.”

Lisbeth

Story 3
“My best friend told me other students were bothering him at our school. Since I wanted to help him, I decided to go and talk to them but after I did this they started doing the same to me. Now we are both being bullied: they make fun of us, play dirty tricks and have threatened to beat us up. We have both decided to keep our mouths shut because we are scared things will get worse if we tell someone.”

Andrey
Domestic affairs

The police always come late - if they come at all.

Tracy Chapman

Themes
- Gender
- Peace and Violence
- Health

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
6 – 30 (small groups 2-6)

Time
120 minutes

Overview
Participants discuss case studies to analyse the causes of, and ways to prevent different types of domestic violence.

Related rights
- Right to life, liberty and personal security
- Freedom from torture and degrading treatment
- The right to equality before the law

Objectives
- To deepen awareness about different forms of domestic violence
- To develop skills to discuss and analyse human rights violations
- To promote empathy and the self-confidence to take a stand against domestic violence

Materials
- Large sheets of paper or a board and pens for the brainstorm and group work.
- Choose one or more of the case studies or write your own. Make enough copies for one per participant.
- Copies of the “Guidelines for group discussions” (one per small group)

Preparation
- Contact organisations active in the support of victims of domestic violence in your country or community.
- Consider carefully the issues related to domestic violence you wish to address during the activity, and be prepared to help any participants should any issue prove to be too personal.

Instructions
1. Introduce the topic by making a brainstorm of “the most common forms of violence in our neighbourhood”. Write down everything that the participants say but do not discuss anything at this stage. Leave the flipchart or board where everyone can see it.
2. Ask people to get into small groups of between two and six people per group. There should be at least three groups.
3. Hand out the copies of the case studies and the “Guidelines for group discussions”.
4. Give participants five minutes to read through the case studies. Stress that their discussions should be focused on these case studies. Participants should be aware that discussions about domestic violence can be very personal and that no one should feel under pressure to disclose more than they want.
5. Allow the participants one hour for their group work.
6. At the end, come into plenary and move on to the evaluation and debriefing.
Domestic affairs

Debriefing and evaluation
Start with a short review of how the group work went. Could the events in case studies have taken place in your town? How relevant were the questions? If different groups worked with different case studies, let the groups feedback on their analyses of the different crimes. Then go on to talk about the relevance to your lives:

• How prevalent is domestic violence in your community and in your country as a whole?
• Which human rights are at stake?
• What are the causes of domestic violence?
• Why is it that there are more cases of men being violent towards women than of women being violent towards men?
• How can domestic violence be stopped? What could/should be done by:
  – the public authorities?
  – the local community?
  – the people involved?
  – friends and neighbours?
• Reflect on the different forms of violence that have been discussed. Look again at the initial brainstorming list. Are there more points to add to the list?

Ask if anyone would like to work further on any of the issues raised and discuss how they would like to follow up or take action.

Tips for facilitators
Domestic violence and abuse does not discriminate. It happens among heterosexual couples and in same-sex partnerships. It occurs within all age ranges, ethnic backgrounds, and economic levels. And while women are more commonly victimised, men are also abused—especially verbally and emotionally. Domestic abuse, also known as spousal abuse, occurs when one person in an intimate relationship or marriage tries to dominate and control the other person. Domestic abuse that includes physical violence is called domestic violence.

The majority of violent domestic incidents are against women and occur at home, hence the title “Domestic affairs”. However, sometimes, if rarely, the abuser is a woman; therefore we have included Hans’ story.

When considering this activity, be aware of the need for sensitivity and anonymity/privacy (some participants may have personal experiences of domestic violence at home or in the family). Make it clear that no one should feel under pressure to disclose more than they want. You should feel free to change some of the details or to substitute other case studies in order to meet the needs of the participants.

Male participants may react strongly to the activity or to some of the discussions. It is important to bear in mind that the purpose is not to make men or boys feel guilty for what other men do. Nonetheless, some people argue that men are part of an oppressive patriarchal system and thus play a part in it, a postulate that can lead to some interesting discussions. You may also like to explore the consequences of men’s violence against women on the men themselves, both directly and indirectly.

Ending the session with a minute’s silence for the victims of domestic violence is a powerful way to close the activity and promote empathy and solidarity.

Variations
Some of the group could be set to begin to act out one of the scenes; the rest are the audience. The facilitator stops the play at intervals and invites the onlookers to suggest alternative behaviours that could have diffused the situation and lead to a positive outcome.
Suggestions for follow-up

The group could get in touch with the local police and find out what they do when they receive calls for help in cases of domestic violence. Another possibility is to contact their nearest women’s help organisation and invite a speaker to present facts and figures about the situation in their local community.

Another almost taboo subject in many countries is sexuality – and homosexuality in particular. If the group would like to explore these issues, they could look at the activity, “Let’s talk about sex”, on page 216.

Ideas for action

Contact a local women’s refuge or information centre or an organisation working for women’s rights and find out what their needs are and how you can help them.

Further information

Although women can be the abusers and abuse in same-sex relationships is gradually beginning to be acknowledged, the evidence is that, in the overwhelming number of cases, it is women and girls who are the victims of abuse by men. For this reason the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women (CEDAW) was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1993. It defines violence against women as “any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual, or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life”. It encompasses, but is not limited to “physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family, including battering, sexual abuse of female children in the household, dowry-related violence, marital rape, female genital mutilation and other traditional practices harmful to women; non-spousal violence and violence related to exploitation; physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general community, including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment and intimidation at work, in educational institutions and elsewhere; trafficking in women and forced prostitution; and physical, sexual and psychological violence perpetrated or condoned by the state, wherever it occurs”.

For information about CEDAW, see Chapter 5 on Gender at www.coe.int/compass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Type of violence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-birth</td>
<td>Sex-selective abortion; effects of battering during pregnancy on birth outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infancy</td>
<td>Female infanticide; physical, sexual and psychological abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childhood</td>
<td>Child marriage; female genital mutilation; physical, sexual and psychological abuse; incest; child prostitution and pornography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolescence and adulthood</td>
<td>Dating and courtship violence (e.g. acid-throwing and date rape); economically coerced sex (e.g. school girls having sex with “sugar daddies” in return for school fees); incest; sexual abuse in the workplace; rape; sexual harassment; forced prostitution and pornography; trafficking in women; partner violence; marital rape; dowry abuse and murders; partner homicide; psychological abuse; abuse of women with disabilities; forced pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly</td>
<td>Forced “suicide” or homicide of widows for economic reasons; sexual, physical and psychological abuse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Domestic violence

Violation of women’s human rights of is not something that only happens in war. It is something that happens first and foremost at home. “The ‘private’ nature of this violence is exactly what has always made and still makes intervention and action so difficult.”

Research consistently demonstrates that a woman is more likely to be injured, raped or killed by a current or former partner than by any other person. Domestic violence affects not only the woman but also the children, with a particularly high incidence amongst girls and young women.

Silent Witnesses exhibition

This activity was inspired by an exhibition on domestic violence and the murder of women, which was brought to the European Youth Centre Budapest by NANE Women’s Rights Association (Budapest, Hungary), including the stories about Eszter and Kati. This exhibition was aimed at raising public awareness of the dimensions and brutality of domestic violence and murder by telling the stories of murdered women, the “silent witnesses”.

Organising a Silent Witnesses exhibition can be a very practical and effective way of addressing domestic violence in your community, in your town or in your region. There are books on how to make the witnesses and how to organise the exhibition, including a book called “Results” which tells about the first years of the campaign in the USA and lists a handful of stories which could be used as examples. The website’s address is www.silentwitness.net. It also contains a long list of international contacts that already have such exhibits.

Europe’s first law specifically on gender-based violence.

The Organic Act on integrated protection measures against gender violence. On 22 December 2004, Spain adopted a law that provides for the creation of special courts and integral rehabilitation centres, improved assistance to victims, and a series of procedures aimed at protecting women under threat.

UN Special Rapporteur On Violence Against Women

In June 2009 the UN established the office of Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women. In 2010 the first appointee, Rashida Manjoo, produced the first thematic report submitted to the Human Rights Council on violence against women, its causes and consequences. See the report at www2.ohchr.org.

Additional resources on the Internet

- www.wave-network.org The European Information Centre Against Violence has a database of women’s help organisations throughout Europe.
- www.europeancentreonviolence.org is the European Women’s Lobby Centre on Violence Against Women’s website. It has extensive information about VAW (violence against women), including country reports.
- www.whiteribbon.ca The White Ribbon Campaign is “the largest effort of men working to end men’s violence against women”.
- www.europrofem.org EuroPRO-Fem, European Pro-feminist Men’s Network, is a network of organisations and projects of men concerned with male domination, violence and oppression of women.
- www.hotpeachpages.net The International Directory of Domestic Violence Agencies has information about every country in the world.
- www.unifem.org The site of the UN development fund for women is a useful site for information about gender issues and violence against women.

Note:
The cases of Kati and Eszter are reported by Morvai Krisztina in Terror a családban – A feleségbántalmazás és a jog (Terror in the Family – Wife Battering and the Law), Kosuth Kiadó, Budapest 1998.
Case study 1 – Eszter

He started an argument with his wife, accusing her of not having done any washing, cooking and other housework. At the same time he kept beating her; he hit her head and face with his bare hands. He tore out handfuls of her hair and kicked her with his boots. Then he stripped the clothes from her upper body and threw her on the bed with the intention of beating her further.

All this happened in front of their 8-year-old daughter who begged him to stop. Then he did stop. He threw Eszter out of the bed and fell asleep.

Eszter died that night.

Case study 2 – Kati

Kati tried to escape from her fiancé who was becoming increasingly abusive. She found a flat to rent in another city but he kept phoning and harassing her. Kati’s mental state deteriorated.

One day, the fiancé went to get her after work to make her move back. He took her to a nearby forest, where he tried to strangle her with her pullover. The next day Kati told her colleagues at work that she was afraid he would one day strangle and kill her.

Four days later the fiancé had a few drinks. Again, he waited for her after work and when she came out he started to beat her. In the evening, he decided that they should visit relatives. On the way they stopped the car several times. Kati, seeing the state he was in, agreed to have sex with him but he was too drunk.

Kati told her fiancé that she was not interested in him any more. This made him very angry. He grabbed a long leather belt and strangled her.

He then pulled her dead body into a ditch and covered her with tree branches.

Case study 3 – Maria

Maria was 70 years old. Her husband had died 10 years ago and she lived in a small house with her son, Philippe, aged 40. Her son was unemployed and sometimes he drank a lot. Maria knew that he stole money from her purse, but most of the time she didn't say anything because she didn't want to create more problems. When he was drunk Philippe could be very violent and sometimes Maria had to shut herself into her room to escape from him.

One day, Philippe arrived home completely drunk and became upset because the dinner was not ready. When Maria told him that she had not made any because she was tired and sick, he started to smash up things in the room. Maria didn't have the time and strength to escape and her son threw a chair at her. Maria tried to protect herself, but she fell and banged her head. A neighbour arrived, but it was too late. Maria died in a coma before reaching the hospital.

Case study 4 – Leandro

Leandro was 8 years old. He lived in a small flat together with his younger sister aged three, his mother and her boyfriend, Jan. Leandro never knew his father. He liked school but he didn't like Jan. In fact, Jan could be violent and sometimes beat Leandro. Leandro was really afraid of Jan, had difficulty sleeping and had lost his appetite. Leandro's school teacher noticed that and wanted to meet the parents because she felt that Leandro was not doing as well as he should, he had difficulty paying attention and could sometimes be violent with his friends. The mother met the teacher but didn't say anything about the situation at home. When she got back home, she told Jan what the teacher had said. Jan got very upset and beat Leandro again, this time breaking his arm. At the hospital, the mother lied and says that Leandro fell.
Case study 5 – Banaz

Banaz had made several attempts to warn police that her life was in danger. In December 2005, her father attacked her and tried to kill her. She was really scared and went to the police. However, her statement was not taken seriously enough by investigating officers.

Banaz fled but later went back to her family and tried to carry on her relationship with her boyfriend, in secret, but both were threatened with death if they carried on seeing each other. Banaz was urged to stay at a safe house but she believed she would be safe at home because her mother was there.

Banaz disappeared on 24 January and her decomposed body was discovered in a suitcase buried in a garden three months later. At the trial, her father and uncle said that they had ordered the murder because they believed she had shamed the family by falling in love with a man her family did not want her to marry. Banaz was just 20 years old.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/6722699.stm; 11 June 2007

Case study 6 – Amira

Amira was four years old when her family fled war-torn Somalia and settled in a city in Europe, where her early childhood life seemed immeasurably better.

Then one morning when she was eleven years old, Amira’s mother suggested they visit her aunt, so Amira could play with her cousin, who was her own age. What Amira did not know was that her mother and aunt had secretly arranged for a “cutter” to travel from Mogadishu to circumcise their daughters. They believed that it was necessary otherwise the girls would never get husbands.

Suddenly her mother and aunt grabbed Amira. “They held me down, and then a woman I had never met before began cutting. I screamed, and my aunt put her hand tightly over my mouth,” she says. “Promise no one will ever know that I've spoken to you,” begged Amira, “if people in my community find out, they’ll say that I've betrayed them and I’ll have to run away. And anyway, I don’t want my parents to be sent to jail.”

Adapted from http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-5057963 January 2008 and www.fgmnetwork.org

Case study 7 – Denise

“I am a victim of incest; I was raped by my father when I was fifteen years old. It was not the first time, nor would it be the last. However, this time, I became pregnant.

One night, I became very sick and my parents took me to the hospital. The emergency room doctor discovered that, along with a very bad case of the flu, I was 19 weeks pregnant. The doctor informed me that I was pregnant and asked me what I wanted. In spite of the pain and guilt I felt, I refused to have an abortion. My father flew into an uncontrollable rage and demanded that I consent. The doctor refused because of my wishes.

My father demanded that an abortionist be found and within one hour, this man arrived at the hospital. I tried to get off the examining table but he asked three nurses to hold me while he strapped me to the bed and injected me with a muscle relaxant to keep me from struggling. I continued to scream that I didn’t want an abortion. He told me, ‘Shut up and quit that yelling!’ Eventually, I was placed under general anesthesia.”

Adapted from www.humanlife.org
Case study 8 – Hans

Antonia had been harassing and haranguing her husband, Hans, for several years. One time Antonia had said that she felt like running him over with a car. On another occasion she falsely accused him of molesting her children. Letters accusing Hans of pedophilia showed up in neighbors’ mailboxes. Police did not believe the accusations but they did suspect that Antonia had something to do with the letters.

Three years ago they separated and a year later they divorced.

A few months ago, Antonia followed Hans home from work and threw a lighted ornament filled with kerosene at him. The ornament didn’t ignite, but detectives later found kerosene on the door and walls.

One day Hans was walking his dog when a woman jogged up to him. A bang sounded. He screamed and scrambled toward his apartment and dashed inside chased by the woman. Police and medics found him dying on the floor of his dining room. The medics couldn’t save him; the bullet had entered his right shoulder and ravaged his lungs, lodging in the aorta.

Guidelines for the group discussions

I - The analysis of the crime (20 minutes)
1. What do you think of the crime as reported?
2. Where might such a crime have happened? Could it be in your neighbourhood?
3. Why has the crime happened?
4. Can such a crime be justified?
5. How could the victim have defended him / herself?

II – Transfer to social reality (40 minutes)
6. Do you know of, or have you heard of any cases of domestic violence recently?
7. What forms does domestic violence take in our society?
8. What can the victims do if they need help?
9. Should the police intervene if they hear of violence or could such intervention be considered as interference in people’s private affairs and in breach of their human rights?
10. What power do the victims have in such situations? What power do the perpetrators have?
11. Have you heard of cases of domestic violence in which a man is the victim?
12. List some of the causes of domestic violence.
13. How can domestic violence be prevented and stopped?
14. What could/should be done by:
   a. the public authorities?
   b. the local community?
   c. the people involved?
   d. friends and neighbours?
Dosta!

The only thing we learn from history is that we learn nothing from history. 

Hegel

Themes
- Remembrance
- War and Terrorism
- Discrimination and Intolerance

Complexity
Level 4

Group size
Any (small groups: 2-3)

Time
60 minutes

Overview
In this activity participants look at the historical persecution of Roma through the lens of human rights and plan an action project to raise awareness about Roma victims of the Holocaust.

Related rights
- The right to non-discrimination
- The right to life
- The right to free movement

Objectives
- To be aware of persecution of the Roma during the Holocaust
- To practise skills to select, plan and carry out a public action
- To develop a sense of human dignity and a sense of justice

Materials
- Flipchart paper and markers
- Copies of the handout “A very brief history of the persecution of the Roma people”
- For Part 2: Selecting and planning an action, it may be useful to have access to the Internet or printed reference materials.
- Copies of the example of the action project flowchart in chapter 3 (optional)

Preparation
- Tell the group before the session that you are planning to discuss the Holocaust, and speak separately with anyone who may be likely to find it difficult.
- Make copies of the handout, one copy per small group.
- Consult Compass chapter 3 on “Taking Action”.

Instructions

Part 1: Preparing the group (90 minutes)
1. Ask participants to form small groups of 2 to 3 people who share the same sense of identity. This may relate to their ethnicity or nationality or any other aspects of identity that are relevant to the participants. Give them a few minutes to share their feelings about this identity within their small groups.
2. Give out the handout “A very brief history of the persecution of the Roma people”. Ask the groups to read the handout, identify which human rights were the subject of the actions described in the timeline and write them down.
3. Ask the small groups to pair up to share their answers and to address the following questions:
   - How did the restriction of certain rights in the beginning, facilitated more restrictions and, eventually, the violation of the right to live?
   - How would you feel if “your” people had been the target of this kind of treatment at some point in recent history? (Ask participants to concentrate on the group they selected under point 1)
4. Bring the group together and facilitate debriefing based on the following questions:
   • Were you aware that Roma were one of the main groups persecuted during the Holocaust?
   • Which other groups were targeted by the Nazis and their collaborators for extermination?
   • Were these groups persecuted in your country as well? How?
   • Was it difficult to identify the rights to which the actions in the timeline relate?
   • Has this activity helped you get a better understanding of how violation of some rights can lead to more human rights violations?
   • What do you think is the most difficult aspect for a community that has lived through this?
   • Would you say that people today are aware of how historical persecutions impacted the way in which of certain groups in our society relate to the majority?
   • Roma people are still facing discrimination in Europe. Can you give recent examples from your country or community? Why do you think that is?
5. Ask the participants what they know about the situation of the Roma today in their country and across Europe. Which human rights violations are they likely to experience?
6. Tell the group about the Dosta! campaign and suggest that they might like to carry out an action project to support the campaign.

Part 2: Selecting and planning an action project
This part of the activity is based on Chapter 3 of Compass – Taking Action – which you can consult for more detailed ideas.
1. Explain that the action project they organise cannot aim to resolve completely the issues identified in the previous session, but that it should try to achieve a concrete and measurable result which will be of some benefit to the Roma community.
2. Ask participants to identify any suggestions on the flipchart that they feel might be achievable by the group. They may want to break down some of the suggestions or to add others.
3. Discuss the suggestions and come to a consensus decision on an action for the group as a whole. Use the action project flowchart in Chapter 3. Check that:
   • the action they have identified will contribute to resolving the problem
   • the action is realistic, given the resources of the group and given the obstacles they may come up against
   • the “solution” is concrete enough so that they will know whether they have achieved it or not.
4. Draw up a Decision Sheet, so that everyone knows what they are supposed to be doing, and when.
5. Get to work!

Part 3: Carrying out the action project

Debriefing and evaluation
Questions about the action:
• Do you feel satisfied with the action as a whole? Why? Why not?
• What do you feel about your own contribution, and about the work of the group?
• What do you think were the main achievements of the action? Do these fit with the objectives you set out initially?
• Do you think you could have done anything differently, so that the action would be more effective? Please explain your opinion.
• Did you make any mistakes?
• What would you list as the main “learning points” if you were to organise another action (on any theme)?
Questions about the learning process:

• What have been the most important results for you personally? Do you feel that your views or attitudes have changed in any way? Please explain your opinion.

• What did you find most difficult about the whole activity, from the first session through to the action itself?

• What was most satisfying?

• How do you think it would be possible to build on what you have done? Do you feel motivated to do this?

• What have you learnt about human rights from doing this activity?

• Is it difficult to campaign for human rights? After this exercise, would you get involved in a campaign for human rights?

• Are the rights claimed by the Roma “exceptional”, or would they apply to other groups of marginalised and persecuted people? Explain your opinion.

• Why is work with remembrance important for human rights education?

• How is the Holocaust education approached or dealt with in your country?

Tips for facilitators

You should allow 90 minutes for Part 1 “preparing the group”, 90 minutes for Part 2 “preparing to take action” and 60 minutes for Part 4, the debriefing and evaluation. How long Part 3, the action project, takes will depend on the action taken! The different parts can be carried out consecutively or on different days.

There are a number of elements that make this activity complex, not only from the point of view of organisation, but also from the point of view of content.

You will need to be aware beforehand of the composition of the group and their likely reaction to the activity. If any of the group has relatives who were targeted in the Holocaust, or who have been the victims of other comparable events, you may want to discuss the activity with them beforehand so that they have the possibility to prepare themselves, or to be absent if they do not feel ready.

You will also need to approach every stage of the activity with sensitivity and flexibility, and should certainly not rush any of the discussions if you feel that people need more time to express their feelings. If this is the first time that the group has been confronted with such issues, it may be more effective to run Part 1 as a full 90–120-minute session, and then to leave some time before approaching Parts 2 – 4.

In Part 1.1, you would be advised to think beforehand about whether there are likely to be any difficulties. In such cases, you could provide a list of categories and ask participants to identify themselves with one, for instance as a supporter of a particular football team, as a French speaker, as someone studying Spanish or as someone who has a passion for Hip Hop, playing tennis or swimming. You could also ask participants simply to pair up as “males” and “females”.

The purpose of asking participants to select an identity which is important for them is to try to get them to “feel” what it might be like to be targeted. Nevertheless, they may still find it difficult to identify with the Roma’s problems because of strong prejudices about Roma. You should certainly address this, and if this is the case, leave plenty of time at Part 1.3 for participants to discuss their concerns. Tell them that it is estimated that between 75% and 80% of the Roma population in Europe was killed during the Holocaust, and in some countries this figure was as high as 90%. You could ask them to imagine what it would be like for them to lose 90% of their people, or 90% of the people in this group: in a group of 20 only 2 people would remain.

It is strongly advised that, if at all possible, at the stage of planning and before the actual action, you try to involve members of the Roma community. At the very least, you should check with members of the community that the action your group is planning will be received well. Alternatively, contact a group locally that works with, or supports, Roma people.

If you are short of time, or if participants are finding it difficult to think through the planning process, you could use the example flowchart in Chapter 3.
Variations

You might choose the timeline of persecutions for Jewish people or for other groups who were perpetrated during the Holocaust or, chose a different genocide or event altogether. You can also choose two timelines of persecutions and compare which rights were violated, in each order they were violated and what was the effect on the evolution of the event. If you chose to do this, it is important to avoid any comparisons of suffering. Suffering is something very personal and it cannot and should not be quantified.

Another alternative is to look at a people, group or community, whose plight is systematically ignored.

Suggestions for follow-up

If participants would like to explore their neighbourhood through the eyes of a person who is disadvantaged or living at the margins of society, then run the activity “Change your glasses”.

Alternatively, if the group enjoy role play and are interested in exploring the reasons why people engage in violent acts, then have a look at the activity “Throwing stones”.

The participants could be further engaged in the activity “Denial and distortion”, which explores how certain historical events are not fully recognised, are instrumentalised or their importance is minimised.

Further Information

“Dosta”, a Romani word meaning “enough”, is the name of an awareness-raising campaign which aims at bringing non-Roma closer to Roma citizens. You can find information about the Dosta campaign at http://dosta.org. It may be helpful if you have access to the Internet, so that participants can spend some time looking at the site. There are other sites which contain information about the Roma Genocide, such as: https://www.romasintigenocide.eu or Roma history: https://www.coe.int/en/web/roma-and-travellers/roma-history-factsheets

Relevant resources for Holocaust education can be found on the website of organisations such as IHRA – International Holocaust Remembrance Association, www.holocaustremembrance.org, Foundation Remembrance, Responsibility and Future (German acronym EVZ), www.stiftung-evz.de and many other.

A very brief history of the persecution of the Roma people
### A very brief history of the persecution of the Roma people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>A conference organised in Germany on the “Gypsy scum”. Military empowered to regulate movements of Roma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>A policy conference on “The Gypsy Question” is held. It is recommended that all Roma be branded with easy identification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Two academics introduce the notion of “lives unworthy of life,” suggesting that Roma should be sterilized and eliminated as a people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>(And throughout the 1920s): All Roma in German territories are photographed and fingerprinted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>A law is passed in Germany to control the “Gypsy plague.” (This treatment is in direct violation of the terms of the Weimar Constitution of Germany.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>In Bavaria, Germany, special camps are built to imprison Roma. Eight thousand Roma are put into these camps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>All Roma placed under permanent police surveillance. More camps are built to contain Roma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Roma taken for sterilisation by injection and castration, and sent to camps at Dachau, Frankfurt, Sachsenhausen and elsewhere. Two laws issued in this year forbid Germans from marrying people of other races.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Between June 12 and June 18, hundreds of Roma throughout Germany and Austria are arrested, beaten, and imprisoned. Roma are the first targeted population to be forbidden to attend school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>The Office of Racial Hygiene issues a statement saying “All Gypsies should be treated as hereditarily sick; the only solution is elimination. (The aim should therefore be the elimination without hesitation of this defective element in the population):”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>The first mass genocidal action of the Holocaust: 250 Roma children are used as guinea pigs to test the cyanide gas crystal, at the concentration camp at Buchenwald. Employment of any kind is forbidden to Roma in this same year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>In July the Nazi Final Solution to “kill all Jews, Gypsies and mental patients put into operation”. 800 Roma are murdered in one action on the night of December 24 in the Crimea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>August 2, 4,000 Roma are gassed and incinerated at Auschwitz-Birkenau in one mass action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>By the end of the war, 70-80% of the Roma population had been annihilated by Nazis. No Roma were called to testify at the Nuremberg Trials, no-one testified on their behalf and they were excluded from retributions and compensations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>The first of many statements over the years to follow, by the German government, declaring that they owe nothing to the Roma people by way of war crime reparations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Germany “sells” Roma asylum seekers back to Romania for $21 million, and begins shipping them in handcuffs on November 1. Some Roma commit suicide rather than go. The German press agency asks western journalists not to use the word “deportation” because that word has “uncomfortable historical associations.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>French president links Roma to crime calling their camps sources of prostitution and child exploitation. French authorities dismantle over 100 camps and deport more than 1,000 Roma, mainly to Romania.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Edited version of a Brief Romani Holocaust Chronology, by Ian Hancock

“Draw-the-word” game

Non-artists have rights too!

Themes
- General Human Rights

Complexity
Level 1

Group size
8+ (small groups 4-5)

Time
45 minutes

Overview
This is a team game in which people have to draw creatively to depict a word relating to human rights.

Related rights
- Freedom of opinion and expression
- Freedom of thought
- Equality in dignity and rights

Objectives
- To develop knowledge of the UDHR
- To develop skills to communicate and to think creatively
- To promote solidarity and respect for diversity

Materials
- A wall chart which lists the articles of the UDHR.
- A large sheet of paper or flipchart paper and a marker to record the scores
- Sheets of paper (A4 size) and pens for the group drawings, one sheet per team per round of the game
- Sticky tape or pins to display the drawings

Preparation
- Refer to the abridged version of the UDHR in the appendices and copy it onto a large sheet of paper
- Make a checklist of the rights for yourself

Instructions
1. Ask participants to get into small groups of four to five people and to choose a name for their group/team.
2. Explain that in the activity they will be competing in teams. You will give one person in each team an Article from the UDHR to draw. The others in the team have to guess which right it is. The team that guesses first scores a point. The team with the most points at the end wins.
3. Tell the teams to collect several sheets of paper and a pencil and to find somewhere to sit around the room. The teams should be spread out so they can not overhear each other.
4. Call up one member from each team. Give them one of the rights on your list, for example, “freedom from torture”.
5. Tell them to return to their groups and to make a drawing to represent the right while their team mates try to guess what it is. They may only draw images; no numbers or words may be used. No speaking is allowed except to confirm the correct answer.
6. The rest of the team may only say their guesses; they may not ask questions.
7. After each round, ask all the drawers to write on their picture what the right was, whether they finished it or not, and to put the paper to one side.
8. Do a second round; call new people to be the drawers and give them a different right. Do 7 or 8 rounds. A different person should draw in each round. Try to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to draw at least once.
9. At the end, ask the groups to pin up their pictures so that the different interpretations and images of the different rights can be compared and discussed.
Debriefing and evaluation

Begin by reviewing the activity itself and then go on to talk about what people know about human rights.

- Was it easier or harder than people had expected to depict human rights?
- How did people choose how to depict a particular right? Where did they get the images from?
- If they drew violations to illustrate the rights, are those violations likely to occur in their country?
- How do the different images of the right compare? How many different ways were there to depict and interpret the same concept?
- After all the pictures have been reviewed, ask how much – or how little – participants discovered they knew about human rights.
- Do they think human rights have any relevance to their own lives? Which ones?

Tips for facilitators

Before you do this activity you should read through the UDHR (see the appendices) and be familiar with what is meant by human rights; for example, that they are internationally guaranteed, legally protected, they focus on the dignity of the human being, they protect both individuals and groups, they can not be taken away, they are equal and interdependent and they are universal.

You will need to decide how to use the wall chart. If participants have very little knowledge of the UDHR you may like to use the chart before you start the activity, so that participants have some clues as to what they should be guessing! If participants have more knowledge, then use the chart at the end to stimulate discussion about the rights that were not drawn.

Be aware that people who consider themselves poor artists may think this will be too difficult for them. Reassure them that you are not looking for works of art and encourage everyone to have a go. They may be surprised!

Use the abridged version of the UDHR on page 467 for finding rights for drawing. Some suggestions are: the right to life, freedom from torture, the right to a fair trial, freedom from discrimination, the right to privacy, the right to education, freedom from slavery, freedom of association, freedom of expression, the right to a nationality, freedom of thought and religion, the right to vote, the right to work, the right to health, the right to own property, the right to marry and found a family and the right to choose who to marry.

Variations

If you have a small group of less than 8 people you can play as one group; ask one person to draw in the first round, and whoever guesses draws in the next round, and so on.

Instead of drawing, you can do the exercise by asking the participants to mime selected rights.

Suggestions for follow-up

The activity “Flower power” on page 180 also uses drawing to explore where the concept of rights comes from.

If the group enjoy being creative, they may enjoy the activity “Act it out” on page 94 in which people have to mime to convey the general concept of human rights.

The group may like to go on to explore some of rights relating to a particular group, for instance the rights of disabled people, using the activity “See the ability” on page 275.
Education for All?

Do you have a good memory? Now is the time to test it!

Themes
- Education
- Children
- Citizenship and Participation

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
6 – 30 (small groups 4-5)

Time
90 minutes

Overview
In this activity participants have to locate and match pairs of cards as they think out about the inequalities of educational provision world-wide and how to achieve Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4: quality education for all.

Related rights
- The right to education
- The right to full physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development
- The right to equality

Objectives
- To build up knowledge about education and how it touches on all spheres of life
- To develop memory skills and skills of critical analysis
- To encourage responsibility and a sense of human dignity and justice

Materials
- 1 set of the game cards for every three or four participants
- Paper and pens for notes in part 2

Preparation
- Familiarise yourself with all the cards.
- Familiarise yourself with Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4 and its targets (see background chapter on Education)
- Copy the sheets of game cards and back them with the stiff paper to make the cards more durable. Cut out the 40 cards

Instructions
Ask participants what they know about the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). If necessary, explain briefly about the SDGs and explain that SDG 4 is to ensure quality education for all by 2030.

Explain that the activity is divided into two parts: part 1, the memory game and part 2, reporting on the issues.

Part 1. The memory game (10 minutes)
1. Explain that there are twenty pairs of cards. Each pair comprises a topic card and a picture card, and the task is to match the two. The statements on the topic cards all relate to issues concerning SDG 4 and human rights and education. The questions (in italics) are for discussion later.
2. Ask if participants know a game called Concentration, Memory, Pelmanism or Pairs because this is what they are going to play in small groups of four. Review the rules: they spread the cards face down on the floor or on the table. One person starts and turns over two cards. If one (or both) of the cards is a topic card, then the player reads aloud the heading and the statement (not the question in italics – that is for part 2). If the cards are a pair, then the player keeps them and has another go. If the cards do not match, then s/he turns them back over so that they lie face down again on the floor in exactly the same spot as they were before. The next player then takes a turn to pick up two cards. The game ends when all the cards have been picked up. The winner is the player who holds the most pairs.
Part 2. Reporting the issues (60 minutes)
1. Make a list of the issues on a flipchart. Ask for volunteers to read out the headings on the cards while you write them down.
2. Ask the group to identify four to six issues which interest them most.
3. Divide the group into sub-groups of 4 or 5 people. Ask each sub-group to pick two of the issues they would most like to discuss.
4. When the issues have been agreed and allocated, give the groups 20 minutes to discuss their two chosen issues. The starting point for the discussions should be the question printed in italics in the cards.
5. After 20 minutes, call people into plenary for reporting back. Take each issue in turn. Give each group just 5 minutes to feed back and allow no more than an extra 5 minutes for questions from the floor.
6. After all the groups have reported on all the issues, move to the debriefing.

Debriefing and evaluation
You will have already had a good opportunity to discuss the issues, so now go on to evaluate the game itself and what people learned:
• Did the participants enjoy the memory game?
• Was it a good way to start a discussion on the issues of education?
• How did the discussions in the groups go? Did everyone feel that they could participate?
• Article 26 of the UDHR is the right to Education. What should this right entail in practice?
• Are there too many challenges facing education? Is it realistic to meet the goal of ensuring inclusive and equitable quality education and life-long learning opportunities for all by 2030?
• Why do you think education is one of the Sustainable Development Goals?
• What are the main challenges to the right to education in your country, community or school?
• What can you, your group, your community do to work towards achieving the SDG 4 in your country and/or in developing countries?
• Is there a danger that the right to human rights education gets “forgotten” when there is such a great focus on literacy and numeracy and on technical and vocational skills? If so, what could be done about it?

Tips for facilitators
The intention in using this technique is to bring an ingredient of fun to the process of gaining information which will be needed for the discussion.

This is a fairly simple activity to facilitate. Be sure that you have read all the cards before you do the activity and which card matches with which issue so that during the game you can offer guidance and verify that pairs are correct. When explaining how to play the game, you may like to demonstrate the instructions by showing what one of the pairs looks like. Point out the difference between the statement and the question.

You can tell people that the game is called “Memory” because people have to memorise where the different cards lie in order to be able to pick up matching pairs.

In part 2, you may like to organise it so that two different groups discuss the same issue. Doing this will most likely generate more ideas. It will mean that the subgroups will have to do some negotiating about which issues to discuss.

You will have to decide at what point in the activity to give the group the detailed information about the SDG 4 targets. When and how you do this will depend on the group and the time available. It could be when you introduce the activity or in the debriefing. You may wish to summarise the targets to get a better overview.
When you photocopy the cards it is a good idea to enlarge them to make them easier to read. If you then stick the sheets onto stiff paper it will make the finished cards more durable and easier to handle.

Some of the cards contain acronyms, for instance HRE (human rights education). Make sure that when you introduce the game you explain what these letters stand for.

Note that one-third of the cards contain statements relating to the Sustainable Development Goal 4 accepted by the UN in 2015. The rest of the cards are on human rights and education issues, or on issues that have to be addressed in order to achieve quality education for all.

Variations

If there is not enough time to do part 2, you could use the technique described in the activity “Just a minute” on page 204 instead. Ask each participant to choose one of the issues on the cards they picked up, and to speak about it for one minute without hesitation or repetition. This is also a good option if you feel that the participants need to improve their oral presentation skills.

In part 2, you can save some time by preparing in advance a set of very enlarged picture cards on which you have written the related headings. Then, instead of writing the summaries, you can stick these cards up. It will save you time and look attractive.

Suggestions for follow-up

Several issues which come up in the memory game can be pursued in other activities. For instance, if you want to explore the issue of budgets for education and other social needs with the budget spent on militarisation, you can do the activity “How much do we need” on page 192. Issues relating to child labour and lack of access to education can be explored in the activity “Ashique’s story” on page 100.

Ideas for action

The memory cards show numerous problems which hamper the possibility of achieving quality education for all by 2030. The group could choose any one of the problems to research, to find ideas for how to meet the targets and finally to take action. Refer to chapter 3 on Taking Action for tips about how to go about this.

Why not write letters to Members of your Parliament enquiring about what your country is doing in order to meet the targets set in SDG 4.

Further information

The right to education is stated in Article 26 of the UDHR. However, while there is a general acceptance and commitment by states to offer free basic education to all, the reality is that free education is not for all, but for a minority. Sustainable Development Goal target 4.1 is most recent of the UN’s initiatives to deliver that right to everyone.

There have been other initiatives to promote education world-wide the past. Education for All was laid out at the World Conference on Education for All in Jomtien, Thailand, in 1990. Then, in the year 2000, the international community gathered in Dakar, Senegal, for a World Education Forum (WEF) to review the progress made on providing basic education, and to reinvigorate the commitment to Education for All. Some 1100 participants from 164 countries adopted the Dakar Framework for Action, committing themselves to achieving quality basic education for all by 2015. UNESCO was entrusted with the overall responsibility for co-ordinating all the international players and for sustaining the global momentum.
Education for All?

The WEF initiative coincided with the adoption by the UN of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to be achieved by 2015. Of the 8 MDGs, two related to education: goal 2, achieve universal primary education and goal 3, promote gender equality and empower women.

For more information about Education for All see UNESCO.org; for the MDGs see www.un.org/millenniumgoals and for information about international policies and cooperation in education and training, see www.norrag.org

In 2015 the UN General Assembly formally accepted the SDGs to succeed the Millennium Development Goals. (For general information about the SDGs see the Further information section after the activity, How much do we need? and www.undp.org). Sustainable Development Goal 4 is about quality education. The goals is by 2030 to ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. SDG 4 has seven targets:

1. By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary and secondary education leading to relevant and effective learning outcomes
2. By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys have access to quality early childhood development, care and pre-primary education so that they are ready for primary education
3. By 2030, ensure equal access for all women and men to affordable and quality technical, vocational and tertiary education, including university
4. By 2030, substantially increase the number of youth and adults who have relevant skills, including technical and vocational skills, for employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship
5. By 2030, eliminate gender disparities in education and ensure equal access to all levels of education and vocational training for the vulnerable, including persons with disabilities, indigenous peoples and children in vulnerable situations
6. By 2030, ensure that all youth and a substantial proportion of adults, both men and women, achieve literacy and numeracy
7. By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture's contribution to sustainable development

You can read more on the following sites:
- Global Campaign for Education: www.campaignforeducation.org
- The Right to Education Project: www.right-to-education.org
Education for All?

Money & Education
- Without money governments cannot meet their commitments. It is also a question of standards; poorly paid teachers and lack of materials jeopardise the quality of education.
- No money, no education! Do you agree?

Gender equality & Education
- Many countries have made huge strides towards the goal of gender equality. However, in some countries, women and girls are forbidden from attending school.
- Do you think this undermines the credibility of SDG 4?

Food & Education
- Food for Education (FFE) programmes provide school meals and/or take-home rations to ensure that poor children are healthy and able to learn.
- Are FFE programmes the key to meeting the SDG 4 targets?

Education for All
- Previous initiatives to ensure primary education for all have fallen short of their targets. Now SDG 4 aims by 2030 ensure quality education and life-long learning opportunities for all.
- Is there any value in setting obviously unattainable goals?

Drugs & Education
- The use of alcohol, cigarettes and other drugs is a problem in many schools / universities.
- Abuse prevents pupils from learning and increases violence.
- Is a firm school policy on drug abuse the answer?

Military & Education
- In many countries a high proportion of the budget is allocated to military expenditure and not enough is left for the social sector, especially education.
- Is security more important than education?

Teachers & Education
- Good quality teachers are essential. However, in many developing countries training may be minimal.
- Should there be a minimum requirement such as a teaching degree for all school teachers?

Migration & Education
- The higher the level of education, the more likely it is that an individual will emigrate. Many doctors, teachers, engineers and IT experts from developing countries work in Europe.
- Is it morally defensible that Europe gains from this brain drain from those countries where these people are really needed?

Free Education
- SDG 4.1 by 2030 ensure primary and secondary education is free to all.
- Is this really a good idea? Don’t people value things more when they have to pay for them?

Human Rights Education
- “Every individual and every organ of society, keeping the UDHR in mind shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms.” UN General Assembly.
- Which “organs of society” are the most effective in delivering HRE?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globalisation &amp; Education</td>
<td>Global value chains force firms in developing countries to specialise in certain functions, for example, the manufacture of garments in factories where little training and education is needed to do the job. Does globalisation undermine the value of education?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace &amp; Education</td>
<td>Education for peace should be part of the formal education curriculum. It is not enough to find it only in non-formal educational settings. How would you include peace education within the formal curriculum?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Internet &amp; Education</td>
<td>In many countries, information technology has become a core part of the education process, essential for research and for homework. If every child in the world had access to a computer, what potential could be unlocked? What problems could be solved?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport &amp; Education</td>
<td>Sport should always be on the school curriculum. It teaches many things that cannot be learnt in other subjects. Sport is essential for the full development of body and mind. Do you agree or should other subjects be prioritised, for example technology and skills training?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University (higher and further) Education</td>
<td>SDG 4.3 by 2030 ensure equal access to affordable technical, vocational and tertiary education. What measures need to be taken to ensure “equal access” and “affordable” in practice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Exclusion &amp; Education</td>
<td>In some European countries, Roma children are automatically put into classes for the mentally disabled, simply because they are Roma. In others, they are shunted into separate and inferior schools or classrooms set aside for Roma. What is the best way to integrate Roma children into the education system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment &amp; Education</td>
<td>SDG 4.7 by 2030 ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development. How would you include education for sustainability into the curriculum?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life-Long Learning</td>
<td>SDG 4.6 by 2030 ensure a substantial proportion of adults achieve literacy and numeracy. Is it reasonable to put money into adult literacy programmes rather than investing in the future by putting it into basic education?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline &amp; Education</td>
<td>Schools in different countries use different means to ensure discipline. Methods include corporal punishment, suspension, extra-work, expulsion and participation in a school or college council. What do you think is the best approach to guarantee discipline?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aids/HIV &amp; Education</td>
<td>“The first battle to be won in the war against AIDS is the battle to smash the wall of silence and stigma surrounding it” (Kofi Annan). What role should educational institutions play in fighting HIV/AIDS?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electioneering

How persuasive are you?

Themes
- Democracy
- Citizenship and Participation
- General Human Rights

Complexity Level 2

Group size Any

Time 60 minutes

Overview
This is a discussion-based activity that addresses:
- Rights and responsibilities connected with democracy
- Democratic discussion

Related rights
- The right to participate in government and in free elections
- Freedom of opinion and expression
- Freedom of thought

Objectives
- To consider some of the controversial aspects of a democratic society
- To practise and develop skills of listening, discussion and persuasion
- To encourage co-operation and open-mindedness

Materials
- An open space, a long wall and 2 chairs
- Card (A4) and coloured pens to make the signs
- Sticky tape
- Small cards and pens for making notes (optional)

Preparation
- Make two signs, “agree” and “disagree”, and tape them one at either end of a long wall. Make sure there is enough space along the wall for people to form a straight line.
- Place two chairs in the centre of the room, about 50cms apart, and with space around them for people to move about.
- Select one statement from the suggestions below, or find your own.

Instructions

1. Point out the two signs at either end of the wall, and explain that you are going to read out a statement, with which they may agree to a greater or lesser extent.
2. Read out your selected statement.
3. Tell people to position themselves along the wall between the two signs according to “how much” they agree or disagree: if they agree or disagree totally they should stand at one of the ends; otherwise they should stand somewhere between the two points.
4. When people have positioned themselves along the line, invite the two at the furthest extremes to occupy the two chairs in the centre of the room. Everyone else should now gather around the chairs, positioning themselves behind the person whose view they agree with “most”; or occupying a position in the centre if they are undecided.
5. Give each of the people sitting in the chairs one minute to state their reasons for agreeing or disagreeing with the original statement. No one should interrupt or assist them. Everyone should listen in silence.
6. At the end of the minute, ask the others in the group to move behind one or the other of the speakers (they cannot remain undecided), so that there is one group of people “for”...
the statement under discussion, and one group “against”. Allow the two groups ten minutes apart from one another to prepare arguments supporting their position and to select a different speaker to present these arguments.

7. At the end of the ten minutes, call the groups back and invite the two new speakers to occupy the two chairs with their “supporters” around them.

8. Give these speakers three minutes each to deliver their arguments, at the end of which time, supporters for one or the other side may change position and move to the opposite group if the opposite side’s arguments have been convincing.

9. Give the groups a further five minutes apart to work on their arguments and select a third speaker. Again, after the speeches, allow people to change position if they wish to.

10. Bring everyone together for the debriefing.

Debriefing and evaluation

Now move on to reflect on the process and purpose of discussion as a form, and on the reasons for valuing a pluralist society. Try not to get drawn back into discussion of the issue itself.

- Did anyone change their mind during the course of the discussion? If they did, what were the arguments that convinced them?
- Do people think they were influenced by things other than the actual arguments that were being put forward, for example, by peer pressure, emotional language or a feeling of rivalry?
- For those that did not change their opinion in the course of the discussion, was there any purpose in talking through these issues? Can they imagine any evidence that might persuade them to change their views?
- Why do people hold different opinions? What should be done about this in a democratic society?
- Should all opinions be tolerated in a democracy?
- How did it feel to be represented in the discussions by someone else and, conversely, how did it feel to be the spokesperson and to have to convey the opinion of your supporters?
- How does it feel to be represented in political life at local and national level? Or in participants’ organisations or associations (or in the class at school)?
- Which human rights have been at stake in this activity?

Tips for facilitators

The first part of this activity, when participants position themselves along the line, should not take more than a couple of minutes. The point of this is simply to establish people’s “starting positions” and for them to see where they stand in comparison with others.

The purpose of the activity is as much to practise skills of communication and persuasion as to think through the issues themselves. Therefore, participants should be encouraged to think not only about the content and presentation of their own opinions, but also about the type or form of arguments that will be most persuasive to people on the other side. They are aiming to draw as many people as possible into their “party”. They can use the breathing time between “speeches” to consider the opposition’s position, and to think about ways of weakening it.

You may have other topics besides those suggested below that could equally well be used as the basis for discussion. The important thing is to select a statement that will be controversial within your group.

Note that it will take about 30 minutes to discuss one statement going through the different rounds of discussion. If you want to use more statements, you will have to allow more time accordingly.
It is advisable to be flexible about the exact order of events, depending on the strengths and weaknesses of the group and on the liveliness of the discussion. For example:

- You may want to add one or two more intervals for the groups to prepare arguments, so that different speakers have the opportunity to present their points of view.
- If you have performed this activity before with the group – or even if you have not – you can keep an element of surprise by varying the way that the first speakers are chosen – for example, you could select the two people third from each end.
- You may decide, in one of the intervals for preparing arguments, to ask the “supporters” of each speaker to work with the opposing speaker – in other words, to prepare arguments against the position that they themselves hold. This can be a good way of getting people to consider the opposite point of view, and can provide an interesting variation if people do not appear to be changing sides at all.

You may want to allow the speakers to have a postcard-sized piece of paper with brief notes on to remind them of the different arguments, and to be able to refer to while speaking.

You may want to raise the issue of whether “pluralism” or freedom of expression should be subject to any limits in a tolerant society: should fascist or nationalist demonstrations be permitted, for example?

Suggestions for follow-up

If you are interested in following up the idea of how opinions are formed or changed, especially by the media you may want to look at the activity, “Front page”, on page 184.

If you would like to think further about the relationship between the opinions people hold and the images and stereotypes they have of the world, then you may like to do the activity, “Cultionary” in the Education Pack All Different – All Equal.

Ideas for action

If you choose the statement on voting, you may want to follow up the activity with a survey of voting habits in your local community; see the activity, “To vote, or not to vote”, on page 314.

Further information

Suffrage day is celebrated on 19 September it is the day in 1893 that New Zealand granted women the right to vote, the first country in the world to implement universal suffrage.

Handouts

- We have a moral obligation to use our vote in elections.
- We should obey all laws, even unfair ones.
- The only people who have any power in a democracy are the politicians.
- “People get the leaders they deserve”.
- It is the responsibility of citizens to control the day-to-day activity of the government.
- Freedom of expression means you can say what you want.
- Neo-fascist parties should be banned.
- Extremists should be banned from speaking in public.
- Voting should be an obligation.
- It’s not worth voting for representatives to sit on the school council, because the council only discusses and makes recommendations; it can’t make binding decisions.
Fighters for rights

It is an ideal which I hope to live for and to achieve. But if needs be, it is an ideal for which I am prepared to die.

Nelson Mandela

Themes
• General Human Rights
• Media
• Citizenship and Participation

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any (small groups 3-4)

Time
60 minutes

Overview
This activity uses information cards to stimulate interest in human rights heroes. The issues to be discussed include:
• Political repression
• Human rights activists in the twentieth century
• The struggle for rights in various countries

Related rights
• Freedom of opinion and expression
• The right to equality before the law and the right to a fair trial
• Freedom from torture and degrading treatment

Objectives
• To learn about some of the individuals who have fought for human rights in different countries
• To develop skills of handling and ordering information, co-operation and group work
• To promote respect, responsibility and curiosity about human rights

Materials
• One set of the 30 cards per small group
• Scissors
• Envelopes
• Optional: glue and pieces of stiff paper for backing the cards

Preparation
• Arrange the room so that people can work in small groups
• Make copies of the cards on page 173, so that you have one set for each small group.
• Cut up each set of thirty cards, shuffle them so that they are not in sequence, and put them in envelopes. It is important to keep the sets separate from each other!

Instructions
1. Ask participants to get into small groups of 3 or 4 people. Hand out one set of cards to each group.
2. Ask them to spread the cards out, face down on the floor.
3. Explain that the cards describe events in the life of six human rights activists. The aim for each group is to match the events with the correct character, and thereby to build up a brief description of each person.
4. Explain that each of the characters is made up of a “set of five” (i.e. one “A”, one “B”, one “C”, one “D” and one “E” card).
5. Tell each group to do rounds of picking up one card at a time, until the cards run out.
6. Give people a few minutes to read their own cards in silence.
7. Then let them go… Allow each group to devise their own strategies for building up the personalities. They will need about 15 - 20 minutes for this stage.
8. Gather everyone together, and ask a representative from one group to introduce, in their own words, one of the personalities. Then repeat with the other groups in turn, so each personality is presented in full, and each group can check that they put the “pieces” together correctly.

Debriefing and evaluation
1. How easy was the exercise, and which strategies did the different groups use to sort the sets of cards?
2. Which of the characters had people already heard of, and which of them were new? Why do they think they had not heard of some of the personalities before, while others are very well known?
3. Were people surprised by any of the information? What did they find most shocking, or most impressive?
4. Ask people to select the quotation with which they most strongly identify: how do they think they would have behaved if they had been put in the same position as this person?
5. Which human rights in particular were the different “fighters” claiming?
6. Is “heroism” an inappropriate course of action for defending human rights? What actions are available to people who are the victims of human rights violations?

Tips for facilitators
There is a substantial amount of information available on each of these characters and the short biographies that have been supplied offer a very shallow (and subjective) perspective on the matter. There are also hundreds of other human rights activists who could just as well have gone onto the list. See http://www.universalrights.net/heroes/

If you choose to use the examples in Compass but think that the personalities may seem remote from the young people you are working with, then you may want to start with a short introductory activity. Get pictures of four or five UN celebrity ambassadors, who are well known in your country, stick the portraits on large pieces of paper and put them on a wall. Ask members of the group to name them and to say what they are doing as UN ambassadors.

It is also worth noting that people should certainly not feel “pressurised” in any way to take the type of stand that these activists have taken. There are many ways of fighting for human rights, and different individuals will select different paths according to their beliefs and abilities, for instance, working through existing NGOs, or organising petitions or direct lobbying.

Variations
Give each small group a blank card and ask them to write a short biography of a fighter for rights of their own choosing. Then ask the groups to swap the cards and to guess each other’s “fighter”. If you do this variation, be prepared for surprises as the fighters may include celebrities and pop stars. You should accept all suggestions and place the emphasis on what the people have achieved or fought for. Inviting other participants to comment may be a good approach in case you do not agree with a given personality’s record on human rights.

Suggestions for follow-up
It is highly recommended that you try to follow up this activity by encouraging people to find out about other human rights activists, so that they develop a feel for the characters who throughout history have contributed to the struggle for human rights. The group could start
to build up its own "portrait gallery" of human rights activists. The six given in this activity can
be used as a starting point: the photographs can be stuck to pieces of card together with the
quotations and the short biographies, and displayed about the room. Each member of the
group could be asked to find out about other personalities and to add them to the portrait gal-
ley. The six that have been introduced here are all campaigners in the area of civil and political
rights, but you may want to extend the range of rights to include social and economic ones as
well. Chico Mendes would be an example.

In civil society there are several channels for expressing opinion and fighting for rights. If
you want to take a closer look at these you could do the activity, "Making links" on page 231.

You might now want to think about situations in which you might have to stand up for
your own rights. If so, then the role play “Guess who's coming to dinner” in the Education Pack
All Different – All Equal sets the scene for exploring what could happen if you brought an
“unsuitable” boy/girlfriend home to meet your parents.

**Ideas for action**
Find out about some of the current political prisoners or activists – for example, those that
Amnesty International has labelled a “Prisoner of Conscience”. Write a letter or organise a
campaign to inform people about this prisoner, and to put pressure on the relevant individuals
to release him or her.

**Further information**
The United Nations Office High Commissioner for Human Rights has a list of Human Rights Cham-
pions, who support campaigning for human rights: https://www.standup4humanrights.org/
en/human-rights-champions.html
Handouts

Discussion cards

A
“I have fought against white domination, and I have fought against black domination. I have cherished the ideal of a democratic and free society in which all persons live together in harmony and with equal opportunities. It is an ideal to live for and to achieve. But if needs be, it is an ideal for which I am prepared to die.”
Nelson Mandela

B
Born in a village near Umtata, and was elected President of the Republic of South Africa in the first democratic elections in that country at the age of 76. Up to that point – and beyond – his/her life was devoted to

C
the fight against apartheid, the racist system used by the former white government to suppress the majority black population. S/he suffered various forms of repression: was banned from meetings, forced to go into hiding, and was finally

D
arrested, and sentenced to life imprisonment at the age of 44. S/he spent the next 28 years of his/her life behind bars, away from his/her family and children.

A
“As a result of certain painful but at the same time comforting encounters, I saw for myself how from the depths of moral savagery there suddenly arose the cry “it’s my fault” and how, with this cry, the patient recovered the right to call himself a human being.”
Evgenia Ginzberg

B
Born in 1906 in Russia and died in Moscow in 1977. Worked quietly as a teacher and journalist until branded a terrorist by the Stalin regime in a fabricated trial. Spent 18 years in

C
Siberian prison camps under horrifying conditions because s/he refused to accuse others of crimes they did not commit. Spent the first year in solitary confinement in a damp cell, forbidden to exercise, speak, sing or lie down in the day. Later on s/he was

D
sent from one to another of the Siberian labour camps – including, as a punishment for helping a fellow prisoner, the very worst, from which few returned alive.
“I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: “We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal." I have a dream that my four children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the colour of their skin but by the content of their character.”

Martin Luther King

“Non-violence is the greatest force at the disposal of mankind. It is mightier than the mightiest weapon of destruction devised by the ingenuity of man.”

Mahatma Gandhi

Born in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1929, when the law required blacks to occupy special seats in buses, theatres and cinemas, and to drink from separate water fountains from whites. When s/he was 28, co-founded an organisation of black churches that encouraged non-violent marches, demonstrations and boycotts against racial segregation. The organisation participated in a protest in Birmingham, Alabama, at which hundreds of singing school children filled the streets in support. The police were ordered in with attack dogs and firemen with high-pressure hoses. S/he was arrested and jailed.

B

Born in 1869, to Hindu parents who lived in Gujarat, when India was still held by force in the British Empire. S/he led the struggle for Independence, never straying from his/her firm belief in non-violent protest and religious tolerance, despite being arrested and imprisoned on several occasions. When Indians acted violently against one another, or against the British Raj, s/he fasted until the violence ended. S/he led a 241 mile march across India, and persuaded followers to accept the brutality of the police and soldiers without retaliation. S/he spent a total of 2338 days in jail in a life tirelessly devoted to peace.

C

D
| A | “I often have the urge to cry but I don’t show it. I swallow my feelings.”  
“When I dream, I dream that I am back in Auschwitz.”  
Zilli Schmidt |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Born in 1924 in Thüringen, Germany to a family of Sinti travelling performers. A survivor of the Auschwitz-Birkenau extermination camp, s/he has committed herself to telling the world what was done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>to the Romani people by the Nazi regime. In 1939 Zilli was arrested in Strasbourg. “Crime: gypsy” read the police file. S/he was sent to the prison camp at Lety in what is now Czechia, but managed to escape. S/he was rearrested shortly afterwards. In March 1943 s/he was deported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>to Auschwitz-Birkenau. In the “gypsy family camp” hunger, thirst, disease, violence, and death were part of everyday life. Risking her life, s/he stole food and clothes to help keep the children and others in the camp alive. Twice her/his name was on the list for the gas chamber. Yet twice, s/he escaped. All her/his family were gassed by the Nazis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A | “Alas, this sad song in my mind I send to those who help prisoners. These feelings in this dark season – I will never forget the horrible tortures. May this present misery in prison never be inflicted on any sentient being.”  
Ngawang Sangdrol |
| B | is a Buddhist nun who believes Tibet should be independent from China, and who was arrested for the first time at the age of 10 by Chinese authorities. His/her only crime was to participate in a peaceful demonstration for the independence of Tibet. Was arrested again at the age of 15, and sentenced to 3 years imprisonment. The sentence was extended first because s/he sang an independence song in prison; and then again for 8 years because s/he shouted “Free Tibet” while standing in the rain in the prison yard. Today s/he has problems with her kidneys as a result of the torture s/he has suffered. |
Fingers and thumbs

*We may have all come on different ships, but we're in the same boat now.*

Martin Luther King Jr.

**Themes**
- Environment
- Peace and violence
- Migration

**Complexity**
Level 4

**Group size**
Any (small groups: 5)

**Time**
60 minutes

**Overview**
This is a simulation of a competition to find the greenest youth group. Will they be honest or will they cheat?

**Related rights**
- Right to equality before the law
- Right to life and survival
- Right to an international order in which rights and freedoms can be fully realised

**Objectives**
- To develop understanding about the value of co-operation and the need for the monitoring and verification of agreements
- To build up skills of co-operation
- To promote a sense of justice and fairness

**Materials**
- Copies of the instruction sheet, one per group
- Copies of the score sheet, one per group
- One pen per group for the score keeper
- Space for small group work

**Instructions**

Set the scene: There is a competition to find the greenest youth club in town (or school or class). Each participant represents a different youth group and this is a play-off to see who goes on to the next stage in the competition. The aim is to score the most points possible.

1. Ask participants to get into groups of 5 and to sit in small circles.
2. Four people are to play the representatives from four competing youth clubs and one is the score keeper. Explain that the score keeper is also the umpire and responsible for giving the signal to play each round. S/he is responsible for filling in the score sheet and ensuring that everyone keeps to the rules.
3. Ask each group to decide who is going to be the score keeper.
4. Hand a copy of the instruction sheet to the score keepers in each group. Ask them to read it out to the group, and to make sure that the players know how to play and that everyone understands the rules for scoring. Place the sheet where everyone can see it, in case they want to remind themselves about the scoring.
5. When each group is ready, they can begin by playing one practice round. If everyone is clear about what they have to do, then the competition can begin.
6. When all the groups have played all 10 rounds, ask each score keeper to add up the total score for the group and to note the highest and lowest individual scores. Then go on to the debriefing and discuss how the game went and what they learnt, first in their small groups and then in plenary.
Debriefing and discussion

In the small groups ask participants to consider:
- Who got the most points? How did you play to win?
- Who got the least points? How do you feel?
- Does anyone feel cheated? Why?
- Did you make any agreements before rounds 5, 8 and 10? What happened?
- Did anyone break the agreement? Why?

In plenary:
- Ask the score keepers to report the highest and lowest individual score and the total score for the group. Record these figures clearly on the flip chart.
- Which groups scored the highest total score? Were these where the players co-operated or where players cheated?
- How does this game relate to reality? Give concrete examples.
- When people agree to take an action to protect the environment, how can we ensure that all players do, in fact, play fairly?
- Does it make any sense for one group to “be the greenest” at the expense of the others?
- One of the reasons that the politicians failed to reach the hoped for agreement on CO₂ emissions at the COP 15 Climate Conference in 2009 was that countries could not agree about verification. Might it have helped if they had “taken a step back” from focusing on practical details and looked at which human rights were being violated? Why?
- In relation to climate change, whose rights are most affected? Which rights are being violated?
- Bearing in mind that, in relation to climate change, poor nations suffer more and rich nations caused the problem, what do you think would be a fair way to resolve the equity issue?
- The increase in severe weather events predicted by the climate change models mean that millions of people will be made homeless. How should your country respond to this?
- Has human rights education a role to play in combating climate change? If so how?

Tips for facilitators

The result of the game will be that those groups where players co-operated will get the highest group score. Those groups where someone cheated will get a lower overall group score; in other words, an individual may well do very well for themselves, but at the expense of others. The learning point is that if people co-operate, they all stand to win.

When discussing the weaknesses of voluntary agreements and the pros and cons of government directives and laws, you can ask participants what they think about information campaigns to win voters’ support for what may be unpopular, but necessary, measures. Consider this example: a few years ago the Tidy Britain group ran a campaign My Little Wrapper Won’t Make Any Difference. It showed a street scene littered with sweet wrappers, many with speech bubbles with the slogan “I won’t make any difference” on them. What would you have thought if you had seen this poster?
- If I make the effort to take my litter home, then the streets will be a little cleaner and it might set a good example to others. (That’s like 1 thumb and 3 fingers.)
- If a few of us do it, it won’t make much overall difference and it might make none at all if other people actually increase the amount of litter they drop. (2 fingers and 2 thumbs)
- If we can persuade most people to take care, then the streets will be cleaner. However, there will always be a few who continue to drop litter but who benefit from the efforts of others. Why should they enjoy a “free ride”? (3 thumbs and 1 finger)
- Why should I put myself out if no-one else will? (4 fingers)

The example could equally well have been, “my little car won’t make any difference” (to reducing CO₂ emissions) or “using the tumble drier instead of hanging out my clothes to dry won’t make any difference” (to saving energy). You should find an example that people in your group will most easily relate to.
In many towns there are fines for dropping litter and letting your dog foul the pavement; voluntary action doesn't work. There has to be some sort of regulation. One of the key weaknesses of the Copenhagen Accord, the outcome of the COP15 summit, was that it did not include strict methods of monitoring and verification of CO2 emissions.

Suggestions for follow-up

The group might like to consider the effectiveness of different sorts of sanctions and punishments for those who infringe rules in the home, in school, youth group or locality. What are the best ways to get people to comply with rules?

Suggest to the participants that the best way of achieving the highest score would be to order everyone to play thumbs. In the real world, a parallel might be for the government to order everyone to stop driving cars (to reduce CO2 emissions), only watch TV for a maximum of one hour a day (to conserve electricity), buy a maximum of one technological devices, for example, a mobile phone, digital music player, or video game console every three years (to conserve resources), and turn vegetarian (more efficient land use and less CO2 and NOx production from animal wastes). Can the group find examples of legislation which has the effect of telling everyone that they must “play fingers”? (Traffic regulations could be one illustration.) Ask the group to consider whether these examples infringe people’s human rights? Which ones and how?

The activity “Scramble for wealth and power” on page 271 is another simulation that treats the injustices that result from the inequitable sharing of resources. If you want to explore the balance of nature and how we are destroying it, try “Web of life” on page 328.

Ideas for action

The group may like to identify a local environmental issue and join with others to press local politicians to act.

If the group is interested in international politics, they may like to consider the example of the failure to reach an agreement at COP15 and how to promote trust and understanding between nations.

The need for action on climate change is the most pressing challenge currently facing mankind. Get the group to think about what they can do to reduce their CO2 emissions personally, locally and at a national and international level. Start at www.footprintdiary.com, a mobile phone and web application, giving information about climate change consequences and helping users to act on their personal consumption.

Further information

Transparency was a major theme of the COP 15 before the international leaders arrived on the scene for the conference’s waning days. At an earlier COP the principle had been agreed to that emission reductions from developing countries should be “monitored, reported and verified”—or MRV’d, for short. The MRV concept specifically was to be applied to “Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions” that developing countries take on a voluntary basis, hence the interest of having the largest emitters in the rapidly industrialising world, China and India in particular, set targets and agree to a regime for monitoring and verification.

This failure to agree to a fair monitoring process illustrates the complexity of the issues, in particular those of justice and equity. Part of the opposition by the developing nations, and by China in particular, was that the proposal was highly unfair, that their per capita emissions are far less than those of the developed nations which, because they are largely to blame for the problem, need to take more responsibility for reducing emissions.

These issues were addressed at the COP 21, held in Paris in 2015, where agreement was reached about long-term goals to reduce emissions, to support climate action in developing countries and to ensure transparency and accountability through a robust tracking system.

Environmental Justice Foundation makes a direct link between the need for environmental security and the defence of basic human rights. http://www.ejfoundation.org
Fingers and thumbs

Handouts

Instruction sheet

The aim of the game is to win as many points as possible.

How to play the game:

• On the count of three from the score keeper, put your fist forward with either a finger pointing or your thumb up. In each round you must play either a “finger” or a “thumb”.

• You may not communicate with the other competitors at any time, except just before rounds 5, 8 and 10.

• You have to play all 10 rounds.

How to score points

This depends on what combination of “fingers” and “thumbs” was played by the competitors.

• If each of the 4 competitors plays “thumbs” then each player gets +1 point.

• If three players play “thumbs” and one plays a “finger”, then those who played “thumbs” each score -1 point and the person who played the “finger” gets +3.

• If two players play “fingers” and two “thumbs”, then the “thumbs” each score -2 and the “fingers” +2.

• If one player plays a “thumb” and the other three players played “fingers”, then the “thumb” scores -3 and the “fingers” each score +1.

• If all players play “fingers” then they each score -1.

This is summarised in the table below (combination of fingers and thumbs played and individual player’s consequent score):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TTTT</th>
<th>TTTF</th>
<th>TTFF</th>
<th>TFFF</th>
<th>FFFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+1+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rounds 5, 8 and 10 are bonus rounds. You get extra points as follows:

Round 5 - your score for that round multiplied by 3
Round 8 - your score for that round multiplied by 5
Round 10 - your score for that round multiplied by 10

After each round the score keeper fills in the score sheet.

Score sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player's name</th>
<th>Round</th>
<th>0 (practice round)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5 (score x 3)</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8 (score x 5)</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10 (score x 10)</th>
<th>Total scores, rounds 1-10:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Flower power

All the flowers of all the tomorrows are in the seeds of today.

Indian Proverb

Themes
- General Human Rights
- Religion and Belief
- Children

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any (small groups: 3-4)

Time
80 minutes

Overview
At the end of this activity you will have a wall of flowers that represents the diversity of the group. This is a creative activity that leads into a discussion about human rights in general: what they are, why they exist and how we should protect them.

Related rights
All

Objectives
- To develop understanding about the connection between human needs, personal well-being and human rights
- To develop skills to reflect and analyse
- To foster solidarity and respect for diversity

Materials
- A plain wall with enough space to hang all the drawings
- A pencil for each participant; erasers; coloured markers to share
- Tape to hang the drawings on the wall
- Flipchart and markers

Preparation
Photocopy the handout sheet, one per person.

Instructions
Explain that this activity will develop into a discussion about human rights, but that they are going to start by thinking about what it means to be human.

Part 1. Identifying what it means to be a complete human being
1. Explain that to feel complete as a human being a person needs to have certain needs fulfilled. For instance, for basic survival we all need to have food and water, sleep and air to breathe. We also need safety: personal and financial security and good health. We also need love and belonging: friendship, intimacy and a family. We also need esteem: to feel accepted and valued by others and to feel that we can develop to our full potential and feel personally fulfilled.

2. Tell participants that each of them is to draw a flower to represent their own needs as human beings. The flower should have eight petals:
   - basic needs
   - personal security
   - financial security
   - health
   - friendship
   - family
   - esteem
   - personal fulfilment
The sizes of the petals should correspond to how important each of the eight needs is for them at this time in their lives. Draw an example on a flipchart as you explain, but emphasise that this is only an example; each person’s flower will be different.

3. Give out the paper, pens and coloured markers and ask each participant to draw their own personal flower in the middle of the paper leaving space around. Explain that there are no right or wrong, good or bad “answers”; everyone’s flower will be unique. To motivate people, say that there should be no names on the papers. Give them ten minutes to do this stage.

4. Now ask participants to think about the conditions that have to exist so that they can blossom and be complete human beings. Ask people to draw leaves around the flower to represent these conditions and to write key words on the leaves. Allow ten minutes for this.

5. Finally ask participants to fix their work on a wall to make an exhibition.

Part 2. Linking human needs to human rights

6. Allow participants time to look at the flowers. Then ask them to get into small groups of 3-4 and ask them to discuss the followed questions:
   • Are there any links between human rights and the flowers and the leaves? If so, what are the links?
   • Are human rights important? Why?
   • What do the words “human rights” mean to you?
   • Now ask each group to give their feedback, and then go on to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start with a short review of the activity, then go on to review the small group discussions and find out what participants learnt about human rights:
   • Did you enjoy the activity? Why? Why not?
   • Was it hard to decide about the size of the petals? Are all of the eight needs important for a fulfilled life?
   • Are there other needs that are not represented by the petals, that is, are there other petals to add?
   • Did anyone write anything in the centre of the flower?
   • Are you surprised by any similarities and differences between different people’s petals? What does this tell you about human beings?
   • What are the consequences for the individual of having damaged petals?
   • What is needed to protect the different petals? What did participants write on the leaves?
   • Are there any connections between what was written on the leaves and the idea of human rights?
   • What did you learn about your own identity as a human being? How does this relate to human rights?
   • Which human rights do we need most to let us blossom and grow to be complete human beings (where you live)?
   • Are some human rights more important than others? For whom? When? Where?
   • Why do we need to be on our guard to protect and develop human rights?
   • What can we do to best protect human rights?
   • Are there any needs not covered by any of the existing human rights conventions?

Tips for facilitators

The flower illustrated below is intended as an example only. It is important to stress to the participants that each one of them must decide for themselves how big the different petals should be. The colours that they choose for the different parts will also be a personal choice.
Flower power

You should not draw attention to the centre of the flower; let any thoughts that there might be something of core importance emerge during the course of the activity. Similarly, let ideas for more petals, for example, cultural security, freedom to choose in all aspects of one's life, distributive justice, participation, identity and religion or faith, develop as the activity proceeds. In each case, draw out the relationship between the need, the consequence of it not being met, the benefits of it being met and how it is protected by human rights legislation and documents.

At step 4 you may need to give people a few tips. You can point out that the leaves make food to nourish the flowers from sunlight, water and carbon dioxide and suggest that, for example, some of the things needed to nourish financial security are a job, a banking system and trade unions. You can of course, add the right to work, as in Article 23 of the UDHR, but it is preferable that the participants work out the connection with human rights for themselves.

It is important to make the link between human needs and human rights and to show how human rights are the foundation for a world where everyone has their needs met. You may like to discuss the preamble to the UDHR (see page 467) with the group. It starts with the concepts of dignity, equality and the inalienable rights of all members of the human family as the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world. It goes on to describe the highest aspiration of the common people as freedom of speech, of belief, and freedom from fear and want.

Variations
To shorten this activity, you can just do steps 1 to 4 and then start a general discussion about human rights with the whole group. This may be appropriate with young participants who may find it difficult to work at a conceptual level. Some may not understand the idea of making the different sizes of the petals to represent differences in degree of importance. They may also find making links with human rights rather abstract.

You can extend the activity by asking people to identify which human rights protect which human needs as identified during the activity. Use the summary of the UDHR on page 467.

Suggestions for follow-up
You may like to set participants a project to find out about how human rights have developed historically and to explore what are called “emerging rights”.

If participants enjoyed talking about what was important in their lives, then they may like to explore their beliefs through the activity “Believers” on page 105. Alternatively, participants may enjoy “Rights Bingo” (page 268), which is an active way to explore the relationship between daily life and human rights. If they are interested in emerging rights, the activity “Fingers and thumbs” on page 176 looks at the right to the environment.

Ideas for action
Suggest participants do this activity with their family, friends and colleagues to start a discussion about human rights.

Further information
The idea of needs to be a fulfilled human being used in this activity is developed from work by Maslow, and by Griffin and Tyrrell (Human Givens). Basic needs are those that we need to keep the body alive. Personal security includes having shelter – a home, a “roof over your head” – and also feeling safe from burglars and gangs as well as war and terrorist attacks. Financial security
means having money for a decent standard of living as well as a security net for if you become unemployed. Health means good health and also the availability of healthcare if you should have an accident or fall ill. Friendship includes the possibilities to join clubs and associations as well as being able to choose freely your friends and partner for intimate relations. Family means not being forcibly separated from your family. Esteem means being respected and valued by others, both for who you are and for what you do. Meeting your potential is also called “self-actualisation”: it implies that you have the opportunity to be the person you want to be, to use your abilities to the full and to feel confident about yourself and your place in the world.
Front page

The greatest threat to freedom is the absence of criticism.

Wole Soyinka

Themes
• Media
• Globalisation
• Environment

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
10 - 24 (small groups 4-8)

Time
180 minutes

Overview
This is a simulation of a group of journalists working to prepare the front page of their paper ready to go to press. People work in small groups as they explore issues about:
• Bias, stereotyping and objectivity in the media.
• Images and the role of media in addressing human rights issues.

Related rights
• The right to freedom of thought, opinion and expression
• Freedom from interference with privacy, family, home and correspondence
• The right to participate in the cultural life of the community

Objectives
• To widen awareness about the media and their approach to human rights issues
• To develop the skills to communicate and work co-operatively
• To cultivate a sense of responsibility and a commitment to social change

Materials
• A large room with enough space for two or three small working groups and plenary.
• 40-45 photographs from newspapers or magazines
• Paper and pens for making notes
• Large sheets of paper (A3) size or flipchart paper and markers
• Scissors and glue for each small group
• Tables with a working surface large enough for the working groups to spread all their papers out

Preparation
• Select 40-45 pictures from magazines or national newspapers. Note: you need three sets of the same 40 pictures, one set for each small working group. You will therefore either have to buy three copies of every newspaper from which you select photographs, or have access to a photocopier.
• Display one set of photographs on a table.

Instructions
1. Introduce the activity. Explain that this is a simulation of an evening in a newspaper office where a group of journalists are working on the front page of their paper. Although these are local papers serving the community, each has a policy to keep its readership informed about current global issues, including human rights.
2. Show an example of a front page of a newspaper and point out the features and layout of a typical front page.
3. Show people the display of photographs. Ask them to walk around the table in silence and not to make any comments at this stage. Explain that these are the images that they have to work with; they may use them and interpret them as they wish.

4. Now divide the participants into three working groups of six to eight people. Each group is to imagine that it is an editorial group working on a different newspaper. Their task is to design and lay out the front page of tomorrow morning’s edition.

5. Ask each group to choose a name for their newspaper.

6. Now set the editorial teams to work. Hand out the paper and pencils, glue and scissors to each group – but not the photographs yet.

7. Go over the instructions. They are to design the layout for the front page of their paper.

8. They have one hour to select four or five news stories that they wish to present. They should focus on the impact the front page makes. Rather than actually telling the full stories, choosing a picture and writing the headline, by-line and introduction are sufficient. They do not have to write the body of the article; they can simply indicate its position on the page with a shaded box.

9. Suggest they start by discussing the themes or issues they want to include in their reports. Tell them that after ten minutes will they receive the photographs from the “print department”.

10. When the groups have been working for about ten minutes, hand out the sets of photographs, one set per group. Give them 50 minutes to complete their work.

11. When the teams have finished, tell them that they should lay their work out for everyone to read. Then go on to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation
Start with a review of the activity itself and then go on to discuss the media, human rights issues and commitment.

- How did the groups organise the work? Did they work as one unit or did they split into individuals, pairs or threes to work on different “stories”? How did they make decisions about how to do the work and about which stories to cover? Was there a leader, or did they share the decision making? Did everyone feel they could participate and contribute?

- How did people choose the themes or issues to work with? Which came first, the issue or the picture? That is, did they first identify an issue and then find a suitable picture to illustrate it, or were they so inspired by a certain picture that they then created a story around it?

- What themes or issues were presented? How do they relate to human rights? Were there issues that anyone would have liked to have used, but which they had to drop? Why did they drop them?

- How do the different front pages of the different papers compare? Have the same themes or photographs been used?

- Have different groups used the same image, but in different ways?

- How do people follow the news? In newspapers, on the television, radio or the Internet? Why do – or don’t – they follow the news?

- In this simulation did they try to imitate a traditional front page, or did they create a different look? What is the most effective way to catch the readers’ attention?

- What sort of news dominates the media in real life?

- Is there generally good coverage of human rights issues in the news?

- How often are stories presented as human rights stories?

- One of the major points of discussion regarding the media is its “objectivity”. Do participants think it is possible to present news objectively? Is it possible? Is it desirable?

- Which human rights or human rights violations did the different stories depict?

- Did they try to link cause and effect, North and South, development and environment, rich and poor, and so on, in their reports? How are these issues presented in the real media?


- What images do participants have of young people in other parts of the world? In “poor” countries? In “rich” countries?
- Are there important themes or issues missing from the set of pictures?

**Tips for facilitators**

When choosing the pictures to use in this activity, make sure that you have a good variety of images and that you avoid stereotypes. The real news is often full of murders, wars and other disasters and more rarely contains positive messages. (There is more that happens in Africa than war and famine!) Let the pictures you select give the participants an opportunity to pick images of “good” news as well as the “bad” news. There should be a variety of images representing diversity with respect to age, sex, race, cultural groups, geographical location and so on. Also bear in mind the interests of the young people and include images relating to hot news events and personalities. The list below will give you some ideas.

**TV news presenter - woman**

- Burning oil
- Greenpeace action
- Plume of industrial smoke
- Advertisement: Batilda
- Trolleys full of coffee
- Advertisement: Coca Cola
- Seller on the beach
- Market place in the Third World
- Lonely woman
- Slums in Brussels
- Slums in the Third World
- Overfull bin
- Sorting out cans
- Fridges on dumping ground
- Black boy with guitar
- Nintendo
- Rock star
- Street children
- Multicultural party
- Moroccan girl
- State police
- Graffiti
- Anti-racism concert
- Parliament
- Drugs
- Famous politician, e.g. USA President
- Mandela
- World leaders meet at COP15
- Refugee camp
- Refugees at embassy
- Eric Cantona
- Children in an asylum centre
- Football player
- Action Amnesty International
- Demonstration in the Philippines
- US troops in Afghanistan
- Somali pirates in action
- F16 with bombs
- Guerrilla
- Two dead soldiers
- Farms not arms
- Piled up grain bags
- Selling Third World products
- Women’s meeting
- Family planning
- AIDS prevention
- Crowd of people
- Public transportation
- War crimes tribunal
- Car exhibition
- Traffic jam
- Cyclists’ action
- Young man with microphone
- Space shuttle blast-off
- Flooding of a Pacific Island

When introducing the activity point out the features and layout of a typical front page: the catchy headline written to attract the reader’s attention; the by-line (for example, “by our environment correspondent, Mohammad Schmidt”). Then there is a short introduction to what the story is about, followed by the body of the text. Discuss how pictures are used to support the story or to capture the reader’s attention. Point out also what the pictures don’t show! Talk about how they have been cropped to draw the viewers’ eye to what the photographer – or the picture editor – wants to show. Also point out the way in which captions are written. It can be instructive to demonstrate this using a foreign language paper; it makes it easier to dismiss the content and to focus on the impact instead.

Encourage the groups to be creative in their ideas and the way they present them. They can write, crop the pictures and draw cartoons. Their papers may be serious, humorous or ironic. Depending on the group, you will have to decide how much to say about this or whether to just let them go and see what they come up with.
Variations
An alternative way of presenting this activity is to present a radio or television news programme. If you choose to work on a television broadcast it is highly recommended that you beam images from a computer or slide projector onto a screen in a blacked-out room to give the “feeling” of watching the television. An alternative could be to make a web page or a blog.

Suggestions for follow-up
Discuss aspects of the rights selected by the groups for their news. For example, how are they addressed in your country?

Participants could contact a local newspaper or radio or television station and talk to journalists about how they work and discuss issues of objectivity and the way global and human rights issues are presented in the media.

If the group are interested in pictures and how they are used / misused in the media, then they may enjoy activities such as “Part of the picture” and “Captions”, which are described under “More ways to play with pictures” at the end of the activity “Playing with pictures” on page 255. If the group enjoy activities that involve quick thinking, they could do “Just a minute” on page 204, which is about the relationship between sport and human rights.

Alternatively, if the group would like to relax and listen to music and at the same time learn about other peoples, cultures, music and language, then look up “Knysna blue” in the All Different – All Equal Education Pack.

Ideas for action
Many local radio stations have opportunities for community groups to make their own broadcasts. Work on a group project to research and produce a radio broadcast about issues of concern to them, for example, under the headline: “think globally, act locally”.

Look at www.newtimes.dk to see an example of how asylum seekers in Denmark are using the media. You might like to help asylum seekers (or another minority group) in your country do something similar.

Use the local media (radios, newspapers) and also the global ones including the social networks like Hi5, facebook, twitter and blogs to pass your messages on.

Further information
Some of the issues raised in the activity include:

a) Media
1. Young people, as well as adults, are continually swamped with a mass of information through all the different media. Some people realise this, others don’t. We can ask ourselves: what do we do with this information? Does it mean that we are all better informed, or not necessarily?
2. The media are becoming more and more commercialised and the simplification of the message; stereotyping and sensationalism are alarming developments. Is it becoming increasingly difficult to find quality news?
3. Finding quality news is especially difficult in relation to news about inequality issues, particularly where developing countries are concerned. Non-western news is often seen only through western eyes. This very often results in negative and dismal news. One-sidedness and negativity is the norm. Do you agree?
4. The rise in the use of the Internet has led to the decline of journalism. Neil Henry, former Washington Post correspondent, now a professor of journalism at the University of California at Berkeley states, “I see a world in which the pursuit of truth in service of the public interest is declining as a cultural value in our society amid this technological tumult; a world where professional journalism, practiced according to widely accepted ethical values, is a rapidly diminishing feature in our expanding news and information systems, as we escape to the Web to experience the latest “new” thing. Meantime, I can’t help but fear a future, increasingly barren of skilled journalists, in which searches for “news” turn up not news, but the latest snarky rants from basement bloggers, fake news reports from government officials and PR cleverly peddled in the guise of journalism by advertisers wishing only to sell, sell, sell.”

5. Bloggers and posts on networking sites bring us much closer to what is happening around the world. Raw material is powerful; consider the immediacy and impact of blogs, personal videos and postings on social networking sites from earthquake, other disasters and war zones.

6. The Internet has meant that people worldwide have access to news and information from sources in every country. This makes censorship much harder.

7. Is objectivity possible or desirable? Is it possible to escape our own ethnocentrism? And can balance – telling “both” sides of the story – actually be a form of informational bias? For instance, despite the consistent assertions of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) that human activities have had a “discernible” influence on the global climate and that global warming is a serious problem that must be addressed immediately, “he said/she said” reporting has allowed a small group of global warming sceptics to have their views greatly amplified.

b) Human rights issues
The media are obviously important for raising the public’s awareness about human rights. But we should be aware of how the issues are presented and the motives. Everyone needs to be critical of what is – and is not – given to us, and the way information and facts are presented. For example, in a war, fighters may be described either as freedom fighters or as terrorists in different papers depending on different political viewpoints. People of other cultures may be presented in non-objective ways. For example, the Inuit may be presented as being exotic, hardy people fighting to preserve their traditional way of living in igloos, but when it comes to a discussion about whaling, then, they are described as “murderers”.

c) Commitment
Some of the images used in the simulation should picture opportunities for people, especially young people, to commit themselves in very practical ways. As teachers, youth workers, etc., we wish to motivate young people to work for a better world. We ask ourselves how best to encourage young people to become engaged, and may question whether or not the existing opportunities are in fact attractive to young people. We may get some indication to the answers from the slides which the young people choose.
Heroines and heroes

*She's my hero! Who is yours?*

**Themes**
- Gender
- Discrimination and Intolerance
- Citizenship and Participation

**Complexity**
Level 2

**Group size**
Any (small groups 5-7)

**Time**
60 minutes

**Overview**
This activity involves individual, small and whole group work, brainstorming and discussion about
- Heroines and heroes as symbols of socialisation and culture
- How gender stereotypes take their roots in our history, culture and everyday life

**Related rights**
- Right to equality
- Freedom from discrimination
- Freedom of opinion and expression

**Objectives**
- To reflect on why there are different perspectives on historical events
- To develop skills of critical analysis
- To foster curiosity, open-mindedness and a sense of justice

**Materials**
- Paper and pens (one blue and one red pen per participant; optional but preferable)
- Flipchart paper and markers

**Instructions**
1. Give people five minutes to think about which national heroines and heroes (historical or living) they particularly admire.
2. Hand out the paper and pens and ask each person to draw two columns. In the first column they should (using the red pen) write the names of three or four heroines plus a brief description of who they are and what they did for their country. Underneath they should write key words to describe the characteristics they associate with heroines in general.
3. Repeat the process (using the blue pen) for three or four heroes. Write this information in the second column.
4. Now ask the participants to get into small groups of between five and seven people to share their choices of heroines and heroes. Ask the groups to come to a consensus on the four most worthy heroines and four most worthy heroes.
5. Now come into plenary and write the names of each group’s heroines and heroes in two columns on the flipchart. Add the key words that describe the characteristics.
6. Discuss the list of characteristics and the use of heroines and heroes as role models and the extent to which they are gender stereotypes. Then move on to the debriefing.

**Debriefing and evaluation**
Start by reviewing the activity and what people learnt about heroes and heroines and then go on to talk about stereotypes and how they influence our perceptions and actions.
Heroines and heroes

- What kinds of people are heroines and heroes? (Ordinary men and women? Kings?)
- What did they do? (Fight? Write poems?) How did the participants learn about them?
- What were the differences and similarities between the two lists of characteristics?
- What values do the heroines and heroes stand for? Are these values the same for both, or are there differences?
- What do people understand by the word, “stereotype”? How true are stereotypes? Are stereotypes always negative?
- Do you personally, and people in your society in general, have general stereotypes and expectations of men and women?
- Do participants feel limited by these expectations? How?
- Does the list of characteristics produced in this activity reflect traits that some might describe as national characteristics?
- To what extent are social and cultural barriers the result of stereotyped thinking?
- In what ways does gender stereotyping deny people their human rights?
- Which human rights documents and articles protect people from discrimination because of their gender?
- Stereotyped expectations often act as barriers to both men and women limiting their life choices and options. What gender-related barriers have participants experienced? In the home, school, club or work place?
- What can participants do about these barriers? Can they identify strategies to break away from cultural norms and values related to masculinity and femininity?

Example of what a group in Ukraine produced at step 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heroines</th>
<th>Heroes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Princess Olha, first Christian in Kyiv Rus</td>
<td>Prince Volodymyr Kyiv Rus (old name of Ukraine) was baptised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young woman, Roksalana captured by the Turks. She lived in the khan's harem. She used her position to influence politics.</td>
<td>Hetman Mazepa independence fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poetess, Lesya Ukrainka wrote about Ukrainian identity and women's emancipation</td>
<td>Poet Shevchenko glorified freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• strong, cunning, soft, womanly, powerful, beautiful</td>
<td>• strong, powerful, brave, courageous, adamant, obstinate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tips for facilitators

The words “heroine” and “hero” are perceived differently in different societies. Be aware of this and take care to introduce the meaning carefully; it may be useful to underline that heroines and heroes are role models.

At point 5 in the instructions you should accept all contributions from the small groups and write everything onto the flip chart. If someone suggests terms like “feminine” or “masculine” you should accept them at this stage and return to them in the debriefing when you should discuss the meanings of these words.

Depending on the target group and context, it may help people make links with human rights if you ask the participants to identify human rights heroines and heroes (defenders / activists / people who, in their opinion, have made a change in their country or the world). You could then go on to discuss the development of human rights, the influence of human rights on local, regional and international law, and the dilemmas.

This is a good activity to do in a multicultural setting because the cultural element becomes more apparent. Mix the groups and tell the participants that the heroines and heroes may be either from their present country of residence or from their country of origin.
Variations

When working with younger groups it is likely that you will want to work with other types of heroines and heroes, for example, characters in comic books and films, pop, film and sports celebrities. You could start the session reading comics and then brainstorm the characteristics of the characters. Alternatively, you could put up posters of pop or sports stars and ask people to write speech bubbles or add drawings. If you leave the question, “who are your heroines and heroes?” completely open, you may find some interesting surprises that make for fruitful discussion. For instance, people name their parents, Yuri Gagarine, Hello Kitty, Nelson Mandela or Beethoven!

Ask the participants individually to choose two people they admire greatly, without telling them that they should choose one female and one male. In the debriefing ask them to count whether there are more men than women or more women than men in their lists. Ask the participants if this is of any significance.

Suggestions for follow-up

If the group would like to look at human rights heroines and heroes, then do the activity, “Fighters for rights”, on page 170.

Ideas for action

Make a personal pledge to be more aware of stereotyping in your daily life, especially that which leads to prejudice, both by others and (inadvertently!) by yourself.

Find out about women who have contributed to your country (the world, if you are working in an international context) but who are not so well known. Organise an exhibition in your school or youth club. You could also write an article for a local newspaper or make a short video to post on the Internet about these women.

Organise a celebration to mark International Women’s Day.

Join local, national or international campaigns about women’s issues, for instance, about equal pay for equal work, trafficking or equal access to education for children worldwide.

Further information

A “stereotype” is an oversimplified, generalised and often unconscious preconception about people or ideas that may lead to prejudice and discrimination. It is a generalisation in which characteristics possessed by a part of the group are extended to the group as a whole. For example, Italians love opera, Russians love ballet, and people who are black come from Africa. When roles are attributed to women or men or there are expectations about how they should behave because of their gender, it is called “gender stereotyping”.

There may be confusion about the words, sex and gender. Sex refers to the biological differences between men and women, which are universal and do not change. Gender refers to social attributes that are learned or acquired during socialisation as a member of a given community.

Gender therefore refers to the socially given attributes, roles, activities, responsibilities and needs connected with being men (masculine) and women (feminine) in a given society at a given time, and as a member of a specific community within that society.
How much do we need?

*Men can reach a common goal without taking the same routes.*

Amadou Hampaté Bâ

Themes
- War and Terrorism
- Health
- Education

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
Any (small groups: 5-6)

Time
60 minutes

Overview
This activity involves discussion and decision making. Working in small groups, participants decide how they would reallocate money from the global military budget to fill the funding gap for four of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Related rights
- Right to life, liberty and personal security
- Right to development
- Right to an adequate living standard
- Rights to health and education

Objectives
- To widen knowledge about the Sustainable Development Goals
- To develop problem-solving skills and critical thinking
- To cultivate solidarity and a willingness to find solutions to global problems

Materials
- Compass money so you have notes in the following denominations (one set per small group).
  - 8 x 100 Ems
  - 15 x 50 Ems
  - 20 x 10 Ems
- Cards illustrating the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2, 3, 4 and 6 (one set per small group)
- An envelope (one per small group)
- A flipchart and 2 different coloured pens
- A poster of the 17 SDGs

Preparations
- Make the poster of the 17 SDGs: use a photocopier to enlarge the chart of the SDGs on page 202.
- Photocopy the logos for SDGs 2, 3, 4 and 6 to make cards approximately 10 x 10 cms.
- Put the sets of money and cards in envelopes ready to hand out.

Instructions
1. Explain that this activity is about how much money the world needs to solve some of the most pressing social problems facing us today.
2. Ask participants what they know about the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). How many can they name?
3. Show the poster and, if necessary, briefly explain about the SDGs and the United Nation’s commitment to them.
4. Divide the participants into groups of 5-6, and set the scene: Economists have been working hard on ways to finance the SDGs, but there will still be a shortfall. Now “you”, one of the many UN working groups, are tasked with estimating whether $1750 billion will be sufficient to meet the annual additional finance (the funding gap) needed to achieve goal 2 (no hunger), goal 3 (good health), goal 4 (quality education) and goal 6 (clean water and sanitation).

To put the figure of $1750 billion into some sort of perspective, tell participants the global GDP in 2014 was $77,000 bn; that of USA was $17,500bn; Germany $3,850bn and Somalia 5.7bn.

5. Hand out the envelopes with the SDG cards and the money. Explain that 1 EM is equal to $1bn.

6. Ask the groups to think about what needs to be done to meet each of the four SDGs and to estimate how much they want to spend to ensure that the goals are met. They should put the money on each goal card. They do not have to spend all the money, after all there are the other 13 SDGs that will also surely have additional financing requirements.

7. Now ask each group to report back on how much they allocated to each SDG and list the figures on a flipchart. There should be no discussion at this stage; reasons for decisions should be left for the general discussion.

8. Now give the estimates that the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) produced for filling the funding gap per year:
   - Goal 2, no hunger: $50bn,
   - Goal 3, good health: $40bn,
   - Goal 4, quality education: $40bn and
   - Goal 6, clean water and sanitation: $30bn.

   List them on the flipchart with a different colour pen and ask the groups to allocate their bank notes accordingly and to count how much they have left over.

9. Then tell the group that the figure of $1750bn did not come out of thin air! It is actually the figure for global military spending in 2014.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start with a review of how the activity went and then go on to talk about what people learned.

- How did the groups work? Was it easy to agree on the priorities and estimates? How did they resolve any difference of opinion?
- Are there any comments about the figures for the additional financing requirement for SDGs 2,3,4, and 6? Was the total of $1750bn more or less than people thought would be needed?
- Do you think we should reduce military spending and use the money to meet the SDG funding gap?
- What about the extra finance that needs to be found for the other 13 goals? Would you spend the remaining $1590bn on them?
- Security is obviously very important. What are the main threats facing human security today, locally and globally?
- What would be the best way to spend the $1776bn currently spent on the military worldwide?
- Which human rights are relevant to SDG 16, peace and justice and SDGs 2, 3, 4 and 6?
- What can the group do at local and national level to promote the SDGs?
How much do we need?

Tips for facilitators

The SDGs were only introduced in 2015 and it must be stressed that the figures for the costings for the funding gap (the additional financing requirement) are tentative (odi.org). Note, this activity was developed in 2016 and at that time there were no figures for how much it would cost to meet the other SDGs.

At step 4 of the instructions, we have taken three countries as examples. The USA is listed because it has the world’s highest GDP, Germany because it has Europe’s highest and Somalia because it has one of the world’s lowest and has a long history of war and violence. It will make the activity more engaging if you give the participants the GDPs of countries that are relevant to them. You can find this information at worldbank.org.

It is not sensible to expect participants to make realistic estimates of the additional financing requirements with little background knowledge. Encourage them to use what knowledge they have and to guess as best they can.

The costings figures and those for the global military budget have been rounded up or down for practical reasons, but they are still close to the actual amounts. For instance, the military budget for 2014 was 1776bn according to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (sipri.org). Those for the funding gap given by ODI.org for goals 2, 3, 4 and 6 are respectively: 50.2, 37, 38 and 26.8 billion UD dollars per year.

The point of asking the groups to allocate and reallocate the money is to give them a “physical picture” and drive home the point about how little money is actually needed.

In the debriefing you can point out that the total annual additional financing required to meet SDGs 2, 3, 4 and 6 is $175bn; just one tenth of the annual global military budget.

Points that may emerge in the discussion about security include:

- Old style military and defence thinking does not address the new threats we face today, such as HIV, Ebola and Zika, transnational crime, cyberterrorism, organised crime, terrorism and climate change.
- There are many more civil wars than the used to be. Strong national defence is no security.
- The 1994 UN Human Development Report considered threats to human security under seven headings: political, economic, health, food, environmental, personal and community security. In many ways meeting the SDGs will make us more secure.
- Discrimination and violations of social and economic rights function as underlying causes of conflict, creating the deep grievances and group identities that may, under some circumstances, motivate collective violence.
- Violations of civil and political rights are often conflict triggers. Denial of political participation rights is associated with internal conflict.
- Abuse of personal integrity rights, especially in repressive regimes leads to conflict.
- Full democracies experience less conflict than countries without democracy and a tradition of respecting human rights.
- Surveillance by drones, video cameras in public places, phone and Internet interception is done in the name of security. How necessary is surveillance and which rights does it violate and which rights does it protect?

The linkages between SDG 16 and human rights can be found in the background information on Peace and Violence.
How much do we need?

Variations

You could develop the activity into a role play about negotiating budgets for the military and the SDGs. Divide people into small groups and give them roles such as government delegates, NGOs working on poverty, HIV, education, a general from the military, a spokesman for the weapons industries, a representative of the workers in an armaments factory, soldiers, and other interest groups. For each role, you will need to give some guidelines, for example:

- Governments: Your priority is to improve the quality of life for your citizens but also to maintain the security of your country.
- NGOs: Your priority is to reduce drastically the military expenditure and to end the debt of the poorest countries.
- Military industries representative: Your priority is that you don’t want to lose markets and money but you are ready to negotiate.
- Trade union official of the military workers: Your priority is to live better and in peace, but you are also afraid of losing your jobs.

Suggestions for follow-up

Promote a discussion about what would increase global security; make sets of cards with the 10 targets for SDG 16 and ask small groups to diamond rank them. (Instructions for diamond ranking are on page 65). Follow on by asking people how effective they think each of these targets would be in increasing global security; giving reasons. Which human rights do the targets relate to?

Ask participants to compare either the GNP (gross national product) and HDI (human development index) of their own country (or Europe as a whole) with a developing country (or Africa as a whole) and then explore the reasons for the inequalities, historically and at present. Should the rich countries be taking more responsibility for the lack of development elsewhere?

The activities “Access to medicaments” on page 87, “Can I come in?” about migrants on page 115 or “The scramble for wealth and power” on page 271 can be used to complement and deepen participants’ understanding of the causes and consequences of lack of development.

Ideas for action

As part of a school, or other event, turn the activity into a quiz. Make your own quiz or use one of the ones on the Internet, for instance at www.boombox.com or 17goals.org/quiz Alternatively, reproduce the logos and the list of goals as a large poster and ask visitors to comment on their reactions.

You could also ask participants to find out what plans their country has to implement the SDGs. If you don’t think your government is doing enough, you could write to your local Member of Parliament. Find out what is happening at the European level and write to your MEP (Member of the European Parliament).

Further information

The Sustainable Development Goals were agreed by the UN in September 2015. They follow on from where the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) left off, with the aim of ensuring - as the name suggests – sustainable development for all by 2030; a world with no poverty, no hunger, quality education for all, peace and justice – a world where human rights are respected and enjoyed by all. Where there were 8 MDGs there are now 17 SDGs which reflect the reality that human development issues are complex and cross cutting.
One of the very important differences between the MDGs and the SDGs is the understanding of the role that insecurity or violence plays in constraining development and, concomitantly, the enabling role that peace and stability play in promoting it.

SDG 16, Peace and Justice has 10 targets:
16.1 Significantly reduce all forms of violence and related death rates everywhere
16.2 End abuse, exploitation, trafficking and all forms of violence against and torture of children
16.3 Promote the rule of law at the national and international levels and ensure equal access to justice for all
16.4 By 2030, significantly reduce illicit financial and arms flows, strengthen the recovery and return of stolen assets and combat all forms of organized crime
16.5 Substantially reduce corruption and bribery in all their forms
16.6 Develop effective, accountable and transparent institutions at all levels
16.7 Ensure responsive, inclusive, participatory and representative decision-making at all levels
16.8 Broaden and strengthen the participation of developing countries in the institutions of global governance
16.9 By 2030, provide legal identity for all, including birth registration
16.10 Ensure public access to information and protect fundamental freedoms, in accordance with national legislation and international agreements

The following papers provide more in-depth information:
- Opportunity costs and the UN’s development agenda, International Peace Bureau, www.ipb.org
- Paying for progress: how will emerging post-2015 goals be financed in the new aid landscape? www.odi.org
- Financing an end to poverty by 2030, an infographic from www.odi.org
Handouts

1. **Poverty** – End poverty in all its forms everywhere
2. **Food** – End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture
3. **Health** – Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all ages
4. **Education** – Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
5. **Women** – Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
6. **Water** – Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
7. **Energy** – Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
8. **Economy** – Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all
9. **Infrastructure** – Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialisation and foster innovation
10. **Inequality** – Reduce inequality within and among countries
11. **Habitation** – Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
12. **Consumption** – Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
13. **Climate** – Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
14. **Ecosystems** – Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development
15. **Partnerships** – Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
16. **Institutions** – Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
17. **Sustainability** – Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalise the global partnership for sustainable development
I want to work!

I have the skills!

Themes
- Disability and Disablism
- Work
- Discrimination and Intolerance

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
20

Time
120 minutes

Overview
This activity uses role-play to explore issues about the right to employment for people with disabilities.

Related rights
- Right to work
- Right not to be discriminated against
- Right to adequate living standard

Objectives
- To understand disability-related needs in the workplace and in society
- To practise skills of self-advocacy
- To develop a sense of responsibility and an awareness of human dignity

Materials
- Copies of the role cards
- Pens and paper for the observers
- A small table and 2 chairs for the role-players; chairs for the observers

Preparations
- Make copies of the role cards

Instructions
1. Ask participants what they understand by the “right to work”. Use the information at the end of the activity to explain what is covered under human rights law, without yet discussing the disability aspect.
2. Now ask participants to think about the kind of barriers that people with disabilities may face when applying for a job. Explain briefly the concept of “reasonable accommodation”.
3. Explain to the participants that they will be role playing a series of interviews for a job of office assistant in the customer service department of a small company. Each of the applicants has a disability. Ask for five volunteers to play the employers who are going to do the interviewing and for another five to be the applicants.
4. Hand out the role cards. Let each role player choose one or two friends to help them develop their role. Give them 10-15 minutes to prepare.
5. Arrange the table and 2 chairs in the middle of the room and ask the rest of the group to take their places as observers. Ask one observer to be a time keeper.
6. Start the role play. Ask the first employer to call in the first applicant. The interview should be brief, and not more than 5 minutes.
7. Invite the second employer to take their place behind the table and to interview the second applicant.
8. When all the interviews are finished, ask participants to come out of role and to join the observers for the debriefing and evaluation.
Debriefing and Evaluation

Begin by asking the interviewees:

- How did you feel during the simulation? What did you like or not like?
- How well do you think you coped with your role? What was the most difficult thing?

Next, ask the interviewers:

- How did you feel during the simulation? What did you like or not like?
- How well do you think you coped with your role? What was the most difficult thing?

Next, ask the observers to comment:

- Could these situations happen in real life?
- Did the interviewers show respect and consideration for the people they were interviewing?

Then open up the discussion to everybody:

- What can you say about disabled peoples’ right to work? Do you think their right to work is guaranteed in practice?
- What do you think are the main reasons for high unemployment rates among people with disabilities? Is this fair?
- Who do you think should be responsible for ensuring that people with disabilities receive fair treatment? What do you think about the idea of “reasonable accommodation”?
- Do you know anyone who has experienced discrimination – of any kind – in applying for a job? Have you ever experienced anything like this yourself?
- How can we work to change discriminatory attitudes in society?
- Which human rights are relevant when considering employment possibilities for people with disabilities?

Tips for facilitators

Try to ensure that participants do not exaggerate their roles, but behave as closely as possible to how someone would really behave in the given situation. This may be particularly important for the employers, who may be inclined to overplay the role of an “evil” employer.

During the interviews, participants who are not involved in the role-play should observe silently, taking note of the way the roles are represented and any particular difficulties that they perceive from either the side of the employer or the applicant.

Inform participants playing the role of interviewees that the role cards include examples of “reasonable adjustments” that employers might have to make to ensure fair treatment for people with disabilities.

You may wish to discuss possible courses of action that people with disabilities and youth workers can take in trying to change the attitudes of employers. You could also discuss the extent to which the “employers” in the role play expressed typical attitudes towards disability or disabled people.

When you discuss the possible reasons for high rates of unemployment of people with disabilities, you could give some of the following examples:

- a lack of knowledge about disability needs in the workplace
- a lack of knowledge about what people with disabilities are able to do
- low quality jobs for many people with disabilities
- hiring for the “wrong” reasons (e.g. following the law / quotas, but then failing to provide accommodation)
- a fear of new technologies and adaptive technologies
- a tendency for many people with disabilities to try to hide this fact.
Try to highlight both the responsibility of employers, and that of people with disabilities to act as their own self-advocate. You may wish to discuss why people with disabilities often feel they have to hide their disability in an employment process? Do participants know of any examples? How can this be prevented?

Variations
You could propose that participants write the job advertisement for the role play beforehand, giving the job description and person profile.

Suggestions for follow-up
Depending on the time available and the level of awareness of group members concerning disability and disability employment issues, you could ask the group to develop recommendations on:
- How to change employers’ attitudes
- Running a campaign to address attitudes to employment rights and raise awareness of the accompanying issues.
Give groups 30 minutes for the discussion and to draw up a flipchart, and then 5 minutes for each group to present the flipchart.

If the group enjoys role play and would like to explore issues around discrimination of working mothers, then they might like to do the activity “Work and babies” on page 343.

Another activity that follows on with the theme of work is “Trade Union meeting” on page 320. It is a simulation of a meeting between an employer and employees together with their trade union (TU) representatives to negotiate wages and conditions.

Working conditions for people with disabilities have been improved after hard lobbying of politicians. It does indeed matter which politicians you vote for! If you would like to carry out a survey to find out about people’s attitudes to voting in elections and civic participation, then use the activity “To vote or not to vote” on page 314.

Ideas for action
Try to find out whether organisations or companies in the locality have a policy on disabled persons. The group could run a survey to see whether organisations are aware of the demands contained in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, and to find out their reaction to it.

Further Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facts and figures about disability from the European Disability Forum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Disabled people represent 65 million people in the European Union.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disabled people are two to three times more likely to be unemployed than non-disabled people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Only 16% of those who face work restrictions are provided with some assistance to work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Many disabled people are “discouraged workers” and don’t even attempt to enter the labour force. They are therefore classified as inactive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The more severe the degree of disability, the lower the participation in the labour force. Only 20% of people with severe disabilities work, compared to 68% for those without disabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Across Europe, 38% of disabled people aged 16-34 have an earned income, compared to 64% of non-disabled people. Disabled people’s income is dramatically lower than the income of non-disabled people.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: www.edf-feph.org
The estimated population of the Council of Europe member states is 800 million, which means that there must be approximately 80 million disabled people within their borders. The WHO estimates that over one billion people, about 15% of the world’s population, have some form of disability in the world today. The number is increasing because of war and destruction, unhealthy living conditions, or the absence of knowledge about disability, its causes, prevention and treatment. Among people with disabilities, women, children, elders, victims of torture, refugees and displaced persons, and migrant workers are particularly vulnerable. For example, women with a disability are discriminated against both because of their gender and because of their disability.

The Right to Work

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

Article 6:
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts (...)

Article 7:
The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work (...)

European Social Charter (ESC)

Part I
Everyone shall have the opportunity to earn his living in an occupation freely entered upon ... .
All workers have the right to just conditions of work.

UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
This treaty was opened for signature in March 2007 and became effective on May 2008.

Article 27:
1. States Parties recognize the right of persons with disabilities to work, on an equal basis with others; this includes the right to the opportunity to gain a living by work freely chosen or accepted in a labour market and work environment that is open, inclusive and accessible to persons with disabilities. States Parties shall safeguard and promote the realization of the right to work, including for those who acquire a disability during the course of employment, by taking appropriate steps, including through legislation ... .

“Reasonable accommodation”

A reasonable accommodation is any change or adjustment to a job, the work environment, or the way things are usually done that would allow a person with a disability to apply for a job, perform job functions, or enjoy equal access to benefits available to other individuals in the workplace.

For example, a blind typist cannot use a standard computer and keyboard. In order to deal with such barriers, the concept of reasonable accommodation was developed. When some aspect of the workplace puts a disabled person at a substantial disadvantage compared with people who are not disabled, an employer has to take steps to “equalise” the working environment. Under the new Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, employers will be obliged to make such a “reasonable adjustment”, and not to do so will be regarded as discrimination.
Handouts
Role cards:

Applicant 1:
You are a hard-of-hearing person. You lip read well in good lighting conditions. You always check that you understand what is being said by asking, for example, “Am I right in understanding that…?” In order to work effectively in the organisation, you will need an induction loop in the meeting room (a wire that helps to transmit sounds directly to a hearing aid), a phone with volume amplifier and a light alarm or text-telephone.

Think about what you will need to ask for in the interview and how you will do so.

Applicant 2:
You are a deaf person and use sign language. For the interview, you need to be accompanied by an interpreter and this will mean that you will need extra time for the interview. In the workplace you will need a text-telephone (a Tele Typewriter – a device that uses text instead of voice to communicate via telephone lines) and/or text relay service (an operator service that allows people who are deaf, hard-of-hearing, speech-disabled, or deafblind to place calls to standard telephone users via a keyboard or assistive device) to enable you to communicate with customers.

Think about what you will need to ask for in the interview and how you will do so.

Note: You will need to ask one of the other participants to be your interpreter.

Applicant 3:
You are a blind person and need to be accompanied by an assistant whose travel expenses (to the interview) must be paid by the employer. In the workplace you will need a computer with a special keyboard and software that “speaks” the text on the screen to you. To be able to get around, you will need to bring your guide dog. You know that employers may be reluctant to employ you because of the cost and availability of the technological support you will need.

Think about what you will need to ask for in the interview and how you will do so.

Note: You will need to ask one of the other participants to accompany you.

Applicant 4:
You are a person using a wheelchair. You need the building to be accessible, with nearby parking, and you will need all doorways, elevators, toilets, offices and common areas to be accessible for a wheelchair. If there are steps leading to any of these you will need ramps installing. You will also need a modified workspace with a desk that allows a wheelchair to fit underneath it.

Think about what you will need to ask for in the interview and how you will do so.

Applicant 5:
You are a person with dyslexia and you are applying for a job which will involve a certain amount of reading and letter writing. You have excellent qualifications for the job, including being able to read and write very well, but you find it difficult to work in noisy or stressful situations and within short deadlines. You ask for more time to complete the letter writing test that you are expected to complete as part of the application process.

Think about what you will need to ask for in the interview and how you will do so.
Employers’ role cards:

Employer 1:
You will be interviewing a hard-of-hearing person. You talk to the interviewee with your mouth half shut, look away frequently and sit in a badly lit place so that it is hard to see your mouth clearly. Talk fast and be impatient and unwilling to answer the questions of clarification put by the applicant. When s/he asks you to repeat something, do so reluctantly, and in an exaggerated way, giving the impression that the applicant was stupid not to understand it first time round.

Think about the questions you might want to ask the applicant at interview.

Employer 2:
You will be interviewing someone who is completely deaf and you will communicate with them through an interpreter. In the interview you address remarks to the interpreter, not to the applicant. You are in a hurry and do not want to waste too much time waiting while your speech is interpreted or while the applicant is communicating his/her comments to the interpreter. You often interrupt the deaf person at these moments. You cannot understand how a deaf person will be able to communicate with the customers and you think that the sign language interpretation at the interview is a waste of time. You also believe that the deaf person will always need a sign language interpreter in the workplace - though he/she will deny it - and you do not want an extra person in the office.

Think about the questions you might want to ask the applicant at interview.

Employer 3:
You will be interviewing a blind person and you cannot see that someone who is blind is at all suitable for the job. You are sure that the technology required will be too costly and, anyway, could not compensate for the disability of being blind. You are also concerned that other staff will not be able to communicate with him/her.

Think about the questions you might want to ask the applicant at interview.

Employer 4:
You will be interviewing a person in a wheelchair. They will ask about wheelchair access and your building is not at all suitable for wheelchairs. You know that it would be too expensive to make the necessary adaptations but you will try not to use this as a reason because you know that it is illegal to discriminate against a candidate simply because they are disabled. You will try to find other excuses and reasons, although you really believe that this candidate is very suitable for the job.

Think about the questions you might want to ask the applicant at interview.

Employer 5:
You will be interviewing a person with dyslexia and you are irritated by their extra demands. All applicants have been given a test of their letter writing ability and you are not prepared to accept that this applicant should be given any longer to complete the task. You think that if they are not able to write a letter in the given time and under the same conditions as everyone else, they should not be given the job.

Think about the questions you might want to ask the applicant at interview.
Just a minute

Can you talk for just a minute - no hesitations - no repetition?

Themes
• Culture and Sport
• Globalisation
• General Human Rights

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any

Time
40 minutes

Overview
In this activity, people have to be quick and inventive to talk for one minute on the relationship between sports and human rights.

Related rights
All

Objectives
• To appreciate how human rights are interconnected and indivisible
• To develop critical thinking
• To cultivate self-confidence to express personal opinions

Materials
• Statements, one per participant
• A hat
• A watch with a second hand, or a timer

Preparations
• Make a copy of the sheet below and cut out the statements.
• Fold the strips of paper over and put them into a hat.

Instructions
1. Ask people to sit in a circle.
2. Pass round the hat. Ask each person in turn, without looking, to dip into the hat and take out one slip of paper.
3. Participants then have 5 minutes to prepare to talk non-stop for one minute on the statement written on their slip of paper. The rules are no hesitations and no repetitions.
4. Go round the circle and ask each person in turn to give their “speech”.
5. After each “speech”, allow two or three minutes for short comments. If people have a lot to discuss, make a note of the topic and agree to return to it at the end.
6. When everyone has had their turn, go back and finish any discussions that had to be cut short.
7. Then go on to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation
Start by reviewing how the activity went and then go on to talk about the issues that were raised and finally the connections with human rights.
• Was it difficult to talk non-stop on the topics for one minute?
• Which were the toughest topics to talk about and why?
• Which of the statements was the most controversial and why?
• What was the most surprising piece of information people heard?
• Which human rights were at stake in each of the statements?
• Is the right to sport a human right? If so, how is it enshrined in the various human rights documents?
• Does everyone in your community have access to sporting activities of their choice? If not, why not? What can be done to remedy this?
Tips for facilitators

This activity works at many different levels and the questions may be interpreted in different ways. It is important to work at the level of the young people. You may wish to say something to provoke deeper thinking, but be aware of the danger of giving the impression that you are expecting “a certain answer”.

If you think that the statements below are not of interest to your group, then compose others. If you have a very big group, run the activity in sub-groups.

Encourage reluctant speakers to have a go. Suggest they try to talk for half a minute or even for just twenty seconds or tell them they may first confer briefly with a friend before they talk, or offer to let them have their go later. However, be prepared that some people may not be persuaded.

A good way to get going is to play the association game as described on page 62. Prepare some word cards with words such as “sport”, “disability” or “Olympic games”.

Variations

In a small group you can do two or more rounds. People take one slip of paper in each round.

Another way to play is to put the cards in the hat as described in the instructions. Ask one person to pick one statement and to read it out. They start to talk about the topic, but instead of having to talk for a minute, they may stop whenever they want to and the next person has to continue, starting from exactly the last word the previous player used.

This technique of taking statements out of a hat can be adapted to use with any theme or topic you want to discuss.

Suggestions for follow-up

If people want to continue with the theme of sport and are feeling energetic, try the activity, “Sports for all” on page 284.

If one of the other themes provoked particular interest, check the list of activities to find an activity on that theme.

The group may like to take a humorous approach to human rights and to play with Pancho’s cartoons in Chapter 5: see “Playing with pictures” on page 76; or they may like to tell jokes: see “Eurojoke contest” in the All Different - All Equal.

Ideas for action

Decide on one issue to tackle and agree the next stage in taking action. Develop a project to continue working on the chosen issue. Link up with a local organisation which is working in the field. Use the project as a learning opportunity and help people reflect on what they have gained in group work skills and action competencies.

Further information

http://www.athletesunitedforpeace.org
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and general human rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you think that Emmanuel Adebayor makes a good UNAIDS Goodwill Ambassador?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and general human rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athletes at international level have to agree a code of conduct. Those who then breach the code, for instance, by using a sporting event to make a political statement are penalised. Is this a denial of a person's right to free expression?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and general human rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The police have powers to stop football supporters whom they suspect of being troublemakers from travelling to other countries for matches. Is this a legitimate denial of their right to freedom of movement and association?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and general human rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you think that countries should be chosen to host the Olympic Games according to their human rights record?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What would you say to ambitious parents and trainers who force children to train for hours on end? Who should have the right to decide about a young person's health and how they spend their leisure time?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and citizenship and participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Many people are born in one country, but then make their home and become citizens in a second country. Nonetheless, they continue to support the national team of their country of birth, instead of that of the second country that has offered them a new home. Should a good citizen support their host country's national team?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A culture can be described as the set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterises an institution, organisation or group. Is “football culture” culture?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and democracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you think that politicians in your country use sport, or sporting events, to distract and divert people from taking an interest in political and economic issues?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and disablism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To what extent do the Paralympics break down prejudices against disabled people?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and discrimination and intolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is sex testing of athletes necessary to ensure fair competition or is it too great an infringement of people's human dignity and right to privacy?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golf courses are frequently criticised for being both people and environmentally unfriendly because they are often developed on land that was used by local people for farming and forestry. They also require a lot of water, herbicides and pesticides for their maintenance. Does this make golf a human rights issue?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport and gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some people say that there are few women among the top coaches and sports administrators because of discrimination against women. Do you agree? If you do, what can be done about it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and globalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports and the media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and peace and violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and religion and belief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and remembrance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and war and terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport and work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Language barrier

Can you answer these questions? Would your asylum application be acceptable?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group size</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themes</td>
<td>Migration, War and Terrorism, Discrimination and Intolerance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overview**

This is a simulation of the difficulties that refugees face when applying for asylum. Issues raised include:

- The frustrations and emotional factors refugees have to face
- Overcoming the language barrier
- Discrimination during the application procedure

**Related rights**

- The right to seek and enjoy asylum
- The right not to be discriminated against on the basis of ethnicity or country of origin
- The right to be considered innocent until proven guilty

**Objectives**

- To raise awareness about discrimination by border police and immigration authorities
- To develop intercultural communication skills
- To foster empathy with refugees and asylum seekers

**Materials**

- Copies of the “Asylum Application” handout, one for each participant
- Pens, one per person

**Preparations**

Arrange the room so you can sit behind a desk and role play the formality of a bureaucratic official.

**Instructions**

1. Let participants arrive but do not greet anyone or acknowledge their presence. Don’t say anything about what is going to happen.
2. Wait a few minutes after the scheduled start time and then hand out the copies of the “Application for Asylum” and the pens, one to each participant.
3. Tell them that they have five minutes to complete the form, but don’t say anything else. Ignore all questions and protests. If you have to communicate, speak another language (or a made-up language) and use gestures. Keep all communication to a minimum. Remember that the refugees’ problems are not your concern; your job is only to hand out the forms and collect them in again!
4. Greet any latecomers curtly (for example, “You are late. Take this form and fill it in. You have only got a few minutes left to do it.”)
5. When five minutes are up, collect the forms without smiling or making any personal contact.
6. Call a name from the completed forms and tell that person to come forward. Look at the form and make up something about how they have filled in the form, for instance, “You didn’t answer question 8” or “I see you answered “no” to question 6. Application dismissed.” Tell the person to go away. Do not enter into any discussion. Go straight on to call the next person to come forward.
7. Repeat this process several times. It is not necessary to review all the applications, only continue for as long as necessary for the participants to understand what is happening.
8. Finally break out of your role and invite participants to discuss what happened.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start by asking people how they felt during the activity and then move on to discuss what happened, what they have learned and the links with human rights.

- How did the participants feel when they were filling out an unintelligible form?
- How realistic was the simulation of an asylum-seeker’s experience?
- Do you think that in your country asylum seekers are treated fairly during their application for asylum? Why? Why not?
- What could be the consequences for someone whose asylum application is refused?
- Have the participants ever been in a situation where they could not speak the language and were confronted by an official, for instance, a police officer or a ticket-controller? How did it feel?
- Which human rights are at stake in this activity?
- What possibilities do asylum seekers have to claim protection from violations of their rights?
- How many asylum seekers are there in your country? Do you think your country takes its fair share of refugees?
- Which rights are asylum seekers denied in your country?

Tips for facilitators

This is a fairly easy activity to facilitate: the main thing required from you is to do be “strong” in your role and you must be serious, tough and bureaucratic. The plight of the asylum seekers is not your concern; you are here to do your job! The point is that many people do not want refugees in their country. Immigration officers are under orders to screen the refugees and to allow entry only to those who have identification papers and who complete the application forms correctly. The refugees frequently have a poor command of the other country’s language and find it very difficult to fill in the forms. Also, they are in a distressed and emotional state. It is especially hard for them to understand what is happening because their applications are frequently dismissed and they do not understand the reasons.

The “Application for Asylum” is in a Creole language. Creole are languages that have come into existence as a result of two peoples, who have no common language, trying to communicate with each other. The result is a mixture. For example, Jamaican Creole features largely English words with dialect pronunciation superimposed on West African grammar. There are several Creole languages, for instance, in Haiti and The Dominican Republic, and in some Pacific and Indian Ocean islands such as Papua New Guinea and The Seychelles. The reason Creole is used in this exercise is because relatively few Europeans will know it. If it happens that you have a participant who speaks this Creole language, you could ask him/her to take the role of the border police or immigration officer.

Suggestions for follow-up

If you want to look at the arguments for accepting or denying refugees entry into a country, look at the activity “Can I come in?” on page 115.

Many asylum seekers coming to Europe have difficulties integrating because they had very little education in their home countries. If you would like to find out more about inequalities of educational provision worldwide you could use the activity “Education for All” on page 161.
Ideas for action

Find out more about the procedures and what actually happens in your country when an asylum seeker comes to the border. Where and when do they fill in the first forms? Do they have the right to an interpreter from the very start? Look on the Internet on the official government information website, invite an immigration officer to come and talk about the challenges of the job, and interview asylum seekers to find out their views on the situation, how fair they think the system is, and what difficulties they faced, especially with the initial form-filling procedures. The information could be used for refugee awareness campaigns, or fed back to the immigration department or to organisations such as the UNHCR and Amnesty International.

Children, especially those seeking asylum unaccompanied by a parent or an adult who is a close family member, need special protection. Find out what procedures are in place for unaccompanied minors and see if there are practical ways you could help, for example by giving help with translating documents sent by the authorities or becoming a guardian (see further information below).

Further information

Refugees

The word “refugee” is used in general to mean someone who is fleeing his or her country and looking for safety. It also has a precise, legal meaning as someone who is officially recognised as needing protection under the Geneva Convention of 1951. An “asylum seeker” is someone who is seeking to become a legally recognised refugee. Formal definitions of the terms are given in the glossary and more explanations and information can be found in the further information section with the activity “Can I come in?” on page 115.

The following information is from the European Council on Refugees and Exiles (ECRE), www.ecre.org.

A refugee’s chances of gaining protection depend greatly upon the procedures used to assess asylum cases. Even the most compelling claim for international protection can fail, if it is not fully and fairly considered. Border and immigration authorities must understand the obligation to receive asylum seekers, while legal aid and interpretation services must be available to asylum seekers.

On 1 December 2005 the EU Asylum Procedures Directive came into force; it lays down the minimum standards on procedures in Member States for granting and withdrawing refugee status. It deals with issues such as access to procedures (including border procedures), detention, the examination of applications, personal interviews and legal assistance. In the ECRE’s view, the Directive “falls short of standards conducive to a full and fair examination of an asylum claim. … issues of concern include … the sanctioning of border procedures that derogate from the principles and guarantees of the Directive itself.” In 2009 the Directive was amended to ensure better harmonisation of the asylum system in Europe.

Children seeking asylum

The Council of Europe’s Commissioner for human rights wrote on 20 April 2010: “We have a duty to protect these children (unaccompanied minors). The key is that they have a right to protection. The first step should not therefore be to automatically decide on return, but rather to designate rapidly a guardian who would represent the interest of the child. This is the best protection against any abuse from traffickers, but also from possible negligence by authorities in the host country”. http://commissioner.cws.coe.int
### Handouts

Asylum application form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application for asylum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Appellido</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Primer nombre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Fecha de nacimiento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pais, ciudad de residencia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ou genyen fanmi ne etazini?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Kisa yo ye pou wou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Ki papye imagrasyon fanmi ou yo genyen isit?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Eske ou ansent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Eske ou gen avoka?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Ou jam al nahoken jyman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Let every voice be heard

To educate is to believe in change.  

Paulo Freire

Themes
• Education
• Citizenship and Participation
• Children

Complexity  Level 3

Group size  8-50 (small groups 6-8)

Time  120 minutes

Overview
This is a discussion exercise in small groups and plenary, working on:
• What education is and how it meets, or does not meet, people’s needs
• Participation in decision-making processes.

Related rights
• The right to education, including the right to human rights education
• Freedom of opinion and expression
• The right to take part in the government of one’s country

Objectives
• To reflect on the education system and how it meets people’s needs
• To develop skills of co-operation and participation in democratic decision-making at school and club level
• To promote justice and inclusion

Materials
• 4 large sheets of paper or flipchart paper and pens per small group of four people
• Extra paper, sufficient for people to make notes on if they wish to

Preparations
• Make copies of the handout, one per small group

Instructions

This activity is in two parts: part 1 (35 minutes) is a discussion about what sort of education people want, and part 2 (60 minutes) is a discussion about how to develop democratic systems so that young people can have a say in the education that they get.

Part 1. What sort of education do we have and how would we prefer it to be? (35 minutes)

1. Start with a short general discussion about what people understand by the term “education”. Point out that education is more than what goes on in school or college. Draw out the differences between formal, informal and non-formal education. Participants should know that to receive an education is a human right (Article 26 of the UDHR).

2. Brainstorm all the positive and negative aspects of the school system in your country and note the keywords on flipchart paper.

3. Briefly review the keywords and consider why the education system is like it is with reference to some of the points listed, for instance, the curriculum, class sizes, school rules about clothing and extra curricular activities.

4. Ask participants to get into small groups of 4 to 5. Hand out the text of Article 28 of the Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC). Give the groups 15 minutes to assess the value of their right to education. For instance, is primary education available and free to all in
your society? If not, who are excluded and why? What forms of discipline are there and is the individual’s dignity respected? Does the curriculum foster the development of everyone’s personality, talents and abilities? What is the focus, for instance on producing good citizens or a trained work force? Is human rights education included?

5. Come back into plenary and ask people to give feedback.

Part 2. Developing democratic systems so people can have their say. (60 minutes)
1. Ask the group who makes the decisions about the sort of education that they get.
2. Ask people to go back into their small groups to review how decisions are made in their school. For instance, who decides what is taught or what extra curricular activities will be arranged? How is the school or college administrated? How are budgetary and spending decisions made? How are policies developed and agreed? How much say do young people have?
3. Tell them that not only do they have a human right to education, but also that according to Article 12 of the CRC, “the child has the right to express views on all matters affecting him/her and the child’s views should be given due weight.”
4. Ask each group to consider the positive and negative aspects of having a democratically elected body, such as a student council, to make decisions about their education at the local level.
5. The next stage depends on the circumstances of the group. If there is no council in your school, then the groups should work to decide what sort of council they would like, what its remit should be and how to go about establishing one. If your school or college already has a council, then they should review how it works and develop plans for how to make it work better. Explain how to do a SWOT analysis and tell the groups that they have thirty minutes to develop an action plan written up on a large sheet of flipchart paper.
6. Come back into plenary and ask the groups to report their results.

Debriefing and evaluation
Many points will already have been made at the various stages of the previous discussions. However, take time to review the activity as a whole, to reflect on the general learning points and to plan what to do next.
- Did people enjoy the activity? Was it useful? Why? Why not?
- Why are the existing decision-making structures as they are? What are the historical precedents? Did the structures fulfil their functions in the past? Are they appropriate now? If not, why?
- Why do decision-making structures and procedures need to be reviewed regularly?
- How did the different groups’ action plans compare?
- What do they cost in terms of time, effort and money?
- How realistic were they? (Note: it is good to have big visions, but you need to take one step at a time towards the goal!)
- “The child has the right to express views on all matters affecting him/her and the child’s views should be given due weight.” Is this a realistic demand in relation to the national education curriculum? How could young people have an input?
- To what extent is Article 12 respected in the classroom? How much time should be devoted to “having your say”?
- Some groups, for instance the Roma, often find their right to education violated. Why is this and how could access be made easier?
- How is human rights education delivered in your school? Do you learn about human rights and the various conventions? Do you have the opportunity to get involved in projects to promote human rights in your school and community?
Tips for facilitators

This activity has been written with reference to schools and colleges with mention of “school or college councils”. This should not deter anyone who works in a non-formal setting; the activity is equally relevant to young people in youth clubs and associations who will have a board rather than a council as its governing body. Just adapt the terms you use accordingly.

Familiarise yourself with Articles 12 and 28 of the Convention of the Rights of the Child (see page 471). If you are working with young adults over the age of 18, then refer to the right to education in the UDHR (Article 26).

There is general information about education and human rights in the background information on Education at www.coe.int/compass. Notes about the differences between formal, non-formal and informal education can be found on page 30. The SWOT analysis is described and explained in the “Taking action” section on page 379.

Why have a school council?

A school / student council is intended to give students a voice in the school issues that directly affect them. There are many good reasons for establishing school councils and ensuring that they work effectively. The same arguments apply to the board or management committee of youth organisations.

Pupil-centred benefits

Participation in a school council promotes the educational or personal development of pupils because:

- Councils promote citizenship learning, political efficacy and democratic attitudes.
- Councils promote social confidence and personal values.
- Students are empowered to challenge authority.
- Students learn how to make decisions in a fair and accountable way.
- Students learn about the realities of life, for instance, how to work within limited budgets or with unresponsive authorities.

Pragmatic benefits

- Democratic management styles work better than autocratic ones because they are ultimately more effective as they encourage pupils to take responsibility.
- Councils encourage co-operation, harness energy and reduce alienation.
- Councils can improve the atmosphere of the school: teachers are trusted more; rules are shown to be more fairly based.
- Whatever the limitations because of outside social and political pressures, a student council is a practical way of demonstrating to students the good faith of the staff and commitment to certain values.

Suggestions for follow-up

Let the group work further on the ideas generated in this activity and, taking tips from the Taking action section on Education in Chapter 5 on page 365, strive for more say in the decision-making in their school, college or club.

If the group enjoyed thinking about the sort of education they would like to have, they may enjoy the board game, “Tale of two cities” on page 294, which raises issues about what sort of city people would like to live in. If participants would like to find out about general attitudes to voting, then look at the activity “To vote or not to vote” on page 314.
Ideas for action
The participants might consider linking and exchanging information with other student councils in their area, at the national level, or internationally.

Further information
The degree to which young people can participate in decision-making processes depends on their age and the matter to be decided. For a useful model, see Roger Hart’s ladder of young people’s participation, www.freechild.org. There is more information about the ladder of participation in the section on Citizenship and Participation in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass.

Opportunities for direct involvement in decision-making processes are growing in many countries, for example, Participatory Budgeting, a process in which the effects of people’s involvement are directly seen in either policy change or spending priorities. It is not just a consultation exercise, but an embodiment of direct, deliberative democracy: http://www.participatorybudgeting.org.uk. One example is Newcastle’s (UK) Udecide participatory budgeting programme, where in May 2008 young people had a 20% vote in the procurement of services for the city’s £2.25m Children’s Fund. Recognising that children and young people are the experts, the project aimed to give those young people in the city who were most likely to benefit from the Fund the chance to have a real say in how it was allocated.

The Organising Bureau of European School Student Unions (OBESSU) is the European umbrella organisation of school student organisations. It works in order to:
• Represent the views of the school students in Europe towards the different educational institutions and platforms
• Uphold and improve the quality and accessibility of education and educational democracy in Europe
• Improve the conditions in the secondary schools in Europe to promote greater solidarity, co-operation and understanding among the school students
• Put an end to the discrimination and injustice where they exist within the educational systems in countries in Europe.

Handouts

The Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 28:
The child has the right to education. The State shall make primary education compulsory and available and free to all and encourage the development of different forms of secondary education, make them available to every child. School discipline shall be administered in a manner consistent with the child’s dignity. Education should be directed to the development of the child’s personality, talents and abilities, the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, responsible life in a free society in the spirit of peace, friendship, understanding, tolerance and equality, the development of respect for the natural environment.
Let’s talk about sex!

Let’s talk about sex; let’s talk about you and me.¹

Complexity
Level 4

Group size
10-15

Time
60 minutes

Themes
• Gender
• Discrimination and Intolerance
• Health

Overview
This activity uses the “fish-bowl” technique to explore attitudes to sexuality, including homophobia.

Related rights
• The right to equality
• Freedom from discrimination
• Freedoms of expression and association

Objectives
• To expand understanding about issues and rights related to sexuality and sexual identity
• To develop self-confidence to express one’s own opinion about diversity in sexual preferences
• To promote tolerance and empathy towards others who are different

Materials
• 3 chairs
• 2 facilitators (preferable)
• Space for participants to move about
• Board or flipchart and markers
• Small slips of paper and pens
• A hat

Preparations
• Be aware that for many people – especially young people! – sexuality is a very personal and sensitive issue. Be prepared to adapt either the methodology or the topic – or both!
• Identify a few well known people who have been out-spoken about their sexuality including heterosexual and homosexual, bisexual and transsexual men and women.

Instructions
1. Set the scene. Explain that, although most people view sexuality as a private matter, the right not to be discriminated against because of sexual orientation is a fundamental human right and protected by legislation in most European countries. This activity is an opportunity to explore attitudes to sexuality and in particular to homosexuality and heterosexism. Then warm up with a brainstorm of famous people who have been out-spoken about their sexuality.
2. Hand out the slips of paper and pens and ask people to write down any questions they have about homosexuality or sexuality in general, and to put their papers in the hat. The questions should be anonymous.
3. Explain that this activity is about exploring attitudes to sexuality and in particular to homosexuality. Everyone is free to express opinions that may be conventional or unconventional, controversial or which challenge the norms of their society. People may present points of view with which they agree, or with which they disagree with without fear of ridicule or contempt.

¹Title adapted from a hit song by American hip-hop trio Salt-n-Pepa (1991)
4. Place the three chairs in a half-circle in front of the group. These are for the three conversationalists who are in the “fish-bowl”. The rest of the group are observers.
5. Explain that you will begin by inviting two volunteers to join you in a conversation in the “fish bowl”. If at any point someone else would like to join you then they may do so, but as there is only room for three fish in the bowl at any one time, someone will have to swap out. Someone who wishes to join the conversation should come forward and gently tap one of the “conversationalists” on the shoulder. These two people exchange seats and the original “conversationalist becomes an observer.

6. Everyone is welcome to come forward to express their opinions, but they may also express opinions which are not necessarily their own. In this way points of view that are controversial, “politically incorrect”, or unthinkable can be aired and the topic thoroughly discussed from many different perspectives. Emphasise that offensive or hurtful comments, which are directed at individuals in the group, are not allowed.

7. Ask a volunteer to pick up a question from the hat and start discussing it. Let the discussion run until people have exhausted the topic and points are being repeated.

8. Then ask for another three volunteers to start a discussion about another question under the same rules as before.

9. Discuss as many questions as you have time for. Before you finally go on to the debriefing and evaluation, take a short break to allow time for people to come out of the “fish-bowl”. This is especially important if the discussion has been heated and controversial.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start with a brief review of how people felt being both inside and outside the “fish-bowl” Then go on to talk about the different views that were expressed and finally discuss what people learnt from the activity:

- Was anyone shocked or surprised by some points of view expressed? Which ones? Why?
- In your community, how open-minded are people generally about sexuality?
- Are young men and young women expected to conform to specific sexual orientations and roles? Which?
- How are (young) people who do not fall within these expectations perceived and treated?
- Are some groups more open than others? Why?
- What forces shape how our sexuality develops?
- Where do people get their values about sexuality from?
- Do participants’ attitudes about sexuality differ from those of their parents and grandparents? If so, in what ways do they differ? Why?
- Are there any laws in your country that prohibit sexual relations between consenting adults? If so, what do the laws prohibit? Why do they exist? Do you think that they are reasonable?
- Article 16 of the UDHR states: “Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a family.” Why is “sexual orientation” not included in the list together with “race, nationality or religion”? Should it be?
- In some countries, laws and social pressure appear to conflict with the human rights of the individual to respect and dignity, to fall in love with the person of his/her own choice, to marry freely etc. How can such conflicts be resolved?

Tips for facilitators

Be aware of the social context in which you are working and adapt the activity accordingly.

The aim of this activity is to allow participants to reflect on their own sexuality and the norms of their society and to encourage them to have the self-confidence to express their own point of view while being tolerant of people who hold different views. The aim is not to convince people of one point of view or another, nor to come to a consensus decision.
Before running the activity it is recommended that you prepare yourselves by reading the background information on Gender in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass. Think over what topics may come up. Some frequently asked questions and issues include:

- What is homosexuality?
- What are the differences between heterosexual, gay, lesbian, bisexual and transsexual people?
- Is homosexuality an illness?
- How do people become gay or lesbian?
- What about the risk of AIDS?
- In some countries homosexuality is accepted and gay people can get married in others it is punishable by death.

It is also important for you as facilitators to reflect on your own values and beliefs about what is right for yourselves, your families and for others and to remember that these values will be reflected in everything you do and say, and what you don't do or say. It is crucial that you acknowledge your own values and prejudice and understand the origins of those values in order that the participants may also develop insights into the origins of their own values.

The aim of the brainstorm of famous people who have been outspoken about their sexuality is to encourage the participants themselves to be open about discussing sexuality. It is also an opportunity to clarify terms such as gay and lesbian, homosexual, heterosexual, bisexual and transsexual. (See the background information in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass).

Your role in the activity is crucial in setting the general tone. One way to start off could be by using two facilitators as conversationalists. One of you could start by saying, “Have you heard, Peter has come out about being gay?” The other might reply, “No, I would never have thought it, I mean he doesn’t look gay”. In this way you imply that the conversation is about a mutual friend and therefore at a “local” level and not a theoretical debate. It also helps open up a discussion about what people know about homosexuality and their attitudes to it.

Hopefully one of the observers will quickly replace you, thus enabling you to leave the discussion to the participants. However, you should continue to participate as an observer so that you maintain the possibility of taking another turn as a conversationalist. This leaves open the possibility for you to discretely manipulate the discussion either to open up different avenues of debate or to tactfully remove a participant who is not keeping to the rules.

If you wish to, you can introduce a rule that any particular point of view can only be raised once. This prevents the discussion focusing on only a few aspects of the topic and helps to discourage repetition of popular prejudices.

If you need to give the group some ideas for questions to discuss you could suggest the following:

- Should the age of consent (to marriage or to having sex) be different for homosexuals?
- Should gay and lesbian couples be allowed to marry and to adopt children? Why / Why not?
- Is it true that men who have sex with men are more likely to get AIDS than women who have sex with men?

If the group is large there will not be time to discuss all the questions. Be aware that some people may feel disappointed or frustrated because their question was not raised. To attempt to overcome this you can, at the end of the session, tape all the questions on the wall. This will motivate participants to continue the discussion in their own time.
Variations

This method can be adapted with any kind of issue, for instance racism, education, or climate change.

Suggestions for follow-up

You may be interested in looking at how sexuality, and especially homosexuality are presented in the media. Collect pictures from newspapers, magazines and from the Internet and ask people to write captions or speech bubbles; see “More ways to play with pictures” at the end of the activity. “Playing with pictures” on page 255.

The activity “Soon to be outdated” on page 280 looks at how attitudes, including attitudes to sex, change over time.

Taking action

Contact an organisation for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people in your country. Invite one of their representatives to address your group and find out which issues of equality and rights are the most pressing in your own country.

Further information

Human sexuality is an integral part of life and one of our basic needs. Our sexuality influences our personality and behavioural characteristics – social, personal, emotional, psychological – that are apparent in our relationships with others. Our sexuality is shaped by our sex and our gender characteristics and by a host of other complex influences, and is subject to life long dynamic change.

Sexual diversity and human rights

At first sight these two issues may appear not to be related. It might be argued that the one is related to private and individual choice, the other to the public domain of legal and political structures, which operate in relation to citizenship. Yet, recent historical, anthropological and sociological studies show how sexual identity and modes of expression of sexual desire are seen, both over time and across cultures, to be potentially disruptive to the maintenance of social order. In some contexts, same or ambiguous sex desire challenges or ruptures traditional or religious beliefs, in others it may be regarded as a psychological illness.

There is arguably a social and religious hegemony that consistently operates to marginalize equal access to human rights. The institutionalised assumption is that heterosexuality is “natural” and therefore the “normal” mode of expression of sexual desire and therefore also morally acceptable while other forms of sexual expression are “unnatural” and morally unacceptable.

Note: Adapted from the The Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission website, www.iglhrc.org
Local Heritage Sites

Heritage is our legacy from the past, what we live with today, and what we pass on to future generations. – UNESCO

Themes
- General Human Rights
- Discrimination and Intolerance
- Religion and Belief

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
12 – 35

Time
2 hours

Overview
In this activity participants explore their environment and link heritage sites with human rights

Related rights
- The right to education
- The right to freedom of belief and religion
- The right to participate in the cultural life of communities

Objectives
- To become aware of the heritage that is present in one’s town or living environment
- To link remembrance and heritage sites with human rights
- To develop an appreciation for diversity in the community

Materials
- If the variation is used, then a list of questions to be discussed at each site
- Maps with the areas that the groups will explore (optional)

Preparations
- Identify certain areas of the town in which the groups will walk (you may decide to let the groups choose the areas they want to explore, but it is easier if they have options to start with)
- Print out or send electronic copies of maps with delimited areas which the groups should walk or explore
- Inform the participants that the activity will take place outdoors in order to dress appropriately and bring with them water or anything else they might need

Instructions
1. Invite the participants to form groups of 5-6 people and briefly share their favourite building/place/statue/symbol in the town and the reasons why they like it.
2. Inform participants that in the same groups, they will walk for one hour in a certain area of the town and look for buildings, statues, symbols, street names, plaques etc., which are part of the town's heritage. You might want to identify certain parts of the town where you want them to go or invite them to choose where they want to go. Ideally each group should go in a different part of the town.
3. Their task is to search for more information about each site identified, either online or by asking the people who are passing by what they know about it (or both). They should write down the information and take photos of the sites.
4. When the groups come back, give them 30 minutes to process the information and prepare a presentation of what they found (including photos) some time to prepare.

5. Each group briefly presents what they found on their tour and the information they learned.

Debriefing and evaluation

1. How did you feel exploring your this town through the lens of heritage?
2. Was it difficult to find information about the different places online? What about from the people in the street?
3. What human rights are related to the sites you identified?
4. Are you surprised by the things you learned in this process? Which ones?
5. Did you find sites that refer to diverse cultural religious groups? Can these groups fully enjoy their human rights in Europe, in the present?
6. Do you think that most people living in this town are aware of this heritage and its significance? Why?
7. Do you think that other aspects of heritage should be present in the public space, but are not? Which ones? Why do you think they are not present?

Tips for facilitators

It is quite common for many people to pass by heritage sites in their town and never notice them. Some heritage sites are very well known, while others are completely ignored. For example, in some parts of Europe they might find former synagogues that are no longer used or places where synagogues or mosques were destroyed and only a plaque is left, marking the spot. These plaques are easily missed by the passers-by. You might decide, depending on the groups of young people with whom you are working, to give them no instructions, and let them find whatever they can, or you could identify certain specific places that they should look for. It may be useful to give participants a copy of the Summary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, especially if they are not very familiar with human rights. This will allow them to easier identify which rights are related to the sites they are seeing.

Make sure you allocate enough time for the participants to move to and from the places they are exploring. If the places to which they have to get are quite far, you can choose to do the first part of the activity (the exploring) at the end of one day and the presentations and debriefing in the beginning of the following day.

Variations

You might decide to tell the groups beforehand what specific sites to look for. In that case you could a give them a list of questions to discuss in each of those places. Alternatively, you could organise this activity in the style of a treasure hunt. For example, the first task of the group is to go to a site, take a photo, discuss the site and then answer one specific question or do a specific action. A team member is placed next to each site and the group gives the answer or shows the action to that person who, in turn, gives them an envelope with instructions for the second site and so on.

You can focus the activity exclusively on exploring the names of streets or squares. For example, the participants can explore which people or events are remembered by naming a place in their honour. The participants can also analyse the following aspects: Are there equal representations of men and women? Have any of these people contributed to a culture of human rights? Or, instead, have they been or are they associated with human rights abuse and violations? In the debriefing you can also invite participants to identify and discuss in groups which people should, in their opinion, be honoured with a street name because of their contribution to human rights.
Local heritage sites

Suggestions for follow-up
If you would like to further explore the aspect of memory and remembrance you can run the activity Memory Tags.

The participants can contribute to European Heritage Days which is a way to engage with Europe’s cultural heritage, to reinforce a sense of belonging to the European common space, and to share insights into how the European dimension of local heritage is understood throughout Europe: https://www.europeanheritagedays.com

Ideas for action
The participants may want to research how and by whom are names given to streets or squares and write to the local authority in charge in order to propose new names or replace existing ones.
Makah whaling

*Dress it up how you like – whaling is murder and murder is wrong.*

Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group size</td>
<td>14+ (small groups of 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>150 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Themes     | • Culture and Sport  
             • Environment  
             • Globalisation |
| Overview   | This activity involves small group work, role-play, discussion and consensus building about the issues of:  
             • The sustainable use of marine resources  
             • The rights of indigenous peoples to freely determine their economic, social and cultural development |
| Related rights | • The right to take part in the cultural life of the community  
                 • The right to food and access to natural resources  
                 • The right to life, liberty and personal security |
| Objectives | • To develop understanding about apparently conflicting claims to the right to participate in cultural life and protection of the environment  
             • To develop critical thinking, skills to present an argument and consensus-building skills  
             • To develop attitudes of open-mindedness to cultural differences. |
| Materials  | • Handouts  
             • Pens and paper for the groups to make their own notes |
| Preparations | • Read through all the handouts to familiarise yourself with the information on the issues. You will then be able to act as a resource person if needed.  
              • Make copies of the role cards. Each participant should have their own role card for reference. |

**Instructions**

The activity is divided into two parts: part 1 (30 minutes) is an introduction to the activity and the environmental and cultural issues involved, and part 2 (90 minutes) is a simulated meeting to try to find common ground between the Makah tribe and the anti-whaling lobby.

**Part 1. Introduction to the environmental and cultural issues (30 minutes)**

1. Explain that this activity is about environmental and cultural rights. It centres on a wish by the Makah nation to resume whaling and the opposition to this from conservationists and others.
2. Tell the group about the Makah and explain that the confrontation has been going on for many years and the legal costs are escalating without producing a lasting result. The conservationists have used reckless methods that have put their own and other people’s lives at risk and some members of the Makah are so frustrated that they have broken the law and whaled illegally. It is a very unsatisfactory situation for all and it seems to be time that the parties try to get together to see what they have in common and to find a solution.
3. Introduce some of the issues by asking participants to indicate their response to the following questions by standing “high or low”. (For how to use this technique, see page 353).
   Read out the following statements one at a time:
   • People’s customs should be respected so long as they do not abuse human rights.
   • We should respect people’s right to be free to choose what they eat; to be vegans, vegetarians or to eat meat.
   • The food we eat should be produced using environmentally friendly methods.
   • Animal husbandry should not include cruel methods such as intensive rearing or cruel ways of slaughtering.
   • Cultural traditions are very important for people and should be respected.
   • Whales should not be hunted, even for cultural purposes.

Part 2. A simulated meeting to try to break the deadlock between the Makah tribe and opponents to whaling. (90 minutes)
1. Remind the group that fierce battles, both literally and legally, have been going on for years and that now is the time to try to find a solution. This activity is a simulated meeting hosted by an imaginary organisation called Crest (Culture, Rights, Environment, Sustainability and Talk). Crest is an independent organisation that works to bring a human rights perspective to environmental issues. They are committed to promoting understanding through dialogue. The simulation is a meeting chaired by Crest between four groups:
   a. The Makah tribe who wish to resume whaling
   b. High North Alliance, an umbrella organisation representing whalers and sealers that works for the future of coastal cultures and the sustainable use of marine mammal resources. The HNA supports the Makah.
   c. Sea Shepherd, an organisation that investigates and documents violations of international laws, regulations and treaties protecting marine wildlife species. They oppose the Makah’s request.
   d. Greenpeace, environmental activists who oppose whaling.
2. Crest’s role is to facilitate a discussion that will focus on five questions:
   • Why are whales important?
   • Are grey whales an endangered species?
   • Why should the Makah be stopped from eating whale meat?
   • Could the Makah’s ritual of hunting whales be modified?
   • If an agreement can be reached, what sort of monitoring will be needed to ensure that the whales are protected?
3. Ask for four volunteers to represent Crest and divide the rest of the group equally into four small groups. Hand out the role cards. The groups have 30 minutes to discuss the information and to consider their positions and supporting arguments on the five questions.
4. When the groups are ready, bring everyone together in plenary and call on the people representing Crest to take the chair. The meeting should last 60 minutes.
5. Crest opens the meeting with a short statement about the human rights and environmental frame of the discussions and restates that the purpose of the meeting is to share information and discuss the issues, as formulated by the five questions. The Makah tribe follow by stating their case. Then the topics are for open discussion.
6. At the end of the discussion Crest should sum up. Take a short break and then go on to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation
Begin by asking the groups to reflect on the discussions and whether it was possible to come to a consensus about any of the questions; then go on to talk about general issues.
• Was it difficult to take the different roles?
• What was the most interesting thing people learnt?
• What made the best arguments? Appeals to the emotions or rational, logical arguments?
• How hard was it to see the other side of the argument? How hard was it to accept it?
• How much common ground was there over each of the five questions?
• In real life, how hard is it to accept other people’s cultural practices that participants find either rude, incomprehensible or unethical?
• At what point does the cultural clash become discrimination?
• How difficult is it to be open-minded about cultural differences?
• Does globalisation inevitably lead to loss of culture? Is a changed culture a lost culture? Shouldn’t we see cultural change as a positive process in a changing world?
• Which human rights were at stake in this activity?
• Conflicting legal claims to rights are usually resolved in the courts. Is this a fair way to resolve human rights issues?
• Which should be prioritised, the claims of people to food and life or environmental protection and preservation of species?

Finish the session by doing another round of “high or low” to see if people have moved in their attitudes to the issues of whaling. Repeat the same questions as you asked in part 1.

Tips for facilitators
The complexity of the issues addressed in this activity means that it is best suited to a mature group with good discussion skills. There is a lot of information to assimilate and the text on the role cards assumes a certain level of knowledge of human rights and environmental terminology. You may wish to consider doing the activity over two sessions and giving the groups time in between to read the role cards and think about the issues.

One important objective of this activity is to confront young people with the limitations of their own cultural perspectives and enable them to reconsider their attitudes to the sustainable use of wildlife. Whaling is a very emotive issue for many people and one on which they often hold very strong views. This makes it a challenging – but also difficult – topic to work with. You could, for instance, ask the participants how they would react if they were forbidden to eat some specific food important for their culture, life and traditions. A second objective is to develop consensus-building skills, which is why the activity has been designed to be a meeting which is mediated by an imaginary organisation, Crest (culture, rights, environment, sustainability and talk).

At part 2 step 1 of the instructions you may want to elaborate on some of the questions.
• Why are whales important? Consider the economic, historical, environmental and spiritual reasons?
• Are grey whales an endangered species? What scientific evidence is there?
• Why should the Makah be stopped from eating whale meat? Consider that Jews and Muslims don’t eat pork for cultural reasons, but they don’t stop other people eating pork.
• Could the Makah’s ritual of hunting whales be adapted? Bear in mind that cultural practices can and do change: for example, in response to the AIDS epidemic, in cultures worldwide talking about sex is no longer taboo and rituals involving sex, such as widow cleansing, are being challenged and changed.
• If an agreement can be reached, what sort of monitoring will be needed to ensure that the whales are protected? Consider open access to information, who might be the arbitrator of whether in a certain year the whale stock was in good shape, and how to prevent cheating.
Check that participants fully understand the meaning of some of the terms and concepts introduced on the role cards. For example:

**Indigenous peoples**

There are no hard and fast distinctions that enable us to unambiguously define indigenous people. In general, it may be said that they are the descendants of peoples who originally occupied the land before colonisers came and before state lines were drawn. They are always marginal to their states and they are often tribal. The 2007 Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples recognises their right to self-determination, their right to freely determine their economic, social and cultural development, and their right to the dignity and diversity of their cultures.

**The precautionary principle**

The precautionary principle states that “when an activity raises threats of harm to human health or the environment, precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships are not fully established scientifically”. It includes taking action in the face of uncertainty; shifting burdens of proof to those who create risks; analysis of alternatives to potentially harmful activities; and participatory decision-making methods.

**Sustainability**

In 1989 the UN World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), also called the Brundtland Report, defined sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. “Sustainable use” is a term that is applicable only to renewable resources: it means using the resource at rates that are within their capacity for renewal. There is a globally agreed principle of sustainable use of the world’s natural resources, based on scientific evidence and objective data.

**Variations**

If the group is small you can work with two groups, the Makah and the High North Alliance on one side and Greenpeace and Sea Shepherd on the other.

You may like to run the activity on two separate occasions to allow the groups to research facts and have more time to consider their positions.

An alternative way to present this activity is as a panel debate. Have one person to represent each of the four groups, the Makah, the High North Alliance, Sea Shepherd and Greenpeace. Get them to present their cases and then proceed with questions from the floor. At the end, take a vote on each of the five questions. In this way you get people to consider the human rights, cultural and environmental aspects of the issue, but it will lack the element of consensus building.

**Suggestions for follow-up**

If the group would like to explore the idea of culture change, then go to the activity “Soon to be outdated” on page 280.

**Ideas for action**

Support indigenous peoples by buying their products. Many handicraft items for sale in shops that sell “fair traded” products are made by indigenous peoples. Go and have a look next time you are out shopping for a present for someone.
Further information

The Makah Whale Hunt and Leviathan’s Death: Reinventing Tradition and Disputing Authenticity in the Age of Modernity. Rob van Ginkel, University of Amsterdam. It is available on the Internet; put the title into your search engine.


Handouts

General information for the facilitator

The Makah people (also called the Makah or Makah tribe) live on a reservation that sits on the most north-western tip of the Olympic Peninsula in Washington State, USA. The current reservation is approximately 27,000 acres. In July 1999 tribal census data showed that the Makah tribe has 1214 enrolled members, although only 1079 members currently live on the reservation. The average unemployment rate on the reservation is approximately 51%. Almost 49% of the reservation households have incomes classified below the federal poverty level, and 59% of the housing units are considered to be substandard.

In spite of this bleak description, the traditions are very strong and many Makahs who graduate from college come back to the reservation to work for the Makah tribe, the local clinic, and the public school.

http://www.statemaster.com/encyclopedia/Makah

A brief history of the recent disputes

• October 1997: International Whaling Commission agreement allotted the Makah four grey whales per year.
• May 10, 1999: the first Makah whale hunt in more than 70 years took place. Protestors disrupted the hunt, putting their own and other’s lives in danger.
• May 17, 1999: one whale caught.
• June 9, 2000: the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals ordered that hunts cease until a new environmental assessment was prepared.
• July 2001: the new assessment was issued. Hunting again approved.
• 2002: the International Whaling Commission approved the Makah request to renew its quota of whales for an additional five years.
• December 2002: a three-judge panel of the 9th Circuit placed the hunt on hold indefinitely until a full environmental impact statement was prepared.
• February 2005: the Makah tribe submitted a formal request to the National Marine Fisheries Service for a waiver of the Marine Mammal Protection Act allowing them to hunt whales.
• September 2007: some members of the tribe, frustrated by the lack of progress, hunted a whale illegally.
• May 2008: the Fisheries Service released a draft of the environmental impact statement.
• Mid-2009: no final environmental impact statement or a decision on the waiver request.

Source: www.historylink.org
Makah whaling

Role cards

CREST role card
Your position on the whaling issue is neutral. Your role is to provide background information on the human rights and environmental legislation, to mediate between the groups and to sum up at the end. Your job as facilitators of the meeting is to ensure that the discussion is focused on the task in hand and to clarify misconceptions and misunderstandings. Help the groups move away from their differences and explore instead what they have in common in order to come to a consensus about the following questions:

- Why are whales important?
- Are grey whales an endangered species?
- Why should the Makah be stopped from eating whale meat?
- Could the Makah's ritual of hunting whales be modified?
- If an agreement can be reached, what sort of monitoring will be needed to ensure that the whales are protected?

Start by welcoming everyone. Set the framework for the discussions. Take about two minutes to set the scene by summarising the main human rights and environmental aspects of the issue, quoting if you wish from the extracts below. Restate the purpose of the meeting: to discuss the issues and to try to come to a mutual understanding in order to find a durable solution to the current conflict.

Ask the Makah tribe to explain their reasons for wanting to resume whaling before opening the general discussion. After 50 minutes’ discussion you should briefly sum up, and list points that arose in this meeting that will need to be clarified at the next.

Some background information about human rights, culture and the environment
The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights states in Article 1 that:
1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.
2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.

Article 15:
1. The States Parties to the present Covenant recognise the right of everyone:
   (a) To take part in cultural life;
   (b) To enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications.

   The preamble to the Vienna declaration of 1993 states that, “All human rights are universal, indivisible and interrelated. The international community must treat human rights globally in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing and with the same emphasis … the significance of national and regional particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds must be borne in mind”.

   In 1981, the International Whaling Commission decided to permit Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling (ASW). This is defined as “whaling for purposes of local aboriginal consumption carried out by or on behalf of aboriginal, indigenous or native peoples who share strong community, familial, social and cultural ties related to a continuing traditional dependence on whaling and the use of whales”.

   The UN Convention of the Law of the Sea states that, “One of the general principles is the optimum sustainable utilisation of renewable marine resources.”

   In 1982, the IWC placed a moratorium on fishing for the endangered grey whale. In 1994 the population had recovered to an estimated 21,000 individuals and it was also removed from the U.S. Endangered Species List.
Makah tribe role card

Your role is to present the case of the Makah Indians who live on the north-west coast of North America. Whaling is an important cultural tradition for the Makah and you only want the right to kill five grey whales each year.

You should use your own existing knowledge of human rights and environmental issues together with the following information:

- Even though it is 70 years since the last whale hunt took place, the ceremonies, rituals, songs and tales have been passed down and kept alive. A whole social structure was built around the hunt.
- Nowadays some Makah Indians make a living fishing salmon and pacific sable fish, which is sold to a local fish plant, but the old system of sharing between family and friends is still in existence.
- It was the industrial whaling operations carried out by Europeans and Americans that depleted the whale stock. Now the stock is back up at a historically high level and has been removed from the US Endangered Species List.
- Our young people value having an identity based on their own culture and history. Being part of a culture that has a long tradition is a privilege that not many young people in the US have.
- We’re not going to hunt the grey whales for commercial purposes. Our purpose is ceremonial and for food/subsistence.
- We’ve requested up to 5 grey whales but that’s not to say that we’ll take them all.
- We fish in small coastal vessels using the traditional hand harpoon. We are considering a modified version with a grenade on the tip like the ones used in the Alaskan bowhead hunt.
- We will be an active player to ensure the grey whale never goes back on the Endangered Species List.

Sea Shepherd and the Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society role card

The Sea Shepherd International is a non-profit, non-governmental organisation (NGO) involved with the investigation and documentation of violations of international laws, regulations and treaties protecting marine wildlife species. The Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society (WDCS) is the world’s most active charity dedicated to the conservation and welfare of all whales, dolphins and porpoises.

You should use your own existing knowledge of human rights and environmental issues together with the following information:

- “Dress it up how you like – whaling is murder and murder is wrong.”
  - Whales are not human but they are not less than human. The mindset that accepts killing whales overlaps with the mindset that accepts the genocide of “inferior” human beings.
  - In a profound sense, whales and some other sentient mammals are entitled to, if not human rights, then at least “humanist rights”.
- The real reason for this initiative by the Makah is because they know very well that whale meat goes for $80 per kilo in Japan. One whale is worth nearly one million dollars.
- Allowing the Makah to whale will have implications for thousands of whales because Norway, Japan, Russia and Iceland are looking at this as a precedent.
- We are walking the tightrope of trying to respect people’s historical right to carry on long-standing traditional ways and yet balance the interests of conserving and protecting whales.
- In 1995 there was criticism of the Russian grey whale hunt when it was alleged that the whale meat was not eaten by indigenous peoples but was actually fed to foxes in fox fur farms.
- Cultures change. The Alaskan North Slope Eskimos are now economically very different to the peoples who hunted whales a century ago. Oil exploitation has brought an enormous amount of money to the local people. Also, hunting from modern skidoos and helicopters is straining the definition of what is aboriginal.
- While the International Whaling Commission (IWC) continues to debate the emotive issue of the resumption of commercial whaling, hundreds of whales, and their cousins, the smaller dolphins and porpoises, are dying every year, almost unnoticed, in aboriginal hunts.
- In the context of wildlife, the precautionary principle should be followed.


**The High North Alliance role card**

The High North Alliance is an umbrella organisation representing whalers and sealers from Canada, Greenland, the Faeroe Islands, Iceland and Norway. The HNA is committed to working for the future of coastal cultures and the sustainable use of marine mammal resources.

You should use your own existing knowledge of human rights and environmental issues together with the following information:

- The Makahs had been whaling for 2,000 years before the white imperialists came over and took the whales, and destroyed the Makah traditions and way of life.
- Now the whales are plentiful again but the white men want to ban all use of this resource and to deny us our rights.
- Different cultures will never be able to agree on which animals are special and which ones are best for dinner. In northern Norway people have a special relationship to the eider duck although in Denmark eider breast is a delicacy. Therefore, the statement “whales are different” begs the question: different for whom?
- Whaling, as well as sealing, is allowed only as long as it is conducted by indigenous peoples, is non-commercial and is only for “traditional usage”. This is unfair because:
  - It tends to be the outsiders who define what is “traditional”.
  - To link whaling and sealing to a non-commercial mode of production is to deny people their obvious right to define their own future.
  - No culture is static, but the policy of anti-whalers is de facto an attempt to “freeze” the situation, to turn an evolving culture into a static museum object.
  - Commercialism in itself seems to be considered bad by the majority of the contracting governments at the International Whaling Commission (the body that controls whaling). It is ironic that this view is expressed by governments which are usually strong advocates of free trade.
- The current moratorium, or “hands off whales” policy is difficult to defend using logical arguments. There are many practices in agriculture, fishing and forestry that are clearly unsustainable, but there is no blanket ban on these industries.
- “Marine mammals are part of the living resources of the ocean ecosystems. They should be protected when threatened and only hunted when there is certainty that the size of their stocks allows it. Hunting may also be necessary in order to avert over-population and imbalances in marine ecosystems.” (Report on Marine Mammals, Council of Europe, July 12, 1993)
- Whaling is a good example of how international co-operation can transform a situation of over-exploitation into one of sustainable use. International co-operation is not perfect, but it can and does work.

**Greenpeace role card**

Greenpeace supporters around the world campaign for their visions of how to achieve a more sustainable world.

You should use your own existing knowledge of human rights and environmental issues, together with the following information:

- People from many cultures worldwide hold whales to be sacred and consider each species a sovereign nation unto itself, worthy of respect and protection.
- Whales bring joy to many thousands of whale watchers.
- Greenpeace does not support any whaling, but does not oppose truly subsistence whaling, as long as there is no commercial element.
- Grey whales migrate vast distances each year and they only briefly pass through Makah waters.
- If the proposal to authorise 5 grey whales to be taken by one tribe goes ahead, then several other tribes in Canada and Alaska will say, “Well, if they can hunt them, we can hunt them”.
- It’s extremely difficult to determine accurately the actual number of whales in different whale populations. The size of most populations is known no more accurately than plus or minus 50%. Since changes happen very slowly; it is impossible to tell if a population is growing or shrinking in the course of a few years’ study. However, there is no doubt about the decline in whale numbers caused by commercial whaling.
Making links

Democracy is not something you believe in or a place to hang your hat, but it's something you do. You participate. If you stop doing it, democracy crumbles.

Abbie Hoffman

**Themes**
- Citizenship and Participation
- Democracy
- General Human Rights

**Complexity**
Level 4

**Group size**
8 - 20

**Time**
120 minutes

**Overview**
This activity involves negotiation about the rights and responsibilities of citizens, the government, NGOs and the media in a democracy.

**Related rights**
- The right to participate in government and in free elections
- Freedom of information and expression
- Everyone has duties to the community

**Objectives**
- To develop an understanding of the link between rights and responsibilities
- To develop discussion and co-operation skills
- To promote civic responsibility

**Materials**
- A sheet of A4 paper and pencil for each group for making notes
- 4 large sheets of paper (A3) or flipchart paper (one for each group’s “record sheet”)
- 3 markers, one red, one green and one blue) for each group
- 4 balls of string or wool (a different colour yarn for each group)
- A roll of sticky tape (Scotch tape) for each group
- Scissors
- Rules of play handout sheet, one per group

**Preparations**
- Cut 6 lengths (1.5m long) of string or wool from each ball. (24 strands in all; 6 of each colour, one colour per group).

**Instructions**
1. Explain that the purpose of the activity is to draw a “map” of the relationships between four “actors” within (an ideal) democratic society.
2. Divide the participants into four equal-sized groups to represent four “actors” in a democracy: the government, the NGO sector, the media and citizens.
3. Give each group a sheet of A4 paper and a pencil to use for making notes and ask them to spend ten minutes brainstorming the role that their “actor” plays in a democratic society, that is, what the main functions that it performs are. At the end of the time, they should agree on the five most important functions.
4. Next they are going to prepare their “record sheets”. Hand each group a large sheet of paper (A3 or flip chart paper) and a red marker pen, and ask them to write down the “actor” they represent at the top and underneath, their five most important functions.
5. Bring the groups together to present their “record sheets”. Let the groups share their reactions. Ask them if they agree about the main functions of these four “actors”. If they wish to, the groups may amend their lists in the light of the feedback.
6. Now separate the four groups again and hand out the green pens. Give them fifteen minutes to brainstorm what they require from each other, in order to carry out their own functions. When the time is almost up, ask the groups to prioritise the two most important demands they make of each of the other “actors” and to list these under separate headings using the green marker pen.

7. Hand out the copies of the “Rules of play”, go through them and make sure everyone understands what they have to do. Then ask the groups to bring their “record sheets” into the middle of the room and to lay them in a square about 1 meter apart (see diagram). Ask members of each group to position themselves near their “corner”.

8. Hand each group their 6 strands of wool, a roll of tape and a blue pen.

9. The rounds of negotiation now begin. You should allow 10 minutes for each round. Remind people that the aim is to map out relationships between the different “actors” and that when a demand is accepted one piece of wool should be taped between the two papers to signify acceptance of responsibility.

10. Move on to the debriefing and evaluation while participants are still sitting around the map.

Debriefing and evaluation
Ask the participants to look at the map they have created and to reflect on the activity:

- Was it hard to think of the functions that the government, NGOs, media and citizens perform in a democracy?
- Were there any disagreements within the groups about which claims should be accepted or rejected?
- Which of the claims made on other groups did they not accept as responsibilities? Why was this? Do you think that such cases would cause any problems in reality?
- Were there responsibilities that each group accepted but which they had not recognised before? How do they feel about this now?
- Did the activity show people anything new about democratic society that they did not know before? Were there any surprises?
- Which rights are at stake in this activity?
- Article 29 of the UDHR states: “Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible.” Which are the most important duties you have at present in your life?
- What are the roles of the different actors in ensuring that nobody’s rights are violated?
- What are the different actors’ roles in ensuring that everyone has access to human rights education?

Tips for facilitators
Using four different colours of yarn (one colour associated with each “actor”) makes the map look more attractive and it is easier to trace the links, for example, all the citizens’ demands might be yellow and all those of the media, black.

In step 5 of the instructions, after the groups have drawn up their list of functions, don’t spend too long discussing the issues as a whole group. You should use this more as a prompt for the next small group work they will be doing. Groups may want to make a note of the other groups’ functions.

If groups struggle to come up with functions, try asking them to think about the kind of thing their “actor” does, and what would be missing if it did not exist! You may want to provide some examples to help groups to get started:

- Governments draft legislation, decide on general policy, and ensure that the country meets its budget.
- NGOs lobby for minority interests, take up issues which the government (or opposition) fails to address, and campaign for changes in legislation.
Making links

- The media reports on government policy, investigates issues, and provides analysis and commentary.
- The “functions” of citizens include everything that is important in a democratic society: ideas may range from standing for parliament, engaging in human rights activism, setting up organisations to protect particular groups, questioning and becoming involved in political life, and so on.

When they draw up their lists of demands (step 5), tell them not to be unrealistic in their demands of the other “actors”! These responsibilities will need to be acceptable, so they should not make unfair or unreasonable claims.

At step 9, the negotiations should not be presented as a “competition”, nor should they occupy too much time. Emphasise to the groups that they should see themselves as co-operating with each other: the purpose is to establish a society in which all “actors” work together for everyone’s satisfaction. Therefore, the transactions should be relatively quick: tell groups to accept claims if they seem to be reasonable, and otherwise to reject them, with any controversial ones to be discussed at a later stage.

If the groups need help with thinking about demands and responsibilities, then you could use as an example the media and citizens: journalists need tip offs about where events are happening and citizens have a responsibility to alert the media and provide witness statements.

Variations

The activity may be made more or less complicated by using different numbers of “actors” within society: for example, you may want to add “businesses”, “minorities”, or “disadvantaged groups”. However, this will make the negotiation process a lot more complicated, and you may not want all of the groups to exchange demands with each of the others. You could also use different categories with more direct relevance to young people’s reality – for example, replace “citizens” by “young people” and “the government” by “school”.

The activity could be simplified by removing one or more of the groups: for example, by working with only “citizens” and “the government”. This may be preferable if you have a small group.

You may want to try the activity without the use of the “record sheets”: during the negotiation process, someone from the first group should hold one end of the piece of wool, and offer the other end to someone in the second group. If people keep hold of their ends, the whole “society” should be physically linked up by the end of the process!

Suggestions for follow up

The group could continue to add to the map, by including different groups within society (see under the heading “Variations”). They may want to transfer the map to another sheet of paper for greater clarity. Think about which connections in your own society are not well developed, and what could be done to overcome this.

If the group would like to think about the direction society is moving – and more especially – how they would like it to develop, then they may enjoy the activity “Our futures” on page 248.

Ideas for action

Do the activity again but this time use it as a method to analyse how your local government, the local media, local NGOs and citizens interact with each other. Identify where the links could be better and bring this to the attention of the “actors”, either through writing letters, a blog or an article in the local media. You could make a practical start to improve the links between your own organisation, school, college or club with the other “actors”.

Compass – Manual for human rights education with young people - Council of Europe
Handouts

Rules of Play

1. The aim of the exercise is for each “actor” to get their demands accepted by each of the other “actors”.
2. The negotiations are made between pairs of “actors” in three rounds as follows:
   - Round 1: citizens and NGOs negotiate, and the media and the government negotiate.
   - Round 2: citizens and the media negotiate, and NGOs and the government negotiate.
   - Round 3: citizens and the government negotiate, and the media and NGOs negotiate.
3. In each round, the pairs themselves decide who is to start and they take it in turns to make demands of each other.
4. When making a demand, people should state the demand clearly and concisely. They should also explain what it involves and why they are making this particular demand, that is, why it is important to enable them to fulfil their own functions.
5. When deciding whether or not to accept a demand, people should decide whether what is being asked is fair, and whether they would be able to carry it out.
6. If the demand is accepted, then the pairs use one of the “demander’s” strands of yarn and tape it between the two “record sheets” to signify the agreement that has been made. The accepting group should make a brief note on their “record sheet” in a blue pen to remind them of their responsibilities and what they agreed to do.
7. If the second group rejects the demand, the piece of wool is put aside.
8. Repeat the negotiations, until all demands have been discussed.
9. In each round the process is repeated until there are connections between all four “actors”.
10. At the end of the process there will be a map to represent the relationships between the different actors in a democracy. Each of the actors will have a “record sheet” with a list of their functions in red pen, a list of demands of the other “actors” in green and a list of actions they have agreed to take in order to meet the demands of the other “actors” written in blue. The demands and actions are represented by coloured yarn.
Memory tags

*Until lions have their historians, tales of the hunt shall always glorify the hunters.*

**African Proverb**

**Themes**
- Remembrance
- War and Terrorism
- Culture and Sport

**Complexity** Level 2

**Group size** 10-15

**Time** 120 minutes

**Overview** Participants collectively create a “tag cloud” to represent their thoughts and feelings evoked by public war memorials.

**Related rights**
- Right to life, liberty and security of person
- Right to take part in cultural life
- Freedom of thought and conscience

**Objectives**
- To reflect on national facts and myths about past wars and the role of public war memorials
- To develop creativity and skills to think independently
- To foster imagination and compassion

**Materials**
- Sheets of flipchart paper
- Tape
- Plenty of coloured markers
- Photographs of war memorials (optional)
- Examples of tag clouds (optional)

**Preparations** Make a large piece of paper (to measure approximately 1.5m x 1.5m) by taping together several pages of flipchart paper. It needs to be big enough for all members of the group to be able to find a place around it. Draw a faint line down the middle.

**Instructions**

1. Make sure everyone knows what a “tag cloud” is and explain that the group will be creating a non-electronic tag cloud to illustrate the associations and memories evoked by public war memorials.

2. Ask people to think, individually, about a national memorial in the locality that was erected in remembrance of a war, for instance the Second World War. They should try to recall what it looks like and identify the feelings, ideas and associations – both positive and negative – that that memorial evokes in them.

3. Invite everyone to take a coloured marker and find a place around the paper. Still working individually, they should now put their individual “tags” onto the common sheet of paper, according to the following general principles:
   a. Tags are entirely individual: they are simply how you perceive a certain object.
   b. Negative associations should be written to the left hand side of the centre line; the more negative they are, the further out towards the left edge of the paper they should be.
   c. Positive feelings should be written on the right hand side of the page; the more positive they are, the further out towards the right edge of the paper.
   d. Feelings that are strongly evoked by the memorial should be written in larger (stronger) text than feelings that are only evoked weakly.
4. When participants have recorded their tags, ask them to sit back and look at the collective results. Ask:
   a. Are there any strong messages or patterns in the “cloud”?
   b. Are they surprised by any of the tags?
   c. Are there more positive than negative feelings evoked, or vice versa?
   d. Which tend to be the strongest feelings evoked?
   e. Is this the way you think the war should be remembered by future generations? What is missing – or where does the balance need to be redressed?

5. Now invite participants to take the markers again. This time they should think not about the actual, existing memorials, but about an imaginary memorial that would send – for each of them – the most important messages about the war. They should repeat the process of tagging that they went through before, again placing their tags individually on the same sheet where they placed their first messages. Explain that the first tag cloud is now a public space and cannot be erased, so the new tags should be placed on top of the first ones.

6. When the “cloud” is complete, invite participants to look again at the whole picture and then go on to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start by discussing the process of making the tag cloud and then go on to address issues relating to remembrance and human rights:

- How much control did you feel able to exert over the shape of the final cloud? Were you frustrated by other messages coming out more strongly than those you wished to promote?
- Did you act individually in the case of the second cloud, or were you tempted either to discuss ideas with other people, or to combine forces in the act of “tagging”?
- To what extent were you influenced either by other people’s tags, or by the ones already on the page?
- How different is the completed cloud from the first one and what are the main messages?
- Does the final cloud represent the messages you think future generations should take about the Second World War better than the first one? Why? Why not?
- Why do official memorials tend to “glorify” war? Do you think that war should be glorified?
- Are you aware that even during a war, there are certain minimum standards laid down in the Geneva conventions which are supposed to govern the actions of the fighting sides? Can you list any of these?
- Do you think it is right that soldiers effectively lose their right to life in times of war?
- What message do official memorials give about the other side, “the enemy”? How should we understand this message today?
- How easy was it for you to imagine a different type of memorial? What would these memorials be like? What did you think was important, and what did you find most difficult?
- Could a memorial ever really remind us of the horrors of war? Do you think that they should try to?
- How do you think that those who lived through the war, or who died fighting it, would want that period in history to be remembered? Would their tag cloud differ from yours?
- If you had lost someone close in a war, how would you want that person remembered, and what would you want to tell the next generation about war?
- Has this activity extended your understanding of human rights? How?
**Tips for facilitators**

You may wish to play around with colours. For example, you could suggest that all negative associations are written in black and all positive ones in another colour; or you could use darker and lighter shades moving further away from the centre line; or if you want the second cloud to stand out from the first, you could request that all tags for the first cloud be written in one colour, and that all tags added in step 5 in a different one.

You can use photographs of memorials if you think they will help, but you may find it more effective to ask participants to complete the first tagging stage from memory; it will really test which messages are most persistent!

Keep the first debriefing (at point 4) short. Use it to try to bring out different ideas relating to the way the past is remembered and to stimulate creative thinking on alternative types of memorials. If people feel that the first cloud accurately represents the way they would like the events to be remembered, try using some of the ideas in the background information on the theme of Remembrance in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass.

During the second tagging stage allow people freedom to adapt or alter the existing cloud as they wish and to discuss ideas with each other – even if their work should ultimately be individual.

There should still be plenty of space for adding new words in the second round. You may feel that the cloud is likely to become muddled, but that reflects what happens when you tag in real life – you are stuck with what other people have previously tagged. Putting the new words over the old ones may help to communicate the message that perceptions are very cultural, and because everyone else thinks in a different way, it's hard to get your voice heard. However, if you think it will make it easier for your group to analyse their ideas and feelings, then feel free to make two separate cloud tags.

**Variations**

Instead of writing directly on the paper, people could write their tags on labels that can easily be moved. This will enable changes to be made during the second stage of tagging, for instance placing similar tags near to each other for greater prominence.

You can use other events in history if this seems more appropriate than the Second World War – for example, the Holocaust, the First World War, a civil war or a regional war. The only important thing is that these events should be commemorated in some public way. For example, if you choose to address aspects that are not wars, such as the Holocaust, or slavery (Roma slavery in Romania or the trans-Atlantic slave trade), the following questions can replace the questions about war in the Debriefing and Evaluation:

- Are there memorials, commemorating this event in history?
  - If there are, are they representing the event in a dignified way?
  - If there are not, why do you think that is?
- Are there specific human rights that you can connect with this event?
- Are there attempts to minimise the importance of this event, do deny or trivialise it? Why do you think that is?

It would be interesting for the young people to compare their perceptions of the War with those who lived through it. You could break the activity after the first tag cloud and let the participants interview members of the older generation about how they would like the War to be remembered by future generations and whether the existing war memorials are satisfactory in their view.
You can use the idea of making a tag cloud (manual or electronic) as a follow-up to many of the other Compass activities, especially when you want to create some sort of visual material for an exhibition.

Alternative key dates are, for example, 27 January, International Holocaust Remembrance Day or 23 August, International Day for the Remembrance of the Slave Trade and its Abolition.

Suggestions for follow-up
Make a survey of your locality to count the numbers of streets that are named to commemorate army commanders or famous battles and the number of streets named after famous people who worked for peace. Find out who in the municipality decides how to name streets and suggest some people you think should be commemorated.

If the young people are interested to see what their tag cloud really looks like you could ask for 2 volunteers to type the tags up into a document and paste into the screen at http://www.wordle.net/create. They can then print it out, or save to the public gallery as a record of their thoughts about memorials.

You may like to look at the activity “Just a minute” on page 204 where you will find a suggestion to consider the issues surrounding remembrance and Hitler’s Olympiastadion in Berlin, and what should be done with the building.

If the group would like to think about our heroes and heroines and what we remember and respect them for, you could run the activity “Heroines and heroes” on page 189.

Ideas for action
Even if you run the activity as one session, the young people could still be encouraged to speak to people of the older generation and be better informed.

Hold a memorial event to commemorate a hero who worked for peace. It could be a festival with music and dance, an exhibition or a “happening” where you build a collective monument to remembrance. Advertise the event and ask people to contribute an item that for them which symbolises remembrance. It could be anything, for example a white poppy, a photograph of a relative lost in war or the shoes worn by someone when they first arrived in your country and claimed asylum.

Further information
A “tag cloud” or “word cloud” (or “weighted list” in visual design) is a visual depiction of “tags” or keywords. Normally the words are listed alphabetically and the importance of a tag is shown with font size or colour; thus the tag cloud can be thought of as a creative graph. On the Internet, where the idea was developed, the tags are usually hyperlinks that lead to a collection of items that are associated with the tag.

On the next page there is an example of what the tags might look like.
Handouts

**Instructions**

- Draw a faint line down the middle of the page.
- Negative associations should be written to the left hand side of the centre line; the more negative they are, the further out towards the left edge of the paper they should be.
- Positive feelings should be written on the right hand side of the page; the more positive they are, the further they should be to the right hand edge of the paper.
- Feelings that are strongly evoked by the memorial should be written in larger (stronger) text than feelings that are only evoked weakly.

**Example of a tag sheet**

```
deaths scared pain orphans frightened death angry loss
bad enemy sad guns sorrow hunger crying
evil destroy death loud enemy die memories
sad angry scared sad Misery scary destruction
sacrifice friends sacrifice homeland pride patriot
leaders solidary family protect help
sacrifice helping allies “lest we forget”
```
My life is not a show!

Sticks and stones may break my bones - and words can hurt me too!

Themes
- Media
- Peace and Violence
- Education

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
4 - 30

Time
90 minutes

Overview
This activity aims to develop people’s awareness about abuses of information communication technology (ICT) in general, and cyberbullying in particular.

Related rights
- Right to freedom of thought, opinion and expression
- Freedom from interference with privacy, family, home and correspondence
- Freedom from inhuman or degrading treatment

Objectives
- To widen awareness about the abusive use of mobile phones and the Internet
- To develop skills to think creatively and find ways to fight “cyber crimes”
- To foster empathy and solidarity

Materials
- Flipcharts and pens
- List of statements
- Tape or string to mark a long line along the floor

Preparation
Read the tips for facilitators and have a broad overview of what cyberbullying is, how it is manifested, the ways of addressing it. Research so you have a basic idea of the laws against cyberbullying in your country.

Instructions
1. Start with a brief brainstorming session on bullying. Ask participants to take a couple of minutes to think about bullying, what it is and how it is manifested. Then collect their answers and write them on a flipchart.
2. Do the same again with a clean sheet of flipchart paper, this time thinking about cyberbullying, what it is and the forms it takes.
3. Mark a line on the floor with tape or string that you call the “yes line”. Ask the participants to line up in two straight lines, one on either side of the “yes line”.
4. Explain that you are going to read some statements about cyberbullying and that you want them to respond, but without using any words. If they can answer “yes” to a statement, they should take a step sideways onto the “yes line”. They should respond honestly.
5. Read out the first statement. Give people time to think and respond. Then ask them to look around and take a note of how many there are on the “yes line”.
6. Ask people to return to the starting lines and read out the next statement.
7. At the end, draw everyone into a circle and move on to the evaluation and debriefing.

“Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt me” is often attributed to slaves during the time of slavery in the US. The idea was that if the overseer only cursed you and called you humiliating names, then that was much better than receiving brutal lashes from his whip.
Debriefing and evaluation

Start with comments about the statements and people's experiences and then go on to talk about how common the different sorts of bullying are and how to tackle them.

- What did you know about cyberbullying before you did this activity?
- Are all the statements serious enough to be labelled cyberbullying? Why? Why not?
- Are there other ways of cyberbullying that have not been mentioned?
- How common is cyberbullying in your community and in your country?
- Which human rights does cyberbullying violate?
- Why do people bully? Why do people become victims?
- Why is it that people who have been victims sometimes go on to bully others?
- What can be done to stop cyberbullying? By the victim? By others?
- What can you do to protect yourself against cyberbullying?
- Which human rights are at stake when people are bullied?

Article 19 of the UDHR states, “Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.” Should there be limits to freedom of speech? If yes, what are the consequences and who should decide the limits? If freedom of speech should not be limited, what are the consequences?

Tips for facilitators

Bullying and cyberbullying are sensitive issues and you should be prepared for some participants to become emotional as they remember bad experiences. People who have been bullied feel guilt and shame; they do not see themselves as victims and those who bully may not fully realise why they are doing it. Thus, before tackling the topic of cyberbullying, prepare yourself well and consider whether or not you want to call on someone with expertise in the area to assist you.

Examples of how to respond to bullying include:

- Do not reply to threatening or defamatory messages
- Blacklist email accounts
- Change your email address
- Change your Internet service provider (ISP)
- Change your mobile phone account
- Keep the abusive messages as proof
- Share the problem with someone you can trust. If you are a child, you will have to involve an adult at some point.
- In certain circumstances you can confront the bully. Arrange a meeting with a mediator and try to help the bully understand the consequences of their actions.
- In some cases, it may be advisable to inform the local police department or consult a lawyer.

Note that it is not recommended that you retaliate, that is, bully the bully back, because such behaviour can lead to civil actions or criminal charges against you.

Examples of actions people can take to protect themselves from bullying include:

- Limit computer connection time – don't be online all the time.
- Never open email messages from sources you do not recognise.
- Change your passwords regularly.
- Do not put a lot of personal data in your profile.

The most important thing for participants to learn from this activity is that it is necessary to speak out and share the problem whenever they experience or witness it.
Education is the key to preventing bullying in the first place and to stopping it once it occurs. The mechanisms are complex and the causes different in every case, but both the victim and the bully need to understand the social and psychological forces that are operating in order to be part of the solution. People who become victims are likely to be shy, sensitive, anxious, and insecure, have low self-esteem and lack social skills. Physical traits that tend to be picked on are being overweight, physically small, having a disability or belonging to another race, religious or social group. People who bully do it because it is a way for them to feel better about themselves, feel important, and control other people. If others are doing it, they may think they will be popular or “cool”. Bullying is also a way of getting attention, getting what they want or of punishing people they are jealous of.

Variations
A lot of people who have been bullied become bullies, so it's important to get people to think about personal responsibility. After reading the statements, carry out a second round based on the same statements, but this time made from the point of view of the person who bullies. People don’t move onto the “yes line”, but stand in their lines and reflect. For example, “Have you ever opened someone else's email box without the consent of the user?” and “Have you ever used someone else's mobile phone without their consent?”

If bullying is an acknowledged problem, then you might like to tackle the topic at a deeper level. Forum theatre is a good way to develop understanding about the causes of bullying and ways to tackle it. Ask people to get into small groups to talk about true-life incidences of bullying. They can be an episode that they experienced or that someone they know experienced. Each group should choose one example they wish to work on. The participants should try to imagine the reasons for why the bully is bullying, how the bullying actually happened, what happened afterwards and what the consequences were. The groups should then develop their work into a short play to present to the rest of the group. After the performance, re-run the final scene, “what happened as a consequence”, and ask the “audience” to make suggestions about alternative actions that the victim could have taken.

Suggestions for follow-up
Make a slogan for an anti-cyberbullying campaign.

Make an anti-cyberbullying policy for your school or club, or review the policy if you already have one.

You may like to explore other aspects of violence through the activity “Violence in my life” on page 325.

Ideas for action
Use the ideas in the second variation above and show the play to other classes, youth groups or parents.

Arrange a public debate about the issue in your school or club because many teachers and parents are not aware of what is going on.

Find out if there is a local information campaign about the risks and abuses of ICT and find out how you could contribute.

Further information
Cyberbullying is the use of email, instant messaging, chat rooms, pagers, mobile phones, or other forms of information technology to deliberately harass, threaten, or intimidate someone. It can include such acts as:
• Making threats
• Sending provocative insults or racial or ethnic slurs
• Gay bashing
• Attempting to infect the victim’s computer with a virus
• Flooding an email inbox with nonsense messages
• Posting or spreading false information about a person with the aim of harming the person or their reputation
• Singing someone out and inviting others to attack or make fun of him or her.
• Pretending to be someone else to make it look like as if the other person said things he or she doesn’t believe or that aren’t true about him or her.
• Sharing images of a person, particularly in an embarrassing situation, without his or her permission.
• Sharing emails without the writer’s permission.
• Pressuring others to exclude someone from a community (either online or offline).
• Repeatedly sending someone nasty, mean and insulting messages.

Cyberbullying is often done by children, but is by no means confined to children. One of the biggest challenges in combating cyberbullying is that the bully is anonymous, which makes him or her difficult to trace.

There are many sites on the Internet about tackling cyberbullying. Use a search engine to find out about local initiatives. General information can be found on the following websites:

http://www.stopcyberbullying.org/
http://yp.direct.gov.uk/cyberbullying/
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries

Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime
The Convention, which came into effect on July 1 2004, is the first international treaty on crimes committed via the Internet and other computer networks, dealing particularly with infringements of copyright, computer-related fraud, child pornography and violations of network security. It also contains a series of powers and procedures such as the search of computer networks and interception. Look at http://conventions.coe.int and search for treaty No. 185.

Statements

• Has anyone ever opened your email box without your consent?
• Has anyone ever read any of your text (SMS) messages without your consent?
• Has anyone ever sent you insulting messages, nasty pictures or videos, either to your mobile phone or email?
• Has anyone ever sent information / pictures / videos of you to someone else without your consent?
• Has anyone ever posted pictures or information about you on a website or social network site without your consent?
• Has anyone ever manipulated / transformed any of your pictures or videos without your consent?
• Have you ever given your passwords to anyone else?
• Has anyone ever insulted you in an interactive game room or in a chat?
• Have you ever received disturbing / nasty phone calls?
• Has anyone ever made inappropriate comments on your blog / social networks?
• Has anyone ever sent false / nasty information / rumours about you by email or SMS?
• Do you know anyone who is a victim of cyberbullying?
• Do you know that there are special laws for this kind of violence?
• Do you think there should be limits to what people can place on the Internet?
• Is it right to forbid mobile phones in schools?
On the ladder

As citizens, we all have an obligation to intervene and become involved - it's the citizen who changes things.

José Saramago

Themes
• Citizenship and Participation
• Democracy
• Culture and Sport

Group size
12 - 30

Complexity
Level 3

Time
120 minutes

Overview
This activity involves role play and discussion. Participants reflect on the meaning of youth participation and discuss ways of increasing their own participation in the local community.

Related rights
• Right to participate in government and free elections
• Right to participate in the cultural life
• Freedom of opinion and information

Objectives
• To reflect on the ways young people can participate and the factors which impede or facilitate their participation
• To develop skills to co-operate, organise and take action together with others
• To cultivate a sense of responsibility for one's own actions

Materials
• Handout: “The Ladder of Participation” (see also the background information on Citizenship and Participation in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass)
• Large sheet of paper, marker pen and scissors
• “Post-its” or small pieces of paper to be taped on a wall
• A wall

Preparation
• Make copies of the handout, one per small group
• Make 6 signs: obstacles, control, no control, enabling factors, control, no control

Instructions

Part 1. What is the ladder of participation? (45 minutes)
1. Ask participants what they understand by the term “youth participation”.
2. Hand out the diagram of the ladder of participation and explain that this is one model for thinking about different ways of participating. Briefly discuss the different levels.
3. Divide the group into 8 small groups. Allocate one level of participation to each group and ask them to prepare a short 2-3 minute role play to illustrate the level they have been allocated.
4. When the groups are ready, invite them to present their role plays in turn. Allow questions or time for comments between the different role plays if participants want.

Part 2. How we participate
5. Ask participants to work individually for 5 minutes, trying to find examples in their own lives for as many of the 8 levels as they can. Tell them to think about what they do in all aspects of their lives: at home, school, clubs, work and with family and friends.
6. Then invite participants to share their examples in small groups of 4-5 people. While discussing the examples, ask participants to come up with ideas for obstacles (things that stop them from moving up the ladder) and enabling factors (things that help them to move up the ladder). They should write each idea on a separate “post-it”.

7. While the groups are discussing, stick the prepared headings “obstacles” and “enabling factors” on the wall about 2 metres apart. Then bring the groups into plenary and ask them to stick their papers on the wall under the headings.

8. Review the two lists with the participants. Ask for clarification about any ambiguous statements and try to resolve any disagreements between participants about the positioning of the statements.

9. Now put the “control” and “no control” headings up on the wall under the first headings and ask participants to sort each list into two sub-lists according to whether the statements are about things that they have (or could have) control over, or whether the statements refer to external factors that are out of their control.

10. Finally review the positions of the papers in the four lists. Then go on to the evaluation and debriefing.

Debriefing and evaluation

- Did the activity help you think more clearly about the ways you participate in different areas of your life? What surprised you most?
- Do you think that youth participation in general is high or low – in your school, club, and community? What are the reasons?
- Does it matter whether young people participate actively or not? Why?
- Do they regard low participation as a result mostly of internal (psychological) factors, or mostly as a result of external factors?
- How do people feel when they are able to participate in a genuine sense – in other words, when their participation is not just tokenistic?
- Would participants in the group like to be able to participate at a higher “rung” than they do at the moment? If so, in which areas? What are the reasons for doing so, and what are the reasons against?
- Would participants in the group like to be able to participate at a lower “rung” than they do at the moment? If so, in which areas? What are the reasons for doing so, and what are the reasons against?
- How many people feel they could participate more than they do at present, and how many feel that they will do so? If so, how and when?
- How is the right to participate in decision making guaranteed in human rights documents?

Tips for facilitators

In part 2, encourage participants to come up with as many different ways of participating as possible. For ideas, see the section on Citizenship and Participation at www.coe.int/compass.

When you introduce the ladder of participation, make it clear that the model is not meant to suggest that being at the “highest” level is always the best thing. In different situations and depending on people’s expertise, time availability or level of interest it may be most appropriate to participate for example, as a consultant or as a representative. There is nothing inherently “wrong” with being merely consulted (or even being merely informed) in certain situations. However, the bottom three rungs of manipulation, decoration and tokenism are not acceptable and cannot be considered as “participation” because involvement and contribution are minimal or non-existent. You should stress this point and be sure that no-one is in any doubt about it.
When the group tries to think about enabling factors and obstacles, help them to put as many statements as possible under the “control” category. You may want to give a few examples or remind them that the “obstacles” may be psychological as well as physical or structural. In the discussions, encourage participants to find ways around things that appear to be obstacles, for example, if they suggest that “an authority (teachers or board of governors in a club or college) won’t let us”, find out if they have tried asking!

If they say, “We don’t think we can do it”, ask how they could prove that they could do it!

If they say “It would only make my parents / the teachers / the local authority angry”, see if they can find other ways of putting the question so that the person or people referred to would react differently.

You may want to use this activity as an opportunity to speak about the group members’ participation in the lessons or club activities in general. You could explore ways in which you or they may be able to facilitate greater involvement and the taking of initiatives on their part.

Discussing whether some members of the group present obstacles for others, preventing them from participating at a deeper level, can be a way in to tackling issues about peer pressure and bullying.

**Variations**

You could use the role plays at the beginning to explore obstacles and enabling factors, rather than having young people think about cases in their own lives. After each performance, use the Forum Theatre technique (see Chapter 1, page 67) and ask participants to take the action forward in a different way. This will allow them to explore ways of facing obstacles in situations similar to their own lives which may prevent them from participating more actively.

**Suggestions for follow-up**

Draw up an action plan together with the group to give people responsibility and control over what they are doing and learning.

The activity “Beware we are watching” on page 110 promotes personal action and responsibility and shows ways of participating in a campaign.

**Ideas for action**

Get the group to draw up a list of things in their local community that they would like to change. Then ask them to identify one or two items on this list where they believe they may be able to have an impact, and to explore how their voice could be heard or how they could influence change in some other way. Then encourage them to pursue these ideas in action!

**Further Information**

Youth participation is the active engagement of young people throughout their communities and implies a high degree of participation in planning and decision making in any activity where young people are not historically engaged; these could be, for example, activities relating to sports, schools, clubs, associations and the local community. It implies that young people are involved in developing some action that meets genuine needs and that the impact or consequence is extended to others, that is, outside or beyond the youth participants themselves.

The Council of Europe has a manual on the revised European Charter on the Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life called “Have your say”. This is an excellent resource on youth participation and has a separate section of activities.
In Europe there is a consolidated tradition of youth participation and representation. For instance, the Council of Europe’s commitment to fostering greater youth participation can be demonstrated through its system of co-management in the youth sector. The Advisory Council on Youth brings together 30 representatives from international youth non-governmental organisations and national youth councils who, together with governmental youth officials in the European Steering Committee on Youth, decide on the priorities and programmes and make recommendations for future policies and programmes. The Advisory Council also formulates opinions and proposals on any question concerning youth within the Council of Europe.

The European Youth Forum is an independent, democratic, youth-led platform, representing about 100 National Youth Councils and International Youth Organisations. The YFJ works to empower young people to participate actively in society to improve their own lives, by representing and advocating their needs and interests and those of their organisations towards the European Institutions, the Council of Europe and the United Nations. The YFJ believes that a “culture of participation” needs to be created. This means that the youth policy agenda has to develop hand in hand with the increased participation of young people in decision-making processes on the matters that concern and affect them.

In 1992 Roger Hart developed a model for “Children’s participation from tokenism to citizenship” (UNICEF Innocenti Research Centre, Florence):

**Participation:**
- Rung 8: Shared decision making
- Rung 7: Young people led and initiated
- Rung 6: Adult initiated, shared decision making
- Rung 5: Young people consulted and informed
- Rung 4: Young people assigned and informed

**Non participation:**
- Rung 3: Young people tokenised
- Rung 2: Young people as decoration
- Rung 1: Young people manipulated
Our futures

The test of our progress is not whether we add more to the abundance of those who have much; it is whether we provide enough for those who have little.

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Themes
- Children
- Environment
- Health

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
6+ (small groups 3-4)

Time
60 minutes

Overview
In this activity participants draw, contemplate and discuss their hopes and concerns for the future of their generation. Among the issues addressed are:
- Environmental issues affecting future generations
- How local development does or does not meet local people’s needs
- The forces that drive development

Related rights
- The right to an opinion and access to information
- The right to be heard on all matters concerning the best interests of the child
- The right to a decent standard of living

Objectives
- To develop understanding of community life, rights and responsibilities
- To practise skills to discuss openly, work in a team and to have vision
- To promote curiosity and belief that the future is in the hands of every young person and that what they do matters.

Materials
- Paper for drafts
- Large sheets of paper for the final design
- Paints, brushes, pencils, pens and markers
- Materials for a collage, for example, coloured paper, magazines, twigs, rice, beans, dead leaves, shells, drinking straws
- Scissors
- Glue and tape
- Pictures or photographs of how the neighbourhood/town looked ten or twenty years ago. (Optional)
- Maps of where you live, both old and new maps (optional)

Instructions
1. Introduce the concept of change over time. Ask participants to think back to when they were younger and what their homes and the local streets looked like, and how they have changed. Have any of the rooms in the school or centre where you meet been redecorated, or is there any new furniture? Are there any new buildings in the neighbourhood, for instance, shopping centres, housing estates, roads, play parks or cycle tracks?
2. Ask people why these things have changed and who made the decisions about what should be renewed and how it should be done. For example, did a particular housing
scheme provide much-needed, low-cost housing for local people or was it luxury apart-
ments or holiday homes built as an investment by a finance company?
3. Briefly discuss one or two examples: who has benefited from the developments and how?
   What would they have done if they had been in control?
4. Now make the links with making decisions that affect other people and human rights. Do
   people think that human rights make a useful framework for decision making? Will human
   rights be more or less important for decision-makers in the future? Why?
5. Tell the group that the opportunity is now! This is the moment for them to take the chance
   to start thinking about – and influencing – the futures they may inhabit.
6. Ask people to get into groups of three to four.
7. Hand out the paper and pens and ask them to draft or sketch ideas for their ideal neigh-
   bourhood/town of the future. They have a free hand. The limits are their own imagina-
   tions.
8. When each group has agreed a draft plan, they should transfer it onto a large sheet of
   paper and complete it with paint and collage materials.
9. When the work is done, ask each group in turn to present their plan and to say where they
   got their ideas from and how they developed them. Allow time for short questions and
   answers after each presentation, but leave general discussion for the debriefing.

**Debriefing and evaluation**

Start with a review of how people worked together in their groups. Then go on to talk about
how the plans did or did not meet people's needs for a healthy living environment.
- Did everyone feel able to participate and to contribute to the work? How did the different
  small groups make the best use of the individual talents of their members?
- How did it feel to receive feedback about their plans?
- How did it feel to give feedback about their plans?
- Would they be prepared to compromise some of their ideals if they now had to design a
  single class or group plan that met the needs and aspirations of everyone in the class or
  group?
- Did the plans take environmental protection into account, for example the need to re-
  duce carbon dioxide emissions, to use renewable and sustainable resources and to recy-
 cle?
- Did people enjoy the feeling of being “architects of their futures”? Do they believe these
  ideals could ever come true? Why? Why not?
- Do they believe adults would be ready to discuss their plans? Why? Why not?
- What was the biggest surprise in any of the plans?
- What will be their rights as citizens in the future?
- What will be their duties as citizens in the future?
- Do young people in your school (club or community) have a say either in developments
  that affect them directly or in developments in general? Which rights could they claim to
  give them the right to participate in decision-making processes?
- What opportunities do young people in general have to influence the democratic pro-
  cesses which shape their lives and their futures?
- What sorts of local amenities are needed to ensure everyone's rights to health, rest and
  leisure and cultural life?

**Tips for facilitators**

The title of this activity is “Our futures”. The intention of using the plural is to emphasise that
the future is not pre-determined, but rather that it is what we make it. Therefore, there are
many possible futures and the challenge for young people is to build a future which reflects
their ideals and aspirations.
To reinforce the concept of change, you may like to show old pictures of how the local area looked ten or twenty years ago. You can also ask them to think of global changes. For instance, they should think about the fact that thirty years ago the Internet was the stuff of science fiction, but that in a few years time there will be connections to the web in every school and library in the world.

If the participants are not sure about what the future town may be like you could prompt them by asking:

- Who will live here? People born here, or newcomers? What ages will they be? Will they live in families?
- What will their daily lives be like? Where will they shop for food? How will they travel around?
- What sort of welfare services, such as hospitals, dentists, etc. will they need?
- What will their schools be like?
- How will they travel?
- What will the houses be like?
- What will their social lives be like? What will they do in their leisure time?
- Will they have pets?
- What work will people do?
- What new technological developments might there be?
- What about the environment? The natural surroundings?

Variations

Instead of a collage you could make models using scrap materials, for instance cardboard boxes / packaging, toilet roll tubes, or folded card, or you could use building bricks, for instance, Lego blocks.

Instead of making general plans for what they would like their locality to look like, participants could choose a site locally that is currently disused and which could be developed. Let the group research into the needs of different sections of the community and come up with a proposal that they can put to the local council. Options for what to put on the site may include a shopping centre, a leisure centre, a school, housing, a car park, an open green space, a playground, a sports field, a quiet rose garden with seating for elderly people, a city farm, a wildlife sanctuary, an amusement park, a site for travellers or a bowling green. If you want to do this as an action project, you will find information about planning and implementing action projects in Chapter 3.

Suggestions for follow-up

You may like to explore how your locality could adapt itself to the future challenges of peak oil and climate change. The Transition Town initiative involves local people looking at all aspects of their community (food, energy, transport, health, heart and soul, economics and livelihoods, etc.) and finding creative ways to eventually launch a community-defined, community-implemented “Energy Descent Action Plan” over a 15- to 20-year timescale. Initiatives so far have included the following: creating community gardens to grow food; a business waste exchange, which seeks to match the waste of one industry with another industry that uses this waste; repairing old items rather than throwing them away, and developing local exchange trading systems (LETS). For more information and examples of what how people are developing this concept all over the world, see www.transitiontowns.org or put “Transition Towns” into your search engine.

Another follow-up idea is to ask participants to draw up a personalised, idiosyncratic, illustrated, and annotated large-scale map of where they live to show the features that are important to them. For instance, graffiti on a wall, a particular tree along a road, or an unof-
official track that they use as a short-cut across town. Recording something's existence is the first step to showing that it is valued; it is a way to protect it from being demolished in some future “development”.

See www.commonground.org.uk and their Parish Maps project.

Another way of looking at and recording the location and distribution of resources, features, the landscape and main land uses in an area is the tool known as a “transect walk” which is used in the World Bank’s poverty and social impact analysis. Try it one afternoon if you want to get out into the countryside! Search for “transect walk” at http://web.worldbank.org

Find out more about the planning processes for local development and how to influence them. Get involved with decision-making in the school, club or association by attending council meetings, or even standing for election. There are other activities that can be useful to explore futures options. For instance, “The path to Equality-Land” looks at how to achieve gender equality.

If you want another activity that involves young people in democratic decision making – this time about what sort of education they want through participation in school councils – look at “Let every voice be heard” on page 212.

While we dream about our futures, we can make a start at building a more just society. If the group would like to look at the issue of bullying and explore ways to develop empathy and respect for everyone, then they could do the activity “Do we have alternatives?” on page 143.

**Ideas for action**

Make an exhibition of the collages and invite local councillors to come and hear your views.

Get a copy of the strategy plans (annual and long-term ones) for your community. Analyse them within the group and then consult with friends and family. Give your feedback by creating a blog, writing to a local newspaper, organising a public meeting on this issue or participating in a public assembly organised by the authorities.

Contact the local Agenda 21 or another environmental group and get involved with working for a sustainable future.
Path to Equality-land

The obstacle is the path.

Zen proverb

Themes
- Gender
- Discrimination and Intolerance
- Education

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
4+

Time
120 minutes

Overview
This activity involves small group work, imagination, and drawing to explore issues of gender equality and discrimination against women.

Related rights
- Freedom from discrimination on grounds of sex and gender
- The right to marriage and family
- The right to equality before the law

Objectives
- To envisage a future world where equality is the norm
- To develop communication, imagination, creativity and skills to co-operate
- To promote justice and respect

Materials
- 2 large sheets of paper (A3 size) or flipchart paper per small group
- Marker pens of different colours, enough for all small groups
- A map, preferably a hiking map or any other sort of map that shows physical features, for instance, mountains, valleys, rivers, forests, villages, bridges, etc.

Preparation
- Familiarise yourself with the map and the symbols used.

Instructions

Part 1. Defining the problems and brainstorming solutions. 15 minutes.
1. Ask people to get into small groups of three to five people. Hand out one sheet of paper and the pens to each group. Tell them to draw 3 columns of equal width down the paper.
2. Remind people that in Equality-land, there is complete gender equality. Ask participants to brainstorm concrete examples of what this country would be like. One person in the group notes down the list in the first column.
3. Now ask the groups to think about how life is today, to reflect on each point in column 1 and to discuss what steps need to be taken to get from the present to their future Equality-land. In the second column, write the steps down beside each point.
4. Next, ask people to reflect on the obstacles they might encounter on the path to Equality-land and how they would overcome them. Write these down in the third column.

Part 2. Drawing the map. 40 minutes.
1. Briefly review what a map looks like. Point out the ways that contours are drawn, the shading for mountains and rivers and the symbols that are used for forests, moor land, buildings, power cables, and so on.
2. Now introduce the idea of other symbols. Ask participants if they know of any folk tales or other stories that use the metaphor of a person going on a journey to present moral ideals. Talk about the way a dark forest, for instance, may be used as a metaphor for evil or a red, rosy apple used to represent temptation. The traveller may show moral strength swimming across a fast flowing river or humility helping a distressed animal.

3. Hand out a second large sheet of paper to each group. Ask each group to make their own fantasy map to represent the landscapes of the present and the future with a path or paths running between them. They should make up their own symbols for the geographical features and for the obstacles that will either hinder or help the traveller as he and she journeys along the path from the present to Equality-land.

4. Bring everyone back into plenary and ask participants to share their maps.

**Debriefing and evaluation**

Start with a discussion about the way the different groups worked together and how they made decisions about what to represent and about the way they drew the map. Then go on to talk about what Equality-land might look like in reality, and the obstacles to reaching it.

- Did people enjoy the activity? Why?
- Which was the easiest and which was the hardest column to fill in? Why?
- What were the main features of Equality-land?
- What needs to change in order to build a society where there is gender equality?
- In relation to the right not to be discriminated against, can policies of positive discrimination be justified as short-term measures to boost gender equality?
- If you had to rate your country amongst all the countries of the world for equality of opportunity for both men and women, how would you rate it on a scale of 1 to 10? 1 is very unequal, 10 is almost ideal equality.
- Why is it so important to focus on women’s human rights?
- Apart from women, which other groups are discriminated against in your society? How is this manifested? Which human rights are being violated?
- What role has education to play in empowerment?
- What role has human rights education to play in empowerment?

**Tips for facilitators**

Ensure that the groups think of concrete examples of how life in Equality-land could be. Try to get the groups to come up with their own examples, but if this is difficult you can suggest they think about the number of women in parliament, the number of women at the top of business, differences in income, the number of hours that men and women work in a day and how they spend their leisure time, sharing domestic chores, the numbers of part-time workers, domestic violence, harassment at school and at work or how men and women are portrayed in the media.

Don’t over emphasise the need for symbols because metaphorical ideas are not easy for some people. If participants get stuck thinking about how to picture their ideas, you could start them off by suggesting a woman uses a bridge of education to go over a river of prejudice against women who want to be a lawyer, or a man could find a jewel of satisfaction through working as a nursery teacher, looking after very small children. Of course you will have to think of examples of gender stereotyping that reflect the reality in your society.
Path to Equality-land

Variations
The groups could make models of the landscape using “junk”. In this case, you will need to have a good collection of small boxes, tubs, tubes, paper, stones, nuts, bits of string and wool, paper clips, etc and also glue and card for the bases for the models.

The method of drawing a map from the present to the future can be adapted to most issues where you want participants to think freely and imaginatively about finding solutions to problems.

Suggestions for follow-up
Having spent time thinking about gender equality now and in the future, the group may like to use the method used in the activity “Timelines” to “look back” at famous women; encourage them to explore how the concept and practice of gender equality has changed through history. Search on the Internet for “timeline famous women”.

Alternatively, you may like to explore issues about discrimination and the right to cultural identity within the context of sustainable development in the activity “Makah whaling” on page 223.

Ideas for action
Look at your own school, club or workplace policies about equal opportunities in relation to gender and discuss how the policies are implemented and whether or not any changes or extra efforts need to be made to bring your institution to the status of Equality-land.

Put “arguments for parity democracy” into a search engine to find the link to the very practical European Women’s Lobby (EWL) lobbying and action kit. You can also find out more about women in politics on www.uknowpolitics.org.

Further information
The concept behind this activity is that of “Empowerment”. Empowerment is difficult to translate and sometimes also difficult to explain, even in English! “Empowerment” is both the means and the outcome of the pedagogy that some people call “Liberatory” education. One definition of “empowerment” from Oxfam is: Empowerment involves challenging the forms of oppression, which compel millions of people to play a part in their society on terms that are unequal, or in ways which deny their human rights.
Playing with pictures

A picture says a thousand words and the camera does not lie - or does it?

**Complexity** Level 1

**Group size** Any

**Time** 30 minutes

**Themes** • General Human Rights

**Overview** In this activity people identify images that illustrate Articles in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)

**Related rights** • All

**Objectives** • To raise awareness about the relevance of human rights to everyday life
• To develop “visual literacy” skills, listening and communication skills
• To promote empathy and respect for human dignity

**Materials** • A collection of 20 - 30 photographs, numbered
• A large table
• A wall chart listing the Articles of the UDHR (copied from the abridged version on page 467)

**Instructions**

1. Lay the pictures out on a large table.
2. Tell participants to work individually.
3. Read out one of the articles from the UDHR and write it up on the board / flip chart.
4. Ask participants to look at the photographs and to choose the one that, in their opinion, best represents the article.
5. Then ask each person in turn to say which picture they chose and why.
6. Make a note of which pictures were chosen; write the numbers on the board.
7. Do four or five more rounds, naming different articles from the UDHR. (Choose a mixture of the civil and political and social and economic rights.)

**Debriefing and evaluation**

Start with a review of the activity itself and then go on to talk about what participants learned.

- Did individuals choose different pictures in the different rounds, or did they think that one or two pictures said it all?
- Did different people choose the same pictures in the different rounds, or did people have very different ideas about what represented the different rights? What does this tell us about how each of us sees the world?
- Review the list on the flipchart. Which photographs were chosen most often? What was special about these images? Why were they chosen often? Did the size or colour make a difference, or was it what was in the picture that was significant?
- Was any individual picture chosen to represent several different rights?
- Did anyone disagree with anyone else’s interpretation of a particular picture?
- Were there any photos that were never chosen? Could they nonetheless be interpreted to represent a human right? Which?
Tips for facilitators

There is no limit on the number of times a particular photograph can be chosen. One particular image may be chosen several times in one round, or it may be chosen in different rounds. In other words, it may represent one of the articles to several people, or it may represent different articles to different people.

Refer to chapter 1 “Basic methods”, on page 61 for more information about making your own set of photos. The pictures for this activity should show a wide variety of aspects of “life on earth”; they should include images of individuals and groups, people of different ages, cultures and abilities. There should be pictures in rural and urban settings, of industry and agriculture, and people doing different sorts of work and leisure activities. Don’t try to put the pictures in any sort of order when you number them. The purpose of the numbers is just so the pictures can easily be identified.

Always bear in mind to check if there is any copyright on the pictures and photos that you wish to use.

It will depend on the group and their general skills of “visual literacy” how much you need to guide the participants to analyse the pictures. You may consider starting the activity with a joint analysis of one or two of the pictures. The questions presented in the “further information” section below can be used as a guide.

Variations

You could also ask participants to pick the one that for them best represents the general concept of human rights. When everyone has chosen, ask them to give their reasons.

You can make copies of Pancho’s cartoons in Chapter 5 and ask participants to say which human rights they reflect.

If you want to use video instead of pictures, then consider doing the activity “Act it out”, which uses drama to explore the concept of human rights, and get the group to video the scenes and post them on youtube.com.

Suggestions for follow-up

Borrow cameras, or look out for some of the disposable ones when they are on sale, and make a project to photograph “Views on human rights” in your locality.

The activity “Change your glasses” on page 126 gets people to explore and photograph their locality from a human rights perspective.

Images do not only come from pictures; they also come from situations and events. Let the group “see” discrimination through the activity “Take a step forward”, on page 289.

Ideas for action

Make an exhibition of photographs from the “Views on human rights” project. Alternatively, develop some of the ideas for posters from the other suggestions below, and use them for an exhibition.
More ways to play with pictures

Part of the picture

Materials/preparation

- Find pictures that tell a simple story. Cut them into two parts in such a way that separately the two images encourage the viewer to read the situation in a way which is quite different from the way they would read the situation if they read the two images together as a whole.
- Put the two parts of the picture in an envelope. You need one envelope per participant.

Instructions

1. Ask participants to get into pairs.
2. Give each pair two envelopes.
3. Tell participants to take turns to open an envelope and give their partner one part of the picture inside. Let the partner say what they think is going on in the picture, who the subject is and what they are doing.
4. Then, the first participant should hand over the second piece and ask their partner what they think is happening now that they have the full picture.
5. Go on to talk about:
   - What surprises were there?
   - How often do people accept what they see and forget that it may not be the “whole story”?

Tips for facilitators

You can also use this activity as an icebreaker.

Captions

Materials/preparation

- A collection of 5 pictures, numbered
- 5 strips of paper and a pen per participant
- Tape or glue
- 5 large sheets of paper (A3) or flipchart paper.

Instructions

1. Lay the pictures out on a table and ask participants, either individually or in pairs, to write a caption for each of the pictures, one caption on each strip of paper.
2. When everyone has finished, hold up the pictures one at a time and invite participants to read out their captions.
3. Glue each picture in the centre of a large sheet of paper and ask participants to glue or tape their captions around the picture to make a “poster”.
4. Tape the posters to the wall.
5. Go on to a brief review of the different pictures and their captions.
   - What makes a good caption?
   - If a picture can say a thousand words, why do they need captions?

Tips for facilitators

Choose pictures that reflect the topic you want to focus on and also consider their potential for amusing and provocative captions.

Some of Pancho’s illustrations in Chapter 5 make good material for this activity.
**Speech bubbles**

**Materials/preparation**
- Pictures, one picture per pair. (Two or more pairs should get the same picture.)
- Paper and pen, one between two people
- Glue

**Instructions**
1. Ask participants to get into pairs. Hand out the pictures, sheets of paper and pens.
3. Tell them to glue the picture onto the paper and to write speech bubbles for the characters in the picture.
4. Ask the pairs to share their work and go on to a short debriefing:
   - How hard was it to analyse the pictures and to write speech bubbles?
   - For the pairs who had the same picture, how do the analyses of your pictures compare?
   - What stereotypes did participants find in the pictures and in the speech bubbles?

**Tips for facilitators**
You do not have to restrict the group to pictures of people. Why not include some pictures with animals? This can be especially fruitful if you want to get people to talk about stereotypes. You can start out by pointing out how often animals are cast as stereotypes in cartoons and then get the group to look for examples of stereotyping in their pictures and speech bubbles.

Some of Pancho’s illustrations in Chapter 5 make good material for this activity.

**Just out of frame!**

**Materials/preparation**
- Paper and coloured pens and markers
- Large sheets of paper, one per pair
- Materials for collage (optional)
- Pictures

**Instructions**
1. Lay out the pictures for everyone to see.
2. Explain how photographers and picture editors crop pictures to draw the viewer’s attention to what they want you to look at.
3. Ask participants to work in pairs and ask them to select the particular picture they would like to work with. Tell them to analyse the picture and then glue it to a large sheet of paper. They should then draw in what they think was happening beyond the border of the picture; that is, they should “uncrop” it.
4. Ask people to share their work and discuss the following:
   - Why do photographers and picture editors crop pictures?
   - Can cropping be regarded as a form of censorship?

**Tips for facilitators**
Participants should feel free to make their wider pictures as realistic or as fantastic as they wish. If you have the possibility, you could carry out this activity using digital pictures on computers.
Power Station

*This power station generates creative human energy!*

**Themes**
- Peace and Violence
- Citizenship and Participation
- General Human Rights

**Complexity**
Level 3

**Group size**
10+ (small groups 3-5)

**Time**
90 minutes

**Overview**
Participants brainstorm acts of violence that are common in their daily lives and then look for creative ways of dealing with them and finding solutions to the problems.

**Related rights**
- The right to life, liberty and personal security
- Freedom from discrimination
- Freedom from interference with privacy, family, home and correspondence

**Objectives**
- To identify acts of violence and their causes and to investigate solutions
- To develop co-operative and group work skills
- To cultivate a sense of justice and responsibility towards others

**Materials**
- A long piece of strong string or rope, equal to the width of the room to represent an electric cable.
- A4 size sheets of paper of 2 different colours, for example red and green
- Markers, one per small group
- Props: a loud bell or hooter, hard hats, a white coat, a cable cutter (real or made out of card)
- 2 reels of sticky tape
- 2 rooms (optional, but preferable)
- An assistant to operate the bells, lights and any other special effects

**Preparation**
- Prepare one room to be the “power station”. Clear a space in the middle. Stretch the string (representing an electrical cable) across the room at shoulder height and anchor the ends firmly.

**Instructions**

1. Explain to the participants that they are going to be working in a power station. Normal power stations generate electricity from uranium, coal, gas, rubbish, bio-fuels, the sun, wind or waves. This power station, however, generates energy from acts of violence and is therefore potentially dangerous and ought to be closed down or converted to run on another fuel. You (the facilitator) are the manager of the power station and the participants are the technicians.

**Part 1. Brainstorming acts of violence**

2. Ask participants to carry out a quick personal brainstorming session of “violence around me”. Explain clearly that they are not going to look at the “big issues” such as terrorism or
genocide but rather at those acts of violence which we all meet in everyday life at school or in youth clubs, on the street and in our homes.

3. Divide the participants into groups of 3 to 5 people and hand out three sheets of (red) paper and a marker pen to each small group. Ask participants to share the issues they brainstormed and agree collectively on which forms of violence are the most important to tackle. They should write these down, one on each piece of paper, in big letters and using key words or very short phrases.

4. Collect the sheets together and do a quick check to see if there are any that are duplicated. Discard the duplicates.

5. Give the participants a five-minute break while you prepare for the next part. Hang the pieces of paper over the “electric cable” about 0.5 m apart. Tape them onto the string so that they stay in position and do not slide.

**Part 2. In the power station**

6. When you are ready and all the “forms of the violence” papers are stuck onto the rope, tell the group that you just received notification from the Health and Safety Executive that the plant will be closed down unless they – the “technicians” – can find alternative fuel to power the station.

7. Invite the “technicians” into the “power station”. Split them into 2 teams and give plenty of sheets of (green) paper, marker pens and a roll of sticky tape to each.

8. Point out the power cable and the papers representing the acts of violence.

9. Explain that one of the reasons why the power station is so dangerous is that violence generates energy in a very uneven flow; there are frequent surges. When this happens the only quick way to prevent the whole place exploding is to cut the cable; however, this is an extremely dangerous procedure and should be avoided at all costs. When a particularly strong surge is building up, warning lights will flicker and they will hear a bell. They will then have to act fast to divert the build up of energy. To do this they need to identify ways of transforming the acts of violence on the electrical cable into positive actions.

10. Explain how it works in practice: They will hear bells and see warning lights flashing. You will point to where you may have to cut the cable and read out the words on the two sheets that hang on the cable either side of the cutting point. The two teams then have a maximum of 1 minute to consider ways of tackling the two different forms of violence. They note their proposals down, each one on a separate sheet of (green) paper, and race to stick them as quickly as possible onto the rope where you are about to cut.

11. Now start the power station up and let it run for just a minute or two. Signal to the assistant to start ringing the bell and flashing the lights. Take the bolt cutter and mime that you are about to cut the cable at a certain point. Read out loud the two forms of violence and urge the teams to start their rescue work.

12. After one minute, stop the bell and flashing lights and put aside the bolt cutter, step forward and read out what is written on the “solutions papers”. Briefly discuss the suggestions with the whole group. Get the teams to amend or discard any papers that, on reflection, are not realistic. Remove the two “forms of violence” papers and express your relief.

13. Repeat steps 11 and 12 until all the “violence papers” have been removed and are replaced by “solution papers”.

14. Finally, collect all the “solutions papers” off the wire and stick them on the wall beside the various expressions of violence.

**Debriefing and evaluation**

Start the debriefing with a review of the activity itself and then go on to discuss each expression of violence and the proposed solutions:

- How did people feel during the activity? Did they enjoy it? Why (not)?
- Did everybody agree about the importance of the different forms of violence?
• What are the causes of the particular expressions of violence identified?
• Were the proposed solutions and actions realistic? In the short term? In the longer term?
• What challenges or resistance might people face when trying to implement these solutions?
• How can young people best prevent violence and defend peaceful alternatives?
• Which human rights are violated by violence?

Tips for facilitators

You will need to allow about 10 minutes for part 1, the brainstorm, about 60 minutes for the work in the power station and 20 minutes for the debriefing and evaluation.

If you need to give people some help with the initial brainstorming, you could give examples of acts of violence against individuals, for instance, bullying, name-calling, sarcasm, jokes in poor taste, offensive phone calls and text messages (SMS) and vandalism to personal property. You can also suggest acts that are not directed at a particular individual, such as the violence we see in films or hear in songs.

At step 11 the teams should aim to come up with two or three proposals of ways to tackle each form of violence, but one is sufficient. The solutions should be realistic.

One key to success is the way you create the working atmosphere and generate the feeling of urgency to prevent the cable being cut. You can download sounds of machines working, and alarms ringing from the Internet. As manager you could wear a white coat and wear a hard hat; if you have access to more let the technicians also dress up. You could also think about doing the activity in the basement amongst the water pipes. Obviously a certain level of acting ability on your part will add to the fun, but you don’t need special skills. Just try to keep the action moving and keep the discussions between each round brief. In-depth debate should be kept for the debriefing.

If people need a further explanation about how to come up with ideas for solutions to the problems you could give the following examples. The solutions to “bullying” could be holding awareness workshops in schools on forms of bullying or training peer mediators. Solutions for “violence on television” might be to allow violent films to be broadcast only after 11 p.m. or to organise activities for children so that they have alternatives to watching TV.

If the group is small, you can work with one group of “technicians”. The reason for working with two teams is that two teams very often come up with different solutions to the same problem, which broadens the options. You can also increase the pace of the activity by adding an element of competition. To do this, give each team different coloured paper and see which team gets the most solutions.

Suggestions for follow-up

Discrimination or gender issues might have come up in the “power station”. Even if they didn’t, you may be interested in exploring issues about identity and the right to equality in dignity and respect. Have a look at the activity, “Who are I?”, on page 340.

Ideas for action

Tackle one of the problems identified in this activity. For instance, if bullying was the chosen issue, the group could take forward the proposal to organise a workshop in their school and put it on the agenda of the next school or association council meeting.

Further information

“Power station” has been developed from an activity developed by Dariusz Grzemny, Association for Children and Young People (Chance), Glogow, Poland.
Responding to racism

Everyone has a responsibility to monitor and tackle racial harassment and racist incidents!

Complexity: Level 3

Group size: 4-30 (small groups 4-5)

Time: 120 minutes

Themes:
- Discrimination and Intolerance
- Culture and Sport
- Peace and Violence

Overview: In this activity participants role play a critical incident to explore issues about:
- Racism, stereotypes and cultural differences
- The prevalence of some forms of racism and prejudice, notably against Roma
- How to deal with racism in a school or other educational organisation.

Related rights:
- Equality in dignity and rights
- Freedom from discrimination
- Freedom of thought, conscience and religion

Objectives:
- To deepen understanding about cultural differences and institutional racism
- To develop skills for democratic participation, communication and co-operation
- To promote responsibility, justice and solidarity

Materials:
- Large sheets of paper or flipchart paper and markers
- 4 volunteers to present a role-play
- Role cards
- Critical incident card
- Guidelines for facilitators
- Copies of the school's policy and guidelines on racial incidents; enough to share one between two
- Copies of the handout “Some practical points for consideration”, or write the points up on a large sheet of paper
- Paper and pens

Preparation:
- Review the critical incident and if necessary adapt it to your own situation.
- Choose four volunteers and ask them to prepare a very short role play based on the critical incident to present to the rest of the group.
- Make 5 copies of the critical incident scene card (one per role player and one for the facilitator).
- Make a copy of the guidelines for the facilitator.
Instructions

This activity is in two parts: part 1 is a review of what we understand by the term racism; part 2 involves drafting a policy for dealing with racist incidents in your school, club or organisation.

Part 1. A review: what do we understand by the term racism?
1. Begin the activity with a brainstorm on “racism”.
2. Racist incidents and potential intercultural misunderstandings happen every day. Go on to brainstorm what kinds of everyday incidents and behaviour people identify as being racist.
3. Ask for four volunteers to act out the role play. Give them the role cards and copies of the critical incident and give them 15 minutes to prepare.
4. Explain that everyone else is an observer. Hand out paper and pens and explain that they will be watching three short scenes. There will be short breaks in between for the observers to write down key words which summarise their response.
5. Ask the volunteers to act out the role play.
6. At the end, conduct a short debriefing of people’s comments:
   a. What did people write down in the first break? What led participants to their conclusions?
   b. What did people write down in the second break? What led them to those conclusions?
   c. What did people realise at the end? What assumptions had they been making?
7. Go on to discuss what people thought the teachers, Gyula’s father and the head teacher could – or should – have done to ensure a just outcome?

Part 2. Drafting a policy for dealing with racist incidents
1. Explain that the objective of this part of the activity is to develop guidelines on how racist incidents should be dealt with and to draft a policy for the school.
2. Carry out a short brainstorming activity of the different groups of people in the school, for example pupils/students, teachers, a head teacher, cleaning staff, librarians, school bus drivers and supervisory staff, for instance, playground supervisors.
3. Next, ask the participants to divide themselves into small groups of four or five people to consider the duties and responsibilities of the different members of the school with respect to racist incidents. Give the groups 30 minutes for their discussions and to prepare a report with key points on flipchart paper.
4. Ask participants to come back into plenary to report on their work. The facilitator should make a summary of the points on flip chart or on a board.
5. Ask the participants to review the policies or guidelines that already exist in their school. What needs to be updated?
6. Now encourage participants to work on developing the policy. Get each small group to work on one aspect (step or measure). For example: if a general school statement about racism and discrimination is needed, then one group should be in charge of writing it. Groups should also discuss ways to present their results in plenary, for example, using not only their writing but also images, collages and body sculptures to better convey their feelings.
7. In plenary, ask the groups to report their results and discuss how to implement their ideas.

Debriefing and evaluation

Begin with a review of the activity itself and which human rights are at stake, and then go on to talk about what people learned and what they should do next.

- How prevalent is racism in your school and in society at large?
- Do you know of any racist incidents that have happened in your school or community?
- Are any groups targeted more often than others? Which? Why? Were the same groups targeted twenty or fifty years ago?
- How are Roma treated in your country and in other countries in Europe?
- What sorts of stereotypes do you have of Roma people? Where do these stereotypes come from? How can they be challenged?
Responding to racism

- Which human rights are at stake in the critical incident?
- Have the participants’ ideas of what constitutes a racist incident changed as a result of doing the activity? How? Elicit examples.
- Whose responsibility is it to ensure that racist incidents do not happen in your school or organisation?
- Having a policy on dealing with racist incidents is important, but would it not be better not to need it in the first place? What can and should be done to address the causes of racist behaviour, both in school and in society at large?

Tips for facilitators

Be aware of the background of the members of the group and adapt the activity accordingly. People will be more engaged if you deal with issues that are real for the group. On the other hand, you need to be prepared for the emotions that may be brought out as a result. It is important to pay attention to the feelings of those participants who feel that they themselves have been discriminated against at school.

Brainstorming is a classic way to start an activity, but you could liven things up and be provocative by telling a racist joke. Consider choosing one that pokes fun at a group which is not represented in your class or youth group. In every country there are traditions of jokes about other nationals. You could start off the discussion by asking the group to share one or two. You could then go on to talk about the dividing line between racist and non-racist jokes. For instance, are jokes about Roma or Jews nationalistic or racist? This could lead you on to the definition of a racist joke and of a racist incident (see below in “further information”).

At part 1 step 5, you may prefer to use the Forum Theatre or Image Theatre technique, see page 67.

At part 1 step 6, you may find that participants get very emotional. This may be reflected in the notes that participants take at the end of each scene and it may make it difficult to retrace the process. It may work better if you keep it concrete and focus on what the actors should do. It may be that at the end of part 2 step 4 the conclusions are not sufficiently focused for the participants to use them for the next step. In this case, you may wish to use the handout, “Some practical points for consideration” and encourage groups to develop the first four steps.

Variations

The activity can be adapted to address issues such as bullying. If bullying is an issue, you may like to explore the activity, “Do we have alternatives?” on page 143 first, before you try to develop an anti-bullying policy.

Suggestions for follow up

Review the situation and the policy regularly, for instance, once or twice a year. Policies need to be reviewed to ensure that they are in fact meeting the objectives. As society changes, so policies need updating to ensure that they continue to meet the challenges of the changing conditions.

If you want to do some campaigning, then the activity “Dosta!” on page 154 will help you to develop an action.

Another activity that focuses on prejudice and discrimination is “My life is not a show” on page 240. It addresses cyberbullying. If the group wish to look at discrimination against disabled people, they could look at the activity “Sports for all” on page 284.
Ideas for action

Continue to work on the policies in your own school or organisation and ensure their implementation. The group could also link up with anti-racist projects in other countries. For instance with “Schools Without Racism”, a programme that requires at least 60% of the school population to sign and implement a common anti-discrimination statement http://members.multimania.nl/astrada/szr/swr.html

Further information

Definition of racism

Racism, in general terms, consists of conduct or words or practices which advantage or disadvantage people because of their colour, culture or ethnic origin. Its more subtle forms are as damaging as its overt form.

Institutionalised racism can be defined as the collective failure of an organisation to provide an appropriate and professional service to people because of their colour, culture or ethnic origin. It can be seen or detected in processes, attitudes and behaviour which amounts to discrimination through unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping which disadvantages people from ethnic minorities. Racist incidents and harassment can take place in any institution, regardless of the numbers of pupils from different ethnic backgrounds within it.

A racist incident is any incident which is perceived to be racist by the victim or any other person. For instance:

Physical harassment: comprises the more obvious examples of violent attacks or physical intimidation of both children and adults from minority groups, as well as incidents of “minor” intimidation which may be cumulative in effect.

Verbal harassment: name calling directed at those from minority groups and any ridicule of a person’s background or culture (e.g. music, dress or diet) may be the most obvious examples. There may be other forms of verbal abuse, which are less obvious, involving teachers, pupils or other adults, such as off-the-cuff remarks of a racist nature, which cause offence.

Non co-operation and disrespect: refusal to co-operate with or show respect to minority pupils, students, teachers, trainers, youth leaders and others by people in the school/education community may constitute a racist incident if there is evidence of racist motivation or if the “victim” perceives racism to be a motive. Disrespect can also be inadvertent, for example if a teacher or trainer shows ignorance of a pupil’s cultural practices in a way that makes the victim feel harassed or uncomfortable.

Other incidents: racist jokes and use of racist vocabulary, the wearing of racist insignia, badges, T shirts, etc., racist graffiti, the distribution of racist literature or posters, the presence of racist or fascist organisations in or around the school community, or stereotyping by adults which could lead to discrimination.

Many racist incidents will be of a less obvious type. Such insidious actions which occur are often the most difficult to detect and deal with. Many racist incidents involving pupils or students will not occur in the presence of teachers or adults. It is therefore important that schools develop strategies to ensure that all members of the school community are sensitive to, and take responsibility for, reporting and dealing with incidents.

Further information about racism, antisemitism, antigypsyism and romaphobia can be be found in the Discrimination and Intolerance section of Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass.
Handouts

Role cards

**Head teacher role card**
Your greatest concern is the reputation of the school regarding safety and stealing.

**Teacher 1 role card**
You have noticed that other things, not just money, have been disappearing from the school. You have noted that last week Gyula came to school with a mobile phone.

**Teacher 2 role card**
You are Gyula’s class teacher. You know him quite well and like him. He is a kind, thoughtful boy who works hard, but he has not got any friends.

**Father role card**
Gyula is a good boy. You know how important education is and you always check that Gyula has done his homework before allowing him to go out to play football. It was his birthday last week.

Critical incident

Each scene takes place in the head teacher’s office.

**Scene 1: Head teacher, teacher 1 and teacher 2**
The head teacher, teacher 1 and teacher 2 discuss the problem and their reactions to a recent spate of pick-pocketing in the school. There have been several incidents: for instance, it started with a missing pen and since then several other things have gone missing, but mostly money.
There are rumours about who it could be, and the most likely culprit seems to be Gyula, a Roma boy.

Time: 3-5 minutes

**Scene 2: Headmaster, Gyula’s father and teacher 1**
The headmaster presses Gyula’s father to admit that his son has been stealing. The father stresses that Gyula would not do such a thing. Nonetheless, he apologises and offers to pay the stolen money back.
The teachers feel awkward about the situation and promise to keep it a secret. Gyula can stay in the school, but the father should keep a closer eye on his son.

Time: 3-5 minutes

**Scene 3: Headmaster and teacher 2**
The headmaster and teacher 1 discuss the improved atmosphere in the school. They are pleased that the problem seems to be solved.
Enter teacher 1: S/he announces the news that the police have just arrested a pupil (not Gyula) for pick-pocketing at the school gate. Apparently s/he has confessed to have stolen all the money.
They discuss their reactions to the news.

Time: 3-5 minutes
Guidelines for the facilitator

Let the volunteers perform their role-play. At the breaks, between the scenes, you should interject with the questions and ask the observers to write down key words which summarise their response at that stage in the presentation.

First break: First question to the observers: If you were the head teacher, what would you do?
Second break: Second question to the observers: Do you think the matter has been solved satisfactorily?
Third break: Third question to the observers: What do you think now?

Some practical points for consideration in relation to developing an anti-racist policy.

In dealing with racial harassment and racist incidents, a whole school (organisation) approach to policy development and implementation is required. It is important that approaches to racist incidents fit in with general school / organisational policy and practice. The issues should be regarded as “special but not separate”. Some practical points for consideration are:

- A clear statement of policy needs to be made showing that no racist incidents or racial harassment will be tolerated.
- In the policy, the school should make a clear statement as to the procedures that should be followed when a racist incident occurs.
- The whole school approach, including processes and agreed actions for dealing with incidents, must extend to all members of the school community: governors, staff (teaching and non-teaching), parents, pupils, students and visitors.
- There must be clear understanding that everyone in the school community has a responsibility to monitor and tackle racial harassment and racist incidents.
- There should be a consistency of approach so that everyone involved is aware of what is expected of them.
- It should be understood that a response to an incident should be made at the time the incident occurs or is reported.
- Any follow-up responses to an incident should be made within an agreed time-scale.

Rights Bingo!

*What do you know about human rights?*

**Themes**  
• General Human Rights

**Complexity**  
Level 1

**Group size**  
8+

**Time**  
60 minutes

**Overview**  
This is a simple quiz and variation of the game Bingo!, in which people share their knowledge and experiences of human rights.

**Related rights**  
• Any human rights

**Objectives**  
• To learn about universal human rights and their relevance for everyone everywhere  
• To develop listening and critical thinking skills  
• To encourage respect for other people and their opinions

**Materials**  
• One copy of the quiz sheet and pencil per person  
• Flipchart paper and markers

**Preparation**  
• Make a copy of the quiz sheet on a large sheet of paper or flipchart paper.  
• Familiarise yourself with the basic rights listed in the UDHR (see page 667) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (see page 671)

**Instructions**

1. Hand out the quiz sheets and pencils  
2. Explain that people should find a partner and ask them one of the questions on the sheet. The key words of the answer should be noted down in the relevant box.  
3. The pairs then split and find others to pair up with.  
4. The aim of the game is not only to get an answer in each box but also to get a different person to answer each question.  
5. Whoever gets an answer in every box first shouts out “Bingo!” They win.  
6. Move on to the discussion. Take the question in the first box and ask people in turn to share the answers they received. List the key words on the flipchart. Allow short comments at this stage.  
7. When the chart is complete, go back and discuss the answers in each box more fully.

**Debriefing and evaluation**

• Were all the questions related to human rights? Which rights?  
• Which questions were the hardest to answer? Why?  
• Which questions were the most controversial? Why are rights controversial?  
• How did people know about human rights and human rights violations? Do they trust the sources of the information?

**Tips for facilitators**

Feel free to change any of the questions to tailor the activity to the interests and level of your group.
When recording people’s answers to each question, write down key words only. The point of the chart is to help with the discussion later. After each round, deal briefly with any questions of clarification or differences in interpretation. Highlight any points that require more in-depth discussion and agree to return to these at the end.

It is likely that people will give examples that you yourself may not know about, either because they are obscure or because they are personal. This should not matter. No one can be expected to know everything! You can ask people how they know a certain piece of information and discuss its authenticity and reliability. Indeed, it is a good opportunity to encourage people to think critically about information as a matter of principle.

Some of the answers will be controversial. For example, someone might say that abortion is a denial of the right to life. Some people in the group may hold this view very strongly; others may disagree equally strongly. The first learning point is that it is important to try to understand any issue from all perspectives: try to establish why people hold the view they do. Whatever the difference of opinion or interpretation of rights, people should always treat those whose opinion differs from their own with respect. They may disagree with their point of view, but they should respect the person.

The second learning point is that we should know about human rights because they are important to all of us, they are always evolving and everyone’s opinion is important to give meaning to rights. It is not clear-cut and decided once and for all how they should be interpreted and applied; they need to be reassessed and developed continually. It is therefore everyone’s responsibility to be part of the process of promoting and protecting human rights.

**Suggestions for follow-up**

Take one or two of the answers that provoked controversy and discuss the real life dilemmas that there are when trying to develop a culture of respect for human rights.

Another way of exploring human rights is through images. Find out how people see human rights with the activity, “Flower power” on page 180. The activity can lead on to many discussions, for instance, about stereotypes, how we build up our images of the world and about discrimination.

You may like to go on and consider the ways events are reported in the media and how the human rights aspects could be given a higher profile. Try “Making the news” in the All Different - All Equal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The name of a document that proclaims human rights</th>
<th>A special right all children should have</th>
<th>A song / film / book about human rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A right denied to some people in your country</td>
<td>A human right that has been denied to you personally</td>
<td>An organisation that fights for human rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A duty we all have in relation to our human rights</td>
<td>An example of discrimination</td>
<td>A right sometimes denied to women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone who fights for human rights</td>
<td>A violation of the right to life</td>
<td>An example of how someone's right to privacy may be violated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A human right that is often denied to young people</td>
<td>A group or community whose freedom from discrimination is often violated in your country</td>
<td>An example of a violation of the right to a safe environment in your community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scramble for wealth and power

Some people fight for their dreams, some fight for wealth and power!

Themes
- Poverty
- Globalisation
- Health

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
8 - 25

Time
90 minutes

Overview
This activity simulates the fight for wealth and power, inequality and the injustice of poverty

Related rights
- Equality in dignity and rights
- The right to an adequate standard of living
- The right to health, food and shelter

Objectives
- To develop an understanding of the injustices that result from the unequal distribution of wealth and power
- To develop critical thinking skills
- To promote respect for human dignity and a sense of justice

Materials
- 120 coins
- 3 to 4 pairs of socks
- 2 large sheets of paper and markers
- Paper and pens
- An open space

Preparation
- Read through the instructions so that you have an overview of the whole activity. Note that the simulation is divided into three parts: part 1, The Scramble (10 minutes); part 2, The Donations (10 minutes); and part 3, Creating Economic Fairness (40 minutes). Discussion follows at the end.
- Take 20 of the coins and reserve them on one side,
- Choose three people to take the role of migrants,
- Make a wall chart to record players’ wealth (see illustration),
- Prepare a chart headed “Honourable Donors”,

Instructions

Explain that this is a simulation game. Participants will distribute the world’s wealth and power among themselves.

Part 1: The Scramble (10 minutes)

1. Explain that the aim of the game is to get as many coins as possible. There is only one rule: no participant may touch another member of the group at any time. (You may stipulate a punishment for this, for example, paying 1 coin).
2. Ask everyone, except for those playing the “migrants”, to sit on the floor in a large circle (so that they can have enough space to play).
3. Take the reserved twenty coins and share them out between any four or five of the participants.
4. Give four other participants one pair of socks each. Tell them that they must put them on their hands and keep them on during the whole game. Postpone any discussions of the reasons for sharing out the coins and socks until the debriefing.

5. Scatter 100 coins evenly in the middle of the circle.

6. At the word, “Go!” participants gather up as many coins as possible. This will probably not take longer than 2 minutes!

7. After all the coins have been collected, ask participants to report their wealth to the rest of the group. On the wealth chart, record each participant’s name and the number of coins they have.

8. Remind the group that these coins represent their wealth and power in the world. The amount they possess will affect their capacity to satisfy their needs (e.g. for food, housing, clothes, health care and basic education) and their wants (e.g. higher education, cars, computers, toys, televisions, holidays and other luxury items). The implications are as follows:
   - six or more coins – people will be able to meet all their basic “needs” and most of their “wants”
   - three to five coins – people will be able to meet their basic needs
   - two or fewer coins – people will have difficulty surviving due to disease, malnutrition, inadequate shelter and lack of education to get a job.

Part 2: The donations (10 minutes)
1. Tell participants that they may, if they wish, give coins away to others. However, they are not required to do so. Tell them that those who do share will be honoured as donors, with their names written on the list of “Honourable donors”.

2. Allow 3-4 minutes for participants to redistribute the coins if they wish.

3. Then ask for the names of those who gave away coins and the amount that each donated. List them on the chart of “Honourable donors”.

4. Ask if anyone has changed category as a result of giving or receiving coins, and record these shifts on the chart with an arrow.

Part 3: Creating economic fairness (40 minutes)
1. Divide the players up into three groups according to the number of coins they have (great wealth, some wealth and little wealth)

2. Place one of the “migrants” in each of the three groups. Take note of their reactions at being placed in one group rather than another, but save any discussion about their placement until the debriefing at the end.

3. Hand out the pens and paper. Give each group the task of creating a plan for the fair distribution of the coins (the world’s wealth) in order to decrease the gap between the different categories of wealth and power. Each group’s plan of action should:
   - Explain what needs to be done (if anything)
   - Describe what the group plans to do and why, and
   - Show why their plan is fair.

4. Give the groups ten minutes to devise their plans. Explain that it is not necessary to go too deeply into the drawing-up of the plan, but rather that they should highlight some of the possible actions that should be done to address the problem of poverty.

5. Ask each group to appoint a spokesperson to explain their plan to the others and answer questions. List the proposed plans on a large sheet of paper.

6. Now announce that a vote will be held to decide which plan to adopt. The distribution of votes will be as follows:
   - each participant in the group with “Great wealth and power” – five votes
   - each participant in the group with “Some wealth and power” – two votes
   - each participant in the group with “Little wealth and power” – half a vote

7. Tell the participants to vote. Record the votes cast for each plan on the large sheet of paper. Announce which plan is to be implemented.

8. Carry out this plan, redistributing the wealth if necessary.
Debriefing and evaluation

Start with brief feedback on the activity itself and how people enjoyed it. Then go on to discuss what happened, what people learnt and the relationship the activity has with human rights. Draw on the following questions to promote the discussion.

- How did participants feel about the way in which the coins were acquired and distributed? Were they treated fairly?
- Why did those who gave coins away do so? To be honoured? Because they felt guilty? Something else?
- How did the participants who received coins in part 2 feel? Grateful? Patronised?
- What about the participants with socks? What kinds of people do they represent? Which group did they end up in?
- What about the three participants, the “migrants”, assigned to groups? Did they feel treated fairly? Is what happened to them similar to what happens to people around the globe? What sorts of people? Is it just chance where we end up?
- What differences were there in the recommended plans for fair distribution? Did the plans reflect the wealth of the group making the proposal?
- Why were some people given more votes than others? Was this an accurate representation of those with more or less power in the world?
- Are human rights infringed when we see such differences in wealth and power? If so, which ones?
- Who are the “haves” and the “have-nots” in the world in your country and in your community? How did they come to be in these positions?
- Should the “haves” be concerned about the situation of the “have-nots”? For what reasons? Security, economic, moral, religious or political reasons? Why might the “haves” give money or resources to the “have-nots”? Is this a way to solve the problems of poverty?
- What might the “have-nots” do to improve their situation? What are some actions that “have-nots” have taken around the world and in our country to address the inequalities of wealth and power?
- Do you think there should be a redistribution of wealth and power throughout the world? Why or why not? If yes, how would you propose trying to accomplish this? What principles would guide your proposals for change?
- Can human rights discourse be used to support a new redistribution of wealth?

Tips for facilitators

The aim of this activity is to make people aware of the unequal distribution of wealth and power in the world, yet there is a danger that it may confirm the existing inequalities. You should therefore be aware of the social and economic composition of the group and develop the discussion accordingly.

Emphasise that, as in real life, if they give away some of their coins they will lose some of their wealth and the privileges that wealth brings.

Try to get participants into the spirit of the game so they get involved and really “act” as if the coins were their wealth. You could tell them that they will be allowed to keep the coins and after the activity or during the tea break, be able to “buy” drinks and/or biscuits with the money. If it is too hot to use socks, use other means to emphasise that some players have more wealth and power than others. For example, some participants could be held back and only allowed to join in after 15 to 30 seconds. In part 3, “creating economic fairness” you could create feelings of privilege and disadvantage by giving, for example:

- those with great wealth tables, chairs, glasses of water, biscuits, and so on
- those with some wealth: some chairs
- those with little wealth: nothing, except maybe a circle on floor in which the people should be sit.

Wealth chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wealth and Power (6 or more coins)</th>
<th>Wealth and Power (3 to 5 coins)</th>
<th>Wealth and Power (2 coins or less)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>Little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6 or more coins)</td>
<td>(3 to 5 coins)</td>
<td>(2 coins or less)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY DATE

17 October
International Day for the Eradication of Poverty
The questions in the debriefing and evaluation are complex and may very well require deep and lengthy discussions. If the time is short or the group large, you may want to divide the questions among small groups. These small groups should be “mixed”, that is, include people from each wealth category. Make sure that the different groups feedback in plenary so that everyone has a chance to hear and reflect on all the questions.

Variations
The scramble part of the activity can also be adapted to raise issues about disability. Some players could have one hand tied behind their backs: if they are right-handed they should use their left hands, or vice versa. Some could wear blindfolds, others could lie flat on the floor, others could have to sit on chairs so that they have to bend down to the floor; some could have to sit cross-legged and may not move about, others may move about, and so on.

Suggestions for follow-up
There are many different ways of understanding the concept of “wealth”, for example how many people are poor in the society, the mortality rates and the Human Development Index. Organise a discussion about what “wealth” means to the members of your group? You could invite someone from a development NGO to contribute.

You could debate the issues further or ask participants to write a report. Suggested topics are:
- How do wealth and power affect one’s ability to enjoy human rights and human dignity?
- Are there responsibilities associated with having wealth and power?

The group may like to continue with the theme of wealth and its distribution with the activity “How much do we need?” on page 192.

Ideas for action
Make contact with an organisation that works with the disadvantaged in your community to ascertain the local needs. Then go on to plan a project to try to help.

Sometimes the simple fact of “spreading the word” about an issue is a good step towards making change. Thus, you could suggest that people raise the issues of wealth distribution with their parents and friends.

Further information
Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS) are trading networks, usually local, that use their own internal currency. They are co-operative and controlled by the users, and thus people with more LETS credits than others are not more powerful or able to consume more than their fair share of resources. They are a proven way to stimulate the local economy, especially in depressed towns. Put “Local Exchange Trading Systems” into your search engine or go to http://www.gmlets.u-net.com/.

Statistics on different ways of measuring wealth and poverty can be found in the Poverty section of Chapter 5.

Buying Fair-trade products is a powerful way to support producers in developing countries. Fair-trade helps workers and farmers to earn a decent living and secure a better life for themselves.
http://www.fairtrade.net/
http://www.european-fair-trade-association.org/
See the ability!

See the ability – not the disability!

Themes
• Disability and Disablism
• Discrimination and Intolerance
• Children

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
6 - 36

Time
120 minutes

Overview
A practical activity to encourage empathy with people with disabilities. Among the issues addressed are:
• The obstacles disabled people face in integrating into society
• Perceptions of the rights of the disabled as basic human rights

Related rights
• The right not to be discriminated against
• Equality in dignity and rights
• The right to social security

Objectives
• To raise awareness about some of the everyday problems faced by disabled people
• To develop skills to respond to the needs of disabled people
• To promote empathy and solidarity

Materials
For the introduction:
• A sheet of paper and a pen per participant

For part 2, per pair:
• A plastic bag containing a cabbage or lettuce leaf, a pencil, a stick of chalk, a leaf (from any tree), a coloured sheet of paper and a bottle or can of any soft drink
• A blindfold
• A sheet of paper and a pen

For part 3, per pair:
• 1 role card
• One sheet of paper and a pen

For part 4:
• Wheelchairs, one between eight people
• Space for creating an obstacle course. (A second room would be preferable, but not absolutely necessary.) Alternatively, access to outdoors would present a further option
• Obstacles, for example, tables and chairs, planks of wood, piles of old newspapers, etc.
• One large sheet of paper or board and markers
• A watch or timer

Preparation
• Make the role cards. Either choose one of the situations suggested with this activity or develop your own.
• If possible, have a second room that you can prepare in advance for the obstacle race, or better still go outdoors where you will be able to make the obstacle track over more challenging terrain.
• If you are setting it up indoors, then use tables and chairs to make narrow passages and planks of wood or old newspapers on the floor to substitute for naturally difficult terrain.


**Instructions**

This activity is organised in four parts: part 1, the introduction, part 2, the blindfold walk, part 3, signing, and part 4, the wheelchair race.

**Part 1. Introduction (10 minutes)**

1. Explain that the activity focuses on three particular disabilities: blindness, deafness and muteness, and paralysis.
2. Invite the participants to think for a few minutes about how they would like – and how they would not like – to be treated if they were disabled. Let them write down a few key words.
3. Now ask participants to write down what they would be most afraid of, if they were disabled.
4. When this has been done, ask the participants to turn over their papers and to get ready to “step into reality”.

**Part 2. The blindfold walk**

1. Ask people to get into pairs. Hand out the blindfolds. One person from each pair is to be the disabled person and the other is their guide. It is the guide’s responsibility to ensure the safety of their partner at all times. They may only answer simple questions related to safety with a “yes” or a “no” answer.
2. Ask the guides to take their partners for a 5-minute walk around and about, including up or down stairs or outside if possible.
3. On returning to the room let the guides lead their partners to their chairs. But there is a surprise on the chair! A bag! What is in it?
4. The blind players have to identify the contents. The guides’ job is to write down their guesses.
5. Then let the “blind” people take off the blindfolds and see the objects. Invite the partners to briefly review their experiences and surprises with each other.
6. Give people a few minutes to come out of their roles and then move on to part 3.

**Part 3. Signing**

1. Tell the pairs that they are to swap over; the guides are now to be the disabled, this time people who are mute (can’t speak), and the partners are the able-bodied helpers.
2. Hand out one of the situation cards to each disabled player. They must not show the cards to their partners. Give a piece of paper and pen to the helpers.
3. Explain that the mute players have to convey their problem to their helper. They may not speak, write or draw. The helpers must write down what they understand the message to be about.
4. When the “mute” player has communicated as much as they can, s/he should reveal the role card to their helper. Invite the pairs to briefly review their intentions, problems and frustrations.

**Part 4. The wheelchair obstacle race**

1. Point out the obstacle course to the participants. Explain that the winner is the person who gets round in the fastest time. There are penalties for crashing into the obstacles on the way.
2. Record the results on the large piece of paper.
3. When all who wish to have had a turn, take a short break and then go on to the debriefing and evaluation.
Debriefing and evaluation.

Take this in plenary. Start with a review of parts 2, 3 and 4 of the activity and then go on to reflect on what people knew at the beginning and about what they learned as a result of their experiences.

1. Start with the blindfold walk: Ask both those who were blindfolded and those who were the helpers to share their reactions:
   - How did they feel during the exercise?
   - What was most difficult? What was funny? What was scary?
   - How hard was it to trust and to be trustworthy?
2. Then go on to review part 2, signing:
   - How did each of them feel during the exercise?
   - What was most difficult? What was funny? What was scary?
   - Was it frustrating to sign and not to be understood?
   - Was it frustrating or embarrassing not to understand?
3. Next review the wheelchair obstacle race:
   - How did people feel not being so mobile?
   - What was most difficult? What was funny? What was scary?
4. Now review the fears and expectations people expressed at the beginning of the exercise.
   - Ask people to look at the key words they wrote down.
   - Were some of their fears confirmed during the activity?
   - How did people try to help their partner?
   - How was the help received?
   - How easy is it to assess how much help to give?
5. What did people fear about being disabled? What did they base their fears on? Have people ever been afraid of becoming disabled as a result of an accident or illness?
6. What was the most surprising thing people learnt through the activity?
7. Do people know anyone who is blind or mute or confined to a wheelchair? What is their social life like? How do other people react to them?
8. Look at the environment in the buildings and in the streets nearby, how “disability friendly” are they?
9. What can and should be done to ensure the equality and dignity of people who are disabled?
10. Are disability rights also a matter of human rights? Which rights in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) are particularly relevant?
11. What can your school, association or local youth group do to promote the equality and dignity of people with disabilities?

Tips for facilitators

Do not make the obstacle course for part 4 too long. 2-3 minutes is sufficient, especially if you only have two or three wheelchairs, because people will have to wait and they may get bored. You can try to borrow wheelchairs from a local hospital or organisation providing support for people temporarily in need of wheelchairs. Alternatively, you will have to improvise to give the participants physical disabilities. For example, by making people wear enormous rubber boots on the wrong feet!

How you run this activity will depend very much on the group. Make sure that everyone realises that they are going to go through different “simulations of reality” during which they will have the opportunity to experiment with their feelings and reactions to what it is like to be disabled. Explain that the purpose is not to make fun of anyone, or to cause undue stress or embarrassment. They should act “naturally”, and not overdo things. Reassure people that at certain moments they may feel awkward and insecure, but that nothing harmful or dangerous will happen to them.
If you do not have time to do all the “simulations of reality”, then do one or two. The experience of being blindfolded is perhaps the most personally challenging and touching of the experiences presented in this activity. Therefore, if you have to choose one part, it is recommended that you choose this one. Let the participants swap over so that both have the experience of disability. Remember, in this case to create a second set of objects for identification.

This activity is serious, but you should expect many funny situations. Let it be so. Feel compelled to intervene or comment only if people are doing something unsafe or making comments which ridicule people with disabilities. You may also wish to address this in the evaluation and debriefing with questions such as: when do people make fun of those with disabilities? Who does it and why? When is it all right to make jokes about people’s disabilities? How does one judge the borderline between good humour and offence?

Variations
You may simulate many other kinds of disabilities, including less visible ones, such as learning disabilities or language difficulties, according to what is closest to your group’s reality. One possibility is to simulate situations of disability due to age; this may contribute to raising young people’s awareness towards older people and the (lack of) conditions for a life in dignity.

Suggestions for follow up
If you are working with children, you may like to look at Article 23 of the CRC, which states that disabled children have the right to special care, education and training that will help them to enjoy a full and decent life. You could ask the groups to find out about people in their own social environment (including family) who suffer from some kind of disability. They could further investigate what services and provisions those people have access to. Are there any children with disabilities in the youth group or association or in school? Can they do the same as everyone else? If not, why not?

If the group enjoy role play, they may like to use the activity “I want to work”, to explore issues about the barriers people with disabilities face getting jobs.

If the group would like to look at how to respond to “everyday” problems of discrimination of another form – discrimination on the grounds of race, they could do the activity, “Responding to racism”, on page 262.

Ideas for action
The group may wish to identify a vulnerable group and decide what they can/should do to support them. Consult the section of the manual on “Taking Action” for guidance and ideas. It is important to work together with organisations that work with the disabled and to start from the needs of the disabled, as defined and identified by the disabled themselves.

Further information
The level of care and safeguarding of rights of the disabled varies greatly from country to country, ostensibly for economic reasons but in reality for reasons that have probably more to do with taking equality and social solidarity seriously than with anything else. The situation varies from country to country. For example, hearing aids may or may not be paid for by social security. There may or may not be special provisions for extra telecommunications equipment for deaf people and if someone needs an electric wheelchair, then sometimes the community or the state pays for it.

Information about discrimination against people with disabilities can be found in the background information on Disability & Disablism.
Handouts
Role cards

Situation 1.
Without words, try to explain to your friend that you have been a victim of violence. A group of young delinquents attacked you in the park, stole your bag and beat you up. Ask where the police station is.

You cannot speak, write any words or draw on paper.

Situation 2.
You are in a cafeteria; possibly at school or perhaps the cafeteria at one of the European Youth Centres. Explain to the cook that you can not eat Spaghetti Bolognese because you are a vegan: not only do you not eat meat but you are a vegetarian who doesn’t eat any dairy products either (i.e. no milk, eggs or cheese).

You cannot speak, write any words or draw on paper.

Notes
This activity has been suggested by Dr Mónika Mádai, President of Common Fate Organisation (Közös Sors, a Hungarian NGO working for promoting social integration of disabled and non-disabled people). She is also an international youth trainer and a concerned person, disabled since birth.
Soon to be outdated

*Something which we think is impossible now is not impossible in another decade.*

Constance Baker Motley

Themes
- Religion and Belief
- Globalisation
- Education

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any (small groups: 5-6)

Time
90 minutes

Overview
In this activity people discuss how beliefs develop, how they are reinforced and how and why they change over time.

Related rights
- Freedom of thought, conscience and religion
- Freedom of opinion and expression
- The right to participate freely in the cultural life of the community

Objectives
- To develop understanding about the social construction of beliefs
- To develop critical thinking and discussion skills
- To cultivate attitudes of open-mindedness and enquiry

Materials
- Statement cards, one set per small group
- A large sheet of paper and pens for each group

Preparation
- Copy the handout sheet, add more statements or delete as required and cut out the statements. Make one set of cards per small group.

Instructions
1. Explain that this activity is about how beliefs change over time. First participants discuss the beliefs that past generations had but which are now outdated, and then they discuss those beliefs that they have and which their children and grandchildren will find outdated.
2. Brainstorm what people understand by the word “belief”.
3. Now ask participants to get into small groups of 5 – 6.
4. Each group should choose someone to make summary notes on the large sheet of paper and to give feedback in plenary.
5. Ask the groups to look at the statements and choose 5 that have changed since their grandparents' time and that they would like to work on.
6. Take the chosen cards in turn and discuss the beliefs that their grandparents had about the statement. Where did those beliefs come from? How were they reinforced? With hindsight, were they wise beliefs? Why / why not?
7. Then try to imagine what life may be like in your children's or grandchildren's time and discuss what they will believe. In what ways will their beliefs about the chosen statements be different from yours? Why will they be different?
8. Bring the groups back into plenary and ask each group to report briefly on their conclusions.

*Constance Baker Motley, who said, “Something which we think is impossible now is not impossible in another decade” was, in 1966, the first Black Woman in the U.S.A. to become a Federal Judge.*
Debriefing and evaluation

Start with a short review of the activity and then go on to discuss the challenges of living in a globalised world where beliefs and values are changing.

- Were there any strong disagreements within the groups?
- How does the feedback from the different groups compare?
- Where do we get our beliefs from? Are there any general things to say about how it was in the past and how it will be different in the future?
- Why do beliefs change?
- Are any beliefs absolute? If yes, which sorts of beliefs and why? If no, why are beliefs not absolute?
- What are the advantages of holding beliefs in common?
- How do our beliefs limit us?
- What would make you change your beliefs?
- How easy is it to change beliefs? Which sorts of beliefs are harder, and which are easier to change? Why?
- How can people protect themselves from propaganda and false claims, for example spin by politicians, doubt by climate sceptics or ploys to get your money by bogus organisations?
- Give examples of limitations to the right to freedom of opinion and expression. Who should decide what these limitations should be?
- Can you name examples of violations of the freedom of thought, conscience and religion in your community, country, Europe and the wider world?

Tips for the facilitator

Although participants are working in small groups, some individuals may feel shy about stating their opinions about some of the issues. One way to avoid this is to manage the small groups so that friends or those who feel comfortable with each other work together. Another way is to give people less “threatening” topics first and then, as confidence grows, present more controversial ones.

The process of building a world where human rights are respected as the norm means challenging most people’s beliefs in one way or another. Thus the point of this activity is to encourage participants to understand that people’s beliefs are social constructs and products of the society and the age they live in. Hopefully at the end of the activity participants will be more aware of why beliefs are deep-rooted and hard to view objectively. They will also appreciate that it takes education, the presentation of clear, factual evidence and good critical thinking skills to change beliefs that are either harmful or simply outdated.

The word “belief” is often used in relation to religion, as for example when people talk about their “belief in God”. However, this is a narrow use and you need to be sure that participants are clear about the meaning of the word. A belief is an assumed truth. Thus, everything is a belief. We create beliefs to anchor our understanding of the world around us and thus, once we have formed a belief, we will tend to stick with that belief. There is a wealth of information about what beliefs are, how they are formed and how they function on http://changingminds.org.

Variations

Introduce some of these ideas with the whole group by using the “Statement exercise” technique described on page 63. In this variation the participants need not say anything; they can listen to other people’s points of view to help them understand the issues better.
Suggestions for follow-up

Depending on how the discussions developed you could go on to explore beliefs about personal relationships in the activities “Let’s talk about sex!” or “Believers”.
You may want to continue addressing the right to freedom of religion and belief with the activity “A mosque in Sleepyville” which explores a dispute over the building of a new mosque in a traditionally Christian area through the simulation of a town council meeting.

Ideas for action

Together with your friends or classmates, pick out a collective belief that can prejudice or discriminate people in your locality, for example, beliefs about homosexuality, the use of contraception, abortion, relationships outside, or girl/boy roles. Invite an NGO or other organisation to come to speak about this topic so that you understand more about the issues. Then decide what action you want to take.

You could also create and produce a play about a chosen issue to perform for your local community. Remember that it is much easier to get an audience to come and watch if you time your performance to coincide with one of the international or European commemorative days.

If you feel comfortable doing so, adapt this exercise to use during informal moments with your friends, family, and colleagues. Ask them about their opinions / beliefs about certain issues. Be careful, however, as some people can be very sensitive about certain issues.

Further information

A belief is a conviction that a suggestion, statement or idea is true. People may say that they believe something to be true for different reasons: because they’ve seen / witnessed it or because of personal experience, because there is good evidence for believing or because they have faith.

Faith is the confident belief in the truth or trustworthiness of a person, idea, or thing. It is the belief that something is true because an authority says so. Faith can have very specific meaning in some religious contexts.

Understanding how beliefs develop is an important step in promoting a human rights culture. Psychologists studying belief formation and the relationship between beliefs and actions have found that beliefs form in a variety of ways.

- We tend to internalise the beliefs of the people around us during childhood. Albert Einstein is often quoted as having said that common sense is the collection of prejudices acquired by the age of eighteen. Political beliefs depend most strongly on the political beliefs most common in the community in which we live. Most individuals believe the religion they were taught in childhood.
- People may adopt the beliefs of a charismatic leader, even if those beliefs fly in the face of all previous beliefs, and produce actions that are clearly not in their own self-interest. In such instances, rational individuals attempt to reconcile their direct reality with the belief and contradictions, the condition known as cognitive dissonance.
- Repetition forms beliefs, as do associations of beliefs with for example images of sex, love, and other strong positive emotions. This is the primary thrust of the advertising industry.
- Physical trauma, especially to the head, can radically alter a person’s beliefs.
  However, even educated people, well aware of the process by which beliefs form, still strongly cling to their beliefs, and act on those beliefs even against their own self-interest.

At celebrations for World Teachers Day 2010, Prabhakara Shishila of the Sullia Nehru Memorial College, said, “teachers should inculcate the quality of rational thinking in students.” Do you agree?
### Handouts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beliefs about the earth being flat</th>
<th>A belief that the death penalty is justifiable</th>
<th>A belief that sex before marriage is a sin</th>
<th>The belief that people can rid themselves of a sexually transmitted disease by transferring it to a virgin through sexual intercourse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs that it is an honour to die for your king, country or religion</td>
<td>Beliefs that smoking is not really so bad for your health</td>
<td>Beliefs about the use of drugs and alcohol.</td>
<td>The belief that races can be distinguished by skin colour, facial type, the shape of the skull, profile, size, texture and colour of hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about the upbringing and discipline of children</td>
<td>Beliefs that different races reflect differences in moral character and intelligence</td>
<td>Beliefs that mental illness is shameful</td>
<td>Beliefs about male and female roles in the family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about eating meat</td>
<td>A belief in respect for the police and other authorities</td>
<td>The belief that Tsunamis and tornadoes are God's punishment for mankind's sins.</td>
<td>Beliefs about abortion and surrogate parenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about contraception and using contraception</td>
<td>Beliefs about treatment of criminals: imprisonment vs. rehabilitation</td>
<td>Beliefs about pornography and prostitution</td>
<td>Beliefs about same sex marriages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about assisting suicide of terminally ill patients</td>
<td>Beliefs that pink is for baby girls and blue for boys</td>
<td>Beliefs about men and women's abilities to do the same jobs</td>
<td>Beliefs that girls and boys should have different games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about relationships out of marriage</td>
<td>Beliefs about tattoos and piercing</td>
<td>Beliefs about having children out of marriage</td>
<td>Beliefs about blasphemy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about not having a religion</td>
<td>Beliefs about going topless / being a naturist</td>
<td>Beliefs about masturbation / sexuality</td>
<td>Beliefs about divorce / beliefs about single parents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sports for all

Have you ever tried wheelchair basketball?

Themes
- Disability and Disablism
- Culture and Sport
- Health

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any (small groups: 6 -8)

Time
120 minutes

Overview
This is a high-energy activity. Participants use their imagination and creativity to design new games.

Related rights
- The right to enjoyment of physical and mental health
- Equality in dignity and rights
- The right to rest and leisure

Objectives
- To raise awareness about social exclusion from sporting activities
- To develop group-work and co-operative skills and creativity
- To foster respect and inclusion, especially of disabled people

Materials
- An open space
- A hat
- Role cards
- Bandages (elasticised bandages are best)
- A block of wood or similar material (to strap under someone’s foot, approx. 30cm x 12cm x 10 cm high)
You will need one set of equipment for each small group.
Suggestions include:
- large buckets or waste-paper bins
- A ball of thick string / rope
- Balls
- Newspapers
- Pieces of chalk to mark out boundaries
- Scissors and tape for constructing equipment
- Blindfolds and earplugs

Preparation
- Decide which disabilities you wish to have represented in the activity and prepare the role cards; collect together the blindfold, earplugs, bandages and so on, accordingly.
- Prepare sets of role cards and put them in sets ready for each group.
- Collect together the rest of the equipment so that you have one set per small group.

Instructions
1. Tell participants about World Challenge Day and explain that the task is to invent a new game in the true spirit of Sport for All. The only criterion is that the game must be one that involves some form of physical activity that increases participants’ heart rate for 15 continuous minutes.
2. Ask people to get into small groups.
3. Take the hat containing the role cards to each group in turn and ask each participant to pick one card. Give those people who have a disability card a few minutes to get into role, for instance to put on a blindfold or tie an arm behind their back.
4. Explain that each group has thirty minutes to devise a game in the spirit of Sport for All, that is, a game that everyone can participate in. They may use some or all of the equipment provided. It is up to each group to decide the aims of the new game and the rules. Everyone in the group must participate in the planning and decision making.
5. Let the groups play each other’s games.

Debriefing and evaluation
Start with a review of how people in the different groups interacted with each other and whether they enjoyed the activity. Then go on to discuss the games themselves, and inclusion and disablism.

• How did you go about designing the game? What factors did you take into consideration? Did it make a difference that you had disabled people in the group?
• How did the groups work? Democratically, or did one or a few people make the decisions?
• The people who were disabled: Was it hard to play your role? Do you think you managed to play it realistically? Were you happy with your contribution to the final result?
• The able-bodied people: What considerations did you have to take on board to overcome barriers that could hinder the full and effective participation of people with disabilities?
• What sorts of compromises did you have to make when devising the games so that you could truly say it was a Sport for All?
• What do you think it must be like to be young and disabled in your country? What would be the particular difficulties that you would face?
• Do you think that the rights of disabled people are fully respected? If not – which do you think are least respected, and what do you think are the main reasons?
• In reality, how are certain groups excluded from sports? Is the exclusion an infringement of their human rights?

Tips for facilitators
Try to ensure that the groups are “mixed”, for example, that there are naturally tall and short people, those with glasses and those without, a mix of genders, ages, athletic abilities, etc.

The roles should be divided so that there are no more than two people with disabilities in each group. They can be the same disabilities in each group or different. If each group comprises people with similar disabilities, then afterwards participants can compare how they met similar challenges. If the different groups have people with dissimilar disabilities, then it can be interesting to see if the groups design games that could include all disabilities or only those that are represented in their particular group.

Depending on the group, you may need to begin the session with a quick brainstorming activity about the features of games in general. For example, games need to have clear aims or objectives and rules. You may also need to set limits, for example, that the game must be played within a certain location or not last longer than a total of 20 minutes.

If the groups do not manage to complete the task, or if they are not satisfied with the result, point out that this reflects what happens in reality, and should not be taken to mean that the activity (or the group) has failed. You should discuss in the debriefing the things that led to the result not being achieved, or to some people being dissatisfied with the result.
In the debriefing, people may say that exclusion and discrimination are not really big issues because people tend to choose sports that they are naturally good at. For example, tall people may play basketball and less energetic types may play snooker or chess. Nonetheless, there is an issue if only those young people who show promise get all the attention and opportunities to play in competitions while those who like to play for fun get less. Some sports exclude on grounds of wealth, because, for example, they need expensive equipment or coaching.

Variations
If you want to use this activity primarily to promote group-work skills you could ask one group to devise a co-operative game and the other a competitive one. In the debriefing you can compare how enjoyable each game was.

You can use the activity to focus on equity, justice and the role of human rights as “rules of the game”. In this case, you may wish to leave out the “disability” element and focus on how people worked together to create their games and leave to the discussion the issue of whether everyone, including disabled or other groups, could participate.

Good rules, like human rights, exist to ensure the game is fair by limiting the use of power by some players over others. The rules have to apply to all players in the same way that human rights are universal. Many rules prescribe a right together with duties. For instance, a football player has the right to kick the ball but not a fellow player. There are penalties in the case of an abuse of the rules.

The process of making decisions about changing the rules can be compared with how laws are changed in “real life”. Are they changed by decree, by the legislature or by people through referenda or consultation with NGOs and others?

In the debriefing you could discuss:
- Which games did participants enjoy the most? What makes a game a “good game”?
- How important is it to have a clear aim and fair rules in order for everyone to feel that they can participate?
- The Articles in the UDHR could be seen as rules for living in a pluralistic world. But are they good rules? For instance, are they universally acceptable to all players (everyone throughout the world)? Are there enough rules or too many? Are the rules fair? Do all players (all countries) play by the rules?

Suggestions for follow-up
If the group are interested in exploring other issues of equality, they may like to do the activity, “Path to Equality-land” on page 252, which explores issues about gender equality. The simulation activity “Scramble for wealth and power” on page 271 looks at inequalities due to wealth. The activity also raises questions to do with equality of opportunity, which could be related back to the conditions faced by people with disabilities.

Ideas for action
Organise a co-operative “Sports day”. Invite young people from other clubs to play your new games. The group will have to decide how to make the event as inclusive as possible.

Get in touch with TAFISA and make your games a contribution to World Challenge Day.

Make contact with local organisations that support disabled people in your area and find out how you can get involved and help.

Make a survey of your school, club or meeting place and make suggestions for simple improvements that would make the place more disabled-people friendly.
Further information

TAFISA is the leading international Sport for All organisation with over 200 members from more than 130 countries on all continents. It organises practical programmes and events in close co-operation with, for instance, the IOC, WHO, ICSSPE and UNESCO.

World Challenge Day (WCD) is organised by TAFISA. WCD is a friendly international competition in Sport for All and physical activity where communities from around the world compete against each other. Anybody and everybody can participate. World Challenge Day is available for communities of only a few thousand people, to the largest cities in the world. The purpose is to promote physical activity and Sport for All, not just in terms of competitive sports or already fit and active people, but in terms of all forms of activity and for all people of every age, gender and level of ability. The only criterion is that the games must involve some form of physical activity that increases participants’ heart rate for 15 continuous minutes. www.tafisa.net

Youth Olympic Games: The vision of the Youth Olympic Games (YOG) is to inspire young people around the world to participate in sport and adopt and live by the Olympic values.

Paralympics: The International Paralympic Committee (IPC) is committed to enabling paralympic athletes to achieve sporting excellence and to developing sport opportunities for all persons with a disability from beginner to elite level. In addition, the IPC aims to promote the Paralympic values, which include courage, determination, inspiration and equality.

You may find it relevant – for yourself and for the participants – to take into account the following distinctions between Deaf, deaf and hard-of-hearing people:

Deaf: a cultural, linguistic and political identity acquired by many deaf persons. Individuals who are members of the Deaf community subscribe to the unique cultural norms, values and traditions of that group. Its members typically use Sign language as their first language.

deaf: a term used to describe the inability to hear normal speech and general sounds; a medical description of hearing loss.

Hard-of-hearing: refers to persons with varying degrees of hearing loss who communicate primarily by spoken language, supplemented by lip-reading. A hard-of-hearing person may use hearing aids and/or cochlear implants and may supplement any residual hearing with assistive hearing devices. S/he can be medically deaf but, with technical aids, integrated upbringing and education, functions as hard of hearing.

Definitions and information on disablism and human rights can be found in the Disability and Disablism section of Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass.
Handouts
Role cards

**You are a deaf person.**
Collect some ear plugs. You can speak (but not hear).
Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are someone who is hard of hearing.**
Collect some cotton wool to put in your ears. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are a wheelchair user.**
Get into the wheelchair and make sure you learn how to manoeuvre it. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are a person with one arm.**
Use a bandage to strap one arm behind your back. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are a person with no arms.**
Use a bandage to strap both arms behind your back. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are a person with a limp.**
Use a bandage to strap the block of wood under one foot, so that it feels as if you have one leg longer than the other. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are a person with one leg.**
Use a bandage to tie one foot up behind your thigh as if you have lost your leg below the knee. Collect the crutches. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are a person with learning difficulties.**
You are nervous and lacking in self-confidence and you need to have things explained very carefully to you. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are a blind person.**
Put on the blindfold. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are a deaf and dumb person.**
Collect some ear plugs. You can neither hear nor speak, you communicate using sign language and by writing and drawing. Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.

**You are an able-bodied person with no disabilities.**
Try to represent your role realistically without exaggerating or resorting to stereotypes.
Take a step forward

*Everything flows from the rights of the others and my never-ending duty to respect them.*
Emmanuel Lévinas

**Themes**
- Discrimination and Intolerance
- Poverty
- General Human Rights

**Complexity**
Level 2

**Group size**
10 - 30

**Time**
60 minutes

**Overview**
We are all equal, but some are more equal than others. In this activity participants take on roles and move forward depending on their chances and opportunities in life.

**Related rights**
- The right to equality in dignity and rights
- The right to education
- The right to a standard of living adequate for good health and well-being

**Objectives**
- To raise awareness about inequality of opportunity
- To develop imagination and critical thinking
- To foster empathy with others who are less fortunate

**Materials**
- Role cards
- An open space (a corridor, large room or outdoors)
- Tape or CD player and soft/relaxing music
- A hat

**Preparation**
- Read the instructions carefully. Review the list of “situations and events” and adapt it to the group that you are working with.
- Make the role cards, one per participant. Copy the (adapted) sheet either by hand or on a photocopier; cut out the strips, fold them over and put them in a hat.

**Instructions**
1. Create a calm atmosphere with some soft background music. Alternatively, ask the participants for silence.
2. Ask participants to take a role card out of the hat. Tell them to keep it to themselves and not to show it to anyone else.
3. Invite them to sit down (preferably on the floor) and to read carefully what is on their role card.
4. Now ask them to begin to get into role. To help, read out some of the following questions, pausing after each one, to give people time to reflect and build up a picture of themselves and their lives:
   - What was your childhood like? What sort of house did you live in? What kind of games did you play? What sort of work did your parents do?
   - What is your everyday life like now? Where do you socialise? What do you do in the morning, in the afternoon, in the evening?
   - What sort of lifestyle do you have? Where do you live? How much money do you earn each month? What do you do in your leisure time? What do you do in your holidays?
   - What excites you and what are you afraid of?
5. Now ask people to remain absolutely silent as they line up beside each other (like on a starting line).

6. Tell the participants that you are going to read out a list of situations or events. Every time that they can answer “yes” to the statement, they should take a step forward. Otherwise, they should stay where they are and not move.

7. Read out the situations one at a time. Pause for a while between each statement to allow people time to step forward and to look around to take note of their positions relative to each other.

8. At the end invite everyone to take note of their final positions. Then give them a couple of minutes to come out of role before debriefing in plenary.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start by asking participants about what happened and how they feel about the activity and then go on to talk about the issues raised and what they learnt.

- How did people feel stepping forward - or not?
- For those who stepped forward often, at what point did they begin to notice that others were not moving as fast as they were?
- Did anyone feel that there were moments when their basic human rights were being ignored?
- Can people guess each other’s roles? (Let people reveal their roles during this part of the discussion)
- How easy or difficult was it to play the different roles? How did they imagine what the person they were playing was like?
- Does the exercise mirror society in some way? How?
- Which human rights are at stake for each of the roles? Could anyone say that their human rights were not being respected or that they did not have access to them?
- What first steps could be taken to address the inequalities in society?

Tips for facilitators

If you do this activity outdoors, make sure that the participants can hear you, especially if you are doing it with a large group! You may need to use your co-facilitators to relay the statements.

In the imagining phase at the beginning, it is possible that some participants may say that they know little about the life of the person they have to role-play. Tell them, this does not matter especially, and that they should use their imagination and to do it as best they can.

The power of this activity lies in the impact of actually seeing the distance increasing between the participants, especially at the end when there should be a big distance between those that stepped forward often and those who did not. To enhance the impact, it is important that you adjust the roles to reflect the realities of the participants’ own lives. As you do so, be sure you adapt the roles so that only a minimum of people can take steps forward (i.e. can answer “yes”). This also applies if you have a large group and have to devise more roles.

During the debriefing and evaluation it is important to explore how participants knew about the character whose role they had to play. Was it through personal experience or through other sources of information (news, books, and jokes?) Are they sure the information and the images they have of the characters are reliable? In this way you can introduce how stereotypes and prejudice work.

This activity is particularly relevant to making links between the different generations of rights (civil/political and social/economic/cultural rights) and the access to them. The problems...
of poverty and social exclusion are not only a problem of formal rights – although the latter also exists for refugees and asylum-seekers for example. The problem is very often a matter of effective access to those rights.

Variations

This first variation adds a further dimension to the symbolism of inequality. You need a long length of very thin string or paper ribbon that will break easily. When the participants are lined up at the start, walk along the line unwinding the ribbon as you go. As you pass each person takes hold of the ribbon, so that everyone ends up “joined” together along the ribbon. When the moment comes to take a step forward, some participants will be faced with the dilemma of whether or not to move and break the string. It may also be the case that those left behind blame the others for breaking the ribbon. It may therefore be necessary to remind people of the rule that “every time they can answer “yes” to the statement, they should take a step forward. Otherwise, they should stay where they are and not move.”

Second variation: Run the first round as described, and then play a second round that has the potential to reveal sometimes undervalued competencies. The participants keep the same roles. In the second round, read out statements that you have prepared beforehand that focus on strengths that disadvantaged people may have, precisely because of their situation. For example:

- You speak more than two languages and use them every day.
- You have overcome personal physical or mental disability, which has given you the self-confidence and inner strength to cope with becoming unemployed.
- You suffer from a terminal illness and know better than the others the value of life.
- You were brought up in a remote village and have a deep understanding of the environmental crisis facing the world as a result of climate change.
- You know how to live on a small budget and where to find the best bargains.

You can adapt this method to highlight inequalities in many other areas of concern, for instance in access to water, participation in political or social life, or gender issues. If you focus on another issue, then you will have to develop different roles and statements. When doing so, be aware of potentially sensitive roles and statements.

One way to get more ideas on the table and to deepen participants’ understanding is to work first in small groups and then to get them to share their ideas in plenary. Having co-facilitators is almost essential if you do this. Try this method by taking the second part of the debriefing – after each role has been revealed – in smaller groups. Ask people to explore who in their society has fewer, and who has more, chances or opportunities, and what first steps can and should be taken to address the inequalities. Alternatively, ask people to take one of the characters and ask what could be done, i.e. what duties and responsibilities they themselves, the community and the government have towards this person.

Suggestions for follow-up

Depending on the social context where you work, you may want to invite representatives from advocacy groups for certain cultural or social minorities to talk to the group. Find out from them what issues they are currently fighting for and how you and young people can help. Such a face-to-face meeting would also be an opportunity to address or review some of the prejudices or stereotyping that came out during the discussion.

If the group would like to find out more about the issues relating to inequalities in education provision world-wide and the measures that are being taken to address the problems, you may wish to look at the activity, “Education for all” on page 161.
The group may like to take more time to consider the stereotypical images they have of the people represented in “Take a step forward”. You could use the activity “Euro-rail ‘a la carte’” in the All Different – All Equal Education Pack to ask which people they would most like to share a railway carriage with, and which people they would least like to share with.

**Ideas for action**

Take up the ideas from the follow-up. Follow through how you and young people can help groups and organisations working with cultural or social minorities, and turn the ideas into practice.

**Handouts**

**Role cards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You are an unemployed single mother.</th>
<th>You are the president of a party-political youth organisation (whose “mother” party is now in power).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You are the daughter of the local bank manager. You study economics at university.</td>
<td>You are the son of a Chinese immigrant who runs a successful fast food business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are an Arab Muslim girl living with your parents who are devoutly religious people.</td>
<td>You are the daughter of the American ambassador to the country where you are now living.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are a soldier in army, doing compulsory military service.</td>
<td>You are the owner of a successful import-export company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are a disabled young man who can only move in a wheelchair.</td>
<td>You are a retired worker from a factory that makes shoes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are a 17-year-old Roma (Gypsy) girl who never finished primary school.</td>
<td>You are the girlfriend of a young artist who is addicted to heroin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are an HIV positive, middle-aged prostitute.</td>
<td>You are a 22-year-old lesbian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are an unemployed university graduate waiting for the first opportunity to work.</td>
<td>You are a fashion model of African origin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are a 24-year-old refugee from Afghanistan.</td>
<td>You are a homeless young man, 27 years old.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are an illegal immigrant from Mali.</td>
<td>You are the 19-year-old son of a farmer in a remote village in the mountains.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Situations and events

Read the following situations out aloud. Allow time after reading out each situation for participants to step forward and also to look to see how far they have moved relative to each other.

• You have never encountered any serious financial difficulty.
• You have decent housing with a telephone and television.
• You feel your language, religion and culture are respected in the society where you live.
• You feel that your opinion on social and political issues matters and your views are listened to.
• Other people consult you about different issues.
• You are not afraid of being stopped by the police.
• You know where to turn for advice and help if you need it.
• You have never felt discriminated against because of your origin.
• You have adequate social and medical protection for your needs.
• You can go away on holiday once a year.
• You can invite friends for dinner at home.
• You have an interesting life and you are positive about your future.
• You feel you can study and follow the profession of your choice.
• You are not afraid of being harassed or attacked in the streets, or in the media.
• You can vote in national and local elections.
• You can celebrate the most important religious festivals with your relatives and close friends.
• You can participate in an international seminar abroad.
• You can go to the cinema or the theatre at least once a week.
• You are not afraid for the future of your children.
• You can buy new clothes at least once every three months.
• You can fall in love with the person of your choice.
• You feel that your competence is appreciated and respected in the society where you live.
• You can use and benefit from the Internet.
• You are not afraid of the consequences of climate change.
• You are free to use any site on the Internet without fear of censorship.
**Tale of two cities**

*Civilization is a method of living and an attitude of equal respect for all people.*

Corazón Aquino

**Themes**
- Citizenship and Participation
- Environment
- Work

**Complexity**
Level 4

**Group size**
4-10

**Time**
90 minutes

**Overview**
This is a board game in which players vote for the kind of city they wish to live in and the amenities they wish to enjoy. The issues addressed include:
- Social solidarity
- The implications of paying taxes
- The value of local democracy

**Related rights**
- The right to social security
- The right to own property
- The right to an adequate standard of living

**Objectives**
- To understand the importance of social welfare to community life
- To develop communication and teamwork skills
- To promote values of solidarity and responsibility to the community

**Materials**
- 1 copy of the board game
- A3 size card or paper (optional but preferable)
- 1 dice
- Paper clips of two colours (e.g. red and blue). Equal numbers of each colour. Enough clips for one per player.
- Scissors
- Removable sticky gum or “Blu-tac”
- 4 sets of the replacement cards
- 2 envelopes
- Money (6 000 Ems per player)
- 2 copies of the City Banker’s task sheet
- 1 copy of the Game Banker’s task sheet
- Paper and pens
- Timer
- Projector and to display rules (optional)

**Preparation**
- Read the instructions to familiarise yourself with the board, the replacement cards and the rules.
- Take two of the sheets of replacement cards and cut them out. So the sets don’t get muddled up, put each set in a different envelope clearly marked A or B! (The remaining 2 copies of the sheets will be used for reference at the city council meetings)
- Glue the photocopy of the board onto the card or stiff paper to make it strong and durable.
- Choose three people to take the special roles of bankers. Each city needs a banker and you need one Game Banker. Give the two City Bankers a copy each of the City Banker’s task sheet and
give the Game Banker their task sheet. Get the bankers to make labels so that they can be identified easily during the game.

- Divide the rest of the group equally into two groups. Give one group red paperclips and the other group blue ones.
- Tell each player to make their own counter by writing their name on a small piece of paper and clipping it in a paperclip of their designated colour.
- Print the money! Copy the money on page 362 and cut it up to make the bank notes. You will need 6000 Ems for each player/citizen.

Instructions

1. Explain that this activity is a board game and show them the board. Trace out the path representing city A, and then the path representing city B. Note where the two paths cross and the squares where people collect their salary, pay their taxes and get a “chance to change”, meaning a chance to move into and to play in the other city.

2. Explain how to play (see the handout below). Make sure everyone understands the rules. Decide when the game is going to end.

3. Get the bankers to make themselves simple identification labels so the players know to whom to pay their taxes!

4. Play the game! When finished, move on to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation

Start by reviewing how the game itself went and then go on to discuss what people learnt.

1. Did the participants enjoy the game? What did they like and what did they dislike about it?
2. In the beginning, did people think it unfair that some players had to pay more taxes than the others? Did they still feel this way after playing for a while?
3. How did the City Council meetings go? How were decisions made? Democratically?
4. How did people who disagreed with the city council decisions feel about it?
5. Who moved from one city to the other? Why did they do it?
6. Did anyone at a council meeting give money out of their own pocket to contribute to the social well-being of the community? Why did they do it?
7. At the beginning of the game the social conditions in cities A and B were the same. How did they end up? Were there any differences? What were they?
8. Which city would you prefer to live in? Why?
9. Is it worth paying higher taxes in order to have a better community life for all? Or would you prefer to keep all your salary and buy things you need and want?
10. What was the situation with respect to the two cities at the end of the game? Were they in “Equaltown” with its public-spirited inhabitants who are prepared to pay for social amenities, or in “Egotown” where the inhabitants have an individualistic ethic and do not want to pay taxes for social amenities?
11. On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being extreme Egotown and 10 being an extreme Equaltown), how would you rate your own society?
12. Look at each square of the board in turn. Which human rights are being violated?
13. Are there any communities or groups in your country whose right to a standard of living adequate for their health and well-being (Article 25 of the UDHR) is being violated? Which and why?

Tips for Facilitators

The game is fairly easy for anyone familiar with playing board games, but take care to explain the rules of the game and how to play. It may help the players if you write the rules on a flip chart or use an overhead transparency or hand out copies of the rules of the game.
The game works best with a maximum of 10 people playing as citizens, and there should be an equal number of citizens in each city at the start of the game. If you have say 16 participants, you could get the bankers to work in pairs. If you work with a larger group it is best to run two games. In this case, don’t forget to multiply all the materials by two, and be sure to have a co-facilitator to be responsible for the second game!

A good piece of advice: before you try the game with your group, play it with friends and neighbours! You will then feel more secure about giving the instructions and getting it to run smoothly.

Suggestions for follow-up

In the activity “Path to Equality-land” on page 252 you can further explore the factors that help and hinder the development of a more equitable society. “Our futures” on page 248 is another activity that helps people explore issues around the forces that make change happen and encourages young people to believe that they can build the future they would like to see.

Ideas for action

Get a copy of the local development plan for where you live and discuss it within the group. Investigate issues that concern you, for instance, what the future needs of young people in your area will be, and see how these are met in the plan. Alternatively you may be concerned about access for disabled people or safety on the streets and plans to encourage safe cycling. Give your feedback to the authorities by participating in public meetings or get others in the locality involved by creating a blog, writing to a newspaper or organising a public meeting or awareness-raising event.

The group may like to find out more about “participatory budgeting” and be inspired by initiatives taken by communities the world over. They could also find out more about Transition Towns and get together with others to start a local initiative to make sustainable adaptations to climate change and the need to reduce CO2 emissions.

Further information

“Participatory budgeting” is a process of democratic participation that directly involves local people in making decisions on the spending priorities for a public budget, for example for local environmental projects, community facilities, road safety measures or local crime initiatives. Put “participatory budgeting” into your search engine to find useful links.

Transition Towns, www.transitiontowns.org is a network of people all over the world who are asking: How can our community respond to the challenges, and opportunities, of peak oil and climate change? They work at community level to find ways of reducing energy usage as well as increasing self-reliance. Initiatives so far have included creating community gardens to grow food; business waste exchange, which seeks to match the waste of one industry with another industry that uses this waste; repairing old items rather than throwing them away; developing local exchange trading systems (LETS – www.gmlets.u-net.com).
Handouts

Number of Players
Between 7 and 13. Three people take the roles of bankers. At the start of the game there should be an equal number of players in each city.

Objective of the game
The winner is the player who has the most money at the end of the game.

How to play
1. Ask three people to take the roles of bankers: one banker for city A, one for city B and one Game Banker.
2. Half of the players have red counters and half have blue counters.
3. At the start, players are divided into two equal groups. Each group has equal numbers of “red” and “blue” players. One group will travel round the path in city A, the other group will travel round the path in city B.
4. All players start from the “start and salary” square.
5. During the game a player can only change city if he/she stops in the “chance to change” square.
6. Every player starts with a salary according to their colour:
   - Blue players: 500
   - Red players: 100
7. Throw the dice to decide who starts. Highest throw starts, then each player in turn, anticlockwise round the circle.
8. On their turn, each player throws the dice and moves forward the indicated number of squares along the path in their own city. When a player lands on a square, s/he reads the instruction out aloud, and complies with the instruction.
9. Note: A player who follows an instruction to move backwards stops when they have reached the target square. They do not comply with the instruction on this second square.
10. If a payment is due and the player does not have enough money to pay, s/he stays on the square and becomes a beggar.
11. Two or more players may occupy the same square at the same time.

Special Squares
Tax Contribution
Each time a player passes the “tax payment” square, s/he has to pay tax. (Players pay as they pass over the square, even if they do not land on it). The amount of tax to be paid depends on the player’s salary and on the city.
City A  
- 40% if salary of 500 or more
- 10% if salary is 100 or less
City B  
- 10% irrespective of salary

Note: An unemployed person with no unemployment benefit pays no taxes. An unemployed person who receives benefit pays 10% of the unemployment benefit, irrespective of the city. The tax payment is paid to the City Banker of the respective city. (Players in City A to City A’s banker, and players in City B to City B’s banker).

Salary
Each time a player passes the “start and salary” square (you do not have to stop on the square, only pass it), s/he receives their respective salary from the Game Banker. If the player is unemployed, and if the city has a social security system, they receive unemployment benefit from the City Banker.
**Chance for Change**

Any player who lands on the “chance for change” square may choose whether to change city or not (change from City A to City B, or from City B to City A). In order to change, a player needs only to announce his/her decision to the rest of the players and the bankers. On their next turn, they move on round the path in the other city.

A player who changes city continues to receive the same salary as before, but they pay taxes according to the new city’s tax scheme.

**City Council Meetings**

All players who are in the city attend city council meetings. The meeting is an opportunity to make changes (if any) to the city’s policy.

The meeting can take place at every 5th payment of taxes. The City Bankers keep a record of how many people have passed the tax payment square in their city. When every fifth person has passed the square, s/he calls a meeting.

Players in the city can decide whether they want to hold a meeting or not.

The game stops during a city council meeting and the players of the other city have to wait until the meeting is finished before resuming the game.

Players have 5 minutes to decide the needs of the city and any changes in policy. Policy options are given on the replacement cards and the citizens can refer to a copy of the replacement cards sheet to know which policies are “on the agenda” (that is, the options they can choose).

To change a policy, players have to buy a replacement card out of the city’s taxes. The cost is stated on each card. The City Council can only make changes that it can afford. The City Banker pays the amount due to the Game Banker. Citizens can decide to change as many policies as they wish, but they have to be able to afford them.

A city council that is in financial trouble can decide to “sell back” one or more replacement cards to the Game Banker. The “buy-back” price is 50% of the original cost.

Rich individuals may, if they wish, contribute to the city funds in order to buy replacement cards.

The banker uses a very small amount of the “Blu-tac” to stick the replacement card onto the board over the agreed square.

**Replacement Cards**

There are 17 replacement cards that represent policies that the city council can adopt at a council meeting. Replacement cards are purchased from the Game Banker at the cost printed on the card. Once purchased, the City Banker sticks the card(s) onto the board, over an existing square as decided by the citizens.

Any square may be “replaced”. If, at the time of replacement, there is a player on that square, s/he does not comply with the new instructions. The new policy only comes in force when the next player lands on that square.

At a City Council meeting citizens/players decide the city policy and may purchase one or more replacement cards. All cards must be paid for.

**Beggars**

A player who has no money to pay their taxes or other payments stays on the square where they have just landed and becomes a “beggar”. However, if there is a home for the homeless in the city, beggars may choose to sleep there, if they wish to, instead of on the square where they landed. Moving does not release a beggar from his/her debts.

S/he can beg for money from every player who lands on the square where s/he is sitting. It is up to each player whether or not they give money to the beggar. When the “beggar” has enough money to pay their dues they wait for their next turn, pay their dues, throw the dice and move on.

Beggars throw the dice every alternate time their turn comes round. It is a chance they take.
**Tale of two cities**

Throw a 6  Find 50 Ems in a rubbish bin.
Throw a 5  Collect 20 empty beer bottles and get 50 Ems for the deposits - if the city has a recycling centre!
Throw a 4  The next person who passes you gives you 10 Ems.
Throw a 3  You are cold and have no energy and sleep through your next turn.
Throw a 2  You sleep in the park and find a 10 Em note under the bench. If the city has renovated the park, you find 20 Ems.
Throw a 1  You get robbed. Hand the next donation you receive over to the City Banker

A beggar’s winnings are paid by the City Banker of the city in which the beggar lives.

**When does the game end?**

Players decide how to end the game before they start. They can choose one of the following options:
- when the first player completes 20 rounds
- after an agreed length of time, for example, 45 minutes.

Note: the game will automatically end if one city goes bankrupt

The winner is the person with the most money at the end of the game.

**Replacement cards**

Renovation of the park, with swimming pool and children’s play area.
Cost: 200 Ems

Clean up the park.
Cost: 100 Ems

You get ill. Public hospital is fully subsidised. Pay only 10 Ems. Cost: 600 Ems.


Clean up the park.
Cost: 100 Ems


A new theatre and cinema opened.
Cost: 400 Ems.

Your father is retired but has no pension. Establish pension scheme.
Cost: 400 Ems.

You want to read and now there is a library! Have an extra throw. Cost of library: 200 Ems.

No more street kids. An orphanage has been constructed.
Cost of orphanage: 200 Ems.


You lose your job! Unemployment fund pays 30% of your salary. City must have a reserve of 1000 Ems.

School strike over. Have an extra throw! Cost of increased salaries: 400 Ems.

Beach access free! Just enjoy! Cost for subsidising access: 100 Ems.

Transport problems eased with cycle path. Cost of cycle path: 150 Ems.


No more homeless people sleeping rough. A shelter has been opened.
Cost: 200 Ems.

**“Money” for the game can be found on page 362.**
Tale of two cities

City Bankers’ task sheet

Neither city starts with any money. All revenue will come from taxes paid as players pass the tax payment square.

1. City Bankers use the tally sheet to keep a record of how many players pass the “tax payment” square and call a city council meeting as every 5th player passes.

2. City Bankers collect taxes from each player in their city as the player passes the tax payment square. Note: Players who have changed city pay the new taxes.

   The tax scheme is as follows:
   City A 40% if salary of 500 or more
   10% if salary is 100 or less
   City B 10% irrespective of salary
   Unemployed citizens who receive no benefit pay no taxes
   Unemployed citizens receiving benefit pay 10% of their benefit.

3. City Bankers’ other tasks:
   • look after the city’s money
   • pay to the Game Banker any payments due for the purchase of replacement cards
   • stick replacement cards on the board over the square agreed by the citizens at a council meeting
   • administer the unemployment fund as and when the city decides to establish one
   • pay unemployment benefit to players who are entitled to receive it if the city has agreed to set up a social security system. There must be at least 1000 Ems in the bank at the time of setting up the system.
   • Keep an eye on the beggars in your city and ensure correct play when they chance a throw with the dice:
     - Throw a 6 They find 50 Ems in a rubbish bin
     - Throw a 5 They collect 20 empty beer bottles and get 50 Ems for the deposits - if the city has a recycling centre!
     - Throw a 4 The next person who passes them gives them 10 Ems
     - Throw a 3 They get drunk and sleep through their next turn
     - Throw a 2 They sleep in the park and find a 10 Em note under the bench. If the city has renovated the park, they find 20 Ems.
     - Throw a 1 They get robbed and hand over the next donation - or any money they chance to find next throw.

Note: you hand over the money if they chance to find any in the park or in a rubbish bin, and you take money from them if they get robbed.

Record of tax payments

Each time a player in your city passes the “tax payment” square, collect their taxes and check off one segment in the first circle. When 5 players have been checked off, call the first city council. When play resumes start checking off segments in the second circle, and so on.
Game Banker’s role card
At the start of the game the Game Banker has all the money. S/he is to:

1. Ensure the game runs smoothly
   • start the game
   • ensure the rules are followed
   • time all city council meetings. They should last a maximum of 5 minutes and
   • stop the game after the agreed playing time or when the first player completes the agreed number of rounds,
     whichever was agreed.

2. Keep records
   • at the start of the game record the name, colour and city of each player
   • record how many times each player passes “start and salary”

3. Pay a salary to each player at the start of the game, and every subsequent time they pass the “start and
   salary” square. Salaries are paid according to the players’ colour regardless of which city they are in:
   • Blue players: 500 Ems
   • Red players: 100 Ems

4. Collect all payments for replacement cards from the City Bankers.

Tally sheet
Record players’ names with a red or blue pen according to their colour. It is recommended that you use the five-bar gate
method of keeping the tally. Each of the first four rounds is recorded with a line ||||| and on the fifth round you strike them
through. The sixth round you start another set of five. In this way you can easily sum the rounds. Thus a count of twelve
would look like this: MMM MMM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Players in city A at the start of the game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Players in city B at the start of the game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Terrorism

Terrorism can never be accepted. We must fight it together, with methods that do not compromise our respect for the rule of law and human rights, or are used as an excuse for others to do so.

Anna Lindh

Themes
- War and Terrorism
- Peace and Violence
- Globalisation

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any (small groups: 4-5)

Time
90 minutes

Overview
Using case studies, participants discuss what makes something a terrorist act, and formulate a definition of terrorism.

Related rights
- Right to life, liberty and security of person
- Freedom from torture and degrading treatment
- Right to peace

Objectives
- To deepen understanding of the causes of terrorism and how to combat it
- To develop skills to analyse information and think critically
- To encourage a reflective attitude and independent thinking

Materials
- Case cards
- “Points to consider” handout
- A sheet of A4 paper and pencil for each small group
- Flipchart and markers

Preparation
- Photocopy and cut out the case cards. You will need one set for each group.
- Make a copy of the “points to consider” sheet, one per each group.

Instructions
1. Ask the group what they understand by the word “terrorism”. Brainstorm a few ideas and see if anyone can come up with a working definition. Write any suggestions up on the flipchart.

2. Tell participants that although there are a number of international treaties against terrorism, none of them actually defines the term “terrorism”! One of the reasons for this may be that member states of the United Nations often have different interpretations of ongoing conflicts and different interests in classifying certain acts either as “terrorist” or not.

3. Suggest that what may be needed to create a definition is a group of non-member states such as your group of participants! Explain that the activity should help them to arrive at their own definition of terrorism by the end of the session.

4. Divide participants into groups of 4-5 and hand each small group a set of case cards and a sheet of paper. Ask them to discuss each statement in turn and decide whether or not it should count as an instance of terrorism, giving their reasons.

5. Bring the groups back together after about 20 minutes and collect the results. Try to note the main reasons given for not including some of the cases as instances of terrorism.

6. Discuss briefly any differences between the groups, giving each side an opportunity to explain its decision. Ask participants which of the cases they found most difficult to judge.
7. Ask participants to go back into groups to formulate their own definition of terrorism, according to the decisions they made earlier or any considerations introduced by the discussions.

8. After 10–15 minutes, ask the groups to present their proposals. Then move on to the debriefing and evaluation.

Debriefing and evaluation

• Was it harder or easier than you had imagined to define “terrorism”? Why?
• Did you feel that the cases were realistic: did anyone “recognise” any of the cases as relating to real events? Which events? Did that make a difference to your judgement?
• Why do you think that it is so difficult for United Nations member states to reach agreement on a definition?
• In what ways – if any – are acts of terrorism different from acts of war? Do you think that one is any more justifiable than the other?
• Do you think that there should be certain basic rules which apply to all sides (including states) in the “war against terrorism”? Are there things that neither side should be allowed to do? What?
• Did you think that the acts in any of the cases could ever be justified? Why, or why not?
• Which human rights do you think are relevant to the cases you discussed?
• Could any of the cases be justified from a “human rights point of view”?
• Why do people become terrorists? Why do people commit crimes where the aim is to cause pain or fear in others?
• Is it possible to say what sort of people become terrorists? Can you imagine ever feeling strongly enough about something to consider taking someone else’s life?
• Could it ever be justified to take the lives of civilians? Of a terrorist? Or the life of anyone?

Tips for facilitators

This issue is obviously very sensitive and controversial, and how you decide to approach it may depend to a large extent on the particular characteristics of your region or your group. You should feel free to leave out any of the cards that may be inappropriate, and the same obviously holds for the questions in the debriefing. You may also want to include other cases which are more relevant to your group’s everyday reality.

If the activity is to be fruitful, participants will need to feel that they can express their genuine opinion without being censured, either by you or by other members of the group. You may need to say this at the beginning and get everyone’s agreement about confidentiality. Tell them that the purpose of the activity is to work through difficult questions where our emotions may conflict with what people feel the “right” answer ought to be.

If you want a few facts and figures to stimulate participants’ interest at the start of the activity, you can find interesting statistics on terrorism at www.nationmaster.com.

At point 6, where the groups attempt to draw up their own definitions of terrorism, it may be useful to provide some pointers relating to the previous cases, in order to clarify some of the general conclusions. Participants could be given the “points to consider” handout before working on their definitions, or you could use the questions at the end to test out the various definitions.

When discussing the human rights dimensions of terrorism, make sure that participants are aware of the following issues:

a) The right to life is possessed by everyone, as guaranteed in Article 3 of the UDHR, Article 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights, and in other international documents.
b) Even in times of war – when the rules of engagement are guided by international humanitarian law (IHL) – deliberate attacks on civilian targets are not permitted. IHL sets out certain basic rules which must be observed by any side in an armed conflict. (See the Further Information below)

Suggestions for follow-up
Encourage the group to find out more about the cases in the examples, or to think about other historical instances of terrorism, and how these campaigns have ended.

If the group would like to take a look at the reasons why people engage in violent acts, then look at the activity “Throwing Stones” on page 307. If you would like to explore other issues of violence, you may like to use the activity “Violence in my life” on page 325.

Further Information
Relevant articles in international human rights and international humanitarian law:

Human Rights Law: the Right to Life
Universal Declaration of Human Rights:
“Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person”. (Article 3)
European Convention on Human Rights:
“Everyone’s right to life shall be protected by law (...)” (Article 2)

International Humanitarian Law: the Principle of Distinction
International Humanitarian Law (IHL) is the body of international law which applies in periods of armed conflict. IHL applies to all sides in an armed conflict, whether or not one side is acting in self-defence. It also applies to international conflicts and to non-international conflicts, and applies in equal measure to armed groups fighting against a state and to states themselves.

One of the most important principles of IHL is the “Principle of Distinction”, which says that warring sides must distinguish between civilians and combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives.

Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions:
“The civilian population as such, as well as individual civilians, shall not be the object of attack. Acts or threats of violence, the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population, are prohibited.” (Article 51.2)

International Humanitarian Law: Prohibition of acts of Terrorism
Fourth Geneva Convention:
“Collective penalties and likewise all measures of intimidation or of terrorism are prohibited” (Article 33)

Protocols 1 and 2 to the Geneva Conventions:
The civilian population as such, as well as individual civilians, shall not be the object of attack. Acts or threats of violence, the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population, are prohibited. (Article 51.2, Protocol 1; and Article 13.2, Protocol 2)

Other articles of IHL prohibit taking hostages, and attacks on places of worship.

For information about the Council of Europe’s work on terrorism, including its guidelines on fighting terrorism and respecting human rights, see the background information on War and Terrorism in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass.
### Handouts

#### Case cards

| Case 1: | A group runs an armed campaign to get rid of a totalitarian government. They put a bomb in the Ministry of Defence, which explodes, killing 12 people. |
| Case 2: | An individual targets single mothers with letters threatening their babies. No cases of violence have been reported, but the women are too scared to take their children out of doors. |
| Case 3: | In a war between two countries, one drops a nuclear bomb on another, killing about 100,000 civilians. |
| Case 4: | A letter bomb is sent to the director of a large cosmetics company, severely injuring him. The anonymous bomber accuses the company of exploiting animals. |
| Case 5: | A group runs a lengthy campaign against military installations, including regular use of explosives. A number of members of the armed forces have been killed. |
| Case 6: | In a campaign to win independence, members of an ethnic minority regularly bomb public areas. They provide warnings beforehand, so that people can evacuate the buildings, but civilians have been killed. |
| Case 7: | A country has chemical weapons and says it is ready to use them if it feels threatened by any other country. |
| Case 8: | A group of criminals holds up a bank, takes members of staff hostage, and later shoots the hostages to cover their tracks. |
| Case 9: | Nationalist groups patrol and control major cities and regularly beat up or intimidate people from other ethnic groups. |
| Case 10: | A totalitarian state rules its population through fear: anyone who speaks out against it is arrested; people are regularly arrested, tortured and even executed. |
| Case 11: | A group of organised criminals extorts money from local businessmen. Those who refuse to comply see their property burned and sometimes they are murdered. |
| Case 12: | In the course of a war against rebels, an occupying army attacks villages with drone (unmanned) planes. Several civilian casualties have been reported, some killing entire families. |
| Case 13: | Workers from country A have to cross into country B every day. B’s border guards always harass A’s citizens, thoroughly checking ID papers, often making body searches. They frequently arbitrarily detain people from A. |
| Case 14: | During a decade-long civil war, a 19-year-old woman crossed paths with a group of 10 rebels. First the leader raped her and then he commanded his men to do so. |
| Case 15: | There is an International Conference in the city. Police get powers to arrest anyone and hold them for 12 hours without any charge. They warn people not to demonstrate. |
| Case 16: | “You have to work harder, the graves are not full,” urged the voice on Rwandan radio. |

#### Points to consider
Throwing stones

*When arguing with a stone, the egg is always wrong.*

**African Proverb**

**Themes**
- War and Terrorism
- Peace and Violence
- Children

**Complexity**
Level 2

**Group size**
12 – 20 (small groups: 6-7)

**Time**
90 minutes

**Overview**
This activity uses role play to look at the reasons why people engage in violent acts.

**Related rights**
- Right to life, liberty and personal security
- Right to recognition as a person before the law
- Right to equal protection of the law

**Objectives**
- To develop understanding of what causes people to be violent and the consequences of their violence
- To develop skills to respond to violence in a non-violent manner
- To promote a sense of compassion, justice and responsibility

**Materials**
- Copies of the handout, one per small group
- Stones (optional)

**Preparation**
- Photocopy the handout, one copy for each small group.
- Enough space for groups to rehearse and then present a small role play to the rest of the group.

**Instructions**

1. Ask participants to recall an incident when they felt angry or frustrated and when they felt the desire to do something destructive. Leave a few minutes of silence for people to take themselves back mentally into the state they were in.
2. Ask a few volunteers to share their incidents with other members of the group, describing briefly what happened and their emotions at the time.
3. Now introduce the role play by posing as someone about to throw a stone. Your pose should express someone in extreme anger or frustration and in the act of deliberately throwing a stone. Hold the position for a few seconds.
4. Divide the participants into small groups of 6-7. Tell them they have 30 minutes to prepare a short role play that shows an incident, and which ends in the act of being about to throw a stone.
5. Hand out the copies of the questions for consideration and explain that these are to help them plan their role play.
6. After 30 minutes bring the small groups back together and invite them to show their role plays to the rest of the group. After each showing, leave a few minutes for the audience to react to what it has seen and to ask questions.
7. Then go on to the debriefing and evaluation.
Debriefing and evaluation

- Did you feel that the different role plays made sense? Did they help you understand what could provoke someone to throw a stone?
- Were there feelings or emotions that were common to the different role plays and which were central in leading to the desire to be violent?
- Why do you think that people sometimes feel the need to damage or hurt someone or something? Does the act of causing damage or hurt actually help to resolve whatever it was that caused it? Why? Why not?
- Has the activity helped you to understand better either your own acts of violence or those of others around you? How?
- Are there acts of violence that you cannot understand at all? Can you understand what leads people to fight in wars or blow up buildings or other people?
- How do you understand the terrorist threats that some countries face?
- Is there a difference between understanding what caused an act of violence and justifying it? Is it important to try to understand what lies behind violent acts? Why? Why not?
- What is the best way of responding to violent acts? What are the advantages and disadvantages of responding with more violence, or of responding in a peaceful way?
- Which human rights were at stake in each of the role plays?

Tips for facilitators

If the group does not know each other very well, you may decide to miss out the first reflective task. Alternatively, you could run the first part of individual reflection, but leave participants free to share their feelings within the small groups, if they wish to do so.

The role plays can provide an opportunity for participants to give voice to real frustrations. Thus you may find that you need to allow more time so that they can explore these without rushing.

Allow a few minutes between each role play for each group to feel appreciated and to raise any issues specific to their presentation, but do not allow the discussion to take too much time at this stage. It is best to watch all the role plays first and then move on to discussion of the general issues raised in all of them.

In the debriefing, you may find it useful to raise the issue of terrorist violence directly, or the young people may raise it themselves. Try to allow a free discussion of possible motives for terrorist acts without condemning them outright to begin with. It will be helpful to separate out the possible psychological causes of such acts from their probable consequences; you may want to use a problem tree to do this as an activity with the group (see below).

It is important to try to strike a balance between, on the one hand, relating to those who carry out acts of violence as individuals and human beings, and on the other hand, of identifying acts of violence as unacceptable, particularly where their consequences cause others to suffer. Both of these positions are consistent with the idea of human rights – and both are necessary in order to find ways out of cycles of violence and mutual mistrust.

Variations

The image of throwing stones is connected in many people's eyes with images from the Palestinian Occupied Territories and the media reports of young Palestinians, including very young children, throwing stones at Israeli soldiers. You may like to role play this as a scenario, either by itself or as follow-up, to reflect on how war infringes the human rights of children.
Suggestions for follow-up

Take a real example of violence within your community, and try to provide a narrative for the acts leading up to it. You could represent this as a timeline, with each event leading on to another. Ask the group to try to identify points in the timeline when the violence could have been prevented or the conflict could have been de-escalated.

You may wish to pursue the theme of terrorism further in the activity “Chahal v. UK” on page 120.

Throwing stones is sometimes associated with the custom of execution by stoning. The relationship between religious and cultural customs and human rights is always interesting and often controversial. If the group would like to explore how customs and beliefs change over time, look at the activity “Soon to be outdated” on page 280.

Alternatively, you could use the activity “My life is not a show” on page 240 to explore the violence carried out by cyber-bullies.

Ideas for action

Choose from the examples of acts of violence within your community that were identified in the activity and find out which organisations are working to address the problems, and helping those involved, both the perpetrators and the victims. Find out what the group can do to stop the various acts of violence.

In 2008 the UN estimated that there were more than 250,000 child soldiers worldwide. Find out more about these children, who are forced into violent acts, and join one of the many campaigns to stop the use of minors as soldiers. You can also find out about the work of organisations that rehabilitate ex-child soldiers. Put “child soldiers” into your search engine or start at www.warchild.org, human rights watch, www.hrw.org or www.redhandday.org.

Further information

A problem tree is a useful, visual tool for analysing problems. It is a combination of brainstorming and mind-mapping. The trunk of the tree represents the problem. People start by identifying the causes of the problem represented by the roots and then go on to identify the consequences, represented by the branches. Problems and consequences can be, for instance, due to social, economic and political factors. They may also be due to people’s attitudes and behaviour. For more information go to www.thechangeagency.org and search for “problem tree analysis”.

Handouts

Questions for consideration

You should try to think about the following questions when planning your role play:

- Who is this person and at what or whom are they throwing the stone?
- What is the relationship between the person who is throwing and the object or person at whom they are throwing the stone?
- Is there anyone with them or are they alone?
- If there are others present, how are they involved in this incident, if at all?
- What does the person want to achieve by throwing this stone?
- What have been the events leading up to throwing this stone: is it an impulsive gesture, or has it been planned?
- Was there one particular event that triggered the decision to throw the stone?
- What feelings are going through the person’s mind as he or she prepares to throw it?
- What feelings or frustrations went through his or her mind in the period leading up to this act?
Timelines

History teaches everything including the future.

Lamartine

Themes
• General Human Rights
• Remembrance
• Religion and Belief

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
Any

Time
60+ minutes

Overview
Participants make a collective timeline of events that mark developments of the concept of rights from 2000 BCE to the present, and speculate into the future. The method can also be used to explore the histories of any group of people.

Related rights
• Right to education, including human rights education
• Right to life, liberty and personal security
• Freedom of religion and belief

Objectives
• To develop knowledge about the development of human rights through history
• To develop communication skills and critical thinking
• To foster curiosity about human rights and commitment to defend them

Materials
• A roll of wide masking tape
• A 10-12 metre long wall
• Blocks of “post-it” labels in 3 different colours
• Flip chart and markers of different colours

Preparation
• Read pages 389-435 in Chapter 4 to get an overview of the history of the development of human rights.
• Mark a long line on the wall with the masking tape. It should be at eye level. At about 50 cms from the left hand end, write “2000 BC”, and at 50 cms from the right hand end write “2010” (or whatever the current year is). Mark off 1000 BCE, 0 and CE 1000.
• Prepare 4 “post-its” marked: “Civilisations in Egypt and China”, “Assyrian, Babylonian and Minoan civilisations flourished”, “the Romans were a major power” and “Kingdoms in Western Europe and the Byzantine empire in the east”.

Instructions
1. Introduce the participants to the timeline. Explain that about 4000 years ago (2000 BCE) the first civilisations in Egypt and China flourished. Around 1000 BCE the Assyrian, Babylonian and Minoan civilisations flourished. Around year 0 the Romans were a major power and in CE 1000 there were many kingdoms in Western Europe, and the Byzantine empire ruled much of the east. Mark today’s date.
2. Explain to the group that their task is to fill out this timeline with events that relate to human rights. For instance, the birth or death dates of people who made laws or who preached or fought for justice, the dates of events that changed people’s thinking about rights and triggered responses, and the making of laws or conventions that protect people’s rights.
3. Hand out “post-its” of each colour to each participant. Explain that the different colours represent different categories. For instance, blue for important events relating to human rights, yellow for important persons or institutions and green for important documents and laws. Note this instruction on the flip chart for future reference.

4. Explain that the events can be local, regional, national or international. Participants should start by working individually, trying to think of one person, one event and one law or convention each. They should write the date and the name of the event or person on the “post-it” of the appropriate colour and then place it on the timeline.

5. The aim is for each person to put up 3 posts and for the group as a whole to get as many different events as possible. So if someone finds a particular event is already posted, they will have to try to think of another. If anyone gets really stuck, they may consult friends or the Internet.

6. Encourage participants to be inspired by events that others have posted. If anyone wants to post up more than three events, they may.

7. When the work is slowing down, ask participants to gather round and review the posts. Ask members of the group to explain or elaborate on their choices of events.

8. Explain that you are going to leave the activity for today and ask everyone to return next session with something else to add. Review and debrief fully after the next session.

Debriefing and evaluation

- Was it easy to find information for the timeline? What were good sources?
- Which piece of information did people find the most interesting, surprising or shocking? Why?
- What have been the major forces behind the development of human rights throughout history?
- Is it important to know about the history of human rights? Why?
- What new rights will we need in the future?

Tips for facilitators

If there is someone in the group who is a history specialist, give him or her the task of checking the calendar.

Be aware that there are more than 40 different calendars used in the world, including Chinese, Islamic, Hindu, Hebrew, Persian and Buddhist calendars. Therefore, dates can be confusing; for instance, 2010 in the Christian calendar is 1431 in the Islamic calendar. Thus, beware of the possible confusion about dates and use the confusion to draw out the intercultural dimension.

Variations

Prepare labels with the dates and events given below and use them as a quiz. Read out the name of the person, event or law and ask participants if they can guess the dates. Then put the labels on the timeline. Let these landmarks be an inspiration for the group.

Ask participants to find quotes from famous people, examples of music, art and literature and sporting events that have promoted human rights; add these to the timeline.

This exercise can also be used in an open space (during a seminar, in a classroom...), the timeline being completed at any time.

The method is a very good way to start a discussion about remembrance and the history of a people. To gather the information you need, search on the Internet. For example, put “timeline of Roma”, “timeline of Armenia” or “timeline Saami Lappland” into any search engine.
Suggestions for follow-up

Use one of the dates you have on the calendar as a pretext for getting together with other groups to hold an event to promote human rights.

If the group would like to find out more about some modern human rights heroes, then they could do the activity “Fighters for rights” on page 170.

If the group is interested in how ideas change and develop over time they may like to do the activity “Soon to be outdated” on page 280.

Ideas for action

Illustrate the timeline with photographs or cartoons and exhibit it at an event; or set up a timeline at an open event and invite the public to participate.

Further information

A partial summary of some of some events generally associated with the history of human rights:

- **1760 BCE** In Babylon King Hammurabi draws up the “Code of Hammurabi”. (Written on a big stone, the code promises to “make justice reign in the kingdom … and promote the good of the people”.)
- **1440 BCE** (approximately) The Torah of Moses gives the tribes of Israel the ten commandments, including detailed punishments for contravening the edict, “Thou shalt not kill”.
- **528 BCE – 486 BCE** In India, Buddha preaches morality, reverence for life, non-violence and right conduct.
- **26 – 33 CE** Jesus Christ preaches morality, tolerance, justice, forgiveness and love.
- **613 – 632 CE** Prophet Mohammed teaches the principles of equality, justice and compassion revealed in The Qur’an.
- **930** The Althing is founded in Iceland, the oldest parliamentary institution in the world.
- **1215** In England the Magna Carta is signed. (This is a document that limits the power of the King and gives free men the right to be judged by their peers.)
- **1789** French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen. (The National Assembly agrees the declaration which guarantees the rights to liberty, equality, property, security and resistance to oppression.)
- **1791** United States of America: Bill of Rights (The United States Congress agrees the Bill of Rights, amending the US Constitution to include rights to trial by jury, freedom of expression, speech, belief and assembly.)
- **1807** British and American anti-slavery laws passed.
- **1859** Battle of Solferino, which inspired Henry Dunant to found the International Committee of the Red Cross and led to the first Geneva conventions (on International Humanitarian Law)
- **1863** Creation of the International Committee of the Red Cross
- **1864** The Geneva Convention is adopted.
- **1899** The first Hague Convention is signed. Together with the Geneva Conventions it forms the basis for International Humanitarian Law.
1893 New Zealand gives women the vote. (The first country in the world to do this)

1945 End of World War II and of the Holocaust

1945 The United Nations (UN) is created. (“To reaffirm faith in human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person . . .”)

1948 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is adopted by the UN.

1950 The European Convention on Human Rights is adopted by the Council of Europe.

1961 Amnesty International is created, as a result of a campaign to free two Portuguese students imprisoned for seven years for making a toast to freedom,


1969 American Convention on Human Rights for the Americas, in force since 1978

1976 Soweto uprising, the turning point in the liberation struggle in South Africa


1984 The Convention Against Torture (Entered into force in 1987)

1989 The Convention on the Rights of the Child (Entered into force in 1990. This is the most widely ratified human rights treaty; only the USA has not ratified it.)

1990 The Cairo Declaration of Human Rights in Islam (CDHRI)

1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development; Rio Declaration

1990 International Convention on the protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (ICRMW) (Entered into force in 2003)

2007 The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (The Convention received the highest number of signatories in history to a UN Convention on its opening day, and came into force in May 2008.)

http://www.gwu.edu/~erpapers/humanrights/timeline/
To vote, or not to vote?

Voting is a civic sacrament.

Theodore Hesburgh

Themes
• Democracy
• Citizenship and Participation
• General Human Rights

Complexity
Level 4

Group size
Any

Time
270 minutes

Overview
This activity involves a survey of people in the community to explore issues about voting in elections and civic participation.

Related rights
• The right to take part in the government and free elections
• Freedom of opinion and expression
• The right to peaceful assembly and association

Objectives
• To appreciate the reasons for using your vote in elections
• To develop skills to find out and analyse information critically
• To value the personal contribution of every citizen in a democracy

Materials
• Survey sheets 1 and 2, one set per pair
• Copies of box 1, notes on how to conduct the survey, one per pair
• Pens or pencils for everyone
• Large sheets of paper (A3) or flipchart paper and markers
• Sticky tape

Preparation
• Copy Box 2, the sample survey sheet, onto a large sheet of paper as an aid for giving the instructions.
• On flipchart paper, make copies of survey sheets 1 and 2 for compiling the results.
• Plan a timetable for the activity. You will need to allow 60 minutes for part 1 (introducing the survey), a minimum of 120 minutes for part 2 –(the survey) and 90 minutes for part 3 – (analysing the results and the debriefing and evaluation).

Instructions

Part 1: Introducing the survey
1. Explain that the main purpose of this first session is to prepare the group to go out into the community to survey people's reasons for voting or not voting.
2. Ask participants whether or not they are intending to vote in national or local elections, the next (first?) time they have the opportunity to do so. Take a show of hands, and then divide the group according to those who are intending to vote (A), and those who are not (B). “Don't knows” can be allocated randomly to either group, in order to balance the numbers as far as possible.
3. Ask each group to draw up a list of reasons why they do, or do not, intend to vote and to write them up on a large sheet of paper. Give them about 15 minutes to prepare their lists.
4. Bring the groups back together, and ask a representative from A and B to go through their lists. Allow time for a short discussion at the end, and add any further suggestions to the lists.
5. Hand out copies of survey sheets 1 and 2. Refer to the large copy you made. Make sure people see that sheet 1 is for recording the non-voters’ responses and sheet 2 for recording the voters’ responses. Point out that the sheets are similar except for question 2, which is different on the two sheets. Go through the questions, making sure that everyone understands.

6. Now explain the method of recording responses. Show the group the example and explain how to use the “5-bar gate” method of keeping a tally.

7. Hand out copies of the notes on how to conduct an interview, one copy to each pair. Go through it and talk about:
   - How they can ensure that interviewees are selected at random
   - How many people will each pair question? (The more the better!)
   - When and where the survey will be carried out
   - When the survey will be done
   - The time to come back and discuss the results.

Part 2: The survey
1. Ensure that everyone is clear about their tasks, and then go ahead with the survey.
2. Agree the time to return.

Part 3: Analysing the results
The groups meet to collate, analyse and discuss the results. You should allow 60 minutes for this.
1. Ask the pairs to add up their totals in each box and to incorporate these onto the two large charts. In this way, the information from each group is collated and the totals for the whole group can be calculated. They should also record the “reasons” that interviewees gave. If the same reason was given several times, record how often, again using the “five-bar gate” method.
2. When all the information is compiled, ask people to calculate the following statistics:
   - The total number of people questioned
   - The proportion of voters in the total sample and the proportion of non-voters in the total sample
   - The proportion of male and female respondents
   - The proportion of the people questioned in each age group
   - The age group with the smallest number of voters
   - The age group with the greatest number of voters
   - The most commonly given reasons for not-voting
   - The most commonly given reasons for voting
   - Whether more people gave reasons (of either sort) connected with people, or parties.
3. Now move on to discuss how people enjoyed doing the survey, their experiences and what they learnt.

Debriefing and evaluation
In the general discussion of results you may want to touch on a number of different issues, for example:
   - What were the groups’ feelings when carrying out the survey? Were people generally prepared to answer the survey questions?
   - Was it difficult to do the survey? Did they enjoy it?
   - Did the group manage to get a “representative” sample of the population as a whole? What were the difficulties in doing this?
   - What are the problems in drawing conclusions from the groups’ results? How could these be avoided?
   - Were there any statistics that particularly surprised the group?
   - Were the results of the survey in any way unexpected?
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- Did the answers given by people tend to correspond with the feelings within your group? Do you think your group is “representative” of the population as a whole?
- Would they do anything differently if they were to do the survey again? Were any mistakes made?
- Do the results of your survey give a realistic picture of voting patterns in your community? Why? Why not?
- Can you rely on the conclusions? Or should you accept the results tentatively?
- Statistics are often presented as facts to support an argument. How wary should people be of statistics?
- What is the perception now in the group about the need, or otherwise, to use your vote? Has anyone’s opinion changed (in either direction)? If so, which were the most compelling arguments?
- Do we have a human right to vote? How is democracy enshrined in human rights documents?

Tips for facilitators

Part 1, planning the survey is intended to lay the ground for the actual survey, part 2. At the very start, you may want to say explicitly that the purpose of the activity is to give young people a sense of their own value in contributing to the democratic process. It is advisable to emphasise this aspect of it, rather than speaking about “persuading” them to use their vote. Explain that you want each member of the group to reach their own decision at the end of the sessions, but that in order to do so it will be important for them to appreciate the many different reasons for voting that exist.

Try to make the discussion about whether or not people are going to vote (point 4) as “objective” as possible, rather than encouraging the “voters” to try to sway the “non-voters”. Do not spend too long on this discussion; it is intended to set the scene for the survey.

When discussing how to conduct an interview (point 7), you will need to take into account the difficulties that the group may face in conducting such a survey. In some communities, people may be uneasy about being questioned on the street by people they do not know. In this case, it may then be better to get group members to question their friends and acquaintances.

It is extremely important that you estimate how much information the group can handle in the analysis. Don’t collect so much that people get bogged down in the calculations. If it is a large group, then each pair should interview fewer people than if you have a small group.

Example of how to fill in a sheet

Survey sheet 1: Non-voters

Question 1. In which age group are you? (Optional)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Under 25</th>
<th>25 – 40</th>
<th>40 – 60</th>
<th>Over 60</th>
<th>Would rather not say</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤</td>
<td>⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤</td>
<td>⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤</td>
<td>⬤ ⬤</td>
<td>⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>⬤ ⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
<td>⬤</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suggestions for follow up

Look at the information in the background material on Democracy in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass and also find out in which year women first got the vote in your country. You could also find out which groups in your society do not have the vote today (for example – children, immigrants or prisoners). Discuss the reasons behind this, and whether you think it is fair.

You could also arrange a debate with other groups or schools about whether the age at which young people can vote should be altered.

In a democratic society, there are many opportunities for people to take action about issues that concern them. The activity, “Power Station”, on page 259 gives participants a chance to think about ways to promote social change.

Ideas for action

Organise a celebration of the day on which women were granted the right to vote in your country.

If you found groups in your society without the right to vote and you felt that this was unjust, write a letter to your Members of Parliament expressing the concern of your group. Try to get other signatures as well.

Further information

You may be interested to learn about Dotmocracy as a tool for promoting participation by voting. Dotmocracy, an equal opportunity and participatory group decision-making process, is an established facilitation method for collecting and prioritising ideas among a large number of people. Participants write down ideas and apply dots under each idea to show which ones they prefer. The final result is a graph-like visual representation of the group’s collective preferences.

http://www.dotmocracy.org/

Handouts

Notes on how to conduct the survey

Finding interviewees

Approach prospective interviewees at random: in other words, you should not “select” people to be included or excluded from the survey because they are young, old, nice-looking, or female, and so on. Try to avoid bias.

Ask the person you want to interview whether they would mind answering a couple of questions for a survey. Explain who you are, say that answers will be anonymous, and that the results of the survey will not be made public; they are only for the use of this particular group.

Recording the interview

If the person being approached agrees to take part in the survey, then ask them whether they used their vote in the last elections. If the answer is “no”, then fill out sheet 1, the “non-voter” sheet. If the answer is “yes” then fill out sheet 2, the “voter” sheet.

Question 1: Participants should only give their age if they are happy about doing so. Otherwise, a tick should be put in the last column.

Question 2: Show the interviewees the options and ask them to choose one. If they have a different reason, write it down in column E. Note: The difference between B and C is that B is a reason involving a particular person and C is a reason involving a party.

The marks should be clear, so that they can be counted later on. As many people as possible should be registered on one sheet. Only one mark should be made against each question for each person.
Survey sheet 1: non-voters

Question 1. In which age group are you? (Optional)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Under 25</th>
<th>25 – 40</th>
<th>40 – 60</th>
<th>Over 60</th>
<th>Would rather not say</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 2. What was your main reason for not voting the last time there were elections?

A. I thought it wouldn’t make any difference to the result
B. There wasn’t anyone I wanted to vote for
C. I didn’t agree with any of the policies being proposed
D. I couldn’t be bothered
E. Other reason (give details):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Survey sheet 2: voters

Question 1. In which age group are you? (Optional)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Under 25</th>
<th>25 – 40</th>
<th>40 – 60</th>
<th>Over 60</th>
<th>Would rather not say</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Question 2. What was your main reason for voting the last time you did so?

A. I felt it was my democratic responsibility
B. I wanted to vote for [a person]
C. I wanted to vote for [a party]
D. I didn’t want [a different person / party] to win
E. Other reason (give details):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trade Union meeting

A fair day's work deserves a fair day's pay!

Themes
- Work
- Democracy
- Citizenship and Participation

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
10 - 15

Time
120 minutes

Overview
This is a simulation of a meeting between an employer and employees together with their trade union (TU) representatives to negotiate wages and conditions. The issues addressed include:
- The role of trade unions
- Collective bargaining in the workplace
- Workers' rights

Related rights
- The right to work
- The right to just conditions of work
- The right to form and join trade unions, the right to strike

Objectives
- To widen understanding about the work and role of trade unions in civil society
- To develop consensus decision-making skills
- To promote participation, responsibility and solidarity

Materials
- Copies of handout 1, “The situation”, one per participant
- Copies of handout 2, “A short glossary of some labour terms”, one per participant
- Labels for identification purposes (optional)
- Paper, coloured markers and pens (optional)
- Two rooms (preferable but optional)

Preparation
- Read the activity through, including the handouts so that you will be well prepared to act as a resource person to any of the players during the activity.
- Arrange the room. Put five chairs in a circle. These chairs are for the representatives of the different parties and the person who is going to chair the meeting. Behind them, arrange other chairs for the rest of participants.

Instructions
1. Introduce the activity. Explain that it is a simulation of a meeting between employers on one side and employees' and trade union representatives on the other. The aim is to get an agreement on workers' wages and conditions using collective bargaining.
2. As a warm-up, ask the group to decide the name and business of the company they want the scene to be set in. It can be a real or imaginary company, manufacturing real or imaginary products. Let them also give the trade union a name.
3. Now divide the participants into two groups in a ratio of 2:1. The smaller group are the employers and the larger group are the employees and their trade union representatives.
4. Hand out copies of handout 1, “The situation” and handout 2, “A short glossary of some labour terms”. Give people ten minutes to read the papers, and then check that everyone understands the information.

5. Outline briefly how the simulation will run: The employers are the convenors and one of them chairs the meeting. They will put their proposal on the table first. Then the TU and employees’ representatives will put their proposal forward. After that all parties will negotiate to try to reach an agreement.

6. Ask the participants to agree the procedures for the meeting, for example, when the negotiations are underway, should there be a time limit on how long each person can talk – a maximum of 2 minutes perhaps? The total time for the meeting? The procedures for taking short breaks so the representatives can consult their constituencies etc. Who else can talk, or will it only be the representatives?

7. Now ask people to get into their two groups to prepare (30 minutes). The employers should choose two representatives and someone to chair the meeting. The workers/TU should choose two representatives. Both groups should then:
   • Elaborate a new proposal to be presented at the meeting.
   • Decide what negotiating powers the representatives should have.
   • What their bottom line is, that is what is the worst case scenario and the lowest acceptable agreement?

8. When the groups are ready, invite the representatives to sit on the five chairs in the inner circle and the others to sit behind them. Invite the chairperson to open the meeting.

9. When the meeting is over, take a short break for people to get out of role and then move on to the debriefing and evaluation.

**Debriefing and evaluation**

Start with a short review of how people enjoyed the activity and then go on to discuss what happened and what they learnt:

   • How did the two groups work together to decide their initial proposals? Was it easy or was it difficult?
   • When developing their initial proposals, did the groups consider their own interests or those of the company as a whole?
   • Did the groups develop tactics for the negotiation?
   • How did the meeting go? Did everyone who wanted to talk get the chance to do so?
   • Could the parties get to a mutually acceptable agreement?
   • The right to belong to a trade union is a recognised human right. How important a right is it? What would be the consequences of not having that right?
   • How much do people know about trade unions, what they are and what they do?
   • How strong are trade unions in your country? What about employers, are there also employers’ organisations?
   • Do any of the participants belong to trade unions? Why? What are the advantages and disadvantages?

**Tips for facilitators**

Before starting this activity you should take into account the climate of opinion and general attitudes towards trade unions in your country. For example, in post-communist societies, there may be resistance to this activity because of the legacy from the times when trade unions were seen as “Schools of Communism”. In these circumstances you may like to start by exploring the images and stereotypes people have of trade unions. You could also ask participants to contact local trade unions for information and do other research on labour issues in their country. You might also wish to point out the relevance and importance of trade unions in safeguarding workers’ rights irrespective of the political system that they were identified with.
Depending on the group, you may need to give more guidance about the bargaining process. You may want to give participants some tips about what to consider when developing their positions and proposals, for example:

- Would it be acceptable for employees to forego their wage rise in order to retain all the workers?
- Which category of workers should be dismissed, if dismissals are eventually carried out?
- Is the proposal realistic? Could the company sustain the economic burden?

Let the meeting and negotiations meet their destiny! If, during the discussions, employees and the trade union are thinking of backing up their proposal with a strike, you could supply them with paper and pens to make posters for the picket. If the employers want to shut the workers out, i.e. organise a lockout, make sure you have another room for the workers to go to!

Most countries in Europe have laws regulating collective bargaining. You may wish to identify such legislation and copy some of the important articles to help participants develop this activity to its full potential.

Variations

Another example of a situation involving negotiations about rights might be a meeting at a school to resolve a dispute with a “problem” student. The meeting could be between the student and his or her parents on one side and the head teacher and parent-teacher body on the other.

Suggestions for follow up

Invite a member of a trade union to come to give a talk. You will find the phone numbers of trade unions in the local telephone directory. Generally trade unions are willing to get closer to young people and that can be a good opportunity for you!

If the group enjoys discussing ideas then they may enjoy the activity, “Where do you stand?” in which people have to defend their opinions about a range of human rights issues.

Ideas for action

Inform yourself about the rights of workers in your country. If you have a full-time job or if you work for pocket money, have part-time work, a student job or a summer job, inform yourself about your rights, for instance about being paid more during the night and at weekends, being declared for tax purposes, insurance, having proper equipment, and so on; find out also about the health and safety regulations.

Develop a project together with a local trade union to promote trade unionism among young people.

Further Information

The International Trades Union Confederation (ITUC-CSI) represents 176 million workers in 151 countries and territories, and has 301 national affiliates. It produces an annual survey of violations against trade union rights with detailed status reports about limitations on, for instance, joining trade unions, the right to strike, collective bargaining and protection of employees in countries throughout the world, including many in Europe. See www.ituc-csi.org.

On 23 March 2010 the ITUC launched a campaign to connect global trade union work to the recruitment and organising of young people. The new Youth Campaign uses a range of different tools, including video, social networking, posters and websites, as well as a special campaign guide.

There is more information about youth and trade union membership in Chapter 5, the background information section on Work at www.coe.int/compass.
Handouts

Handout 1. The situation

The scene is a company meeting, between employers and employees and the trade union (TU), who are deadlocked in an attempt to come to an agreement over a wage claim.

The factory operates 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. It has a total workforce of one thousand, from production to the management. All workers are members of the trade union.

The company is currently experiencing financial and economic difficulties, but it is not actually facing bankruptcy. Profits have remained high but they declined last year as the sector as a whole is facing a downturn. Over the past three years wages have fallen by 3% in real terms and staff numbers have declined by 10%.

The workers are demanding a wage rise in line with rises in other sectors of industry.

Management has indicated that staff reductions will be necessary in order to pay for any wage rise. Their proposal is:

- A 4% wage rise in ordinary wage rates over 12 months on individuals’ contracts (inflation is currently 2% per annum).
- Payment on the basis of hours worked annually, rather than daily or weekly hours and the abolition of overtime working.
- Staff cuts (10% of staff – mainly part-time, temporary positions and apprenticeships – following the rule “last in, first out”) and voluntary redundancies.

The management proposal was rejected by the general assembly of workers who were concerned that the proposals would leave them far worse off (at the moment 40% of employees receive a significant part of their pay in overtime payments). The TU and the employees made a counter-proposal to the management:

- Increase of 9% in wages over two years
- Overtime and bonuses be kept in place
- Current staff numbers be retained and any employee who is forced into redundancy be retrained at the company’s expense.
- If demands are not met, strike action will be taken.

The counter-proposal was refused by the management, who claimed that the TU and employees’ suggestions would not solve the problems that the company is facing.

The negotiations have been going on for two months now.

It is company policy that when agreement can not be reached within a two-month period, then a special meeting should be called involving all parties concerned. It is this meeting that is the basis of the simulation. Both sides are required to come with a new proposal that is a realistic basis for coming to a mutually satisfactory agreement.

There should be a total of five people around the negotiating table: two management representatives, one chair of the meeting (appointed by the employers) and two TU representatives. Because it is a special general meeting, all employees are welcome to attend.
### Handout 2. A short glossary of some labour terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collective bargaining</td>
<td>This is a process of negotiation in which employers and employees’ representatives collectively seek to agree and resolve issues, such as salaries and work conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-outs</td>
<td>A lock-out is one of an employer’s most radical means of exerting power. The employer refuses to allow the employees entry to their place of work, that is s/he literally locks them out in an attempt to compel them to accept management’s demands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>Workers are made redundant when they are dismissed because the employer decides to close down the business. The employees may be entitled to redundancy payments as compensation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severance pay</td>
<td>If a permanent employee is unfairly dismissed or is dismissed on the basis of the company being re-structured, then s/he is entitled to receive compensation, which is called severance pay. The value of the severance pay is often based on the salary that the employee was receiving, for example, one week’s salary for every year of work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike</td>
<td>The right to strike is a basic, social, human right which is seen as a necessary element for successful collective bargaining and as a tool to mitigate the inherent inequality in the employer – employee relationship. A strike is the refusal to work, or the obstruction of work, by employees. Workers can not just go on strike when they feel like it! Certain conditions have to be met which are usually laid down in legislation and differ from country to country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Union</td>
<td>A trade union is an association that exists to defend workers’ interests, including pay and working conditions. The trade union generally represents workers in negotiations with the employer. In many countries TUs are organised into confederations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Violence in my life

Follow the three Rs: Respect for self, Respect for others and Responsibility for all your actions.

The Dalai Lama

Themes
- Peace and Violence
- War and Terrorism
- Health

Complexity
Level 3

Group size
Any

Time
90 minutes

Overview
This is an activity in which people explore their experiences of inter-personal violence.

Related rights
- The right to life, liberty and personal security
- Freedom of thought, conscience and religion
- Freedom from torture and degrading treatment

Objectives
- To develop knowledge and understanding about being the object of violence and the cause of violence
- To encourage the development of skills to deal with violence in positive ways
- To develop values of tolerance and responsibility.

Instructions
1. Explain that this is an opportunity for the participants to share thoughts and feelings about personal experiences of inter-personal violence, both when people were violent to them and when they were violent to others.
2. Make sure that everyone knows and understands the rules for participatory group work: that everyone should be treated with respect, that what anyone says is held in confidence and that no one is to feel under pressure to say anything which makes them feel uncomfortable.
3. Conduct a brief brainstorming session on the word “violence”, asking participants to give examples of everyday violence, for instance, verbal abuse, insults, sarcasm, queue-jumping, barging in front of someone, smacking a child or hitting / being hit, intimidation by gangs, burglary, petty theft or pick pocketing, vandalism, and so on.
4. Ask everyone to take five minutes to reflect about personal incidents when:
   a. someone acted violently towards them
   b. when they acted violently towards someone else
   c. when they saw someone else being violent but did not intervene.
5. Ask for volunteers to offer their experiences as examples for the group to consider together. Let them say what happened and how they feel about it. Try to get two examples in each category a, b and c.
6. Make brief notes about the incidents on the flip chart.

Debriefing and evaluation
Start with a short discussion about the activity as a whole and whether or not it was difficult, and why. Then go on to analyse the causes and effects of the different incidents.
Violence in my life

• Why did the violent situation happen?
• Why did you behave the way you did?
• How would other members of the group have behaved in similar circumstances?
• How could you have behaved differently? Has the rest of the group any suggestions?
• What could anyone have done to prevent the incident from happening?
• In the case of c), why didn’t they intervene?
• Where there any general causes of the incidents or were they all unique?
• How many incidents were the result of misunderstandings, how many the result of bitterness, spite or jealousy and how many the result of differences of culture and custom, opinion or belief?
• What do people understand by the word “tolerance”? How would they define it?
• Should we be tolerant of everything other people do or say?
• Why is tolerance a key value for the promotion of human rights?

Tips for facilitators

Stress that the purpose of this activity is to develop skills for dealing with violence, by recognising the causes, acknowledging feelings and emotions, and developing skills to act assertively in order to control the situation. The focus is on finding non-violent means of responding to violent situations and not on helping individuals to get over a trauma. If anyone is suffering as a result of violence, then tell them that they are welcome to talk with you in private afterwards, when you can help them find a professional counsellor.

Be prepared for surprises and to support anyone who finds this activity difficult or upsetting. You cannot know everyone’s background nor what is happening or what has happened in their families. It might be that some participants have had bad experiences of violence, for instance child abuse, domestic violence, psychological or emotional abuse, cyberbullying, sexual abuse, racism, bullying at school or at work, road rage, self harm, attempted suicide, hate crimes, terrorism, genocide, war, war crimes and violent crime.

Tell people to remember Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.” If we expect others to follow this Article, then we too have to follow it.

If you have more than ten people in the group you could divide them up into small groups to share their stories.

Variations

This makes a good drama activity. Ask two, three or four people to develop a short role-play of an incident. The rest of the group observe. You can then stop the role-play at intervals and ask the audience to comment or to make suggestions as to how the role-play should continue. Alternatively, members of the audience can intervene directly to take over from the actors and develop alternative outcomes.

Instead of Forum Theatre you can also do “Image Theatre” (see page 67). It is a very efficient method when you want people to reflect about violence. Ask one person – the sculptor – to create a collective image by using some of the other participants and sculpting their bodies to produce a tableaux or scene showing a violent situation. When the sculptor has finished, the rest of the group can comment and ask questions. The next step should be to transform the representation into a positive, non-violent image of the situation.
Suggestions for follow up

You may like to discuss the contradiction in the UN Declaration on Principles of Tolerance which raises issues about the limits to tolerance. “Tolerance is consistent with respect for human rights; the practice of tolerance does not mean toleration of social injustice or the abandonment or weakening of one’s convictions. It means that one is free to adhere to one’s own convictions and accepts that others adhere to theirs.” Ask the group to consider that, if “the practice of tolerance does not mean toleration of social injustice”, then how can one at the same time “accept that others adhere to their [convictions]”, especially if those convictions are racist or bigoted?

Find out about organisations that provide support for victims of violence, for example, telephone help-lines or victims’ support networks. Find out about other organisations that promote understanding and tolerance in the community.

If you would like to continue working with the theme of peace and violence, you could look at the activities “Domestic affairs” on page 147 which looks at violence in the family, “My life is not a show” on page 240 about cyberbullying, and “Do we have alternatives” on page 143 which explores bullying.

Ideas for action

Get in touch with an organisation that works to promote peace and non-violence in the community and find out how you could help as volunteers.

Further information

The World Health organisation (WHO) in its first World Report on Violence and Health (2002) defined violence as “the intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another person or against a group or community, that either results in or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment or deprivation.”

UN Declaration of Principles

Article 1 – Meaning of tolerance

1.1 Tolerance is respect, acceptance and appreciation of the rich diversity of our world’s cultures, our forms of expression and ways of being human. It is fostered by knowledge, openness, communication and freedom of thought, conscience and belief. Tolerance is harmony in difference. It is not only a moral duty, but it is also a political and legal requirement. Tolerance, the virtue that makes peace possible, contributes to the replacement of the culture of war by a culture of peace.

1.2 Tolerance is not concession, condescension or indulgence. Tolerance is, above all, an active attitude prompted by recognition of the universal human rights and fundamental freedoms of others. In no circumstance can it be used to justify infringements of these fundamental values. Tolerance is to be exercised by individuals, groups and States.

1.3 Tolerance is the responsibility that upholds human rights, pluralism (including cultural pluralism), democracy and the rule of law. It involves the rejection of dogmatism and absolutism and affirms the standards set out in international human rights instruments.

1.4 Consistent with respect for human rights, the practice of tolerance does not mean toleration of social injustice or the abandonment or weakening of one’s convictions. It means that one is free to adhere to one’s own convictions and accepts that others adhere to theirs. It means accepting the fact that human beings, naturally diverse in their appearance, situation, speech, behaviour and values, have the right to live in peace and to be as they are. It also means that one’s views are not to be imposed on others.

The United Nations’ (UN) International Day of Non-Violence is a global observance that promotes non-violence through education and public awareness. It is held annually on October 2 to coincide with renowned Indian leader Mahatma Gandhi’s birthday.
Web of life

*Tug at one thing in nature, and you will find it attached to the rest of the world!*

**Themes**
- Environment
- Globalisation
- Health

**Complexity**  Level 2

**Group size**  10+

**Time**  30 minutes

**Overview**
In this activity, participants brainstorm links in a global food web. They explore:
- The interdependency of living and non-living things
- The inevitable impact of all human activity on the environment, and the consequences

**Related rights**
- The right to life, liberty and personal security
- The right to freely dispose of their (the people’s) natural wealth and resources
- Freedom of belief and religion

**Objectives**
- To learn about the interdependency of living and non-living things
- To develop skills to work co-operatively and think critically
- To foster respect for the intrinsic value of life

**Materials**
- A ball of thin string or strong wool

**Instructions**
This activity is divided into 3 parts: part 1 – building the web of life; part 2 – its destruction; part 3 – a brainstorming activity of actions to protect the environment.

**Part 1**
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle.
2. Explain that they are to build a model of the web of life.
3. You start. Hold the ball of string in your hand and name a green plant, for instance a cabbage.
4. Hold onto the end of the string and throw the ball to someone across the circle. They catch it! There is now a straight line of string between the two of you.
5. This person has to name an animal that eats cabbages, for instance, a caterpillar. They then hold onto the string and throw the ball to a third person across the circle.
6. This third person has to think of an animal that feeds off caterpillars, for instance, a bird, or if they know one, they can say a species of bird, such as a thrush. They then throw the ball to a fourth person.
7. Continue the game so that the ball of string passes back and forth across the circle until you have created a criss-cross mesh that represents the “web of life”.

**Part 2**
8. Now ask each participant in turn to give a specific example of what is damaging this web of life, (for instance, motorways being built over farmland, over-fishing or burning fossil fuels). When they have spoken, they let go of the string.
9. When everyone has spoken, ask participants to look at the heap of tangled threads lying
uselessly on the floor. Tell them that this will be our world if we do nothing, but that it doesn’t have to be like this; there are simple things that we can all do to rescue something out of the present situation.

Part 3
10. Invite participants in turn to make a promise to take a simple, practical action to rescue the world. For example, to save electricity by shutting down their computer rather than leaving it on stand-by, eat less meat or fly less.
11. As each person makes a promise, they pick up a thread at random from the floor.
12. At the end, look for a minute at the new web and point out that it isn’t the same web as they had before; it is too late for that; true recovery is impossible because extinctions are irreversible.

Debriefing and evaluation
Start with asking how participants felt first seeing the web destroyed and then creating the new one. Then go on to talk about the issues involved and what needs to be done to protect the environment.

• What did you feel as you saw the web gradually being destroyed?
• Was it easy to name animals and plants in different food webs? How good is people’s knowledge of natural history?
• Does it matter to you if, for instance, polar bears become extinct in 10 years time?
• How did you feel as you saw the new web forming?
Was it easy to think of personal actions that reduce our impact on the environment?
• How effective are individual actions?
• Whose responsibility is it to protect the environment? The UN, governments, NGOs, individuals?
• The balance of nature is very complex and it is not easy to predict what the global consequences of any particular action will be. How then is it possible to make decisions about how we use the earth’s resources?
• How should decisions about how to use a resource be made? For example, whether to cut down a forest so that the land can be used for growing crops? The people who gain their livelihood from the forest will suffer at the expense of those who make a profit from the agriculture. There is a principle of equity at stake.
• Article 1 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural rights states that “all peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources.” Does this mean that people have a right to damage the environment?
• We rely on our environment to provide us with food to eat and clean air to breathe. Without a healthy environment we could not live. It is a condition for life. Do we therefore have a paramount duty to respect the environment that limits our rights to use it (in the same way that we have a duty to respect rights and freedoms of others, which limits our own rights as individuals)?
• Do we need any new human rights to protect us from the consequences of climate change?

Tips for facilitators
This activity works best with between 10–15 people. If there are lots of participants, run the activity in several groups.

Each food chain should illustrate actual or possible relationships: for example, grass – sheep – humans; or plankton – whales; or plankton – herrings – pigs (pigs are often fed fishmeal) – humans – tigers! Remember that when an animal dies, bacteria decay its body, and the minerals released are taken up by other green plants. Thus the cycle of life begins over again. Billions and billions of such cycles interlink to make the web of life.
Web of life

Try to get participants to think of as many different food chains as possible. Think about examples in woodland, forest, mountain, moorland, marsh, pond, river and marine habitats. You may need to intervene by saying something like, “now the minerals get washed to the sea and get used by marine phytoplankton (plant plankton)”. Or, for example, to move from a marine ecosystem to a terrestrial one you may have to say “now the seagull that ate the shore crab flew inland to scavenge over farmland where it died”. If a player cannot think of the next link, suggest they may ask others in the group for suggestions.

In part 2, the first few times participants let go of the string will not make much difference because the way the threads criss-cross over each other will hold the web more or less together. However, as more people let go you will be left with a heap of useless thread lying on the floor surrounded by a circle of people standing helpless.

In part 3 in the debriefing, you will have to be prepared for some controversial answers to the question “what is damaging the web?” Some people, for instance, vegetarians, may say that people eating meat damages the web. You should acknowledge the point of view and ask the other players for their opinion. However, be careful not to enter into a big debate at this stage; finish the game first and then return to it at the end of the debriefing and discussion.

Try not to get bogged down in the discussion, but keep to the aim of the activity, that is, the effect of human activity on the environment.

You can find good examples of success stories on www.ecotippingpoints.org. You should also look out for local sources of information. For example, in Portugal the association Quercus (www.quercus.pt) regularly uses public TV to give information about environmental issues and tips on how to reduce our impact on the environment – how to live in a more “environmentally friendly” way.

You may want to read the background information on Environment in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass before asking the questions about the relationship between human rights and the environment.

This is a good activity to do with a science class.

Variations

In part 2, when you ask participants to give specific examples of what is damaging this web of life, take a pair of scissors and for each example make one cut in the string web. Gradually the web gets destroyed and at the end all you have at your feet is a heap of useless string. The destroyed web is a very powerful image and the global situation is indeed depressing, but it is important that people do not feel helpless in the face of the task ahead. It is therefore essential that you leave time to follow up with at least a short brainstorming activity or discussion about the progress that is currently being made to protect the environment.

Suggestions for follow-up

Brainstorm local and global environmental success stories. It is not all hopeless! There are many people active all over the world who are working to ensure that a sustainable environment is held in trust for future generations. “Tackling climate change, communities making a difference”, produced by Act International Alliance, is an excellent resource for this.

This activity can be used as a starter for a debate about human rights and the environment. For example, would it be a good idea if there were a human right to the environment, like there are other human rights? Does the environment have value over and above its instrumental value? Does it make sense to give animals rights? (See more at www.coe.int/compass)
Developing the sustainable use of resources requires political will, time, effort and money. Think how much more all countries could do by way of environmental education, scientific research and practical environmental protection schemes if they did not spend so much on armaments and the military. If the group would like to explore those issues further, they could do the activity “How much do we need?” on page 192.

Climate change is affecting all living things everywhere. Severe effects of, for example, flooding, desertification and sea-level rise mean that many people can no longer survive in their present place of habitation and are forced to move. If you are interested in exploring some of the issues relating to climate refugees, you can run the activity “Three things” on page 78.

**Ideas for action**

Get involved with local environmental projects. There are many NGOs you could contact:

- Youth and Environment Europe (YEE). YEE is the umbrella organisation for over forty regional and national self-governing youth organisations involved in the study and conservation of nature and environment throughout Europe. www.tigweb.org
- Climate Action Network Europe (CAN-E). CAN-E is recognised as Europe’s leading network working on climate and energy issues. With over 127 members in 25 European countries, CAN-E unites to work to prevent dangerous climate change and promote sustainable energy and environment policy in Europe.
- Friends of the Earth www.foei.org
- The WWF Network works with governments, businesses and communities around the world so that people and nature thrive within their fair share of the planet’s natural resources. www.wwf.org

Reduce your personal carbon footprint. At www.cutco2.org you can find a number of very practical tips. You can also find inspiration from the group Young People Finding Solutions to Reduce Their Carbon Footprint on Facebook.

**Further information**

In nature everything is connected to everything else. All living things and non-living things are linked through cycles, for example, the carbon cycle and the water cycle. Food chains are part of these cycles. A food chain starts when a green plant uses light energy from sunshine, minerals in the soil and water to build their own food to give them energy to live and to grow. When a green plant, for instance, a cabbage, gets eaten, the minerals and energy stored in the leaves are passed on and used, for instance, by the caterpillar to live and grow. As each animal in turn is eaten by another, the energy and minerals get passed on through the food chain. When the animal at the top of the food chain dies, its body decays as it is “eaten” by bacteria. The minerals that were in the body are taken up by green plants and a new food chain begins.
When tomorrow comes

If you judge others how this system has judged you, it will make you no better than those who have condemned you to death.

Dwight Adanandus

Themes
- Peace and Violence
- Globalisation
- Media

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any

Time
60 minutes

Overview
This activity uses information sheets and discussion to explore issues about:
- The protection of society from criminals
- The human rights of criminals
- The death penalty

Related rights
- The right to life
- Freedom from torture and degrading treatment
- The right to equality in dignity

Objectives
- To examine preconceptions about criminals and reflect on some of the implications of the death penalty
- To develop listening skills and critical thinking about information
- To promote a sense of human dignity and justice.

Materials
- Copies of the handout, “When tomorrow comes” one per participant.
- A sheet of paper and pencil for each member of the group.
- Flipchart or large sheets of paper and pens for summarising points made in plenary

Instructions

Step 1.
1. Read part 1 of “When tomorrow comes” out loud to the group. When you have finished, give people about 5 minutes to recall all the main points and to write them down in their own words. Then ask them to exchange sheets of paper with their neighbour, to read each other’s accounts and give feedback.
2. Invite some volunteers to read out their accounts. then discuss the differences between the versions: did some people remember more details than others did? Did some people invent details that had not been mentioned in the original story?
3. Ask people for their reaction to the story: who do they think the narrator is? What has happened?

Step 2.
4. Read out the newspaper cutting and part 2 of Nanon’s narration.
5. Now allow the pairs 10-15 minutes to discuss the new information with their partners. supply them with copies of “when tomorrow comes” in case they want to refer back to points in the text.
6. Then ask them to think about the following two issues:
• Did they find their opinion of either Dwight or Nanon changed when they learnt that they were on Death Row? How? Why?
• What do they think Dwight meant by saying “If you judge others how this system has judged you, it will make you no better than those who have condemned you to death!” Do they agree with him?
7. Open the issue up for general discussion, obtaining feedback from the various pairs on these questions.

Debriefing and evaluation
This activity can be used to spark off a number of important and interesting issues which can form the subject of further activities or discussion. However, it is recommended that in the debriefing you stick fairly closely to the topics that the groups have already considered rather than opening up entirely new themes (see below, under notes for facilitators).

• Has this activity taught you anything about yourself? Has it made you reconsider any of your previous opinions or beliefs?
• What do you think the activity was intended to illustrate? Did it succeed in this aim, and if not, why not?
• What, if anything, did the activity have to say to you about the right to life? Were there any other rights issues that were raised in the discussion?
Make a note of these issues on a large sheet of paper or flipchart paper for future use.

Tips for facilitators
In the first discussion (after reading part 1) it is important not to give people any hint of the two men’s situation: try to draw out people’s impressions of the characters, but without suggesting you have any particular reason for doing so. The purpose is for people to examine the two men’s human sides, without knowing anything of their circumstances or past history.

The point of people swapping accounts at step 1 is to give them an idea of the different ways that people may perceive and remember exactly the same piece of information. It is worth emphasising that this should not be seen as a “test”, so that people do not feel shy about their accounts; but rather as a way of showing up different viewpoints. Try to ask for comments from people whose account has differed radically from their neighbour’s. Ask why this may have been the case – why, for example, some people remembered certain pieces of information that were omitted by others.

The activity itself will most probably raise too many issues for a single session, so you should try to keep the discussion along the lines suggested, rather than allowing people to get carried away by debating – for example – the death penalty itself. Try to keep the discussion focused on the two key issues of:
1. The extent to which we, the State, everyone, are inclined to “judge” people on the basis of something (we believe) they have done. This is probably what Dwight has in mind when he talks about not “judging” others as the State has judged him (and Nanon). The State has effectively written them off as human beings on the basis of something (it believes) they have done in the past.
2. Even so-called “hardened criminals” possess and retain their inherently human characteristics – not only the “caring and compassion” of which Dwight speaks, but also the “frustration and depression” that Nanon describes as a result of the confinement.

When discussing the “right to life” issue, try to keep comments away from the practical arguments for or against the death penalty. Guide the discussion around the issues of whether these two people can be said still to possess the right to life – and if not, how someone can
“lose” such a right. Does anyone, for example, have the authority to remove that right from other citizens, even if they have committed a crime?

Suggestions for follow-up

Songs have always been a powerful tool in people’s fight for rights. The group may like to listen to some songs for freedom and justice or to write their own.

You may like to show a film related to this issue. Our suggestions are:

- Dead Man Walking – by Tim Robbins 1995. It is an American film which tells the story of Sister Helen who befriends a prisoner on death row.
- Decalogue V: “Thou shalt not kill” – by Krzysztof Kieslowski 1988. The main character is a young man of 20 whose act of murder is terrible but so is the barbaric way the state executes him. The drama reveals that all life must be respected and that no one deserves to be killed.
- The film, Into the Abyss (2011) by Werner Herzog. Conversations with death row inmate Michael Perry and those affected by his crime serve as an examination of why people - and the state - kill.

You may like to read or perform (the whole or extracts from) the play The Exonerated by Jessica Blank and Erik Jensen (theexonerated.com). The play moves between first-person monologues and scenes set in courtrooms and prisons to tell the stories of six brave people for whom the American criminal justice system went horribly wrong, and how they persevered to survive it.

Pursue the issues raised at the end of the activity. Organise a formal debate or use the method, “Electioneering”, on page 167. Topics may include:

- Punishment issues: what is the purpose of locking criminals up and/or of executing them? Is it primarily to protect society, to alter the behaviour of the criminals, or is it revenge/retribution?
- The death penalty: what are the arguments for and against the death penalty?
- The security of the nation vs. security of the individual: what are the limits to the way a government may treat its worst criminals or terrorists? For example – is torture of an individual justified if the security of a nation is at stake?

You could develop a project about the death penalty in relation to the rights of the child. In several countries children are sentenced to death and may be executed. Put “Death Row Kids” into your search engine to find more information, and a video on youtube.com.

Ideas for action

Visit the web site of the Canadian Coalition Against the Death Penalty and read more of the prisoners’ writings (http://ccadp.proboards.com). Then write to someone on death row (the ccadp website contains information on how to become a pen-pal or contact your local association of Amnesty International).

Find out the latest update on Nanon Williams on www.nanonwilliams.net and decide how you could support his case.
Further information

The Council of Europe has made abolition of the death penalty a prerequisite for membership. No execution has taken place on the territory of the organisation's member states since 1997.

The first year in which no-one was executed anywhere in Europe was 2009; however in March 2010 Belarus executed two people.

You can find information about which countries have ratified international treaties abolishing the death penalty on Amnesty International's website, www.amnesty.org.

According to Amnesty International's report, Death Sentences and Executions 2014, at least 2,466 people in 55 countries are known to have been sentenced to death in 2014. This represents an increase of 28% compared with 2013, when 1,925 death sentences were recorded in 57 countries. This increase was largely due to sharp spikes in death sentences in Egypt (from 109 in 2013 to 509 in 2014) and Nigeria (from 141 in 2013 to 659 in 2014), both countries in which courts imposed mass sentences in some cases.

At least 19,094 people were believed to be under sentence of death worldwide at the end of 2014.

Executions Down, But Not For Juvenile Offenders from Human Rights Watch (1 April 2015) states that 2013 saw a rise in the use of the death penalty for crimes committed by children:

- Iran is almost certainly the world leader in executing juvenile offenders, putting to death 14 in 2014 and as many as 77 in the past 10 years. Iran also continued to impose new death sentences on child offenders last year. In total, at least 160 juvenile offenders are awaiting execution in the country.

- Elsewhere, death sentences were handed down last year against child offenders in Egypt and Sri Lanka. And others remained under sentence of death in Maldives, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen.

- In 2013, three juvenile offenders were executed in Saudi Arabia, with others possibly carried out in Iran and Yemen.1

For a detailed account of Nanon’s case and the mistakes made at his trial see http://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/williams-nanon.htm.

---

1 https://www.hrw.org/node/268526/printable/print
When tomorrow comes by Nanon Williams

Part 1

It was a day after Dwight Adanandus died when I truly looked at life completely differently than what it was, or shall I say, what I wished it to be. This was the beginning of winter, and as I lay still thinking of a friend that always presented a smile when the days seemed so redundant, I felt tormented. As I gently moved, picking up the newspaper under the door, the paper told his story. Reading about it and knowing I would never see him again felt like someone was sticking pins in my heart over and over again. Sometimes he would come swinging into the yard yelling, "What's up youngster?" And I would look around me, stare back, and say, "Man, who you calling a youngster," and we would both start laughing because I was the youngest person on our block. And when I think of those moments now, well, it deeply saddens me, because I'll never look forward to being in the yard without Dwight being around to break the creases that riddled my face with anger.

As the years have gone by, my methods of passing time has changed, but I like to think these new methods will hopefully make me become a better man one day like Dwight became. During my moments of weakness, I always find myself wondering what Dwight would have done.

"Remember," he would say to me, "The system can only get to you if you let them. Make your peace with whoever your God is and start to live life the best you can and appreciate it." Then he would continue, "Youngster, I don't know why you're here, but I know you don't belong here...

Part 2

"......... In fact, no one belongs here, not on death row. You have rapists, kidnappers, robbers, child molesters and sadistic people who don't give a damn about you. However, you also have caring and compassionate people who have done those very same things, but have found a way to change and I want you to always remember that," he said to me weeks before he was executed. "Remember this if nothing else. If you judge others how this system has judged you, it will make you no better than those who have condemned you to death!" And as those words ring in my ears now, I wonder why it has taken me so long to understand what he meant. Of course I heard what he said and it made sense, but making sense and fully grasping the meaning of those words was something totally different. I guess then I was the youngster he called me, but the truth hurts when you finally take the time to see it.

I know the confinement is all a psychological weapon of torture that builds frustration until depression sets in, but somehow the spirit and the will to continue remains in a few. For Dwight, he had that spirit no matter what he did that placed him on death row and with that spirit he changed the lives of others who rot like living corpses in the system's graveyard. "I know it's not easy Youngster," he would say. "But nobody said life was easy. Take each day for what it's worth and as long as you can see a light at the end of the road, let that be the strength that guides you," were the last words he ever said to me tearfully as he said his final good-byes. I dare not to explain what that means to me, as I guess he said it to me so I can find my own strength that sustains me through the years that have passed and probably the years to come. I have never forsaken my principles or the things that I value most in life – like my family, so more than likely that love and one day entering heavens gates, is what tomorrow really is when it comes.

Nanon Williams was sentenced to death by the State of Texas in 1992 when he was 17 years old, on charge of capital murder. He denies the charge and spent 13 years on Death Row before his sentence was commuted to life imprisonment as a consequence of the Roper V. Simmons U.S. Supreme Court ruling of 2005, barring the execution of juveniles. In 2010 the Federal Court ordered Nanon to be released from prison because of the false evidence that had been presented to the jury and the inadequacy of his defence representation at his trial in 1992.

Source: Canadian Coalition against the Death Penalty

Newspaper cutting

Huntsville - October 2, 1997. A convicted robber was executed Wednesday night for gunning down a San Antonio businessman who tried to stop him from fleeing a bank hold-up nine years ago. Adanandus, 41, went to death row for killing Vernon Hanan, who was shot in the chest January 28, 1988, as he wrestled with Adanandus in the foyer of a bank on San Antonio's north side.

Source: Canadian Coalition against the Death Penalty
Where do you stand?

Is it really more important to have a home, food and basic necessities than to be able to say what you like?

Themes
- General Human Rights
- Citizenship and Participation
- Poverty

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
Any

Time
50 minutes

Overview
- In this discussion activity people literally stand up for their opinions.

Related rights
- All

Objectives
- To understand the differences between civil and political rights, and social and economic rights
- To use and develop skills of discussion and argumentation
- To foster respect and open mindedness

Materials
- One copy of the sheet of statements
- Large sheets of paper or flipchart paper, pens
- String or chalk (optional)
- Copies of the simplified UDHR on page 467 (optional)
- Space for people to move about

Preparation
- Prepare 2 posters – one saying, “I agree” and the other saying, “I disagree” – and stick them on the floor at opposite ends of the room, so that people can form a straight line between them. (You may want to draw a chalk line between them, or use a piece of string)
- Inform yourself about why people talk about “generations of rights” and the two categories of civil and political, and social and economic rights. (See tips for facilitators below and Chapter 4)

Instructions
1. Start with a very brief introduction to the differences between civil and political rights, and social and economic rights.
2. Spend 5 minutes brainstorming the different rights that would fall under each category. List the rights on the flipchart under the headings, civil and political rights, and social and economic rights.
3. Explain that you are now going to read out a series of statements with which people may agree to a greater or lesser extent.
4. Point out the two extreme positions – the posters stating “I Agree” and “I Disagree”. Explain that people may occupy any point along the (imaginary) line, but that they should try to position themselves, as far as possible, next to people whose views almost coincide with their own. Brief discussion is permitted while people are finding their places!
5. Read out the statements in turn.
6. Stimulate reflection and discussion. Ask those at the end-points to explain why they have occupied these extreme positions. Ask someone near the centre whether their position indicates the lack of a strong opinion or lack of knowledge.
7. Allow people to move position as they listen to each others' comments.
8. When you have gone through the statements, bring the group back together for the de-briefing.

**Debriefing and evaluation**

Begin with reviewing the activity itself and then go on to discuss what people learnt.

- Were there any questions that people found impossible to answer – either because it was difficult to make up their own mind, or because the question was badly phrased?
- Why did people change position during the discussions?
- Were people surprised by the extent of disagreement on the issues?
- Does it matter if we disagree about human rights?
- Do you think there are “right” and “wrong” answers to the different statements, or is it just a matter of personal opinion?
- Might it ever be possible for everyone to reach agreement about human rights?
- Is there a fundamental difference between the (first) two “generations” of human rights: civil and political rights and social and economic rights? Is it possible to say which of these are more important?
- Do we need any more rights? Could there be a third generation of rights?

**Tips for facilitators**

You may want to run the lining-up part of the activity relatively quickly, without giving much time for discussion between the various points, and then to select two or three of the statements and discuss them in more detail with the whole group. But it is worth stopping the activity at certain points in order to give people the opportunity to reflect both on some of the points and on their position relative to that of others.

This activity embraces all human rights, but social and economic rights in particular; for example, the rights to work and leisure, to health care, and to a basic standard of living.

The statements given below are designed to address some of the debates that take place concerning the difference between civil and political rights on the one hand, and social and economic rights on the other. There is no need to go into a great deal of detail at the beginning of the activity, since many of the points should emerge in the course of discussion.

However, two points are perhaps worth drawing out by way of an introduction. First, the simple distinction that civil and political rights are those moral demands that we make on governments concerning civil and political issues, such as the right to a fair trial, to vote, to express one's opinion, etc; and social and economic rights are those demands that are connected with social and economic issues — such as homelessness, inadequate health care, poverty, etc.

The second point is that some people have drawn a fundamental distinction between the different types of rights. Social and economic rights have been claimed by many to be either less important, and/or more difficult to guarantee than civil and political rights.

During the brainstorming activity, you may want to give participants copies of the simplified UDHR on page 467 to jog their memories; alternatively, you could read out some of the articles yourself, and ask participants to put them into the correct category. Articles 16 and 22-29 are generally regarded as referring to social-economic rights.
Variations

Compose other statements, or ask members of the group to make up their own.

Suggestions for follow-up

Organise a formal debate on one of the issues, asking people to prepare their arguments in advance, and then take a vote at the end of the debate. You could invite other young people or members of the public to attend.

Knowing about human rights is important, but being an active citizen is also essential if rights are to be safeguarded. You may like to try the activity, “Electioneering”, on page 167. This looks at the question of persuading others over to your opinion.

When talking about human rights it is important to be aware of the words you use and the impact they have. For instance, you should consider whether to say “gay” or “homosexual”, or whether to use the term “disabled people”, “handicapped people” or “people with disabilities”. The group may like to discuss the issues of plain speech and political correctness through the activity “White future” in the All Different – All Equal Education Pack.

Ideas for action

Get in touch with a local organisation that works for human rights or social welfare and find out how you can contribute.

Further information

Chapter 4 of the manual contains background information on the different generations of rights, including an introduction to “third generation” rights.

Handouts

Sheet of statements

- It’s more important to have a home, food and basic necessities than to be able to say what you like.
- People have a duty to work, but not a right.
- The most basic responsibility of any government is to make sure that all citizens have enough to eat.
- The right to “rest and leisure” is a luxury that only rich people can afford.
- It’s not the government’s job to make sure that people don’t starve – but the people’s!
- The way we choose to treat our workers is no business of the international community.
- Poor countries should concentrate on ensuring a basic standard of living for all before worrying about the civil and political rights of their citizens.
- Extreme economic inequality is an infringement of basic rights.
- Social and economic rights express an ideal for the future, but the world is not ready to guarantee them today.
- If rights can’t be guaranteed, there is no point in having them.
- Some rights are more important than others.
- Some people have, naturally, more rights than others.
- Some people are homeless because they want to be.
- Rich people are happier than poor people.
- It’s impossible to eradicate poverty totally.
- We aren’t born with rights; we get them.
Who are I?

I am all the links I build up with the others.

Albert Jacquard

Themes
- Gender
- Discrimination and Intolerance
- Religion and Belief

Complexity
Level 2

Group size
8+

Time
25 minutes

Overview
This activity involves buzz groups, brainstorming, drawing and group discussion to explore issues of identity.

Related rights
- Equality in dignity and rights
- Freedom from discrimination
- The right to life, liberty and personal security

Objectives
- To increase understanding of the concept of identity and widen self awareness
- To develop communication skills
- To promote solidarity and respect

Materials
- Coloured pens and markers, if possible a different colour for each participant
- Enough paper for one sheet per person
- Flipchart paper and markers

Instructions
1. To warm up, ask people to get into pairs to form buzz groups. Ask them to pretend that they are strangers and to introduce themselves to each other.
2. Now ask people to reflect what is interesting or important to know about someone else when you first meet, and brainstorm the general categories of information. For example, name, age, sex, nationality, family role, religion, age, gender, ethnicity, job/study, taste in music, hobbies, sports, general likes and dislikes and more.
3. Now explain that participants are going to find out how much each of them has in common with others in the group. Hand out the paper and pens and explain that the first step is for each of them to draw a representation of their identity. They should think of themselves like stars; aspects of their identity radiate out into their society. Ask people to consider the eight to ten most important aspects of their identity and to draw their personal star.
4. Tell people to go around and compare their stars. When they find someone else with whom they share a beam or ray, they should write that person’s name near the beam. (For example, if Jan and Parvez both have a “rapper” beam, they should write each other’s names along that beam). Allow 15 minutes for this.
5. Now come back into plenary and ask people to talk about how individual each of them was. You could ask:
   - Which aspects of identity do people have in common and which are unique?
   - How similar and how different are people in the group? Do people have more in common with each other than they have differences?
6. Finally, do a group brainstorm of the aspects of identity that people choose and those that they are born with. Write these up in two columns on the flip chart.

Debriefing and evaluation

Now move on to discuss what people have discovered about themselves and about each other and the implications for human rights.

- What did people learn about themselves? Was it hard to decide which were the ten most significant aspects of their identity?
- Were people surprised at the results of comparing stars? Did they have more or less in common than they expected?
- How did people feel about the diversity in the group? Did they feel it made the group more interesting to be in or does it make it more difficult to be or work together?
- Were there any aspects of other people’s identity that participants felt strongly inclined to react to and say, “I am not”? For example, I am not a football fan, not a fan of techno music, not a dog lover, not homosexual or not Christian.
- How does identity develop? Which aspects are social constructs and which are inherent and fixed?
- In relation to gender issues in particular, which aspects are social constructs and which are inherent and fixed?
- Did participants write “woman” or “man”? What do people associate with the words “woman” and “man”? Are the associations the same for both sexes and for all men and all women?
- How much are people judged by their individual identity and how much by the group that they belong to?
- To what extent are people free to choose their own identity? What are the implications for themselves and their society, and especially for the human rights of equality and respect?

Tips for facilitators

The name of this activity is not wrong! It is intended to puzzle participants. If you want some background music while playing this game, you could use Frank Zappa’s song, “You are what you is”.

In the warm up you may want to give participants a tip to get them thinking on the right lines. You could give yourself as an example or use an imaginary person as in the example.

The purpose of giving each participant a different colour is to give people the idea that everyone is unique and that the group is composed of a rainbow of identities. If you have a large group and two or more people have to share the same colour pen, ask them to use different styles of writing.

If you wish, you can make the activity a little more sophisticated by suggesting that people draw their personal stars with longer or shorter beams or rays according to how public or private they feel a particular aspect of their identity is. Longer beams reach further out into society and are therefore more public.

Some of the following points could come up in the final brainstorm (at step 6):

- Aspects of identity I can choose: name, friend, job, membership of a political party, favourite music, style of clothes, the football team you support, where you live,
- Aspects of identity I am born with: sex, age, height, eye colour,
- There will be some aspects of identity that may cause controversy, for example nationality, gender and sexuality, religion, being member of a minority.
Who am I?

The discussion about how identity develops and which aspects of identity are social constructs and which are inherent and fixed will also be controversial, especially those relating to religion and gender. It is worth asking participants to consider their own process of growing up and how certain aspects of their identity have changed over the years, perhaps even those aspects of their identity that they think are fixed.

You may wish to draw some conclusions from the discussions, for example, that we are all human beings who have rights which cannot be gifted or taken away regardless of race, colour, property, birth or other status.

Variations
At point 3 of the instructions, ask the participants to draw a self portrait or to stick a photo of themselves as a child in the centre of their star.

If names are omitted from the stars, then participants can try to guess which stars belong to whom.

Further information
The Council of Europe’s All Equal - All Different Education Pack contains a wealth of information and more activities dealing with issues of identity.

Suggestions for follow-up
Do this exercise with your friends, colleagues and family.

This activity can serve as an opener for many other discussions, for instance, questions about the universality of human rights, discrimination and xenophobia, children’s rights, and citizenship.

If the group wants to look further at identity and gender issues they may enjoy the activity, “Heroines and heroes”, on page 189.

If you want to move on from discussing identity to an individual’s rights to equality in dignity and to human rights in general, then one suggestion is to do the “Draw the word game” on page 159.

If the group is multicultural, and you want to encourage the participants’ curiosity about their different cultures, then a good follow-up activity is “My story” in the All Different – All Equal Education Pack.
Work and babies

Do you want a job? Then don’t plan to have children!

| Themes          | • Work
|                | • Gender
|                | • Discrimination and Intolerance

| Complexity      | Level 2
| Group size      | 10 - 25 (small groups: 5)
| Time            | 90 minutes

Overview
This is a role play activity dealing with issues of
• Reproductive rights in the workplace
• Discrimination against women in the workplace

Related rights
• The right to desirable work and to join trade unions
• The right to marriage and family
• Freedom from discrimination

Objectives
• To develop knowledge about women’s reproductive rights
• To develop skills of critical thinking and discussion
• To foster open mindedness and a sense of justice and social responsibility

Materials
• A large sheet of paper, flipchart paper or board, marker pen
• Space for small group work and role-play
• Props for the role-play, table and chairs, pen and paper

Preparation
• Copy the scenario onto a board or a large piece of paper or flipchart paper.

Instructions
1. Explain that the activity involves a role play about the issues of women’s reproductive rights in the workplace. Carry out a short brainstorming activity on women’s reproductive rights to ensure that all participants understand the term.
2. Divide the participants into small groups (maximum five people per group).
3. Read out the situation card.
4. In their small groups, give participants twenty minutes to decide on an ending for the story and to develop it into a role-play. The role-play should start with the meeting between Maria and Mr. Wladstock and should not last more than five minutes.
5. Invite each small group to present their role play. Keep comments for the debriefing.

Debriefing and Evaluation
Begin with a round of feedback from each of the small groups about how they developed their role-plays together with comments from the others. Then go on to talk about the implications and what should be done about discrimination of this sort.
• Was anyone surprised at the situation? Does it happen in your country?
• How did the groups decide what the outcome should be?
• Were the endings realistic? What were the good points – and weaker points – about the ways that Maria handled the situation? How hard is it to be assertive in such situations rather than aggressive or submissive?
• In your country, what rights do women have in the workplace when they get pregnant?
• Why would the company want to impose such a condition on Maria? Is it fair? Why not?
• Were any human right being violated? If so, which ones?
• If Maria were a man, would the same thing happen? Why? Why not?
• In what ways do men differ from women in the way that they perceive this issue?
• What should be done to promote and protect women’s reproductive rights?

Tips for facilitators
Consider whether or not to have gender balance in the small groups. Experience shows that
having single-sex groups often leads to more provocative endings and richer discussion.

Participants may not be familiar with the term “reproductive rights” and you may need to
help them with some ideas in order to get the broad picture.
Reproductive rights include the right to:
• An enjoyable and fulfilling sexual relationship without fear of infection and disease.
• A choice whether or not to have children.
• A caring family planning service backed by a safe and empathetic abortion service that
treats women with dignity and respect, and ensures privacy.
• Sex education

Bear in mind that the debriefing question about Maria’s human rights being violated may
bring up the controversial issues about abortion and a woman’s right to choose as opposed to
the right to life of the foetus. This is a very important issue. It is also especially relevant to HRE,
because it requires participants to be open-minded, to put aside stereotypes and pre-conceived
opinions and to use their skills of critical thinking. It is a very good illustration of the inherent
complexity of human rights. If the issue arises, you may like to consider taking it up at another
time as a discussion in its own right.

Variations
Use the Forum Theatre technique (see page 67). Instead of dividing the participants into small
groups, you can start with two volunteers to play Maria and Mr. Wladstock with the rest of the
group as observers. Then you can stop the presentation at intervals and ask the observers to
comment and to say what should happen next. Alternatively, observers can simply exchange
places with the actors to develop a different angle and change the course of the role-play.

Why not add other characters to the situation? You could include Maria’s husband, who
could be a trade union representative, and the role-play could go beyond the meeting with the
human resources department.

Feel free to adapt the names of the characters to reflect common names in your country.

Some people find role play difficult, so you may wish to use storytelling instead. Divide the
participants into small groups, give them a copy of the story and ask them to discuss it and to
write their own ending. Afterwards, groups feed back in plenary and compare the different
endings.

Suggestions for follow up
If sex education is part of your school curriculum, ask the teacher if it’s possible to include this
“work and babies” activity in a lesson. Alternatively, the activity could be done in a social stud-
ies or history lesson or in conjunction with an event to celebrate Women’s Day (8 March) or
International Day of Families (15 May).
The group could do some research into reproductive rights in your country. Following that, they could hold interviews with both women and employers to find out how the legislation works in practice.

The group could also review the sex education that is taught in their country. Does it cover all aspects of reproductive rights?

If you want to explore other types of discrimination in the workplace you may like to do the activity, “Different wages”, on page 138.

**Ideas for Action**

Take up issues about reproductive rights at your school or association council.

Investigate which local NGOs are working for women’s reproductive rights and participate in their debates and campaigns.

**Further information**

The convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women

Aside from civil rights issues, the Convention also devotes major attention to a most vital concern of women, namely their reproductive rights. The preamble sets the tone by stating that “the role of women in procreation should not be a basis for discrimination”.

The link between discrimination and women’s reproductive role is a matter of recurrent concern in the Convention. For example, it advocates, in article 5, “a proper understanding of maternity as a social function”, demanding fully shared responsibility for child-rearing by both sexes. Accordingly, provisions for maternity protection and child-care are proclaimed as essential rights and are incorporated into all areas of the Convention, whether dealing with employment, family law, health care or education. Society’s obligation extends to offering social services, especially child-care facilities that allow individuals to combine family responsibilities with work and participation in public life. Special measures for maternity protection are recommended and “shall not be considered discriminatory”.

(Article 4) The Convention also affirms women’s right to reproductive choice. Notably, it is the only human rights treaty to mention family planning. It states that parties are obliged to include advice on family planning in the education process (article 10.h) and to develop family codes that guarantee women’s rights “to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children and to have access to the information, education and means to enable them to exercise these rights” (article 16.e).

**Handouts**

**The scenario**

Maria has been unemployed for almost a year and is looking hard for a job. Ten days ago she went for an interview for her dream job – it was exactly what she was looking for! Everything went well and she was offered the position. The company asked her to have a meeting with Mr. Wladstock, the personnel officer, in order to sign her contract. She had already discussed her duties and other job-related issues at the interview. Just as Maria was about to sign the contract, Mr. Wladstock said that a condition of the job was that she signs a declaration that she will not have a baby for the next two years.
Human Rights calendar

The following calendar is an updated attempt to compile a list of days on which people worldwide commemorate human rights; fighters for rights are honoured, abuses of human rights are remembered and hopes and joy are celebrated. The key dates have been gathered from official UN International Days, World Days recognised by NGOs, anniversaries of historical events and birthdays of some prominent human rights activists. It is not to be taken as a complete or definitive list but as a starting point, and you are encouraged to add your own memorable dates.

The calendar can be copied and made into a poster to hang on the wall to stimulate initial interest in human rights issues, especially as it gives a good indication of their range and variety. Invite people to comment: Do all the events commemorated mean something to them? What local and national key dates would they like to add?

Each activity in Chapter 2 has been assigned a key date. The intention is that the calendar can be used as a tool for developing a year’s human rights education programme. The starting point of each week or month could be a “topical” activity. For example on 3 May, World Press Freedom Day, you could do the activity “Front page”, or on 25 November, International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, you could do the activity “Domestic affairs”. Alternatively, the group may wish to “take action” by getting involved in events or activities being organised by other organisations on those dates, for example with an environmental group to celebrate Earth Day on 22 April.

If you want some initial ideas for taking action then look at the “A-Z of Actions” in the All Different – All Equal Education pack. For tips and guidelines on taking effective action read Chapter 3, “Taking action” in this manual.

Just as the understanding of human rights develops every year, so should this calendar. The challenge for you - the users of this manual - is to find new ways of celebrating human rights every single day of the year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Commemoration</th>
<th>Information about the date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27 January</td>
<td>International Holocjust Remembrance Day</td>
<td>January 27 marks the anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest Nazi death camp. In 2005, the United Nations General Assembly designated this day as International Holocaust Remembrance Day (IHRD), to honour the victims of the Nazi era.</td>
<td>Memory Tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Tuesday of February</td>
<td>Safer Internet Day</td>
<td>Safer Internet Day is organised by Insafe to promote safer and more responsible use of online technology and mobile phones, especially amongst children and young people.</td>
<td>My life is not a show.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 February</td>
<td>Red Hand Day</td>
<td>Organisations supporting the Global Red Hand Campaign to stop the use of child soldiers include: Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International, Youth Red Cross Germany, Terre des Hommes and Plan International.</td>
<td>Throwing stones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 February</td>
<td>International Mother Language Day</td>
<td>Since 1999 UNESCO has promoted this day to encourage broad and international commitment to promoting multilingualism and linguistic diversity, including the safeguarding of endangered languages.</td>
<td>The language barrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 March</td>
<td>International Women’s Day</td>
<td>International Women’s Day (8 March) is a global day celebrating the economic, political and social achievements of women past, present and future. The first IWD was in 1911. The UN began observing International Women’s day in 1975.</td>
<td>Path to Equality-land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 March</td>
<td>World Day Against Cyber censorship</td>
<td>World Day Against Cyber Censorship was observed on 12 March 2009 at the request of Reporter Without Borders and Amnesty International.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 March</td>
<td>First Parliamentary election with universal suffrage in Europe</td>
<td>This was in Finland in 1917.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 March</td>
<td>World Poetry Day</td>
<td>Declared by UNESCO in 1999. The purpose of the day is to promote the reading, writing, publishing and teaching of poetry.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 March</td>
<td>International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination</td>
<td>On this day, in 1960, police opened fire and killed 69 people at a peaceful demonstration in Sharpeville, South Africa, against the apartheid “pass laws”. Proclaiming the Day in 1966, the General Assembly called on the international community to redouble its efforts to eliminate all forms of racial discrimination.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 March</td>
<td>World Meteorological Day</td>
<td>The World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Its work of weather forecasting is important in providing food security, water resources and transport.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 March</td>
<td>World Tuberculosis Day</td>
<td>On this day in 1882 Dr. Robert Koch presented his discovery of the TB bacillus to a group of doctors in Berlin. It was proclaimed an official day in 1992 by WHO.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Tuesday in April</td>
<td>European Equal Pay Day</td>
<td>Proclaimed by BPW Europe (Business and Professional Women).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 April</td>
<td>World Health Day</td>
<td>First declared in 1950 by the World Health Organization (WHO) to raise awareness of needless suffering, and of the efforts needed by all to ensure life and good health.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 April</td>
<td>World Roma Day</td>
<td>The day was officially declared in 1990 to celebrate Romani culture and raise awareness of the issues facing Romani people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 April</td>
<td>World Book and Copyright Day</td>
<td>By celebrating this Day UNESCO seeks to promote reading, publishing and the protection of intellectual property through copyright. The Day was first celebrated in 1995. Also known as World Book Day.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 April</td>
<td>Armenian Genocide Remembrance Day</td>
<td>24 April 1915 marks the beginning of the genocide when the Ottoman government arrested and murdered hundreds of Armenian intellectuals and community leaders in Constantinople (Istanbul). It is estimated that 1.5 million Armenians were killed in a series of massacres and starvation that followed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 April</td>
<td>World day for Health and Safety at Work</td>
<td>Declared by the International Labour Organization (ILO).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 May</td>
<td>International Workers Day</td>
<td>Also known as “May Day”. It is a celebration of the International Labour Movement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Saturday in May</td>
<td>World Fair Trade Day</td>
<td>Declared by the World Fair Trade Organisation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 May</td>
<td>World Press Freedom Day</td>
<td>Declared by UNESCO in 1993 to promote press freedom in the world and to recognise that a free, pluralistic and independent press is an essential component of any democratic society.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Human Rights calendar
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 May</td>
<td>Europe Day (Council of Europe)</td>
<td>An annual celebration of peace and unity in Europe. There are two separate designations of Europe Day: 5 May for the Council of Europe and 9 May for the European Union.</td>
<td>All equal all different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 May</td>
<td>World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day</td>
<td>World Red Cross Day remembers and recognises the efforts of National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies worldwide.</td>
<td>Right’s bingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9 May</td>
<td>Remembrance and Reconciliation for Those Who Lost Their Lives during the Second World War</td>
<td>Declared in 2004 by the United Nations General Assembly to pay tribute to all those who lost their lives in the Second World War.</td>
<td>Memory tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 May</td>
<td>International Day of Families</td>
<td>Declared in 1993 by the United Nations General Assembly to increase awareness of family issues.</td>
<td>Work and babies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 May</td>
<td>International Day of Conscientious Objection</td>
<td>Declared by War Resisters’ International to promote non-violent action against the causes of war, and to support and connect people around the world who refuse to take part in war or the preparation of war.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 May</td>
<td>The International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia</td>
<td>UNAID Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS. Co-ordinated by the Paris based “IDAHO Committee”.</td>
<td>Let’s talk about sex!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 May</td>
<td>World Information Society Day</td>
<td>Proclaimed by the UN in 2005 to raise global awareness of societal changes brought about by the Internet and new technologies. It also aims to help reduce the Digital divide.</td>
<td>Impact of the Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 May</td>
<td>World Anti-Terrorism Day</td>
<td>World Anti-Terrorism Day is to oppose all forms of terrorism and violence. It was initiated in India because “thousands of youth are lured into the folds of terrorist camps and organizations each year.”</td>
<td>Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 May</td>
<td>World Day for Cultural Diversity for Dialogue and Development</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 2002 by the UN to protect cultural diversity as a means of achieving prosperity, sustainable development and global peaceful coexistence.</td>
<td>Our Futures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 May</td>
<td>International Day for Biological Diversity</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 2000 by the UN General Assembly for the promotion of biodiversity issues. The Day was previously observed on 29 December.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 May</td>
<td>World Challenge Day</td>
<td>Organised each year by TAFISA (The association for International Sport for All). Communities from around the world compete to motivate as many people as possible to be physically active.</td>
<td>Sports for all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 May</td>
<td>European Neighbours Day</td>
<td>Sponsored by the Council of Europe. The aim is that cities and social housing organisations strengthen local communities by encouraging neighbourhood parties and other similar events.</td>
<td>Flowers and rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 May</td>
<td>International Day of United Nations Peacekeepers</td>
<td>Designated in 2002 by the UN to pay tribute to all the men and women who have served in UN peacekeeping operations for their high level of professionalism, dedication and courage, and to honour the memory of those who have lost their lives in the cause of peace.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 May</td>
<td>World No-Tobacco Day</td>
<td>Started in 1987 by the WHO to encourage a 24-hour period of abstinence from all forms of tobacco to draw global attention to the widespread use of tobacco use and the health risks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Additional Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 June</td>
<td>International Day of Innocent Children Victims of Aggression</td>
<td>Commemorated since 1982 to acknowledge and remind people of the suffering of many children victims of physical, mental and emotional abuse and of the need to protect the rights of children.</td>
<td>Do we have alternatives?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 June</td>
<td>World Environment Day</td>
<td>Established in 1972 by the UN General Assembly to deepen public awareness of the need to preserve and enhance the environment.</td>
<td>Fingers and thumbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 June</td>
<td>World Day Against Child Labour</td>
<td>The International Labour Organization launched the first World Day Against Child Labour in 2002.</td>
<td>Ashique’s story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 June</td>
<td>World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 1995 by the UN to promote awareness of the need for international co-operation to combat desertification and the effects of drought, including implementation of the Convention to Combat Desertification.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 June</td>
<td>World Refugee Day</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 2000 by the General Assembly to mark the 50th anniversary of the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees.</td>
<td>Can I come in?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 June</td>
<td>United Nations Public Service Day</td>
<td>Designated by the UN to highlight the contribution of public service in the development process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 June</td>
<td>International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking</td>
<td>The General Assembly in 1987 decided to observe this day to strengthen action and co-operation to achieve the goal of an international society free of drug abuse.</td>
<td>Chahal v. UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 June</td>
<td>United Nations International Day in Support of Victims of Torture</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 1997 by the UN, the day aims at the eradication of torture and the effective functioning of the 1984 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. The day was first observed on 26 June 1987.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Saturday July</td>
<td>International Day of Co-operatives</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 1992 by the UN General Assembly. The date marks the centenary of the International Co-operative Alliance recognising that co-operatives are an indispensable factor in development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 July</td>
<td>World Population Day</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 1989 by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to focus attention on the urgency and importance of population issues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 August</td>
<td>Roma and Sinti Genocide Remembrance Day</td>
<td>The date marks the liquidation of the so-called “Gypsy Family Camp” when Nazis murdered almost three thousand men women and children in the Birkenau gas chambers on the night of August 2/3, 1944.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 August</td>
<td>Hiroshima Day</td>
<td>This day remembers the victims of the first atomic bombing in Hiroshima, Japan in 1945.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 August</td>
<td>International Day of Indigenous People</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 1994 by the General Assembly to promote and protect the rights of the world’s indigenous population.</td>
<td>Makah whaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 August</td>
<td>International Youth Day</td>
<td>Designated in 1999 by the UN to draw attention to youth issues worldwide.</td>
<td>Our futures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 August</td>
<td>International Day for the Remembrance of the Slave Trade and its Abolition</td>
<td>The day designated by UNESCO to memorialise the transatlantic slave trade. It commemorates the uprising on 23 August 1791, when slaves of Santo Domingo in the Caribbean launched an insurrection which ultimately led to the Haitian revolution and promoted the cause of human rights.</td>
<td>Timelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 August</td>
<td>European Day of Remembrance for Victims of Stalinism and Nazism</td>
<td>Declared by the European Parliament in 2008.</td>
<td>Education for all?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 September</td>
<td>International Literacy Day</td>
<td>Proclaimed by UNESCO, it was first celebrated in 1966. Its aim is to highlight the importance of literacy to individuals, communities and societies.</td>
<td>Making links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 September</td>
<td>International Day of Democracy</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 2007 by the UN.</td>
<td>Electioneering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 September</td>
<td>Suffrage day</td>
<td>The day in 1893 that New Zealand granted women the right to vote, the first country in the world to implement universal suffrage.</td>
<td>A mosque in Sleepyville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 September</td>
<td>International Day of Peace</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 1981 by the UN General Assembly to be observed as a day of global ceasefire and non-violence, an invitation to all nations and people to honour a cessation of hostilities throughout the Day.</td>
<td>On the ladder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 September</td>
<td>Right to Know Day</td>
<td>Established by access to information advocates from around the globe. It was first celebrated in 2003 to raise awareness of every individual’s right of access to government-held information.</td>
<td>On the ladder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Monday October</td>
<td>World Habitat Day (Cities without slums)</td>
<td>United Nations designated day. First celebrated in 1986. The purpose of the day is to reflect on the state of our cities and towns and the basic human right to adequate shelter.</td>
<td>Tale of two cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Wednesday October</td>
<td>International Day for Natural Disaster Reduction</td>
<td>Designated in 2002 by the UN to promote a global culture of natural disaster reduction, including prevention, mitigation and preparedness.</td>
<td>Web of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 October</td>
<td>International Day of Older Persons</td>
<td>1990 the UN General Assembly established this day to raise awareness about issues affecting the elderly and to appreciate the contributions that older people make to society.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 October</td>
<td>International Music Day</td>
<td>Initiated in 1975 by the International Music Council to promote music amongst all sections of society.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 October</td>
<td>International Day of Non-Violence</td>
<td>The UN International Day of Non-Violence promotes non-violence through education and public awareness. It coincides with Indian leader, Mahatma Gandhi’s birthday.</td>
<td>Violence in my life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 October</td>
<td>World Teachers Day</td>
<td>Established in 1994 by UNESCO to mobilise support for teachers and to ensure that the needs of future generations will be met by teachers.</td>
<td>Soon to be outdated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 October</td>
<td>World Day for Decent Work</td>
<td>Launched in 2008 by the International Trade Union Confederation, this is a day when trade unions in the world stand up for decent work.</td>
<td>I want to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>World Sight Day</td>
<td>World Health Organisation: a day of awareness to focus global attention on blindness, visual impairment and rehabilitation of the visually impaired.</td>
<td>Change your glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>World Day Against the Death Penalty</td>
<td>Organised since 2002 by the World Coalition Against the Death Penalty.</td>
<td>When tomorrow comes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 October</td>
<td>World Mental Health Day</td>
<td>First celebrated in 1992 at the initiative of the World Federation for Mental Health Day.</td>
<td>Who are I?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The week including 15 October</td>
<td>European Local Democracy Week</td>
<td>Promoted by the Council of Europe. The purpose is to foster the knowledge of local democracy and promote the idea of democratic participation at a local level.</td>
<td>Let every voice be heard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 October</td>
<td>World Food Day</td>
<td>Proclaimed in 1979 by the United Nations to heighten public awareness of the world food problem and strengthen solidarity in the struggle against hunger, malnutrition and poverty.</td>
<td>Take a step forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 October</td>
<td>International Day for the Eradication of Poverty</td>
<td>Declared in 1992 by the General Assembly to promote awareness of the need to eradicate poverty and destitution in all countries, particularly in developing countries.</td>
<td>Scramble for wealth and power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 October</td>
<td>United Nations Day</td>
<td>Declared in 1947 as the anniversary of the Charter of the UN. The day “shall be devoted to making known to the peoples of the world the aims and achievements of the United Nations and to gaining their support for its work.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-30 October</td>
<td>Disarmament Week</td>
<td>In 1978 the UN declared Disarmament Week to highlight the danger of the arms race, propagate the need for its cessation and increase public understanding of the urgent tasks of disarmament.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 October</td>
<td>International Artists Day</td>
<td>International Artists Day is a grassroots movement. October 25 was Picasso's birthday.</td>
<td>Playing with pictures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 November</td>
<td>Men's World Day</td>
<td>International Men's Day began in 1999 in Trinidad and Tobago. It is supported by the UN. It aims to focus on men's and boy's health, improving gender relations, promoting gender equality, and highlighting positive male role models.</td>
<td>Path to Equality-land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 November</td>
<td>European Convention on Human Rights</td>
<td>The European Convention on Human Rights was signed on this day in 1950.</td>
<td>Power Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 November</td>
<td>International Day for Preventing the Exploitation of the Environment in War and Armed Conflict</td>
<td>This day was declared by the UN in 2001 to promote protection of our common environment in times of armed conflict, when ecosystems and natural resources are impaired long after the period of conflict, extending beyond the national territories and the present generation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 November</td>
<td>International Day Against Fascism and Antisemitism (Kristallnacht)</td>
<td>On this day in 1938, the Nazis started a pogrom against the Jews. Jewish shops (Night of Broken Glass). The Day is recognised by the Council of Europe.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 November</td>
<td>1989 Berlin Wall came down</td>
<td>This day symbolises the beginning of the breaking down of the barriers between Western and Eastern Europe.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November</td>
<td>International Day of Science and Peace</td>
<td>Established by UNESCO in 2001 to strengthen public awareness of the role of science for peaceful and sustainable societies; it promotes national and international solidarity for a shared science between countries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 November</td>
<td>International Day for Tolerance</td>
<td>Declared by UNESCO in 1995 to generate public awareness of the dangers of intolerance.</td>
<td>Believers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 October</td>
<td>Anti-Trafficking Day</td>
<td>Established in 2007 following a recommendation of the European Parliament; it is an opportunity for awareness-raising of the need for better policy aimed at preventing and combating trafficking in human beings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November</td>
<td>Universal Children's Day</td>
<td>Declared by the UN in 1954 to be observed as a day of worldwide fraternity and understanding between children, and of activities promoting the welfare of the world's children.</td>
<td>Children's rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 November</td>
<td>World Television Day</td>
<td>Declared by the UN in 1996 to encourage global exchanges of television programmes focusing on issues such as peace, security, economic and social development, and the enhancement of cultural exchanges.</td>
<td>Picture games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 November</td>
<td>International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women</td>
<td>Women's activists have marked November 25 as a day against violence since 1981. It was declared a UN Day in 1999 to raise public awareness and “to say ‘No’ to violence against women”.</td>
<td>Domestic affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 November</td>
<td>International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People</td>
<td>Called in 1977 by the UN to show solidarity by organising exhibitions on Palestinian rights or other cultural events.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 December</td>
<td>World AIDS Day</td>
<td>Declared by the UN (WHO) in 1988 concerned about the pandemic proportions of the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).</td>
<td>Access to medicaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 December</td>
<td>International Day for the Abolition of Slavery</td>
<td>Recalls the date in 1949 of the adoption of the UN Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and the Exploitation of Others.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December</td>
<td>International Day of Disabled Persons</td>
<td>Declared in 1992 by the UN to raise awareness and enact measures to improve the situation of people with disabilities and to provide them with equal opportunities.</td>
<td>See the ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 December</td>
<td>International Volunteer Day for Economic and Social Development</td>
<td>Declared in 1985 by the UN to heighten awareness of the contribution made by volunteer services, thereby stimulating people in all walks of life to offer their services as volunteers, both at home and abroad.</td>
<td>Where do you stand?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 December</td>
<td>International Anti-Corruption Day</td>
<td>Declared in 2003 by the UN to raise awareness of corruption, to stop accepting corruption as an inevitable fact of life, and to identify it as one of the major impediments to development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 December</td>
<td>Human Rights Day</td>
<td>All States and interested organisations were invited by the UN General Assembly in 1950 to observe this day to mark the anniversary of the Assembly’s adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948.</td>
<td>Draw the word game, Act it out, Fighters for rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 December</td>
<td>International Migrants Day</td>
<td>Declared in 2002 by the UN to ensure respect for the human rights and fundamental freedoms of all migrants.</td>
<td>3 things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 December</td>
<td>International Human Solidarity Day</td>
<td>An initiative in the fight against poverty by the UN in 2005 to celebrate our unity in diversity and promote solidarity for the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals.</td>
<td>How much do we need?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Starters

The beginning is half of every action.

Greek proverb

Themes
- General Human Rights

Complexity
Level 2

Time
15 minutes

Overview
The starters described below not only help create a positive group atmosphere but also function to introduce human rights ideas in a fun way.

Related rights
- All

Objectives
- To awaken curiosity about human rights ideas
- To develop co-operation
- To foster creativity, energise and motivate

Compass is more than a book.

This is a non-verbal exercise and a fun way to introduce Compass to a new audience.

Instructions

1. Put a copy of Compass on the floor and ask participants to stand around it in a circle.
2. Explain this is a miming activity and that participants have to mime an action using Compass in any way they like – as long as it is not as a book! The rest of the group have to guess what the book represents.
3. Demonstrate by picking up the book and saying, “This is not a book... what is it?” Then pretend to be eating a sandwich. When someone guesses “a sandwich”, put the book back on the floor and return to your place in the circle.
4. Let the participants take turns to mime something. Let them inspire each other with ideas and to come forward when they are ready to.

Tips for facilitators

This method can also be used when starting an evaluation of activities and methods during a training course.

Chair yourself!

This activity encourages self confidence to express an opinion while introducing various human rights issues.

Materials
- Space
- Chairs, one per participant plus one extra
- Prepared statements
Instructions

1. Ask everyone to sit on a chair in a circle. There should be one extra, unoccupied chair.
2. Read out the first statement and tell those who agree with the statement to quickly change places and sit down on another chair. Those who disagree should remain seated where they are. Anyone who cannot decide should stand up, turn around once and sit down again.

Tips for facilitators

This icebreaker is fun and good in its own right. You could end the activity by asking what connection the statements have with human rights; remember, however, that this is an icebreaker, so do not drag any discussion out.

Alternatively, however, the method can be used to introduce an in-depth discussion. In this case you need to focus on your aims and ensure that the statements you use will achieve those aims. You can ask about the participants’ different reactions to the statements and where their different beliefs come from.

Another option, if you are working on a particular theme, is to ask participants to write their own statements on pieces of paper; these can then be put in a hat or a box, and read out. You can choose statements from the following list or let the list inspire you to make your own statements:

- To have a bad reputation is worse for girls than for boys.
- It is acceptable for young women not to remove their body hair.
- It is wrong that shops sell string panties for children.
- It is acceptable for young women and young men to be good friends.
- Women are better at cooking than men.
- Gays and lesbians should have the right to marry.
- If my friend told me s/he was homosexual, I would still be friends with her/him.
- Only thin girls can be beautiful.
- Beauty comes from within.
- Already in childhood, girls are better at sewing and boys are better at mechanics.
- Sometimes rape is the fault of the girl/woman.
- It is masculine to have muscles.
- Men are good at showing their feelings.
- Immigrants are always hard working because they have to be.
- Ballet is not an acceptable occupation for men.
- It is natural for men to take control and to lead.
- A male president/prime minister is better than a female one.
- A husband should not earn less money than his wife.
- Telling your friends if you are afraid of something reveals weakness.
- Talking about feelings is not a masculine thing to do.
- Love fades with time.
- Sex requires love.
- Adults’ views about sex are old-fashioned.
- You can find good advice about sex in pornographic magazines.
- You can find good advice about sex in teenage magazines.
- All people are equal in value.
“I’m good at …”

This activity aims to promote self-esteem while demonstrating diversity and solidarity within the group.

Instructions
1. Ask everyone to stand in a very wide circle.
2. Invite someone (anyone) to take a step into the circle and to say something s/he is good at.
3. Now tell the rest of the group to take a step forward and repeat the name and what s/he is good at.
4. Now invite someone else to take a turn and to take another step forward.

Tips for facilitators
Make the initial circle as big as possible so that there is still space for each round as the circle gradually gets smaller. At the end, the participants will be standing very close together.

Beautiful Benjamin and Lovely Leila

Use this activity with people who are meeting for the first time. Apart from introducing names, it promotes solidarity and respect.

Instructions
1. Ask everyone to stand in a circle.
2. Invite one person (anyone) to say their name (e.g. Benjamin).
3. Ask the rest of the group to think of positive adjectives that start with the same letter, that is, B.
4. Ask Benjamin to choose one of the suggestions.
5. Now invite the person standing to Benjamin’s right to say, “Hello beautiful Benjamin. My name is … (e.g. Leila)“.
6. Ask the group to find an adjective for Leila (e.g. lovely).
7. Now ask the next person to say, “Hello beautiful Benjamin and lovely Leila, my name is ..“.
8. Continue round the circle until everyone is introduced.

Tips for facilitators
It is important to remember that the focus is on positive adjectives that start with the same letter as the name of the person, rather than on finding adjectives that actually describe the person.

It is up to each person to choose their own adjective from among those suggested by the other participants.

As facilitator, you should be prepared to suggest positive adjectives for any of the names, in case no-one else has an idea.

A fun variation is for each person to choose an action when they say their name. For example, Benjamin might pat the top of his head. Then the group will have to remember each name, action and adjective.
Knots
This activity involves co-operation and symbolises working together to find solutions to problems.

Instructions
1. Ask the participants to get into small groups of 6-8.
2. Tell everyone to stand shoulder to shoulder in a circle, with their arms stretched out in front of them.
3. They should now reach out and take hold of each other’s hands. The conditions are that a) no two people may hold both hands with each other and b) no-one should hold the hand of someone immediately beside them. (The result is what looks like a big knot of hands!)
4. Now tell the participants to untangle the knot without letting go of the hands.

Tips for facilitators
Participants will have to climb under and over each other’s arms. It takes a little patience, but the surprising result will be one or two big circles.

This activity works well as a fun energiser. If you want to make a point, then you can ask the groups how they felt when they first made the knot: Did it seem like a crazy or hopeless task to untangle the knot? When they had completed the task, were they surprised at the result? You could go on to say that they should remember Mahatma Gandhi’s words, “the difference between what we do and what we are capable of doing would suffice to solve most of the world’s problems.”

Points down
This energiser promotes co-operation and group decision-making skills. It involves close physical contact.

Instructions
1. Explain to the group that in this game there are nine “points” of the body that can touch the floor: 2 feet, 2 hands, 2 elbows, 2 knees and 1 forehead.
2. Tell participants to spread out in the middle of the room. Call out a number between 1 and 9 and tell each player that they must touch the floor with that number of points. Repeat twice more.
3. Tell participants to find a partner. Call out a number between 2 and 18. The pairs have to work together to put the correct number of points down. Repeat twice more.
4. Repeat the rounds with participants working in groups of 4, then 8, and even 16 or until everyone is working together.

Tips for facilitators
You can allow people to talk, or to allow communication only with sign language, as you wish.

When four people play together the number could be as low as two if two people each stand on one leg while carrying the other two! When four people play, the lowest practical number is probably four. (The highest number will be $4 \times 9 = 36$). In each round the highest number called may not be more than 9 times the number of people in the group!

Get participants to work quickly. In large groups it tends to take too long for people to work out who should be putting which points down. The most fun is with a group of 8 trying to put down 6 or 8.
Alphabet on the floor

This energiser works well as an opening “welcome” activity. Participants start to learn each other’s names and where they come from without speaking too much. It is also a good starter for discussion about diversity and respect for diversity.

Preparation

• Write each letter of the alphabet on a separate piece of A4 paper.

Instructions

1. Spread the letters out randomly over the floor and ask participants to form a circle around them.
2. Explain you are going to ask some questions, for example: What is your name? Then, as quickly as they can, participants must find the first letter of their name and stand with their toe touching the piece of paper. For example, Laure stands on the letter L, Rui stands on the letter R, and so on.
3. When everyone has found their letter, do a round, letter by letter, and ask people to quickly say their name.
4. Repeat with other questions.

Tips for facilitators

Spread the letters out so that there is plenty of space around each one because it is very likely that more than one person will need to stand on a particular letter. In fact, the fun comes if more than 3 people try to stand on one letter, as they then have to cling onto each other.

Spreading the letters randomly means participants help each other find the letters.

If the group is international be careful about the choice of alphabets and be sure that all the letters are easy to understand and read. In fact, having the equivalent letters in different alphabets written on the same piece of paper arouses curiosity.

Depending on the size of the group you can do more or fewer rounds. Don’t let it drag.

Some suggestions for questions include:

• What’s your name?
• Which country do you live in?
• Which country were you born in?
• What is your favourite food / drink?
• What is your favourite colour?
• What is your favourite book / type of music?
• What is your motto in life?

Further Information

You will find more starters on these websites:

• http://wilderdom.com/games/icebreakers.html
• http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/edumat/edumats/hrhandbook/activities/11.htm
• http://www.amnesty.ca/youthaction/toolkit/icebreakers.php
• http://www.corrymeela.org/sitepage/icebreakers.aspx
• http://www.nationalserviceresources.org/taxonomy/term/183
Activities for reviewing

Nothing is a waste of time if you use the experience wisely.  
Auguste Rodin

Complexity  Level 1
Group size  Any
Overview  Reviewing is an essential part of the experiential learning cycle, which is the basis of the approach used in this manual on human rights education. The following activities are easy and fun ways to help people learn from their experiences. They may be used after running a single Compass activity, but they should not replace a detailed debriefing and evaluation. They are most useful at the end of a training day or a longer period of training to get participants to reflect in general on what and how they are learning, and when the facilitator wants to get some quick feedback.

Related rights  
• Right to human rights education
• Right to education
• Right to participation

Objectives  
• To develop knowledge and understanding of human rights issues through experience
• To develop critical thinking
• To cultivate the habit of reflecting on experience as a source of learning
• To support the evaluation of learning processes

End game

Time: 10 minutes

Instructions  
1. Briefly go over what happened in the session
2. Tell participants to sit in a circle.
3. Choose one of the statements and ask each person in turn to complete the statement. No comments or discussion are allowed.
4. Do further rounds if you have time or if you want to get further feedback.

Tips for facilitators

Examples of statements:
• The best thing about the activity was …, and the worst was ….
• The most interesting thing was …, and the most boring thing was ….
• What I resent most is …, and what I appreciate most is ….
• The funniest thing was …, and the most serious thing was ….
• I would have liked more of is …, and less of ….
• I learned …, and I want to learn more about ….
• Now I want to …, and I hope ….
• I understood …, and I need ….
• I was most surprised about ….
• The thing I enjoyed doing most was …, and the thing that I least liked doing was ….
• I felt most confident doing …, and the thing I felt least confident doing was ….
If there is time, you can get more in-depth feedback by asking participants to give their reasons. For example, “The best thing was ... because ... . The worst thing was ... because ... .

**High and Low**

This is very quick and useful if you are running out of time!

**Time:** 2 minutes

**Preparation**

- Think of 3 or 4 questions to ask. For example, Did you enjoy the activity? Did you learn anything new? Will you be able to use what you have learnt in your daily life?

**Instructions**

1. Explain that you will be asking some questions about how people enjoyed the session and what they learnt. They will be giving their answers non-verbally using their bodies.
   - If they want to answer “yes” they should raise their arms above their heads and maybe even stand on tiptoe if their answer is very positive. People who strongly disagree should crouch down low or even lie as flat as they can on the floor. People should find their own in-between positions to indicate their level of response.
2. Read out the first question and give people a minute to get into position.
3. Look around and make a mental note of people’s responses but do not ask for or allow comments.
4. Then, ask participants to relax and read out the next question.

**Points of view**

This method is quick and gives participants the opportunity to make a comment, if they wish to.

**Time:** 20 minutes

**Preparation**

- Think of 3 or 4 questions to ask. For example, Did you enjoy the activity? Did you learn anything new? Will you be able to use what you have learnt in your daily life?
- Make 4 signs on A4 paper: “yes”, “no”, “I don’t know” and “I want to say something”. Tape these to the four walls of the room.

**Instructions**

1. Point out the signs on the four walls and explain that they represent four different points of view. Explain that only those people who stand along the wall “I want to say something” may speak.
2. Explain that you are going to read out a question and that participants should position themselves along the wall that represents their response. People may move position during the exercise.
3. Ask the first question about the activity.
4. Give people time to position themselves; then invite those who want to say something to comment.
Activities for reviewing

Weather report

This uses the weather as a metaphor for feelings.

Time: 30 minutes

Material

• Paper and pencils optional

Instructions

1. Explain briefly that they are going to be using the weather as a metaphor for their feelings.
2. Give participants 5 - 10 minutes to think about the day / training / project / work you are involved in and to ask themselves: Am I enjoying it so far? What am I getting out of it? Is it going to be useful?
3. Then ask them one at a time to describe how they feel in terms of a weather report.

Tips for facilitators

Give a couple of examples when you explain the idea of the metaphor. For instance, “My day started with a bit of mist. Then there were heavy showers in the late morning. There were a few light showers after lunch, but towards the end of the afternoon the sun came out.” This means, you started off a little hesitant, or not too sure, and then things got really difficult. After lunch things got better and now at the end you feel you have learnt a lot.

Variations

Participants could draw their weather report instead of speaking it.

You can use this basic idea to review your project as though you were doing a commentary on a football or ice hockey match, or any other event that will appeal to the participants.

Hit the headlines

Participants work in small groups to produce a mock-up of the front page of a tabloid newspaper.

Time: 60 minutes

Preparation

• You will need an A3 size sheet of paper and some felt tip pens for each small group.

Instructions

1. Tell the participants to get into small groups of three or four. They are going to make the front page of a tabloid newspaper: big headlines and no long articles!
2. Tell them to discuss what they’ve been doing and what they’ve got out of the project or activity, and to brainstorm the highlights and the low points.
3. Each small group should together agree on 5 or 6 “stories”. They should write a headline for each story together with a few sentences to give a brief summary of the story. They should not write the whole story. A “photograph” is optional, but a good idea.
4. Display the pages.
5. Presentation and discussion is optional.
Rucksack

This is a good exercise to use at the end of a training meeting. The pictures always tell more than words can.

Time: 40 minutes

Materials

• Papers and coloured pens

Instructions

1. Ask participants to think about what they have learned during the session / meeting, and to draw themselves waving goodbye and wearing a large rucksack containing, for example, the items, ideas and hopes that they are carrying away with them.

2. They should consider everything that they have learnt and want to keep. Such things may include items such as books or pictures, feelings, people, ideas, new ways of seeing the world, strength they gained from overcoming a difficulty, and values.

3. They can also show the things that they want to leave behind in a rubbish bin. These might be things such as bad habits, old ideas, difficult moments, and bad food - whatever!

4. Reassure participants that they do not have to be great artists. Stickmen, words and symbols are perfectly acceptable.
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About this chapter

You will have noticed that every activity in Chapter 2 has a section called “Ideas for action”. Why? Because we think that HRE which stays in the classroom or the youth centre is incomplete. Taking action is an intrinsic part of HRE – partly because it is the way that the theme of human rights becomes “real” for young people, and partly because human rights education is meant to be education for change. HRE is intended to lead to action.

Recall from Chapter 1 that HRE is meant to be education about human rights, through human rights, and for human rights. Taking action for human rights is therefore not an add-on, but it is an essential part of the education process: taking action means acting outside the traditional education arena, doing something to make human rights a reality – for a better human rights world.

This chapter introduces you to that practical aspect of HRE. It can be seen as a point of transition between the club- or classroom-based activities of Chapter 2 and the more “professional” activism which is outlined in Chapter 4. It is a way of easing young people into playing a more active role in protecting and promoting human rights, while still being primarily focussed on educational ends.

- In Section 1, we look at what is meant by activism, what we mean by taking action, and the link with HRE.
- In Section 2, we suggest a series of simple methods and ideas for action which you can use with a group of young people. Most of the suggestions for action in Chapter 2 make use of these methods.
- In Section 3, we provide some planning tools for a group to engage more deeply in an issue by developing a longer-term strategy, and by building on their particular interests and skills.

Each of the sections is stand-alone, although an understanding of Section 3 may be helped by having looked at Sections 1 and 2.

The Free University

In the spring of 2008, Lithuanian students and other active youth groups organised a series of protests against a proposed reform which would put an end to free higher education. Dissatisfied students took part in various actions and occupied the central square at Vilnius University. Although they did not succeed in stopping the reforms, the actions had brought them together and convinced them of the need to ensure that those who wanted an education should not be excluded because of lack of funds. So they decided to create an alternative space, free from the traditional university disciplines and open to all. The Free University (LUNI) became a centre of learning for anyone wanting to learn or to teach, a place free from racism, sexism, discrimination, and a place where knowledge is not seen as the property of “experts”, but something to be shared by all.

Put “Free University Luni” into your search engine for more information.

Words and thoughts concerning compassionate action that are not put into practice are like beautiful flowers that are colorful but have no fragrance.

Thich Nhat Hanh
3.1 HRE and activism

What is activism?

The word “activism” is only about 100 years old, at least in its current use, and derives from the verb to act. An activist is someone who is active in campaigning for change, normally on political or social issues. Activism is what activists do, that is, the methods they use in order to bring about change.

Activism, when it is applied to human rights, means defending human rights wherever they are threatened or violated, and at whatever level. Human rights activism is thus about reacting to injustice, to abusive treatment, to violence or discrimination, and trying to correct it. It is about being ready to assist and demonstrate solidarity with the struggles of other people, fighting to ensure that they are treated with respect and dignity, and helping to facilitate a move towards a more humane, egalitarian, rights respecting society. Effective activists possess persistence, creativity, commitment, and often courage, but above all, a belief in human beings and in human rights. They believe that a world where human beings have their human rights respected is a possibility, and they want to make it happen.

Are activists so very different from “normal” human beings? Which qualities of activists can you identify in yourself?

Activism undoubtedly requires and depends on commitment to a cause or an ideal, and normally a constant and long-term commitment. For example:

- Environmental activists win one battle to stop a coal fired power station from being built, and immediately start on another campaign to halt the extension of an airport runway.
- Peace activists wage a 30-year struggle to develop an international convention to ban landmines.
- Local activists fighting the closing of a hospital or sports hall approach the question from every angle, opening another avenue when one has failed.

To see what is right and not to do it is want of courage.  
Confucius
Although we believe that every human being is a “mini-activist”, engaging in struggles for different causes throughout his or her life, in this manual we tend to refer not to activism, but to “taking action”. Activists – in their more traditional sense – also “take action”, but they do it constantly, using many different methods, and they probably do not stop until their actions have had some impact on the issue they are trying to address. The young people that you work with are more likely to be jumping in and out of action, sometimes joining with other activists, and sometimes acting alone on an issue they think is important.

**Can you think of “causes” that you have taken up and fought to defend?**

**Do you think of education as a “cause”?**

**What is “taking action”?**

When we refer to a group taking action, we mean something beyond a “formal” activity – such as those in Chapter 2 – and something which probably includes a wider community than the group itself. Taking action, as part of HRE, is designed to bring about a result which is valuable not only from the educational point of view, but also beyond. For example:

- A visit to a local homeless shelter, or asylum centre, can help to break down barriers or prejudices and be a source of comfort to those being visited.
- A letter to the press from young people, picking up on racist or intolerant attitudes, can alert the media to the views of young people, and may make journalists confront their own biases.
- A photo exhibition in the local community showing the impact of pollution on a neighbourhood can open others’ eyes, and may help to start a movement to get the issue addressed.

Each of these actions carries a purpose and has an impact beyond the group, but each is also empowering and engaging for the young people themselves. Practical action can bring a lesson to life: it can give human rights meaning and turn them into something positive. Seeing that your actions can have benefits for others – and yourself – is a powerful lesson, a motivating force, and an encouragement that things can change if we engage in changing them.

**If you have worked with a group which has engaged in action, what were the key results, in terms of impact and in terms of learning?**

**HRE, taking action and activism: what are the differences?**

- **The learning activities in Chapter 2 are focused mainly inwards, on the group: the target is the education of the individual participants.**
- **Taking action in the outside world is of educational value for the group, but also has an outward focus, on a real issue in the world.**
- **For activists – both professional and “part-time”- the only real target is the issue and the outside world. Activists will go on working and campaigning until their aim has been achieved.**

Be yourself the change you would like to see in the world.

Gandhi

Theatre is a form of knowledge; it should and can also be a means of transforming society. Theatre can help us build our future, rather than just waiting for it.

Augusto Boal
“The kids who are growing” (Putos qui a ta cria)

A group of young people living on the outskirts of Lisbon, all with African backgrounds, used music to deal with the sense of being excluded by society, and to educate others about respect for cultural diversity. As the group explain on their website, second generation immigrants often feel “excluded from society in the country in which they were born and live, and excluded from society in the countries where their parents were born and lived. One way of expressing this dilemma and the frustrations it brings has always been music.”

So the young artists decided to use rap and other music as a form of social education capable of motivating young people and promoting social cohesion. They used rhythm and poetry to communicate their message and provided support to other rappers to encourage them to use music as a tool of social transformation. After a number of training courses, and with the support of the Youth Programme from the European Union, the group Putos que a ta cria recorded two CDs and a DVD, participated in different public events, organised a youth festival on HR, and motivated other rappers. “Hip hop is fun but it’s also intervention”

http://www.myspace.com/putosquiatacria

The “target” in HRE and in activism
When can a group take action?

The short answer is “at any time”. The community actions described in section 2 of this chapter can mostly be used either before or after a learning activity in the club or classroom. The advantage of running an action after an activity is that the group should have a deeper understanding of the issues, and may be able to be more creative about what the most effective form of action could be. The advantage of running the action first is that the group may then be more engaged in the activity, having seen for themselves the importance of the issue in question.

Educators who work regularly on HRE will often switch from one model to another, depending on the particular theme, a group’s level of interest or awareness, and perhaps their own relationship with a given group. We have tried to link many of the actions suggested in this chapter with particular activities in Chapter 2. These are identified in the margin, and many of them pad out the “Ideas for action” at the end of the activities. Nearly all can be run either as an introduction, before the activity, or afterwards, as a way of giving practical sense to issues already explored.
3.2 Simple actions for human rights

If you see an injustice or don’t believe a policy is fair, what do you do about it? How do you indicate to others what you feel?

This section looks at some of the approaches you might use to take HRE into the community. The suggestions are not radical, and you are likely to be already undertaking many of them in your existing work: designing banners, debating issues, organising cultural events, meeting different organisations, writing letters and so on. Such apparently simple methods are in fact the very same ones that are used by professional activists, and they are effective!

The list below barely touches on the number of things you could do with a group. It is intended to spark ideas, not to offer a recipe for action. Be creative, and ask the participants what they think would be most useful, or most interesting to do, and what would fit the skills of those who will be carrying it out.

Public actions

Public actions, such as street theatre, a protest march, petitions, or sit-ins, have many different aims, but the following are probably the most important:

- Raising awareness of an issue
- Attracting others to a cause
- Getting the media talking
- Showing politicians or those in power that people are watching!

If you are thinking of a public action, bear in mind the importance of doing something which will attract attention: make people laugh, or make them stop and stare; you may even want to try to shock them. You need to get people talking!

Critical Mass

In many European cities, normally on the last Friday of every month, tens and often hundreds of cyclists gather to reclaim the streets from the cars. The act is spontaneous: there are no organisers of the event and no planned route. The mass of cyclists ride together through the streets to slow down the traffic, to make a point about pollution or the dangers of cycling on car-filled roads, or simply to assert the power of people to slow down normal city life and celebrate the joy of a common purpose and shared ideals. People’s motivations are various, and many of the riders will have their own banners or campaign that they are trying to bring to public attention.

What began as a few cyclists riding together has become a mass event, and a monthly tradition in many cities.

See www.critical-mass.info for more information.
Suggestions for the group:

- Write a song, or a musical, or your own play, and take it onto the street.
- Make a banner, and stage a demonstration outside a local company to protest about pollution, outsourcing jobs, labour rights, or whatever may be relevant.
- Create posters or leaflets about your issue, and hand them out or put them up in public places.
- Set up a Facebook page to talk about your issue; then use other forms of social networking to attract followers.

People often say that demonstrations are a waste of time, but what message does it send if no-one demonstrates?

The voice of the “99%”

The “Occupy” Movement caught hold of nearly 1,000 cities in over 80 countries in 2011. Partly inspired by the “Arab Spring”, where demonstrators refused to disperse until their demands were met, activists, young people, and many others set up tents and small self-sustaining communities, “occupying” open spaces within city centres across the globe. Using the slogan “We are the 99%” they aimed to highlight the enormous wealth possessed by the very few, the distortions of democracy this gives rise to, and the injustice of deep cuts to services affecting the majority.

Young people educating

Public actions, such as those in the previous section, are not really about educating; they are more about delivering an instant and uncomplicated message, raising awareness, and sowing seeds. Young people can make excellent educators and are often more effective in recruiting others to a cause or changing attitudes, particularly when the audience is their own peer group. Explaining an issue to others will also help young people both to clarify their own positions and gain greater confidence.

The Powerpod Project - http://www.edinburgh-powerpod.org

The Edinburgh Woodcraft Folk won a grant to take a trailer with solar panels and wind turbines, as a practical educational tool in the use of sustainable energy, to audiences of young people in the Lothians, Scotland. The trailer, known as the Powerpod, was built by students at a local university to demonstrate solar electric and solar thermal power, and the alternative of wind generation.

The first group of Woodcraft Folk peer-educators took a trip to the Centre of Alternative Technology where they learnt the scientific background and the technical aspects of the Powerpod. On their return they devised workshops to appeal to children and young people of their age. This led to a planned workshop schedule delivered to other Woodcraft groups in the area.

The workshops generated huge interest in both the formal and informal education sectors.

Source http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/SustainableDevelopment/EWFenergytrailer

The authority of those who teach is often an obstacle to those who want to learn.

Cicero
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Suggestions for the group:

• Organise a public debate on an issue of interest, for instance cuts in education spending, whether criminals deserve human rights, or whether military programmes should be cut to reduce poverty. Invite public officials and friends to come along.
• Make your own video or organise a theatrical production on a human rights theme.
• Write an article for the local (or national) paper or ask the local radio / TV station for an interview. Can you provide a picture to make it into something eye-catching?
• Think of an issue which the group has a good understanding of, and set up a peer education programme with other groups, or pupils from the local school. Could you talk about human rights to a group of young people, or run an activity from Chapter 2?

Doing it yourself

There are a number of ways that your group may be able to bring about a change directly, without having to go through politicians, or the public, or other intermediaries. This can be the most rewarding of all actions, because the result is immediately visible, and the group can see that it was their action that made change possible.

Many youth groups, for example, are active in offering direct assistance to vulnerable people whose rights are not being respected. Such people often should be assisted by the state, because it is the state, after all, which is responsible for making sure that rights are not infringed. However, society often needs to step in to offer immediate help when the state fails to fulfil its obligations.

Young people can help to fill this gap – often just by being around, meeting regularly with those who are experiencing difficulties, listening to their issues, or by providing company or conversation. That is always an enriching experience for both.

A Living Library project

A group in Wroclaw, Poland, organised a Living Library, where books are represented by people from different cultural, social or other groups, and can be “borrowed” for a 30-minute conversation. The groups were those which tend to be excluded from society and that frequently experience violation of their human rights; for example, homosexuals, Roma, the disabled, religious minorities and so on.

During the 2 days of the library, 600 people visited, and over 100 borrowed a “book”. The event was transmitted and reported by state and private television and radio networks, and by the printed press.

The idea of a Living Library is to break down prejudices, by allowing members of the public who may have a preconceived idea about individuals from particular communities to meet and talk and listen. The following comments were made by “readers” after chatting with the “books”:

“It helped me to make decisions about my life.”
“I got to know a lot of things; chats with some people really broke my stereotypes.”

More information on the Living Library methodology at www.coe.int/compass.

Guerrilla theatre is used to describe spontaneous, surprise performances in unlikely public spaces to an unsuspecting audience. Typically these performances are intended to draw attention to a political / social issue through satire, protest, and carnivalesque techniques. Wikipedia
sides. Visiting the vulnerable and noticing failures by the state can also put them in a stronger position to lobby those who are responsible, or to bring the failures to public light by contacting the media.

**Think of a particular group: which human rights issues could a visit from young people help to address?**

**Other suggestions for the group:**

- Take charge of a derelict part of the local community: plant flowers or vegetables and make the space one that people will want to be around.
- Offer your gardening services, or other skills, to people in the community. Can your group become a centre of learning like the Free University described at the start of this chapter?
- Ask around for old paint and decorating tools: spruce up the youth centre, or the local community centre, or even someone’s house!
- Do some baking and take it round to a homeless shelter or a neighbour living alone. Or hand it out with leaflets as a way of drawing attention to your cause.

**Changing the policy or behaviour of state representatives**

Remembering that it is the state, or representatives of the state, who are obliged to ensure that human rights are respected, a change in policy or in a law or regulation is often the final target of a human rights campaign.

This may seem too “serious” an area for young people, or an area where they are unlikely to make a difference. However, policy change comes about – whether at national, international or local level – as a result of a number of pressures, often one after another, from various sources. Young people starting out on human rights may be just as capable of inputting to this process as the seasoned activist. They are perhaps more likely to see success at local level, or at the level of institutions, because networks are smaller and access to those in power is more of a reality. However, do not rule out working at national or even at international level if that is what the group decides to try.
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Sometimes the best way to exert pressure on representatives of the state is through co-operation, trying to get the representatives to understand your arguments. Sometimes it is through protest or pressure. Generally, policies are changed as a result of influences coming from a number of directions, both collaborative and confrontational.

Do the young people you work with know who their political representatives are – at local, national and European level?

Suggestions for the group:

- Contact local figures responsible for a particular decision; contact opposition politicians or others with influence over policy. Ask for a meeting or organise a public hearing and invite them all to attend.
- Draw up a petition and gather as many signatures as possible. Invite the media to be present when you deliver it to the individual you are hoping to influence.
- Find out about the legal obligations the government has to respect human rights, and which treaties it has signed. You may want to contact a lawyer or NGO active in the field and ask for their advice. Then write a letter to your MP, or the local politician concerned, asking what they are doing to make sure these obligations are fulfilled. Tell the media!
- Look at other mechanisms – either national or international – which you can use to complain about your issue, or to request that it be looked into by an official body.

Education reforms postponed as a result of student protest

There is a strong history of student protest in many countries and the actions of students have often been seen to have had a direct influence on policy, or to be the trigger for other groups feeling able to express their dissatisfaction with political decisions.

In 2008, the French government proposed a series of changes to the educational curriculum, including substantial job cuts in the teaching profession and a reduction in teaching hours. Students took to the streets in towns all over the country and the government was forced to postpone the reforms.

Watching the police

“LegalTeam” is a group of young legal consultants, activists and experts working in Russia. They specialise in providing legal assistance and defending the rights of people taking part in public assemblies or demonstrations, many of whom experience pressure from the police as a result of their participation. Similar initiatives exist in many countries.

The group in Russia was initially created to monitor and prevent human rights abuses around the G8 summit in Saint Petersburg in 2006. It then developed into a collective which educates activists about the law concerning protest and on how to bring charges against authorities that may have abused their powers. The group run seminars and have produced a range of informational materials. Their LiveJournal page has become a virtual meeting point for discussion and consultation, and acts as a co-ordinating tool for actions. ([http://community.livejournal.com/legal_team](http://community.livejournal.com/legal_team)).
Link up with other groups or movements

Although it is useful for young people to initiate their own actions, there can also be benefit in taking action as part of a larger movement, or gaining experience by working with other organisations. There are numerous organisations, both “professional” NGOs and spontaneous grass roots movements, engaged in working for human rights, and many will be glad to bring young people on board, and glad to have their support. Remember that an organisation may not always refer to its work as “human rights” work; however, an organisation working on homelessness, child poverty, domestic violence, racism and discrimination, or many other issues, is, of course working on human rights, whether or not it states it explicitly.

Young people can take part in campaigns organised by such organisations, or for more substantial involvement they may want to offer to help with the planning and organisation of an event. Grass-roots organisations without proper funding will always be glad of extra hands from willing volunteers, and in general they will provide greater opportunity for volunteers to take the initiative themselves. Larger NGOs may be able to offer hands-on experience in return for some part-time voluntary assistance. In this way, young people may be given the opportunity of working with professional activists in the field and gaining useful work experience, as well as obtaining an insight into the work of the third sector.

Do you know of local organisations working on human rights issues? Are there particular issues which are not addressed effectively?

Food not Bombs

Food not Bombs is a grass-roots peace movement which began in the United States and now exists in many countries around the world. Small groups of volunteers, armed with information about food and bombs, offer free vegetarian meals not only to the homeless, but to anyone else, without restriction. They do this not only to help those unable to feed themselves, but also to draw attention to the fact that redirecting military spending and putting an end to food waste could eliminate world hunger. The movement has no official organisation, but encourages people to set up “local chapters” in their own towns, and to start feeding others as a political gesture. Food not Bombs chapters exist all over the United States and also in many towns in Europe. See http://www.foodnotbombs.net/ for more information.

“I think Food Not Bombs endures because it has the component of seeing results and that people are changed when they see that they can collect food and have direct impact on people’s lives by sharing meals and groceries. Another aspect that promotes its longevity can be found in our principle of having no leaders and encouraging each group to strive to make decisions using consensus. Volunteers don’t feel they are being ordered to do something or feel someone in the office is getting paid while they are doing the work. They take personal responsibility for making Food Not Bombs happen” Keith McHenry, founder of Food not Bombs

Suggestions:

• Find out which local organisations are working on issues that interest the group: organise a meeting with representatives, and get the group to think about how they could become involved.
• Look at the campaigns being organised by larger well-known human rights organisations, such as Médecins sans Frontières, Amnesty International, Save the
Children, International Federation of Human Rights League (FIDH), or Greenpeace, and discuss with the group which issues or campaigns they might like to work on.

• Look at the section on Planning your action in this chapter, and see whether the group would like to set up their own organisation to work on a particular issue. They may want to contact other youth groups or invite friends along to bring in new skills and ideas, and swell the numbers. That, after all, is how human rights organisations start out!

Evidence gathering

Research and monitoring are important tools for any activist, both in order to provide a picture of needs and issues for a group concerned to take action, as well as a lobbying tool or means of informing the public. Understanding the different aspects of an issue is essential in order to be able to plan effective actions. Or, as in the example above, the information itself can be a useful way of influencing those in power.

How can groups engage in information gathering such as in the one outlined above, and make sure that the information is useful not only to themselves, but also in addressing a particular issue? In other words, how can information gathering be the beginning of an action, as well as an educational activity?

• By making sure that the information is fresh, or shocking, or not very well known – for example, the number of young people sleeping rough in your home town, their ages, how they found themselves on the street, and what they say about their needs.

• By thinking about who needs to know the information, and what you would like them to do with it. Will you use it to persuade a local politician, or will you try to exert pressure using public opinion, or international organisations?
• By thinking about how the information is presented: an exhibition, such as that organised by the Polish group, can be more attractive to the general public than a row of statistics!
• By also informing the media about the results of your research, even if they are not the direct target. They will make sure the issue is not simply “disappeared”.

Young people monitoring elections

The parliamentary elections in Armenia presented an opportunity for young people from that country and from others to take part in election monitoring. First of all, a Young monitor’s handbook was produced, containing all the information the participants might need to monitor the election process. The handbook covered legal issues, the concept and need for elections, political parties in Armenia, and the tasks of a monitoring mission. About 82 young people took part in observing the elections. Afterwards they published a report on their findings, which was disseminated amongst concerned parties.

This can be viewed online at the website of the Federation of Youth Clubs in Armenia: www.youthclubs.am.
3.3 Devising a plan of action

In general, any action, and certainly good activism requires planning. A planning session in the group will help you to focus on exactly what you want and are able to do, and what the best way is of achieving your objectives. For more ambitious aims, this is probably an advisable first move, since an action that doesn’t achieve its desired results, or which runs up against unexpected problems can be discouraging. You need to make the first thing you do effective.

This section will take you through one way of structuring your plan, and will also help to focus the group on what is the most effective way of achieving the aim they have set themselves. The methods are useful for one-off actions, such as those discussed in the previous section, and they can also be used to think about a longer lasting campaign which might involve a number of different actions directed towards a single goal.

Before you start...

Know yourselves – a SWOT analysis

Do you know which skills the participants in the group possess? Do you know their particular interests?

Every group has hidden talents, and every individual member of a group has likes and dislikes, particular skills, and other things that he or she can carry out only with great difficulty. In order to be sure that the group is making the most of the individual members’ abilities and capabilities, it is useful to organise a session to look at this. A SWOT analysis is an effective way of doing so. Such an analysis also looks at the circumstances outside the group which might influence what you are able to do.
The acronym SWOT stands for:
- **Strengths**: the things the group is good at doing
- **Weaknesses**: the things the group is not so good at doing
- **Opportunities**: the possibilities outside the group that might be used to benefit the action
- **Threats**: things outside the group that might get in the way of what the action aims to do.

To carry out the analysis, allow plenty of time; at least an hour is advisable. Divide the group into four smaller working groups, and allocate the tasks of drawing up Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats among them. Then bring the group back together and see if people agree with their colleagues’ analyses. Refine and add to the different sections as appropriate.

The diagram below is one example of a completed analysis, and may be useful in prompting the group with ideas. However, do not let them stick to it too closely! Bear in mind that each group is unique, and there will be other strengths (and weaknesses) that they need to identify for themselves.

### Making choices

How does a group choose which issue to work on? In most cases, people in the group will have issues that they think are important and want to work on. These may be triggered by real events, such as the earthquake in Haiti, or famine in the Sudan, or the fact that a local family is being evicted from their home. The main difficulty may be in arriving at a common agreement about which issue to choose, and what the best way to approach it is.
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You will need to keep all members of the group behind any decision, so do not rush a discussion about issues: give them plenty of time to air preferences and talk through the advantages of choosing one rather than another. Remind them that there may be opportunities to address other concerns at a different time. Remind them also that the most important thing is that the group stays together to work through an action, so if one person is strongly against a particular choice, it may not be worth pursuing. Try to reach consensus in the group, rather than going for a majority decision.

How can you make sure that disagreements in the group are useful rather than destructive?

Knowing the problem

Problem tree

A useful tool for understanding the issue you will be working on is the problem tree. This is a method of breaking down an issue, looking at the causes and consequences, and fitting it into the context of other problems in society. The tool can be useful both in providing a better understanding for the group, and in helping to approach a solution in a more strategic way.

A sample problem tree can be seen on the next page, taking the problem of street children as a starting point. This is the procedure a group would use to draw one up for their own issue:

- Start by writing down the problem that you wish to tackle in the middle of a large sheet of paper.
- Underneath it, write in all the factors that contribute to the problem, and link them up to form the roots of your original problem.
- Take each root at a time and think about its causes, drawing in the factors that contribute to the problem.
- Keep tackling each root until you can take the exercise no further: the tree may have deeper roots than you think.
- You may also want to extend the “branches” of the tree in the same manner: these will be the consequences of your original problem. You may find that what you began with as your main concern is actually the root or branch of a different tree.
- When you have finished, take a look at your tree. Should you tackle the task you originally set yourself or one of its contributing factors first? Has the tree helped you to think of ways to go about tackling this problem?
Know the solution

It is important to know what you would like to be a result of your action! What would count as a success? Get the group to think about what they are trying to achieve, and how they will measure whether or not they have been successful. They may find it useful to go back to the problem tree and use this to identify concrete solutions. In general, attacking the roots will lead to solutions further up the tree, for example, if there was more social housing, or if rents were lower, many more young people could be given a roof over their heads.

Remember that for a complicated issue, a change in policy is often difficult to bring about, and rarely follows from just one action. The group needs to be realistic about what it can hope for: remind them that even a “small” result can be an invaluable contribution to resolving a larger problem. Effective campaigns are nearly always built up from exactly such “small” actions, and anything achieved by your group can either be built on later on, or picked up by other activists concerned about the problem.

It may be helpful for the group to brainstorm some general reasons for taking action. This may help them to pick out those most relevant to their own issue, and identify a number of specific objectives that they feel it is realistic to achieve.

The only thing that bothered me was that we waited so long to make this protest.

Rosa Parks
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Think of a protest action you witnessed or heard about recently: what do you think the organisers were trying to achieve? Were they successful? Why or why not?

Planning your action

Your group has now decided on an issue, and has an idea of what they might be trying to do. It is time to decide on the mechanism they will use to achieve their aim.

The flowchart below can be used as a step by step approach to making that decision, and towards ensuring that what they are trying to do can indeed be achieved by using the method they decide to employ. The flowchart takes you through 5 steps towards deciding on the most appropriate form of action, and illustrates how the process might work for 5 hypothetical examples.

Each step is explained in more detail in the following section.

Planning your action - diagram

A. Which problem do you want to address?
1. A chemical company has polluted the local river
2. The death in police custody of an asylum seeker
3. Racism against immigrants in our local community
4. Exploitation of child workers by multinational companies
5. Levels of drug use among young people

B. What is your target audience?
1. People in the town and the company's directors
2. Human rights organisations
3. Residents of our community
4. Public opinion
5. The local school administration

C. Which changes do you hope to see?
1. For the company to clean it up
2. They will take up the case and work for an official investigation
3. Some people change their mind
4. Greater awareness of the issue
5. For anti-drug education to be introduced into the school timetable

D. How is change expected to come about?
1. They will be ashamed by public opinion
2. They will see that the evidence is strong and nothing is being done
3. They will meet members of the communities and see their humanity
4. We will give them information
5. The head teacher will see this is a pressing issue and see that we can help

E. What means will you use to influence your audience?
1. A demonstration in the High Street to collect signatures to hand to the company directors
2. We will contact national and local HR organisations and provide information about the case
3. We will organise a Living Library with representatives from these communities
4. We will hold an exhibition in the youth centre and publicise it in town
5. We will run sessions in the school and youth centre on drug use
Which problem do you want to address?

This step is simple: it will be the result of the problem tree exercise that the group carried out. If you did not carry out the problem tree activity, try to get the group to formulate the problem they want to address as accurately as possible.

What is your target audience?

Unless you are hoping to resolve the problem immediately, the target audience for your action may not be the person or people who can make the final change that you are looking for. Your action is quite likely to be no more than a step towards making the change; for example, you may be trying to alert the public to an issue in order to put pressure on the government. Or you may be trying to set up a local group so that the group can work on the issue you are concerned about.

Your target audience in box B will be the group of people you are directing your action towards. It may consist of more than one group of people; for example, in the first case in the flowchart, people in the town and the company directors are both target audiences for the action. The action depends on people in the town signing a petition which is then presented to the directors of the company, in the hope that they will be influenced by it, and be forced to clean up the river.

Which changes do you hope to see?

This question again relates to your action, but not necessarily to the final change you might be aiming for. It is unlikely, for example, that an action by your group will be able to end exploitation of child workers by multinational companies! However, you may be able to generate interest in the problem, which will encourage others to take action in different ways, and that, in turn, may be enough to bring about a change in company policy or in government regulations applying to those companies.

In this box you need to think about what the action is meant to achieve, and how you will know whether or not you have succeeded. Try to encourage the group to be as specific as possible, to think about what it might mean for the action to go well or badly. Use the prompts in the previous section: “Know the Solution”.

How is change expected to come about?

This question is not yet about the mechanism that the group decides to use, it is about how the action is supposed to work, and will often relate to the psychology of changing people’s minds or making people realise that they need to do something differently. It is a very important question that is often forgotten, and ignoring it could affect the impact of your action.

Suppose, for example, that a group is worried by the rise in popularity of nationalist or proto-fascist organisations, and wants to address that issue. They might think of putting information leaflets through the doors of people living in an area where support for these organisations is high. However, if they do not recognise why people are turning to nationalist organisations, the leaflets may even have the opposite effect from that intended. The group will need to think about how a leaflet might
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change someone’s mind, and which messages will be powerful for the target group intended. They will need to be aware of some of the reasons and concerns which lie behind the growing support for nationalist organisations.

This box is really a “checking” box, to think about what needs to happen to make the “result” inevitably follow from the situation now.

Pupils against racism: helping the school administration

In a rural school in Portugal, new pupils from Romania and Ukraine began to be the subject of racist comments and actions from others in the school. The teachers and school board did not know how to react because this was an entirely new problem in the region.

A number of pupils, concerned by what was happening, turned to the youth worker at the local leisure centre for help and advice. Together they set up a campaign in the school, lasting one week, called Different outsides, Equal inside (Diferente por fora, Igual por dentro). Every moment in the children’s day was used – mealtimes, lessons, leisure time – and different activities were organised to address the problem. The theatre club used forum theatre, hand-made posters and badges were given out, artistic activities were organised in the leisure centre, films were shown, and cakes from different countries were served in the cafeteria. The week was such a success that the school decided to organise a similar event each year.

What means will you use to influence your audience?

This is where the flowchart is leading to! The choices by this stage for what exactly should be done by the group will have been narrowed down by moving through the previous steps. The group should now be able to draw up a list of possible actions which will help to bring about the transition identified in the previous box. Encourage them to think creatively, look back at some of the suggestions in Section 2 of this chapter – and at the case studies – and remind them to recall the particular characteristics of their group. Try again to reach consensus over the final choice.

New Tactics in Human Rights

New Tactics is a diverse group of international organisations, advisors and practitioners which exists to promote tactical innovation and strategic thinking within the international human rights community. Since 1999, the New Tactics in Human Rights project has created unique resources, organised around potential solutions rather than around specific issues, geographic regions or target groups. The resources allow activists to identify the unique elements of their situation and to look for approaches that have worked elsewhere which may be relevant. The resource helps activists to combine diverse tactics into complex strategies.

Many of the resources can be found, in different languages, on their web-site www.newtactics.org.

Getting organised

There is one final stage before taking the ideas of the group out onto the street. Before the practical business can get underway, it is highly recommended that the group draws up an action plan to decide on the organisational questions. Although this may not be essential for a simple action, it is a useful habit for the group, and will ensure that tasks are divided out equally, according to skills and preferences. It should also ensure that nothing is forgotten!
They will need to decide:

- Which tasks need to be carried out?
- Who is going to undertake the different task(s)?
- When are they going to be done?

**Creating a table of tasks**

The table below illustrates an imaginary action, with the tasks laid out according to the three questions. Draw it up with the group, using the following points as a guide:

1. Make sure that everything is written down to keep a check on how the plans are going. You will need two large sheets of paper and a felt tip pen.
2. Make sure everyone is clear about the question being discussed. Choose one person to be the scribe and write a heading at the top of the paper. Brainstorm a list of all the jobs that need doing, and write them on one of the large pieces of paper so that everyone can see.
3. Think through the day with the group, imagine what is going to happen, and double-check that you have thought of all the jobs.
4. Now go through the list deciding whether jobs need to be done Now, Soon or Later: put either N, S, or L by each job.
5. Use the second sheet of paper as a “decision sheet”. List all the tasks to be done in order down the left-hand side; then in the next column write down who is going to do each one. Finally, in the third column note the deadlines for getting the jobs done.
6. Share out the jobs among you: do not leave it all to one or two people. Think what would happen if they were ill or got overloaded with other work!

### Sample decision sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event: Street action on minority rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design leaflets to hand out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organise publishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make banners / placards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy materials for banners, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get other people interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact local council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try to get influential local figure to attend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inform minority groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft speeches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organise refreshments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearing up afterwards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Debriefing and evaluation

As with any HRE activity – and indeed, with any action – it is vital to take some time after the action is finished in order to debrief the group and assess what went well, and what could have gone better. The group are likely to have finished an action with high emotions, either negative or positive. It is important to give them a chance to talk about these and share them with the group. It will also help in planning any further actions.

The following questions may be useful as a framework for conducting the debriefing.

- What are your feelings after the day of action? (This can be done as a brief run round the group.)
- What did you feel went well?
- Was anything more difficult than you had imagined it to be?
- Was there anything unexpected?
- Do you think there are any lessons we could learn for next time?
- Did we achieve what we set out to do?
- Did we achieve anything else that perhaps we had not foreseen?
- Do you feel satisfied with yourselves, and would you like to try something like this again?
- What shall we do now?!

Football boots to Africa

Emil was a grade 7 pupil at Frederiksberg skole in Sorø, Denmark, and Anaclayo was a guest teacher from South Africa at the school. During a discussion with the class about home and school life, Anaclayo commented on how many opportunities and possessions he thought children and young people in Denmark have. He said that at home, in South Africa, his pupils didn’t have a proper football field let alone football boots. This gave the pupils the idea of making a collection of second hand football boots to send to Anaclayto’s school. They asked him what he thought of the idea; the reply was positive so the pupils put up posters in their own and in neighbouring schools asking for donations. The local football club heard about the scheme and donated several pairs from their lost property cupboard.

Suddenly Emil and his friends had a big pile of 100 pairs of boots, which they discovered to their dismay would cost DKK 500. (€ 67) to send to Johannesburg! So they had to start thinking about what to do next. First they sorted through the shoes to see whether or not they were all really worth sending. They were left with 75 pairs. Then they had to find the money for the postage, so the class wrote letters to several aid agencies and the local council, and they got publicity in the local paper and on radio to ask for sponsorship. After several disappointments the chairman of a local travel association, which organises travel to South Africa, contacted the paper and offered to help. So finally, after six months of effort, Emil was able to take the parcels to the post office and send the shoes on their way to Johannesburg and Anaclayo’s pupils.

Source: The Global Guest Teacher, AFS Interkultur, Denmark
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Introduction

There is no human rights education without human rights. Understanding what human rights are is among the most important competencies for any human rights educator. Human rights can be understood and explained in both very simple or complex ways; they may be addressed in abstract and conceptual forms or made very real through practical examples; they can be looked at from a global perspective or from a very local outlook. However, it is essential that anyone entering human rights education feels able to introduce human rights and to answer questions about them. While the primary work of facilitators is to involve young people in learning about human rights, part of that also includes providing accurate information, de-mystifying the complexity of human rights and addressing many of its dilemmas. This cannot be done, however, at the expense of the key concepts and values underlying human rights: universality, indivisibility and inalienability. The facilitator of human rights education is also an “ambassador” and advocate for human rights. Failure to address or respond to key questions about human rights will result in failure in human rights education. As with many other issues related to human rights, no-one expects the facilitators to have answers to all questions. However, it is fair to expect that the facilitators know where to find the answers and to invite the participants to find their own answers too.

Misconceptions about the origin of human rights, notably their supposed “Western” nature, about their universality and about their applicability and enforcement can easily turn a well-intended human rights education activity into an experience that confirms doubts and misconceptions instead of clarifying them. The learning about human rights in human rights education is an essential and non-negotiable dimension; without it, none of the rest makes sense.

In this chapter we provide the users of Compass with further information about human rights, what they are, how they have evolved and how they can be protected and promoted. This is, obviously, not all the information about human rights concepts and systems that one can share. As with other sections of Compass, however, it provides its users with important starting points and basic information. It is up to the facilitators to look for further information according to the nature of their programme and the needs of the learners. This chapter is also not to be understood as “what everyone should know about human rights”. Instead, it touches upon various important aspects of human rights. Individual learners and facilitators may need to know more (or less), particularly in relation to the ways in which human rights have developed and are protected in their own countries.

This chapter ends with a section of questions, answers and puzzlers about human rights, which take up some of the most common questions and doubts about human rights.

As (imperfect) creations of (imperfect) human beings, human rights are constantly being challenged, developed and improved. We count on the users of Compass to contribute to their own updating, particularly in relation to developments that will have occurred since Compass was published.
4.1 What are human rights?

Human rights are like armour: they protect you; they are like rules, because they tell you how you can behave; and they are like judges, because you can appeal to them. They are abstract – like emotions; and like emotions, they belong to everyone and they exist no matter what happens.

They are like nature because they can be violated; and like the spirit because they cannot be destroyed. Like time, they treat us all in the same way – rich and poor, old and young, white and black, tall and short. They offer us respect, and they charge us to treat others with respect. Like goodness, truth and justice, we may sometimes disagree about their definition, but we recognise them when we see them violated.

How do you define human rights? How do you explain what they are?

A right is a claim that we are justified in making. I have a right to the goods in my shopping basket if I have paid for them. Citizens have a right to elect a president, if the constitution of their country guarantees it, and a child has a right to be taken to the zoo, if her parents have promised that they will take her. These are all things that people can be entitled to expect, given the promises or guarantees that have been undertaken by another party.

Human rights, however, are super claims with a difference. They are not dependent on promises or guarantees by another party. Someone’s right to life is not dependent on someone else promising not to kill him or her: their life may be, but their right to life is not. Their right to life is dependent on only one thing: that they are human.

An acceptance of human rights means accepting that everyone is entitled to make these claims: I have these rights, no matter what you say or do, because I am a human being, just like you. Human rights are inherent to all human beings as a birthright. Why should that claim not need any particular behaviour to back it up? Why shouldn’t we require human beings to deserve their rights?

A human rights claim is ultimately a moral claim, and rests on moral values. What my right to life really means is that no-one ought to take my life away from me; it would be wrong to do so. Put like that, the claim doesn’t need backing up. Every reader is probably in agreement with it because we all recognise, in our own cases, that there are certain aspects of our life, our being, that ought to be inviolable and that no one else ought to be able to infringe, because they are essential to our being, who we are and what we are; they are essential to our humanity and our dignity.

Without human rights we cannot achieve our full potential. Human rights simply extend this understanding on an individual level to every human being on the planet. If I can make these claims, then so can everyone else as well.

Why is it wrong to infringe someone else’s right to life? Why is it wrong to take their life away? Are these the same questions?
Key values

Two of the key values that lie at the core of the idea of human rights are human dignity and equality. Human rights can be understood as defining those basic standards which are necessary for a life of dignity; and their universality is derived from the fact that in this respect, at least, all humans are equal. We should not, and cannot, discriminate between them.

These two beliefs, or values, are really all that is required to subscribe to the idea of human rights, and these beliefs are hardly controversial. That is why human rights receive support from every culture in the world, every civilised government and every major religion. It is recognised almost universally that state power cannot be unlimited or arbitrary; it needs to be limited at least to the extent that all individuals within its jurisdiction can live with certain minimum requirements for human dignity.

Many other values can be derived from these two fundamental ones and can help to define more precisely how in practice people and societies should co-exist. For example:

**Freedom**: because the human will is an important part of human dignity. To be forced to do something against our will demeans the human spirit.

**Respect for others**: because a lack of respect for someone fails to appreciate their individuality and essential dignity.

**Non-discrimination**: because equality in human dignity means we should not judge people’s rights and opportunities on the basis of their characteristics.

**Tolerance**: because intolerance indicates a lack of respect for difference; and equality does not signify uniformity.

**Justice**: because people equal in their humanity deserve fair treatment.

**Responsibility**: because respecting the rights of others entails responsibility for one’s actions and exerting effort for the realisation of the rights of one and all.

Characteristics of human rights

Philosophers may continue to argue about the nature of human rights, but the international community started its astonishing commitment to human rights through the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. Since then, the international community has established the UDHR’s powerful concepts in numerous international, regional and domestic legal instruments. The UDHR was not intended to be legally binding, but the establishment of its norms in numerous subsequent binding treaties (otherwise known as “conventions” or “covenants”) makes the legal standing of its norms unquestionable today. According to these principles:

**Human rights are inalienable.**

This means that you cannot lose them, because they are linked to the very fact of human existence, they are inherent to all human beings. In particular circumstances some – though not all – may be suspended or restricted. For example, if someone is found guilty of a crime, his or her liberty can be taken away; or in times of national emergency, a government may declare this publicly and then derogate from some rights, for example in imposing a curfew restricting freedom of movement.
Human rights are indivisible, interdependent and interrelated.

This means that different human rights are intrinsically connected and cannot be viewed in isolation from each other. The enjoyment of one right depends on the enjoyment of many other rights and no one right is more important than the rest.

Human rights are universal.

Which means that they apply equally to all people everywhere in the world, and with no time limit. Every individual is entitled to enjoy his or her human rights without distinction of “race” or ethnic background, colour, sex, sexual orientation, disability, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, birth or other status.

We should note that the universality of human rights does not in any way threaten the rich diversity of individuals or of different cultures. Universality is not synonymous with uniformity. Diversity requires a world where everyone is equal, and equally deserving of respect. Human rights serve as minimum standards applying to all human beings; each state and society is free to define and apply higher and more specific standards. For example, in the field of economic, social and cultural rights we find the obligation to undertake steps to achieve progressively the full realisation of these rights, but there is no stipulated position on raising taxes to facilitate this. It is up to each country and society to adopt such policies in the light of their own circumstances.

A historical outline

The idea that people have inherent rights has its roots in many cultures, and traditions. We can see from numerous examples of revered leaders and influential codes of practice that the values embodied in human rights are neither a “Western creation” nor a 20th-century invention. They are a response to universal human needs and for the search for justice. All human societies have had ideals and systems of ensuring justice, whether in their oral or written traditions, although not all of these traditions have survived.

Ancient History

• The Code of Hammurabi in Babylonia (Iraq, c. 2000 BCE) was the first written legal code, established by the king of Babylon. It vowed to “make justice reign in the kingdom, to destroy the wicked and violent, to prevent the strong from oppressing the weak, ... to enlighten the country and promote the good of the people”.
• A Pharaoh of Ancient Egypt (c. 2000 BCE) reportedly gave instructions to subordinates that “When a petitioner arrives from Upper or Lower Egypt, ... make sure that all is done according to the law, that custom is observed and the right of each man respected.”
• The Charter of Cyrus (Iran, c. 539 BCE) was drawn up by the king of Persia for the people of his kingdom, and recognised rights to liberty, security, religious tolerance, freedom of movement, freedom from slavery, and some social and economic rights.
The teachings of Confucius (c. 500 BCE) contain the concept of ren or compassion and loving others as a central theme. Confucius said, “What you do not wish for yourself, do not do to others”. Dr Peng-chun Chang, the Chinese expert on Confucianism, who played an active role in drafting the UDHR, believed that Confucianism laid the groundwork for human rights ideas.

Imam Ali Ibn Al Hussein wrote the Epistle on Rights in the early 8th century CE. To our knowledge, this letter is the first document to set out the main rights as perceived in that age and the first attempt that does not approach the concept of rights in its negative dimension. The Epistle listed 50 of these rights methodologically. They are, in spirit, anchored to the early Islamic precepts.

The Charte du Mande or Charte de Kurukan Fuga (c.a 1236 CE), based on the codification of oral traditions from West Africa, uphold principles such as decentralisation, environmental conservation, human rights, and cultural diversity.

The African worldview “ubuntu” captures the essence of what it means to be human. Ubuntu emphasises respect for all members of the community, hospitality and generosity. The Ubuntu notion is summed up in this: “A person is a person through other people”. This notion has profound implications for human rights. If we are human through others, then dehumanising another also dehumanises us – hence the need to promote the rights of others, to give and receive forgiveness and to respect the human rights of others.

Which figures (political, literary and religious) in your country’s history have championed or fought for human rights values?

13th to 18th centuries

The evolution of the idea of universal human rights drew from the foundations of notions of dignity and respect in civilisations around the world over centuries. However, the idea that this respect should be enshrined in law took many more generations to develop. We often draw this resolve for legalising the notion of rights from certain historical experiences. These are certainly not exhaustive. As our knowledge of the history of other cultures grows, no doubt we will discover the historical impetus for legislating rights in other cultures too.

- In 1215, English nobles and members of the clergy made the King of England agree to abide by the law by drawing up a Great Charter of liberties (Magna Carta). The Magna Carta protected mainly the rights of the privileged (nobles) and is not, therefore, about human rights as such. It became a widely cited document in defence of liberties because it represented a limitation of the king’s power and recognition of other people’s liberties and rights.
- In 1689, the English parliament passed a bill declaring that it would no longer tolerate royal interference in its affairs. This bill, known as the Bill of Rights, forbade the monarch to suspend the law without Parliament’s consent, specified free elections for members of Parliament and declared that freedom of speech in Parliament was not to be questioned, in the courts or elsewhere.
- Huig de Groot (1583–1645) is widely regarded as having invented international law. His book *On the laws of war and peace* proposes a system of general principles based on “natural law”, which he believed should bind all nations, re-
A bill of rights is what the people are entitled to against every government on earth, general or particular, and what no just government should refuse."

Thomas Jefferson, 1787

The goal of any political association is the conservation of the natural and imprescriptible rights of man. These rights are liberty, property, safety and resistance against oppression.

Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, 1789, France

Man being... by nature all free, equal and independent, no one can be ... subjected to the political power of another, without his consent.

John Locke

The legitimacy of government, in fact, rested on the respect that it afforded these natural rights. The idea that these natural rights should entitle people to certain legal protections became more widely accepted and began to be reflected in the constitutions of some countries. Human rights reformulated this idea and also asserted the same for the relationship between governments and citizens.

• In 1776, most of the British colonies in North America proclaimed their independence from the British Empire in the United States Declaration of Independence. This was largely based on the “natural right” theories of Locke and Montesquieu. Based on a belief that containing government power and protecting liberty was of the essence, the Declaration served to advance notions such as the following: unalienable rights; the protection of individual rights; freedom of speech, press, petition and assembly; privacy; due process of law; equality before the law and freedom of religion.

• In 1789, the French people overthrew their monarchy and established the first French Republic. The French Declaration on the Rights of Man and of the Citizen came out of the revolution and was written by representatives of the clergy, nobility and commoners, who wrote it to embody the thoughts of Enlightenment figures such as Voltaire, Montesquieu, the Encyclopedists and Rousseau. The Declaration attacked the political and legal system of the monarchy and defined the natural rights of man as “liberty, property, security and the right to resist oppression”. It replaced the system of aristocratic privileges that had existed under the monarchy with the principle of equality before the law. Its egalitarian terms and theoretical concept of equal rights, however, took time to be translated into reality. Society was deeply unequal and implementation would take generations.

Early international agreements: slavery and work

In the 19th and 20th centuries, a number of human rights issues came to the fore and began to be addressed at the international level, beginning with such issues as slavery, serfdom, brutal working conditions and child labour. It was at around this time that the first international treaties concerning human rights were adopted. Though offering useful protections, the basis of such agreements was mutual commitments between states. This is in sharp contrast with modern human rights agreements, where obligations are owed directly to individual rights holders.

• Slavery became illegal in England and France in the nineteenth century. At the Brussels Conference of 1890, an anti-slavery Act was signed, which was later ratified by eighteen states. This declared the intention to put an end to the traffic of African slaves.

• This did not, however, address forced labour and ongoing and brutal working conditions. Even the 1926 International Slavery Convention, intended to abolish slavery in all its forms, did not have an impact on the common practice of forced labour until well into the 1940s.
The creation of the International Labour Organization (ILO) in 1919 reflected a belief that universal and lasting peace can be accomplished only if based on social justice. The ILO has developed a system of international labour standards upholding decent and productive work, freedom, equity, security and dignity.

One of the areas of work for the ILO has been its action to combat child labour, particularly in its worst forms. It pursues numerous lines of action in this area to this day, including its promotion of international treaties on child labour, such as ILO Convention No. 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labour and ILO Convention no. 138 on the Minimum Age for Employment.

Between 1899 and 1977 a number of major treaties in the area of international humanitarian law were adopted, marking another field of early operation among nations. International humanitarian law regulates the conduct of armed conflict. Human rights may of course be applicable alongside international humanitarian law in many areas, for example in relation to the treatment of prisoners. However, international humanitarian law is more specialised and detailed regarding many other concerns in times of conflict, for example in relation to the permissible use of weapons and military tactics.

Why do you think that the need for international agreements arose, rather than individual countries simply drawing up their own standards?

**The 20th century**

The idea of protecting the rights of human beings in law against the abuse of governmental authority had begun to receive ever wider acceptance in the 20th century, especially with the coming into being of the League of Nations and International Labour Organisation and their work on the rights of minorities, on labour and other matters. The importance of codifying these rights in written form had already been recognised by states and, in this way, the documents described above became the early precursors to many of today’s human rights treaties. However, it was the events of World War II that really propelled human rights onto the international stage. The terrible atrocities committed in this war – including the holocaust and massive war crimes – sparked the emergence of a further body of international law and, above all, the creation of human rights as we know them today.

The Charter of the United Nations, signed on 26 June 1945, states that the fundamental objective of the United Nations is “to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war” and “to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of men and women”.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) was drawn up by the UN Commission on Human Rights, one of the organs of the United Nations, and was adopted by the General Assembly on the 10 December 1948. The UDHR is undoubtedly ground breaking and continues to serve as the most important global human rights instrument. Although not setting out to be legally binding, the UDHR has served as the inspiration behind numerous commitments to human rights, whether at the national, regional or international level. Since then, a series of key instruments to safeguard its principles have also been drawn up and agreed by the international community. More information on some of these international treaties can be found further down in this chapter.

Better to starve free than be a fat slave.

Aesop

Wars will continue to be waged for as long as mankind fails to notice that human nature is identical, no matter where on earth we find ourselves.

Pierre Daco
Human rights around the world

Following the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, several regions of the world have established their own systems for protecting human rights, which exist alongside that of the UN. To date, there are regional human rights institutions in Europe, the Americas and Africa. Some steps are also underway in the Arab world and the ASEAN region (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) towards institutionalising regional human rights standards. However, most countries in this part of the world have also ratified the major UN treaties and conventions – thereby signifying their agreement with the general principles, and voluntarily becoming bound by international human rights law.

In Europe, various human rights standards and mechanisms are upheld by the Council of Europe, the continent’s human rights watchdog. Its role, notably through the European Convention and the European Court of Human Rights, will be further elaborated below.

Alongside the Council of Europe, the European Union and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) also play important roles.

The European Union’s commitment to human rights protection received a boost with the adoption of the Lisbon Treaty, which entered into force on 1 December 2009, giving full legal effect to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. Containing civil, political, social and economic rights, the Charter requires that both member states and the European Union itself uphold these rights. The Court of Justice of the European Union will strike down EU legislation that contravenes the Charter and will review compliance with EU law of member states, although the day-to-day enforcement will be decided by domestic courts. The Charter outlines rights under the six “titles” or headings: dignity, liberty, equality, solidarity, citizens’ rights and justice. The title “dignity” guarantees the right to life and prohibits torture, slavery and the death penalty; “liberty” includes rights to privacy, marriage, thought, expression, assembly, education, work, property and asylum; “equality” covers the rights of children and the elderly; “solidarity” protects social and workers’ rights, the right to fair working conditions, protection against unjustified dismissal, and access to health care; “citizens” rights’ includes the right to vote and free movement, and “justice” covers rights such as the right to an effective remedy, fair trial and the presumption of innocence.

The Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) is an expert body which collects evidence about the situation of fundamental rights across the European Union and provides advice and information about how to improve the situation. It does not play a monitoring role but co-operates with relevant institutions in advising on improved enjoyment of fundamental rights.
The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) brings together 57 States from Europe, Central Asia and North America. Although not specifically dedicated to the protection of human rights, its comprehensive approach to security allows it to address a wide range of issues, including human rights, national minorities, democratisation, policing strategies, counter-terrorism and economic and environmental activities. The OSCE action in the field of human rights is carried through the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights. Based in Warsaw, the ODIHR is active throughout the OSCE area in the fields of election observation, democratic development, human rights, tolerance and non-discrimination, and rule of law. Its activities targeted to young people include human rights education, fighting antisemitism and Islamophobia.

In the Inter-American region, human rights standards and mechanisms stem from the 1948 American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights. Specific instruments have also been adopted relating to refugees, the prevention and punishment of torture, the abolition of the death penalty, disappearances, violence against women, the environment and other matters.

The African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights came into force in October 1986 and by now it has been ratified by 54 states. The Charter is interesting for a number of differences in emphasis between the treaties that have been adopted in other parts of the world:

- Unlike the European or American Conventions, the African Charter covers social, economic and cultural rights as well as civil and political rights within the same treaty.
- The African Charter goes beyond individual rights, and also provides for collective rights of peoples.
- The Charter also recognises that individuals have duties as well as rights, and lists specific duties that the individual has towards his or her family, society, the State and the international community.

**Why do you think that duties are referred to in a charter on human rights? Do you think they should be listed in all human rights documents?**

The regional Arab Commission on Human Rights has been in operation since 1968, but only with very selective and limited powers regarding the promotion of human rights. A revised Arab Charter on Human Rights was adopted by the League of Arab States in 2004 and came into force in 2008.

This document includes social-economic rights as well as civil-political rights, and also makes reference to the “common civilisation” shared by Arab States. The coming into force of the Charter and its monitoring mechanisms – the Arab Human Rights Committee and the Arab Sub-Commission on Human Rights – have been welcomed as hopeful signs for the advancement of human rights in the region. However, it has also come under heavy criticism, for example, due to the lack of prohibition for cruel punishment, for guaranteeing economic and social rights only to citizens, for making some rights contingent on the Islamic Sharia, for allowing the imposition of the death penalty on children if the national law provides for this, and also for allowing limitations on freedom of thought, conscience and religion if so provided by law.
The ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights (AICHR) was established in 2009 as a consultative body of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. The human rights commission exists to promote and protect human rights, and regional co-operation on human rights in the 10 member states of ASEAN. The Terms of Reference for this Commission mandate it with upholding “Respect for international human rights principles, including universality, indivisibility, interdependence and inter-relatedness of all human rights and fundamental freedoms, as well as impartiality, objectivity, non-selectivity, non-discrimination, and avoidance of double standards and politicization”.

How can we use our rights?

Human rights exist for us all. So how can we make use of them? It is clear that their mere existence is not enough to put an end to human rights violations, since we all know that these are committed every day, in every part of the globe. So can they really make a difference? How can we use them?

Do you know what to do if your human rights are violated?

Recognising your rights

In the next section we look at the different types of rights that are protected under international law. If we know which areas of human existence are relevant to human rights law and we are aware of the obligations of governments under this body of law, then we can begin to apply pressure in different ways. That section illustrates that almost every area of injustice is relevant to human rights: from small-scale poverty, through environmental damage, health, working conditions, political repression, voting rights, genetic engineering, minority issues, conflict, genocide ... and beyond. And the number of issues is increasing even today.

Some of the issues concerning the application of human rights legislation are addressed directly in the section “Questions and Answers”. These provide brief responses to some of the more common questions often asked about human rights. If you are concerned to find out how a particular issue – for example, the right to health, to education, or fair working conditions – can be better protected, you will find it helpful to look at the background information relevant to that issue at www.coe.int/compass.

Using legal mechanisms

We shall look at the legal mechanisms that exist for protecting the different areas of people’s interests. In Europe – but also in Africa and the Americas, there is a court to deal with complaints about violations – the European Court of Human Rights. Even where complaints do not fall under the jurisdiction of the European Court, we shall see that there are other mechanisms for holding states accountable for their actions and forcing them to comply with their obligations under human rights law. It helps that the law is there, even if there are not always legal means of enforcing compliance by states.
Lobbying, campaigning and activism

One important role in exerting pressure on states is played by associations, non-governmental organisations, charities, and other civic initiative groups. This forms the subject matter of the section on activism and the role of NGOs. The role of such associations is particularly relevant to the average man and woman on the street, not only because such associations frequently take up individual cases, but also because they provide a means for the ordinary person to become involved in the protection of human rights of others. After all, such associations are made up of ordinary people! We shall also look at how they act to improve human rights and at some examples of successful action.

Have you ever been involved in any campaigning or human rights activism?

Becoming involved

Chapter 3, Taking Action, brings these types of actions down to an everyday level and offers a number of examples of action in which you could become involved. Youth groups have enormous potential for putting pressure on states or international bodies and ensuring that cases of human rights violations are either prevented or brought to the public eye. The examples in this section should provide you with concrete measures that could be undertaken by your or other groups and will also give a greater insight into the way that non-governmental organisations work at an everyday level.

Human Rights Dilemmas

Realising rights means facing a range of obstacles. Firstly, some governments, political parties or candidates, social and economic players and civil society actors use the language of human rights without a commitment to human rights objectives. At times this may be due to an impoverished understanding of what human rights standards call for. At other times this is due to willful abuse, of wanting to misrepresent themselves as respecting human rights in order to look good in the eyes of the world. Secondly, governments, political parties or candidates or civil society actors may criticise human rights violations by others but fail to uphold human rights standards themselves. This is often criticised as a double standard. Thirdly, there may be cases when human rights are restricted in the name of protecting the rights of others. These could, of course, be legitimate. Human rights are not boundless, and exerting your rights should not impinge on other’s enjoyment of their rights. However, we need to be vigilant so that ‘protection of the human rights of others’ is not just an empty excuse for imposing limitations. An active civil society and independent judiciary is important in monitoring such cases. Fourthly, there are instances when protecting the rights of one group of people may, in itself, involve restricting the rights of others. This should be distinguished from the above case of limiting rights. It is not always easy to judge such cases.
Conflicts of rights

However, rights can also conflict. “Conflicts of rights” refers to clashes that may occur between different human rights or between the same human rights of different persons. One example can be when there are two patients who need a new heart in order to survive; however, there is only one available heart for transplantation. In this case, one patient’s right to life conflicts with the same human right of another patient. Another example occurs in the case of euthanasia, when one’s right to life may conflict with his/her own right to die or right to be free from degrading treatment. In this way, the different human rights of one person conflict. A third case concerns situations when different human rights of different people conflict. One example of this is reflected in the case taken to the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, in the Jewish community of Oslo et.al. v. Norway. In 2000, a group known as the “Bootboys” marched in honour of the Nazi leader Rudolf Hess. The participants wore “semi-military” uniforms and the leader of the march Mr Terje Sjolie made an antisemitic speech after which the crowd repeatedly made the Nazi salute and shouted, “Sieg Heil!” The clash in this case was between Mr Sjolie’s right to freedom of expression and the Jewish community’s right not to be discriminated against. The UN Committee held that statements made by Mr. Sjolie contained ideas of racial superiority and hatred, and that therefore this kind of exceptionally offensive speech is not protected by the right to freedom of expression.

Cultural traditions

Traditional cultural practices reflect values and beliefs held by members of a community for periods often spanning generations. Every social grouping in the world has specific traditional cultural practices and beliefs, some of which are beneficial to all members, while others are harmful to a specific group, such as women. These harmful traditional practices include the following: female genital mutilation (FGM); forced feeding of women; early marriage; the various taboos or practices which prevent women from controlling their own fertility; nutritional taboos and traditional birth practices; son preference and its implications for the status of the girl child; female infanticide; early pregnancy; and dowry price. Despite their harmful nature and their violation of international human rights laws, such practices persist because they are not questioned and take on an aura of morality in the eyes of those practising them.

Halima Embarek Warzazi

It is becoming increasingly clear that female genital mutilation, crimes of honour, forced marriages and other practices will not be eradicated until women are considered as full and equal participants in the social, economic, cultural and political life of their communities.

A range of practices that negatively impact on the health of women and children, and violate international human rights standards, are often referred to as “harmful traditional practices”. This is not to imply that all traditional practices are harmful and violate human rights, but when they do, we need to be able to question and tackle them.

Arranged marriages are common practice in many cultures, where young women – and also men – are expected and obliged to marry someone who has been chosen by their family, often at a very young age (note that an arranged marriage is not the same as forced marriage). Should such a practice be banned in order to protect the children and young people’s rights? Or would that be failing to respect a cultural tradition?

Other examples can be found in the continued practice of female genital mutilation in many countries. Thousands of people suffer the consequences of such practices and most people would certainly regard them as a serious violation of rights.
Should female genital mutilation be considered a cultural specificity that should be "tolerated" or a violation of the human right to bodily integrity and health?

The protection of all human rights for all determines a refusal of harmful traditional practices. No-one can be denied their human rights and dignity on the grounds of tradition and culture, not least because traditions and cultures are not written in stone: they change and evolve; what was often true twenty years ago does not make sense to today’s generation. Harmful traditional practices are also a reminder that the promotion of human rights relies on educational programmes and efforts. Many harmful traditional practices cannot be overcome by repression and condemnation alone: they require education and the engagement of all those concerned in order to be effective. Even if states as signatories of international human rights treaties have the ultimate responsibility, it is the actions of individuals, often supported by families and communities, which maintain those practices. Changing them cannot be imposed "from above” but requires regular educational work with the families and communities concerned, the only way through which the promotion of human rights can be reconciled with what may be perceived as specific cultural rights and practices.

Should cultural practices override the universality of human rights?

In the name of a good cause

Sanctions are sometimes used by the international community to penalise regimes that are considered to be systematically violating human rights. Sanctions may forbid trade with the violator country, in order to put pressure on the government to modify their actions. These actions are sometimes decided unilaterally by one state and at other times they are adopted by the UN Security Council. Some countries have been completely isolated by the international community: South Africa was isolated for years because of its abhorrent system of apartheid, and over the decades sanctions have been imposed on Iraq, North Korea, Iran and others. There is no doubt that the effects of such sanctions may be felt by normal people, but they are felt particularly by the most vulnerable sectors of society. Is this an acceptable means for the international community to put an end to human rights violations by particular states?

In its report “Responsibility to Protect” the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty called for caution and for an emphasis on prevention rather than reaction. When, however, the international community needs to resort to the “exceptional and extraordinary measure” of “military intervention for human protection purposes”, they insist on the threshold of large scale loss of life or ethnic cleansing. Even then, they declare the following “Precautionary Principles”:

• Right intention: The primary purpose of the intervention, whatever other motives intervening states may have, must be to halt or avert human suffering. Right intention is better assured with multilateral operations, clearly supported by regional opinion and the victims concerned.
• Last resort: Military intervention can only be justified when every non-military option for the prevention or peaceful resolution of the crisis has been explored, with reasonable grounds for believing lesser measures would not have succeeded.
• Proportional means: The scale, duration and intensity of the planned military intervention should be the minimum necessary to secure the defined human protection objective.

Justice is the right of the weaker.

Joseph Joubert
• Reasonable prospects: There must be a reasonable chance of success in halting or averting the suffering which has justified the intervention, with the consequences of action not likely to be worse than the consequences of inaction.

With the benefit of hindsight, how do you think these precautions related to, for example, the international community’s response to the 1995 Srebrenica massacre, to Nato-led bombings in Kosovo in 1999 or to the intervention in Afghanistan in 2001? Can such actions be justified in terms of their end results if they cause large numbers of casualties?

Can the defense of human rights be used to justify a military campaign?

In April 2001, a resolution of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights rejected the notion that fighting terrorism could ever justify sacrificing human rights protections. Resolution 2001/24 condemned armed attacks related to the conflict in the Republic of Chechnya of the Russian Federation and breaches of humanitarian law perpetrated by Chechen fighters, as well as certain methods used by Russian federal forces in Chechnya. It called for the Russian Federation to establish an independent national commission of inquiry, in accordance with recognised international standards, to investigate the violations.

**Human Rights: Ever changing, ever evolving**

The questions raised in the previous section do not all have clear-cut answers: they remain the subject of fierce debate, even today. Such debates are, to a certain extent, important. They are an indication both of the pluralistic approach that is fundamental to the notion of human rights and of the fact that human rights are not a science, not a fixed “ideology”, but are a developing area of moral and legal thought. We should not always expect black and white answers. These issues are complex and they can only be appropriately balanced on a case-by-case basis.

However, that does not mean that there are no answers and no areas of agreement. There are many, and they increase almost daily. The issue of slavery is one which used to be debated, but where tolerance is no longer regarded as acceptable: the right to be free from slavery is now universally accepted as a fundamental human right. Female genital mutilation, although defended by some in the name of culture, is broadly condemned as a violation of human rights. And the death penalty is a similar issue – at least in Europe, where members of the Council of Europe have either abolished capital punishment or announced a moratorium on executions. In fact, abolition of the death penalty is nowadays a prerequisite for membership of the Council of Europe. According to Amnesty International, more than two-thirds of the countries of the world have abolished the death penalty in law or in practice. While 58 countries retained the death penalty in 2009, most did not use it.

So we should be confident that many of these questions will also reach their resolution. In the meantime, we can help the debate and make our own judgments on the more controversial issues by referring back to the two fundamental values: equality and human dignity. If any action treats any individual as lacking in human dignity, then it violates the spirit of human rights.
4.2 The evolution of human rights

“All rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated.”
Vienna Declaration, 1993

Promises, promises...

Our leaders have made a huge number of human rights commitments on our behalf! If every guarantee that they had signed up to were to be met, our lives would be peaceful, secure, healthy and comfortable; our legal systems would be fair and would offer everyone the same protection; and our political processes would be transparent and democratic and would serve the interests of the people.

So what is going wrong? One of the small things that is going wrong is that politicians are like the rest of us and will often take short cuts if they can get away with it! So we need to know exactly what promises have been made on our behalf and to start making sure that they are kept.

Do you always do what you have said you will do? Even if no one reminds you?

What are our rights?

We know that we are entitled to have all human rights respected. The UDHR, the ECHR and other treaties cover a wide range of different rights, so we shall look at them in the order in which they were developed and were recognised regionally or by the international community. The most established way of classifying these rights is into “first, second and third generation” rights, so we shall follow this for the time being but, as we shall see, such a classification has limited use and can even be misleading at times. These categories, after all, are not clear-cut. They simply constitute one way – amongst many – of classifying the different rights. Most rights fall under more than one category. The right to express one’s opinion, for example, is both a civil and a political right. It is essential to participation in political life as well as being fundamental to our personal liberty.

Civil and political rights (first generation rights)

These rights began to emerge as a theory during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and were based mostly on political concerns. It had begun to be recognised that there were certain things that the all-powerful rulers should not be able to do and that people should have some influence over the policies that affected them. The two central ideas were those of personal liberty, and of protecting the individual against violations by the state.

Civil and political rights today are set out in detail in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and in the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR), and they include rights such as the right to participate in government and the prohibition of torture. These rights have traditionally been regarded by many – at least in “the West” – as the most important human rights. We shall see in the next section that this is a false view.

During the Cold War, the countries of the Soviet block were severely criticised for their disregard of civil and political rights. These countries responded by criticising the western democracies, in turn, for ignoring key social and economic rights, which we shall look at next. There was at least an element of truth in both criticisms. It also illustrates how human rights are prone to political abuse.

“States and the international community as a whole continue to tolerate all too often breaches of economic, social and cultural rights which, if they occurred in relation to civil and political rights, would provoke expressions of horror and outrage and would lead to concerted calls for immediate remedial action.”
Statement to the Vienna Conference by the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1993

Social, economic and cultural rights
(second generation rights)

These rights concern how people live and work together and the basic necessities of life. They are based on the ideas of equality and guaranteed access to essential social and economic goods, services, and opportunities. They became increasingly a subject of international recognition with the effects of early industrialisation and the rise of a working class. These led to new demands and new ideas about the meaning of a life of dignity. People realised that human dignity required more than the minimal lack of interference from the state as proposed by the civil and political rights. Social, economic and cultural rights are outlined in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and also in the European Social Charter of the Council of Europe.

- Social rights are those that are necessary for full participation in the life of society. They include at least the right to education and the right to found and maintain a family but also many of the rights often regarded as “civil” rights: for example, the rights to recreation, health care, privacy and freedom from discrimination.
- Economic rights are normally thought to include the right to work, to an adequate standard of living, to housing and the right to a pension if you are old or disabled. The economic rights reflect the fact that a certain minimal level of material security is necessary for human dignity, and also the fact that, for example, a lack of meaningful employment or housing can be psychologically demeaning.
- Cultural Rights refer to a community’s cultural “way of life” and are often given less attention than many of the other types of rights. They include the right to participate freely in the cultural life of the community and, possibly, also the right to education. However, many other rights, not officially classed as “cultural” will be essential for minority communities within a society to preserve their distinctive culture: for example, the right to non-discrimination and equal protection of the law.
Solidarity rights (third generation rights)

The list of internationally recognised human rights has not remained constant. Although none of the rights listed in the UDHR has been brought into serious question in over 60 years of its existence, new treaties and documents have clarified and further developed some of the basic concepts that were laid down in that original document.

These additions have been a result of a number of factors: they have partly come about as a response to changing ideas about human dignity, and partly as a result of new threats and opportunities emerging. In the case of the specific new category of rights that have been proposed as third generation rights, these have been the consequence of a deeper understanding of the different types of obstacles that may stand in the way of realising the first and second generation rights.

The idea at the basis of the third generation of rights is that of solidarity; and the rights embrace collective rights of society or peoples, such as the right to sustainable development, to peace or to a healthy environment. In much of the world, conditions such as extreme poverty, war, ecological and natural disasters have meant that there has been only very limited progress in respect of human rights. For that reason, many people have felt that the recognition of a new category of human rights is necessary: these rights would ensure the appropriate conditions for societies, particularly in the developing world, to be able to provide the first and second generation rights that have already been recognised.

The specific rights that are most commonly included within the category of third generation rights are the rights to development, to peace, to a healthy environment, to humanitarian assistance.

There has, however, been some debate concerning this category of rights. Some experts object to the idea of these rights because they are “collective rights”, in the sense of being held by communities or even whole states. They argue that human rights can only be held by individuals. The argument is more than merely verbal, because some people fear such a change in terminology could provide a “justification” for certain repressive regimes to deny (individual) human rights in the name of these collective human rights; for example, severely curtailing civil rights in order to secure “economic development”.

There is another concern which is sometimes expressed: since it is not the state but the international community that is meant to safeguard third generation rights, accountability is impossible to guarantee. Who, or what, is supposed to be responsible for making sure that there is peace in the Caucasus or the Middle East, or that the Amazonian rainforest is not destroyed and that appropriate measures are taken against climate change?

Nevertheless, whatever we decide to call them, there is general agreement that these areas require further exploration and further attention from the international community. Some collective rights have already been recognised, in particular under the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights and the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The UDHR itself includes the right to self-determination and a human right to development was codified in a 1986 UN General Assembly Declaration.
The right to development is an inalienable human right by virtue of which every human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in which all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully realised. (UN Declaration on the Right to Development)

*Are some rights more important than others?*

Social and economic rights had a difficult time being accepted on an equal level with civil and political rights, for reasons which are both ideological and political. Although it seems evident to the ordinary citizen that such things as a minimum standard of living, housing, and reasonable conditions of employment are all essential to human dignity, politicians have not always been so ready to acknowledge this. One reason is undoubtedly that ensuring basic social and economic rights for everyone worldwide would require a massive redistribution of resources. Politicians are well aware that that is not the type of policy that wins votes.

Such politicians therefore suggest that second generation rights are different to first generation civil and political rights. The first claim often made is that social and economic rights are neither realistic nor realisable, at least in the short term, and that we should move towards them only gradually. This is the approach that has been taken in the ICESCR: governments only need to show that they are taking measures towards meeting these aims at some point in the future. The claim, however, is certainly open to dispute and appears to be based more on political considerations than anything else. Many independent studies show that there are sufficient resources in the world, and sufficient expertise, to ensure that everyone's basic needs could be met if a concerted effort was made.

A second claim is that there is a fundamental theoretical difference between first and second generation rights: that the first type of rights require governments only to refrain from certain activities (these are so-called “negative” rights); while the second require positive intervention from governments (these are “positive” rights). The argument states that it is not realistic to expect governments to take positive steps, for example to provide food for everyone, and that they are therefore not obliged to do so. Without any obligation on anyone's part, there can be no right in any meaningful sense of the word.

However, there are two basic misunderstandings in this line of reasoning.

Firstly, civil and political rights are by no means purely negative. In order, for example, for a government to guarantee freedom from torture, it is not enough just for government officials to refrain from torturing people! Genuine freedom in this area often requires a system of checks and controls to be put in place: policing systems, legal mechanisms, freedom of information and access to places of detention – and more besides. The same goes for securing the right to vote and for all other civil and political rights. In other words, these rights require positive action by the government in addition to refraining from negative action.

Secondly, social and economic rights, just like civil and political rights, also require that governments refrain from certain activities: for example, from giving large tax breaks to companies, or encouraging development in regions that already possess a relative advantage, or imposing trade tariffs which penalise developing countries – and so on.
What positive action does a government need to authorise in order to ensure genuinely free and fair elections?

In actual fact, the different types of rights are far more closely connected with each other than their labels suggest. Economic rights merge into political rights; civil rights are often indistinguishable from social rights. The labels can be useful in giving a broad picture but they can also be very misleading. Many rights can fall into either category and rights from one category may depend in their realisation on the fulfilment of rights in another category.

It is therefore fitting to recall the understanding captured in the 1993 Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, in which paragraph 5 recognises that:

All human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated. The international community must treat human rights globally in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasis.

Other accounts for “core” and “other” rights

The “generations approach” is not the only effort in distinguishing between rights in the light of the proliferation of rights. Some rights can be derogated in times of public emergency; others cannot. Some rights are recognised as being “jus cogens” or norms that have been accepted by the international community of states as a norm from which no derogation is permitted: examples include the prohibitions against genocide, slavery, and systematic racial discrimination. Some rights are “absolute” in that they cannot be subject to derogation or limitation in their manifestation, for example the prohibition on torture. “Minimum core” obligations have been identified in relation to certain economic and social rights, for example the provision of essential primary health care, basic shelter and education. Others may suggest that collective rights are core, in that they establish a framework of protection within which individual rights can then be realised. There is no clear consensus or single theory on this, and most observers would reinforce the importance of emphasising the universality, indivisibility and interdependence of rights.

Irrespective of the question of proliferation, however, science sometimes triggers the need for the application of human rights norms to new challenges, and these will be discussed below.

The advance of science

Another area where new rights are being acknowledged is in health and medical science. New scientific discoveries have opened up a number of questions relating to ethics and human rights, in particular in the fields of genetic engineering, and concerning the transplant of organs and tissues. Questions on the very nature of life have had to be addressed as a result of technical advances in each of these fields.

The Council of Europe responded to some of these challenges with a new international treaty: The 1997 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with regard to the Application of Biology and Medicine (“Oviedo Convention”). This convention has been signed by 35 member states of the Council of Europe and ratified by 29 (as at May 2019). It sets out guidelines for some of the problematic issues raised in the previous section.
Summary of most relevant articles:

- Any form of discrimination against a person on grounds of their genetic heritage is prohibited.
- Predictive genetic tests can be carried out only for health purposes and not, for example, in order to determine the physical characteristics that a child will develop in later life.
- Intervention which aims to modify the human genome may only be undertaken for preventative, diagnostic or therapeutic purposes.
- Medically assisted procreation is not permitted where this is designed to determine a future child’s sex.
- Removal of organs or tissue from a living person for transplantation purposes can be carried out solely for the therapeutic benefit of the recipient.

Genetic engineering is the method of changing the inherited characteristics of an organism in a predetermined way by altering its genetic material. Progress in this area has led to an intense debate on a number of different ethical and human rights questions; for example, whether the alteration of germ cells should be allowed when this results in a permanent genetic change for the whole organism and for subsequent generations; or whether the reproduction of a clone organism from an individual gene should be allowed in the case of human beings if it is permitted in the case of mice and sheep.

Should there be limits to what scientists can research?

The progress of biomedical technology has also led to the possibility of transplanting adult and foetal organs or tissues from one body to another. Like genetic engineering, this offers huge potential for improving the quality of some people’s lives and even for saving lives - but consider some of the problematic issues that are raised by these advances:

- If a life can be saved or improved by using an organ from a dead body, should this always be attempted? Or do dead bodies also deserve respect?
- How can we ensure that everyone in need has an equal chance of receiving a transplant if there is a limited supply of organs?
- Should there be laws concerning the conservation of organs and tissues?
- Is there a rights approach to genetically modified foods and feeds (GMOs)? If so, what is it?
4.3 Legal Protection of human rights

We already know that human rights are inalienable rights possessed by every human being, but how can we access these rights? Where can we find evidence that these rights have been formally recognised by states? And how are these rights implemented?

Domestic Human Rights

It goes without saying that human rights protections and understandings are ultimately most reliant on developments and mechanisms at the national level. The laws, policies, procedures and mechanisms in place at the national level are key for the enjoyment of human rights in each country. It is therefore crucial that human rights are part of the national constitutional and legal systems, that justice professionals are trained about applying human rights standards, and that human rights violations are condemned and sanctioned. National standards have a more direct impact and national procedures are more accessible than those at the regional and international levels. As Eleanor Roosevelt observed:

Where, after all, do universal human rights begin? In small places, close to home – so close and so small that they cannot be seen on any map of the world. Yet they are the world of the individual person: the neighborhood he lives in; the school or college he attends; the factory, farm or office where he works. Such are the places where every man, woman, and child seeks equal justice, equal opportunity, equal dignity without discrimination. Unless these rights have meaning there, they have little meaning anywhere.

The duty of the State to respect, promote, protect and fulfil rights is therefore primary, and that of regional or international tribunals subsidiary, coming into play mainly where the state is deliberately or consistently violating rights. We all know examples of how resort to regional and international mechanisms has become necessary for the acknowledgement that violations are occurring at the national level. Regional and international concern or assistance may be the trigger for securing rights domestically, but that is only done when all domestic avenues have been utilised and exhausted. It is for this reason that we dedicate the rest of this section to exactly this scenario. What resort is there where domestic systems have failed to ensure adequate protection for the enjoyment of human rights?

Why do you think that even states with a very poor record on human rights are ready to sign international human rights treaties?
Human rights are recognised by agreements

At the international level, states have come together to draw up certain agreements on the subject of human rights. These agreements establish objective standards of behaviour for states, imposing on them certain duties towards individuals. They can be of two kinds: legally binding or non-binding.

A binding document, often called a Treaty, Convention or Covenant, represents a voluntary commitment by states to implement human rights at the national level. States individually commit to being bound by these standards through ratification or accession (simply signing the document does not make it binding, although it represents the willingness to facilitate this). States can make reservations or declarations in line with the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which exempt them from certain provisions in the document, the idea being to get as many of them as possible to sign. After all, it is better to have a state promising to comply with some human rights provisions than with none! This mechanism, however, can sometimes be abused and used as a pretext for denying basic human rights, allowing a state to “escape” international scrutiny in certain areas.

Human rights have, however, also permeated binding law at the national level. International human rights norms have inspired states to enshrine such standards into national constitutions and other legislation. These may also provide avenues for redress for human rights violations at the national level.

By contrast, a non-binding instrument is basically just a declaration or political agreement by states to the effect that all attempts will be made to meet a set of rights but without any legal obligation to do so. This usually means, in practice, that there are no official (or legal) implementation mechanisms although there may be strong political commitments to have them.

What is the value in a mere “promise” to abide by human rights standards, when this is not backed up by legal mechanisms? Is it better than nothing?

Meetings of the United Nations General Assembly or UN conferences held on specific issues often result in a United Nations declaration or non-binding document also referred to as “soft law”. All states, simply by being members of the United Nations or by taking part in the conference, are considered to be in agreement with the declaration issued. The recognition of human rights should also, at the national level, be the result of an agreement between a state and its people. When human rights are recognised at the national level, they become primarily a political commitment of a state towards its people.
Key international documents

The importance of human rights is increasingly being acknowledged through wider instruments offering such protection. This should be seen as a victory not only for human rights activists, but for people in general. A corollary of such success is the development of a large and complex body of human rights texts (instruments) and implementation procedures.

Human rights instruments are usually classified under three main categories: the geographical scope (regional or universal), the category of rights provided for and, where relevant, the specific category of persons or groups to whom protection is given.

At the UN level alone, there are more than a hundred human rights related documents, and if we add in those at different regional levels, the number increases further. We cannot consider all these instruments here, so this section will only deal with those that are most relevant for the purpose of human rights education in Compass:

- documents which have been widely accepted and have laid the ground for the development of other human rights instruments, most particularly the International Bill of Rights. (For more specific instruments, such as the Refugee Convention, Genocide Convention and instruments addressing International Humanitarian Law, please refer to the thematic sections of Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass.)
- documents relating to specific issues or beneficiaries, which are explored in this manual
- the major European documents.

United Nations Instruments

The most important global human rights instrument is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted in 1948 by the General Assembly of the UN. This is so widely accepted that its initial non-binding character has altered, and much of it is now frequently referred to as legally binding on the basis of customary international law. It is the touchstone human rights instrument from which tens of other international and regional instruments, and hundreds of domestic constitutions and other legislation, has drawn inspiration.

The UDHR consists of a preface and 30 articles setting forth the human rights and fundamental freedoms to which all men and women everywhere in the world are entitled, without any discrimination. It encompasses both civil and political rights as well as social, economic and cultural rights:

- Right to Equality
- Freedom from Discrimination
- Right to Life, Liberty, Personal Security
- Freedom from Slavery
- Freedom from Torture and Degrading Treatment
- Right to Recognition as a Person before the Law
- Right to Equality before the Law
- Right to Remedy by Competent Tribunal
- Freedom from Arbitrary Arrest and Exile
- Right to a Fair Public Hearing
- Right to be Considered Innocent until Proven Guilty

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the most important of all human rights instruments.
Understanding Human Rights

- Freedom from Interference with Privacy, Family, Home and Correspondence
- Right to Free Movement in and out of the Country
- Right to Asylum in other Countries from Persecution
- Right to a Nationality and the Freedom to Change it
- Right to Marriage and Family
- Right to Own Property
- Freedom of Belief and Religion
- Freedom of Opinion and Information
- Right of Peaceful Assembly and Association
- Right to Participate in Government and in Free Elections
- Right to Social Security
- Right to Desirable Work and to Join Trade Unions
- Right to Rest and Leisure
- Right to Adequate Living Standard
- Right to Education
- Right to Participate in the Cultural Life of Community
- Right to a Social Order that Articulates the UDHR

The Declaration also contains a strong reference to community and citizenship duties as essential to free and full development and to respecting the rights and freedoms of others. Similarly, the rights in the declaration cannot be invoked by people or states in violating human rights.

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) both came into force in 1976 and are the main legally binding instruments of worldwide application. The two Covenants were drafted in order to expand on the rights outlined in the UDHR, and to give them legal force (within a treaty). Together with the UDHR and their respective Optional Protocols, they form the International Bill of Rights. Each of them, as their names indicate, provides for a different category of rights although they also share concerns, for example in relation to non-discrimination. Both instruments have been widely ratified, with the ICCPR having 166 ratifications and the ICESCR 160 ratifications, as of November 2010.

Further to the International Bill of Rights, the UN has adopted a further seven treaties addressing particular rights or beneficiaries. There has been mobilisation for the idea of particular rights or beneficiaries – for example child rights for children – as despite the application of all human rights to children and young people, children are not seen to enjoy equal access to those general rights and they are in need of specific additional protections.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) recognises that children have human rights too, and that people under the age of 18 need special protection in order to ensure that their full development, their survival, and their best interests are respected.

The International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination (1965) prohibits and condemns racial discrimination and requires states parties to take steps to bring it to an end by all appropriate means, whether this is carried out by public authorities or others.
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW, 1979) focuses on the discrimination which is often systemically and routinely suffered by women through “distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women […] of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil, or any other field”. (Article 1) States undertake to condemn such discrimination and take immediate steps to ensure equality.

The Convention Against Torture and Other Forms of Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment (1984) defines torture as “severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental” (Article 1.1), which is intentionally inflicted in order to obtain information, as punishment or coercion or based on discrimination. This treaty requires states parties to take effective measures to prevent torture within their jurisdiction and forbids them from returning people to their home country if there is reason to believe they would be tortured there.

The Convention on the Protection of the Rights of Migrant Workers and members of their Families (1990) refers to a person who “is to be engaged, is engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or she is not a national” (Article 2.1), and to members of his/her family. As well as delineating the general human rights which such people should benefit from, the treaty clarifies that whether documented and in a regular and legal situation or not, discrimination should not be suffered in relation to the enjoyment of rights such as liberty and security, protection against violence or deprivation of liberty.

The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006) marks a groundbreaking shift not only in its definition of people with disabilities but also in their recognition as equal subjects with full and equal human rights and fundamental freedoms. The treaty clarifies the application of rights to such people and obliges states parties to make reasonable accommodation for people with disabilities in order to allow them to exercise their rights effectively, for example in order to ensure their access to services and cultural life.

The Convention on Enforced Disappearances (2006) addresses a phenomenon which has been a global problem. The treaty prohibits the “arrest, detention, abduction or any other form of deprivation of liberty” (Article 2), whether by state agents or others acting with the states’ acquiescence followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person. It states that no exceptional circumstances whatsoever for this refusal to acknowledge deprivation of liberty and the concealment of the fate and whereabouts of victims. Its objective is to end this cynical ploy and attempt to inflict serious human rights violations and get away with it.
Protection of specific groups at the UN and European levels

As well as recognising the fundamental rights of individuals, some human rights instruments recognise the rights of specific groups. These special protections are in place because of previous cases of discrimination against groups and because of the disadvantaged and vulnerable position that some groups occupy in society. The special protection does not provide new human rights as such but rather seeks to ensure that the human rights of the UDHR are effectively accessible to everyone. It is therefore incorrect to pretend that people from minorities have more rights than people from majorities; if there are special rights for minorities, it is simply to guarantee them equality of opportunities in accessing civil, political, social, economic or cultural rights. Examples of groups that have received special protection are:

Minorities

Minorities have not been definitively defined by international human rights instruments, but they are commonly described in such instruments as those with national or ethnic, religious or linguistic characteristics that differ from the majority population and which they wish to maintain. These are protected:

- at the UN level by article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as well as by the Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities adopted in 1992
• at the European level by a binding instrument – the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities (FCNM), which created a monitoring body of independent experts: the Advisory Committee on the FCNM. Other Council of Europe sectors have activities relevant to the protection of minorities: the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, the European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI), and the Commissioner for Human Rights, amongst others, are instrumental in this.

• by having a special place in the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) by the High Commissioner on National Minorities, and by relevant OSCE documents.

Children

Their main protection is given at the UN level with the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) of 1989, the most widely ratified convention (not ratified only by the United States). The Convention’s four core principles are: non-discrimination; a commitment to upholding the best interests of the child; the right to life, survival and development; and respect for the views of the child.

At the African level, the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child provides basic children’s rights, taking into account the unique factors of the continent’s situation. It came into force in 1999. The Covenant of the Rights of the Child in Islam was adopted by the Organisation of Islamic Conference in 2005. The ASEAN Commission on the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Women and Children was inaugurated in April 2010.

The Council of Europe Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse came into force on 1 July 2010. This Convention is the first instrument to establish the various forms of sexual abuse of children as criminal offences, including such abuse committed in the home or family.

Refugees

The rights of refugees are specially guaranteed in the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 1951 and by the United Nations High Commissioner on Refugees (UNHCR). The only regional system with a specific instrument on refugee protection has been Africa with the adoption, in 1969, of the Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa, but in Europe the ECHR also offers some protection.

Women

In order to promote worldwide equality between the sexes, the rights of women are specifically protected by the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), 1979.

In the Council of Europe, 2009 saw the adoption of the Declaration: Making Gender Equality a Reality. The adoption of this Declaration marked 20 years after the adoption of another Declaration on the equality of Women and Men. The aim of the 2009 Declaration is to bridge the gap between the equality of genders in fact, as well as in law. It calls on Member States to eliminate structural causes of power imbalances between women and men, ensure economic independence and empowerment of women, address the need to eliminate established stereotypes, eradicate violations of the dignity and human rights of women through effective action to prevent and combat gender-based violence, and the integration of a gender equality perspective in governance.

A child means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
Others

Groups such as people with disabilities are also given special protection because of their vulnerable position, which can make them more prone to abuse. This is established in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which will be discussed further in Chapter 5 at www.coe.int/compass.

Other groups too, for example indigenous peoples, have also received specific protection at the international level through the 2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, although not yet as a legally binding instrument.

Are there other groups in your society that are in need of special protection?

Regional instruments

As we can see above, international and regional instruments generally uphold the same minimum standards but they may differ in their focus or in raising regionally focused concerns. For example, the concern with internally displaced persons was spearheaded in the African region before the issue really emerged as a matter for UN concern; similarly, the mechanism of visiting places of detention in an effort to prevent torture was first established at the European level before an Optional Protocol allowed for the same mechanism under the UN Convention Against Torture. These examples show how regional and international norms and mechanisms can enhance the promotion and protection of human rights.

The practical advantage of having regional human rights norms and systems for the protection of human rights is that they are more likely to have been crafted in the basis of closer geographic, historical, political, cultural and social affinities. They are closer to “home” and are more likely to enjoy greater support. They are also more accessible to policy makers, politicians and victims. We may therefore see them as the second “front” for the upholding of human rights, the first being domestic, the second regional and the third international.

Four of the five world regions have established human rights systems for the protection of human rights. The objective of regional instruments is to articulate human rights standards and mechanisms at the regional level without downgrading the universality of human rights. As regional systems have developed, whether due to an economic impetus or for more historical or political reasons, they have also felt the urge to articulate a regional human rights commitment, often reinforcing the mechanisms and guarantees of the UN system. Indeed there have been many examples where regional standards exceed internationally agreed standards, one example being the African system’s pioneering recognition of the need for protection, not only for refugees but also for internally displaced persons.

In the Americas, there is the Organization of American States, and the main binding document is the American Convention on Human Rights of 1969.

In Africa, we find the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, adopted in 1986 within the African Union (formerly known as the Organisation of African Unity).

On the Asian continent, no real system has been developed to date and the only regional human rights instrument is a non-binding 1998 peoples’ charter initiated by civil society – the Asian Declaration on Human Rights.
**European instruments**

Europe has a well-established system within the Council of Europe for the protection of human rights of which the cornerstone is the European Convention on Human Rights with its European Court of Human Rights based in Strasbourg.

**Why do you think different regions have found it necessary to establish their own human rights systems?**

The Council of Europe, with its 46 member states, has played a key role in the promotion of human rights in Europe. Its main human rights instrument is the European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (also known as the European Convention on Human Rights – ECHR). This has been accepted by all the member states in the Council of Europe, since it is a requirement for membership. It was adopted in 1950 and came into force three years later. It provides for civil and political rights and its main strength is its implementation machinery, the European Court of Human Rights. This court and its jurisprudence are admired throughout the world and are often referred to by the UN and by constitutional courts of numerous countries and other regional systems.

Just as at the UN level, social and economic rights in Europe are provided for in a separate document. The (Revised) European Social Charter is a binding document that covers rights to safeguard people’s standard of living in Europe. The charter has been signed by 45 member states and, by 2010, it had been ratified by 30 of them.

In addition to these two major instruments, the Council of Europe’s action in the field of human rights include other specific instruments and conventions that complement the guarantees and provisions of the ECHR by addressing specific situations or vulnerable groups. Conventional monitoring systems are complemented by other independent bodies such as the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance and the Commissioner for Human Rights. Altogether, the work of the Council of Europe for human rights should be able to take into account social, scientific and technological developments, and the possible new challenges that they present for human rights.

**Human Rights Development**

Human rights instruments are a record of our latest understandings of what human dignity requires. Such instruments are likely to be always one step behind, in that they are addressing challenges that have already been acknowledged rather than those that remain so institutionalised and embedded in our societies that we still fail to acknowledge them as rights and rights violations.

In the Council of Europe, the standard-setting work of the organisation seeks to propose new legal standards to deal with problems or developments in the member states concerning issues within the competence of the Committee of Ministers. These measures may include proposing new legal standards or adapting existing ones. This is how the procedures of the European Court of Human Rights are evolving so that it remains effective, how provisions for abolishing the death penalty have been adopted, and how new convention-based instruments, such as the Convention on Action against Trafficking of Human Beings, adopted in 2005, have come to light.
In this sense, human rights instruments will continue to be revised and advanced for time immemorial. Our understanding, case law and – most of all – our advocacy will continue to push, pull and stretch human rights continuously. The fact that the provisions of human rights conventions and treaties are sometimes seen as being below what we would sometimes expect should not be a reason to question what human rights represent as hope for humanity. Human rights law will often remain behind what human rights advocates would expect, but it also remains their most reliable support.

Fighting racism and intolerance

All human rights instruments contain non-discrimination and equality guarantees, whether they are UN, Council of Europe, EU or OSCE standards. At the UN level, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination came into force in 1969 and is monitored by an expert body, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. The Committee receives and reviews state reports regarding compliance with the treaty, has an early warning procedure aimed at preventing situations fuelled by intolerance that may escalate into conflict and serious violations of the Convention, and a procedure for receiving individual complaints where the state concerned has allowed for this. The European Union’s Race Directive, in turn, applies to employment and to the provision of goods and services by the State and private actors.
The European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) is a mechanism of the Council of Europe. Established in 1993, ECRI’s task is to combat racism, xenophobia, antisemitism and intolerance at the level of Europe as a whole and from the perspective of the protection of human rights. ECRI’s action covers all necessary measures to combat violence, discrimination and prejudice faced by persons or groups of persons, notably on grounds of race, colour, language, religion, nationality and national or ethnic origin.

ECRI’s members are designated by their governments on the basis of their in-depth knowledge in the field of combating intolerance. They are nominated in their personal capacity and act as independent members. ECRI’s main programme of activities comprises:

- a country-by-country approach consisting of carrying out in-depth analyses of the situation in each of the member countries in order to develop specific, concrete proposals, matched by follow-up
- work on general themes (the collection and circulation of examples of good practice on specific subjects to illustrate ECRI’s recommendations, and the adoption of general policy recommendations)
- activities in liaison with the community, including awareness-raising and information sessions in the member states, co-ordination with national and local NGOs, communicating an anti-racist message and producing educational material.

### Protocol 12 of the European Convention on Human Rights

An additional protocol to the ECHR was adopted in 2000 and entered into force in 2005; this was Protocol 12. As of early 2011 it has been signed by 19 states and ratified by 18. Its main focus is the prohibition of discrimination.

The ECHR already guarantees the right not to be discriminated against (Article 14) but this is thought to be inadequate in comparison with those provisions of other international instruments such as the UDHR and the ICCPR. The main reason is that article 14, unlike the others, does not contain an independent prohibition of discrimination; that is, it prohibits discrimination only with regard to the “enjoyment of the rights and freedoms” set forth in the Convention. When this protocol came into force, the prohibition of discrimination gained an “independent life” from other provisions of the ECHR.

The Court found a violation of this provision for the first time in 2009 in Sejdic and Finci v. Bosnia and Herzegovina (GC, nos. 27996/06 and 34836/06, 22 December 2009).

### Enforcing human rights

How can we ensure that these protection mechanisms work? Who or what compels states to carry out their obligations?

At a national level, this work is carried out by courts – when human rights instruments have been ratified or incorporated into national law – but also, depending on the country, by ombudsman offices, human rights committees, human rights councils, parliamentary committees, and so on.

The main international supervisory bodies are commissions or committees and courts, all of which are composed of independent members – experts or judges – and none of whom represent a single state. The main mechanisms used by these bodies are:

- Complaints (brought by individuals, groups or states)
- Court cases
- Reporting procedures.
Since not all human rights instruments or regional systems use the same procedures for implementing human rights, a few examples will help to clarify.

**Complaints**

Complaints against a state are brought before a commission or committee in what is usually referred to as a quasi-judicial procedure. The supervisory body then takes a decision and states are expected to comply with it, though no legal enforcement procedure exists. Often a state needs to give an additional declaration or ratification of an optional protocol to signify its acceptance of the complaints system. The Human Rights Committee (or “ICCPR Committee”) and the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (within the United Nations system), and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (within the Organisation of American States) are examples of bodies dealing with such complaints.

What sanctions could exist if we established an International Human Rights Court?

**Court cases**

So far there are three permanent regional courts which exist as supervisory bodies specifically for the implementation of human rights: the European Court of Human Rights, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the African Court of Justice and Human Rights (ACJHR). The Inter-American Court of Human Rights was established by the Organization of American States in 1979 to interpret and enforce the American Convention on Human Rights. The African Court is the most recent of the regional courts, having come into being in January 2004. It decides cases in compliance with the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights in relation to state members of the African Union. Based in Arusha, Tanzania, the Court’s judges were elected in 2006 and it delivered its first judgment in December 2009, declaring it had no jurisdiction to hear the case Yogogombaye v Senegal.

After ratification of the Rome Statute by 60 countries, the first permanent international criminal court came into force in 2002 to try cases related to war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide. This International Criminal Court (ICC) tries individuals accused of crimes against humanity, genocide and war crimes but only if national courts are unwilling or unable to investigate or prosecute these crimes. To date the ICC has investigated five situations in Northern Uganda, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Central African Republic, Sudan (Darfur) and Kenya. Its groundbreaking case law has helped advance human rights understandings, for example in relation to the incitement of genocide and the right to free and fair elections.

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) is the principal judicial organ of the UN. It has a dual role: to settle in accordance with international law the legal disputes submitted to it by states, and to give advisory opinions on legal questions. Only states can bring a case against another state and usually the cases are to do with treaties be-
between states. These treaties may concern basic relations between states, (for example commercial or territorial) or may relate to human rights issues. The ICJ does not allow individuals to bring human rights or other claims to it. It has, however, contributed to furthering human rights by interpreting and developing human rights rules and principles in cases which states or international bodies have brought to it. It has addressed rights such as self-determination, non-discrimination, freedom of movement, the prohibition of torture, and so on.

There is often confusion surrounding the roles of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), the European Court of Justice (ECJ) and the International Court of Justice (ICJ). In actual fact, the three bodies are very different in terms of their geographical jurisdiction and the types of cases they examine.

The ECJ is a body of the European Union. This is a court whose main duty is to ensure that Community law is not interpreted and applied differently in each member state. It is based on Community law and not human rights law; but sometimes Community law may involve human rights issues.

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) is the principle judicial organ of the United Nations and its role was discussed above.

The European Court of Human Rights

The European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg is famous for a number of reasons, but perhaps above all, because it gives life and meaning to the text of the ECHR. One of its main advantages is the system of compulsory jurisdiction, which means that as soon as a state ratifies or accedes to the ECHR, it automatically puts itself under the jurisdiction of the European Court. A human rights case can be brought against the State Party from the moment of ratification.

Another reason for its success is the force of the Court's judgment. States have to comply with the final judgment. Their compliance is supervised by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe.

In every case brought before the European Court, the procedure also includes the possibility of having a friendly settlement based on mediation between the parties. The Court has been able to develop over time. When it was initially set up in 1959, it was only a part-time court working together with the European Commission of Human Rights. With the increase of cases, a full-time court became necessary and one was set up in November 1998. This increase in the number of cases is clear evidence of the Court's success, but this workload is also jeopardising the quality and effectiveness of the system. People know that the Court is there and able to step in when they feel their fundamental rights are being infringed; however, the authority and effectiveness of the ECHR at the national level should be ensured, in accordance with the “principle of subsidiarity”, which foresees that states have primary responsibility to prevent human rights violations and to remedy them when they occur.
Some emblematic cases of the European Court of Human Rights

- **Soering v. the UK** (June 1989): This was a case involving a man who was to be extradited to US to face charges of murder, where the crime was punishable by the death penalty. The Court took the view that to send him back to the US would be against the prohibition of torture, inhuman or other degrading treatment or punishment (Article 3, ECHR). One consequence of this decision was that the protection of individuals within a member state of the Council of Europe went beyond European borders. This principle has already been followed in other cases, such as **Jabari v. Turkey** (July 2000), and has protected asylum seekers from being sent back to a country where they would have their lives endangered.

- **Tyrer v. the UK** (March 1978): In this case, the Court considered that corporal punishment as a punishment for juvenile offenders was against the ECHR because it violated the right not to be tortured or to have degrading and inhuman treatment or punishment, as guaranteed under Article 3, ECHR. In the Court’s words: “his punishment – whereby he was treated as an object in the power of the authorities – constituted an assault on precisely that which it is one of the main purposes of Article 3 (Art. 3) to protect, namely a person’s dignity and physical integrity”. This case is a good example of the living nature of the ECHR, where the Court keeps pace with the changing values of our society.

- **Kokkinakis v. Greece** (April 1993): This was an interesting case, which dealt with the conflict between the rights of different people. It was based on the issue of proselytising and whether the teaching of a religion (guaranteed under article 9 of ECHR) violates another person’s right to freedom of religion.
The court thought it necessary to make a clear distinction between teaching, preaching and discussing with immoral and deceitful means to convince a person to change his/her religion (such as offering material or social advantages, using violence or brainwashing).

- **DH v Czech Republic** (November 2007): This was a case taken by 18 Roma children in the light of the fact that Roma students were segregated into special schools for children with learning disabilities, regardless of their ability. This meant that they would also have little chance in subsequently accessing higher education or job opportunities. In its judgment, the Court for the first time found a violation of article 14 (prohibition of discrimination) in relation to a “pattern” of racial discrimination in a particular sphere of public life, in this case public schools. The Court ruled that this systemic pattern of racial segregation in schooling violated non-discrimination protections in the ECHR (Article 14). It also noted that a general policy or measure, couched in neutral terms, may still discriminate against a particular group and result in indirect discrimination against them. The case was a first in challenging systemic racial segregation in education.

**Do you know of any important cases against your country at the European Court of Human Rights?**

**Reports and reviews**

The majority of human rights instruments require states to submit periodic reports. These are compiled by states following the directions of the supervisory body. The objective of such reporting, and the subsequent review with the corresponding monitoring body, is a frank exchange of challenges being faced in efforts towards the realisation of the rights concerned. The reports are publicly examined in what is referred to as the “state dialogue”. The state reports are examined alongside any NGO “shadow reports”, based on their own sources and analysis, addressing the record of that state. After the dialogue between state representatives and independent expert members of the monitoring body, that body issues its observations regarding the compliance of that state with the standards upheld in the binding instrument under review. These observations address both positive and critical aspects regarding the state’s record. The ICCPR, ICESCR, and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) are examples of instruments requiring the submission of such periodic reports.

As well as this state dialogue procedure, monitoring bodies may also be empowered to carry out “in situ” or field visits to observe the situation of human rights first hand. Most such visits require the explicit permission of the state on a case-by-case basis. However, efforts are being made to allow for open standing invitations, for example with states publicly issuing standing invitations for visits by any UN Special Mandate holders.

More robust procedures have also been developed under a number of instruments to allow for intrusive ongoing visits, in the effort not only to respond to, but also to prevent, violations of human rights.
The European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1987) offers one such example. It is based on a system of visits by members of the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) to places of detention, for example prisons and places of youth detention, police stations, army barracks and psychiatric hospitals. Members of the CPT observe how detainees are treated and, if necessary, recommend improvements in order to comply with the right not to be tortured or to be inhumanly treated. This mechanism has since inspired the development of a similar UN mechanism. CPT delegations periodically visit states that are party to the Convention but may organise additional ad hoc visits if necessary. As of 9 August 2012, the CPT had conducted 323 visits and published 272 reports.

An important function of the CPT’s work was seen in the case of the hunger strikes in Turkish prisons in 2000-2001. When the Turkish government was drawing up changes to the prison system, a number of prisoners used hunger strikes to protest against some of the reforms. Their demonstrations became violent. The CPT became actively involved in negotiations with government and hunger strikers, investigating the events surrounding the hunger strikes and looking at how the draft laws could reform the Turkish prison system. The CPT has visited Türkiye every year since 1999, except in 2008. More recent CPT visits have included those to Serbia, Albania and Greece.

The Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights

The office of the Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights was set up in 1999. The purpose of this independent institution is both to promote the concept of human rights and to ensure effective respect for and full enjoyment of these rights in Council of Europe member States. The Commissioner is elected by the Parliamentary Assembly for a non-renewable term of office of six years.

The Commissioner is a non-judicial institution whose action is to be seen as complementary to the other institutions of the Council of Europe which are active in the promotion of human rights. The Commissioner is to carry out its responsibilities with complete independence and impartiality, while respecting the competence of the various supervisory bodies set up under the European Convention on Human Rights or under other Council of Europe human rights instruments.

The Commissioner for Human Rights is mandated to:
- foster the effective observance of human rights, and assist member states in the implementation of Council of Europe human rights standards
- promote education in and awareness of human rights in Council of Europe member states
- identify possible shortcomings in the law and practice concerning human rights
- facilitate the activities of national ombudsperson institutions and other human rights structures, and
- provide advice and information regarding the protection of human rights across the region.
The Commissioner can deal ex officio with any issue within its competence. Although it may not take up individual complaints, the Commissioner can act on any relevant information concerning general aspects of the protection of human rights as enshrined in Council of Europe instruments.

Such information and requests to deal with it may be addressed to the Commissioner by governments, national parliaments, national ombudsmen or similar institutions, as well as by individuals and organisations. The Commissioner’s thematic work has included the issuing of reports, recommendations, opinions and viewpoints on the human rights of asylum seekers, immigrants and Roma.

The Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights should not be confused with the United Nations Human Rights Commissioner.

Many NGOs lobbied for the creation of the post of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and the decision for its creation was agreed at the UN World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna in 1993, which recommended that the General Assembly consider the question of establishing such a High Commissioner for the promotion and protection of all human rights as a matter of priority. This was done in the same year.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights is appointed by the UN Secretary-General and approved by the General Assembly as a “person of high moral standing” with expertise in human rights as the UN official with principal responsibility for UN human rights activities: their role includes the promotion, protection and effective enjoyment of all rights, engagement and dialogue with governments on securing human rights, and enhancing international co-operation and UN co-ordination for the promotion and protection of all human rights. As the principal human rights official of the UN, the High Commissioner’s activities include the direction of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and its regional and country offices. The OHCHR supports the work of a wide range of UN human rights activities and works for the promotion and protection of human rights and the enforcement of universal human rights norms, including the World Programme on Human Rights Education.

Is this sufficient?

Many people would argue that the poor human rights record in the world is a result of the lack of proper enforcement mechanisms. It is often left up to individual states to decide whether they carry out recommendations. In many cases, whether an individual or group right will in fact be guaranteed depends on pressure from the international community and, to a large extent, on the work of NGOs. This is a less than satisfactory state of affairs, since it can be a long wait before a human rights violation is actually addressed by the UN or the Council of Europe.

Can anything be done to change this? Firstly, it is essential to ensure that states guarantee human rights at national level and that they develop a proper mechanism for remedying any violation. At the same time, pressure must be put on states to commit themselves to those mechanisms that have enforcement procedures.
4.4 Human Rights Activism and the Role of NGOs

“Everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, to promote and to strive for the protection and realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms at the national and international levels.”

*Article 1, UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders*

**What are NGOs?**

The term non-governmental or non-profit is normally used to cover the range of organisations which go to make up civil society. Such organisations are characterised, in general, by having as the purpose of their existence something other than financial profit. However, this leaves a huge multitude of reasons for existence and a wide variety of enterprises and activities. NGOs range from small pressure groups on, for example, specific environmental concerns or specific human rights violations, through educational charities, women’s refuges, cultural associations, religious organisations, legal foundations, humanitarian assistance programmes – and the list could continue – all the way to the huge international organisations with hundreds or even thousands of branches or members in different parts of the world.

In this section, we look briefly at the significant role that such organisations have had, and continue to have, in the protection of human rights throughout the world. At nearly every level of the different attempts to preserve the dignity of individual citizens when this is threatened by the power of the state, NGOs play a crucial role in:

- fighting individual violations of human rights either directly or by supporting particular “test cases” through relevant courts
- offering direct assistance to those whose rights have been violated
- lobbying for changes to national, regional or international law
- helping to develop the substance of those laws
- promoting knowledge of, and respect for, human rights among the population.

The contribution of NGOs is important not only in terms of the results that are achieved, and therefore for the optimism that people may feel about the defence of human rights in the world, but also because NGOs are, in a very direct sense, tools that are available to be used by individuals and groups throughout the world. They are managed and co-ordinated – as many organisations are – by private individuals, but they also draw a large part of their strength from other members of the community offering voluntary support to their cause. This fact gives them great significance for those individuals who would like to contribute to the improvement of human rights in the world.
Types of human rights NGOs

The 1993 UN World Conference on Human Rights – known as the Vienna Conference – was attended by 841 NGOs from throughout the world, all of which described themselves as working with a human rights mission. Though an impressive figure in itself, this actually represented only a tiny fraction of the total number of human rights NGOs active in the world.

Most self-professed “human rights organisations” tend to be engaged in the protection of civil and political rights. The best known of such organisations, at least on the international stage, include Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, the International Federation for Human Rights, Human Rights First and Interights. However, as we have seen, civil and political rights are just one category of the many different human rights recognised by the international community, and new rights are continuing to emerge, even today. When we take this into account and consider the NGOs active in countering poverty, violence, racism, health problems, homelessness and environmental concerns, to name just a few, the actual number of NGOs engaged in human rights protection, in one form or another, runs into the hundreds of thousands throughout the world.

Do you know of any NGOs fighting for human rights in your country?

How do they influence the process?

NGOs may attempt to engage in the protection of human rights at various different stages or levels, and the strategies they employ will vary according to the nature of their objectives – their specificity or generality; their long-term or short-term nature; their local, national, regional or international scope, and so on.

a. Direct assistance

It is particularly common for NGOs working on social and economic rights to offer some form of direct service to those who have been victims of human rights violations. Such services may include forms of humanitarian assistance, protection or training to develop new skills. Alternatively, where the right is protected by law, they may include legal advocacy or advice on how to present claims.

In many cases, however, direct assistance to the victim of a violation or a human rights defender is either not possible or does not represent the best use of an organisation’s resources. On such occasions, and this probably represents the majority of cases, NGOs need to take a longer term view and to think of other ways either of rectifying the violation or of preventing similar occurrences from happening in the future.

b. Collecting accurate information

If there is a fundamental strategy lying at the base of the different forms of NGO activism, it is perhaps the idea of attempting to “show up” the perpetrators of injustice. Governments are very often able to shirk their obligations under the in-
international treaties, or other rights standards, that they have signed up to because the impact of their policies is simply not known to the general public. Collecting such information and using it to promote transparency in the human rights record of governments is essential in holding them to account and is frequently used by NGOs. They attempt to put pressure on people or governments by identifying an issue that will appeal to people’s sense of injustice and then making it public. Two of the best known examples of organisations that are reputed for their accurate monitoring and reporting are Amnesty International and the International Committee of the Red Cross. Both of these organisations possess authority not only among the general public but also at the level of the UN, where their reports are taken into account as part of the official process of monitoring governments that have agreed to be bound by the terms of international treaties.

c. Campaigning and lobbying

International actors often engage in campaigning and advocacy in order to bring about a policy change. Again, there are numerous forms, and an NGO will try to adopt the most appropriate one, given the objectives it has in mind, the nature of its “target”, and of course, its own available resources. Some common practices are outlined below.

• Letter-writing campaigns are a method that has been used to great effect by Amnesty International and other NGOs. People and organisations “bombard” government officials with letters from thousands of its members all over the world.

• Street actions or demonstrations, with the media coverage that these normally attract, may be used when organisations want to enlist the support of the public or to bring something to the public eye in order to “name and shame” a government.

• The media will frequently play an important part in lobbying practices, and social media and the Internet are now assuming an increasingly significant role.

• Shadow reports are submitted to UN human rights monitoring bodies to give an NGO perspective of the real situation regarding the enjoyment of human rights in a particular country.

In addition to demonstrations of support or public outrage, NGOs may also engage in private meetings or briefings with officials. Sometimes the mere threat of bringing something to the public eye may be enough to change a policy or practice, as in the story below.Whilst this used to be done, at one time, through tapes, posters and faxes, it is now organised through email campaigns and petitions, internet sites, blogs and electronic social networks.

In general, the greater the backing from the public or from other influential actors (for example, other governments), the more likely is it that a campaign will achieve its objectives. Even if they do not always use this support directly, NGOs can ensure that their message is heard simply by indicating that a large popular movement could be mobilised against a government or many governments.

Have there been any high profile campaigns in your country? What was the outcome?
d. Human rights education and awareness

Many human rights NGOs also include, at least as part of their activities, some type of public awareness or educational work. Realising that the essence of their support lies with the general public, NGOs will often try to bring greater knowledge of human rights issues to members of the public. A greater knowledge of these issues and of the methods of defending them is likely to engender a greater respect and this, in turn, will increase the likelihood of being able to mobilise support in particular instances of human rights violations. It is that support, or potential support, that lies at the base of the success of the NGO community in improving the human rights environment.

Examples of successful activism

Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions (COHRE)

This human rights organisation was established in 1994 in order to work for the protection of housing rights and the prevention of forced evictions around the world. COHRE utilises the international human rights law understanding of “housing” as implying more than a roof over one’s head. COHRE emphasises that “roughly half of the world’s population does not currently have access to adequate housing that is guaranteed to them under international human rights law”. In ensuring the protection of adequate housing rights, COHRE and its partners around the world provide analysis, advocacy, public education, training and litigation work in relation to:

- forced evictions
- security of tenure
- access to land
- water and sanitation
- women and housing rights
- litigation and legal advocacy
- restitution and return
- the impact of mega events on housing rights.

In a recent landmark decision in November 2010, in COHRE v. Italy, the Council of Europe’s Committee of Social Rights (supervising the Revised European Social Charter) found Italy to have violated the rights of its Roma population due to the destruction of Roma camps and the eviction and expelling of Roma from Italy. These mass expulsions of non-Italian Roma who are citizens of other EU states had increased dramatically after 2008. Violations were found in relation to: discrimination and violations of the rights of Roma people to adequate housing; social, legal and economic protection; protection against poverty and social exclusion; and the right of migrant Roma families to protection and assistance. Italy’s policies and practices, which leave Roma residents living in segregated and grossly inadequate housing conditions, were also criticised.

See the COHRE website: http://www.cohre.org
Environmental concerns in Switzerland

Between 1961 and 1976, several large chemical giants dumped more than 114,000 tons of toxic industrial chemical waste in the former clay pit of Bonfol in Switzerland. Although it would be illegal to dump the waste today, in 1961, when the landfill site was started, the law did not prohibit such landfills. The toxic waste remained at the site and continued to contaminate surrounding communities and the environment with a mixture of organic and inorganic pollutants.

On May 14 2000, around 100 Greenpeace activists occupied the Bonfol chemical landfill site, near Basel, Switzerland, demanding that the chemical companies that dumped toxic waste at the site take full responsibility for cleaning it up. The activists declared that they would occupy the site until the chemical companies committed themselves to cleaning it up in a manner that would not pose any further risk to human health or the environment.

Occupation of the landfill forced the chemical industry to meet with community representatives and with Greenpeace and, as a result, the chemical industry finally signed an agreement to complete a clean-up study by February 2001 and to start the clean-up process in 2001. The industry also agreed to involve the local communities and environmental organisations fully in the clean-up and to inform the local communities about the ground water and drinking water pollution resulting from the dump. On July 7th 2001, Greenpeace ended their occupation of the chemical dumpsite.

Countering Discrimination – The European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC)

ERRC works to ensure that the human rights issues facing Romani communities are firmly on the political agenda in Europe and beyond. The ERRC’s meticulous research has provided ongoing detailed information about the human rights situation of the Roma, particularly the violence they face, structural forms of discrimination against them and denial of access to economic and social rights to Roma. The ERRC seeks to contribute to the human rights situation of Romani communities through awareness raising, policy development and strategic litigation. Campaigns have exposed violence and hate speech against the Roma, segregation in schooling, forced evictions and coercive sterilisation against them.

Through its human rights education work, the ERRC aims primarily to empower Romani activists to fight for their equality. This is done through internships, research fellowships, workshops and the publication of manuals such as Knowing Your Rights and Fighting for Them: A guide for Romani activists.

The chemical industry’s toxic legacy should not become the burden of future generations.

Stefan Weber, Greenpeace campaigner

See the Greenpeace website: www.greenpeace.org

See the ERRC website: http://www.errc.org

Article 31 – The right to housing

With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of the right to housing, the Parties undertake to take measures designed:

1. to promote access to housing of an adequate standard
2. to prevent and reduce homelessness with a view to its gradual elimination
3. to make the price of housing accessible to those without adequate resources.

European Social Charter (revised), 1996
The diamond wars

Global Witness is an NGO campaigning against natural resource-related conflict and corruption and the environmental and human rights abuses that flow from that. It works to expose the brutality this leads to and to bring the perpetrators to justice.

One of its campaigns has addressed blood diamonds or conflict diamonds – that is, gems originating in areas controlled by forces or factions opposed to legitimate and internationally recognised governments, and used to fund military action against those governments, or against decisions of the UN Security Council. Evidence exposed by Global Witness confirmed that such resources have been used to fund conflicts in Africa that have led to the death and displacement of millions of people. Diamonds have also been used by terrorist groups such as al-Qa'ida to finance their activities and for money-laundering purposes. They collaborated with other NGOs and lobbied ceaselessly until a global campaign capable of taking on a global industry emerged.

In May 2000 the major diamond trading and producing countries, representatives of the diamond industry, and NGOs including Global Witness met in Kimberley, South Africa, and established an international diamond certification scheme, known as the Kimberley Process. Under the scheme all diamonds traded by member countries are certified so that buyers can be sure they are conflict-free. Global Witness is an official observer of this scheme and continues to campaign for the strengthening and effective implementation of its rules to help ensure that diamonds can never again fuel conflict and can instead become a positive force for development.

Global Witness was co-nominated for the 2003 Nobel Peace Prize for its work combating conflict diamonds.

Wheelchair ramps in Tuzla

In 1996, a disability NGO in Tuzla, Bosnia Herzegovina, decided to run a campaign for traffic awareness. Lotos, the organisation, aimed to raise awareness about disabled people and traffic issues, and identified several concrete objectives, including special parking spaces for disabled people, better access on public transport, and accessible pavements and roads. They held events over the course of a week, just before the election campaign began. At the end of that time, public awareness had been increased and all pavements in Tuzla were rebuilt with ramps!
4.5 Questions and answers about Human Rights

**What are human rights?**

Human rights are moral entitlements that every individual in the world possesses simply in virtue of the fact that he or she is a human being. In claiming our human rights, we are making a moral claim, normally on our own government, that you cannot do that, because it is a violation of my moral sphere and my personal dignity. No-one – no individual, no government – can ever take away our human rights.

**Where do they come from?**

They come from the fact that we are not only physical beings, but also moral and spiritual human beings. Human rights are needed to protect and preserve every individual’s humanity, to ensure that every individual can live a life of dignity and a life that is worthy of a human being.

**Why “should” anyone respect them?**

Fundamentally, because everyone is a human being and therefore a moral being. The majority of individuals, if shown that they are violating someone else’s personal dignity, will try to refrain. In general, people do not want to hurt other people. However, in addition to the moral sanctions of one’s own conscience or that of others, there is now legislation in most countries of the world which obliges governments to respect the basic human rights of their citizens, even when they may be unwilling to do so.

**Who has human rights?**

Absolutely everyone. Criminals, heads of state, children, men, women, Africans, Americans, Europeans, refugees, stateless persons, the unemployed, those in employment, bankers, those accused of carrying out acts of terrorism, charity workers, teachers, dancers, astronauts ...

**Even criminals and heads of state?**

Absolutely everyone. Criminals and heads of state are humans too. The power of human rights lies in the very fact that they treat everyone as equal in terms of possessing human dignity. Some people may have violated the rights of others or may pose a threat to society and may therefore need to have their rights limited in some way in order to protect others, but only within certain limits. These limits are defined as being the minimum which is necessary for a life of human dignity.

**Why do some groups require special human rights? Does this mean that they have more rights than others?**

No, some groups, such as the Roma in Europe or Dalits and scheduled castes in India, have suffered such long-term discrimination in our societies that they need special measures to enable them to access general human rights standards on an equal basis.
with others. Years of institutionalised discrimination and stereotypes, and outright hatred and obstacles, mean that just announcing generally applicable rights to them, and expecting that this is enough to ensure equality, would be farcical.

Why do we talk about human rights and not human responsibilities?

Although some thinkers and NGOs have put forward strong arguments for the need for human responsibilities and even codes or declaration to articulate these, the human rights community has generally been reticent about this debate. The reason is that many governments make the “granting” of human rights dependent on certain “duties” imposed by the state or ruler, in this way making the whole idea of rights as birthrights meaningless. However, it goes without saying that we need to act responsibly as individuals and groups to respect the rights of others, not to abuse human rights and to advance the rights of others as well as ourselves. In fact, article 29 of the UDHR recognises that, “1. Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible. 2. In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.”

Who looks after human rights?

We all need to. There is legislation both at national and at international levels which imposes restrictions on what governments are able to do to their citizens but, if no-one points out that their actions are violating international norms, governments can continue to violate them with impunity. As individuals, we need not only to respect the rights of others in our everyday lives but also to keep watch on our governments and on others. The protective systems are there for all of us if we use them.

How can I defend my rights?

Try pointing out that they have been violated; claim your rights. Let the other person know that you know they are not entitled to treat you in this way. Pinpoint the relevant articles in the UDHR, in the ECHR or the other international documents. If there is legislation in your own country, point to that as well. Tell others about it: tell the press, write to your parliamentary representative and head of state, inform any NGOs that are engaged in human rights activism. Ask their advice. Speak to a lawyer, if you have the opportunity. Make sure that your government knows what action you are taking. Make them realise that you are not going to give up. Show them the support you can draw on. In the final analysis, and if everything else has failed, you may want to resort to the courts.

How do I go to the European Court of Human Rights?

The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms contains a procedure for individual complaints. However, there are strong admissibility requirements before a case can be considered. For example, you need to ensure that your complaint has already been raised in the national courts of your country (up to the highest court!) before you can bring a case to the European Court. If you wish to try, and you believe that you satisfy the admissibility requirements, then
you can bring a complaint. However, you are strongly advised to seek legal advice or the advice of NGOs working in the field in order to be sure that your claim has a real chance of success. Be aware that it can be a long and complicated process before a final judgment is given!

؟ From whom can I claim my rights?
Nearly all the basic human rights that are listed in the international documents are claims against your government, or state officials. Human rights protect your interests against the state, so you need to claim them from the state or from their representatives. If you feel that your rights are being violated by, for example, your employer or your neighbour, you cannot resort directly to international human rights legislation unless there is also something the government of the country ought to have done to prevent employers or neighbours from behaving in this way.

؟ Does anyone have a duty to protect my rights?
Yes. A right is meaningless without a corresponding responsibility or duty on someone else's part. Every individual has a moral duty not to violate your personal dignity but your government, in signing up to international agreements, has not just a moral duty but also a legal duty.

؟ Are human rights only a problem in non-democratic countries?
There is no country in the world that has a completely clean record on human rights, even today. There may be more frequent violations in some countries than others or they may affect a larger proportion of the population, but every single violation is a problem that ought not to have happened and that needs to be dealt with. An individual whose rights are violated in one of the established democracies is hardly likely to be comforted by the fact that, in general, their country has a “better” record on human rights than other countries in the world!

؟ Have we made any progress in reducing human rights violations?
Great progress – even if it sometimes seems a mere drop in the ocean. Consider the abolition of slavery, the vote for women, the countries that have abolished the death penalty, the freeing of prisoners of conscience as a result of international pressure, the collapse of the apartheid regime in South Africa, the cases that have been tried before the European Court and the laws that have had to be changed as a result. Consider the fact that the gradual change in international culture means that even the most authoritarian regimes now have to take human rights into consideration in order to be accepted on the international stage. There have been many positive results, particularly over the past 50 years, but a great deal more remains to be done.
4.6 Puzzlers

? How can we say that human rights are universal, when there are people all over the world who are suffering violations of their rights?

These people still have their rights. The fact that they are being treated in such a way contravenes not only moral norms but also internationally agreed norms. Their state representatives are culpable under international law, and some countries are indeed “punished” by the international community, in the form of sanctions, or even by military means. However, such processes are often arbitrary, depending on other nations’ interests rather than the degree of violation. The coming into being of the International Criminal Court has gone some way towards addressing this gap. As the first permanent, treaty-based international criminal court – established by the Rome Statute – this court is empowered to lend assistance in ending impunity for those that have committed the most serious crimes of concern to the international community: genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes.

? What use is the UDHR if it is not legally enforceable?

Even if there is not (yet) an international court before which governments can be tried under articles in the UDHR, this document has had enormous historical significance and continues even today to operate as a benchmark against which governments are judged internationally. Governments today know that if they willfully infringe rights listed in the document, they face the possibility of condemnation by other governments and even some form of sanctions. The process is not always entirely objective (!) but it is certainly a start. The UDHR also formed the basis for nearly all of the international treaties that have been drawn up and which are (to a greater or lesser extent) enforceable.

What use are “human rights” to me, when my government violates the rights of ordinary people on a daily basis and has no concern for the disapproval of the international community?

Again – they are a start; they are better than having nothing at all and they will, under the right circumstances and with the right approach, be able to influence the government to change some, if not all, of its practices. This can sometimes seem a very distant hope, when violations by the government are particularly severe or particularly frequent, but history has shown, time and again, that it is possible. Also, opportunities today are probably better than they have been up until now. Promoting change can be a slow process, but the fact that individuals have these rights and that they are increasingly recognised throughout the world – and are therefore at least of some concern to governments – provides us with a powerful weapon and a valuable head start.

? If I respect the human rights of others, does that mean allowing them to do whatever they want?

Not if their desire involves violating your or anyone else’s rights. But you may need to be careful not to be too demanding over the extent of your own rights: you might find someone’s behaviour annoying or misguided, but that need not necessarily be an infringement
of your rights. Therefore, if you want others to allow you to behave as you wish, you may need to cultivate a more tolerant attitude towards the behaviour of others!

**Can I do anything, including using violence against someone, to defend my rights?**

In general, no. But if it is a genuine case of self-defence, then a legitimate use of force, appropriate to the threat against you, may be admissible. It is not permissible as “retribution” for the wrong you have suffered but only in order to protect yourself from further harm. Torture is never admissible.

**Why should I respect the rights of others if others do not respect my rights?**

Partly because if you don’t respect others’ rights, you may get into trouble yourself; partly because others deserve your respect, simply because they are human; and partly because you can set an example to others that will make it more likely for them to respect you. In the end, though, it is probably down to you and the type of person you want to be or the kind of world you want to live in. So you could reflect on what it would say about you if you were to behave in the manner that you dislike in others. Or think about the type of world it would be if everyone violated everyone else’s rights in a tit-for-tat manner.

**Why should those who violate the rights of others in the most inhumane way be regarded as subjects of “human” rights?**

This is perhaps the most difficult but also the most essential part of human rights theory to accept. It can sometimes seem that certain individuals are so lacking in humane characteristics that only blind faith could enable us to see them as human. The important points are perhaps the following:

- Firstly, despite some people’s apparent inhumanity, every individual possesses some humanity. Villains love their mothers, their children, their husbands and wives – or someone. Villains feel pain, rejection, despair and jealousy; they desire to be appreciated, valued, supported, loved and understood. They all, every one of them, possess some, if not most, of these exclusively human emotions. That makes them human and deserving of our respect.
- Secondly, we do ourselves no good in desiring to hurt villains in the same way that they have hurt others: such feelings only make us less worthy of respect as well.
- Thirdly, even if, perchance, a villain were ever to emerge with “human” form but without any human characteristics (and there has never been one yet), who among us could say with absolute certainty that he or she is Not A Human? On what criteria? On the basis, perhaps, that they are incapable of loving or being loved? But what if we turn out to be mistaken in that belief?

The third point reminds us that we need to consider the risks for humanity as a whole in setting up some people to judge others where the consequences of that judgement are terrible and irreversible. Do we really want a world where such judgements are made and where some people are simply designated as not possessing human rights and therefore as non-human? Without the absolute universality of all human rights, that is the type of world that we would have.
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Introduction to the edited Chapter 5

Chapter 5 of the 2012 edition of Compass contained over 150 pages of background information relating to the nineteen global human rights themes that had been identified as being particularly relevant to young people. The information was intended to provide a general overview of each theme with enough basic information to set the activities in a political, economic, social and human rights context. The idea was that the information should be sufficient for facilitators to feel confident to embark on an activity, without it being so detailed as to be burdensome.

This edition of Compass is printed without the original Chapter 5. This is not because facilitators can do without the background knowledge – it is certainly most relevant and very important – but because the information needs to keep abreast of current events, policy changes and thinking about human rights.

As events unfold, so human rights concerns change over time. In the past slavery was tolerated and the death penalty defended, but now they are seen as violating an individual’s human rights. Present human rights dilemmas include, for instance, conflicts of rights in the freedom of expression and certain cultural practices that negatively impact on the health of women and children. All issues need to be constantly debated and reviewed to deepen our understanding of human rights as we move towards a universal culture of human rights.

The best way to keep the background information relevant is to put it on the Internet where it can easily be updated. Previously, access to the Internet was not so widely available and some users of Compass would have missed out. Now everyone has easier access and the logical action is to put the background information online at www.coe.int/compass.

Defending human rights is everyone’s responsibility and users of Compass are invited – urged – to provide feedback so that Compass as a whole, and Chapter 5 in particular, remains a valuable tool. There is a feedback form at www.coe.int/compass.

The themes and the background information

This edition of Compass is organised around nineteen global human rights themes that were identified as being of particular interest to young people. The final list of themes was compiled through a process of discussion and feedback between the Council of Europe, the Compass steering committee, writers of the manual and a network of human rights activists.

Compass is designed as a manual on human rights education that can be used by anyone regardless of their prior knowledge. This entailed writing background information that would meet the needs of people new to the themes and human rights; the information should be simple but not simplistic, focused and sufficient. Thus the various articles were drafted, reviewed and finalised through a lengthy process to ensure that the information was correct, relevant and balanced. The result was Chapter 5 where each of the nineteen global human rights themes was introduced and contained:

- Definitions and key concepts
- The human rights issues, instruments and institutions
- The issues especially relevant for young people
- Questions to the reader to aid reflection about the dilemmas and issues
- The role and work of the Council of Europe
- References, useful organisations, links and further reading
All of the original Chapter 5 is available online at www.coe.int/compass.

The following is a short resume of some of the information you will find online. We hope these “tasters” will encourage readers to go to www.coe.int/compass as part of their preparation before running any activities. It is important that users note that the contents of Chapter 5 online should not be taken as definitive texts. They are an attempt to present an understanding of the issues at the time of writing.

**Keeping the background information up to date**

We rely on our users to help us keep the background information up to date and relevant and welcome your comments and input. You are invited to contact us at www.coe.int/compass where you will find a feedback form. Thank you!
Human rights law defines a child as any human being below the age of 18. In 2005, UNICEF estimated the total number of children in the world at 2.2 billion with about 200 million in Europe.

Children have been recognised as being in particular need of care and assistance, and for that reason have their "own" human rights treaty. The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) was adopted by the United Nations in 1989. Underlying the whole Convention are four guiding principles: non-discrimination, the best interests of the child, the right to life, survival and development and respect for the views of the child.

The online Chapter 5 includes information about issues such as street children, trafficking, corporal punishment, cyberbullying and sexual abuse images and sexual violence and the ombudspersons for children.
Citizenship and Participation

What is citizenship?

Traditions and approaches to citizenship vary throughout history and across the world according to different countries, histories, societies, cultures and ideologies, resulting in many different understandings of the concept of citizenship. Today the concept is most commonly reflected in a legal relationship between an individual and the state; that of nationality. Article 15 of the UDHR recognises the right to nationality, a right to change one's nationality and the right not to be deprived of nationality.

Participation in cultural and political life is recognised in a number of international human rights treaties. Poor health, low levels of education, restrictions on freedom of expression, poverty, and so on, all impact on our ability to take part in the processes and structures which affect us and our rights. Equally, without participation we can not build a society based on human rights.

In Chapter 5 online you will find information about the rights and reality for young people; about the possibilities for different groups of young people to exercise their citizenship and about the spectrum from manipulation to shared decision-making that may go under the heading of “participation”.

The Council of Europe has a very strong youth policy and is very active in involving young people in its work.
Cultural rights were first enshrined in the UDHR, Article 27: Everyone has the right to freely participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits. On the other hand, no human rights declarations or covenants contain a specific mention of sport. But sport is a universal element in all cultures, related to many and various human rights and sport is popular with young people which is why we have included it as a global human rights theme in Compass. For instance, sport is an important aspect of the right to health and there are many human rights violations relating to sport that undermine dignity and respect, for example, the taking of performance enhancing drugs, “pro-fession fouls”, racism in football to mention just a few that are described in the Chapter 5 online.

You will also find information about sports players as role models, the Paralympic Games and a discussion about the question, “should all cultural practices be respected?”
Democracy is a difficult term to define, at its simplest it can be thought of as “power of the people”. The connection between human rights and democracy is deep, and goes both ways: each is in some way dependent on the other, and incomplete without the other. Rights to freedom of thought, conscience and religion (UDHR, Article 18), freedom of expression (UDHR, Article 19) and freedom of peaceful assembly and association (UDHR, Article 20) are intrinsically bound up with the idea of democracy. However, infringements of other rights will also affect the extent to which people are able to take part in government. Poverty, poor health or the lack of a home can make it more difficult for someone to participate. Participation in democracy is an important issue for young people, quote: “If a 16-year old is considered mature enough to marry and get a job, should he or she not be able to vote?”.

In Chapter 5 online you will find information about all these points and also information about the development of democracy, the different models that exist in the modern world and the various problems with democracy.
Disability and Disablism

There is no universally accepted definition of disability. The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006) states that "disability is an evolving concept and that "disability results from the interaction between persons with impairments and attitudinal and environmental barriers that hinders their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others".

Disablism as defined as discriminatory, oppressive, abusive behaviours arising from the belief that disabled people are inferior to others.

Disability is a human rights issue when, for instance, equality in access to work, culture or family life is denied or curtailed. Eugenics programmes such as those practiced by the Nazis who murdered 200,000 disabled persons violate the right to life. And what about the procedures of pre-natal screening and a woman's right to choose to have an abortion? These are controversial issues presented in Chapter 5 online.

In Chapter 5 we pose the question: who is disabled? and give information about the medical and social models of disability. You will also find information about the disability rights movement and about mainstreaming disability, which has important consequences especially for young people and young adults with respect, for instance, to education, access to facilities (including youth organisations) and work.
Discrimination and Intolerance

Discrimination and intolerance are two of the most common forms of behaviour leading to human rights violations. Discrimination occurs when people are treated less favourably than others in a comparable situation only because they belong, or are perceived to belong, to a certain group or category. Intolerance is a lack of respect for practices or beliefs other than one’s own.

The principles of equality and non-discrimination are laid down in Articles 1 and 2 of the UDHR and in Article 14 of the ECHR. Discrimination has direct consequences for those people and groups discriminated against because of their age, disability, ethnicity, origin, political beliefs, race, religion, sex or gender, sexual orientation, language, culture and more. Sometimes we discriminate positively (affirmative action) in order to redress an inequality, for instance by putting more money into deprived rural areas in order to help young people by boosting employment opportunity and education provision. We ask the question: Can discrimination ever be justified?

In Chapter 5 online there is a discussion about this question and other issues including the mechanisms that maintain structural inequality in democracies through the ‘tyranny of the majority’. You will also find detailed information about stereotypes and prejudice and the different types of discrimination listed above plus antisemitism, Romaphobia and antigypsyism.
Education

Education is the process by which society transmits its accumulated knowledge, skills and values from one generation to another. It is both a right in itself and an indispensable means of realising other human rights. Because of its importance, two of the UN's Millennium Development Goals related to education. Goal 2: to ensure that by 2015 children everywhere, boys and girls alike, complete a full course of primary schooling and Goal 3: to promote gender equality and empower women by eliminating gender disparity in education. However, despite the intentions, in 2011 an estimated 57 million children worldwide are still not going to school, 69 million adolescents lack foundation skills gained through lower secondary education and gender disparities remain in many countries.

Access to education is something that affects all young people and is something they feel strongly about. They are also in a unique position to take action and they therefore need to be well informed of their rights and to understand the political and social context of their education systems. The information in Chapter 5 online is a good place to start. We describe the concept of the 4 As for education: availability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability and the challenges in implementing UNESCO’s four pillars: learning to live together, learning to know, learning to do and learning to be.
“Man should have the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions for life in an environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and wellbeing”. This quote comes from the 1972 Stockholm Declaration of the UN Conference on the Human Environment and can be seen as the starting point of a rights-based approach to environmental protection.

People realise that whatever we do – mine, log, build, farm, pollute – our actions have consequences both locally and globally, now and in the future. Thus our concerns about the environment cannot be separated from concerns about humanity and grounded in principles of equity, rights and responsibility.

Young people are generally very concerned about the state of the environment; after all it is their future. Very often their immediate concerns are related to a local issue, but climate change is the main problem felt by all people everywhere – but by some more than others; it is an equity issue, as is population growth.

In Chapter 5 online you can read about these concerns for young people and examples of violations, for instance, to the right to life as a result of early deaths caused by various forms of air pollution and lack of access to a safe and adequate water supply. Violations of rights to have desirable work, rights to food and to participate in cultural life may follow from the way we use the land for agriculture, mining, other industries, transport systems and cities.

You can also read about the proposed crime of ecocide, meaning any large-scale destruction of the natural environment that could be recognised as an International Crime Against Peace alongside Genocide, Crimes against Humanity to be brought before the International Criminal Court.
Gender affects everyone in complex, subtle and overt ways. Our sexuality and gender identity are integral parts of human nature. The terms sex, gender, gender identity and sexuality, have different meanings, but are often confused. In Chapter 5 online you will find these, and other related, terms explained.

Gender equality is a fundamental human right and all international human rights treaties apply equally to men and women. People may have their human rights violated on the basis of their gender identity or sexual orientation, but women are particularly vulnerable. Some of the key issues relate to participation (in education, employment and political and public decision making), gender-based violence (for instance, domestic violence, FGM, trafficking, sex-selective abortions), armed conflicts (around 90% of causalities are civilians, mostly women and children) and poverty (over 70% of the world's poor are women) as well as sexual and reproductive rights (forced marriages and choice about using birth control). Because of their particular vulnerability the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) was adopted in 1979.

LGBT people's rights are also often violated and the UN is becoming increasingly vocal in support of LGBT human rights. However, the UN has not yet recognised the Yogyakarta Principles developed at a meeting of the International Commission of Jurists and other human rights experts in 2006.
Globalisation

Even if most of us have a sense of what globalisation is, the concept is complex and its links to human rights multiple. Globalisation is allegedly responsible for human rights violations on the one hand, but on the other, it allows human rights movements to counter its excesses and negative effects through a globalised media network. In Chapter 5 online you can read about the economic impacts of globalisation and the global international economic and trade institutions as well as about the cultural and social impacts and the movements to promote “globalisation with a human face”.

It is the response to the negative effects of globalisation that has led to an advance of several areas of human rights. For instance, the clarification of the right to development and the drawing up of the UN Global Compact’s Ten Principles, a strategic policy initiative for businesses.

Globalisation and the fluctuations of economic, social, cultural and political order impact disproportionately young people moving into adulthood. On the other hand, for many young people globalisation means more possibilities for travelling, working and studying and experiencing diverse lifestyles and cultures. The Council of Europe plays an important role in facilitating events that bring together young people from a wide variety of youth organisations.
Health

The right to health is recognised in numerous international and regional human rights instruments including the UDHR (Article 25) and the European Social Charter. The right to health is not to be understood as the right to be healthy: it is impossible to provide protection against every possible cause of human ill-health. It is the right for everyone, without discrimination, to have health services that are available, accessible, acceptable and of good quality as well as appropriate living conditions that are necessary for staying as healthy as possible.

Despite the good intentions, there are dramatic inequalities both locally and globally and examples are given in Chapter 5 online. The chapter also includes information about young people and health and healthy lifestyles. Growing up in conditions of poverty, poor nutrition, lack of physical activity and/or addictions can have life-long consequences for health. Young people who start working very early face occupational health risks and are 50% more likely to get hurt at work than older people.

Other topics in Chapter 5 online include, drugs, sexual and reproductive health, mental health and poverty and access to medicines.
Media

The media, print, television, radio, movies, CDs, DVDs, the World Wide Web and the Internet provide us with modern information superhighways which can serve to increase awareness, participation and global human rights activism, but they also have inherent dangers in that they can fuel hatred, stereotypes and misinformation.

The human right most intimately related to the media is the right to freedom of opinion and expression. In Chapter 5 online you can read about the rights to freedom of expression and the threats to it, for instance, by government mechanisms to control the media, violence against journalists, commercial pressures and access to information and communication technologies. The European Court of Human Rights has gone a long way towards providing a framework on the extent to which freedom of expression may be limited in accordance with Article 10 (2) of the UDHR.

In Chapter 5 online you can also read about how freedom of expression may come into conflict with other human rights, for instance rights to privacy, family life and prohibition of discrimination. There is also information about consumerism, violence, values, stereotypes and self-esteem specifically in relation to young people, who as a group spend hours everyday using the media.
People are constantly on the move in today’s globalised world, some for leisure, to seek work or study opportunities, others to flee war and discrimination. However, the distinction between so-called voluntary and forced migrants is not clear in practice. The patterns of migration are also unclear: did you know that over 12 million Russians live outside their homeland and 12 million foreign-born people have migrated into the Russian Federation?

In Chapter 5 online you can read definitions and descriptions of various types of migrants including, temporary labour migrants (guest workers), highly skilled business migrants, irregular migrants (undocumented or unauthorised), forced migrants, family members and return migrants as well as IDPs, refugees and asylum seekers.

There is also information about the IOM and EU migration policy and the work of the Council of Europe including the framework document on youth policy – Agenda 2020.

Young people participating in programmes such as Erasmus Mundus are seen as contributing to cultural diversity. On the other hand, it is estimated that there are about 12 million young people in Europe who are considered immigrants because their parents were immigrants even though although they themselves were born and raised in those societies. As a result, these “second generation” immigrants suffer discrimination and racism and violations of their human rights. Young refugees, asylum seekers and displaced persons are also particularly disadvantaged.
Peace and Violence

In Chapter 5 online we present an expanded understanding of violence that includes not only direct “behavioural” violence, but also structural violence and cultural violence. Similarly, we offer a broader concept of peace meaning not only the lack of violent conflicts but also the presence of justice and equity, respect for rights and the Earth. Peace is an essential element for the realisation of all human rights. It is also a product of human rights and is increasingly being recognised as a human right itself, as an emerging right or part of the so-called solidarity rights.

Human security is a concept closely related to peace and violence. It concerns the protection of individuals from both direct threat of physical violence and the indirect threats that result from poverty and other forms of social, economic and political inequalities, as well as natural disasters and disease.

In Chapter 5 online we present the argument that violent acts are sometimes necessary in order to protect the human rights of other people and discuss the safeguards needed for an effective and just criminal justice systems.

The Council of Europe’s youth sector has over 40 years of experience in working on intercultural learning, conflict transformation and human rights education. For example, the annual Youth Peace Camp enables young people, sometimes for the first time, to talk face-to-face with those from “the other side”.
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We live in a world where one billionaire earns as much in a year as the annual production of entire countries. In Chapter 5 online you can read about the different ways to define and measure poverty. Absolute poverty is the lack of sufficient resources to secure basic life necessities, for instance, safe drinking water, food and sanitation. In Europe, poverty is generally understood as relative poverty, when a person or household is considered poor when their income is worse that that considered adequate or socially acceptable in the society in which they live.

Human rights are of particular importance in relation to reducing poverty. For example, violations of the rights to health, education, decent work, adequate food, adequate housing, personal security and equal access to justice mean that many people are forced to live in poverty. Young people in particular who grow up in poverty are more likely to be in poor health, have learning and behavioural difficulties, become pregnant early, have lower skills … etc. etc. the list goes on! According to Eurostat, more than 20% of young people below the age of 24 were living in poverty in 2010 in the EU.

The 1986 UN General Assembly’s Declaration on the Right to Development is an important document because it offers a rights based approach to development and poverty eradication. This was followed in 2000 by the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the first of which was to eradicate extreme poverty and hunger. Unfortunately there is much work still to be done.
Religion and Belief

In the simplest sense, religion describes “the relationship of human beings to what they regard as holy, sacred, spiritual or divine”. Belief is a broader term: a state of mind when we consider something true even though we are not 100% sure or able to prove it. Beliefs may be religious, philosophical or ideological. Religions and other belief systems in our environment have an influence on our identity, regardless of whether we consider ourselves religious or spiritual or not.

The right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion is enshrined in the UDHR and many other human rights instruments. As with all other human rights, this freedom does not “trump” other freedoms and it sometimes finds itself in tension with other human rights, such as freedom of opinion and expression and freedom from discrimination on the grounds of sex or sexual orientation.

Throughout history many religious features have been embedded in the local culture and reflected in literature, art, music etc. The influence of religions may become even stronger when nations adopt a state religion. Often religion and religious arguments become confused with the political, economic or social reasoning.

In Chapter 5 online there are many examples of discussions within the human rights community about, for instance traditional ceremonies involving children, laws surrounding marriage and divorce, female genital mutilation, exclusion of some rights of non-adherents to a more powerful religious group. The fact that these practices are embedded in culture and tradition does not make ending them any easier.

Intolerance and discrimination against Muslims, Christians and Jews are treated in some depth as is the Council of Europe's work, especially that with young people. There are examples of cases relating to rulings at the European Court of Human Rights in relation to religion and belief and education and military service for young people.
Gross human rights violations, such as the Holocaust, slave trade, genocides and ethnic cleansing are not easily forgotten or forgiven by those who were affected. Remembrance, when done properly, can give those involved some sense of closure and young people, who were not themselves directly affected, can learn about what human action or inaction, intolerance, racism and religious bigotry can lead to. Remembrance should be a warning signal to society, it should help us learn from the past so we do not repeat the mistakes in the future.

There is no human right to the act of remembrance, but the events remembered are always those where the human rights of individuals or groups have been comprehensively ignored. In Chapter 5 online we list some of the events that are not always remembered, but deserve to be, and describe the steps that may be taken to restore justice to the victims. We also describe some of the educational work aimed at young people to overcome hatred and promote international solidarity.

The Council of Europe itself emerged from the ruins of the Second World War and its work to promote democracy, human rights and the rule of law reminds us of the consequences of the totalitarian ideologies that dominated the first half of the 20th century. In 1954 the European Cultural Convention highlighted the importance of teaching the history of all the member States in its European dimension. In 2001, the Council of Europe introduced a Day of remembrance of the Holocaust and for the Prevention of Crimes Against Humanity.
Acts of war or terrorism challenge the human rights framework almost to the point where it seems to collapse. However, even in the midst of the breakdown of humanity, human rights continue to operate and can provide some minimal protection and some hope for justice.

In Chapter 5 online there is an attempt, despite the difficulties, to define war and terrorism. There is discussion about the use of force in international law and the controversial idea of the responsibility to protect (R2P). For instance, we ask, “can the bombing of a country with all that it entails, be the best way to promote peace and resolve what is often a much more deep-seated conflict?” There is also information about the laws of war, the Geneva Conventions, war crimes and the International Criminal Court.

In relation to human rights and terrorism, there are two key areas where the concepts of human rights and terrorism may come into conflict. First, the act of terrorism itself and second the measures that may be taken by official organs in the process of trying to counter terrorism. It is worth noting that human rights law is drawn up to protect individuals from infringement of their rights and liberty by governments and that there is no possibility to take a terrorist group to the Court of Human Rights.

War and terrorism is a theme that is especially relevant to young people. Civilians, and especially women and children are particularly vulnerable in wartime, children may be coerced into becoming child soldiers and young people, especially those searching for their identity, are often targeted by terrorist groups.
The right to work is a human right often referred to as a social and economic right. Decent work is essential for a life with dignity and provides us with our livelihood and contributes of individual development and strengthens society in general.

Chapter 5 online describes how the right to work implies more than being able to work. Everyone has a right to the enjoyment of just and favourable work conditions, safety in the work place, fair wages, equal remuneration for work of equal value, equal opportunities, reasonable hours of work and rest as well as the right to organise and bargain collectively. There is information about trade unions, the International labour organisation (ILO) and the European Social Charter.

In 2011 there were an estimated 7.5 million young people who were NEET (not in employment, education or training) in the EU. Without a job many young people develop social and health problems such as violence, crime, suicide and drug and alcohol abuse. For young people having a job implies more than having a means to support oneself, it is a tool for life experience. Internships may go some way to fulfil the gap, but many young people often feel exploited by the system.

Child labour is another issue that affects young people. In 2010 there were an estimated 215 million children worldwide who were involved in child labour that involved slavery and forced labour, sexual exploitation, illegal activities or work that was dangerous. In Europe, there are regulations, but many children and young people still have to work at “Saturday” or “after school or college” jobs, sometimes to earn extra pocket money, but often to make a significant contribution to the family income.
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### Status of Ratification of Major International Human Rights Instruments

by the States Parties to the European Cultural Convention
(As at 1 December 2023)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRIES</th>
<th>UNITED NATIONS</th>
<th>COUNCIL OF EUROPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights</td>
<td>European Social Charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
<td>European Social Charter - Revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women</td>
<td>European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women</td>
<td>European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>European Convention on Human Rights</td>
<td>Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance</td>
<td>Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### UNITED NATIONS

|-----------------|-----------|------------|----------|----------|----------|----------|-----------|----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------|

#### COUNCIL OF EUROPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRIES</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy See</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Moldova</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Türkiye</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(Summary)

Article 1
Right to Equality

Article 2
Freedom from Discrimination

Article 3
Right to Life, Liberty, Personal Security

Article 4
Freedom from Slavery

Article 5
Freedom from Torture and Degrading Treatment

Article 6
Right to Recognition as a Person before the Law

Article 7
Right to Equality before the Law

Article 8
Right to Remedy by Competent Tribunal

Article 9
Freedom from Arbitrary Arrest and Exile

Article 10
Right to Fair Public Hearing

Article 11
Right to be Considered Innocent until Proven Guilty

Article 12
Freedom from Interference with Privacy, Family, Home and Correspondence

Article 13
Right to Free Movement in and out of the Country

Article 14
Right to Asylum in other Countries from Persecution

Article 15
Right to a Nationality and the Freedom to Change It

Article 16
Right to Marriage and Family

Article 17
Right to Own Property

Article 18
Freedom of Belief and Religion

Article 19
Freedom of Opinion and Information

Article 20
Right of Peaceful Assembly and Association

Article 21
Right to Participate in Government and in Free Elections

Article 22
Right to Social Security

Article 23
Right to Desirable Work and to Join Trade Unions

Article 24
Right to Rest and Leisure

Article 25
Right to Adequate Living Standard

Article 26
Right to Education

Article 27
Right to Participate in the Cultural Life of Community

Article 28
Right to a Social Order that Articulates this Document

Article 29
Community Duties Essential to Free and Full Development

Article 30
Freedom from State or Personal Interference in the above Rights

Copyright © 1999 Human Rights Resource Center, University of Minnesota. Reproduced with permission.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Preamble

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,

Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,

Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law,

Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between nations,

Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,

Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms,

Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest importance for the full realization of this pledge,

NOW, THEREFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.

Article 1

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.

Article 3

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.

Article 4

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.

Article 5

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Article 6

Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.

Article 7

All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.

Article 8

Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.

Article 9

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

Article 10

Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him.

Article 11

(1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence.

(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was committed.

Article 12

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Article 13

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state.

(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.

Article 14

(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.

(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 15

(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality.

Article 16

(1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution.

(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses.

(3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by society and the State.

Article 17

(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

Article 18

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or believe, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.
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Article 19.
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.

Article 20.
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.
(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.

Article 21.
(1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through freely chosen representatives.
(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.
(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

Article 22.
Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.

Article 23.
(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.
(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.
(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social protection.
(4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.

Article 24.
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.

Article 25.
(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.
(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.

Article 26.
(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.

Article 27.
(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.
(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.

Article 28.
Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.

Article 29.
(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible.
(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.
(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 30.
Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.
Among the rights of individuals guaranteed by the Covenant are:

**Article 2**
The right to legal recourse when their rights have been violated, even if the violator was acting in an official capacity.

**Article 3**
The right to equality between men and women in the enjoyment of their civil and political rights.

**Article 6**
The right to life and survival.

**Article 7**
The freedom from inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

**Article 8**
The freedom from slavery and servitude.

**Article 9**
The right to liberty and security of the person and freedom from arbitrary arrest or detention.

**Article 10**
The freedom from arbitrary arrest or detention.

**Article 11**
The freedom from arbitrary arrest or detention.

**Article 12**
The right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose residence.

**Article 13**
The right to freedom of association.

**Article 14**
The right to equality before the law; the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty and to have a fair and public hearing by an impartial tribunal.

**Article 15**
The right to be recognised as a person before the law.

The Covenant is legally binding; the Human Rights Committee, established under Article 28, monitors its implementation. The First Optional Protocol establishes an individual complaint mechanism for the ICCPR. By May 2012, the protocol had been ratified by 114 states. The Second Optional Protocol entered into force in 1991 and aims at the abolition of the death penalty. By May 2012, it had been ratified by 74 states.

**The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Unofficial summary)**

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966), together with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966), make up the International Bill of Human Rights. In accordance with the Universal Declaration, the Covenant recognizes that “...the ideal of free human beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom from fear and want can be achieved only if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his civil and political rights, as well as his economic, social and cultural rights.” The Covenant entered into force in 1976 and by May 2012, it had been ratified by 160 countries.

**Article 1**
All peoples have the right of self-determination, including the right to determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

**Article 2**
Each State Party undertakes to take steps to the maximum of its available resources to achieve progressively the full realization of the rights in this treaty. Everyone is entitled to the same rights without discrimination of any kind.

**Article 3**
The States undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all rights in this treaty.

**Article 4**
Limitations may be placed on these rights only if compatible with the nature of these rights and solely for the purpose of promoting the general welfare in a democratic society.

**Article 5**
No person, group or government has the right to destroy any of these rights.

**Article 6**
Everyone has the right to work, including the right to gain one's living by work that is freely chosen and accepted.

**Article 7**
Everyone has the right to just and favorable conditions of work; fair wages ensuring a decent living for himself and his family; equal pay for equal work; safe and healthy working conditions; equal opportunity for everyone to be promoted; rest and leisure.

**Article 8**
Everyone has the right to form and join trade unions, the right to strike.

**Article 9**
Everyone has the right to social security, including social insurance.

**Article 10**
Protection and assistance should be accorded to the family. Marriage must be entered into with the free consent of both spouses. Special protection should be provided to mothers. Special measures should be taken on behalf of children, without discrimination. Children and youth should be protected from economic exploitation. Their employment in dangerous or harmful work should be prohibited. There should be age limits below which child labor should be prohibited.

**Article 11**
Everyone has the right to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing. Everyone has the right to be free from hunger.

**Article 12**
Everyone has the right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.

**Article 13**
Everyone has the right to education. Primary education should be compulsory and free to all.

**Article 14**
Those States where compulsory, free primary education is not available to all should work out a plan to provide such education.

**Article 15**
Everyone has the right to take part in cultural life; enjoy the benefits of scientific progress.
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International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(Unofficial summary)

The United Nations International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) builds upon the 1963 Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.

The Declaration makes four principal points:

• Any doctrine of racial differentiation or superiority is scientifically false, morally condemnable, socially unjust and dangerous and has no justification in theory or practice;
• Racial discrimination – and more so, government policies based on racial superiority or hatred – violate fundamental human rights, endanger friendly relations among peoples, co-operation among nations, and international peace and security;
• Racial discrimination harms not only those who are its objects but also those who practise it;
• A world society free of racial segregation and discrimination, factors which create hatred and division, is a fundamental aim of the United Nations.

Article 1
Definition of racial discrimination: any distinction, exclusion, restriction, or preference based on race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin with the purpose or effect of impairing the enjoyment on equal footing of human rights. Affirmative action policies or measures are not to be deemed racial discrimination.

Article 2
States Parties condemn racial discrimination and undertake to pursue a policy of eliminating it in all its forms. States Parties shall engage in no act of racial discrimination and shall act to ensure that no public authorities and institutions engage in discrimination. States Parties pledge not to sponsor, defend or support racial discrimination by any persons or organizations. States Parties shall review government, national and local policies and amend or repeal laws and regulations which create or perpetuate racial discrimination. States Parties shall prohibit and bring to an end racial discrimination by any persons, group or organization. States Parties shall take affirmative action measures as needed to ensure the development and protection of individuals belonging to certain racial groups for the purpose of guaranteeing them the full and equal enjoyment of human rights.

Article 3
States Parties condemn apartheid and undertake to prevent, prohibit and eradicate all such practices in their territories.

Article 4
States Parties condemn all propaganda and all organizations based on ideas of racial superiority. States Parties undertake to act to eradicate all incitement to discrimination and shall prohibit dissemination of ideas based on racial superiority and acts of violence or incitement to violence against any race.

Article 5
States Parties undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination and to guarantee to everyone without distinction equality before the law, especially in the enjoyment of the rights to justice; security of person; political rights, including the right to vote and to stand for election, to take part in government and public affairs, and to have equal access to public service; the right to freedom of movement and residence; the right to leave any country, including one's own, and to return to one's country; the right to nationality; the right to marriage and choice of spouse; the right to own property; the right to inherit; the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; the right to freedom of opinion and expression; the right to peaceful assembly and association; economic, social and cultural rights, in particular: the rights to work, to free choice of employment, to equal pay for equal work, to just and favourable remuneration; the right to form and join trade unions; the right to housing; the right to public health, medical care, social security and social services; the right to education and training; the right to equal participation in cultural activities; the right of access to any place or service intended for use by the general public.

Article 6
States Parties shall assure to everyone within their jurisdiction effective protection and remedies against acts of racial discrimination.

Article 7
States Parties undertake to adopt measures in education, teaching, etc. to combat prejudices which lead to racial discrimination.

Source: UN Centre for Human Rights and People's Movement for Human Rights Learning www.pdhre.org
The Convention on the Rights of the Child
(Unofficial summary)

- The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) is the most universally accepted human rights instrument, ratified by every country in the world except one. The Convention incorporates the full range of human rights - civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights - of children into one single document. The Convention was adopted by the UN General Assembly on 20 November 1989 and entered into force in September 1990.
- The Convention outlines in 41 articles the human rights to be respected and protected for every child under the age of eighteen years.

Article 1
Definition of child as “every human being below the age of eighteen years”, unless the national law considers majority attained at an earlier age.

Article 2
The rights safeguarded in the Convention shall be ensured without any discrimination of any kind.

Article 3
In all actions concerning children the best interest of the child shall be of primary consideration.

Article 5
The state shall respect the responsibility, rights and duties of the parents or extended family.

Article 6
Every child has the inherent right to life.

Article 7
The child has the right to a name, to acquire a nationality and to know and be cared for by its parents.

Article 8
The child has the right to identity and nationality.

Article 9
The child has the right not to be separated from its parents, except in its best interests and by a judicial procedure.

Article 12
The child has the right to express views on all matters affecting him/her and the child’s views should be given due weight.

Article 13
The child has the right to freedom of expression, including the right to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kind.

Article 14
The right of the child to freedom of thought, conscience and religion shall be respected.

Article 15
The child has the right to freedom of association and peaceful assembly.

Article 16
No child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his/her privacy, family, home or correspondence; the child should be protected from unlawful attacks on his/her honour and reputation.

Article 17
The State shall ensure the right of the child to access to information and material from national and international sources.

Article 18
Parents have the prime responsibility for the upbringing and development of the child.

Article 19
The State shall take all legislative, administrative, social and educational measures for the protection of the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury, abuse, neglect, maltreatment or exploitation.

Article 24
The child has the right to the highest attainable standard of health care, with emphasis on primary health care, the development of preventive health care.

Article 26
The child has the right to benefit from social security.

Article 27
The child has the right to a standard of living which will allow physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development.

Article 28 and 29
The child has the right to education. The State shall make primary education compulsory and available and free to all and encourage the development of different forms of secondary education, make them available to every child. School discipline shall be administered in a manner consistent with the child’s dignity. Education should be directed to the development of the child’s personality, talents and abilities, the respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, responsible life in a free society in the spirit of peace, friendship, understanding, tolerance and equality, the development of respect for the natural environment.

Article 30
The child has the right to enjoy his/her own culture.

Article 31
The child has the right to rest and leisure, to play and freely participate in cultural life and the arts.

Article 32
The child shall be protected from economic exploitation and from performing work that is hazardous to his/her life and development.

Article 33
The child shall be protected from illicit use of narcotic drugs.

Article 34
The child shall be protected from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse, the use of children in prostitution or other unlawful sexual practices, in pornographic performances and materials.

Article 38
The State shall take all feasible measures to protect and care for children affected by armed conflict.

Article 40 (and Article 37)
Every child accused of having committed an offence or crime should be guaranteed to be presumed innocent until proven guilty; to have legal assistance in presenting his/her case, not to be compelled to give testimony or to confess guilt, to have his/her privacy fully respected, to be dealt with in a manner appropriate to their age, circumstances and well-being. Neither capital punishment nor life imprisonment without possibility of release shall be imposed for offences committed by children below the age of 18.

The full text of the Convention and Optional Protocols can be consulted and downloaded from many Internet sites, such as UNICEF’s (www.unicef.org/crc)

Source: UN Centre for Human Rights and People’s Movement for Human Rights Learning www.pdhre.org
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)  
adopted in 1979 by the UN General Assembly, entered into force on 3 September 1981  
(Unofficial summary)

Article 1  
Definition of discrimination against women as “...any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field”

Article 2  
Condemns discrimination against women in all its forms; States Parties agree to ensure a legal framework providing protection against discrimination and embody the principle of equality.  

Article 3  
States agreed to take action in all fields – civil, political, economic, social, and cultural – to guarantee exercise and enjoyment of women’s human rights and fundamental freedoms on a basis of equality with men

Article 4  
Permits States Parties to take “temporary special measures” to accelerate equality.

Article 5  
The need to take appropriate measures to modify cultural patterns of conduct, as well as the need for family education to recognize the social function of motherhood and the common responsibility for raising children by men and women.

Article 6  
Obligates States Parties to take measures to suppress the trafficking of women and the exploitation of prostitution of women

Article 7  
Women have an equal right to vote, hold public office, and participate in civil society.

Article 8  
Women have the same rights as men to work and represent their governments on the international level.

Article 9  
Women have equal rights with men to acquire, change, or retain their nationality and that of their children.

Article 10  
Obligates States Parties to end discrimination in education, including in professional and vocational training, access to curricula and other means of receiving an equal education as well as to eliminate stereotyped concepts of the roles of men and women

Article 11  
Calls for the States Parties to take measures to end discrimination in employment and ensure all rights in this field, including the right to work, employment opportunities, equal remuneration, free choice of profession and employment, social security, and protection.

Article 12  
Requires States Parties to take steps to eliminate discrimination in health care, including access to services such as family planning.

Article 13  
Women have the same rights as men in all areas of social and economic life, such as family benefits, mortgages, bank loans, and participation in recreational activities and sports.

Article 14  
Focuses on the particular problems faced by rural women, including the areas of women’s participation in development planning, access to adequate health care, credit, education, and adequate living conditions.

Article 15  
Women and men are equal before the law. Women have the legal right to enter contracts, own property, and choose their place of residence.

Article 16  
Requires steps to ensure equality in marriage and family relations including equal rights with men to freely choose marriage, equal rights and responsibilities toward children, including the right to freely determine the number and spacing of children and the means to do so, and the same rights to property.

Articles 17-30  
Reporting procedures and administration of the Convention.
International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance
(Unofficial summary)

Article 1 prohibits enforced disappearances; no exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification for enforced disappearance.

“Enforced disappearance” is defined in Article 2 of the Convention as the arrest, detention, abduction or any other form of depriva-
tion of liberty by agents of the State or by persons or groups of persons acting with the authorization, support or acquiescence of the State, followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, which place such a person outside the protection of the law.

The widespread or systematic use of enforced disappearance is further defined as a crime against humanity in Article 6.

Parties to the convention also undertake to:

- investigate acts of enforced disappearance and bring those responsible to justice;
- ensure that enforced disappearance constitutes an offence under its criminal law;
- establish jurisdiction over the offence of enforced disappearance when the alleged offender is within its territory, even if they are not a citizen or resident;
- cooperate with other states in ensuring that offenders are prosecuted or extradited, and to assist the victims of enforced disappear-
ance or locate and return their remains;
- respect minimum legal standards around the deprivation of liberty, including the right for imprisonment to be challenged before the courts;
- establish a register of those currently imprisoned, and allow it to be inspected by relatives and counsel;
- ensure that victims of enforced disappearance or those directly affected by it have a right to obtain reparation and compensation.

The Convention will be governed by a Committee on Enforced Disappearances elected by its parties. Parties are obliged to report to this committee on the steps they have taken to implement it within two years of becoming subject to it.

The Convention includes an optional complaints system whereby citizens of parties may appeal to the Committee for assistance in locating a disappeared person. Parties may join this system at any time, but may only opt out of it upon signature.


United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(Unofficial summary)

Article 1: Purpose
The purpose of the Convention is to promote, protect and en-
sure the full enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms by all persons with disabilities. People with disabilities include those who have long-term physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairments which, in interaction with various barri-
ers, may hinder their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others.

Article 2: Definitions
This article defines some of the key terms used in the Convention including “communication”; “language”; “discrimination on the basis of disability”; “reasonable accommodation” and “universal design”.

Article 3: General principles
The Convention is based on the principles of respect for dignity; non-discrimination; participation and inclusion; respect for differ-
ce; equality of opportunity; accessibility; equality between men and women; and respect for children.

Article 4: General obligations
Countries must take a range of measures, with the active involve-
ment of people with disabilities, to ensure and promote the full realization of all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all persons with disabilities without discrimination of any kind.

Article 5: Equality and non-discrimination
Everyone is equal before and under the law. Everyone is en-
titled to the equal protection and benefit of the law without discrimination.

Article 6: Women with disabilities
Women and girls with disabilities experience multiple discrimi-
nation. Countries must take all appropriate measures to ensure that women with disabilities are able to fully enjoy the rights and freedoms set out in the Convention.

Article 7: Children with disabilities
Children with disabilities have the same human rights as all other children. The best interests of the child must be a primary consid-
eration in all actions concerning children with disabilities. Children with disabilities have the right to express their views on all matters affecting them.

Article 8: Awareness-raising
Countries must raise awareness of the rights, capabilities and contributions of people with disabilities. Countries must chal-
lenge stereotypes and prejudices relating to people with dis-
abilities through campaigning, education, media and awareness-
raising programmes.

Article 9: Accessibility
People with disabilities have the right to access all aspects of so-
ciety on an equal basis with others including the physical envi-
ronment, transportation, information and communications, and other facilities and services provided to the public.

Article 10: Right to life
People with disabilities have the right to life. Countries must take all necessary measures to ensure that people with disabilities are able to effectively enjoy this right on an equal basis with others.
Article 11: Situations of risk and humanitarian emergencies
Countries must take all necessary measures to ensure the protection and safety of all persons with disabilities in situations of risk, including armed conflict, humanitarian emergencies and natural disasters.

Article 12: Equal recognition before the law
People with disabilities have the right to recognition as persons before the law. People with disabilities have legal capacity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life. Countries must take appropriate measures to provide support to people with disabilities so that they can effectively exercise their legal capacity.

Article 13: Access to justice
People with disabilities have the right to effective access to justice on an equal basis with others, including through the provision of appropriate accommodations.

Article 14: Liberty and security of person
People with disabilities have the right to liberty and security of person on an equal basis with others. Existence of disability alone cannot be used to justify deprivation of liberty.

Article 15: Freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment
People with disabilities have the right to be free from torture and from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. No one shall be subjected to medical or scientific experimentation without his or her free consent.

Article 16: Freedom from exploitation, violence and abuse
People with disabilities have the right to be protected from all forms of exploitation, violence and abuse, including their gender based aspects, within and outside the home.

Article 17: Protecting the integrity of the person
Every person with disabilities has a right to respect for his or her physical and mental integrity on an equal basis with others.

Article 18: Liberty of movement and nationality
People with disabilities have the right to a nationality. Children with disabilities have the right to a name and to know and be cared for by their parents.

Article 19: Living independently and being included in the community
People with disabilities have the right to live independently in the community. Countries must ensure that people with disabilities have the opportunity to choose where they live and with whom they live, and that they are provided with the support necessary to do this.

Article 20: Personal mobility
Countries must take effective and appropriate measures to ensure personal mobility for people with disabilities in the manner and time of their choice, and at affordable cost. People with disabilities also have the right to access quality mobility aids, assistive technologies and forms of live assistance and intermediaries.

Article 21: Freedom of expression and opinion, and access to information
People with disabilities have the right to express themselves, including the freedom to give and receive information and ideas through all forms of communication, including through accessible formats and technologies, sign languages, Braille, augmentative and alternative communication, mass media and all other accessible means of communication.

Article 22: Respect for privacy
People with disabilities have the right to privacy. Information about people with disabilities including personal information and information about their health should be protected.

Article 23: Respect for home and the family
People with disabilities have the right to marry and to found a family. Countries must provide effective and appropriate support to people with disabilities in bringing up children, and provide alternative care to children with disabilities where the immediate family is unable to care for them.

Article 24: Education
People with disabilities have a right to education without discrimination. Countries must ensure that people with disabilities can access an inclusive, quality and free primary and secondary education in their own community. Countries must also provide reasonable accommodation and individualised support to maximise academic and social development.

Article 25: Health
People with disabilities have the right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health without discrimination. Countries must take all appropriate measures, including measures that are gender-sensitive, to ensure that people with disabilities have access to the same range, quality and standard of health care that is available to everyone else, and which are close to people’s own communities.

Article 26: Habilitation and rehabilitation
Countries must take effective and appropriate measures to enable people with disabilities to develop, attain and maintain maximum ability, independence and participation through the provision of habilitation and rehabilitation services and programmes.

Article 27: Work and employment
People with disabilities have the right to work, including the right to work in an environment that is open, inclusive and accessible. Countries must take appropriate steps to promote employment opportunities and career advancement for people with disabilities.

Article 28: Adequate standard of living and social protection
People with disabilities have the right to an adequate standard of living including food, water, clothing and housing, and to effective social protection including poverty reduction and public housing programmes.

Article 29: Participation in political and public life
People with disabilities have the right to participate in politics and in public affairs, as well as to vote and to be elected.

Article 30: Participation in cultural life, recreation, leisure and sport
People with disabilities have the right to take part in cultural life on an equal basis with others, including access to cultural materials, performances and services, and to recreational, leisure and sporting activities.

Article 31: Statistics and data collection
Countries must collect information about people with disabilities, with the active involvement of people with disabilities, so that they can better understand the barriers they experience and make the Convention rights real.

Articles 32-50
Articles 32-50 explain how countries which are bound by the Convention must give it full effect. They also explain the responsibility of countries to report to the United Nations Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities on how they are putting the Convention into effect.

Source: Centre on Human Rights for People with Disabilities www.disabilityhumanrights.org
Summary of the preamble
The member governments of the Council of Europe work towards peace and greater unity based on human rights and fundamental freedoms. With this Convention they decide to take the first steps to enforce many of the rights contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Article 1 - Obligation to respect human rights
States must ensure that everyone has the rights stated in this Convention.

Article 2 - Right to life
You have the right to life.

Article 3 - Right to liberty and security
You have the right to liberty. If you are arrested you have the right to know why. If you are arrested you have the right to stand trial soon, or to be released until the trial takes place.

Article 4 - Freedom of thought, conscience and religion
You have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. You have the right to practise your religion at home and in public and to change your religion if you want.

Article 5 - Freedom of expression
You have the right to express yourself by speaking, writing, or making art. This includes freedom of the press.

Article 6 - Right to marry
You have the right to marry. You have the right to marry and to have a family.

Article 7 - Right to education
You have the right to go to school.

Article 8 - Right to own property
You have the right to own property and use your possessions.

Article 9 - Freedom of movement
You have the right to move about freely within a country and to leave and enter it.

Article 10 - Freedom of assembly and association
You have the right to form and to join associations, including trade unions.

Article 11 - Right to liberty and security
You have the right to liberty. If you are arrested you have the right to know why. If you are arrested you have the right to stand trial soon, or to be released until the trial takes place.

Article 12 - Right to marry
You have the right to marry. You have the right to marry and to have a family.

Article 13 - Right to an effective remedy
If your rights are violated, you can claim about this officially to the courts or other public bodies.

Article 14 - Prohibition of discrimination
You have the right to be treated equally with others. This includes freedom from discrimination on the basis of, for example, your skin colour, sex, language, political or religious beliefs, or origins.

Article 15 - Derogation in time of emergency
In time of war or other public emergency, a government may do things which go against your rights, but only when strictly necessary. Even then, governments are not allowed, for example, to torture you or to kill you arbitrarily.

Article 16 - Restrictions on political activity of aliens
Governments may restrict the political activity of foreigners, even if this would be in conflict with Articles 10, 11 or 14.

Article 17 - Prohibition of abuse of rights
Nothing in this Convention can be used to damage the rights and freedoms in the Convention.

Article 18 - Limitation on use of restrictions of rights
Most of the rights in this Convention can be restricted by a general law which is applied to everyone. Such restrictions are only allowed if they are strictly necessary.

Articles 19 to 51
These articles explain how the European Court of Human Rights works.

Article 34 - Individual applications
If your rights contained in the Convention have been violated in one of the member states you should first appeal to all competent national authorities. If that does not work out for you, then you may appeal directly to the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg.

Article 52 - Inquiries by the Secretary General
If the Secretary General of the Council of Europe requests it, a government must explain how its national law protects the rights of this Convention.

PROTOCOLS TO THE CONVENTION

Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 - Protection of property
You have the right to own property and use your possessions.

Article 2 of Protocol No. 1 - Right to education
You have the right to go to school.

Article 3 of Protocol No. 1 - Right to free elections
You have the right to vote and to hold public office.

Article 2 of Protocol No. 4 - Freedom of movement
If you are lawfully within a country, you have the right to go where you want and to live where you want within its territory.

Article 1 of Protocol No. 6 - Abolition of the death penalty
You cannot be condemned to death by any court or by any other means.

Article 2 of Protocol No. 7 - Right of appeal in criminal matters
You may appeal to a higher court if you have been convicted for committing a crime.

Article 3 of Protocol No. 7 - Compensation for wrongful conviction
You have the right to compensation if you have been convicted for committing a crime and it turns out that you were innocent.

Article 1 of Protocol No. 12 - General prohibition of discrimination
You cannot be discriminated against by public authorities for reasons of, for example, your skin colour, sex, language, political or religious beliefs, or origins.

---

1 This simplified version was prepared by the Directorate of Communication of the Council of Europe for educational purposes only. The only texts which have a legal basis are to be found in the official published versions of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and its protocols.
Article 1 – Obligation to respect human rights
The High Contracting Parties shall secure to everyone within their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in Section I of this Convention.

SECTION I – RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
Article 2 – Right to life
1 Everyone's right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be deprived of his life intentionally save in the execution of a sentence following his conviction of a crime for which this penalty is provided by law.
2 Deprivation of life shall not be regarded as inflicted in contravention of this article when it results from the use of force which is no more than absolutely necessary:
   a in defence of any person from unlawful violence;
   b in order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person lawfully detained;
   c in action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling a riot or insurrection.

Article 3 – Prohibition of torture
No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

Article 4 – Prohibition of slavery and forced labour
1 No one shall be held in slavery or servitude.
2 No one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour.
3 For the purpose of this article the term "forced or compulsory labour" shall not include:
   a any work required to be done in the ordinary course of detention imposed according to the provisions of Article 5 of this Convention or during conditional release from such detention;
   b any service of a military character or, in case of conscientious objectors in countries where they are recognised, service exacted instead of compulsory military service;
   c any service exacted in case of an emergency or calamity threatening the life or well-being of the community;
   d any work or service which forms part of normal civic obligations.

Article 5 – Right to liberty and security
1 Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be deprived of his liberty save in the following cases and in accordance with a procedure prescribed by law:
   a the lawful detention of a person after conviction by a competent court;
   b the lawful arrest or detention of a person for non-compliance with the lawful order of a court or in order to secure the fulfilment of any obligation prescribed by law;
   c the lawful arrest or detention of a person effected for the purpose of bringing him before the competent legal authority;
   d the detention of a minor by lawful order for the purpose of educational supervision or his lawful detention for the purpose of bringing him before the competent legal authority;
   e the lawful detention of persons for the prevention of the spreading of infectious diseases, of persons of unsound mind, alcoholics or drug addicts or vagrants;
   f the lawful arrest or detention of a person to prevent his effecting an unauthorised entry into the country or of a person against whom action is being taken with a view to deportation or extradition.
2 Everyone who is arrested shall be informed promptly, in a language which he understands, of the reasons for his arrest and of any charge against him.
3 Everyone arrested or detained in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1c of this article shall be brought promptly before a judge or other officer authorised by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to release pending trial. Release may be conditioned by guarantees to appear for trial.
4 Everyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall be entitled to take proceedings by which the lawfulness of his detention shall be decided speedily by a court and his release ordered if the detention is not lawful.
5 Everyone who has been the victim of arrest or detention in contravention of the provisions of this article shall have an enforceable right to compensation.

Article 6 – Right to a fair trial
1 In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Judgment shall be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be excluded from all or part of the trial in the interests of morals, public order or national security in a democratic society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the private life of the parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice.
2 Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.
3 Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following minimum rights:
   a to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation against him;
   b to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence;
   c to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing or, if he has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when the interests of justice so require;
   d to examine or have examined witnesses against him and
to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him;

e to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court.

Article 7 – No punishment without law
1 No one shall be held guilty of any criminal offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence under national or international law at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the criminal offence was committed.
2 This article shall not prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal according to the general principles of law recognised by civilised nations.

Article 8 – Right to respect for private and family life
1 Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence.
2 There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

Article 9 – Freedom of thought, conscience and religion
1 Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance.
2 Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

Article 10 – Freedom of expression
1 Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises.
2 The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.

Article 11 – Freedom of assembly and association
1 Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and to freedom of association with others, including the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.
2 No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other than such as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. This article shall not prevent the imposition of lawful restrictions on the exercise of these rights by members of the armed forces, of the police or of the administration of the State.

Article 12 – Right to marry
Men and women of marriageable age have the right to marry and to found a family, according to the national laws governing the exercise of this right.

Article 13 – Right to an effective remedy
Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in this Convention are violated shall have an effective remedy before a national authority notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity.

Article 14 – Prohibition of discrimination
The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.

Article 15 – Derogation in time of emergency
1 In time of war or other public emergency threatening the life of the nation any High Contracting Party may take measures derogating from its obligations under this Convention to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent with its other obligations under international law.
2 No derogation from Article 2, except in respect of deaths resulting from lawful acts of war, or from Articles 3, 4 (paragraph 1) and 7 shall be made under this provision.
3 Any High Contracting Party availing itself of this right of derogation shall keep the Secretary General of the Council of Europe fully informed of the measures which it has taken and the reasons therefor. It shall also inform the Secretary General of the Council of Europe when such measures have ceased to operate and the provisions of the Convention are again being fully executed.

Article 16 – Restrictions on political activity of aliens
Nothing in Articles 10, 11 and 14 shall be regarded as preventing the High Contracting Parties from imposing restrictions on the political activity of aliens.

Article 17 – Prohibition of abuse of rights
Nothing in this Convention may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein or at their limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the Convention.

Article 18 – Limitation on use of restrictions on rights
The restrictions permitted under this Convention to the said rights and freedoms shall not be applied for any purpose other than those for which they have been prescribed.

SECTION II – EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Article 19 – Establishment of the Court
To ensure the observance of the engagements undertaken by the High Contracting Parties in the Convention and the Protocols thereto, there shall be set up a European Court of Human Rights, hereinafter referred to as “the Court”. It shall function on a permanent basis.

Article 20 – Number of judges
The Court shall consist of a number of judges equal to that of the High Contracting Parties.

Article 21 – Criteria for office
1 The judges shall be of high moral character and must either possess the qualifications required for appointment to high judicial office or be jurists of recognised competence.
2 Candidates shall be less than 65 years of age at the date by which the list of three candidates has been requested by the Parliamentary Assembly, further to Article 22.
3 The judges shall sit on the Court in their individual capacity.
4 During their term of office the judges shall not engage in any activity which is incompatible with their independence, impartiality or with the demands of a full-time office; all questions arising from the application of this paragraph shall be decided by the Court.

Article 22 – Election of judges
The judges shall be elected by the Parliamentary Assembly with respect to approach High Contracting Party by a majority of votes cast from a list of three candidates nominated by the High Contracting Party.

Article 23 – Terms of office and dismissal
1 The judges shall be elected for a period of nine years. They may not be re-elected.
2 The judges shall hold office until replaced. They shall, how-
The Court shall have a registry, the functions and organisation of which shall be laid down in the rules of the Court.

When sitting in a single-judge formation, the Court shall be assisted by rapporteurs who shall function under the authority of the President of the Court. They shall form part of the Court’s registry.

The plenary Court shall

- elect its President and one or two Vice-Presidents for a period of three years; they may be re-elected;
- set up Chambers, constituted for a fixed period of time;
- elect the Presidents of the Chambers of the Court; they may be re-elected;
- adopt the rules of the Court;
- elect the Registrar and one or more Deputy Registrars;
- make any request under Article 26, paragraph 2.

The Court shall sit in a single-judge formation, in committees of three judges, in Chambers of seven judges and in a Grand Chamber of seventeen judges. The Court’s Chambers shall set up committees for a fixed period of time.

At the request of the plenary Court, the Committee of Ministers may, by a unanimous decision and for a fixed period, reduce to five the number of judges of the Chambers.

When sitting as a single judge, a judge shall not examine any application against the High Contracting Party in respect of which that judge has been elected.

There shall sit as an ex officio member of the Chamber and the Grand Chamber the judge elected in respect of the High Contracting Party concerned. If there is none or if that judge is unable to sit, a person chosen by the President of the Court from a list submitted in advance by that Party shall sit in the capacity of Judge.

The Grand Chamber shall also include the President of the Court, the Vice-Presidents, the Presidents of the Chambers and other Judges chosen in accordance with the rules of the Court. Where a case is referred to the Grand Chamber under Article 43, no judge from the Chamber which rendered the judgment shall sit in the Grand Chamber, with the exception of the President of the Chamber and the judge who sat in respect of the High Contracting Party concerned.

A single judge may declare inadmissible or strike out of the Court’s list of cases an application submitted under Article 34, where such a decision can be taken without further examination.

The decision shall be final.

If the single judge does not declare an application inadmissible or strike it out, that judge shall forward it to a committee or to a Chamber for further examination.

In respect of an application submitted under Article 34, a committee may, by a unanimous vote, declare it inadmissible or strike it out of its list of cases, where such decision can be taken without further examination; or declare it admissible and render at the same time a judgment on the merits, if the underlying question in the case, concerning the interpretation or the application of the Convention or the Protocols thereto, is already the subject of well-established case-law of the Court.

Decisions and judgments under paragraph 1 shall be final.

If the judge elected in respect of the High Contracting Party concerned is not a member of the committee, the committee may at any stage of the proceedings invite that judge to take the place of one of the members of the committee, having regard to all relevant factors, including whether that Party has contested the application of the procedure under paragraph 1b.

If no decision is taken under Article 27 or 28, or no judgment rendered under Article 28, a Chamber shall decide on the admissibility and merits of individual applications submitted under Article 34. The decision on admissibility may be taken separately unless the Court, in exceptional cases, decides otherwise.

Where a case pending before a Chamber raises a serious question affecting the interpretation of the Convention or the protocols thereto, or where the resolution of a question before the Chamber might have a result inconsistent with a judgment previously delivered by the Court, the Chamber may, at any time before it has rendered its judgment, relinquish jurisdiction in favour of the Grand Chamber.

The Grand Chamber shall:

- determine applications submitted either under Article 33 or Article 34 when a Chamber has relinquished jurisdiction under Article 30 or when the case has been referred to it under Article 43;
- decide on issues referred to the Court by the Committee of Ministers in accordance with Article 46, paragraph 4; and
- consider requests for advisory opinions submitted under Article 47.

The jurisdiction of the Court shall extend to all matters concerning the interpretation and application of the Convention and the protocols thereto which are referred to it as provided in Articles 33, 34, 46 and 47.

In the event of dispute as to whether the Court has jurisdiction, the Court shall decide.

Any High Contracting Party may refer to the Court any alleged breach of the provisions of the Convention and the protocols thereto by another High Contracting Party.

The Court may receive applications from any person, non-governmental organisation or group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation by one of the High Contracting Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention or the protocols thereto. The High Contracting Parties undertake not to hinder in any way the effective exercise of this right.

The Court may only deal with the matter after all domestic remedies have been exhausted, according to the generally recognised rules of international law, and within a period of four months from the date on which the final decision was taken.

The Court shall not deal with any application submitted under Article 34 that

- is anonymous; or is substantially the same as a matter that has already been examined by the Court or has already been submitted to another procedure of international investigation or settlement and contains no relevant new information.

The Court shall declare inadmissible any individual application submitted under Article 34 if it considers that:

- the application is incompatible with the provisions of the Convention or the Protocols thereto, manifestly ill-founded, or an abuse of the right of individual application; or
- the applicant has not suffered a significant disadvantage, unless respect for human rights as defined in the Convention and the Protocols thereto requires an examination of the application on the merits.

The Court shall reject any application which it considers in-
admissible under this Article. It may do so at any stage of the proceedings.

Article 36 – Third party intervention
1 In all cases before a Chamber or the Grand Chamber, a High Contracting Party one of whose nationals is an applicant shall have the right to submit written comments and to take part in hearings. 2 The President of the Court may, in the interest of the proper administration of justice, invite any High Contracting Party which is not a party to the proceedings or any person concerned who is not the applicant to submit written comments or take part in hearings.

Article 37 – Striking out applications
1 The Court may at any stage of the proceedings decide to strike an application out of its list of cases where the circumstances lead to the conclusion that:
   a the applicant does not intend to pursue his application; or
   b the matter has been resolved; or
   c for any other reason established by the Court, it is no longer justified to continue the examination of the application. 2 The Court shall continue the examination of the application if it is an application for a friendly settlement, or if the circumstances so require.

Article 38 – Examination of the case
The Court shall examine the case together with the representatives of the parties and, if need be, undertake an investigation, for the effective conduct of which the High Contracting Parties may submit written comments and take part in hearings.

Article 39 – Friendly settlement
1 At any stage of the proceedings, the Court may place itself at the disposal of the parties concerned with a view to securing a friendly settlement of the case on the basis of respect for human rights as defined in the Convention and the protocols thereto. 2 Proceedings conducted under paragraph 1 shall be confidential. 3 If a friendly settlement is effected, the Court shall strike the case out of its list by means of a decision which shall be confined to a brief statement of the facts and of the solution reached.

Article 40 – Public hearings and access to documents
1 Public hearings and access to documents shall be confined to a brief statement of the facts and the solution reached.

Article 41 – Just satisfaction
If the Court finds that there has been a violation of the Convention or the protocols thereto, and if the internal law of the High Contracting Party concerned allows only partial reparation to be made, the Court shall, if necessary, afford just satisfaction to the injured party.

Article 42 – Judgments of Chambers
Judgments of Chambers shall become final in accordance with the provisions of Article 44, paragraph 2.

Article 43 – Referral to the Grand Chamber
1 Within a period of three months from the date of the judgment of the Chamber, any party to the case may, in exceptional cases, request that the case be referred to the Grand Chamber. 2 A panel of five judges of the Grand Chamber shall accept the referral if the case raises a serious question affecting the interpretation or application of the Convention or the protocols thereto, or a serious issue of general importance.

3 If the panel accepts the request, the Grand Chamber shall decide the case by means of a judgment.

Article 44 – Final judgments
1 The judgment of the Grand Chamber shall be final. 2 The judgment of a Chamber shall become final:
   a when the parties declare that they will not request that the case be referred to the Grand Chamber; or
   b three months after the date of the judgment, if reference of the case to the Grand Chamber has not been requested; or
   c when the panel of the Grand Chamber rejects the request to refer under Article 43.

3 The final judgment shall be published.

Article 45 – Reasons for judgments and decisions
1 Reasons shall be given for judgments as well as for decisions declaring applications admissible or inadmissible. 2 If a judgment does not represent, in whole or in part, the unanimous opinion of the judges, any judge shall be entitled to deliver a separate opinion.

Article 46 – Binding force and execution of judgments
1 The High Contracting Parties undertake to abide by the final judgment of the Court in any case to which they are parties. 2 The final judgment of the Court shall be transmitted to the Committee of Ministers, which shall supervise its execution.

Article 47 – Advisory opinions
1 The Court may, at the request of the Committee of Ministers, give advisory opinions on legal questions concerning the interpretation of the Convention and the protocols thereto. 2 Such opinions shall not deal with any question relating to the content or scope of the rights or freedoms defined in Section I of the Convention and the protocols thereto, or with any other question which the Court or the Committee of Ministers might have to consider in consequence of any such proceedings as could be instituted in accordance with the Convention.

3 Decisions of the Committee of Ministers to request an advisory opinion of the Court shall require a majority vote of two thirds of the representatives entitled to sit on the Committee.

4 If the Committee of Ministers considers that a High Contracting Party refuses to abide by a final judgment in a case to which it is a party, it may, after serving formal notice on that Party and by decision adopted by a majority vote of two thirds of the representatives entitled to sit on the Committee, refer to the Court the question whether that Party has failed to fulfill its obligation under paragraph 1.

5 If the Court finds a violation of paragraph 1, it shall refer the case to the Committee of Ministers for consideration of the measures to be taken. If the Court finds no violation of paragraph 1, it shall refer the case to the Committee of Ministers, which shall close its examination of the case.

Article 48 – Advisory jurisdiction of the Court
The Court shall decide whether a request for an advisory opinion submitted by the Committee of Ministers is within its competence as defined in Article 47.

Article 49 – Reasons for advisory opinions
1 Reasons shall be given for advisory opinions of the Court. 2 If the advisory opinion does not represent, in whole or in part, the unanimous opinion of the judges, any judge shall be entitled to deliver a separate opinion.

3 Advisory opinions of the Court shall be communicated to the Committee of Ministers.

Article 50 – Expenditure on the Court
The expenditure on the Court shall be borne by the Council of Europe. 479
SECTION III - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Article 52 – Inquiries by the Secretary General

On receipt of a request from the Secretary General of the Council of Europe any High Contracting Party shall furnish an explanation of the manner in which its internal law ensures the effective implementation of any of the provisions of the Convention.

Article 53 – Safeguard for existing human rights

Nothing in this Convention shall be construed as limiting or derogating from any of the human rights and fundamental freedoms which may be ensured under the laws of any High Contracting Party or under any other agreement to which it is a Party.

Article 54 – Powers of the Committee of Ministers

Nothing in this Convention shall prejudice the powers conferred on the Committee of Ministers by the Statute of the Council of Europe.

Article 55 – Exclusion of other means of dispute settlement

The High Contracting Parties agree that, except by special agreement, they will not avail themselves of treaties, conventions or declarations in force between them for the purpose of submitting, by way of petition, a dispute arising out of the interpretation or application of this Convention to a means of settlement other than those provided for in this Convention.

Article 56 – Territorial application

1 Any State may at the time of its ratification or at any time thereafter declare by notification addressed to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe that the present Convention shall, subject to paragraph 4 of this Article, extend to all or any of the territories for which international relations it is responsible.

2 The Convention shall extend to the territory or territories named in the notification as from the thirtieth day after the receipt of this notification by the Secretary General of the Council of Europe.

3 The provisions of this Convention shall be applied in such territories with due regard, however, to local requirements.

4 Any State which has made a declaration in accordance with paragraph 1 of this article may at any time thereafter declare on behalf of one or more of the territories to which the declaration relates that it accepts the competence of the Court to receive applications from individuals, non-governmental organisations or groups of individuals as provided by Article 34 of the Convention.

Article 57 – Reservations

1 Any State may, when signing this Convention or when depositing its instrument of ratification, make a reservation in respect of any particular provision of the Convention to the extent that any law then in force in its territory is not in conformity with the provision. Reservations of a general character shall not be permitted under this article.

2 Any reservation made under this article shall contain a brief statement of the law concerned.

Article 58 – Denunciation

1 A High Contracting Party may denounce the present Convention only after the expiry of five years from the date on which it became a party to it and after six months' notice contained in a notification addressed to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, who shall inform the other High Contracting Parties.

2 Such a denunciation shall not have the effect of releasing the High Contracting Party concerned from its obligations under this Convention in respect of any act which, being capable of constituting a violation of such obligations, may have been performed by it before the date at which the denunciation became effective.

3 Any High Contracting Party which shall cease to be a member of the Council of Europe shall cease to be a Party to this Convention under the same conditions.

4 The Convention may be denounced in accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraphs in respect of any territory to which it has been declared to extend under the terms of Article 56.

Article 59 – Signature and ratification

1 This Convention shall be open to the signature of the members of the Council of Europe. It shall be ratified. Ratifications shall be deposited with the Secretary General of the Council of Europe.

2 The European Union may accede to this Convention.

3 The present Convention shall come into force after the deposit of ten instruments of ratification.

4 As regards any signatory ratifying subsequently, the Convention shall come into force at the date of the deposit of its instrument of ratification.

5 The Secretary General of the Council of Europe shall notify all the members of the Council of Europe of the entry into force of the Convention, the names of the High Contracting Parties which have ratified it, and the deposit of all instruments of ratification which may be effected subsequently.

Done at Rome this 4th day of November 1950, in English and French, both texts being equally authentic, in a single copy which shall remain deposited in the archives of the Council of Europe. The Secretary General shall transmit certified copies to each of the signatories.

1 Text amended in accordance with the provisions of Protocol No. 15 (CETS No. 213) as from its entry into force on 1 August 2021.

(*) This page contains the text of the Convention as amended by its Protocol No. 15 (CETS No. 213) as from the date of its entry into force on 1 August 2021.

The text of the Convention had been previously amended according to the provisions of Protocol No. 3 (ETS No. 45), which entered into force on 21 September 1970, of Protocol No. 5 (ETS No. 55), which entered into force on 20 December 1971, of Protocol No. 8 (ETS No. 118), which entered into force on 1 January 1990, of Protocol No. 11 (ETS No. 155) which entered into force on 1 November 1998 and of Protocol No. 14 (ETS No. 194), which entered into force on 1 June 2010, and comprised also the text of Protocol No. 2 (ETS No. 44) which, in accordance with Article 5, paragraph 3 thereof, had been an integral part of the Convention since its entry into force on 21 September 1970.

As of the entry into force of Protocol No. 11 (ETS No. 155), on 1 November 1998, Protocol No. 9 (ETS No. 140), which entered into force on 1 October 1994, was repealed and Protocol No. 10 (ETS no. 146) had lost its purpose.

The Charter guarantees rights and freedoms which concern all individuals in their daily existence.

The basic rights set out in the Charter are as follows:

**Housing:**
- access to adequate and affordable housing;
- reduction of homelessness; housing policy targeted at all disadvantaged categories;
- procedures to limit forced eviction;
- equal access for non-nationals to social housing and housing benefits;
- housing construction and housing benefits related to family needs.

**Health**
- accessible, effective health care facilities for the entire population;
- policy for preventing illness, including the guarantee of a healthy environment;
- elimination of occupational hazards so as to ensure that health and safety at work are provided for by law and guaranteed in practice;
- protection of maternity.

**Education**
- free primary and secondary education;
- free and effective vocational guidance services;
- access to initial training (general and vocational secondary education), university and non-university higher education, vocational training, including continuing training;
- special measures for foreign residents;
- access to education and vocational training for persons with disabilities.

**Employment**

**Freedom to work**
- prohibition of forced labour;
- prohibition of the employment of children under the age of 15;
- Special working conditions between 15 and 18 years of age;
- the right to earn one’s living in an occupation freely entered upon.

**Fair working conditions**
- an economic and social policy designed to ensure full employment;
- access to work for persons with disabilities;
- fair working conditions as regards pay and working hours;
- protection in case of dismissal;
- protection from sexual and psychological harassment.

**Collective rights**
- freedom to form trade unions and employers’ organisations to defend economic and social interests; individual freedom to decide whether or not to join them;
- promotion of joint consultation, collective bargaining, conciliation and voluntary arbitration;
- the right to strike.

**Legal and social protection**
- legal status of the child;
- treatment of young offenders;
- protection from ill-treatment and abuse;
- prohibition of any form of exploitation (sexual or other);
- legal protection of the family (equality of spouses within the couple and towards children, protection of children in case the family breaks up);
- the right to social security, social welfare and social services;
- the right to be protected against poverty and social exclusion;
- childcare;
- special measures catering for the elderly.

**Movement of persons**
- the right to family reunion;
- the right of nationals to leave the country;
- procedural safeguards in the event of expulsion;
- simplification of immigration formalities.

**Non-discrimination**
- the right of women and men to equal treatment and equal opportunities in employment;
- guarantee to all nationals and foreigners legally resident and/or working, that all the rights set out in the Charter apply regardless of race, sex, age, colour, language, religion, opinions, national origin, social background, state of health or association with a national minority;
- prohibition of discrimination on the basis of family responsibilities;
- right of persons with disabilities to social integration and participation in the life of the community.

The Charter has a mechanism of control based on the presentation of national reports by state parties (1991 Protocol) as well as a system of collective complaint (1995 Protocol) which allows, “inter alia”, trade unions and non-governmental organisations to present collective claims.

The European Committee of Social Rights (ECSR) is the body responsible for monitoring compliance in the States party to the Charter.

The Committee is composed of 15 independent, impartial members who are elected by the Council of Europe's Committee of Ministers for a period of six years, renewable once.
Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities
(Summary)

The Convention is the first legally binding multilateral instrument concerned with the protection of national minorities in general. Its aim is to protect the existence of national minorities within the respective territories of the Parties. The Convention seeks to promote the full and effective equality of national minorities by creating appropriate conditions enabling them to preserve and develop their culture and to retain their identity.

The Convention sets out principles relating to persons belonging to national minorities in the sphere of public life, such as:
- Non-discrimination
- Promotion of effective equality
- Promotion and preservation of culture, religion, language and traditions
- Freedom of peaceful assembly
- Freedom of association
- Freedom of expression
- Freedom of thought, conscience and religion
- The right to access to and use of the media,
- Freedoms relating to language and education
- Transfrontier contacts and co-operation
- Participation in economic, cultural and social life
- Prohibition of forced assimilation.

The monitoring mechanism of the Convention is based in reports which states parties are obliged to submit. Ultimate responsibility for examining the reports rests with the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, but an Advisory Committee of experts assists the Committee of Ministers.

The Advisory Committee is composed of up to 18 members elected by the Committee of Ministers from candidates proposed by States Parties. Not all countries can have one of their nominees serve on the Committee, so those candidates who are not elected are placed on a reserve list of additional members. The Advisory Committee is authorized to receive information from sources other than State reports, for example, it may also organize meetings with government representatives and independent sources. The Advisory Committee may also conduct on-site visits to States when considering their reports, during which the Committee meets with the government, NGOs, minority communities, academics, and other interested parties.

The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages
(Summary)

The Charter is designed on the one hand to protect and promote regional and minority languages as a threatened aspect of Europe's cultural heritage and on the other hand to enable speakers of a regional or minority language to use it in private and public life. It covers regional and minority languages, non-territorial languages and less widely used official languages.

The Charter sets out the main principles and objectives upon which States must base their policies, legislation and practice, and which are regarded as providing the necessary framework for the preservation of the languages concerned.

The eight fundamental principles and objectives are as follows:
- Recognition of regional or minority languages as an expression of cultural wealth.
- Respect for the geographical area of each regional or minority language.
- The need for resolute action to promote such languages.
- The facilitation and/or encouragement of the use of such languages, in speech and writing, in public and private life.
- The provision of appropriate forms and means for the teaching and study of such languages at all appropriate stages.
- The promotion of relevant transnational exchanges.
- The prohibition of all forms of unjustified distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference relating to the use of a regional or minority language and intended to discourage or endanger its maintenance or development.
- The promotion by states of mutual understanding between all the country's linguistic groups.

Further, the Charter sets out a number of specific measures to promote the use of regional or minority languages in public life. These measures cover the following fields: education, justice, administrative authorities and public services, media, cultural activities and facilities, economic and social activities and transfrontier exchanges.

The charter provides for a monitoring mechanism to evaluate how the Charter is applied in a State Party with a view to, where necessary, making recommendations for improvements in its legislation, policy and practice. The central element of the monitoring mechanism is a Committee of independent experts. This committee:
- examines the state's periodical report;
- where necessary, addresses a number of questions to the Party on any unclear areas of the report;
- organises an “on-the-spot” visit to the state, to meet authorities, non-governmental organisations or any other competent body in order to evaluate the application of the Charter;
- examines any further information submitted by associations and other bodies legally established in the state concerned and with an interest in the field of languages;
- prepares its own evaluation report on the basis of the information obtained, and addresses it to the Committee of Ministers, including proposals for recommendations to be made to states.

Once every two years, the Secretary General of the Council of Europe has to present to the Parliamentary Assembly a detailed report on the application of the Charter. This ensures that the members of Europe's parliaments are kept informed about the application of the Charter, enabling them to bring political pressure to bear if necessary to encourage national governments to take appropriate measures.
The Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings (was opened for signature in Warsaw on 16 May 2005 on the occasion of the 3rd Summit of Heads of State and Government of the Council of Europe. On 24 October 2007, the Convention received its tenth ratification thereby triggering the process whereby it entered into force on 1 February 2008. The convention is a comprehensive treaty focussing mainly on the protection of victims of trafficking and the safeguard of their rights. It also aims to prevent trafficking and to prosecute traffickers. In addition, the Convention provides for the setting up of an effective and independent monitoring mechanism capable of controlling the implementation of the obligations contained in the Convention. The Convention is not restricted to Council of Europe members states; non-members states and the European Union also have the possibility of becoming Party to the Convention.

**Purpose and scope of the convention**

The Convention is based on recognition of the principle that trafficking in human beings constitutes a violation of human rights and an offence to the dignity and integrity of the human being. The Council of Europe Convention is a comprehensive treaty which aims to:

- Prevent trafficking
- Protect the Human Rights of victims of trafficking
-Prosecute the traffickers.

**The Convention applies to:**

- all forms of trafficking: whether national or transnational, whether or not related to organised crime
- whoever the victim: women, men or children
- whatever the form of exploitation: sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, etc.

**Measures provided by the convention**

- Awareness-raising for persons vulnerable to trafficking and actions aimed at discouraging “consumers” are among the main measures to prevent trafficking in human beings.
- Victims of trafficking must be recognised as such in order to avoid police and public authorities treating them as illegal migrants or criminals.
- Victims of trafficking will be granted physical and psychological assistance and support for their reintegration into society. Medical treatment, counselling and information as well as appropriate accommodation are all among the measures provided. Victims are also entitled to receive compensation.
- Victims are entitled to a minimum of 30 days to recover and escape from the influence of the traffickers and to take a decision regarding their possible cooperation with the authorities. A renewable residence permit may be granted if their personal situation so requires or if they need to stay in order to cooperate in a criminal investigation.
- Trafficking will be considered as a criminal offence: traffickers and their accomplices will therefore be prosecuted.
- The private life and the safety of victims of trafficking will be protected throughout the course of judicial proceedings.
- Possibility of criminalising those who use the services of a victim if they are aware that the person is a victim of trafficking in human beings.
- The Convention provides the possibility of not imposing penalties on victims for their involvement in unlawful activities, if they were compelled to do so by their situation.
- Civil society has an important role to play as regards prevention of trafficking and protection of the victims. Consequently, the Convention encourages co-operation between public authorities, non-governmental organisations and members of civil society.

**Monitoring**

The monitoring mechanism consists of two pillars: GRETA, a group of independent experts on action against trafficking in human beings, and the Committee of the Parties, composed of the representatives in the Committee of Ministers of the Parties to the Convention and of representatives of Parties non-members of the Council of Europe. GRETA monitors the implementation of the Convention; it draws up reports evaluating the measures taken by the Parties. Those Parties which do not fully respect the measures contained in the Convention will be required to step up their action. In addition, the Committee of the Parties may also, on the basis of GRETA’s report, make recommendations to a Party.
SECTION I – GENERAL PROVISIONS
Scope
The present Charter is concerned with education for democratic citizenship and human rights education as defined in paragraph 2. It does not deal explicitly with related areas such as intercultural education, equality education, education for sustainable development and peace education, except where they overlap and interact with education for democratic citizenship and human rights education.

Definitions
For the purposes of the present Charter:

a. “Education for democratic citizenship” means education, training, awareness raising, information, practices and activities which aim, by equipping learners with knowledge, skills and understanding and developing their attitudes and behaviour, to empower them to exercise and defend their democratic rights and responsibilities in society, to value diversity and to play an active part in democratic life, with a view to the promotion and protection of democracy and the rule of law.

b. “Human rights education” means education, training, awareness raising, information, practices and activities which aim, by equipping learners with knowledge, skills and understanding and developing their attitudes and behaviour, to empower learners to contribute to the building and defence of a universal culture of human rights in society, with a view to the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms.

c. “Formal education” means the structured education and training system that runs from pre-primary and primary through secondary school and on to university. It takes place, as a rule, at general or vocational educational institutions and leads to certification.

d. “Non-formal education” means any planned programme of education designed to improve a range of skills and competences, outside the formal educational setting.

e. “Informal education” means the lifelong process whereby every individual acquires attitudes, values, skills and knowledge from the educational influences and resources in his or her own environment and from daily experience (family, peer group, neighbours, encounters, library, mass media, work, play, etc.).

Relationship between education for democratic citizenship and human rights education
Education for democratic citizenship and human rights education are closely inter-related and mutually supportive. They differ in focus and scope rather than in goals and practices. Education for democratic citizenship focuses primarily on democratic rights and responsibilities and active participation, in relation to the civic, political, social, economic, legal and cultural spheres of society, while human rights education is concerned with the broader spectrum of human rights and fundamental freedoms in every aspect of people’s lives.

Constitutional structures and member state priorities
The objectives, principles and policies set out below are to be applied:

a. with due respect for the constitutional structures of each member state, using means appropriate to those structures;

b. having regard to the priorities and needs of each member state.

SECTION II – OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
Objectives and principles
The following objectives and principles should guide member states in the framing of their policies, legislation and practice.

a. The aim of providing every person within their territory with the opportunity of education for democratic citizenship and human rights education.

b. Learning in education for democratic citizenship and human rights education is a lifelong process. Effective learning in this area involves a wide range of stakeholders including policy makers, educational professionals, learners, parents, educational institutions, educational authorities, civil servants, non-governmental organisations, youth organisations, media and the general public.

c. All means of education and training, whether formal, non-formal or informal, have a part to play in this learning process and are valuable in promoting its principles and achieving its objectives.

d. Non-governmental organisations and youth organisations have a valuable contribution to make to education for democratic citizenship and human rights education, particularly through non-formal and informal education, and accordingly need opportunities and support in order to make this contribution.

e. Teaching and learning practices and activities should follow and promote democratic and human rights values and principles; in particular, the governance of educational institutions, including schools, should reflect and promote human rights values and foster the empowerment and active participation of learners, educational staff and stakeholders, including parents.

f. An essential element of all education for democratic citizenship and human rights education is the promotion of social cohesion and intercultural dialogue and the valuing of diversity and equality, including gender equality; to this end, it is essential to develop knowledge, personal and social skills and understanding that reduce conflict, increase appreciation and understanding of the differences between faith and ethnic groups, build mutual respect for human dignity and shared values, encourage dialogue and promote non-violence in the resolution of problems and disputes.

g. One of the fundamental goals of all education for democratic citizenship and human rights education is not just equipping learners with knowledge, understanding and skills, but also empowering them with the readiness to take action in society in the defence and promotion of human rights, democracy and the rule of law.

h. Ongoing training and development for education professionals and youth leaders, as well as for trainers themselves, in the principles and practices of education for democratic citizenship and human rights education are a vital part of the delivery and sustainability of effective education in this area and should accordingly be adequately planned and resourced.

i. Partnership and collaboration should be encouraged among the wide range of stakeholders involved in education for democratic citizenship and human rights education at state, regional and local level so as to make the most of their contributions, including among policy makers, educational professionals, learners, parents, educational institutions, non-governmental organisations, youth organisations, media and the general public.

j. Given the international nature of human rights values and obligations and the common principles underpinning democracy and the rule of law, it is important for member states to pursue and encourage international and regional co-operation in the activities covered by the present Charter and the identification and exchange of good practice.
SECTION III – POLICIES

Formal general and vocational education
Member states should include education for democratic citizenship and human rights education in the curricula for formal education at pre-primary, primary and secondary school level as well as in general and vocational education and training. Member states should also continue to support, review and update education for democratic citizenship and human rights education in these curricula in order to ensure their relevance and encourage the sustainability of this area.

Higher education
Member states should promote, with due respect for the principle of academic freedom, the inclusion of education for democratic citizenship and human rights education in higher education institutions, in particular for future education professionals.

Democratic governance
Member states should promote democratic governance in all educational institutions both as a desirable and beneficial method of governance in its own right and as a practical means of learning and experiencing democracy and respect for human rights. They should encourage and facilitate, by appropriate means, the active participation of learners, educational staff and stakeholders, including parents, in the governance of educational institutions.

Training
Member states should provide teachers, other educational staff, youth leaders and trainers with the necessary initial and ongoing training and development in education for democratic citizenship and human rights education. This should ensure that they have a thorough knowledge and understanding of the discipline's objectives and principles and of appropriate teaching and learning methods, as well as other key skills appropriate to their area of education.

Role of non-governmental organisations, youth organisations and other stakeholders
Member states should foster the role of non-governmental organisations and youth organisations in education for democratic citizenship and human rights education, especially in non-formal education. They should recognise these organisations and their activities as a valued part of the educational system, provide them with support, and ensure they are able to contribute to all forms of education.

Member states should also promote and publicise education for democratic citizenship and human rights education to other stakeholders, notably the media and general public, in order to maximise the contribution that they can make to this area.

Criteria for evaluation
Member states should develop criteria for the evaluation of the effectiveness of programmes on education for democratic citizenship and human rights education. Feedback from learners should form an integral part of all such evaluations.

Research
Member states should initiate and promote research on education for democratic citizenship and human rights education to take stock of the current situation in the area and to provide stakeholders including policy makers, educational institutions, school leaders, teachers, learners, non-governmental organisations and youth organisations with comparative information to help them measure and increase their effectiveness and efficiency and improve their practices. This research could include, inter alia, research on curricula, innovative practices, teaching methods and development of evaluation systems, including evaluation criteria and indicators. Member states should share the results of their research with other member states and stakeholders where appropriate.

Skills for promoting social cohesion, valuing diversity and handling differences and conflict
In all areas of education, member states should promote educational approaches and teaching methods which aim at learning to live together in a democratic and multicultural society and at enabling learners to acquire the knowledge and skills to promote social cohesion, value diversity and equality, appreciate differences – particularly between different faith and ethnic groups – and settle disagreements and conflicts in a non-violent manner with respect for each others’ rights, as well as to combat all forms of discrimination and violence, especially bullying and harassment.

SECTION IV – EVALUATION AND CO-OPERATION

Evaluation and review
Member states should regularly evaluate the strategies and policies they have undertaken with respect to the present Charter and adapt these strategies and policies as appropriate. They may do so in co-operation with other member states, for example on a regional basis. Any member state may also request assistance from the Council of Europe.

Co-operation in follow-up activities
Member states should, where appropriate, co-operate with each other and through the Council of Europe in pursuing the aims and principles of the present Charter by:

- pursuing the topics of common interest and priorities identified;
- fostering multilateral and transfrontier activities, including the existing network of co-ordinators on education for democratic citizenship and human rights education;
- exchanging, developing, codifying and assuring the dissemination of good practices;
- informing all stakeholders, including the public, about the aims and implementation of the Charter;
- supporting European networks of non-governmental organisations, youth organisations and education professionals and co-operation among them.

International co-operation
Member states should share the results of their work on education for democratic citizenship and human rights education in the framework of the Council of Europe with other international organisations.
Appendices

Glossary

The aim of this glossary is to give users of Compass a short definition or brief explanation of the main concepts, conventions and terms as they are used in the manual. For more detailed information the reader should consult the relevant sections of background information to the themes in Chapter 5 and use the Internet.

Accession: replaces the classic two-stage process of signing and ratifying a treaty that is already in effect. By acceding to the treaty, a state is immediately bound by it. An example where the idea of accession is in play is the issue of whether the European Union should accede to the ECHR.

Accountability: a process which requires government to show, explain and justify how it has fulfilled its obligations to the people.

Advocacy: to publicly support or suggest an idea, a development or way of doing something.

Affirmative action: action taken by government or private businesses to make up for past discrimination in, for example, education and work against, for instance, women, those of specific races, ethnic groups, religions or disabilities. Affirmative action is one way to give disadvantaged groups substantive equality. Affirmative action should be seen as a temporary measure until such a time as equality is achieved.


Antisemitism: fear, hatred, resentment, suspicion, prejudice, discrimination or unfair treatment of people of Jewish origin or those who confess Judaism. Modern forms of antisemitism include Holocaust denial.

Apartheid: inhumane acts of murder, rape, torture, enslavement or other crimes against humanity committed in the context of an institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups, and committed with the intention of maintaining that regime.

Arab Charter of Human Rights: adopted by the Council of the League of Arab States on 22 May 2004 it affirms the principles contained in the UDHR, the International Covenants of Human Rights and the Cairo Declaration on Human Rights in Islam.

Arbitration: a process by which, instead of going to court, disputing parties ask a third person to listen to their arguments and then to make a decision, which they agree to follow.

Association: an organisation formed by a group of individuals with the aim of accomplishing a defined purpose. Such organisations may also be called voluntary organisations, voluntary associations and unincorporated associations. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are associations. Associations form the basis for what is called “civil society”.

Asylum-seeker: an individual who has sought international protection and whose claims for formal refugee status have not yet been determined.

Autocracy: an individual who has sought international protection and whose claims for formal refugee status have not yet been determined.

Autocracy: government by a single person or small group that has unlimited power or authority, or the power or authority of such a person or group.

Bill of rights: a statement in a constitution or civil rights that lists protections against interference by governments. Also see International Bill of Human Rights.

Charter: a document that lays out the granting of rights or privileges.

Charter of Fundamental Rights: a treaty containing political, economic, and social rights for European Union citizens. It binds member states of the EU when they are applying EU law.

Civil rights: (sometimes known as civil liberties); a category of rights and freedoms that protect individuals from unwarranted government action and ensure their ability to participate in the civil life of the state without discrimination or repression.

Civil society: refers collectively to voluntary civic and social organizations, associations and institutions, for example registered charities, non-governmental organizations, community groups, women's organizations, faith-based organizations, professional associations, trade unions, self-help groups and advocacy groups that form the basis of a functioning democratic society. Civil society is seen as distinct from the state and commercial institutions of the market.

Collective rights: the rights of groups to protect their interests and identities; sometimes referred to as “third generation rights”. These rights exist in addition to individual rights.

Commission on Human Rights: UN body now superseded by the Human Rights Council.

Commissioner for Human Rights: an independent institution within the Council of Europe mandated to promote the awareness of and respect for human rights in Council of Europe member states. See also High Commissioner for Human Rights.

Competency: the ability to perform a job or task. In relation to defending human rights, the knowledge and understanding necessary for young people to gain a deeper understanding of human rights issues and the skills, attitudes and values required to defend human rights.

Conflict transformation: the process by which conflicts such as wars and inter-ethnic and inter-religious violence are changed or transformed into peaceful outcomes. It is a long-term process that addresses the root causes of the conflict as well as the behaviour and attitudes of the parties involved.

Constitution: a set of laws by which a country or organisation is governed. In the majority of countries the constitution is written down and agreed as the supreme law of land; it lays down the foundation for the state and its political system. About four countries do not have a written constitution; here the law develops through legal judgements and precedents.

Conflict prevention: actions undertaken over the short term to reduce manifest tensions and/or to prevent the outbreak or recurrence of violent conflict.

Conflict management: actions undertaken with the main objective of preventing the vertical (intensification of violence) or horizontal (territorial spread) escalation of existing violent conflicts.

Conflict resolution: actions undertaken over the short term to end violent conflict.

Covenant: a binding agreement between states; used synonymously with convention and treaty. The major international human rights covenants, both passed in 1966, are the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).

Convention: a binding agreement between states; used synonymously with treaty and covenant. A convention is stronger than a declaration because it is legally binding for governments that have ratified it.

Council of Europe: founded in 1949 to protect and promote human rights, democracy and the rule of law. It includes 46 member states, including all members of the European Union. It is based in Strasbourg.

Crimes against humanity: widespread or systematic acts of violence directed against any civilian population. For example, murder; extermination; enslavement; torture; rape; sexual slavery; forced pregnancy; persecution of a group on grounds such as race, ethnic; gender amongst others; enforced disappearance of persons; the crime of apartheid and other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.
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marginalised individuals and groups the ability claim their rights to par -

strength of individuals and communities. It is used in relation to giving

the UDHR and safeguarded by the ICESCR and the European Social Charter .

Economic rights:

relating to factors concerning the production, development, or

management of material wealth.

Economic:

any distinction, exclusion or restriction or preference,

challenging an unjust regime or doctrine of the organisations.

Disappearance:

the expression used when people vanish because they

are a form of government where the authority to govern is de-

Customary international law: practice that is recognised in law on the

basis of custom and tradition. In order to become customary international

law a practice has to fulfill two elements: uniform and consistent state

practice over time and the belief that such practice is obligatory (opinio

juris). It is an important and useful source of international law because it

binds all nations, whether or not they have consented to a treaty.

Death penalty: the sanctioned taking of life by the state as a punishment

for a crime. The European Convention on Human Rights originally allowed

for the death penalty, but now prohibits it within its territory (protocol 6)

even in times of war (protocol 13). Most countries in the world have now

abolished the death penalty.

Debriefing: a structured conversation between facilitators and partici-

pants in order to review an experiential and participatory activity; to talk

about what happened and how people felt. The aim is to help particip-

ants clarify their thoughts and feelings in a safe environment.

Declaration: a document stating agreed upon principles and standards

but which is not legally binding. UN conferences, like the 1993 UN Con-

ference on Human Rights in Vienna and the 1995 World Conference for

Women in Beijing, usually produce two sets of declarations: one written

by government representatives and one by nongovernmental organiza-

tions (NGOs). The UN General Assembly often issues influential but legally

non-binding declarations.

Declaration on the Rights of the Child: adopted by the UN General As-

sembly in 1959, this non-binding instrument sets forth ten general princi-

ples, which later formed the basis for the Convention on the Rights of

the Child (CRC), which was adopted in 1989.

Democracy: a form of government where the authority to govern is de-

rived from the people, either by direct referendum or by means of repre-

sentatives elected by the people entitled to vote.

Derogation: a declaration from a treaty member state that allows that

state to suspend or restrict certain rights – for example, in times of war.

Some rights can never be derogated from – e.g. the right to be free from

torture.

Development: a comprehensive economic, social, cultural and political

process, which aims at the constant improvement of the well-being of the

entire population and of all individuals on the basis of their active, free

and meaningful participation in development and in the fair distribution

of benefits resulting there from. See also Right to development.

Disability: (sometimes disability, or ailment) discriminatory, oppressive or

abusive behaviours arising from the belief that people with disabilities are

inferior to others.

Disappearance: the expression used when people vanish because they

have been killed or secretly imprisoned by the government or other or-

ganisations. They disappear because of their political opinions or activities

challenging an unjust regime or doctrine of the organisations.

Discrimination: any distinction, exclusion or restriction or preference,

which is based on any ground such as race, culture, ethnic origin, national-

ity, sexual orientation, religion, physical handicap, or other characteristics

not relevant to the issue in question.

Economic: relating to factors concerning the production, development, or

management of material wealth.

Economic rights: rights that concern the production, development, and

management of materials for the necessities of life. These are proclaimed in the

UDHR and safeguarded by the ICESCR and the European Social Charter.

Empowerment: increasing the spiritual, political, social, or economic

strength of individuals and communities. It is used in relation to giving

marginalised individuals and groups the ability claim their rights to par-

ticipate fully in society through, for instance, legislation, affirmative action

and training.

Entering into force: the process by which a treaty becomes fully binding

on those states which have ratified it. This happens when the minimum

number of ratifications called for by the treaty has been achieved.

Environmental rights: normally used to describe the rights individuals

have to a secure, healthy and ecologically sound environment. Sometimes

used to refer to the “Rights” that the environment itself may possess – in-

cluding the rights of animals, plants and ecosystems to survive the impact

of human actions.

European Committee of Social Rights: a body responsible for monitor-

ing states’ compliance with the European Social Charter. It is made up of 15 independent and impartial experts who meet regularly to consider

reports submitted by member states to the Social Charter.

European Convention for the Prevention of Torture or Degrading

Treatment or Punishment: a regional human rights treaty adopted in

1987 by the Council of Europe that aims to prevent various violations against people who are detained by a public authority in places like pris-

ons, juvenile detention centres, police stations, refugee camps or psychi-

atric hospitals.

European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Funda-

mental Freedoms (ECHR): (European Convention, European Convention

on Human Rights), a regional human rights treaty adopted in 1950 by the

Council of Europe. All Council of Europe member states are party to the

ECHR, and new members are expected to ratify the convention at the

earliest opportunity.

European Court of Human Rights: situated in Strasbourg, it is a supra-

national court, established by the European Convention on Human Rights,

which provides legal recourse of last resort for individuals who feel that

their human rights have been violated by a contracting party to the Con-

vention.

European Court of Justice of the European Union: (often referred to

simply as “the Court”); set up 1952. Based in Luxembourg, its job is to make

sure that EU legislation is interpreted and applied in the same way in all EU

countries, so that the law is equal for everyone. It ensures, for example,

that national courts do not give different rulings on the same issue.

European Cultural Convention: (adopted by the Council of Europe, 1954;

entered into force 1955); a regional treaty that provides the official frame-

work for the Council of Europe's work on education, culture, heritage,

youth and sport. A complement to the European Convention, the Cultural

Convention seeks to safeguard European culture and to develop mutual

understanding and appreciation of cultural diversity between its various

peoples.

European Parliament: is the directly elected parliamentary institution of

the European Union. The Parliament has two meeting places, Strasbourg

and Brussels. The EP has 705 Members of Parliament (MEPs).

European Social Charter: (adopted by the Council of Europe 1962, revised

1996); a regional treaty that guarantees social and economic human rights;

it complements the European Convention, which principally addresses civil

and political rights.

European Union (EU): an economic and political union of member states

located in Europe and committed to regional integration and social coop-

eration. The EU was established by the Treaty of Maastricht in 1993.

Evaluation: a structured conversation between facilitators and par-

ticipants to enable participants to analyse and appraise what they have

learned from an experiential and participatory activity. In the process, par-

ticipants reflect on how this learning relates to what they already know

and how they may use the learning in the future.

Evolving capacity: a principle used in the Convention on the Rights of the

Child (CRC) that recommends greater exercise of a child's rights in relation

to his or her growing cognitive and emotional maturity.

Facilitator: a person who prepares presents and co-ordinates Compass

activities. A facilitator is someone who "makes something happen", who

“helps”, encourages others to learn and develop their own potential. A

facilitator's role is to create a safe environment in which participants learn

through experimentation, exploration, giving and taking. It is not a ques-

tion of one person, a leader, who is "an expert", giving knowledge to oth-

ers. Everyone should grow through the sharing experience, participants

and facilitators alike.
Fascism: A governmental system based on an ideology of national or racial supremacy and the importance of control over all aspects of political, economic and cultural life. It may be characterised by forcible suppression of opposition and criticism, control over the mass media, state control of industry, commerce, etc., and an aggressive nationalism and often racism.

First-generation rights: the rights which were generally accepted as human rights in the 17th–18th Centuries. They include all civil and political human rights such as the right to vote, right to life and liberty, and freedoms of expression, religion, and assembly. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) principally codifies these rights. Because the term suggests a hierarchy of civil and political rights over second generation rights, or economic and social rights, it is increasingly falling from use.

Formal education: the structured education and training system that runs from pre-primary and primary through secondary school and on to university. As a rule it takes place at general or vocational educational institutions and leads to certification.

Framework convention: a convention that establishes the principles and norms under which international action will proceed, and sets up a procedure for negotiating the more detailed arrangements necessary to deal with the issue.

Freedom of expression: the freedom to express views in print and other media, and to receive as well as communicate ideas. The term “freedom of expression” is often used in a general way to refer to either or both of Articles 19 and 18 of the UDHR.

Gender: A social construct that informs roles, attitudes, values and relationships between women and men. While sex is determined by biology - the biological differences between men and women - gender is determined by society, almost always functioning to subordinate women to men.

Gender mainstreaming: a globally accepted strategy for promoting gender equality. It is not an end in itself but a means to achieve the goal of gender equality through ensuring that gender perspectives and attention to the goal of gender equality are central to all activities including policy development, resource allocation and planning, implementation and monitoring of programmes and projects.

Geneva Conventions: four treaties adopted in 1949 under the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in Geneva, Switzerland. They set out the rules that apply in armed conflict, in particular relating to the treatment of sick and wounded soldiers, sailors and airmen, prisoners of war and civilians under enemy control.

Genocide: the systematic killing with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a group of people because of their nationality, race or religion. Also, causing serious bodily or mental harm and forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

Globalisation: generally describes the process of increasing interdependence and exchange between nations – particularly in the economic, social and cultural spheres. The term is also used to refer to a specific form of international integration, designed to fulfil the interests of private power, manufacturing corporations and financial institutions, closely linked to powerful states.

Hearing: a process in which interested parties, and any other persons who may be affected by a result, have the opportunity to make submissions, ask questions or register objections about a matter. For instance a hearing requires us to recognise that reality is plural, complex and dynamic, and that interaction is an integral part of all life and culture.

Interdependent: refers to the idea that enjoyment of a particular human right is dependent on enjoyment of all the others. For example, your ability to participate in your government is directly affected by your right to express yourself, your health, freedom of movement, and an absence of discrimination.

Intergovernmental organisations (IGOs): organisations sponsored by several governments that seek to coordinate their efforts. The United Nations is an international IGO. Some IGOs are regional e.g. the Council of Europe, the Organisation of African Unity; some are alliances e.g. the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, (NATO) and others are dedicated to a specific purpose e.g. the International Organisation for Migration (IOM).

Internally displaced persons (IDPs): people or groups of individuals who have been forced to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of, or in order to avoid, the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural- or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an international border.

International Bill of Human Rights: an informal name given collectively to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and their Optional Protocols.

International Criminal Court (ICC): a permanent tribunal established in 2002 and situated in The Hague, Netherlands to prosecute individuals for genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and the crime of aggression. (The ICC should not be confused with the International Court of Justice.)
Non-formal education: any planned programme of education outside school systems and ideologies that seek to revive Nazism or some variant based on Neo-Nazism: refers to post-World War II far right political or social movements in order to arrive at a solution to their problem.

Negotiation: the process by which people in a dispute talk to each other in order to arrive at a solution to their problem.

Non-formal education: any planned programme of education outside the formal educational setting that is designed to improve a range of skills and competences, for example youth work. Non-formal education is also referred to as non-formal learning.

Non-governmental Organisations (NGOs): organisations set up to be independent of government, normally with a lobbying, charitable, or activist role. Some are large and international e.g. the Red Cross, Amnesty International, the Scout movement, Human Rights Watch, the European Youth Forum. Others may be small and local e.g. an organisation to advocate for people with disabilities in a particular city; a coalition to promote women's rights in one refugee camp. You can search for NGOs in your country in the Council of Europe database, http://ngo.coe.org

Oligarchy: government by a small group of powerful people.

Ombudsman: an independent official, usually appointed by the government or by parliament, who is charged with investigating complaints reported by individual citizens. The word ombudsman comes from Old Norse meaning “representative”.

Optional Protocol: a treaty that modifies another treaty e.g. by adding additional procedures or provisions. It is called “optional” because a government that has ratified the original treaty can choose whether or not to ratify the changes made in the protocol.

Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE): a security-oriented intergovernmental organization bringing together virtually all the countries from Europe and Central Asia, the United States and Canada. Its mandate includes issues such as arms control, human rights, freedom of the press and fair elections.

Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE): situated in Strasbourg, PACE meets four times a year to discuss topical issues and ask European governments to take initiatives and report back. The 306 representatives are appointed from among the members of the national parliaments of the Council of Europe's 46 member states.

Participation: taking part in the public life of a community or society. The Revised European Charter on the Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life is an international policy document to promote youth participation at the local level; adopted by the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe in 2003.

Peace-building: (including post-conflict peace building); actions undertaken over the medium and longer-term to address the root-causes of violent conflicts.

Political rights: the right of individuals to participate in the political life of their community and society, such as by voting for their government.

Positive discrimination: a term with the same meaning as affirmative action.

Plutocracy: a system of government in which the richest people in a country rule or have power.

Racism: the belief that people's qualities are influenced by their ethnic group or tribe and that the members of other groups and tribes ("races") are not as good as the members of their own, or the resulting unfair treatment of members of other "races".

Ratification, to ratify: the process by which the legislative body of a state confirms a government's action in signing a treaty; the formal procedure by which a state becomes bound to a treaty after acceptance. After ratification a state becomes a party to the treaty.

Refugee: someone who owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his or her nationality, and is unable to, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of that country. The term is also used in a general way to describe anyone in a refugee-like situation, for instance asylum seekers.

Reservation: the exceptions that states make to a treaty e.g. provisions that they do not agree to follow. Reservations, however, may not undermine the fundamental meaning of the treaty.

Right to development: the right of groups to grow in cultural, political, and economic ways so that their human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully and progressively realized. The UN Declaration on the Right to Development of 1986.

Role-play: a short drama acted out by the participants. People draw on their own life experiences to role-play a situation; role-plays are mostly improvised. The purpose of role playing is to enable participants to experience situations and explore solutions to problems in a safe environment.
Rule of law: no person, whether a governmental official, a king, or a president, is above the law. The same law binds those who govern and those who are governed.

Second-generation rights: the rights which entered popular discourse around the beginning of the 20th century mainly encompassing economic, social, and cultural rights, such as an adequate standard of living, health care, housing and education. The International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights principally codifies these rights. Because the term suggests a hierarchy of civil and political rights over economic and social rights, it is increasingly falling from usage.

Separation of powers: the separation of governmental power into different branches, so that none is able to exercise absolute control. The normal division is between a legislative branch, which makes the laws, an executive branch to carry out the laws; and an independent judicial branch to oversee observance of the laws.

Sex: the biological differences between men and women, which are universal and do not change. This is in contrast to gender, which refers to social attributes that are learned or acquired during socialisation as a member of a given community.

Shadow report: an unofficial report prepared by institutes or individuals representing civil society submitted to a committee monitoring a human rights treaty. Such reports usually contradict or add to the official reports on treaty compliance and implementation submitted by a government as part of its treaty obligations.

Signature: the signature of a treaty is the first step to become party to the treaty, which invariably means the step towards ratification. By signing a treaty the state expresses an intention, in the future, to accept all the obligations arising under the treaty and in the meantime to refrain from doing anything inconsistent with these obligations.

Simulation: an extended, structured role-play that takes the participants into unfamiliar situations and roles.

Skill: an ability to do an activity or job well, especially because you have practised it. The ability to defend human rights includes, for example, skills of communication, problem-solving, creative thinking, negotiation and teamwork.

Slavery: a practice based on a relationship of power and submission, whereby one person owns another and can exact labour or other services from that person. Modern forms of slavery include: the sale of children, child prostitution, the exploitation of child labour, the use of children in armed conflicts, debt bondage, the traffic in persons, the exploitation of children in prostitution and forced labour.

Social rights: rights necessary for full participation in the life of society. The UDHR, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the European Social Charter guarantee social rights.

Solidarity rights: see collective rights.

Special Rapporteur: a person chosen by a human rights body, such as the UN Human Rights Council to report on a particular theme e.g. on adequate housing, child prostitution and child pornography, on violence against women or on the human rights situation in a particular country.

State sovereignty: the idea that a government has the ultimate legal right to determine what is done within its jurisdiction. International human rights documents set certain limitations to sovereignty, as does membership of international bodies such as the EU.

State sovereignty: the idea that a government has the ultimate legal right to determine what is done within its jurisdiction. International human rights documents set certain limitations to sovereignty, as does membership of international bodies such as the EU.

Stereotype: an oversimplified, generalised and often unconscious preconception about people or ideas that may lead to prejudice and discrimination. A generalisation in which characteristics possessed by a part of a group are extended to the group as a whole.

Sustainable development: development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The term was first used by the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), convened by the UN in 1983.

Third-generation rights: rights, not easily classified as either civil-political or social-economic, which emerged in the second half of the twentieth century. They include the right to a healthy environment, the right to peace, the right to development, and the right to natural resources. See also collective rights.

Tolerance: willingness to accept behaviour and beliefs which are different from your own, although you might not agree with or approve of them. Declaration of Principles on Tolerance (UNESCO 1995).

Trade Union: an association of workers in a particular trade or craft that looks after the workers’ common interests, for instance, better working conditions. The right to form and join a trade union as well as a right to collective bargaining of wages are widely recognised human rights.

Trainer: a person who prepares programmes of learning activities, for instance, debates, study visits, viewing films and running Compass activities for a group of participants. When doing Compass activities, the trainer or teacher works democratically with the group of young people and has the role of facilitator.

Training: the process of learning the knowledge, skills and attitudes that you need to do a particular job or activity, for instance to enable you to defend human rights.

Treaty: (used synonymously with convention and covenant), a formal agreement between nation states that defines and modifies their mutual duties and obligations. When a state ratifies a treaty that has been adopted, the Articles of that treaty become part of its domestic legal obligations.

United Nations: an international intergovernmental organisation (IGO) founded in 1945 after the Second World War with the aim of maintaining international peace and security, developing friendly relations among nations and promoting social progress, better living standards and human rights.

UNICEF: (United Nations Children’s Fund); advocates for the protection of children’s rights, to help meet their basic needs and to expand their opportunities to reach their full potential. UNICEF is guided by the Convention on the Rights of the Child and strives to establish it as an international standard for all behaviour towards children.

United Nations Security Council (UNSC): one of the principal organs of the United Nations and is charged with the maintenance of international peace and security. It has 5 permanent members, each of which has the power to veto any decision by the Security Council, and 10 non-permanent members.

Universality: The principle that all human rights are held by all persons in all states and societies in the world.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR): (Universal Declaration); adopted by the general assembly on December 10, 1948. The primary UN document establishing human rights standards and norms. All member states have agreed to uphold the UDHR. Although the declaration was intended to be non-binding, through time its various provisions have become so widely recognized that it can now be said to be part of customary international law.

Youth participation: see participation

War crimes: crimes committed during a conflict, internal or international, which involve grave breaches of humanitarian law or other laws relating to armed conflict. The Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907 along with the Geneva Convention of 1949 are among the first formal international laws of war and war crimes and the humanitarian treatment of the victims of war.

World Health Organisation (WHO): an intergovernmental organisation under the auspices of the United Nations that works to promote health worldwide.

Xenophobia: (irrational) fear of foreigners, of persons from other countries or of things foreign generally. Xenophobia can lead to discrimination, racism, violence and even armed conflict against foreigners.
Human rights cannot be defended by legal measures alone. They need to be protected and safeguarded by everyone, including young people. Human rights are best respected and appreciated when we know them, stand up for them and apply them in our lives.

COMPASS provides youth leaders, teachers and facilitators of human rights education activities, whether professional or volunteers, with concrete ideas and practical activities to engage, involve and motivate young people in living, learning and acting for human rights. It promotes a comprehensive perspective on human rights education and sees young people as actors for a culture of universal human rights.

COMPASS was originally published in 2002 and is now available in more than 30 languages. A version specifically designed for human rights education with children – COMPASITO – enjoys a similar success. This edition is fully revised and updated to include new activities and information about human rights issues such as disability and disabilism, migration, religion, remembrance, war and terrorism. In this reprint chapter 5 has been revised and simplified, and the full texts of the background information moved to www.coe.int/compass.

COMPASS is a practical tool and resource for citizenship and human rights education. It is an essential companion for all those who are curious and interested in making the right to human rights education a reality for everyone.

The Council of Europe is the continent’s leading human rights organisation. It comprises 46 member states, including all members of the European Union. All Council of Europe member states have signed up to the European Convention on Human Rights, a treaty designed to protect human rights, democracy and the rule of law. The European Court of Human Rights oversees the implementation of the Convention in the member states.